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O
O-ama no Oji, jcl A M ¥ •— See Temmu-tenno.

O-an, DM jlc Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1368-1374.

Oba, M A family of samurai from Sagami, descended from
Taira Takamochi.

Xageyoshi, & M (+- 1210). Inherited the domain of Oba
{Sagami), ana took its name. Daring the civil war of Ilogen (1156), he
sided with Minamoto Yoshitomo, and besieged the palace of Shirakaioa.

When Yoritomo rose against the Taim,
i joined his party, whilst

his brother Kagechika fought on the oj>pe^' :#H-. After the triumph of

the Minamoto, he served the—— Kagechika, ^ IS (+ 1182},.. Kageyoshi, fought side

by side with him in Yoshitomo's army ^§51? Ifes; Hogen trouble (1156) ;

he was condemned to death, but was the intervention of

the Taira, and from that time, he proved one of their most faithful

partisans. It was he who defeated Yontomo at Ishibashi-yama (1181)

;

but the latter having received reinforcements from Kai, re-entered the

field
; whereupon Kagechika finding resistance impossible, surrendered

and was beheaded.

Oba-gata, -X M • A. lake in Kaga (25 Km. in circ.). It is also

called Kahoku-gata, Yada-gata.

Obaku-shu, ^ $ji£ ^ . A branch of the Zen-shu sect brought from
China to Japan in 1655, by the bonze Ingen. In 1659, he obtained

a piece of land at Uji (Yamashiro), on which be built a temple which he
called Mampuku-ji, while the monastery bore the name of Obaku-zan,
after the one in China of which Ingen had been superior. Protected
by the emperors and the Shogun, the Obaku sect which was an
attempt to reform decaying Japaness-’Buddbism, made rapid progress

; it

possesses at preseut about 600 temples.

Obama, /J'^ . A town in Wakasa province. (8,800 inh.). It was suc-

cessively the residence of the Rinoshita daimyo (1585-1600 inh ), Kyogoku
(1600-1634) and Sakai (1634-1868) (103,500 k.)>— It was formerly called

Kumo no hama.

Oban, In the Tckugawa days, the guard of the principal

castles of the Shogun : "Edo, Osaka, Fushimi, Kyoto (Nijo), etc.

Oban-bugyo, W. & ff • Under the Tokugawa Shogun, an official

who regulated the ceremonies that were held on the 1st, 3rd, 7th, and 15th
of the first ao&'t'fc of the year, and on which the great families, Hojo,
Chiba, Mhmb WteuAtmiya, Oyama, etc., offered a banquet to the Shogun.

Obau^g&Oj,; JjJI $ • Formerly samurai despatched from the

provinces*to go&sii &£ Imperial Palace. Their term of service was at

first 3 ym,m, Tor&omo reduced it to 6 months.
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Obata, /I' ^ • An ancient castle in Kdzuke, which, during the Middle

Ages, belonged to a family of the same name, but afterwards passed to

the Odawara Hdjo. Under the Tokugawa, it was occupied by the

daimyo Okudaira (1590), Mizuno (1601), Oda (1615), Okudaira (1767-

1868) (20,000 k.).

Obi, BE • A castle in Hyuga, built towards 1475 by Shimazu
Tadakane. It was captured in 1562, by ltd Yoshisuke, until then lord

of Tonokdri ; re-captured by Shimazu Tadachika the same year, it was
taken again by ltd in 1568. It reverted to the Shimazu when the ltd

emigrated to llungo in 1577. [Reinstalled in Obi by Hideyoshi (1587), the

ltd remained there until the Restoration (50,000 k.)

Obito, tr In olden times, a title
(kabane)

given to the heads of cer-

tain corporations : as, Iwaibe no Obito.

0 Cha no Tsubone, M (4- 1637). Daughter of Iida Kyiiemon,

vassal of Takeda Shingen, she married Kamio Magobei, samurai of the

Imagawa. When Ieyasu was sent as [hostage .to the Imagawa, Kamio
and his wife treated him very kindly. Magobei having been killed

with Imagawa Yoshimoto at Okehazama (1560), his wife returned to

Kai. Later on, Ieyasu remembered the services she had rendered him,

and called her to his castle of Hamamatsu, then to Edo and gave her the

name of 0 Cha no Tsulxme. Because of her superior intellect, she

was often employed in delicate negotiations, which she conducted to the

satisfaction of her protector. In 1614, she was sent to Yodo-gimi in

Osaka and succeeded in bringing about a peace between the contesting

parties. When the daughter of Hidetada married the emperor Go-Mi-
no-o, (1624), 0 Cha no Tsubone, accompanied her to Kyoto and arranged

all the details of the marriage ceremony. She was raised to the first

rank (ichi-i) of the Court nobility, and died at a very advanced age.

Ocbi,©^. A. town in Yamato. In the 14th century, it was the

residence of a family of the same name, that fought for the southern

dynasty.

Ochi, • A family of daimyo, branch of the Matsudaira family.

— See Matsudaira (Ochi).

Ochiai, • A family of literati of the 19th century. The best

known are : Naoaki ( i- 1894), Naozumi (1840-1891), Naofumi (1861-

1903).

Ocho, 11® H • Nengo : 1311.

Ocho-jidai, £ $ ft • The period of Japanese history, in which

the emperors governed in their own name, i.e. from the accession of

Jimmu-tenno to the establishment of the Kamakura Shogunate (660

B. C. — 1192 A. D.).

Oda, /J' 03 • A castle in Hitachi, built towards the end of the 12th

century by Hatsuda Tomoie. His descendants occupied it until 1574.

At that time it was captured by Ota Sukemasa, and abandoned at the

time of the Tokugawa.

Oda, ® 01 . A family of daimyo, originating in Owari, and descend-

ed from Taira Sukemori, son of Shigemori.
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Chikazane, 1§ . Son of SuJcemori, established himself at

Oda (Echizen) and took its name. His descendants, vassals of the Shiba

family, followed the latter to Oivari, and received the castle of Inu-yama
in 1435.

(Nobuhiro
Nobutada- Hidenobu

(Hideo
Nobuo - -1 Nobuyoshi -Nobumasa -Nobuhisa

iTakanaga -Nagayori -Nobutake
Nobutaka
Hidekatsu
Kataunaga

Nobunaga Nobusada - Sadaoki - -Jisai

(6 other sons)

Daughter married to Gamo Ujisato

„ „ Tokugawa Nobuyasu

„ „ Maeda Toshinaga

„ ,, Niwa Nagashige

„ „ Tsuteui Sadatsugu

1(5 other daughters)

Nobuyuki - Nobuzumi - Masakata
Nobukane- Nobunori - Nobukatsu

rHideo
i
- -1 Nobuyoshi -Nobumasa -Nobuhisa

iTakauaga -Nagayori -Nobutake

Nobunaga

Nobuharu •

Nagamasu

Masatoshi
(Yorinaga
{ Nagamasa -Nagamasu 1 Nagamasa- Nagasada - Nagaakira- Nagakiyo (c)

iTosliinaga- Nagashige- Hidekazu - Hidechika (d)

Daughter married tot Daughter married to Hideyoshi (Yodo-gimi)
Asai Nagamasa and 1 „ KySgoku Takatsugu
to Shihata Katsuie '

>> „ Tokugawa Hidetada
Daughter married to Takeda Katsuyori

Tokugawa Hidetada

Nobuhide, fE H (+ 1549). Descendant of Chikazane, in the

17th generation, witnessed the ruin of his suzerains, the Shiba lords, and
occupied half of Omari province. He fought against the Saito and
defeated Imagawa Yoshimoto in 1 54$. ag Apuki-zaka (Mikawa).

Nobuhiro, fE M (+ 1574)^; 'Pppst son of Nobuhide, received

the castle of Anjo (Mikawa), where hs besieged by Imagawa Yoshi-

moto (1549), and was compelled to flee. He was killed at the battle of

Nagashima (Ise).

Nobunaga, {$ ft (1584-1582). 2nd son of Nobuhide, was 15

years old when his father died . Expert in all kinds of warlike exercises,

he gave but little heed to the government of his domains. In vain, one

of his best retainers, Hirade Kiyohide, endeavored to draw his attention

to that point ;
his remonstrances remained without effect. Thereupon the

faithful servant committed his representations to writing, had them
carried to his lord, and then put an end to his life. Nobunaga moved
by such devotedness, changed his conduct for the better. In 1557, his

younger brother, Nobuyuki, having treated with the Hayashi, who had
invaded a part of Owan, Nobunaga sent against him Ikeda Nobuteru, who
defeated him and put him to death. Three years afterwards, Imagawa
Yoshimoto, daimyo of Suruga and of Totomi entered Owan at the head of

a numerous army. All the retainers of Nobunaga advised him to make
overtures with the enemy rather than engage in an unequal contest

;
but

he rejected their timorous counsels, marched against his powerful
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adversary and defeated him completely at Okehazama {Omari)

:

1 oshi-

moto fled, but he was pursued hy Hattori Koheida and Mori Hidetaka

and put to death (1560). The provinces of Suruga and Totomi, escheat-

ed to Nobunaga, whose reputation began to spread far and wide. The

emperor Ogimaclii sent Tachiiri Munetsugu secretly to him and com-

missioned him to put an end to the troubles so long desolating the capital

(1562). Nobunaga accepted the mission, and in 1564 he entered Mino,

defeated Saito Tatsuoki and established himself at Gifu. Before pene-

trating into Omi,, he secured by family ties, the co-operation of Asai

Nagamasa, Takeda Shingen, and Tokugawa Ieyasu. Another letter

from the emperor urged him to hasten the pacification of the land ;

shortly after, Ashikaga YoshiaJci asked his support to secure the suc-

cession of his brother, the Shogun Yoshiteru. Nobunaga set to work.

He captured 18 castles in Omi and dispossessed the daimyo Sasaki Yo-

shikata ; after this, he. entered Kyoto with Yoshiaki, who received the

title of Shogun, (1568) ;
again, breaking down the Miyoshi, he pacified

Settsu and Kaimchi. Whereupon, Yoshiaki wished to confer the title of

Kwanryo on him, but Nobunaga refused. The next year, the Miyoshi

and their vassal, Macsunaga Hisahide, re-entered Kyoto and besieged

the Shogun in the Honkoku-ji : Nobunaga returned in haste to the

capital and defeated the assailants. Then he built the Nijo palace for

Yoshiaki, repaired the Imperial Palace, determined the revenues of the

Court, etc. After that, he went to Ise to fight against Kitabatake Tomo-

nori, defeated him and gave him as son-in-law and heir his 2nd son No-

Kuo (1569). The next year, he vanquished

successively the Asakura (Echizen), the Asai

{Omi), and the Miyoshi {Settsu). The bonzes

of Hiei-zan having sided against him,

he led an army against them, seized their

domains, set fire to their temples, and

put them all to the sword. (1571) Mean-

while, Yoshiaki plotted with Takeda Shingen

to get rid of his formidable protector But

Nohinaga returned to Kyoto, deposed the Sho-

gun and sent him as prisoner to the castle of

Wakae {Kawachi) (1573) ;
and thus after

two centuries and a half, ended, the Ashi-

kaga Shogunate. After this, Nobunaga com-

pleted the ruin of the Asakura, the Asai, the Miyoshi, and the Sasaki, and

from this time forward, these 4 families disappear from history. In the

following year, Nobunaga was received in the Seirybden by the emperor,

who offered him a cup and conferred on him the title of Gon-Dainagon.

Thereupon, he built a superb castle for himself on the shores of lake

Biwa, at Azuchi {Omi), quelled the turbulent bonzes of Ikko-shu (1576),

besieged and defeated Araki Murashige in his castle of Itami {Settsu)

(1579), and with the help of Ieyasu, crushed the Takeda at Temmoku-

zan (Kai

)

(1582). Meanwhile Hashiba Hideyoshi was fighting with

the Mori ; he laid siege to the castle of Takamatsu {Bitchu) and asked for
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aid. Nobunaga commissioned Akechi Mitsuhide to bring him reinforce-

ments, whilst he himself made preparations to direct the campaign in

person. Mitsuhide mustered 30,000 men ;
but instead of leading them

west, he entered Kyoto and suddenly invested the Honno-ji ,
where No-

bunaga had set up his residence. The latter hearing a tumult, went

out to see what was happening but in a few moments, he fell mortally

wounded. It was the 22th of June 1582. Nobunaga was only 48 years

old ;
he left 12 sons and 11 daughters. The emperor conferred on him

the posthumous name of Sogen-in ,
the title of Dajd-daijin and the 2nd

degree of the first rank (ju-ichi-i). — Nobunaga is one of the greatest

figures in Japanese history. Bold and persevering, he rose from the rank

of a petty daimyo, to the highest honors of the Empire. He put an end to

the civil wars that

had been ruining the

country for upwards

of a century, and re-

solutely began the

work of re-organiza-

tion, which the Toku-

gawa were to com-

plete. He showed

himself favorable to

the Europeans, and

in the interest of his

country, encouraged

foreign trade. From
policy, if not from

conviction, he sup-

ported the Catholic

missionaries, who
owed much of their

astonishing success to

his protection. His

aim was to break

down the barrier

between Japan and

other nations. His

plan was delayed for

3 centuries owing to

the distrustful policy mia »• HoimiMl temple by akechi mitsuhide.

of the

fjf ft (+ 1557). Brother of Nobunaga. He re-

ceived on the death’ of his father (1549), the castle of Suemon (
Owan).

In 1557, the Hayashi, Oda's retamers, attempted to make them-

selves independent, and to secure a part of Owan. Nobuyuki instead

of crushing them, began to “ parley ” with them. Nobiinaga incensed

at this, sent Ikeda Nobuteru against him. He besieged him in Suemon

and put him to death.
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Nobukane, i$ f*2 (1548-1014). Brother of Nobunaga, was
adopted by the Nagao family (1568), and received the title of Kozuke no
sake. He lived in Kyoto, and in 1594 shaved his head and took the
name of Botaisai, yielding to his son the estates of Kayano (Tamba—
80,000 k.). He was a painter and a man of letters.

Nobuharu, ffj Vn (1549-1570). Brother of Nobunaga, re-

ceived the castle of Usayama (Omi

)

and was killed at Sakamoto, while
fighting against Asakura Kageharu.

—1 Nagamasu, H ^ (1 548-1622). Brother of Nobunaga, served
HMeydshi after the death of his brother. In 1586 he shaved his head
and took the name of Yurakusai-Joan. He had a revenue of 30,000 k.

in Yamato. In 1615, he gave 10,000 k. to each of his two sons Naga-
masa and Toshinaga, and keeping the rest for himself, retired to Kyoto,
where he devoted his time to the study of the tea-ceremony. He had
practised the art under the famous Sen Bikyu

;
he founded a school

which his son Yorinaga continued. Nagamasu had been baptized in
1588.

Nobutada, IB JS& (1557-1582). The eldest son of Nobunaga,
served his first campaign at the age of 15 and accompanied his father in

his expeditions. When Nobunaga fixed his residence at Azuehi (1576),
Nobutada established himself at Gifu. The following year, he headed an
expedition successfully into Yamato against Matsunaga Hisahule. He
served in the campaign against Takeda Katsuyori, after which, intending
to follow his father westward and subdue the Mori, he entered Kyoto with
him, and lodged in the Myodo-ji temple. There he received intelligence

of AJcechi Mitsuhide’s treachery. He hastened to his father’s rescue, but
arrived too late. Thereupon, he retired to the Nijo castle, made prince
Masahito-shinno leave the place for safety sake, ordered Maeda Gen-i to

lead his son Samboshi to Kiyosu, and defended himself valiantly against
Mitsuhide, but soon yielding to overwhelming odds, he killed himself
with 90 of his retainers.

Nobuo, £f| (1558-1630). 2nd son of Nobunaga, was chosen
to be the son-in-law of Kitabatake Tomonori after the latter’s defeat

(1569). Kitabatake ceded his domains and his title of Ise-kokushu in

1575. After the death of Nobunaga, all his grand vassals, assembled at

Kiyosu, elected Samboshi, son of Nobutada, as his heir and appointed as
guardians his two uncles, Nobuo and Nobutaka. Nobuo was intrusted

with the administration of the provinces of Owari, Ise and Iga,
with a revenue of 1,000,000 k. ; he settled in Kiyosu and Nobutada in

Gifu. Contentions arose between the guardians who appealed to the
daimyo to defend their cause. Shibata Katsuie, Takigawa Kazumasu,
Sasa Narimasa, Maeda Toshiie, etc. sided with Nobutaka ; Nobuo was
supported by Hideyoshi, Niwa Nagahide, Ikeda Nobuteru, etc. Hide-
yoshi then commissioned Nobuo to besiege his brother in the castle of

Gifu, whilst he would fight against Katsuie. After resisting for a while,

Nobidaka escaped from Gifu, but was slain in his flight (1583) ; Katsuie,
defeated at Shizu-ga-take, took his own life in his castle of Kita no sho
{Echizen). The following year, all the vassals repaired to Azuehi to
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offer their young suzerain Samboshi and his guardian their New Year’s

wishes. Hideyoshi alone failed to appear, which greatly incensed Nobuo.

He appealed to Tokugawa Ieyasu, and both mustered troops. Hideyoshi

did the same, but in the very first engagement at Nagakutc (Owari), his

van-guard was completely crushed. Meanwhile the bonzes of the

Negoro temple (Kii), caused troubles in the provinces. Hideyoshi per-

ceiving himself in a critical position, had recourse to diplomacy
;
he

treated successively with his two adversaries and made them fair pro-

mises ; he thus avoided certain disaster (1584). During the campaign

against the Hojo of Odaicara, (1590) Nobuo ca^.«<tagie head of 15,000

men from the provinces of Ise and Owari. E^Kfi^n quarelling with

Hideyoshi, he was consigned to a small fief of in Dewa, after

which, he shaved his head took the name ot'JSsMn. Pardoned the

following year, he returned and on the death of Hideyoshi (1598),

settled in Fushimi. Having tided against Ieyasu in 1600, he was dis-

possessed and retired to Osaka. When Yodo-gimi attempted to enlist

him in her projects against Ieyasu, Nobuo always weak, declined and

returned to Kyoto. After Hideyori's downfall (1615), he received from

Ieyasu a revenue of 50,000 k. in Ya?nato, and died at the age of 73.

—

Nobuo had been baptized in 1588, but it is hard to say whether he

persevered to the end in the practice of his religion.

Nobutaka, 'fft #. (1558-1583). Third son of Nobunaga was

chosen to-be heir of the Kambe family (Ise). He established himself in

the castle of the same name (1569). in 1582, he received in fief the 4 pro-

vinces of Shikoku, and headed an expedition to Kii against the chief of

the Hongwan-ji, Kosa, who was defeated and slain. On his father’s death,

hearing that his cousin Nobuzumi had been in league with Akechi Mitsu-

hide, he attacked him in Osaka and put him to death. Shortly after, he

was appointed with his brother Nobuo, guardian of young Samboshi. He
resided at Gifu, and governed Mino province. His contentions with

Nobuo led to war. Nobutaka was besieged in Gifu and took to flight,

but being pursued by Nakagawa Sadanari and seeing himself on the

point of being made prisoner he sought shelter in the Sholio-ji temple at

Noma (Owari) and killed himself.

Hidekatsu, %% §£ (1567-1593). 4th son of Nobunaga, was
adopted by Hideyoshi.— See Hashiba Hidekatsu.

• Katsunaga, n (1568-1582). 5th son of Nobunaga, received

the castle of Inuyama (Oivari) in 1581, and was killed with his father in

the temple of Honno-ji.

Nobuzumi, {ft ft? (1555-1583). Son of Nobuyuki, married a

daughter of Akechi Mitsuhide. In 1582, he served with his cousin

Nobutaka in the campaign against the Ikko-shu bonzes. On hearing of

Nobunaga's assassination, he.answered his father-in-law’s appeal, joined

his party and took up Ins position at Osaka ; but Nobutaka marched

against him, defeated fcim &£s& put him to death.

Hidenobu, f§
:

fg (1581-1602). Grandson of Nobunaga, and

eldest son of Nobutaka, iivm otXy 1 year old when he lost his father and

grandfather. He then bore the surname of Samboshi. Recognized as
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heir of the family, he was transferred, by the care of Maeda Gen-i, from
Gifu to Iiiyosu and after the fall of Mitsuhide, to Azuchi. In 1585,
Hideyoshi had him brought back to Gifu, and giving him an ideograph
of his own name, called him Hidenobu. On the rupture between leyasu
and Ishida Kazushige, the latter invited Hidenobu to join him. The
Gifu samurai vainly endeavored to deter their young master from this alli-
ance. He declared war against leyasu. Besieged in Gifu by FuJcushima
Masanori and Kuroda Nagamasa, he attempted to make a sally, but was
repulsed. He surrendered to Masanori, who had him brought to Imo-
arai (Yamashiro), there to await the decision of leyasu

;

the latter
obliged him to shave his head and to repair to Koija-san, where he died
after two years, at the early age of 21.— Hidenobu was a Christian

;
he

had been baptized at Gifu and received the name of Paul, with his
younger brother Hidenori, who was called Vincent. History furnishes
no information about the latter.
—— Hideo or Hidekatsu, ^ tfe (1573-1610). Eldest son of Nobuo,

received in 1592, the castle of Ono (Echizen— 50,000 k.). Dispossessed
after Sekigahara, he repaired to Asalcusa (Edo), where he lived in retire-
ment. At the time of the Restoration

, there existed 4 daimyd families of
the name of Oda.

(a)— The branch of Nobuyoshi, £l (+1626), 3rd
son of Nobuo

;

they fixed their residence successively at
Obata (Kdzuke

)

in 1615, at Takabatake (Deiva) in 1767 ;

and at Tendo (Dewa— 20,000 k ). from 1828 to 1868!— To-day Viscount.

(&)— The branch of Takanaga, j%' H ( + 1659), 4th
son of Nobuo ; they settled at Uda

( Yamato) (1615), and
at Kashhoabara (Tamba — 20,000 k.). — To-day Vis-
count.

(c) — The branch of Nagamasa, gfc 4th son of Nagamasu ; they
resided at Shibamura (Yamato— 10,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

(d) The branch of Hisanaga, fA) 5th son of Nagamasu ; they
resided from 1675 to 1868 at Yanagimoto (Yamato — 10,000 k.). —
To-day Viscount.

Oda, /J'0. An ancient family of daimyd, descended from Hatsuda
Tomoie, son of Minamoto Yoshitomo (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Tomoshige, $ • Son of Tomoie, fixed his residence, towards
the end of the 12th century, at Oda ifMn^chi) and took its name.-

—

Haruhisa, !K (+1352), .hi first a vassal of the Hojd, he
rallied to the imperial cause after 0f Kamakura (1333). He
fought against Takauji and afforded shelter to Kitabatake Chikafusa ;
later on, he passed over to the Ashikaga party and in 1352 defeated
Nitta Yoshimune. The family was dispossessed in 1573 by Ota
Sukemasa.

Odani, /h £t- • An a,ncient castle in Omi, built in 1516 by Asai
Sukemasa, who was besieged there the very same year, by Kijogoku
Takamine. Nobunaga captured it in 1573 and all the Asai 'perished in
it.
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Oda shi-ten, IH M A The 4 principal vassals of Oda
Ndbunaga ; Shibata Katsuie, Takigawa Kazumasa, Niwa Nagahide and

Akechi Mitsuhide.

Odawara, /I' IQ ]$. A town of Sagami province and of Kanagaioa-

ken (16,700 inh ).— An ancient castle which belonged to the Dot daimyo
and passed in 1416 to Omori Yoriaki. Hojo Soun captured it in 1494 and

fixed his residence there. XJesugi Kenshin besieged it in vain (1561) ; as

did also Takeda Shingen (1573) ;
but Hideyoshi attacked it with a

powerful army in 1590 and captured it. This was the end of the Hojo.

Under the Tolcugawa, it became the residence of the respective daimyo,

Okubo (1590), Abe (1620), Inaba (1632) and Okubo (1686-1868)

(116,000 k ).

Oe, A iL An ancient family of scholars, literati and statesmen.

Otondo, if A (811-877). Was a disciple of Sugawara Iio-

reyoshi. He rose to the post of Kebiishi-betto. He is often called Koso-

ko ; he contributed to the Jogwan-kyakusliiki (871), and has left several

works.

Chisato, S • Son of Otondo, was a renowned poet.

Asatsuna, IB (886-957). Grandson of Otondo, distinguished

himself as a kcss, of letters and published a history of Japan (Shin-

kokushi). Hi} fe called Nochi no Koso-ko.

.... • i- x? * i i
(Yoshiteru- Tadayoshi-Morosue -Kiyoyoshi-Micliikiyo

j

kinuyoslu - K.yotada
(Narimichi

Kiraiyoshi • Kiyotada

Tamabuchi - Asatsuna
Chisato
Munebuchi

1 Chiaki

iChifuru

fKoreaki

Koveshige

I

Kiyotoki
Masatoki
Koretoki
Yoshitoki

rr ... fShigemitsu- Tadahira -Takachika-Narihira
Koretoki

J^jfarimitsu - Tamemoto
-Tadafusa

Koretoki, 5# (888-963). Grandson of Otondo, filled im-

portant functions in the reigns of Shujaku and Murakami. He is also

called Koso-ko.

Tadahira, K $i (952-1012). A poet

of renown and grandson of the above.

Koretoki, (955-1010). A relative

of the above. Distiagsr^fed himself in literature.

Tadafusa, ft JK (1041-1111). A des-

cendant of Tadahira, was equally remarkable

in prose and poetry. He became Okura-kyd

and governor of Dazaifu (1098-1102). Tada-

fusa, Fujiwara Nagafusa and Fujiwara Kore-

fusa, who all flourished at the same time, are

styled the Sam-bd (3 Bo : bo is the Chinese a® TAOimsi.

reading of the character “fusa ”).

Hiromoto, % (1148-1225). Descendant of Tadafusa, served

Yoritomo as soon as the latter rose against the Taira (1180). He was

i
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appointed Betto of the Kumonjo (1183) and had a considerable share in

the organization of the Kamakura Shogunate. In return for his

services, he received the domain of Yamamoto (Higo). He was after-

wards Betto of the Mandokoro. Councillor of the Shogun Yoriie and

Sanetomo, he proved a most able administrator. — From him the Mori,

daimyo of Chosliu, are descended.

O-ei, fg 7K • Nengo

:

1394-1427 ;
it is the longest Japanese era (34

years) after that of the Meiji.

Ogaki, Jtu . A town in Mino (19,000 inh.), with an ancient castle

built in 1535 by Miyagawa Yasusada by the orders of the Shogun

Yoshiharu. Oda Nobuhide captured it in 1540. After Nobutaka's

defeat (1583), Hideyoshi gave it to Ikeda Nobuteru. It afterwards

became the residence of the daimyo ltd (1590) Ishikawa (1600), Hisa-

matsu (1016), Okabe (1624), Hisamatsu (1633) and Toda (1634-1868)

(100,000 k.). ... . „ .

Ogasawara, /J> (£ $ A family of daimyo, originating m SJnna-

no, and descended from Takeda Yosliikiyo (Seiwa-Genji).

Nagakivo, H fp| • Great-grandson of Yosliikiyo. He was

the first to take the name of Ogasawara. His descendants became by

degrees masters of the whole province of Shinano.

Sadamune, A Sf? (1294-1350). Was governor of Shinano and

at the same time had the administration of the provinces of IIida and

Totdmi. At first he fought for Hojo Takatolci, then, after the fall ol

Kamakura, joined the Imperial party. He levied troops in Shinano and

Hida, and supported Nitta Yoshisada, but afterwards sided with the

Ashikaga. He was sent by Takauji to besiege the castle of Kanagasaki

(Echizen), where Yoshisada had intrenched himself but he was unable

to take it (1336) ;
thereupon, he attempted to check Kitabatake Akiie m

his march to Kyoto, but was again defeated in Mino.

Nagahide, n • Grandson of Sadamune and son of Naga-

moto, was a famous master in the art of bow-shooting, horse-riding, etc.

While a professor of the Shogun Yoshimitsu, he was asked to compose

with Ise Mitsutada and Imagawa Ujiyori a code of ceremonial for the

samurai. These rules of etiquette were called Ogasawara-ryu.

Nagatoki, U (1519-1583). Descendant of Sadamune, was

lord of Fukashi (later on, Matsumoto) and incessantly at war with

the Takeda of Kai. When Shingen succeeded his father, Nagatoki

formed a league against him with Suica Yorisliige

;

but the latter lei

himself be duped by his powerful adversary and lost both his life and his

domains (1553) ;
Nagatoki too was soon defeated and compelled to seek

refuge near Murakami Yosliikiyo in Ecliigo. The latter furnished him

with an army. He then attempted to recover his castle of Fukaslii, but

being beaten, he sought shelter with Uesugi Kenshin. Thence he -repaired

to Kyoto, where he taught the Shogun Yoshiteru the rules of archery and

horsemanship, in which accomplishments his ancestors had excelled for

centuries. He returned to Shinano after the death of Yoshiteru, but was

assassinated by his servants.
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Hidemasa, i& (1569-1615). Grandson of Nagatoki, served

Ieyasu and received from him in 1590 the fief of Koga (Shimosa—
20,000 k.). In 1601 he was transferred to Iida (Shinano— 50,000 k.),

and in 1613, he recovered the castle of his ancestors at Fukashi
(80,000 k.).

Hidemasa

Nobnmine-

"r l fTadao - -Tadamoto -Tadafnsa
lauazane

[ Naokata .jjaomichi -Sadaakira

Tadanaga - Nagatsugn-Nagakatsu-Nagatane
Tadatomo - Nagayori -Nagasuke -Nagashige
Nobuynki - Masanobu -Sadanobu -Nohutoki

(t>)

(c)

(<1)

(e)

(a) — Branch which resided first at Fukashi, then at (Hari

-

via— 120,000 k.) (1617), and lastly from 1632 to &JS<,”$t Kokura
(Buzen — 150,000 k.). — Now Count.

1

(&; — Branch which resided until the Restoration

a$ 0kizuka (
Buzen — 10,000 k.). — To-day Viscount.

Branch which fixed its residence in 1617 at

-gwjSuno (Harima

)

; in 1632, at Nakatsu (Buzen) ;

at Ashi (Harima — 10,000 k.) (1716-1868).—
: ‘.Now .Viscount.

(d) — Branch which settled in 1632 at Kizuki

(Bungo) ; in 1645, at Yoshida (MiMvK): in 1697, at

Iwatsuki (Musashi) ; in 1711, aM-.'sjj&flkgawa (Totomi) ;
in 1747, at

Tanakura (Mutsu)
;
and lastly from 1817 to 1868 at Karatsu

(
Hizen —

60,000 k.) .— Now Viscount.

(e) — Family allied to the above and also descended from Sadamunc.
Established in 1590 at Kongo (Musashi), they moved in 1608 to Koga
(Shimosa) ; in 1619 to Sekiijado (Shimosa) ; in 1637, to Takasu (Mino) ;

and in 1691 to Katsuyama (Echizen— 22,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

Ogasawara-jima, /h & A group of islands in the Pacific

Ocean, more than 800 Km. south of Tokyo. Discovered in 1593 by
Ogasaioara Sadayori, grandson of Nagatoki (See Nagatoki), they were
given his name. The group contains 20 islands, the principal of which,

starting from the N. are : Muko-jima, Nakodo-jima, Yiyme-jima, Oidto-

jima, Ani-jima, Chichi-jima, Haha-jima, Ane-jima, Mei-jima, Imoto-

jima, etc. The population number's about 2500 souls. Administratively,

they belong to the Tokyo-fu. They were formerly called Munin-tS
(uninhabited islands). In European maps, they are named Bonin
islands.

Ogasawara-ryu, /J' % M •
— See Ogasaioara Nagahide.

Ogata, • A family of artists of the 17th and the 18th centuries.

Korin, % (1661-1716). Born at Kyoto, he went to Edo and
followed the lessons of Kano Tsunenobu ; afterwards he studied the old

masters of the Tosa school. He combined the teachings of both in his

decorative painting so that both schools claim him ;
but Japanese

authorities generally, place him among the Tosa artists. He himself,

founded the “ Korin-ha.” This school was the first to use gold and
silver dust in painting. Sakai Hoitsu (17G1-1828), is the most famous
artist of the Korin school.
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Kenzan, |!| ^1668-1743). Brother of Korin, excelled in
painting, poetry ana the Ceramic arts.

Ogawa, /J' Jl| • A family of daimy6, who, at the end of the 16th
century, occupied the fswstle of Imabaru {Iyo— 70,000 k ). They were
dispossessed by Ieyasu in 1600.

Ogawa, /J' Jl| • A family of samurai from the Kokura clan
(Buzen) ennobled in 1895.— To-day Baron.

Ogi, /J> . A town in Hizen, was from 1614 to 1868, the residence
of a branch of the Nabeshima family (73,000 k.)

.

Ogi-ga-yatsu, SIS- A place in Sagami, near Kamakura, where
Uesugi Sadamasa fixed his residence. This name was given to his
descendants.

Ogigayatsu, M Q a branch of the Uesugi family, established at
Ogi-ga-yatsu {Sagami), towards the middle of the 15th century.— (See
Uesugi.)

Ogimachi, IE IS i9f • A family of huge, descended from Fujiwara
(Sanjo) Sanefusa (1146-1224). — To-day Count.

Ogimachi-tenno, jE ft HI % & 106th Emperor of Japan.
(1558-1586). Katahiio, son of Go-Nara-
tenno, succeeded his father at the age of 41.
Owing to lack of money, it was only 3 years
later it&i the coronation ceremony could be
perfected with the help of Mori Motonari
who defeyed the expenses thereof. In 1562,
Ogimachi despatched Tachiiri Munetsugu to
Nobunaga, inviting him to pacify the land
disturbed for many years by civil wars. His
reign witnessed the famous struggles between
Takeda Shingen and Uesugi Kenshin, the end
of the Ashikaga Shogunate, the rise and death
of Nobunaga, the short dictatorship of Akechi
Mitsuhide and the rise of Hideyoshi. Ogima-
chi abdicated at the age of 70, in favor of his

grandson Go-Yozei and died 7 years later.

Ogino, $c !£f • A dwelling in Sagami, was in the Middle Ages, the
residence of a family of the same name, whose last scion, Sueshige, was
killed in the battle of Ishibashi-yama (1181), where he fought against
Yoritomo. After that, Ogino became the property of the Engalcu-ji temple
{Kamakura). Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to the Okubo family, a
branch of which (13,000 k.) resided there from 1718 to 1868. - It was
then called Ogino-yamanaka.
Ogiu Sorai, ffc (1666-1728). A celebrated Confucian scholar

ol Edo, who founded a school where he taught the ancient Chinese
philosophers. His disciple Dazai Shuntai continued his teachings
Sorai has left a great number of books. He is also called Butsu Sorai
Ogiwara Shigehide, lift (1658-1713). Minister of finance

{Kanjo-bugyo) of the Bafuku. It was he that advised the Shogun
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Tsunayoshi, to lower the value of the money then current in order to

supply the deficiency of the Treasury (1695). The new coin was

called Genroku-kin from the era during which it was struck. Until then,

the samurai had received a pension in kind ;
he substituted territorial pos-

sessions. The petty officials suffered greatly from this change, and bitter

opposition broke out against Shigehide. Even Aral Hakuseki demanded

his dismissal. He was discharged in 1 7 12 and died the following year.

Ogurna, /J' • In Mino, where Minamoto Yukiie was defeated by

the Taira (1181).

Ogura, /]> ^ A family of huge descended from Fujiwara (Saionji)

Saneo. (1217-1273).— To-day Viscount.

Ogura-dono, /J' fflt
A dwelling erected in the village of Saga, near

Kyoto, where the emperor Go-Kameyama lived for 30 years (1392-1424)

after having yielded his rights to Go-Komatsu of the northern dynasty.

Ogura-ike, /J' # fife
• A small lake in Yamasliiro, with an outlet

into the Yodo-gawa ; it is also called O-ike (circ. : 18 Km ).

Ogura no Oji, /J' Jf if- . Son of the emperor Go-Kameyama.
When the latter abdicated in favor of Go-Komatsu (1392), who repre-

sented the northern dynasty, it was agreed that henceforward the

emperors should be taken alternately from the two branches of the Im-

perial family. Go-Komatsu abdicated in 1412 in favor of his son

Shoko. On the latter’s death (1428), prince Ogura claimed the right of

succession, but the Shogun Yoshinon proclaimed a descendant of Suko,

Go-Hanazono, of the northern dynasty the lawful emperor Ogura

appealed to Kitabatake Mitsumasa, governor of Ise, who fought for his

cause, but was defeated by Hatakeyama Mochiknni (1429). The prince

had to return to Ogura and shave his head in the temple of Manju-ji.

In 1440, a fresh attempt to rouse the Kilcuclii of Kyushu in his favor was

quelled by the Shogun.

Ogura-shinno, /]' # U :E • — See Kane-akira-shinno.

Ogura-yama, /J' M lU A hill near the village of Saga ( Yamasliiro)

where prince Kane-akira-sliinno had his estates. He was for this reason

also called Ogura-shinno. There too Fujiicara Sadaie compiled the

Hyahu-nin-isshu.

Oguri Hangwan, /J' M Vi (1398-1464), or as he is truly called

Sukeshige, was the son of Mitsushige, lord of Oguri (Hitachi), who had

been dispossessed by Ashikaga MooMuji Oguri Hangwan was the

hero of many extraordinary adventures. One day (1426), some thieves

had resolved to intoxicate him with sake, and murder him during the

the night
;
but Teruta-hime revealed the plot which she had discovered

and he jumped on a wild horse and fled to Fujisawa (Sagami)

.

Another

time, his enemies poisoned his bath and so he contracted leprosy ; there-

upon Teruta-hime transported him in a little carriage, which she drove

herself from Kamakura to the hot springs of Yu no mine, and a week

sufficed to restore his health and strength. Later on, he became a bonze

in the temple of Sokoku-ji (Kyoto) and took the name, of Sotan.

He studied painting under Shiibun and became one of the greatest artists

of his time.
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Ogurusu, /J' M fiS • A town in Yamasliiro, near the village of Daiao
Mitsuhtde while attempting to reach his castle of Sakamoto
after his defeat at Yamazalci, was assassinated here bv the nea-

sants. J

Ogyu, ii A family of daimyo — See Matsudaira
(Ogyu).

fa
J?

il3Lof kuge’ descended from Minamoto Ma-
saiwbu (920-973) (Uda-Genji). — To-day Count.

/07
9'karai> .ii *8/ Formerly a solemn ceremony of purification

(Shmto), which took place on the first day of the Gth and the 12th
months.

OhashiJunzo, * ® (g MR (1816-1862). A samurai of the
Utsunomiya clan (Shimotsuke), renowned for his knowledge of Chinese
literature. A staunch adversary of the opening of the country to foreign

-

ers, he opposed with all his might, the policy of the Taira Ii Naosuke.
Accused of complicity m an attempt to assassinate Ando Nobumasa he
was put to the torture and died shortly afterwards
O-heya-shu, $J hIS H M — 8ee ]\{uromachi-banshu

.

mikoto, ^ . Son of the emperor Kogen, was ap-
°f the Holturokudd, where he quelled a revolt of the

hjbisu (88 B. C.). He defeated and killed Take-haniyasu-hiko, who had
revolted against the emperor Sujin (81 B. C.)
Oho, J® j# Nengo : 1161-1162.

Oidemm ® ^ tff. Under the Kamakura Shogun, an official
conmnsf%(£i^, settle all the details of the Shogun's journeys : escort
relays, em. £» 1263 the Shogun Munetaka, repairing to Kyoto, appointed
the Goslio-bugyo Nikaido Yukikata to that charge and thenceforward it
became customary to assign that title to the Goslio-bugyo. — This office
continued under the Ashikaga Shogun.

O-ie-ryu,p % . A way of writing the Chinese characters, taughtby pnnce Seiren-m no Miya or Son-en-Hoshinno (1298-1356), son of theemperor Fuslnmi. This school of calligraphy was also called Son-en-ryu.

.
i

0l
"i

gaTa
’ • One of the names of the river Katsura-gawa

(which see), also called Hozu-gawa.
Oi’gawa, ii# Jl| A river which takes its rise in the Shirane-zan

(Kai) and is there called Taslnro-gawa

;

it forms the limits between

Suruga (180
^°W8 ^ KanaVa and empties itself into the gulf of

D^Sa^miS0t0 n° teukasa
’ ii • An ancient name of

^ Jf ‘ A
,

town in Shimosa, was from 1615 to
18b» the residence of the Morikawa daimyo (10,000 k

)

An ancient family of daimyo in

Odawara
de8^royed in the 16th century by the Hojo of

Oimikado, i: & w fg . A family of kuge descend-
^

ed from Fujiwara Morozane (1042-1101). — Now Marquis.
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A department formed of the province of
of Buzen.—Pop. : 874,000. — Capital : Oita

Nakatsu (15,100 inh.).

A place in Omi, near the village of Knroda,
was defeated and killed by Sakuma Nobu-

Oita-ken, Jz ft 8$ •

Bungo and 2 districts

(13,100 inh.). — Chief city :

0iwa-yama, jz til .

where Nakagawa- Kiyohide
mori. (1583).

Ojika-shima, W| One of the northern islands of the Goto
archipelago (Hizen) (.30 Km, in tire.).

Ojin-tenno, Jfe # -M. - 15th Emperor of Japan (201-310). This
sovereign was first caked Honda-wake no mileoto

;

he was the 4th son of
Chuai-tenno and of Jingo-kdgd and was barn after his father’s death.
His mother although pregnant, headed the
expedition against the San-Jcasi (Korea) and
was delivered on hex return to Tmkmhi .

She continued to govern as regent for 69
years and it is only after her death (269
A.D.) that Ojin began to take the reins of
government. He w&s also called Oioma*
wake. It is in his reign (284-285) that
the Korean scholars Ajilci and Wani are
believed to have come to Japan, bringing
with them Chinese literature and Confuci-
anism. Ojin died at the age of 110 years
(130 according to the Koji-ki). In 712,
the empress Gemniei had a temple erected
in his honor in the district of Usa (Buzen),
where he was honored by the name of
Hachiman-Dai-jingu, The emperor Seiwa
also dedicated to him the temple of Otoko-yama (hvashimizu-Hachiman-
gu), near Kyoto. He has become the god of war, and was the patron of
the Mmamoto.
Oka, [SO • A castle in Sanuki, taken by Hosokawa Yonyuki, after he

had dispossessed and killed his cousin Kiyouji, lord of Sanuki (1362).
The castle was intrusted to the guard of his brother Noriharu, who re-
ceived the title of Sanuki no shugo.
Oka, [30 . Another name for the city of Takeda (Bungo).
Okabe, [SO fiitf A town in Musashi, was from 1751 to 1868 the

residence of the Abe daimyd (20,000 k.).

Okabe, [SO 8U • A family of daimyd originating in Mikawa, and des-
cended from Fujiivara Muchimaro (680-737).

Nagamori, ^ (1568-1632). Son of Masatsuna, served
jeyasu, who in 1590 gave him a revenue of 12,000 k. at Matsufuji(*a)

. and transferred him in 1600 to Yamazaki (Harima —
20,000 k.). He afterwards became governor of the Fushimi
castle (1607), daimyd of Iiameyama, (Taniba) (1609), of Fukuchi-
yama (Tarnba) (1621) and of Ogaki (Mino) (1624) —His descen-
dants resided in 1632 at Tatsuno (Harima) ; in 1635, at Takatsuki

Ojin-tennO.
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(Settsu)

;

and finally at Kishiwada (Izumi— 53,000 k.). — Now
Viscount.

0 Kachi no kata, jj • Or 0 Kochi no Tsubone (1578-1042).

Daughter of Ota Yasusuke, became a concubine of Ieyasu, to whom she

bore 2 children. On the death of Ieyasu, she shaved her head. She

died at the age of 05, and was buried in the temple of Eishd-ji (Kama-

kura), hence her name of Eisho-in.

Okada, is] TJ • A town in Bitchu, was from 1015 to 1808, the re-

sidence of the ltd daimyo (10,000 k.).

O-kagami, A work in 8 volumes, written by Fujiwara Ta-

menari (12th century) ; it contains the history of 14 reigns from Montoku

(851) to Go-Ichijo (1039).

Okami-yama, jz ill
— See Oyama (Hoki).

Okamoto Shigemasa, [B] ;£ Sfc (1542-1000). Native of Owari,

he served Nobunaga then Hideyoshi who, in 1587, gave him the castle,

of Kameyama in Ise (20,000 k.). He served in the campaign against the

Hojo of Odaivara (1590) and in the expedtlr »'i to Korea (1592). After

Hideyoshi s death, he sided against Ieyasu,m)A was condemned to perform

harakiri. T'Cpp
Okanouchi, [B] . A ennobled after tb&IJ^tedson.—Now

Baron. -

O-kawa, Jl| Another name fbsr- the hW~kmtAii ci 'humo, the

Yura-gawa of Tango,. ilia Aini-gatna of Nogob, etc*-

Okayama, IB] ill- .In Settsu, where the Shfyu&fftfktada encamped

during the siege of Osaka (161$) and wheat* his gen@nds Kuroda Naga-

masa and Kato Yoshi&ld defeated 0«o Hdrunaga.

Okayama, [B] ill . A place in {fad, where the Shogun Yoshizumi,

retired and died (1511), after he had been expelled from Kyoto by his

rival Yoshitane. The Sasaki .Wit ft «assMe th«re.

Okayama, fB] ill . Capita! of Qk&yama-ken and of Bizen province

(80,000 inh.). — It possesses an ancient castle built in the middle of the

16th century by Ulcita Naoie. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to the

daimyo Kobayakawa (1600) and Ikeda (1603-1868) (315,000 k.).

Okayama-ken, (B] ill f#. • A department formed of the provinces of

Bizen, Bitchu and Mimasaka. — Pop. : 1, 182,000 inh. — Capital : Oka-

yama (80,000 inh ). — Chief town : Tsuyama (12,000).

Okazaki, fB] tef • Chief town (17,400 inh.) of Mikawa. — An
ancient castle built towards 1440 by Saigo Danjo Saemon ; in 1520, it

came into the possession of Tokugawa Kiyoyasu, whose grandson Ieyasu

was bom there (1542). When the latter was transferred to Kxoanto

(1590), Hideyoshi gave the castle of Okazaki to Tanaka Yoshimasa.

Under the Tokugawa Shogun , it passed successively to the daimyo

:

Honda (1601); Mizuno (1645); Matsudaira (Matsui

)

(1762); and

lastly to the Honda (1769-1868) (50,000 k.).

Okazaki, PQ . A family of huge descended from Fujiwara Yoski-

kado.—Now Viscount.

Okazaki Masamune, [S3 IE m (1264-1344). A celebrated smith,

renowned for his skill in forging sabre blades. He lived fits! at Kamo-
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kura, Ima-tcdji, but left that city me captured by Nitta Yoshi-
sada (1333) and repaired to Kyoto, wh'eib be forged a sabre for Kusunoki
Masashige. Afterwards he returned to Kamakura where be died. His
adopted son Sadamune succeeded him.

Okazaki Saburo, [23 Aft H 1$ — See Tokugawa Nobuyasu.
Okazawa, lit] • A family of samurai from the Yamaguchi clan

{Suico), ennobled after the Restoration.—To-day Baron.
Okehazama, $5 Rfl . A place in Oioari, where Nobunaga de-

feated Imagawa Yoshimoto (1560).

oki, m n$ • One of the 8 provinces of the San-in-dd, formed by the
Oki islands. — Chinese name : Inshii .—It comprises 4 districts, which
belong to Shimane-ken. — The 4 principal islands of the group are : Dugo-
shima or Haha-jima (120 Km. in circ.) ; Naka no shima (65 Km.) Nishi
no shima (81 Km.), Chiburi-shima (25 Km.). The emperor Go-Toba
was exiled to Naka no shima by Hojo Yoshitofci (1221), and Go-Daigo to
Chiburi-shima by Hojo Takatoki (1332). — The population of the islands
numbers 36,000 souls.

Oki, ytfi . A family of Oioari, ennobled after the Restoration.—Now
Baron.

Oki, A family of samurai of the Saga clan (Hizen) ennobled
after the Restoration.—Now Count.

Okimi-tsukasa, 3E Si Tfl • Formerly an office belonging to the
Kunai-sho, and intrusted with the registers in which the names of
princes, etc. were entered.

Okinawa-ken, bf5 fli Stfc • The 55 islands of the Ryukyu archipe-
lago formed into a department at the time of their annexation to Japan
(April 1879). — Pop. : 469,000.— Capital : Naha (35,500 inh.). — Chief
towns : Shuri (25,000), Motobu (17,000), Sunagawa (16,000) Gushi-
chabu (15,600), Nishiharu (14,500), etc.—The principal islands of the
department, starting from the N. are : Okinawa, with a number
of secondary islands

;
the Miyako and Yaeyama groups (See these

names).

Okinawa-shima, • The largest island of the Okinawa-ken.
Also called Ryukyu-shima, Nakagami-shima ; it is 118 Km. long, from 5
to 40 Km. wide, and is 405 Km. in circumference. Chief cities: Naha,
(35,500 inh.) capital of the department

;
Shuri (25,000 inh.), etc.

Oki no shima, |ljj| . An island in the middle of lake Biwa, also
called Okitsushima-yama. (7 Km. in circ.).

Oki no shima, . An island south east of Tosa (17 Km.
in circ.).

Okochi, faj ft An ancient castle in Ise, belonging to the Kita-
batake, governors of the province. Captured by Nobunaga in 1569, it

was afterwards abandoned.

Okdchi, jc M ft 'A family of daimyo, descended from Minamoto
Yorimasa (1106-1180)

(Seiwa-Genji).

Akitsuna, . Grandson of Yorimasa, was the first to
take the name of Okochi.
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Masatsuna, JE (1576-1648). Son of Hidetsuna, was adopt-

ed by Matsudaira (Nagasawa) Masatsugu and the family took the

name of Matsudaira. He served Ieyasu, who in 1604, gave him a

revenue of 20,000 k. in Izu. In 1627, he left the management of his

domains to his son Nobutsuna.

Masatsuna
{

Nobutsuna

Masanobu

Terutsuna -Nobuteru -Nobunao
Nobuoki -Terusada -Terumori

Masaliisa -Masnsada -Masatsune

-(a)

(b)

(c)

(«) — Eldest Branch Nobutsuna, ffj $1 (1596-1662). Was
educated with the future Shogun Iemitsu. In 1633, he received the

fief of Oshi (Musashi — 60,000 k.). In 1638, he succeeded Itakura

Shigcmasa, quelled the insurrection of Shimabara (Hizen) and on his

return, was transferred to Kawagoe (Musashi—90,000 k.). — His des-

cendants settled in 1694 at Koga (Shimosa) ; in 1712 at Yoshida

(Mikawa) ; in 1729 at Hamamatsu (Totomi)

;

at last from 1749 to

1868, at Yoshida (to-day, Toyoliashi) (Mikawa — 79,000 k.). — Now
Viscount.

(ft) _ Branch of Nobuoki £
l (1630-1692), fifth son of Nobutsuna

.

Settled in 1681 at Tsucliiura (Hatachi) ; in 1692, at Mibu (Shimotsuke)

;

in 1695, at Takasaki (Kozuke) ; in 1710, at Murakami (Echigo);

at last from 1717 to 1868 at Takasaki (Kozuke— 80,000 k). — Now
Viscount.

(c) — Branch of Masanobu, JE ft ,
brother of Nobutsuna, resided from

1703 to 1868 at Otaki (Kazusa— 25,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Oku, tfl . An apartment in the palace of Edo, where the Shogun

treated with his ministers on the affairs of State — See Koshdshu-

Oku, Jfl . A family of samurai from Fukuoka (Chikuzen), ennobled

after the Restoration.—Now Baron.

Yasukata, f£ 1£ • Born in 1844, distinguished himself during

the Satsuma war by cutting his way through the b-isu of the besiegers

of Kumamoto to obtain assistance (1877). He commanded the 5th division

(Hiroshima) during the war with China (1894-1895), and the 2nd army

of Manchuria (1904-1905).

Okubo, % f?; • A family of daimyd, originating in Mikawa and

descended from the Utsunomiya who were themselves descendants of

Fujiwara Michikane (955-995).

Tadakazu, & (1510-1582). Served the Tolcugawa and

helped in the defeat of Imagawa Yoshimoto (1555).

Tadakazu

Tadayo- -Tadacliika-Tadatsune -Tadamoto -Tadatomo
ITadamasu
(Norihiro

(a)

(b)

Tadasuke
Tadasato

(c)

Tadatame -Tadatomo -Tadataka -Tsuneharu-Tadatane - (d)

iTadanori (e)

(a)— Tadayo, & iH: (1531-1593). Served in all the campaigns of

Ieyasu, who, in 1590, gave him the fief of Odazoara (Sagami—
45,000 k.).
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Tadachika, & |SJ| (1553-1628). Succeeded his

father at Odawara and had a revenue of 70,000 k. In
1614, accused of conspiring with Tadateru against his

brother the Shogun Hidetada, he was dispossessed and
confined to Hikone (Omi). Later on, Hidetada invited

him to Edo, but he refused to go and died in exile.

Tadatsune, S (1580-1611). Followed Hi-
detada in his expedition to Shinano (1600). He died before his father.

Tadamoto, I® (1604-1670). Implicated at first in the dis-

grace of his grandfather, he received in 1632 the fief of Kano (Mino—
50 000 k.)

; was transferred in 1639 to Akashi (Harima), and in

1619, to Karatsu (Hizen— 90,000 k.). — His descendants moved to Sa-
hara (Shimosa) in 1678, and to Odawara (Sagami) (1686-1868)
(100,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(ft)— Branch coming from Norihiro, % (1657-1737), which from
17 L8 to 1868, resided at Ogino (Sagami — 13,000 k.).—Now Viscount.

(e) — Tadasuke, (1537-1613). 2nd son of Tadakazu, dis-

tinguished himself by his valor in all the wars of Ieyasu. In 1601, he
received the castle of Nuviazu (Suruga — 20,000 k.), but, as he died with-
out issue, his domains reverted to the Shogun.

(d) — Branch coming from Tadatame, & 3S (1554-1616), 6th son of
Tadakazu, resided from 1725 to 1868 at Karasu-yama

(Shimotsuke —
30,000 k.).—Now Count.

(e) — Tadanori, ffc (1560-1639). 8th son of Tadakazu, better

known by the name of Hikozaemon, accompanied his elder brother Ta-
dayo in his campaigns, and was involved in the disgrace of Ms nephew
Tadachika. After the siege of Osaka (1615), Ieyasu offfesl

;
fe restore his

domains, but Tadanori refused to accept them. How#er he remained
at Edo and became the councillor and confidant of the Shogun Hidetada
and Iemitsu.

Okubo, !K • A family of samurai Horn. Kagoshima (Satsuma),
ennobled after the Restoration. — To-day Marquis.

Toshimichi, 5fiJ jj| (1832-1878). Played an important part in

the Restoration. It was he that persuaded his suzerain, Shimazu Nari-
shige, to surrender his fief of Satsuma into the hands of the gm peror

(1867). Afterwards appointed minister of Finance, he
was member of the Iwakura embassy to Europe and
America (L868-1872). On his return, he opposed the

war against Korea, and was appointed Minister of Home
Affairs. He was commissioned to quell the revolt of Eto
Shimpei at Saga (1874) and to obtain an indemnity from
China after the expedition to Formosa. On the 14th

of May 1878, he was assassinated in Tokyo (Kioi-zaka) by
Shimada Ichiro and 6 other samurai of the Kaga clan.

Okubo, !K ^ • A family of samurai from Shizuoka (Suruga),

ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Ichi-O, — (1817-1888). Served the last 5 Tokugawa Shogun,

was Bugyo of Shizuoka and of Kyoto. Before the entry of the Imperial
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army into Edo (1868), he was sent by the Shogun Keiki, with Katsu

Yoshikuni, to Saigo Takamori to negotiate for peace. He was afterwards

appointed governor of 00¥O), Kyoto , (1875), senator (1877),

and received in 1887, tfeftfo #¥feount. — lchi-o won distinction not

only in the art of warfai% m poetry and literature. He is also

called Tadahiro. -

Okubo Nagayasu, 1613) Son of Komparu Shichiro,

an actor of no, entered the service -oiche Takeda of Koa, and was raised

to the rank of samurai. Afterwards he joined the party of Isyasu to whom

he rendered great pecuniary services by working the mines of tea. la

return, he received the title of Iwami no kami and the domain of

(
Musashi— 20,000 k.). After his death, from discoveries made in his

dwelling he was suspected of fraudulent practices ;
letters were also found

relating to a plot formed with the Christians and the Spaniards, to over-

throw the Shogun Hidetada. His son Tojuro was arrested on the spot

and put to death with 6 supposed accomplices.

Okubo Shibutsu, * U n ffc
(1767-1837). A scholar, poet and

painter of Edo.
, . _ .

Oku-bozu, fyl Vi Servants of the Shogun s palace Hi Edo

,

They numbered severarhundreds and were intrusted with the sweeping

and other household employments.

Okuda HI A family of daimgo descended from Mmamoto

Yoshiuji (1189-1254) (
Seiwa-Genji). At the end of the 16th century,

they took the name of Hori, but after the Restoration, they resumed the

name of Okuda.
. . .

Naomasa, fi ( + 1608). 0u entering the service ot Hon,

Hidemasa he changed his family name of Okuda to Hori. Later on he

served Hideyoshi who confided the castle of Sanjo (Echigo — 50,000 k.).

to him in 1598. „ ,
.

{

Naoyori -Naotsugu -Naosada -Naotaka W
Naoyuki -Naokage -Naoyoslii-Naokatsu (b)

Naoshige -Naotoino -Naonori -Naoyuki (c)

(a) — Eldest branch — Naoyori, W (1577-1639). Occupied in

1616, the castle of Nagaoka (Echigo), and in 1618, that ot Murakami

(Echigo). His descendants were tranferred in 1644 to Muramatsu

(Echigo— 30,000 k ), where they remained till the Restoration. — To-

day Viscount. ,
.

(h) — Branch coming from Naoyuki, jf£
(1585-1642) that fiom

1698 to 1868 resided at Shiiya (Echigo — 10,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(c) — Branch of Naoshige jf£ Iff (+ 1615), who was

killed in the siege of Osaka. The family resided from

1615 to 1868 at Susaka (Shinano— 15,000 k.). — To-day

Viscount.

Okudaira, M Q A family of dairnyo from Mikawa

and descended, through the Akamatsu

,

from the Murakami-

Genii

Nobumasa, fft
(1555-1615). Left in 1573

,

with his father Sadayoshi, the service of the Takeda of Kai, and placed
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U
'f

d
tr ¥,J(lsu - Ta

;
keda Katsuyori, incensed at this defection putNobumasa to death but Ieyasu gave him his eldest daughterKame-lumc in marriage and made him lord of Naqashvw (Mikawa

)

Here he was soon besieged by Katsuyori, who was hoTetr driven back

pany uTth^XJ^S^ Nob 'tna9«- In 1582, Nobumasa, in com-K Sakai ladatsuyu, waged war against the Takeda in Shinano

KiOf)

59
)

0,

i

16 1-eceived the fief of Miyazaki (Kozuke— 80,000 k)- in1 00 he became governor of Kyoto and the next year, he was transferred to hand (Mino — 100,000 k.).

Nobumasa (fc -Tadnu.asa-Masayoshi-M.saakira

tTadaakira

(a)

(b)

(e)

(«) Eldest branch descended from Iemasa S& u (1577 i(:i i\ 1

raided succ^sively : in 1601, at Utsuwniya (ShhMe) • in 1(^9 at

,?°?rs?
A
Trrf

; m 1
-

622, at Utsunomiya ;in 1668, at Yamayata (Dewa)
,

n
|fj

8
^’

^t Ulsunonuya

;

in 1697, at Miyazu (Tango)
; finally from 1717to 1868 at Nakatsu (Buzen— 100,000 k.).— Now Count.

^

rAflU Tv. 0 580-1614). Was to inherit the fief of Kano
'm

dym
? .

befor
!
t

h 's father
> hls domain reverted to the Shogun.

fntt i r
^adaa^lra ’ P (1583-1644). Was adopted by his grand-father Ieyasu and received the name of Matsudaira to be transmitted tohis descendants. — See Matsudaira

(Ohidaira).

Okudono, & J& . In Mikawa ; from 1703 to 1868, the residence ofthe Matsudaira daimyo (Ogyu) (16,000 k.).
1

1 ^ ff ^ ' Physicians of the Shogun’s palace, Edo. Thev
I

th
nJ‘5l

e °fHVn
’ or Hogan, and were 20 in number. Their chiifwas called and possessed great influence.

1

Okujiri-shima, pi JIv An island south west of Hokkaidobelonging to Shmbeshi province (53 Km. in circ.).
’

V7,°^
U'JU8

^i
a

’ ¥7® % ,
The 2 Professors who attended the futureShogun in the Tokugaiva days. From 1655 the office belonged to the

^Sfamfly!
y ’’ 1?25

’ 01,6 °f them was a meniber of fche Ham-

Okuma, Jc R5 An ancient castle in Chikuzen, which in the 16thAHmU daimj6: there^

™

en&af ‘he *** ^ W“'*) ’

T?
Shigenobu, $ f$ . Born in 1838, eagerly joined the party ofP^°ratlon. Appointed Sangi (Councillor of State), he demanded theestablishment of the parliamentary system, and as soon as the Emperor

tendereTh
8^ ^ Create *wo leSisIative assemblies in 1890, ShigSobutendered his lesignation in order to set about organizing the Progressistpaity

(kaishm-to). Appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1887 hebegan to negotiate the revision of the treaties with the Foreign Powers ’ A
and Wh

?
W a

u
his carriaSe (1889) ; Shigenobu was badly injuredand had to submit to the amputation of his right leg. — Shortly after
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he left politics to devote his whole time to the great School which he

had founded in the Waseda ward of Tokyo. The school has since

become a University.

okume no mikoto, jc !K # • 0ne of the companions in arms

of Jimmu-tenno, chief of the outer-guard of the Imperial Palace

(
kumebe)

.

Okumura, JO ifi • A family ennobled after the ^Restoration— Now
Baron.

Okuni, /J' HI • An ancient castle in Uzen, which belonged to the

Mogami daimyo and towards the end of the 16th century, passed over

into the hands of the Tozaiva.

0 Kuni, |SJ [$ •
— See Kuni.

Okuninushi, tU ± Son — or descendant in the 5th generation

according to some— of Susano-o. He lived in Izumo, and governed the

region of the San-yo and the San-in. Takemikazuchi was sent to invite

him to recognize the suzerainty of Ninigi no mikoto. Okuninushi con-

sulted his two sons ;
the elder, Kotoshironushi, consented to waive his

rights in favor of a descendant of Amaterasu ; the younger, Tateminakata,

refused to submit and was slain by Takemikazuchi. Okuninushi retired

to Kizuki (Izumo), and is there worshipped in the great temple called

Izumo 6-yashiro. He is also called Onamuji, Omononushi, Ashihara-

shiko o, Yachihoko, Okunitama, Akitsukunitama, etc.

Okura, % lit • Formerly store-houses where the goods belonging to

the Crown were kept. The first were built in the reign of Yuryakn-

tenno (457-479), and confided to the Hada clan. — See Uchikura.

Okura-sho, j<. M ft Or Okura no tsukasa. From remote times

store-houses were built to receive the objects sent to the Court as presents

or taxes ;
they were first called vwaigura and were intrusted to the Imube

clan. In the reign of Richii (400-405), uchi-kura were built which were

called 0-kura in the reign of Yuryahu. At the time of the Taikwa-

reform (645), a ministry was established with an Okura-kyo at its head.

It was intrusted with the collection of the taxes, the distribution of pen-

sions, the verification of measures, the fixing of the prices of the most

necessary staples. The Minister had under his control 5 secondary offices :

Tenju, Kamon, Urushibe, Nuibe, Oribe. — In 1885, the name of Okura-

sho was given to the Department of Finance.

Okurina, jj§t
• A posthumous name given to persons of rank. The

Taihd Code (702), decided that an okurina should be given to the deceas-

ed according to their conduct and their deeds during life. Thus the

emperor Mommu gave his predecessor, the empress Jito ( + 701), the

name of O-yamato-neko-ame no hironu-hime no mikoto. Later on,

Chinese names were adopted : thus, the Chinese names of all the preced-

ing sovereigns were fixed by Omi Mifune (784). These names were

derived from their residences, as Seiwa-tenno, from the Seiwa-in palace
;

sometimes from a temple, as Kivazan, Enyu

;

sometimes from their

place of burial as Daigo, Murakami

;

from the name of a preceding em-

peror, with the prefix “ go ” (after) ;
as Go-Ichijo, Go-Shijaku

;

— the
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emperors that died in exile received the name of their place of banish-
ment, as Aioaji-haitei (Junnin), Oki-in (Go-Toba), Sanuki-in

(Sutoku),
Sado-in (Juntoku ) ; others again, were named after the longest nengo of
then- reign : as, Nimva-tei (Koko), Engi-tei (Daigo), etc.

Okuwa, ^ An ancient castle in Mino, belonging to the Told
dainty6, governors of the province

; it passed in 1540 to the Saito.
Okuyama, ill • All ancient castle in Totdmi, built in 1384 by Fuji-

imra Towofuji

;

was destroyed during the civil wars of the 16th century.
.-©fea*|?u-hit8a, M ft m. . A title created in 1881 for two officials
mmxSmmeA to draw up the text of certain important deeds for the
jjJ7#§m®ttt of the Shogun. The first two that bore the title were
Saji'Am Mrdzaemon and Nimgawa Mikoenum.

£‘me©«8aki, $p lift
|l$ . A cape south of Totdmi.

O-msmdokoro, Bi

.

A title given to the mother of the Kioam-
paku. — It was especially applied to the mother of ffideyoshi. Nothing is

known about the name af Bar family. A native of the village of Naka-
mura (Owari), she married Kiaosh.Ua Yaemrn, by whom she had two
children, a daughter (Zuiryu-m), and a son, who was Hideyoshi. After
Yaemon’s death, she married a certain ChPcuami, by whom she had
also two children : a son (Hashiba Hicletoshi

) and & dadghfej (Asahi
no Kata), who married Ieyasu. 0-mandokoro died in 2-50&,

Oma-saki, fU] Aft . A cape north of Mutssk It •k 'thfe most
northerly point of Hondo.

O-meshi-uma-azukari, Under .officials
commissioned to procure the horses necessary for the serrfod ©£&& Shogun.
That office was hereditary in the Suwa and Muramatsu families.

o-metsuke, @ pft . Officials under the Edo Shogun, commission-
ed to look to the exact observance of the laws, to revise law-suits, to con-
trol the proceedings of the dainty

0

and functionaries, to secure the
execution of edicts against the Christians, to superintend the escort of the
Shogun when he travelled, to control the adoptions made by the daimyd
families, etc. These officials, 4 in number, were first appointed in 1633,
and bore the title of Sometsuke ; later on, their number was increased to
5 and their name was changed to O-metsuke.

Onu, {5
;

One of the 8 titles (hassei) established by the emperor
Temmu in 684. Like the other kabane, it was first added to the name
(uji), and then confounded with it.— See Kabane.
Omi, Q1 • One of the 13 provinces of the Tdsandd. It comprises

12 districts (kori), which depend on Shiga-ken.— Chinese name : Goshu

.

— In olden times, lake Bitca, which occupies the centre of the province,
was called Chika-tsu-awa-umi (near foaming lake), in opposition with
Hamana-ko, then named Td-tsu-aiva-umi (distant foaming lake), and
these two names contracted into Omi and Totdmi have become the names
of the two provinces.

Omigawa, /]' Jl| . In Shimosa ; in the 16th century, it was the
residence of a family of the same name, and from 1724 to 1868 that of
the TJchida daimyo (10,000 k ).
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Omi hakkei tE A • The 8 famous sights of lake Biwa

(Omi

)

: (1). the autumn moon at Ishiyama ; — (2). the evening snow at

Hira-yama ;
— (3). the setting sun at Seta ; — (4). the evening bell of

Miidera;— (5). the boats leaving the port of Yabase ;— (6). the

sky and the breeze of Awarn ;— (7). the night rain at Karasaki ; —(8).

the wild geese alighting at Katata.— It was at the end of the 1 5th century

that these hakkei were arranged similarly to the 8 views of Shoshd $0 >

Siaosiang), near lake Totei (fln) Tongting), in Iiunan ,
(China).

Omi Kenu, 01 ^ Sf (+ 530). Sent to Mimana by the emperor

Keitai (527) to fight Shiragi, he was recalled on account of his bad ad-

ministration and died in Tsukushi.

O-mikotomochi no tsukasa, ^ % Jfr •
.An ancient name for the

government of Tsukushi, called later on Dazai-fu.
"

Omi Mifune, KHEi (722-785). Son of prince Ikebe-0 and des-

cendant of Kadono-0, received in 751 the name of Omi no Mabito. He

repressed in Omi the revolt of Fujiwara Nakamaro (764), was com-

missioned to inspect several provinces and was appointed Dazai-Shoni.

It was he that determined the posthumous names of the emperors from

Jimmu to Jitd.

0mi-ry5, )£ U'. • The name of the code in use from the Taikwa

Reform (645) to the Taiho era (701).— See Taiho-ryo.

Omi-ryoke, it M ^ • The two branches of the Sasaki family

which, in the ’Middle Ages, possessed Omi province. The Echigawa

liver separated the domains of the Ttokkaku on the south, and the Kyu-

goku on the north.

Omi-shima, ~jz H W* All island of the Inland Sea, north east of

Iyo province, to which it belongs. (58 Km. in circ.).

Omiya, jz & A small town (5,000 inh.) of the district of Rita-

Adachi (Musaslii). There stands the temple of Hikawa-jinja, built by

Yamatotakeru no mikoto in honor of Susano-o.

Omiya, jz & • A small town (6,700 inh.) of the Chichibu (Musaslii)

district, near which is the temple of Mitsumine-san, which is said to have

been dedicated by Yamatotakeru to his ancestors Izanagi and lzanami.

Omiya, jz^ A family of huge descended from Fujiwara (Saion-

ji) Kinhira (1264-1315).—Now Marquis.

Omizo, jz ffl • An ancient castle in Omi, built in 1115, by Sasaki

Nobutalca! ; it passed afterwards into the bands of the Kaizu daimyo,

who were dispossessed by Nobunaga in 1572. The latter gave the castle

to his nephew Nobuzumi, who was despoiled in his turn (1582), and suc-

ceeded by Kydgoku Takatsugu. Under the Tokugawa, Omizo was from

1619 to 1868 the residence of the Wakebe daimyo (20,000 k.).

Omono-gawa, -jz 4^7 Jl| • A river in Ugo, flowing through Akita

(118 Km. long). Also called Toshima-gawa.

Omononushi no kami, jz m * — Se
f
Okuninushi.

Omote, ffl M • One of the 3 apartments (oku) reserved to the Sho-

gun in the former palace of Edo. — See Koslioshu.
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Omoteban-ishi, M H W fSP • Physicians in attendance at the
Shogunal palace of Edo. They were 30 in all.

Omoteyu-hitsu, ^ . Secretaries serving in the Omote of the
Shogunal palace of Edo. The title was created in 1603 and first given to
Soga Tosliisuke.—See Okuyu-hiisu.

Omura, Jz # • A town of Risen, from the 12th century, residence
of the Omura daimyo.

Omura, jz. W • A family of daimyo from Risen, and descended
from Fujiwara Sumitomo (+ 941).

Tadazumi, . A descendant of Sumitomo
in the 8th generation, was the first to take the name of
Omura, from the village in Hizen, where he lived.

Sumitada, |4i JS (1532-1587). Son of Arima
Haruzumi, was chosen to succeed Omura Sumiaki.
Baptized in 1562, by the name of Bartholomew, he was
the first Christian daimyo, and remained faithful till

his death. It was he that in 1568 opened the port of
Fukae to foreign trade, which became the city of Nagasaki.
~~~ Yoshiaki, fy] (1568-1615). Son of the above, was also a

Christian, he had received in baptism the name of Sanche. In 1600, he
sided against Ieyasu and had to give up his domains to his son. He spent
the rest of his life in profligacy.

— Sumiyori, (

+

1619). Son of the above. Was baptized
and given the name of Bartholomew, like his grandfather. Towards the
close of his life, he became persecutor of the Christian religion. — His
family resided at Omura (Hizen— 28,000 kj till the Restoration. —
Viscount in 1885, Count in 1891.

Omura, jz • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan
(Smco),

ennobled in 1887. — Now Viscount.

“ 7 Masujiro, Si §5 (4- 1869). Instructed the samurai of
Choshu in military arts. At the time of the Imperial Restoration,
he fought against the t^fM^Mogun at Edo, at Wakamatsu and
pacified the N. E. paj*i M '}&&&$& He had been named Hydbu-tayu
(Vice-Minister of War) w^Tf^king at the organization of the army,
when he was murderec^

>
|^t|:|;^i|| officers (Nov. 8, 1869). He is the

first Japanese in whose- A’jhifi^ze statue was erected. It stands in
front of the Shdkon~shct-iiBsaj$fy. -oft. &e hill of Kudan (Tokyo).

O-muraji, ~jz Stj • Title created by the emperor Suinin. Its bearer
and the O-omi were the principal ministers.

Omura-wan, • Bay, W. of Kyushu ; also called Sonoki no
irie, Tai no lira.

Omuro, ® ^ • — See Ninna-ji.

^

Omuro-zan, M* ill • Volcano on the E. coast of Izu. Also called
Eboshi-yama, Sengen-yama, Fuji 'no imoto (younger sister of Mt.
Fuji).

Onakatomi, jz 4» g . Ancient family, by right of inheritance, at
the head of the Jinji-kwan. The best known members are : Kiyomaro
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(702-788), Morona (743-797), Fuchina (774-850), Yoshinobu (922-991),

Sukechika (954-1038), etc.

Onamuji, jz 2, • — See Okuninushi.

Onekotan-jima, ffi. M ft 0(1 • One of the Chishima (Kurile)

islands.

Onga, m M
:

Ceremony at the Imperial Palace, during which the

Empress, the princes, ministers, etc
,

offer their congratulations to the

Emperor on the event of his 40th and GOth birthdays.

Oni, & . Generic name for demons, goblins, gnomes, etc., who play

a considerable part in the old folk lore.

Oni-ga-shima, $2, ^ . An island (80 Km. circ.) south of Hachijd-

jima ; also called Ao-ga-shima.

Onin, 88 • Netigo

:

1467-1468.

Onin no ran, 88 • Civil war that broke out in the Onin era.

— The Shogun Yoshimasa, having no children, adopted his brother Yo-

shimi, and gave him as tutor (hosa ) Hosokdiva Katsumoto (1464). But
the following year, a son, Yoshihisa, was born to him, upon which he
intended to deprive his brother of his rights to the succession. Meanwhile,
Hatakeyama Mochikuni, after having adopted his nephew Musanaga, also

had a son, and dismissed his adopted son. Similar difficulties arose

in the Shiba family, where two rivals, Yosliitoshi and Yoshikado dis-

puted the inheritance of Yoshitake (+ 1452). The malcontents appealed

to the great daimyo and two parties were formed, headed by Hosokaiva

Katsumoto and Yamana Mochitoyo. It was not long before war broke

out, which continued without decisive advantage for either side, during 11

years (1467-1477). Kyoto and its environs were laid waste and the

struggle was ended only by the exhaustion of both parties.

Onjo-ji, III pH Or Mii-dera ; a temple north west of Otsu (Omi),

seat of the Jimon branch of the Tendai sect. Built in 858 by the bonze

Enchin, it became very prosperous and its rivalry with the Enryaku-ji.

(Hiei-zan), caused frequent disturbances. Both temples kept up armies

of mercenaries (sohei), and the 11th century especially rang with their

broils. Mii-dera was burned 5 or 6 times by the enemy. The present

edifice dates from 1690 and falls far short of its former splendor.

Ono, /J' Sf • A place in Harima, where Yoshitsune defeated the

Taira in 1184. It was from 1670 to 1868 the residence of the Iiitotsu-

yanagi daimyo (10,000 k.).

Ono, /J' 5f • A family ennobled after the Hestoration and hereditarily

at the head of the Shinto temple of Hi-no-misaki jinja (Izumo).—Now
Baron.

Ono, 5? • A place in Owari, where Oda Nobuo built a castle in

1584, which he intrusted to Yamaguchi Shigemasa

;

the latter was
besieged there in vain by Takigawa Kazumasu.

Ono, Wf A small town of Echizen (9,600 inh.)
;
was successively

the residence of the daimyo Oda (1592), Matsudaira (1600), and Doi
(1682-1868) (40,000 k.).
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Ono Azumabito, /b 5? ]K A • Was involved in the revolt of Fuji-
wcira Hirotsugu in Tsukushi (740), and exiled to Mishima (leu).
Pardoned 5 years later, he was appointed Jibu-Shosuke and Bizen no
kami

;

but was put to death for having shared in the conspiracy of
Tachibana Naramaro (757).

Ono Azumabito, Sf jff A (+ 742). Accompanied the expedition
of Fujiwara Umakai against the Ebisu of Mutsu (724) and the next year
built the castle of Taga. He was afterwards appointed Chinjufu-shogun
and Azechi. He quelled in 740 the i#*$+|f the Dazai-Daini Fujiwara
Hirotsugu. The latter was defeated billed.

Ono Harukaze, /b S? m ® (+ %§#' Was appointed Chinjufu-
shogun in 878 and quelled a revolt of
the Ebisu in Dewa.

Ono Harunaga, ^ jg g
(+ 1015). Served Hideyoshi and was
Shuri-tayu. Having become an object
of suspicion to Ieyasu, he was exiled to
Yuki (Shimosa) in 1599. The follow-
ing year, he fought under the banner of
Fukushima Masanori. He withdrew
afterwards to Osaka, became the coun-
cillor of Yodo-gimi, encouraged her hos- 01,0 HARUKAZE -

tility against Ieyasu and perished in the conflagration of the Osaka castle.

Ono Imoko, /b SF • Was the first ambassador sent from
Japan to China (Zui) in 607 and 608.

Ono Komachi, /b fp /J> B]
-

(834-900). Daughter of Yoshisada,
was believed to have been descended from Ono Takamura. She was
renowned for her beauty, talents and misfortunes. She excelled in poetry
and has been classed among the Rokkasen.
Ono Michikaze, /J'f? Jt M, (896-966). Often called Tofu (Chinese

leading of Michikaze). Son of Dazai-daini Kadotsuru, excelled in pen-
manship. The emperor Daigo made him write an inscription on the
frontispiece of the Daigo-ji temple, which he
was building. He also ordered from him two ^volumes of cursive

(sosho)
and half cursive

writing (gyosho) and sent them to China (To)
by the bonze Kwanken, to have them admired

*

there (926) . Towards the end of his life, he
was subject to palsy, yet with his trembling
hand, he continued to trace characters, some- "7
what strange in form, which were nevertheless (much admired. Michikaze, Fujiwara Sari
and Fujiwara Yukinari im leaked upon as
the 3 masters in calligra|^: 0^#^
Ono Takamura, /b ^ % Son of Sangi Kimmori,

followed his father whe^/*&5 Igf&gf was appointed governor of Mutsu
and became expert in af ibse^ r# war. He was reprimanded for his
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ignorance by the emperor Saga, and at once began his studies, in which
he persevered to the end. He was appointed successively Dai-naild

(828), Dazai-shmi (832), then vice-ambassador to China (836). De-
layed by a typhoon, he feigned illness to be relieved of his mission the
following year. He wrote a poem against those traditional embassies,

for which reason he was exiled to the Oki islands by the ex-emperor Saga
(838), but pardoned two years later. In 847, he was raised to the rank
of Sangi, and later on to that of Danjo-Osuke and Sadaiben. Takamura
was considered one of the best writers of his time.

Ono Yasumaro, iz 3c S (+ 723). Descendant of Kamu-yai-
mimi no 2nd son of Jimmu-tenno, cultivated literature and was
commissionr-d. 711, to write down from the reports of Hieda no Are
the old of the country ; this work was published the following

year in 3 voibiries. It is the Koji-ki. In 716, Yasm^l-i'O was apj36%,$pd

Mimbu-kyo.

Ono Yoshifuru, /J' Wf $ id (888-968). Was as elder brojl^to
Michikaze. During the revolt of Fujiwara Sumitomo (939), lie placed
himself at the head of 200 war junks, and fought the rebel in Iyo

;
he

pursued him to Tsukushi, defeated him at Hakata (Ghikuzen) and made
him prisoner. Yoshifuru was later on appointed Sangi (948).

Sfe+iara, /J' Sf A family of daimyo who in the 15th and 16th
possessed the district of Semboku (Dewa) ; they were dis-

possessed in 1600.

fpESsi^awa, A river in Bungo (134 Km.); also called

ifkif&fe&td-gawa, Funaoka-gawa

.

Onoki Shigekatsu, /J' §? (+1600). At first samurai
from Tamba, received after the min of the Hatano (1579) the castle of

Fukuchiyama (Tamba— 18,000 k.) After the death of Nobunaga, he
served Hideyoshi, accompanied him in his expedition to Kyushu (1587)
and had his possessions doubled. In 1600, he sided against Ieyasu,
asked pardon through the medium of Ii Naomasa, but was nevertheless
invited to take his life by harakiri in the temple of Jodo-ji at Kameyama
(Tamba). — His w'ife, daughter of Saionji Kintomo was a Christian, and
had been baptized in 1583 by the name of Joanna.

Onokoro-jima, fix /If - Island on which the creative deities,

Izanagi and Izanami, alighted when they came down from heaven
;

there they built a dwelling for themselves which they called Yahiro-dono.
— Quite a number of small islands around Au.aji contend for the honor
of having possessed this divine couple.

Qxiomichi, M M A town of Hiroshima-ken, capital of Bingo pro-

vince
; seaport in the Inland Sea (22,300 inb.).

Oatake, $P . A mountain on the borders of Shinano and Hida.
Also called Mitake ;— it is considered one of the holiest spots in Japan
(3185 in.).

Ontake-kyo, fp tfc One of the 10 sects of modern Shintoism.

Ontaku-bugyo, J® Under the Tokugawa Shogun, an
official commissioned to discuss merits, to fix rewards and to distribute
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domains. He was also called Kunkd-bugyo. This title was created in

1235 and given first to Goto Mototsuna. — Under the Ashikaga, the office

was preserved but the title changed to Onsho-bugyo.

Onuma, is • A family of samurai from Kurobane (Shimotsuke),

ennobled after the Restoration. — To-day Baron.

On-yo-ryo, Bg Owe of the 7 offices (ryd), depending on the

Nakatsukasa-sho. It was Intrusted with matters relating to astronomy,

the calendar, omens, etc. ' In the reign of Murakami (947-9G7), Kamo

Yasunori was appointed both On-yo no kami and Temmon-hakase ; but

when he had initiated Abe Seimei in the study of astronomy, the two

branches we*e separated and the On-yo was limited to divination.

O-oka, jc [81 • A family of daimyd, originating in Mikawa, and

descended from Fujitoara (Kujo) Norizane (1210-1235).

„ (Tadayo -Tadazane -Tadasuke-Tadayoshi (a)

Tadamasa|^,
ajay03j1^ya(]afllsa -Tadanori -Tadatoshi (b)

(a) — Elder branch - Tadasuke, & *0 (1677-1751). Samurai of

the Bafuku, became successively Yamada-bugyo (1712), Fushm-bugtjo,

Machi-bugyo (1717), Echizen no kami, Jisha-bugyo (1736). At last

in 1748 he was raised to the rank of daimyb and received the little fief of

Nishi-Ohira (Mikawa — 10,000 k.). — Tadasuke has left the reputation

of a remarkable administrator and a shrewd lawyer. A whole volume

(0-oka meiyo-seidan), has been written about the judgments both stiiking

and ingenious which he rendered during his administration. To him

also is due the organization of the Edo corps of firemen. — Ilis descend-

ants resided until the Restoration at Nishi-Ohira. — Now Viscount.

(ft) _ Younger branch, ennobled in 1751 in the person of Tadamitsu

& (1709-60); resided from 1756 to 1868 at Iwatsuki (Musashi

23,000 k.). — To-day Viscount.

O-oku, JjfL • Apartments reserved for the ladies, in the Shogunal

palace of Edo, which not even the sobashii nor the koshushu were allowed

to enter.

O-omi 6 • I11 olden times, a minister who shared the admini-

stration with the 0-muraji. Takeshiuchi no Sukune was the first to

receive that title (133).

Oryoshi, if il . A title created in 878, at the time of a revolt

of the Ebisu in Dewa, and given to Minabuchi Akisato, commissioned to

put down brigands, to render justice, etc. In 940, the title and functions

of Oryoshi were assigned to the governors of the provinces of

Shimotsuke, lzumo, Aivaji, Mutsu and Dewa. ..
'

•

Osa 0 {£ • In ancient times, interpreters of the Chinese

languages. In the reign of Kimmei (540-571), a descendant aiT&ifcgt

shiuchi no Sukune brought from Kudara (Korea) 35 literati, to, vsntMtt

the emperor gave the family name of Metsura-Omi. They settled' in 'the

provinces of Yamato and Omi and performed the offices of Osa.

Osaka M •
Capital of Settsu province and of Osaka-fu

(1,100,000 inh.). The site occupied by the present city was in ancient

times called Naniwa no tsu It was the Imperial residence during the
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reigns of Nintoku (313-342), Kotoku (645-654), and Shomu (744-748) ;

it continued to be an important entrepot for goods shipped on junks to

Kyoto. In 1532, the Hongwan-ji bonzes built a castle (Ishiyama-jo )

there in which, they erected their temple, and it was only after a pro-

tracted siege of 10 years that Nobunaga succeeded in taking possession

of it (1580). In 1583, Hideyoshi chose the city for his residence and
built an immense castle, near which the greatest families also had an
abode

;
to this Osaka owes its prosperity. The siege of 1615 destroyed

a great part of the buildings, but the fortifications remained. The Toku-
gawa stationed there a jodai and a machi-bugyd, and the city continued

to prosper. It is now the greatest commercial centre in Japan.

Osaka-fu, jz. ifcM A department-formed of the provinces Kawachi
,

Izumi and 4 districts of Settsu. — Pop. : 1.433,1,00. — Capital : Osaka
(1,100,000 inh.). — Pr. town : Sakai (49,900 inh.).

Osaka-jo, iti bk The Osaka castle built by Hideyoshi (1583-

1587) on the site of the Hongwan-ji temple, (Ishiyama) to be his official

residence,
(
Fusliimi

,
Jiiraku, etc. being only temporary dwellings). The

civil war of 1615 demolished a great part of it. Ieyasu gave it to his

grandson Matsudaira
(
Okudaira)

Tadaakira ; but in 1619, it became the

property of the Shogun, who intrusted it to a jodai. Parts of the con-

structions were then rebuilt but the battle of 1868 reduced all to mins.

Osaka-j5-ban, jz ifa § . A title created in 1619 and given to the

two officers commissioned to guard the castle of Osaka. They resided

there habitually and repaired to Edo every 5 or 6 years.

Osaka-jodai, 'KifeMiX Representative of the Shogun in the castle

of Osaka. The first who filled this charge was Naito Masanobu (1619).

He was commissioned to maintain the fortifications in good condition, to

settle lawsuits among the inhabitants of the city and the neighboring

villages, to control the acts of the machi-bugyd, etc. It was one of the

highest functions of the shogunate and was generally assigned to the

Sosha-ban or the Jisha-bugyo and at the end of his term, the jodai be-

came Kyoto-shoshidai or Roju. For some years (1652-1662) there existed

at the same time 6 titulars who served in turns, but after 1662 the custom
prevailed of appointing a single titular. The Osaka jodai, besides the

revenues of his territory, received every year 10,000 k.

Osaka-machi-bugyo, BT ff • A title created in 1617, and
assigned to two officials commissioned to administer, in the name of the

Shogun, the city of Osaka and its environs. One was posted in the east

of the city, the other in the west.

Osaka-metsuke, iz ifi @ pft A title created in 1662, and assigned

to two officials intrusted with the police of the city of Osaka and its

environs. One was taken from among the Tsukaiban, the other, from
the Ryoban. They were called at first Kamiyata-metsuke, then Osaka-
metsuke. Their term of service was only one year, during which time
they had to spend 10 days in the Nijo castle (Kyoto).

Osaka no seki, [$] • A barrier formerly established in Omi,
near the present city of Otsu.
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Osaka-wan, jz ifo • The gulf of Osaka, also called Izumi-nada.

Osaka-yama, ill • A mountain between Yamato and Kawaclii

;

also called Nijo ga mine, Futago-yama. A barrier [seki) was set up there

in 796.

Osaka-zaiban, A title created in 1619, and assigned

to two officials intrusted with the keys of the castle of Osaka, with the

superintendence of the city temples and environs, etc. Chosen from

among the Obangumi of Edo, they interchanged in the 8th month of

every year.

Osaki-kami-shima, fcfr b toll
.

An island of the Inland Sea,

south-east of the province of Aid, to which it belongs (48 Km., in circ.)

Osaki-shimo-shima, ft# T* WiJ • Island of the Inland Sea, S. E.

of the province of Aki, to which it belongs (22 Km. in circ.).

Osamuru-tsukasa, $5 ’£ An ancient name of the Jibu-shd.

Osaragi Sadanao, *(#£!£(+ 1333). Son of Muneyasu and

descendant of Hojo Toki/usa. When Go Daigo sought refuge on Mt.

he was ordered to join Asliikaga Takauji and pursue the em-

P®£&f ,
fie besieged the Kusunoki in their castle of Akasaka (Kaivacln).

DMer dh, he tried to check the advance of Nitta Yosliisada on Kamakura,

but was defeated by Otate Munevji, then by IVakiya Yoshisuke and slain

in the engagement. He is also called Daibutsu Sadanao.

Oseki, PI • A family of daimyi> descended from Tajill i Shirna

(624-701) and through him, from the emperor Senkwa. From 1542 to

1868, they resided at Kurobane (Shimotsuke — 18,000 k.).— Now
Viscount.

Oseko, & • A family of samurai from the Kagoshima clan

(Satsuma ),
ennobled after the Kestoration. — Now Viscount

Oshi, & • A small town (7,600 inh.) of Musashi

;

ancient castle belong-

ing to the Narita family, vassal of the Hojo of Odawara, dispossessed in

1590. Ieyasu installed his son Tadayoshi there (1590-1600) ;
it became

afterwards the residence of the daimyo Okochi (1633), Abe (1639-47) ;

then, from 1823 to 1868, of the Matsudaira (Okudaira) (100,000 k.).

Oshima, ll(& One of the 11 provinces of Hokkaido comprises 7

districts. — Capital : Hakodate (85,000 inh.).

Oshima, WS In Shinano ; ancient castle built in 157 1 by Takeda

Shingen, captured by Oda Nobutada in 1582, and abandoned shortly

afterwards.

Oshima, ^ • A family of samurai from the Yamaguchi clan

(Suwd), ennobled after the Kestoration. — Now Baron.

Oshima, "jz ^ A family of samurai from the Akita clan (
Dewa)

,

ennobled after the Kestoration. — Now Baron.

O-shima, Wij • The largest of the 7 isles of Izu (42 Km. in circ.),

called by the Europeans “ Vnes Island.” It has an active volcano, the

Mihara (800 m.) ;
was for several centuries a place of banishment.

Minamoto Tametomo was exiled there in 1156.

o-shima, jz |1^ . An island S. of the Kii peninsula (17 Km., in circ.)
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O-shima, k WS • An island N. of Chikuzen (13 Km., in circ.)

O-shima, . An island E. of Chikugo (8 Km., in circ.)

O-shima, k W* • An island N. of Hirado (Hizen) (27 Km., in circ.)

O-shima, k ^ . An island W. of Hizen (33 Km ,
in circ.)

O-shima, k ^ . An island S. E. of Hyuga (12 Km., in circ.)

O-shima, k W.) • An island of the northern group of the Ryukyu
archipelago, (290 Km. in circ). It belongs to Osumi province and
Kaqosliinia-ken. Also called Shd-RyuJcyii-shima, Amami-shima.

O-shima, k ^ • An island W. of Oshima province (Hokkaido

)

(17 Km., in circ.).

o-shima-gunto, k ft • Northern group of the Ryukyu
archipelago., depending on Osumi province. The principal islands, going

south, are : O-shima, Kakeroma-jima, Toku no shima, Oki no shima,

Erabu-jim&f efes,

Oshinokojl, in1
11$ A family of kuge, descended from Fujiwara

[Sanjo) Sanefusa (114(5-1224). — Now Viscount.

Oshio Heihachiro, k 1ft A fill (1792-1837). An officer (yoriki)

of the Osaka police. In 1827, he arrested some Christians between
Osaka and Kyoto. He was remarkable for his skill in discovering evil

doers. In 1837, the rice crop being very bad, Heihachiro advised the

Machi-bugyo to open the reserve stores to relieve the distressed people, but

his counsel was not followed. Offended at this, he sold all his books and
distributed the proceeds to the needy, whom he called and assembled from
the neighboring provinces. Thereupon he endeavored to seize the

castle, but was repulsed and forced to hide on Mi. Yoshino ; shortly

after, he returned to Osaka and on being discovered, committed suicide

Heihachiro was a distinguished Confucianist, disciple of Nakae Toju and
propagator of the doctrines of Oyomei. He is also called Chusai.

Oshio-yama, /J' g§f lU • A hill north of Kyoto, where, in 1333, Aka-
matsu Enshin defeated the army of the Hojo.—Also called Ohara-yama.

Oshu, <JH . The Chinese name of the former province of Mutsu,
which comprises at present Iwaki, Iioashiro, Rikuzen, Rikuchu and
Rikuoku.

Oshu-kaido, ^ jH*| iS • An old highway which connected the

northern provinces with Edo. It was 750 Km. long, and had 87 stages

(eki), between Edo and Aomori.

Oshukubai, $3 (Lit. : The plum-tree with the nightingale’s

nest). In the reign of Murakami (947-967), a plum-tree near the Seiryd-

den having withered, the emperor intended to replace it with a magnificent

tree from the garden of Ki no Tsurayuki’

s

daughter
; now it happened

that a nightingale had made its nest in the tree, and the owner answered
the request of the Emperor with this poem :

“ liespectfully do I receive

the Imperial order
;
but if the nightingale should come and ask me where

what shall I answer him ? ” The emperor did not insist.

Ip^anto shichi-ke, ill M -b % (Lit. : the 7 families E. of

th$'$$$ mountains). The 7 families, which in the Middle Ages, pos-
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sessed the south-eastern part of Mutsu : Yuki, Tamura, Nikaido Nihom-
matsu, Itcaki, Ouclxi and Ishikawa.

Oshu-sobugyo, J& W ^ ft After having defeated Fujiwara
Yasuhira, governor of Oshii. (1189), Yoritomo invested Kasai Kiyoshige
and Imwa-Iekage, with the title of sobugyo, empowered them to render
justice, etc. and the dignity was transmitted in these two families till the
end of the Kamakura shogunatft (1883)

.

Osu, -k. • A town in lyo ; ancient castle built in the 14th century,
by the Utsunomiya, vassals of the Kom. In 1 509, Toyotsuna asked for
the help of the Chosokabe of Tosa and attempted k> form an independent
fief for himself, but he was defeated by Earn Michinao ; his son Naoyuki
succeeded in recapturing the castle of Om and kept it until 1585. After
that, the castle passed into the hands of the dedmyd Toda (1585), Todd
(1600), Waldzaka (1608), and finally of the Koto (1617-1868)
(60,000 k.).

O-suke, k A title created in 935 by the emperor Shujaku and
equivalent to sub-governor of a province. The governor

(kami) resided

at Kyoto and bad himself replaced by an O-suke, who was generally
chosen from among the huge. This title was abolished by Yoritomo.

Osumi, k . One of the 11 provinces of the Saikaido. Com-
prises 5 districts, which depend on Kagoshima-kcn. — Chinese name :

Gushu. — It was separated from Hyuga in 713.

Osumi no hana, k ^ A cape north of lyo.

Ota, EB • In Hitachi

;

ancient castle built in 802, by Sakanoc
Tamuramaro to check the incursions of the Ebisu. Fujiwara Michichi-
ka, descendant of Hidesato, rebuilt it in 990 and received the title of Ota-
tayu. In the following century, it was captured by Satake Takayoshi
and occupied by his descendants until 1602, when Jeyasu installed Ma-
tsudaira Yasunaga there. In 1707, the daimyo of Mito intrusted its

guard to the Nakayama family, and it was definitively abandoned in

1803.

Ota, H • A family of daimyo, descended from Minamoto Yori-
mdsa (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Sukekuni, H] . Descendant of Yorimasa in the 5th genera-
tion, settled down at Ota (Tamba) and took that name.—r Sukekiyo, % fit (1411-1493). Served Uesugi (Ogigayatsu)

Mochitomo and became his minister
(
shitsuji). Defeated by Ashikaga

Shigevji in 1451 and in 1454, he shaved his head and took the name of
Doshin.

Sukenaga, 5? (1432-1486). Eldest son of the above, suc-
ceeded his father in 1455. The next year, he built a castle at Edo and
in 1458 shaved his head and took the name of Dokwan, jfg by which
he re chiefly known. In 1464, he repaired to Kyoto, where he was re-

ceived by the emperor Go-Tsuchi-mikado and by the Shogun Yoshimasa.
At that time, Nagao Kageharu was preparing to revolt against his
suzerain Uesugi Akisada : after having tried in vain to deter him from
his purpose, Dokwan informed Akisada and Kageharu was defeated.
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When war broke out between the two Yarmnouehi.jm^ Ogigayatsu

branches of the Uesugi, Dokwan sided with the forms?, and was assas-

sinated by order of Saclamasa, the head of the latter branch.

Suketaka, ft i^' • Grandson of Sukenaga, served Hojo Uji-

tsuna, and resided at the castle of Iwabuchi (Musashi)

.

Yasusuke, $ ft . Son of Suketaka, served

Hojo Ujiyasu. He defeated the lord of Oda (Hitachi),

who had revolted against the Hojo. In 1563 he himself

attempted to become independent, and with the help of

Satomi Yoshihiro, tried to seize the Edo castle, but he
was beaten by Ujiyasu at Konodai (Shimosa). A
daughter of Yasusuke was married to Ieyasu (See 0 Ea-
ch i no kata).

Sukemune, f$ n£ • Grandson of Yasusuke, reeeiTssd jn 1638
the fief of Nishio (Mikaiva), then, in 1645, that of Hamarftniis, {Totdmi— 35,000 k.).— His descendants resided successively at Tan&k<% (Suruga

)

1687-1703
;
at Tanakura (Mutsu) (1703-1728) ;

at Tatebayashi (Kozuke)

(1728-1746) ;
and at Kakegaica (Totdmi) 1746-1868 (53,000 k ).—Now

Viscount.

Ota Kinjo, tfl jS§ (1765-1825). Born at Daishoji (Kaga),

followed the lessons of Minagawa Even at Kyoto, and at Edo those of

Yamamoto Hokuzan ; but not satisfied with their teachings, he himself

opened a school of Confucianism which he transported later on to Kana-
zawa (Kaga) . He left many writings.

Ota Nampo, IH ’$) (1759-1823). A samurai of the Bakufu,
who distinguished himself in literature and poetry.

Ota-gawa, tfl Jl| • A river in Tdtomi (63 Km.)

Ota-gawa, jfc tfl Jl| . A liver in Kii ; also called Iro-gawa in its

upper course (86 Km.).

Ota-gawa, ± ffl fll • A river in Aki (8-1 Km.). Above Hiroshima,
it branches out and forms the Kyobashi-gawa, the Motoyasu-gawa, the

Nekoya-gawa, the Temmon-gawa, which flow through the city. It is also

called Kabe-gawa, Yaki-gawa, etc.

Ota-gawa, tfl Jl| . Another name of ib* Idso-gaica.

Otagi, • A family of huge, descended §om Minamoto Moro-
fusa (Murakami-Genji). — Now Viscount.

Otaka, ® . In Owari ; an ancient castle, belonging to the Oda
daimyo. In 1558, it was intrusted to Yamaguchi Sama no Suke, who
handed it over to Imagawa Yoshimoto. The latter confided it to Toku-
gawa Ieyasu, who, on the death of Yoshimoto (1560), returned to

Mikawa.

Otaki, * £ % In Kazusa

;

ancient castle built in 1240. At the

end of the Ashikaga era, it belonged to a Masaki family, also called

Nekoya. In 1590, Ieyasu installed Honda Tadakatsu there. It became
the residence of the daimyo Abe (1652), Inagaki (1702), and Matsudaira
(Okochi) 1703-1868. (20,000 k.).
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Otani, ^ A family descended from the Fujiwara, which, from
the time of Shinran-Shonin, was at the head of the Hongwan-ji branch
of .Wife Shin-shit sect. At the end of the 10th century, they formed the

j»«Bches :

—

ifllf Ka^-K5»({g>“ W

• Klder branch, who remained at the head of the Nishi Hon-
'

-

~gwan-fi temple (Kyoto) and of the sect of the same name — Now Count.
(ft) — Younger branch, at the head of Higashi Hongwan-ji temple

(Kyoto) and of the Otani branch of Shin-shu sect. — Now Count.

otani-ha, jz Q M • Branch of the Jodo-shinshu sect, founded in
601 by the bonze Kcju. Also called Higashi Hongwan-ji.

Otani Yoshitaka, jz&nVik (1559-1600). Born in Bungo. At
the age of 15, be offered his services to Hideyoshi, who resided then at
the castle of Himeji (Harima)

; received in 1582 the fief of Tsuruga
(Echizen — 50,000 k.), and the title of Gyobu-Shosuke. In 1600, he sided
at first with Ieyasu and leaving Tsuruga with his samurai, made ready
to join him in his campaign against XJesugi Kagekatsu, but at Sawayania
(Omi), he met Ishida Kazusliige, who succeeded in winning him over to
his party. He perished at Sekigahara.

Otaru, /J' fg . Port and capital of the province of Shiribeshi
(Hokkaido) (57,000 inh.).

Otate, jz It I 11 Ugo

;

ancient castle which towards the middle of
the 16th century, was occupied by the Asad family

; it passed into the
hands of the Akita and the Satake (1 002).

Otate, jz it, A family of daimyo, descended from Minamoto
Yoshikane (Seitca-Genji) and connected with the Nitta.

Yoshikune-Yoshifusa-Masayoslii f (Nitta)
lleuji -Muncuji-Ujiaki -Ujikiyo

( Otate)

Ieuji, ^ ft Was the first to take the name of Otate, his elder
brother keeping that of Nitta.

-Muneuji, ft . Fought under Nitta Yoshisada and entered
Kamakura with him (1333).

Ujiaki, ft fjJJ (+ 1341). Fought under Kitabatake Akiie for
the southern dynasty, defeated Akamatsu Norimura, at Muroyama and
was appointed governor of Iyo. He joined forces with Wakiya Yoshisuke
to conquer the province

;
but on the death of Yoshisuke (1340), Ujiaki

was besieged in the castle of Seta and committed suicide.

Ujikiyo, ft fpj (1337-1412). Fought under Kitabatake Akiyo-
shi and captured the castle of Sekioka (Iga) (1361). In 1373, he de-
feated Nikki Yosliinaga and received the title of Iga no kami. Later on
he changed his name to that of Sekiokg. ,

Otawara, ffl M- In Shimotsujie. Atfijalla part of the domains
of the Nasu daimyo; a vassal by tbf .tj^^ettoara built a castle

there in the 16th century, in which resided until 1868
(12,000 k.).

i I
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Otawara, ^ [13 K* • A family of daimyo, originating in Shimotsuke
and descended from the emperor Heijo-tenno. At first vassals of the
Nasu daimyo, they became independent in consequence of the civil wars
of the Kith century, and built the castle of Otawara (Shimotsuke).

Harukiyo, If# ^ (1567-1631). Was raised by Ieyasu to the

rank of daimyo in 1602.— His descendants continued to reside at

Otawara, until the Restoration. (12,000. k.).—• Now Viscount.

Otera, tF • A family of mmi&M'-S&m the Kagoshima clan (Sa-

tsuma), ennobled in 1895.— To-daySiR^;.
Yasuzumi, 5^ (

4- 1895),- :S®?ved in the expedition against

Formosa (1874) and in the Satsuma war (1877). He was promoted to

Brigadier general at the beginning of the war with China, and was kille4

at the siege of Wci-hai-wei.

Otodo, K5 (Contr. of Otono). A general term meaning a superior,

a person of high rank, was applied especially to ministers.

Otokodate, W) lH • Under the Tokugawa, associations of samurai,
who made public profession of opposing the strong and helping the weak,

even at the risk of their lives, but indulged in all sorts of excesses. They
formed several gangs, Jingi-gumi, Shiratsuka-gumi, Sekirei-gumi, etc.

At last they were suppressed by the Shogun Tsunayoshi. Among their

leaders, Mizuno Jurozaemon, Banzui-in Chobei, Karainu Gombei, and
others have remained famous.

Otoko-yama, JJ? ill . A hill, 20 Km. south of Kyoto. On its summit
stands the famous temple of Iwashimizu-Hachiman-gu, founded in 859.

Hacliiman being the tutelary divinity (uji-gami) of the Minamoto, his

temple was always held by them in great veneration. There Yosliiie

performed gembuku and receiv ed the name of Hacliiman Taro (1048) ;
even

emperors repaired thither in pilgrimage. During the civil wars of the 14th
century, the southern army established its camp on Otokoyamu.— It is

also called Yawata-yama, Obana-yama, Hato no mine, Koro-zan.

Otoku, M flU • Nengo : 1084-1086.

Otomo, # . An ancient family, descended from Michi-omi no
mikoto, companion in arms of Jimmu-tenno.

v a j i -i . v i -Otafesfci -Kojihi- -Otomaro -ICatsuoKanamura-Sadelnko-KuhR^^
.Mi

J

chitaru .Hahamaro

Kanamura, # f# « Son of Katari, descended in the 10th

generation from MwhbvmL On the death of the emperor Ninken

(498), Heguri Matori te&mi troubles regarding the imperial succession.

Kanamura defeated and killed him, and was then appointed 0-muraji
by the emperor Buretsu. The latter having died without issue, Kana-
mura placed prince Ohodo (Keitai), descendant of Ojin-tenno, on the

throne. He continued to be minister during the 4 next reigns.

Sadehiko, $£ ^ • Headed an expedition against Shiragi

with his brother Iwa. The legend says that his wife Matsu-ura no
Sayo-hime, unable to take her eyes off the ship that sailed with her

husband, remained so long motionless on the beach, that she turned into
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a stone (bdfti-seki) . The brothers pacified the San-Jcan, upon which, Itva
was appointed governor of Tsukushi, Sadehiko remaining in Korea. In
562, he was appointed Tai-shogun, defeated the army of Kama and
returned to Japan laden with rich spoils.

Kuhi, • Fought under Soga TJmako against Mononobe Moriya
(587), then headed expeditions to Korea in 590 and 601.

Fukehi, ft . Supported Temmu in his struggle against the
emperor Kobiin (672), and defeated the Imperial army in Omi.

Kojihi, 1& M (695-777). Was ambassador to China in 752.

Otomaro, $8 M (731-809). Was sent to Mutsu against the
Ebisu (791) and defeated them with the aid of Sakanoe Tamuramaro.
He afterwards became preceptor of the Imperial Prince.

Katsuo, ^ (776-831). Was governor of Mutsu and Azechi.

Tabit^:M‘
;
.A (665-731). Son of Yasumaro, governed the pro-

vinces of and Settsu and quelled a revolt of the Hayato in

Osumi (720). became famous in poetry.

Surugamaro, ££ M (+ 763). Shared in the revolt of Tachi-
bana Naramaro and was exiled (757). Recalled shortly after, he was
appointed Azechi, Chinjufu-Shogun and defeated the Ebisu.

Takamochi, Igc (+ 785). Son of Tabito, was Shogun in

Mutsu. Shortly after his death, his ge&fcive Tsugihito killed Fujiicara
Tanetsugu by order of prince Saumm-shinno, and was arrested. He
then declared that he had acted in obedience to Yalcamochi ; whereupon
the latter, although dead, was declared to have forfeited all his titles and
dignities, and his son Nagate was banished to the Oki islands. Tsugihito
was exiled to Sado.

Otomo, A & • A family of daimyo, descended from Fujiwara Na-
gaie (1005-1064).

Yoshinao, ft! Iff • Descendant Mfiwara Hidesato, was
adopted by Nakahara Ghikayoshi, andw ';r-- first to take the name
Otomo. He served Yoritonw in his campaign aga/nst Fujiwara Yasuhira
in Mutsu (1189). In 1193, he was appointed Shugo-shoku of Buzen and
Bungo, and Chinzei-bugyo ; thenceforth his family acquired great influence

in Kyushu.

Sadamune, ^ . Descendant of Yoshinao in the 5th genera-
tion, sided with the Ashikaga and fought against the Kikuchi in Kyushu ;

then, under the orders of Takauji, besieged Kyoto (1336) and fought
against Nitta Yoshisada.

— Sadanori, ft M (+ 1336). Son of Sadamune, was killed

while fighting against Yuki Chikamitsu. He was the first to take the

name of Tachibana (which see).—- Chikayo,M ife • Great-grandson of Sadamune, fought against

the Kikuchi, supporters of the southern dynasty, and got possession of
the 6 provinces of Buzen, Bungo, Chikuzen, Chikugo, Hizen and Higo.
He received in 1396, the title of Ejjushu-tandai.

Yoshinori, Descendant of Chikayo in the
9th generation, fought a lon^ ;%i^ against Hoshino Chikatada, who at-
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tempted to become independent in Chikuzen. In 1542, on learning that
some Europeans had landed at Tane-ga-shima, he invited them to his

court. Mendez Pinto repaired to Funai {Oita) and caused profound
stupefaction by showing the use of arquebuses, which were unknown in

Japan. Yoshinori was assassinated by one of his retainers, Tsukumi
Mimasaka, because he disregarded the rights of his eldest son Yoshishige,

and intended to leave his succession to a bastard.

Yoshishige, (Sorin) (1530-1587). Gave hospitality to

St. Francis Xavier for two months (1551), and was deeply impressed
by the truths of Christianity, although he was to embrace the faith only
many years afterwards. In the same year, he triumphed over Kikuchi
Yoshimune who had revolted in Higo

;

in 1556, he quelled the troubles

caused by the priests of the great temple of Usa in Buzen ; the next year,

he defeated Akizuki Kiyotane in Chikuzen and took possession of his

domains. In 1562, leaving Funai to his son Yoshimune, yet quite a
child, he built a castle for himself at Niyushima, shaved his head and
took the name of Sambisai Sorin : it is by this name of Sorin ^ that

he is best known. Shortly afterwards, he invaded Buzen and prepared
to cross over to Suwo, where Mori Takamoto was preparing to resist him,
but the Shogun Yoshiteru intervened and made peace : a daughter of

Sorin was bethothed to Terumoto, son of Takamoto. Two years later,

another expedition into Ghikugo : Akizuki Tanezane was defeated. In
1569, Kikkawa Motoharu and Kobayakawa Takakage besieged the castle

of Tachibana
(Chikuzen) : Sorin obliged them to raise the siege. In

1578, Sorin was baptized and took the name of Francis. The rest of
his life was spent in warring against the Shimazu of Satsuma, allies of

the Ryuzoji and the Akizuki, and finding it impossible to hold out
against them, he implored the support of Hideyoshi (1586), who led

an expedition into Kyushu ; peace was restored, but the Otomo retained

only the province of Bungo. Sorin died just when Hideyoshi returned
to his castle of Osaka.

Yoshimune, (1558-1605). Took the administration of

his father’s extensive domains in hand in 1579. As early as the follow-

ing year, he carried war into Chikuzen, where Tawara Chikazane had re-

volted. In 1584, he defeated Ryuzoji Masaie. After the campaign of

Hideyoshi against the Shimazu, he saw his domains reduced to the
single province of Bungo (1587). At the time of the Korean war, he set

out at the head of 6,000 of his samurai, and fought trader the orders of

Kuroda Nagamasa. After some easy successes over tisA Xsseans, the
situation became more serious especially when the Japans &and them-
selves in presence of a strong Chinese army. Konishi besieged
in Heijo (Pyong-yang), asked for assistance from Yoshimuns ; the latter,

frightened by the number of the enemies, retreated ill haste towards
Seoul. Hideyoshi, on hearing of this conduct, recalled him to Aki, de-
prived him of his possessions and banished him to Aki, domain of Mori
Terumoto (1593). In 1600, he sided with Ishida Kazushige, returned to

Bungo and fortified himself in the castle of Isliitate, where he was
besieged and made prisoner by Kuroda Yoshitaka, and exiled to Hitachi.
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Yoshimnne had been baptized in 1587, by the name of Constantine, but
he was never very strong in the faith.

Yoshinobu, £<1 (+ 1639). Son of Yoshimnne, baptized in

his childhood by the name of Fulgentius, served the Tokugawa as a
simple samurai and distinguished himself in the siege of Osaka.—-— Yoshitaka, ^ . Grandson of Yoshimune. At the request
of prince Ninnaji no Miya, he was raised to the rank of Koke (1689).
His descendants kept the title until the Restoration.

Otomo Kuronushi, ^ M ± • A famous poet of the 9th century.
He is one of the Rokkasen.

Otomo hasshS, A $F • The 8 principal vassal families of
the Otomo daimyd (Bungo) in the 16th century : Tawara, Takita,
Tsurusaki, Yoshioka, Ibi, Yoshihiro, Kawakubo and Shiroi.

Otomo no Muraji, ;*; # ££ • In ancient times, the chief of the
Otomo-be, intrusted with the guard of the Imperial Palace. He was des-
cended from Ame-no-oshihi no Mikoto.

Otomo-shu, O (ft • In the Ashikaga era, the bodyguard of the
Shogun. Divided into 4 companies, they served him at table, escorted
him when he went out, etc.

0-toneri, •%. A • In ancient times, a soldier of the Imperial body-
guard ; the guard of the princes were called toneri ; those of the prince
Imperial, Higashi-no-Miya no toneri : the number of these as fixed
by the Taiho Code (1702) was 600.— See Toneri.

O-toneri-ryo, fe A • Formerly an office, depending oB fcs
Nakatsukasa-sho, and intrusted with all that concerned the IiBpgeSl
guard.

Oto no Miya, ^ . — See Monnaga-shinno.
Otori, M A family ennobled in 1900.— Now Baron.

Keisuke, r£;
-ft- . Born in

1833, high samurai of the Bakufu,
j

fought to the end for the Shogun’s V
.

party. When the Imperial army entered

jEdo (April, 1868), he mustered troops in
'ifMai

Kazusa and Shimosa, but was defeated
at Utsunomiya and at Nikko, and rejoin- J
ed Enomoto at Hakodate. After the sur- I

render of that town (June, 1869), he V®
was condemned to prison. Pardoned V
two years later, heentered the administra- '• a
tion of Hokkaido, became director of the iiflfrflw

Nobles’ School, Minister to Korea (1894),
and member of the Privy Council.

Oto-Tachibana bime, Ml Wi
Wife of Yamatotakeru no Milcoto.

When the latter, on his way to fight

the Ebisu (110), was crossing the
bay between Sagami and Kazusa, he allowed himself to make some
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disparaging remarks about the sea-god, who, to raised a

violent storm. Seeing the boats on the point of hime,
to appease the wrath of the god and save her husnand, offered herself

as a victim and leaped into the waves. On his way back, Yamato-
takeru, beholding from the top of the Usui-toge (Kozuke), the plain

which stretches out to the sea, and remembering the self-devotion of

his wife exclaimed: “ Azuma wa iga ! ” (Oh! my wife!). Hence the

name of Azuma given to the eastern provinces of Hondo.

Otsu, i'll • Capital of Shiga-ken and of Omi province. (34,300

inh.).— Was the Imperial residence from 667 to 673 ; scene of a battle

between the Shogun Yoshitane and Rokkaku Takayori (1402).,. In 1582,

Akeclii Mitsurzv&i. a relative of Mitsuhide, was defeate&r

3^$g by Hori
Hidemasa. Shortly afterwards, the castle of Sakamot^ ^di; rebuilt at

Otsu and, in l£t)0, given to Kydgoku Takatsugu, who siifeS **lth Icyasu

and was besieged by the army of Mon Terumoto (1600). Takatsugu
having been transferred to Obama ( Wakasa), the castle of Otsu becam'e

the property of the Shogun and was guarded by a Bugyo.

Otsuki, A family of learned men from Sendai ; the most
famous were: Bansui (1757-1827) ;

Banri (1787-1838) ; Bankei (1801-

1878), Shuji, Fumihiko.

Oteuki-yama, ® ^ lU • A mountain between Kozuke and Echigo

0,100 m.).

Ot'Sil no Oji, £{t T* (663-686). Son of the emperor Tenimu.

Following the counsel of the bonze Gybshin, he endeavored to have

himself crowned emperor on the death of his father, but was arrested and
put to death.

Otsuso-bugyd, ff In the Kamakura and the Kyoto

periods, officials commissioned to revise law-suits and judgments that had

been appealed. The title was created in 1264.

o-u, & m The former provinces of Mutsu (O-sliu)
and Dewa (Ti-

sha), comprising the whole northern .part of Hondo.

Ouchi, ^ ft . ifasaritf a a&dte* opei to the Imperial Bstlace,

It was also called

Ouchi, pj • A of dmiffigS tesssad|d from Rinsei«$ai4bis a
royal prince of Korea w.bp ihs&fcam 611.

Morifusa, Jjf| m, TnstajiSeif at OneM (Suwd), was thefiffit to

take the title of Ouchi iw and was admitted to the

military class. ,

‘ \ I
’

| ,

Hiroyo, of mgrMusa in the 8th genera-

tion, governed the jpcdRapeef Supported the southern

dynasty at first, then Wrw thj AsfmMga (1364) and received

the provinces of NagsfiH Bp> the castle of Yamaguchi

and resided there.

Yoshihiro, ^ (1355-1400). Son of Hiroyo, served in the

Shogun Yoshimitsus expedition to Kyushu against the Kikuclii and

received as reward the prov%sr el Buzen (1374). In 1391, lie defeated

Yamana Ujikiyo at Kyoto, $|sftj^iiexed Izumi and Kit, to his domains,
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which then comprised 6 provinces. The following year, after having de-
feated Yamarui Yoshisato in Kii, he advanced to Mt. Yoshino, the last
refuge of the southern dynasty, and opened negotiations with Kitaba-
take Akinori, delegate of Go-Kameyama

;

he conducted the business
skilfully and brought about the fusion of the two dynasties. Several
years later, he responded to the advances of Ashikaga Mitsukane, the
Kwanryo of Kamakura, who aspired to the shogunate and promised
him his support

; for that purpose, hs fortified himself at Sakai (Izumt),
where he was besieged by Hatakeydrm, Motomni, Shiba Yoshishige,
etc , and perished in battle.

Mochiyo, -jH: (1395-1442), Son. of Yoshihiro, was only 5
years old at his father’s death

;
his wde- Moffett governed his extensive

domains, but was killed in ChiJciiom, ha an engagement with the
Shoni (1431). Mochiyo then took the title of Ouchi no Suke and entered
Yamaguchi. After the assassination of the Shogun Yoshinori (1441), he
served in the campaign against the assassin, Akamatsu Mitsusuke, and
contributed to the elevation of Yoshikatsu to the shogunate. After that,
he marched against Shoni Sukeyori, who had sided with Mitsusuke, and
wrested from him the province of Chikuzen. He died the following year
without issue, and was succeeded by Norihiro, son of his brother
Mochimori.

Norihiro, (+ 1165)- Nephew of Mochiyo, bore after
him the title of Ouchi no Suke. In an expedition headed by Hosokawa
Katsumoto to quell some troubles in Iyo, he died of illness.

Masahiro, fj/, (4- 1495). Son of Norihiro, sided with Ya-
mana Sozen in the Onin war (1467), defeated Akamatsu Masanori and
entered Kyoto, but had to return in all haste to Kyushu, where Shoni
Noriyori had mustered troops in Tsushima, and, embracing the party
of Hosokawa Katsumoto, tried to recover his domains in Chikuzen.—Noriyori was defeated.—-— Yoshioki, $1 (1477-1528). Son of Masahiro, gave in 1499
hospitality to the Shogun Yoshitane, who was expelled from Kyoto by
Hosokawa Masamoto. Yoshizumi, appointed Shogun by Masamoto in
the place of Yoshitane, gave orders to the Kyushu daimyd to unite their

forces against Yoshioki, but fearing the power of a man who ruled over

6 provinces, they did not dare to obey. Having mustered a powerful
army, Yoshioki set out from Suwo to reinstate the former Shogun. The
Kwanryo Hosokawa Sumimoto intended to check him in Settsu, but on
ascertaining the strength of his adversary, did not dare to risk an engage-
ment and fled to Awa with Miyoshi Nagateru, whilst Yoshizumi sought
refuge in Omi with Sasaki Takayori. Yoshioki entered Kyoto, reinstalled

Yoshitane after an absence of 15 years and received the title of Kwanryo
(1508). Shortly afterwards, he was defeated by Masakata, a relative of
Sumimoto, and went to Taniba to raise fresh troops

;
then he returned

and defeated Masakata at Funaoka-yama (1511). After that, Yoshioki
applied himself to restore order in the State

;
but Amako Tsunehisa hav-

ing invaded Bizen and Hoki, he tendered his resignation as Kwanryo,
returned to Suwo and defeated Tsunehisa (1518). The next year, he
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crossed over to Kyushu and defeated successively Shan't Masasuke and
Otomo Yoshinori. In 1522, he invaded Aki and built the castle of Saijo

and Kagami-yama ; Tsunehisa resorted to arms once more, but was again

defeated.

Yoshitaka, ^ (1507-1551). Son of Yoshioki, quelled the

disturbances raised in Ghikuzen by Shoni Sukemoto and Hoshino Ghika-
tada (1534) ; then, seeing his authority secure, he began to neglect

military affairs and gave his time to literature, art and pleasure.

Generous like his father, he paid the expenses of the coronation of the

emperor Go-Nara (1536), and was appointed Dazai-Shoni. In 1543,

he marched against Amako Haruhisa, but was defeated and returning to

Yamaguchi, indulged more than ever in the amusements introduced into

his castle by the huge who had resorted thither, owing to the troubled

condition &fWj$#to. In vain did the principal kerai, Mori Molonari and
Sue HarrSjy^, endeavor to draw him away from this effeminate life

;
their

remonstmM^ ^mained without effect. Disunion then broke out among
his subjects ; Harukata intrenched in his castle of Wakayama (Suiod),
came to a secret understanding with Otomo of Bungo and prepared for

revolt. It was the time when St. Francis Xavier came to Yamaguchi.
He was on his way to Kyoto and intended staying only a few days at

Yamaguchi but he prolonged his visit to 6 months (1551). He formed a

Christian community which soon numbered 500 members. Yoshitaka

received the foreign preacher kindly and listened to his instructions with

interest, but went no further. He soon had other affairs to deal with.

Hearing of the treacherous designs of Harukata, he called his retainers to

arms against the rebel, but his appeal was disregarded by most of them.
He then left his castle, where he felt too unsafe, and retired to the temple

of Hosen-ji ; this too he soon left and fled towards Nagato

;

but a storm
carried his boat to the village of Fukawa, where he landed and sought

refuge in the temple of Dainei-ji. Here he was soon besieged by Haru-
kata, and committed suicide

;
his son followed his example.

Yoshinaga, H ft (+1557). Brother of Otomo Yoshishige, was
chosen to continue the family of Ouchi. In 1554, he quelled, with the help

of Sue Harukata, a revolt of Yoshimi Masayori in Iwami . Meanwhile
Mori Motonari revolted too and Yoshinaga sent Harukata against him.
Harukata was defeated and killed at Itsuku-shima (1555). The next
year, Motonari invaded Suioo and was joined by a large number of samu-
rai. Yoshinaga fled to Chofu (Nagato), where he was soon overtaken by
Fukuhara Hiroyoshi, the commander of Motonari’

8

vanguard ;
he sought

refuge in the temple of Chofuku-ji where he committed suicide. Thus the
family became extinct. — A younger branch, descended from Mochimori,
son of Yoshihiro, had taken the name of Yamaguchi (which see)._

0-uji, . Patronymic name of a family of several branches, and
often kept by the elder branch. Thus Mononobe is an o-uji ;

(Mononobe)
Asuka, (Mononobe) Ishikami, etc. are,fe,^^— See Uji.

O-ura, . In Mutsu. Arej^^';;.4astle, occupied by Tsugaru
Tamenobu, towards the close of the 1^& .^tury.
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5-uta-dokoro, Wt 0? • Formerly, an office intrusted with the
sacred poetry, music, dances etc. Okiyo Kakinushi was: mst lietto

k III ^ • Nengo

:

961-963.

'jH&xL 5S • One of the 15 provinces of the Tokaido ; comprises 9
districts, depending on Aichi-kcn. — Chinese name : Bishit. — Formerly
called Oharuda.

Oyabe, /]» ^ ^ • (Now Isurugi). In Etchu. In 1183, the young
emperor Antolcu was taken by the Taira to Etcliu and pursued by Imai
Kanchira, general of Niso Yoshittaka ; the Taira army was beaten at

Oyabe and forced to retreat to Kaga.

Oyama, /J' ill . In Shimotsuke. Ancient castle built by Fujiwara
Iiidcsato, who, after his victory over Taira Masakado, was appointed
governor of the province (940) . Tomomasa his descendant in the 12th
generation, won distinction under YosrUmm At the time of the two
dynasties, Tomouji remained faithful to ihst southern cause. In the
Ashikaga era, the castle of Ogama pegged into the hands of the Yuki.
Hidcyoslii sojourned there for a (arm in 1590, when he intended to

subdue the northern dainty0. These 'hymn learned that Ishida Kazu-
shige had taken the field.

Oyama, % Ui . Ancient name of the city of Kanazawa (Kaga).

Oyama, /J» ill . A family of daimyo, descended from Fujiwara
Hidesato.

Masamitsu, jt • Descended from Hidesato in the lltli

generation, was the first to take the name of Oyama towards the middle
of the 12th century, from a castle in Shimotsuke, occupied by his an-
cestors for 300 years.

—— Tomomasa, (1155-1238). Son of Masamitsu, sided with
Yoritomo as soon as the latter rose in arms against the Taira (1180)
and received as reward some domains in Hitachi. He fought at Ichi no
tani cl 184), and in the campaign against Fujiwara Hidehira (1189).
The following year, he accompanied Yoritomo to Kyoto and was appoint-
ed Kebiishi and Shimotsuke no kami, then Harima-shugo (1199). After
that, he with Hatakeyama Shiyctada quelled the uprising of Iliki

Yoshikazu against the Hojo (1203).

Hidetomo, ^ ^ (4- 1335). Descendant of Tomomasa in the
6th generation, fought under the Hojo against Go-Daigo and besieged the
castle of Akasaka. After that, he rallied to the standard of Nitta
Yoshisada, defeated IitCnazama Sadamasa at Tsurumi (Musashi)

and
took part in the siege of Kamakura. He was then appointed Shimotsuke
no kami. In 1335, he was killed in Musashi, while fighting against
Hojo Tokiyuki.

Yoshimasa, iES( ( p 1382). Grandson of Hidetomo, raised

an army in 1380 to defend the cause of the southern dynasty and defeat-
ed Utsunomiya Mototsuna at Molxtra, but was obliged to fall back before

Ucsttgi Norikata, sent against him by the Kwanryb Ashikaga Ujimitsu.
Dallying his troops, he soon look the held agai^ftsjgf, %as defeated by (Jesugi
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Tomomune and committed suicide, after which his family became extinct.

Oyama, ill • A family of samurai, from Kagoshima clan
(
Satsu

-

via), ennobled after the Restoration.— To-day Marquis.

Iwao, • Born in 1842, was nephew of Saigo

Takamori. He advanced rapidly in the army : Chief

of the Etat-Major and Minister of war in 1884, he re-

ceived the following year the title of Count, then the rank

of Marshal (1891). During the war with China, he was
appointed Commander in chief of the Second Army,
whose greatest exploit was the storming of Ryojunko (Port

-

Arthur) (Nov. 22, 1894). After the treaty of peace, he was raised to

the rank of Marquis, and when he title of Gensui was reestablished, he

was one of the 4 that received it (1898). He was Commander in chief

of the army in Manchuria during the war with Russia (1904-05).

0-yama, ill • A mountain in Hoki (1815 in.) ;
the highest in the

San - in-do

;

also called Dai-sen, Okami-yama, Kakuban-san.

O-Yamato-toyo-akitsu-shima, % H U •© 4ft ^ • (Bit. : the

great Yamato, the fertile island of the dragon fly). Name given in olden

times to the largest island of Japan (Hondo). The legend says that

Jimmu-tenno, ascending a high mountain and viewing in one glance all

the outlines of the island, found in it some resemblance to a dragon fly

and gave it the name.

Oyamatsumi, ill & JL • Son of Izanagi and Izanami, honored

as deity of the mountains (Shinto). His daughter Ko-no-hana-saku-ya

liime married Ninigi no mikoto.

O-ya-shima no kuni, ^ A • (Lit. : the country of the 8

islands). A name given to Japan in mythological times.

Oya-shio, fM $8 A polar current which issuing from the sea of

Okhotsk meets the Kuro-shio (which see).

O-yashiro-ha, jz ft • One of the 10 sects of modern Shintoism,

has its principal seat in the great temple (o-yashiro) of Izumo.

Oyodo-gawa, Jl| . A river in Hiyuga, formed by the junction

of the Iwase-gawa and the Hashino-gawa. Also allied Akae-gawa. (99

Km.)

Oyori-yama, ill • A hill in Omi, where Asai Sukemasa defeat-

ed the Saito of Mino (1521) and Nobunaga, the Asai and the Asakura

(1570).

Oyumi, £ ® . In Shimosa; ancient castle of the Hara family, vassal

of the Chiba ; was captured in 1525 by the Takeda of Shimosa. Shortly

afterwards, Asliikaga Yoshiaki, having had some contentions with his

father Masauji, fled to Mutsu

;

all the daimyo of Aica, Shimosa and
Kazusa, the Satomi, the Takeda, etc., espoused his cause, recognized him
as their lord and installed him in the castle of Oyumi ; whence the name
of Oyumi-gosho, which was given him. In 1538, Yoshiaki was defeated

and killed at Konodai by Hojo Ujitsuna. In 1G27, the Tokugawa
asssigned the castle to the Morilcawa daimyo, who resided there up to the

Restoration. (10,000 k.).
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Ozaki, J|lWf . A family attached hereditarily to the temple of
Ninna-do (Kyoto), ennobled in 1896.— To-day Baron.
Ozaki Masayoshi, H M S (1755-1827). A learned scholar

from Osaka.

Ozawa, /]' £1 • A family ofsamurai, from the Kokura clan (Buzen),
ennobled after the ^Restoration.— To-day Baron.

Ozutsu-yaku, jz . In the Tokugawa days, an official charged
to look after the reserve artillery in the military stores of the Shogttn.
This title, created in 1138, was hereditary in the Inoue family.

BXN NO NA18BL



Paramushiri, — See Haramuchi-jima.

Pimisho, u" * -y a .— See Yamatsu-hime.
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R
Rahan. (Sanscr. Arhat) Abbreviation of Arakan. The fourth

and last degree of Buddhist perfection. Title especially given to the 16
principal disciples of Shaka

(ju-roku Rakan) and to the 500 members of
the council of JRajagrila (go-hyaku Rakan).

IS • A family of literati, famous in the 18th and 19th centuries.

,. 7
~ Shunsui, ^ 7.K (1746-1816). Is the author of several esteemed

historical works : Fushin-shi, Shiyu-shi, Ittoku-roku, Zaishin-kiji, Zai-
ko-ktji, Takehara-bunchu, Shunsui-ikb, etc.

San-yo, ilj |jg

(1780-1832). Son of
Shunsui, was a distin-

guished historian. His
two principal works, Ni-
hon-guiaishi and Nihon-
seiki, were all the more
remarkable, because he
pleaded already for the
cause of the Imperial
Restoration.

Mikisaburo,
H H 6|S (1825-1859).

Son of San-yo, imbued
with the ideas of his

father, worked for the
restoration of the Im-
perial power. He re-

paired to Kyoto, and
obtained an order of the

Emperor, commission-
ing Mito Nariaki to ex-

pel the foreigners
; but

his proceedings having
leaked out, the Tairo Ii

Naosuke had him ar-

rested with about 30 fol-

lowers by Manabe Nori-
katsu. He was taken ... SiK Y5
to Edo and beheaded.

Rakan, $£ • Title given to the principal disciples of Shaka.
Raku, $} • i ormerly a name given to that part of Kyoto which was

also called Rakuyo, Sakyd. Later on, the term was extended to the
whole city.
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Raku-chu, jg tf • \ When Hideyoshi repaired the damages which

Raku-gwai, ^f- . J
the capital had suffered from the time of the

Onin war (1467), the term, Baht-clm, stood for the city of Kyoto itself,

Raku-gwai, for the environs.

Rakuchu kei-ei, • In the Kamakura period, officials

intrusted with the police of Kyoto.

Raeho-mon, |§ (”J . Formerly the southern gate of Kyoto.

Often repaired from the time of Kwammu, it fell to pieces in the reign of

En-yu (970-984), and was not restored again.

Rebunjiri-shima, (9 % St % • An island N. E. of Ezo (47 Km.,

in circ.).

Reifuku-goran, || . Ceremony at which were presented

to the emperor the robes he was to wear on the day of his coronation.

Reigen-tenno, ait X 3^ M • 112th Emperor of Japan (1663-1686).

Satohito, son of Go-Mi-no-o-tenno, succeeded his brother, Sai-in, at the

age of 9. During the 24 years of his reign, all the authority was in

the hands of the Shogun Ietsuna and Tsunayoshi. 0$»bdicated at the

age of 38, and died only in 1732, in his 79th year.

Reigi-ruiten, jffi M M H • An historical w^rih 510 volumes,

published at the end of the 17th century, under the allspices of Mito

Mitsufcufii

Reiheisbi-kaido, fl? il • A high way leading from

Takasaki (Kozuke) to Nikko, passing by Ashikaga and Mibu. It was

followed every year by the Imperial envoy
(
reiheishi ), charged to carry

presents to the tomb of leyasu.

Reikei-den, ® ® • In the ancient palace of Kyoto, a building

reserved, with the Sen-yo-den, for the ladies in attendance at the Court.

Reiki,£&. Nengo : 715-716.

Reishi, -fr g* • Name given to orders emanating from the dowager

empress, the reigning empress, or the Prince Imperial.

Reizei, . A family of huge, descended from Fujiwara Nagaie

(1005-1064). The elder branch haa at present the title of Count; a

younger branch, that of Viscount.

Reizei-tenno, & • 63rd Emperor of Japan (968-969).

Norihira, son of Murakami-tenno succeeded his father at the age of 18.

Hardly was he on the throne, when his brother Tameliira, supported by

Minamoto Takaakira and Tacliibana Shigenobu, tried to usurp the

power, but the attempt failed and the culprits were banished to Tsuku -

shi. Shortly after, Reizei fell sick ; he abdicated in favor of bis brother

Monliira (En-yu) and retired to the Reizei-in, where he lived 44 years.

He was the first to receive after his abdication, the title of Dajd-tenno.

Rekken, ?|J M • Formerly a feast given at the Dajd-kwan, on the

11th day of the 2nd month, to which were invited the officials of the

War and Ceremony departments. Persons of high rank present wore

wreaths of flowers.

Remmon-ky5, iHL . A religious sect founded by Shima?nura-

Mitsu, who was bom in 1831 at Yoshiga (Nagato .)
Although affiliated

with the Taisei sect {Shinto), it borrowed its doctrines from the Fuju-fuze
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branch of the Nichiren-shii. Its ethics are those of Confucianism popu-
larized by the Kyuo-dowa and the Shingaku-dowa.
Renge-zan, S! ^ lU • A group of mountains (2,900 m.) on the

borders of Etchii, Shinano and Echigo.

Rennyo-Shonin, jl $tl b A (1415-1499). Descendant in the 8th
generation of Shinran-Shonin, and reformer of the Shin-shu sect. Son
of Sonny

o

(Enken-Hoshi), he was adopted by Chunagon Kanesato. At
the age of 16, he became a bonze of the Hongwan-ji temple, under the
name of Kmjn, but was commonly called Chunagon-Hoshi. His reputa-
tion for holiness and eloquence roused the jealousy of the bonzes of Hiei-
zan, who compelled him to leave Kyoto. After having wandered over the
eastern provinces as far as Echigo, preaching the doctrines of the sect, he
returned to the capital to claim his inheritance and become the 8th chief-
bonze of the Hongwan-ji (1457). Shortly afterwards, he obtained an au-
dience from the emperor Go-Hanazono, who repaired the temple at his own
expense. This favor enraged the bonzes of Hiei-zan, who set fire to the
Hongwan-ji : Benny

o

barely escaped with his life, carrying with him the
statue of Shinran. Then he resumed his wanderings, building temples at
Chikaviatsu (Omi) and at Yoshizaki (Echizen). He had been already 5
years installed in the latter place, when the bonzes of the Senshv-ji temple,
of the Takada branch of the same Shin sect, jealous of his growing in-
fluence, attacked the temple and levelled it to the ground (1475). Bennyo
set out again, and founded the temples of Kozen-ji

(
Kawachi

) Kyogyo-ji
(Settsu) and Shinshu-ji (Kawachi

)

; after that, he chose a site in the village
of Yamashina (Yamashiro), to rebuild the Hongican-ji temple, the seat of
the sect (1480) ; and there he died at age of 85. His immediate successor
received in 1521 the title of Monzeki ; Bennyo himself was decorated in
1882, with the posthumous name of Eto-Daishi, and his present descend-
ants, heads cf the two Hongwan-ji branches, are the Counts Otani.

ReEirtiS, If iff A little hand carriage, which persons of high rank
could ase, sabject to permission from the emperor, even within the pre-
cincts of the Palace. It was also called te-guruma, koshi-guruma.
Rensho, 3$ M In the Kamakura period, the highest official after

the Shikken. Also called Bempan, Gohati, Kaban. As he shared with
the Shikken the right to seal the official documents of the Bakvfu, they
were called ryo-shikken, ryd-shitsuji, ryo-koken. The Bensho was
always taken from the Hojo family, and Tochifusa was the first to re-
ceive the title in 1224.

Ri, M • League, long measure. Formerly the league had 50 cho (5
Km. 454) or 42 cho (4 Km. 582). At present, it has 36 cho (3 Km. 927)

;

It is called kami-michi, to distinguish it from a small league of 6 cho (655’

m.) still in use in certain western provinces, and called ski mo-michi.
Ribu-O, $ $5 3E . Name given to prince Shige-akira-shinno (906-

954), son of the emperor Baigo. The prince had the title of Shikibu-
hjo (minister of Ceremonies), and as that Ministry is called Bibu in
China, he was surnamed Bibu-O.
Richu-tenno, ® A M • 17th Emperor of Japan (400-405). Oe-

izao-wake succeeded his father, Nintoku, at the age of 64. Hardly was
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Nintoku dead, when his 2nd son Suminoe no NdkatMjQfy to

secure the throne for himself. Richu sent against hint slirafitesE brother

Mizuha-wake (later on Hansho-tenno), who had him put to death by one

of his servants. Richu was the first to appoint 4 Shogun, to watch over

the defence of the empire : Heguri-Tsuku, Soga Machi, Mononobe

Iro/u and Tsubura Okiini (461) . He died after a reign of 6 years.

Rigen-Daishi, 9 iz E# • — See Shobd.

Rijiri-shima, fij E % . An island N. W. of Hokkaido (60 Km., in

circ
)

The highest point of the island has the shape of Mt. Fuji and is

called Kitami-Fuji.

Rikuchu, • One of the 13 provinces of Tosando, formed in

1868 of 12 districts (kori) of the former province of Mutsu ; at present 11

belong to Iwate-ken and 1 to Akita-ken.

Rikugun-bugyo, ££ % $£ ft Minister of War of the Tokugawa.

That title was created only towards fee close of the 18th century, when
the regent Matsudaira Sad&nobtt adopted the European system for the

army : infantry, cavalry, attalfesy, ate.

Rikugun-sho, W. W- -t!
: The War Department, created in 1885.

Riku-kokushi, B£ {&&

:

the 6 National Histories). The

six historical collections which embrace the first 15 cen tur)£s of Jfcpawiese.
history

:

— 1° Nihon-shoki, H Wr & (
30 yol.), which dotes fmm fee

creation to the reign of Jito (696), a collection made in 720 by 'Ttyncri

~

sliinno, 0 no Yasinnaro, Ki no Kiyobito, etc.
;

it k> aho called

Nihcm-ki
— 2° Shoku-Nihon-ki, $ H & (40 vol.), from 697. to 70JL, by

Ishikawa Natan, Fujiwara 1’suginawa, Sugeno Sansnwicki, ete

.

— 3° Nihon-koki, H & & IS (40 vol.) from 792 to BBS, by

wara Otsugu (840) ; only 10 vol. are still, extant.

— 4° Shoku-Nihon-koki, i U $ i ^ (20 iv:>m m4
850, by Fujhmra Yoshifusa (869).

— 5° Mmiska-jtoroku, (
10 vol.), from 851 to 858,

by Fujiivara Moiotsum (879).

— 6° Sa&iiib-jitn^ryku, H it ¥f (50 vo' )> fr°ra 859 333
> by

Fujiwara TojcQiUra (901).

Rikuob.ft W M.
•~ See Mutsu.

Rikuzeii, iS f$f • One of the 13 provinces of the Tosando, VASdsm'

in 1868 with 14 districts (kori) of the former province of Mutsu, of which

13 belong at present to Iwate-ken, and 1 to Miyagi-ken.

Rinji, g* . An Imperial decree, written by a Geld (secretary) to

appoint officials to public functions.

Rinno-ji, rE — See Mangwan-ji.

Rinzai-shu, g* £7 . A branch of the Buddhist sect Zen-shu, thus

called after its founder, the Chinese bonze Rinzai-Zenshi. — In 1175, the

bonze Kakua from Hiei-zan returned from China, where he had spent 4

years and learned from Bukkai-Zenshi the doctrines of the Zen sect, which

made then its first appearance in Japan. A little later, Eisai-Zenshi

repaired to China (1187) and, having been taught by Kyoan-Zenshi, he
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brought home the Rinzai-shu (1191', which he spread first in Cliikuzrn,
then in Kyoto anl Kamakura. — That branch has divided into 10
secondary branches, which possess at present in Japan altogether G,120
temples, with about 4000 chief-bonzes and 1,813,000 believers.

Rinzai-shu ju-ha, BS -f- flg • The 10 branches of the Rinzai-
shu, which have their seat in the following temples, of which they bear
the names

:

1. Kennin-ji ( Yamashiro), founded by Eisai in 1202.
2 Td/uku-ji ( do. ), „ „ Ben-en „ 1243.
3. Kencho-ji {Sagami),
4. Enkalcu-ji ( do. ),

5. Nanzen-ji {Yamashiro),
6. Eigen-ji \0mi),
7. Daitoku-ji {Yamashiro),

8. Tenryu-ji
( do. ),

9. Myoshin-ji
( do. ),

10. Shokoku-ji{ do. ),

Rinzo, ‘M • A large revolving
sacred Books of Buddhism.

„ „ Doryu 1S53.

„ „ Sogen „ 1282.

„ „ Busshin „ 1293.

„ „ Genko „ 1320.

„ „ Myocho „ 1323.

„ „ Soseki „ 1340.

„ „ Egen „ 1350.

„ „ Mtjoha „ 13S3.
library with 8 sides, containing the

Risshi, . A high Buddhist dignity, below that of Sozu ; the
titular held formerly the 5th Court-rank (go-i)

.

Misakil, $£ The Buddhist sect Ritsu or Kamtsu-shu introduced
into Japan in 754 by the Chinese bonze Kansliin. Has its principal seat
at the Twhd-daiji (Jamaio)

.

Little in vogue to-day.— See Kairitsu-sliu.

Mfesu, See Risshu
(Ritsu-shu).

Ritsu-ryo-kyaku-shiki, # -fr & . Collections of the Codes
published in tbs Middle Ages. Ritsu corresponds to the Criminal Law

;

Ryo, to the CndiLaw ; Kyaku comprises ordinances of a later date
; Shiki

treats especially of feasts and ceremonies. — The first Japanese Code, bor-
rowed fawn the coeismporay Chinese Code, was completed in 689, after
more than 80 yearn of preparatory labors

; it was called Omi-ryo

;

it

contained 22 volumes and has not come down to us. — The em-
peror Momma published a new Code of Laws in 701 : it is the famous
Taiho Code {Taiho-ritsuryo) . — In 811, (2nd year of Konin era),
appeared 40 vol. of Shiki (Kdnin-shiki) and 10 vol. of Kyaku {Konin-
kyaku), the whole collection being known as the Konin-kyaku-shiki
and containing all the ordinances published since the promulgation of the
Taiho Code.—In 868 (10th year of Jogwan), appeared a new publication
in 12 vol. of Kyaku {Jogwan-kyaku) and 20 vol. of Shiki (Jogwan-
shiki), constituting the collection called Jogican-kyakti -shiki, Finally, in
907, (7th year of Engi) came the Engi-kyaku-shiM, comprising 12 vol.
of Kyaku and 50 vol. of Shiki, thus completing the preceding compila-
tions.— These 3 last collections are called the 3 great Cod&T{San-dai-
kyaku-shiki).

Rodo, fill 5^ • Formerly servants or vassals of a nobleman : this term
is equivalent to kerai, ie no ko, etc.

Roju, *f* Or Rochu. In the Tokugawa days, members of the
Shogun's Council.— This title, corresponding to the Rensho of Kamakura,



the Kwanryo of Kyoto, assagH&jt, chosen among daimyo
having a revenue of a ‘leaB^§MKK)‘k4 Tte ' (knka-jodai, the Kyoto-
shoshidai, generally be&p& §8 8R& c#&eir term

;
others were

taken from among the mbOHUSaki,
f&i W<$&de*&iyori, the Soshaban,

etc. The Boju perfoma^itlfe one serving a month.
The Hall assigned to thfe :^^'t|e-\S^ogEB»l%ialace was called Go-

yo-beya, and was at fiwfc tma Stififhm ; but from the time
when the Tairo Hotta Ituasatoshi was killed tiieie by Inaba Masayasu
(1684), it was transferred elsewhere and the Boju and WaJcadoshiyori
had rarely access to the Shogun.

Roju-nami, ^ 4* In the Tokugawa days, name given to a
Boju, who had not a castle.

Rokkaku, ^ fTj . A branch of the Sasaki family of Omi.

Yasutsuna, M • Son of Sasaki Nobui^nd. was the first to

take the name of Bokkaku towards the middle of the 18th century. He
possessed the full confidence of the Shikken Hoj6t,

W&.6 Kebiishi, Omi
no shvgo, Iki no kami.

Ujiyori, R (1326-1370). Great-grandson of Yasutsuna, was
also Omi no shugo and Kebiishi. He sided with the northern dynasty
and fought under Takauji and Yoshi&Mra.. He resided at the castle of

Kwannonji {Omi), built by bis ancestors.

Mitsutaka, $5 # (~f- 1418). Son of‘ the Shogun Ashikaga
Yoshiakira, was adopted by Ujiyori and succeeded him in all his titles

and possessions. He it was who, at the time of the reconciliation of the

two Imperial Houses, came to Kyoto with the three sacred emblems, until

then in the hands of G(hK'ameyama, (South), and handed them to Go

-

Komatsu (North).

Takayori, ifiS $g (4- 1820). Son ofMatayori, sided in the Onin
war with Yamana Sozm (1467) , and conquered the whole province of Omi
from the Kydgolcu (other Bctmfd hraBCh), In 1487, he was besieged in

the castle of Kwannonji by the Shogun Yoshihiia-, and sought refuge on
Kbga-zan. Yoshishisa died during the siege and was replaced by Yoshi-

tane who took to arms again in 1492. Takayori was defeated and
compelled to flee. On the death of the emperor Go-Tsuchimikado, he
paid all the expenses of the funeral, and, in reward, was allowed to

add to his arms the Chrysanthemum (kiku) and the Paulownia {kiri)

of the Imperial family (1500). When the Shogun Yoshizumi was
expelled from Kyoto by his rival Yoshitane, he sought shelter with Taka-
yori.

Sadayori, fg (4- 1552). Son of Takayori, was first a

bonze
;
then, when his brother Ghikatsuna died, he inherited the latter’s

light of succession. He contributed to the victory won by Ouchi Yoshi-

oki at Funaoka-yama over H'osokawa Masakata (1511), and was then

appointed Kwanryo and Danjo-shosuke. In 1518, he besieged Asai

Sukemasa in his castle of Odani {Omi) in vain. Shortly afterwards,

mustering fresh troops, he marched upon Kyoto and expelled Miyoshi

Nagateru and Hosokawa Sumimoto (1520). He was killed in a fight

against the Miyoshi.
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Yoshikata, %kfi(+ 1581). Son of Sadas>on
?
'aided Hosoka-

wa Harumoto against Miyoshi Ghokei (1549). In ISM^ e&veting a part
the province of Ise, he laid siege to the castle of Chikusa, but the lord

Uhikusa Tadaharu negotiated a peace. After that, he fought against
Matsunaga Hisahide at Nyoi-ga-mine (Yamasliiro), and entered Kyoto
with the Shogun Yoshiteru (1558). In 1562, he made peace with
Miyoshi Chdkei

t
ceded to his son the management of his estates, shaved

his head, took the name of Slwtei, and was ranked among the Shoban-
shu. He had learned archery from Yoshida Shigekata, horsemanship
from Saito Jogen, and he himself founded a school (Sasaki-ryu)

, to
teach the arts of war. After his son was dispossessed, Yoshikata lived at
the court of Nobunaga. He was baptized at Azuchi the vary year of
his death.

Yoshisuke, Ki Jfrj (
+- 1612). Son of Yoshikata, took in hand

the administration of his father’s domains (1562), with Gamo Katahide
as councillor. In 1565, after the assassination of the Shogun Yoshiteru,
his brother, the bonze Gakkei, implored Yoshisuke to espouse his cause
and help him to recover his rights to the shogunate. Yoshisuke did not
dare risk a war with the powerful Miyoshi. Then Gakkei turned to Oda
Nobunaga who accepted the mission, raised an army and marched on to
Kyoto ; in Omi, he captured several castles of the Sasaki, and compelled
Yoshisuke to seek shelter on Koga-san. The latter was besieged by Shi-
bata Katsuie in his castle of Namazue (1572) ; forced to surrender, he
lost all his domains and lived henceforth at the court of Nobunaga. —
Later on, he entered the service of Teyasu, and his descendants received
the title of koke.

^
Rokkaku, 7^ A family of huge, descended from Fujiwara

Yorimune (993-1065).—Now Viscount.

Rokkasen, ftl] • The 6 most famous poets of the 9th century :

Ariwara Narihira, Sojo Henjo, Kisen-Hoshi, Otomo Kuronushi, Fumiya
Yasuhide and Ono Komachi.
Roku-buten, ^ 5$ . The 6 gods of war : Bonten, Taishaku,

and the shi-tenno, Jikoku, Komoku, Zocho and Bishamon.
Roku-efu, 5c • Formerly the 6 sections of the Imperial guard.

In the reign of Shomu (724-748), they were called: Emon, Chu-e, Sa-
eji, U-eji, Sahyo-e, Uhyo-e

;

in 807, these names were changed to Sa-
konoe, U-konoe, Sa-eji, U-eji, Sahyo-e, Uhyo-e

;

in 811, they became
Sa-konoe, U-konoe, Sa-emon, U-emon, Sahyo-e, Uhyo-e. Instead of
rokue-fu, the term shi-e ni-fu was also used, and the Emon and Hyo-e
were also called Gwai-e.

Roku-gi, 7^ . According to the Taiho Code (702), 6 categories of
persons, when guilty of a crime, could claim a diminution of the penalty
by one degree. They were called the roku-gi, viz. : gi-shin §£ fg (Im-
perial kinship), gi-ko $C (former services rendered), gi-ken fg (great
virtue), gi-no ffg (great talents), gi-ko Jjjj (great merits)-, and gi-ki

3j§ ft (rank above san-i). The 8 more heinous crimes, called the
hachi-gyaku were alone excluded from this measure of clemency.
Rokugd, t'C ffi A family of daimyo descended from the Fujiwara.
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Masanori, (1567-1684). Son of Michiyuki, was first,

like his ancestors, a vassal of the Onodera of Dewa and possessor of the

domain of Rokugo. In 1588, he served in the campaign of his suzerain

Onodera Yoshimichi against Akita Sanesue, and was defeated. After

the fail of the Onodera, he served Hideyoshi, then leyasu, who in 1602,

raised him to the rank of daimyd and gave him the fief of FhgJiu (Hitachi— 10,000 k ). In 1623, he was transferred to Honjo (Dewa — 20,000 k.),

where his descendants resided till the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Rokugo-gawa, Jl| • — See Tama-gawa.

Rokuhara, ^ £j| . An old ward S. E. of Kyoto, where the re-

presentative of the Kamakura Shikken resided in the 13th and 14th

centuries — Taira Tadamori had owned a small estate there which
steadily increased and covered, at the time of Kiyomori, 2,000 hectares

;

he huilt on it 5,000 houses for his officers. In 1183, Munemori, obliged to

flee before the Minamoto, set it on fire, and reduced all to ashes. In

1220, the two governors (tandai

)

of Kyoto were established there by the

Hojo and resided in that place to the end of the Kamakura Shogun. In

1333, Rokuhara was again attacked by Kitabatake Akitada, Akamatsu
Norimura, etc., and totally destroyed.

Rokuhara-teMai, ® H M • Title of the governors of

Kyoto, at the tihio oi' the Kamakura Shikken.— After the civil war of

Shokyu (1219); HGjd Yoshitoki sent his son Yasutoki and his brother

Tokifnsa, to take over the administration of the capital and its environs ;

the former took a north position, the latter, south of Rokuhara

;

such

was the beginning of what was called Ryd-Rokuhara (the two Rokuhara).
In imitation of what had been done at Kamakura, they were assisted

by some Hyajoshii (1263), generally taken from among the Goto and
Kamedani families, by some Hikitsukeshu, etc. Gradually they came to

rule over all the departments of administration. The two tandai were
always taken from among the Hojo family.

Roku Jiz5, • The 6 names by which the deity Jizo is

honored : Emmyo, Hbsho, Hoshu, Jichi, Hoin, and Kengoi.

Rokujo, ^ f^. A family of huge descended from Minamoto
Michichika (1149-1202) (Muraltami-Genji)

.

— Now Viscount.

Rokujo-gawara, 7^ A name given formerly to the part,

usually dry, of the bed of the Kamo-gawa river, near the Rokujo ward in

the S. E. p.’rt of Kyoto. It was there that afer the battle of Sekigahara

(1600) were beheaded Ishida Kazushige, Yukinaga, Nagatsuka
Masaie, Hara Katsutane, Katata HirosamL Jshikawa Yoriaki, the

bonze Ankokuji Ekei, etc.

Rokujd tenno, a § ^ 1 79th Emperor of Japan (1166-1168).

Nobuhito, 2nd son of Nijo-tenno, succeeded his father at the age of 3,

while the ex-emperor, Go-Shirakawa, his grandfather governed with

Taira Kiyomori, Three years later, the emperor, aged 6 years, was
deposed and replaced by Takakura, son of Go-Shirakawa and son-in-

law of Kiyomori. Rokujo died at the age of 13.

Rokn-Kwanrum, fj- . The 6 names by which the goddessKwan-
non is worshipped t Senju, Sho, Bato, Ju-ichi-men, Junchi and Nyomn.
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Roku-nin-shu, A & — See Wakadoshiyori.
Rokuon-ji, Jgg M . When Ashikaga Yoshimitsu ceded the shogu-

nate to his son Yoshimochi (1394), he retired to the hill of Kita-yama,
near Kyoto, and, on a small estate belonging to the Saionji, built for
himself a dwelling, which was completed in the space of 4 years, and
called Kitayama-den

;

he annexed to it the famous Kinkaku-ji. After
his death (1408), he received the posthumous name of Rokuon-in-dono,
and his house was changed into a temple called Rokuon-ji. The Kin-
kaku-ji alone remains.

Roku saibi, ^ >jtp H . The 8th, 14th, 15th, 23rd, 29th and 30th of
each month, which are days of abstinence for fervent BndLeKfrkfc

Roku-shaku, ^ R . Formerly domestics of the 00$%ya and
other administrative offices in Edo ; their duty was to ca.&f Messages, go
on errands, etc.. There were 500 reteM&zku and 306 shinijutiii.

Roku sho-ji, B tF • Six an*^iv temples of Kyoto, in whose names
the ideograph sho entered.

Hosho-ji, & ,
founded by the' emperor Shirakawa (1097) ;

Sonsho-ji, „ „ „ Horikawa (1102) ;

Saisho-ji,
, „ „ „ Toba (1152)

:

Ensho-ji,
ffl B tF , „ empress Taiken-mon-in

Seisho-ji, (£ J$£ , „ „ emperor Sutoku
Ensho-ji, 5i B # , „ „ „ Konoe (fpp

"

Kongo, ifir R. A Chinese claseb^: containing the discourses' 'of
Confucius to his disciples. It is sssjTfc have been brought to Japan
in 284 A.D., by the learned Korean JjiH.
Ronin, fR A • A samurai wbi^ j^y or on compulsion, left the

service of his lord and gained his living fey pledging himself to any that
needed bold men to make some daricgfi^npt. The famous 47 samurai
of Ako became ronin after the death of their lord Asano Naganori

;

but
the Japanese call them gishi (faithful samurai).
Renso, . Term applied to some important communication

addressed to the Emperor by one of his subjects
;
a less important matter

was called soji

;

a communication still less important, benso.
Roshana, IS M • Or Birushana-butsu, $2 jg fifc . (Sanscr.

Vairoqamd) Buddha, god of light
; he is typified by the daibutsu of

Kamakura, Nara, Kyoto, etc.— Also called Daibutsu-Nyorai, Dainichi-
Nyorai.

Roya-bugyd, M & fr .— See Shugoku.
Rusui-ban, fT# /g g . A title created in 1632, and assigned to

the official commissioned to watch day and night over the apartments
(o-oku) reserved for the Shogun’s family. When a fire broke out in the
neighborhood of the palace, he had to follow the wife and daughters of
the Shogun to the place where they retired. Later on, the number of
the Rusui-ban was raised to 5, each having under his co#;S^S, 6 yonki
and 25 doshin.

..
Kusui-tOBhiyorf, ® ft . In the Tokugau^*s£&, official of

the Shoguns palace who regulated the passports of the daughters of
samurai that served at Court, superintended the female attendants, in-
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specif tbs store houses (kura) containing weapons, etc. In this latter

charge, be was assisted by some maku-gakan, bugu-gakari, teppo-dansu-

g&bm, fumi-pa-'yari-gakari, etc. He was also called Oku-toshiyori,

and, in the absacee of the Shogun, he guarded the castle.

Rnari^ii^m . v!j(
(
?f- *g . Formerly an official appointed to guard the

Imperial Palace in the absence of the Emperor. Prince Hirose-0
reserved that title ip the reign of Jit6 ; likewise, when Shomu-tenno
visited the temples of Ise (741), prince Suzuka-0 and Fujiw&m
ri were appointed Jiusu-kwan.

Ryakunin, M tl • Nengo : 1238.

Ryaku-o, ® M Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1336-1341.

Ryoben, & (689-773). A bonze, disciple of Dcmnt

with him the Kegon-shu sect and the Byobu-shinto. HAwMS at the bead,

of the To-daiji temple (Nara), in which he erected, by ae8« of the

emperor Shomu a large statue of Budda (746). Bto wt®' & lenovm&A
writer and painter.

Ryobu-shinto, M SB Ut A doctrine holding that SMftbKJin

and Buddhism are one and the same religion. Towards the fc^stjiriog

of the 9th century, Buddhism, owing to the efforts of fee famous ktozea

Saicko, Kukai, Gyogi, Byoben, etc., had made great progress in Japan ;

nevertheless it was hard to induce the people to worship other divinities

than the Shinto gods, founders and protectors of the land. Thereupon

the bonzes, by a rather obscure application of the theory of the two parts

(ryobu : kongb-kai and taizd-kai) of the Shingon-shu sect, held that the

tutelary deities of Japan, worshipped according to the Shinto rites, were

nothing else than temporary manifestations {gongen) of the Buddhist

divinities, whose true home (honchi

)

was India but who appeared in

Japan, where they lest traces
(
suijaku) of their passage. This theory,

called Byobu-shinto or Shimbutsu-kongo, brought about the fusion of the

two religions. With the exception of the two great temples of Ise and
lzumo, which remained purely Shinto, most of the others were allotted to

the bonzes, their architecture underwent changes inspired by Buddhism,

etc. This state of things continued until the close of the 17th century.

At that time rose a school of literati, Kamo Mabuchi, Motoori Norinaga,

Hirata Atsutane, etc., who studied the national antiquities, and worked

with all their might to bring about a revival of pure Shinto. Their

ambition triumphed with the Imperial Restoration. In 1868, Shinto

was declared to be the only State Religion and Buddhism was compelled

to give back all the temples, into which it had penetrated through the

influence of Byobu-shinto. Now-a-days, as formerly, the two religions

have—at least officially, if not in the life of the people—become estranged,

and this separation, without securing to the old Shintoism any remarkable

revival, has dealt Japanese Buddhism a blow from which it strives in

vain to recover.

Ryochu, ,£ (+ 1333). Grandson of the Kwampaku Fujiwara,

Yoshizane, and son of the Gon-daisozu Byoho, became a bonze like his

father and followed prince Morinaga-Shinno. He accompanied Go-

Daigo to Mt. Kasagi (1331), from whence he undertook to carry to the
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provinces an order of the Emperor, calling his faithful subjects to arms

against the Hojo. On his return, he endeavored to deliver Go-Daigo,

then a prisoner at Rokuhara ; but he failed and was arrested. He
escaped at night by breaking the door of his prison, took to arms, and

aided by Akamatsu Norimura, defeated his adversaries in many an en-

counter. Thereupon, he resolved with Morinaga-Shvnno, to do away
with Ashikaga Takauji, whose ambitious designs he began to suspect

;

but when the prince, unjustly suspected by his father, was shut up in the

Nikaidd (Kamakura )
more than 30 of his followers were put to death,

among whom was Ryochu.

Ryo-gawa, jfj jl| . A name by which the two sons of Mori Moto-

nari, Kobayakawa Takakage and Rikkawa Motoharu, were known in

the 16th century, because the ideograph kaica ( Jl| )
entered into the

composition of their names.

Ryogen, $£ (912-985). A famous bonze of the Tendai-shu sect

;

was Dai-sojo and chief of the Hiei-zan temples (966). He was a great

favorite at Court and received the name of Jie-Daishi.

Ryoge no kwan, 'ft-
, Name given to the functions establish-

ed after the promulgation oll(hf3 Taiho Code (702), such as Naidaijin,

Chunagon, Kurando, RebusJMrWk^
Ryojun-ko, I® H • Port-Arthur. A Chinese naval station in

the south of the Liao-tong peninsula. Captured by the Japanese, Nov.

22, 1894, and restored to China on the conclusion of the peace, it was

leased to Russia in 1897 for 25 years. During the war of 1904-1905, it

surrendered after a siege of more than 6 months. By the treaty of peace,

the Russian rights were ceded to Japan. It is at present a naval pre-

fecture (
Ghinju/u).

Rydkanxi -yama, M f'f Ul • A- mountain to the west of Musashi

( 1700 m.) ; also called Yoka-mi-yama.

Ryoko, . T'ormerly country families, intrusted with the guard

and maintenance of the Imperial tombs (saury6, misasagi). When them
was no ryoko, some neighboring family was appointed to fill the office and

was exempted from taxes and received the name of shuko.

Ryonin, R £l (1072-1132). A bonze, founder of the Yuzu-nembu-

tsu-sliu sect. Bom at Tomi'ta (Owari), he repaired to Hiei-zan and

studied the doctrines of the Tendai sect. After 23 years, he retired to

Ohara (Yamashiro), where he founded the Raiko-in temple. There he

adopted the habit of reciting 60,000 times a day the invocation (nembu-

tsu) “ Namu-Amida-butsu.” His reputation soon spread. The emperor

Shirakawa favored him aud induced him to propagate the Yuzu-nem-

butsu. He afterwards founded at Sumiyoshi (Settsu), the temple of Dai-

nembutsu-ji, which became the seat of the sect. His posthumous name
is Sho-o-Daishi.

Ryo no gige, M • A commentary on Chinese Law (Myoho),

in 10 volumes, published in 833 by Kiyowara Natsuno.

Ryo no shuge, 'jl' M M A supplement to the Ryo no gige,

published in 30 volumes by Koremune Naomoto (920). These two works

completed the Taiho Code (702).
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Ryo-Rokuhara, $} 7^ S' • In the Kamakura era, the palaces

of the two governors of Kyoto, one to the north, and the other to the

south of Rokuhara..—See Rokuhara.

Ryoto-hanto, 3s • The Liao-tong peninsula, a part of

southern Manchuria.

Ryo-Uesugi, 1-^ The two branches of the TJesugi family,

Yamanouchi and Ogigayatsu, powerful at Kamakura under the Ashi-

kaga Shogun.

Ryoyo, Wi 1^ • Liao-yang, in southern Manchuria. Great battle,

(Aug. 27,— Sept. 3, 1904).

Ryozen, H |JL| . In Iwashiro, where the Chinjufu-taishogun Kita-

hatake Akiie built a castle in 1337. Abandoning that of Taga, he
intrenched himself there to fight the better against the Ashikaga. The
castle was besieged and destroyed while Akiie was fighting near Kyoto.

On its site was erected in 1882 a temple (Ryozen-jinja), dedicated to

Kitabatake Chikafusa and his sons Akiie, Akinobu, etc.

Ryukyu, fjfc Ef; Name given by the Europeans wall the islands

scattered between Kyushu and Formosa. But t^/i$|>anese do not

include the northern group (Satsugu-shoto), which have always belonged

to the provinces of Satsuma and Osumi. The archipelago, formerly

called Uruma-jima, forms 3 principal groups, which, going from north

to south, are : Okinawa, Miyako and Yaeyama. It comprises 55 islands

with a total surface of 2390 square kilometres and a population of about

455,000 souls. — The first mention of the Ryukyu in Japanese history, is

in the year 1187, date of the accession to the throne of a certain Shunten,

said to be the sou of Minamoto Tametomo. In 1451, the first embassy

came to Kyoto and was received by the Shogun Yoshimasa ; from that

time, began the custom of sending periodical embassies. They ceased at

the beginning of the 17th century ;
for that reason, and also to demand

satisfaction for the ill-treatment which some Satsuma fishermen wrecked

on these coasts, had received at the hands of the natives, the daivvyd of

Kagoshima, Shimazu Iehisa, sent, in 1609, an expedition which captured

the castle of Shun, in the island of Okinawa, and annexed to his domains

the group of Oshima. Henceforward, the Ryukyu paid tribute both to

Japan and to China, which latter country, from the 15th century, claim-

ed the suzerainty over these islands. In 1873, the king of the Ryukyu
came to Tokyo and received the investiture of his domains ;

in 1879, the
archipelago was annexed to Japan and formed the department of

Okinawa. China protested, but ex-president Grant, whose arbitra-

tion was requested, declared in favor of Japan. The former king is

now Marquis, and two branches of his family possess the title of

Baron.

Ryukyu go-take, life 3£ £& The 5 highest mountains of Oki-

nawa island : Kaso-dake, Nago-dake, Onna-dake, Ben-dake and Hatto-

dake.

Ryusenji, I! ‘H. tF • Iu Kawachi ; ancient castle, which, in the

14th century, belonged to the Kishiwada family, vassals of the Kusu.
noki, and like them faithful to the southern dynasty. During the
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struggle between the two branches of the Hatakeyama family (1460-

1466), the castle was in the hands of Yoshinari.

Ryuzoji, • A family of daimyd, originating in Hizen.

Iekane, ^ ft (1454-1546). Vassal of Shoni Masasuke, fought
with him against Otomo Yoshioki of

,

Bungo

.

When Masasuke was de-

feated and killed (1506), he raiss^jfi^h troops and defeated Otomo.
Owing to that victory, his influence‘lupine considerable in his clan, and
he succeeded at last in supplanting thfe sons of his former master.

Takanobu, |H (1530-1585). Grandson of Iekane, was at

first a bonze under the name of Engitsu; but at the age of 18, he
returned to secular life. In 1553, he captured the castle of Saga {Hizen),
where he established his residence

; he was attacked the following year
by Shoni Tokinao, hut remained victorious. Always at war to increase

his domains, he attacked successively his neighbors, Alima Yoshisada,
Omura Sumitada, Arima Haruzumi, etc. ; hut was at last defeated by
Otomo Yoshishige (1569), and perished in a bloody battle against Shima-
zu Yoshihiro of Satsuma.

Masaie, ffic ^ (1556-1607). Son of Takanobu, served in the

expedition of Hideyoshi against the Shimazu (1587), and was confirmed
in the possession of his fief of Saga {Hizen— 350,000 k.), which he ceded

3 years later to his vassal Nabeshima Naoshige.

Edo, DURING THE DAT.
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S
Sabae, fiftltL • In Echizen. From 1720 to 1868, was the residence

of the Manabe daimyo (50,000 k.).

Sachuben, 2c 4* • Official below the Sadaiben, and his substitute.

He was assisted by the Sashoben.

Sadaiben, 2c ^C • Formerly an official having charge of the

revision of the atfairs of the Nakatsukasa-sho, the Shikibu-sho, the Jibu-

sho, the Mimbu-sho, the Dajd-kwan, etc. When there was no TJben-

kwan, he performed the latter’s functions.

Sadaijin, 2c S • (Lit. : Minister of the left). Formerly the second

of the three principal ministers, inferior to the Dajo-daijin, and superior

to the Udaijm ; shared the administration with them, revised the judg-

ments of the High Court (Danjo), but his special duty was to superin-

tend the affairs pertaining to the Imperial palace. He was also called

hhi no kami, and Sa/u.

Sadaiaho, 2c 2c • Abbreviation of Sakon-e-taishd.

Sadatsune-Shinno, it 3E (1425-1474). Son of prince Sada-
fusa-Shinno (Go-Suko) and great-grandson of the emperor of the

North, Sukd. Received the title of Eushimi no Miya from his brother,

Go-Hanazono-tenno, and was the ancestor of the princely family of that

name.

Sadayuki-Shinn5, M. (1765-1831). Descendant of the

above and son of prince Eushimi Kuniyori. Was adopted by the em-
peror Go-Momozono (1797). He is the ancestor of the princes Kicacho,

Kita-Shirakawa, Yamashina, Nashimoto and Kuni.
Sadazumi-Shinn5, &E Si =E (874-916). 6th son of the emperor

Seiwa. Was Hyobu-kyo, Nakatsukasa-kyo, Taishu of Hitachi and of

Kazu&a. His son Tsunsmoto, received the name of Minamoto : he is the

ancestor of the Seiwa-Genji.

Sado, H . Large island (868 Km.2

) on the W. coast of Japan.

Forms one of the 7 provinces of the Hokuroku-do.— Chinese name

:

Sashu. — Comprised three districts which were combined in 1896,

(Sado-gori).— Pop. : 115,000 inh.— Pr. cities r Aikaioa (15,000 inh.),

Ebisu-minato (4,300 inh.) — The island of Sado, for many years was
a place of exile for important persouages ; the emperor Juntoku (1221),

Nwhiren (1271), etc. —- It actually forms a part of the Niigata de-

partment.

Sado-bugyo, $£ $ ff • Under the Tokugaioa, an official w'ho

had charge of the island of Sado. Established at Aikaica, he ad-

ministered justice, collected taxes, directed the working of the silver mines
and guarded the island against any possible approach of foreign vessels.

He was subject to the Kanjo-bugyo. Okubo Nagayasu wTas the first who
received this title (1603).
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Sadowara, i In Hyiiga. Formerly the seat of the pro-
vincial governor. Daring the 16th century, the Shimazu of Satsuvia
possessed a castle there wherein they defended themselves against the
army of Hideyoshi (1587). From 1603 to 1868, it was the residence

of a branch of the family (27,OCX) k,).

Saeki, ££ ft) • In Bungo. Was, from 1594 to 1868, the residence of
the Mori daimyo (20,000 k.).

Saeki Imakebito, ft 4 A (719-790). Descendant of Otomo
Muroya, and son of Hitotaru, became famous as architect and builder.

He directed the works for the temple To-daiji (741). Together with
Fujiwara Tanetsugu he was entrusted with the building of the
new capital of the emperor Kioammu at Nagaoka ( Yamashiro)

(784).

Saga, ^ l® . Village W. of Kyoto. The emperor Saga built a palace

(to-day Daikaku-ji
) in this village and retired in it after his abdica-

tion (823).

Saga, £ ft

.

Chief town (33,000 inh.) of the Saga department.—
Was the residence of the Ryuzdji daimyo (1553), then, from 1590 to

1868, that of Nabeshima (350,OuO k.). In 1874, it was the scene of a
small civil war brought about by Eto Shimpei and promptly checked by
Okubo Toshimichi.

Saga, l5i jUfo Kuge family descended from Fujiwara (Sanjo)
Sane-

fusa 11146-1224).— Now Marquis.

Saga-Genji, Si liffi ft • Branch of the Minamoto family descend-

ed from the emperor Saga. — See Minamoto.
Saga-ken, i£.ft$£- Department formed of 8 districts (kdri) of the

Hizen province.— Pop. : 666,000.— Chief town : Saga (33,000 inh.).

Saga-tenno, I® X ^ 52nd l£mperor of Japan (810-823).

Kammu second son of Kwammu-tenno, at the age of 24, succeeded his

brother Heijo who retired to Nara. The following year, Rusuri-ko,
Heijd’s wife, and Fujiwara Nakanari plotted to restore Heijd to the

Mid transfer the capital again to Nara, but Sakanoe Tamuramaro
•Xsb&K sdMued the confederates : Nakanari was put to death, Kusuri-ko

Heijd and his son Takaoka-shinno were obliged to shave
Saga was a remarkable administrator

;
the 1'aihd Code was

by his orders
;
he created the offices of Kurddo, of Kebiishi

After having reigned 14 years, he abdicated in favor of his

brother Junwa and retired to Saga (whence his posthumous name),
where he lived 19 years. Saga is known as a poet and a great calligra-

phist ; he, with the bonze Kukai and Tachibana Hayanari, form the

Sampitsu (Lit. : the 3 brushes).

Sagami, fg . One of the 15 provinces of the Tokaido. Comprises
8 districts, all depending on the Kanagawa-ken. — Chinese name :

Soshu.-’-ln aacisnt times, called Sashi no kuni, then Sasfd-k'ami, whence
Sagami.

Sagami, $3 . Famous poetess of the 11th century. Daughter of

Minamoto torimitsu j she married Oe Kinsuke, Sagami no kami, whence
the name under which she is known.
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Sagami-gawa, 40 g| Jl| River (72 Km.), formed by the junction

of the Katsura-gawa and the Doshi-gawa, which rise in Kai and meet
in Sagami. Also called Banyu-gawa.
Sagami-nada, 4fl • Sea, S. of Sagami.

Sagara, 4g . In Tdt&mi. Old castle built in 1576 by Takeda
Katsuyori and rebuilt by Tanuma Mototsugu in 1772. His descendants

lived there to the Restoration. (10,0001t.).

Sagara, 40 • Daimyo family, descended from Fujiwara and
since the lath century established at Hitoyoshi (Higo), where it re-

mained to the Restoration (22,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Sagiyama, ill • In Mino. Old castle built towards the end of the

12th century by Satake Hideyoshi. During the 16th century, it passed

into the hands of the Saito : it was there that Toshimasa was besieged and
killed by his son Yoshitatsu (1556).

Saibara, fl M • In former times, popular songs which the farmers

sang especially whilst leading their horses. After the introduction of

Chinese music, variations were added to them and they became a source of

amusement among the nobility.

Saichd, .— See Dejigyo-Daishi.

Saiga, m M In Kii. In the 16th century, was the seat of a clan,

vassal of the temple Ishiyama-Hongwan-ji {Osaka). This clan, for a long

time, fought against Nobunaga. There also, the chief bonze Kosa took

refuge after the capture of his castle at Osaka (1580).

S&igg, 0 . _ Daimyo family coming from Mikawa.

Masakatsu, IE (+1061). At first a vassal of the Imagawa,
he, in 1561, became a partisan of Tokugawa Ieyasu. Besieged in his

castle by Asahina Yasunaga, general of Imagawa Lijizane, he set fire to

it and perished therein with his son Motomasa.

Iezane, ^ Sf (+1597). Grandson of Masakatsu. After hav-

ing fought on tne side of Ieyasu in all his campaigns, he followed him
to Kwanto (1590), and received a small fief in Shimosa,

Masakazu, IE Jii (1593-1638). In 1615 he received the csstse

of Tojo (Awa— 10,u00 k ) and the title of Wakasa w> kmm.
Nobukazu, $jg jj| (16IU.697) was dispossess^ in 1693,

Saigo, ® M Samurai fkmily of the Kagoshima• dao {St&mtm),.
ennobled after the Restoration.

Takamori, (1827-1877). In his chsldhocd he showed ft

great liking for military exercises and rapidly acquired a high Wink ill the

army of his daimyo. He performed a brilliant part in. the R^harailon WOT,
and was named Marshal in 1874. Some time after, the question of iatejv

vention in Korean affairs was raised ; Takamori’

8

vfews fei'ag oppoBsS by
most of the ministers, he retired to Kagoshima. Thetti be established &

school,
(Shi-gakko) to which the youth of Satsuma and Osurtii flocked

in great number. The government, forseeing danger, did all in its

power to bring Takamori back to Tokyo, but in vain. The insurrectional

movement was blowing during three full years and finally broke out at the

beginning of 1877. On Feb. 15th, Takamori, at the head of 15,000 men,

took possession of Kagoshima, then marching northward, he met the Ku-
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mamoto army, defeated it and laid siege to that city, which was defended
with great vigor by Colonel Tani. On hearing this news, the govern-
ment declared Takamori to have forfeited all his titles and official rank
and sent prince Arisugawa Taruhito with a considerable body of men
against him. The rebels had to withdraw before superior numbers and
entered Hyuga, where, notwithstanding their valor, they were defeated
in several encounters. Making a supreme effort, Takamori after having
defeated general Miyoshi, succeeded in entering Kagoshima. There,
resistance soon became an impossibility : surrounded on. all sides, by sea
and by land, the insurgents prepared to sell their lives dearly. The last
fettle took place on Shiro-yama, Sept. 24th. Saigo fell, wounded
in the leg by a ball, and one of his faithful retainers, Beppu Shinsuke,
put an end to his life.— Such was the end of the once “ great Saigo.”
A statue was erected in his honor in 1899 at the entrance of Ueno park
in Tokyo and his son received the title of Marquis in

Tsugumichi, ^ it (1843-1902). Brother
‘

Takamori also took part in the ^Restoration war, t##'' v.'.
1

'

unlike his brother, remained always faithful to the goverity
merit which loaded him with honors. He
the expedition to Formosa in 1874. Several
minister, he was at the same time Marshal and
Admiral.— Now Marquis.

Saigu-ryo, H Office charged with the ad-
minisnution of the Ise temples.— When Suinin-tenU fed transferred
the Tensho-Daijin temple to Ise, (5 B.O.) he named h§|||||iter Yamato-
hime, high-priestess thereof. Later on, it became cllllSiSlry to change
the titulary of this office at the accession of a new emperor : it was always
a princess and she had the title of Itsuki-Naishinno or Sai-o

;

her resi-

dence was called Saigu, and the bureau having charge of this admini-
stration was the Saigu-ryo. Under its jurisdiction, were ten secondary
bureaus : Tonari, Kurabe, Zembu, Stdbu, Sakabe, Mizube, Tonobe, Saibe,
Kadobe, and Umabe.

Saigyo-Hoshi, ffi ft & £$ (1118-1190). Des-
cended from Fvjiwara Hidesato, was called Sato
Norikiyo. Very skilful in using the bow, he be-

came a favorite with • the ex-emperor Toba, who
gave him rank among his Hokumen no bushi and
enjoyed his poetry. But at the age of 23, he
abandoned his wife and children, went to Saga
(Yamashiro) and became a1 bonze under the names
of Saigyo and En-i. He travelled through the
provinces, preached and recited poetry. This
manner of living displeased the famous Mongaku-
Shbnin, who considering him the scandal of Bud-
dhism, went so far as to say that if ever he crossed

8A1QY5 HdSUI.

his path, he would break his head. Hearing this, Saigyo directed his

steps towards the temple Takao-san and presented himself before Mon-
gaku who seemed quite satisfied with the interview, and, as one of his
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disciples expressed his surprise at this, Mongaku answered him ;
“ Have

you then not seen Saigyd ? if we had fought together, I would certainly

not have been victorious in the contest ”
! — From there, Saigyd went to

Kamakura and visited Yoritomo , who took delight in speaking with him
about poetry and bow shooting ; at the moment of his departure, he pre-

sented him with a silver cat, which Saigyd offered to the first child he
met in the street. He then bent his steps towards the North, where be
usually resided with one of his relatives Fujiwara Hidehira. He died at

Kyoto, at the age of 73. He left 2 volumes of poetry.

Sai-in-shi, ^ fi} . In 810, the princess Yuchi-ko-Naishiimd,

daughter of Saga-tenno, was named high-priestess of the Kamo temple
and received the title of Sai-in. The Sai-in-shi was the bureau attend-

ing to the administration ofher house. At its head was a Bettd. In 1204,

at the death of princess Bei-ko-Naishinno, 34th sai-in, this dignity was
suppressed.

Saijo, if {$£ . In Iyo. Was in 1636, the residence of the Hitotsu-

yanagi daimyo ; then from 1670 to 1868, of the Matsudaira (30,000 k.).

Saikai-do, 15 31 • (Lit. : Begion of the Occidental Ocean).

One of the 8 great divisions of Japan. Comprises the 9 provinces of

Kyushu : Qhikwen, Chilcugo, Buzen, Bungo, Hizen, Higo, Hyiiga, Osumi
and SatsUf?ui-. also those of IJci and of Tsushima.

Sai-ka^»^;i| . River (118 Km.). After passing through Shinano,
joins the (Mtkiifka-gawa, near Nagano, thus forming the Shinano-gawa.
The interior of the angle formed by the two rivers is called Kaioa-naka-
jima. During the 16th century, it was the scene of the great battles

fought between Takeda Shingen and Uesugi Kenshin. — The Sai-kawa
is also called Narai-gawa.
Saikoku, © HU . The western provinces of Japan, i.e. Kyushu and

the neighboring islands.

Saikoku-gundai, 15 1)8 ft • Formerly an official established in

the Hida district and charged with watching over the provinces of Buzen,
Bungo, Hyiiga, Higo, and Chikuzen.

Saiku-jo, IHr Under the Tokugauxi, a ternt; whose duty it

was to keep the presents reserved for the emperor, the armour, harnesses,

movable partitions and furniture of the Shogunal palace, etc.

Saikusa no matsuri, H tfc & • Formerly a feast during which,
a barrel of sake (wine made out of rice) adorned with three branches of

flowers was presented to the Isagawa temple.

Saikyo, © IjC . (Lit. : capital of the West). Official name of Kyoto
since the transfer of the capital to Tokyo (capital of the East) in 1869.

Saimei-tenno, W 55 5? Hi • Empress (37th) of Japan (655-661).

Hitarashi-hime who had already reigned under the name of Kogyoku-
tenno (642-644), reascended the throne at the age of 62, upon the death of

her brother Kotoku, and, for this reason, she has received the posthumous
name of Saimei-tenno. She suppressed the use of the nengo which had
been introduced by her predecessor ; built a palace at Okamoto (Yamalo),
the first that was covered with tiles, and sent Abe no Hirafu to subdue
the Ebisu in Ezo. It was during her reign that, for the first time the
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Mst oi tiu isaA $en-matsuri) was celebrated (659). The kingdoms of
Exam, and Eud-ar-K In Korea, having been attacked by the Chinese (660),
as&i&d help xpom Japan : the empress had intended to lead an army to
Korea, &issi was idre&dy on her way thither, when she was surprised by

i@kiku.zen), at the age of 68.

® © sc ± • Samurai distinguished for their
aim): ic fcknaga JJwfetsing to war, and whom the emperor Tciba attached
W'kn pease®- a®4 Issdy guard after his abdication (1 1 99). He had called
them so, to distinguish them from the HoJcumen no bushi created by
Shirakawa-tenno.

S&imoku, B . In Kozuke. Old castle which, built by Takeda
passed into the hands of the Hojo of Odawara and was

dei^eyed in 1590.

S&rijnji, © HI •# . Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara Kinzane
(1053-1107 ) It was one of the Seiwa (See that name). — Now
Marquis.

. Kintsune, 5b !•?. (1171-1244). Son of Sanemune, married the
niece of Yoritcmo. In 1217, he tried to obtain the title of Kovoe-taisho,
to which the ex-emperor Go-Toba refused his consent. Kintsune re-
sented it very much and kid a complaint before the Shogun Sanetomo.
Go-Toba now forbadeMm to reappear at Court. Later on, when he was
prepared to attack the kBno, he attempted to imprison Kintsune

,
who suc-

ceeded in making good his escape (1221). At the accession of Go-Hori-
katca, he was named Naidaijin, and the Dajd-daijin (1222). A
daughter of Kintsune, manned to the Kwampaku Michiie, was the
mother of the Shogun Yoritsune ; another became the wife of Go-Saga,
and a third married Go-Fukakusa.

Kinhira, 5b (1264-1315). Son of Sanekane, often called
Chikurin-in was Sadaijm. His daughter married the emperor Go-
Fushimi

:

she was Ihe mother by adoption of Hanazono-tenno and the
true mother of Kogon and Komyo, emperors of the North. The family
was very influential at that tk&s&f

Kimmune, 5b ^ (*$(?&•JL835). Grandson of Kinhira, having
become acquainted with the of Hojo Takatoki, he revealed them
to Go-Daigo. Takatoki had him arrested and exiled to Izumo, where he
was put to death by Nawa Nagatoshi.

Kimmochi, 5b • Descendant of the above. Born in 1849,
he was one of the few kuge, who, after the Restoration, took any active
pari in the affairs of the government. Having studied in France
(1870-1880), he became Minister at Vienna (1885), then at Berlin
(1887). He vim- -|So charged to carry the answer of the Emperor
Mutsuhito to h&^iiness, Pope Leo XIII, in reply to a letter which
had been addxSpssf sbo him. President of the Bureau of Decorations,
Vice-President of the House of Peers (1893), Member of the Privy
Council, Minister- of Public Instruction, and at intervals of Foreign
Affairs (1898), he replaced Marquis ltd at the head of the political
party called mjjtjkwai (1908). President of the Council in Jan.
1906.
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Saishi, n£ Official ceremonies of the Shintoist religion, regulated

by the Jingi-kwan. They are divided into 3 classes : taishi, chushi and

siioshi. The great feasts (itaishi
)
were preceded by an abstinence of one

month
;
the middle feasts {chushi), by one of 3 days

;
the small feasts

(shoshi), of one day only. In the first category was the Daijo-e ; in the

2nd, the first day of the year, the Kanname and the Niiname-matsuri,

the feast of the Kamo temple
;
in the 3rd, the feasts of Eirano, Matsuo,

Kasuga, Saikusa, etc.

Saisho, $£ JjJ? • Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan (Satsuma )

made noble after the Bestoration.—Now Viscount.

Saisho-e, Formerly a Buddhist ceremony, during which

the prayers called Saisho-okyo were recited for the peace of the empire.

Performed for the first time in 829 at the Yakushi-ji temple, it became

soon a general custom.

Saitama-ken, ^ EE • Department formed by 9 districts (Icbri) of

the Musashi province.—Pop. : 1,249,000 inh.—Chief town : Uraica (6,900

inh.).—Pr. cities : Kawagoe (19,000 inh.) Kumagaya (12,000 inh.), etc.

Saito, 5Sf' M • Ancient daimyo family coming from Echizen and des-

cending from the Chinju/u-Shogun, Fujiwara Toshihito.

Sanemori, ft (1111-1183) Imt the province of Echizen

and established himself at Nagai (Mhs&wti) He served Minamoto

Yosliitomo but after the death of the Mtts-sg,.

(1160) he attached himself to Taira Mune-
mori, under whom he fought against Kiso

Yoshinaka. He was tilled at the battle of

Shinowara (Kaga ).

Toshimasa, fi] (1494-1556).

Bom atjKydto, was a bonze, but having re-

turned to the world, he became an oil mer-

chant. Protected by Nagai Nagahiro, he
was adopted by the Nishimura family and
took the name of Hidemoto. He murdered
Nagahiro and changed his name into that of

Nagai Toshimasa. Not content with this, he expelled Toki Yoshiyori,
then governor of Mino, and adopting the name of Saito, he openly made
war against Oda Nobuhide, but, fearing defeat, he sued for peace and
gave his daughter in marriage to Nobunaga. His adopted son, Yoshi-
tatsu, having asserted his independence, Toshimasa marched against

him, but was defeated and killed.

Yoshitatsu, f| (1527-1561). Son of Toki Yoshiyori, was
adopted by Toshimasa who, having had other children, intended to deprive

him of his succession. Yoshitatsu however with the help of Nagai Mi-
cliitoshi, put his two younger brothers to death and defeated his father in

several battles. Nobunaga desired to revenge the death of his father-in-

law, hut he did not dare to enter into conflict with Yoshitatsu.

Tatsuoki, Hi n . Son of Yoshitatsu, was defeated by Nobu-
naga in 1564, and fled. From that time, the name of his family is no
more mentioned in history.
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SaitS Chikudo, li" (1812-1849). Confucianist from Sendai.
Pupil of Asaka Gonsai.

Saito Hikomaro, iSr %£ (1768-1854). Confucianist from Ha-
mada (Iwami). Disciple of Motoori Norinaga.

Saito Setsudo, )$ ftfl 'f' (1797-1865). Confucianist from he.
Disciple of Koga Seim.

Sai-un Ho-shinno, & n & IB 3E (1104-1162), Son of the em-
peror Horikawa. Having become bonze, he was Gon-sozu, and head of the
Tendai sect. He was the first prince who governed the Kajii no miya.
Sakabe, fflS • In olden times, a corporation ofmen who prepared the

sake (wine made out of rice) and whose chief bore the title ofSakabe no kind.
Sakai, Town (50,000 inh.) of Osaka-fu, chief city of Izumi

province.— Was formerly called Sakai no ura. In 1336, Kitaba-
take Akiie was defeated there by Ko Moronao. Later on, Yama-
na Ujikiyo, named governor of the province, built a castle there (1373)
which was called Sempu. After Ujikiyo'

s

death (1391), it passed into
the possession of Ouchi Yoshihiro, then into that of the Hosokawa (1399),
who confided it to the Miyoshi. During the whole Middle Ages, Sakai
was the principal port of Japan. After the ruin of the Miyoshi (1577),
Nobunaga. established a governor there. Its prosperity declined when
Hideyoshi tried to make Osaka the centre of all commerce. Under the
Tokugawa , the Shogun was represented in that city by a bugyo.

Sakai, ffi • Daimyd family, coming from Mikawa and descended
from Minamoto Anchika. Arichika had two sons : one, Yasuchika,
took the name of Matsudaira ; the other, Ghikauji, that of
Sakai, and is the ancestor of the family of that name.
Hirochika, son of Chikauji, also had two sons who were
the heads of the two principal branches of the family.

Chikauji
(

1 1

Hirochika
I

Ujitada Ietada

Tadakatsu
1

Nobuchika
1

Yasutada Ietsugu

a*4*i*» Kiyohide
|

Masachika
1

1

Ietsugu
. r

Shigetada Tadatoslii

Tadakatsu
1

Tadayo
1

Tadakatsu
. 1

i i

Tadatsune Tadamasa
1 1

Tadayuki
1

i

Tadatomo
1

t

Tadanao
1

1 1

Tadayoshi Tadayo

1 1

1

Tadakiyo
1

Tadakuni
1

i

Tadataka
1

1

Tadashige

Tadazane Tadayoshi
1 1

Tadataka Tadahiro
1

Tadataue
1

Tadazono
1

Tadakiku

Tadayori Tadataka
(a) (b)

Tadami Tadatsugu
to) (d)

Tadaatsu
(e)

Tadasue

(0
Tadatake

(g)
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(a) — Senior Branch. Tadatsugu, J£. (1527-1596). Served

Ieyasu, had charge of the castle of Yoshida (
Milcawa) and, in 1584,

defeated and killed Ikeda Nobuteru at Nagakute.

Ietsugu, tk (1564-1619). In 1578, he succeeded his father

in the possession of the castle of Yoshida (Mihzw£). When Ieyasu had

been transferred to Kwanto (1590), he gave hv>Si & revenue of 30,000 k.

at Usui (Kozuke) ; in 1604, Ietsugu took up feis residence at Takasald

(Kozuke— 50,000 k.), then in 1616, at Takata (Echigo— 100,000 k.).

— Later on, the family resided : in 1619, at Matsushiro (Shinano)

;

then

from 1622 to 1868 at Tsurugaoka- (Dewa— 120,000 k.). — Now Count.

(b) — Branch of the preceding family, which settled at Matsumine

(Dewa— 20,000 k.) in 1647
;
built a castle there in 1779 and remained

in it till the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

(c) — Masachika, JE IS (+ 1576). Served the Tokugawa, Nobu-

tada, Kiyoyasu and Hirotada. In 1561, he took the castle of Nishio

(Mikawa), which was afterwards entrusted to his care.

Shigetada, $ & Son of Masachika, received the fief of

Kawagoe (Nusashi — 15,000 k.) in 1590, and in 1601, that of Umaya-
bashi (Kozuke— 35,000 k.). During the Osaka campaign (1615), he

guarded the castle of Edo.

Tadakiyo, fit (1626-1681). Governed during the illness of

the Shogun Ietsuna (1675-1680) and showed great talents for adminis-

tration.—His descendants were transferred to Himeji (Harima—
150,000 k.) in 1749, where they remained till the Restoration.—Now
Count.—Since then, two branches of the family have received the title.of

Baron.

(d) — Branch of the above which from 1681 to 1868, remained

at Isezaki (Kozuke— 20,000 k.) .—Now Viscount.

(e)— Branch, which from 1668 to 1868 resided at Katsuyama (Awa
— 12,000 k.).—Now Viscount.

(/) — Tadatoshi, /£, fij (1562-1627). Received the fief of Tanaka

(Suruga— 10,000 k.) in 1601, then was transferred to Kawagoe (Musa

-

shi— 30,000 k.) in 1609.

Tadakatsu, J& (1587-1662). Was transferred to Obama
(Wakasa— 103,500 k.) in 1634, where his descendants remained till the

Restoration.—Now Count.

(g) — Branch of the above which, from 1682 to 1868, resided at

Tsuruga (Echizen— 10,000 k.).—Now Viscount.

Sakai-bugyo, ^ $ ff • Under the Tokugawa, governor of the city

of Sakai (Izumi). Established in 1600, he was first called S^kai-man-

dokoro ; then in 1618, this title was changed to that of 6te||3|§jHe was

dependent on the Jodai of Osaka.

Sakai Hoitsu, M # ft — (1761-1828). By birth Tactayori, was

the brother of Sakai Tadazane, daimyo of Himeji (Harima). When
very young, be entered the temple of Nishi-Hongwan-ji (Kyoto), studied

the Kano and Tosa school of painting, then adopted the style of Ogata

Korin. Together with Tani Buncho, he was the most celebrated artist

of his time.
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Sakaibe Iwazumi, Jft *15 Mm - Descendant of Ohiko no mikoto.

Went to China in 653, to complex his studies. When he returned, he
published a collection of new words from Chinese characters, in 44 'vol.
now all lost (683).

Sakaibe Marise, M S? (4- 628). Son of Soga Iname and
brother to TJmako. At the death of Suifco, he intended to raise
prince Yamashiro, son of Shotoku-taishi to the throne. His nephew
Emishi, then a minister, opposed this view, chose prince Tamura

(Jomei

-

tenno) and had his uncle put to death.

Sakakibara, )$, Daimxyo family descended
from Nikki Sadanaga (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Toshinaga, fij j| . Son of Sadanaga, settled
at Sakakibara

(Ise) and took the name of that place.

Yasumasa, fife &. (1548-1606). Served Ieyasu
and in 1590 received the fief of Talebayashi (Kozuke—
100,000 k.).—His descendants resided : at Shirakawa
lMutsu) in 1643 ; at Himeji (Harima ) in 1649 ; at Mu-
rakami (Echigo) in 1667

;
at Himeji in 1704 ; lastly from 1741 to 1868,

at Takata (Echigo— 150,000 k.).—Now Viscount.
Sakamoto, ^ • In Omi. Scene of a battle between the two

riv als for the shogunate, Yoshizumi and Yoshitane (1499). The latter
being defeated, fled to Suwo. In 1547, Yoshiharu and Yoshiteru took
refuge in that place to escape from Hosokaica Harumoto. Nobunaga
built a castle there, which he entrusted to Mori Yoshinari, who, being
attacked by the Asakura, the Asai and the troops of Hiei-zan, was
defeated and killed (1571). Nobunaga, returning with an army, des-
troyed all the temples of Hiei-zan. He then gave the castle to Ake-
chi Mitsuhide and after the defeat of the latter, his whole family com-
mitted harakiri (1582). Hideyoshi bestowed Sakamoto on Niica Naga-
liide who, in 1584, went to Otsu.

Sakanoe, M _L . Ancient family of

warriors descended from Achi no Omi.
Karitamaro, M 19 Jfi (728-

786). Son of Inukai, helped in the re-

pression of the revolt of Nakamaro
(764). Was later on Ghinju/u-shogun.

Tamuramaro, IQ W ^
(758-811). Son of the above, after

having helped, under the orders of

Otomo Otomaro, to check the advance
of the Ebisu, he was given the com-
mand of an expedition against them
(801) ;

it was then that he received the

title of Sei-i-taishogun, created for the
occasion. He defeated them completely
and to stop their continuous incursions,

built the castle of Izawa (Mutsu). He was buried at the village of
Kurisu, near Kyoto,

A

nd it is believed that it is his tomb which is known
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under the name of Shogun-zuka (See that name). Tamuramaro is the

founder of the famous temple Kiyomizu-dera. He is the ancestor of the

Tamura daimyo of Mutsu.

Sakaori no miya, fS • In 112, Yamatotakeru no mikoto, after

hiving defeated the Ebisu, passed into Kai and rested his troops. His
temporary residence in that place was called Sakaori no miya (to-day,

Satogaki-mnra)

.

Sakimori-tsukasa, Ki A Pi • Formerly title of the chief of the

troops who guarded the Dazaifu.

Saki-shima, W| • Southern part of the Ryukyu archipelago, com-
prising the groups of Miyako and of Yaeyama.
Saki-shima, ife A- ^ • Island (14 Km. circ.) of the Inland Sea,

S.E. of Aki province, of which it is a dependency.

Sakon, A — See Kon-e-fu.

Sakuji-bugyo, If- ff Under the Kamakura Shogun, an
official charged with the building of palaces and houses of the city. Oba
Kageyoslii was the first to receive this title in 1180. The official

charged with the erecting of temples, had the title of Zoei-bugyo ; the
Zaimoku-bugyo attended to the transportation of the material to the place

of construction.—Under the Tokugawa Shogun, the Sakmfv-higyo at-

tended to the repairs of the palaces, the castles, the tombs $?'YJeno etc.

Created in 1632, a part of his functions were taken from !*ad given

to the Kobushin-bugyo (1685) : he had under him, 25 hikicdn and 23
kanjo-yaku.

Sakuma, A R9 • Ancient daimyo family, coming from Owari.
Nobumori, {B (+ 1582). Served Nobunaga. In 1570, hav-

ing the custody of the castle of Nagahama (Omi), he defeated the Sasaki.
He besieged the temple of Hongican-ji of Osaka for 5 years. Disgraced
on that account (1580), he was confined on the Koya-san, where he died.

Morimasa, (1554-1583). Served Shibata Katsuie and
was castellan of Oyama (Kaga). In 1583, he defeated and killed Naka-
gaxva Kiyohide at Shizu-ga-take. After this success, Katsuie ordered

him to draw back before the advancing army of Hideyoshi ; Morimasa
refused to obey, engaged the enemy and was defeated. He then fled,

but was taken and beheaded at Rokujo-gahara {Kyoto).

Yasutsugu, (1556-1628). After the ruin of his party at

Shizu-ga-take (1583), he submitted to Hideyoshi. After Sekigahara
(L600), he received the castle of Iix/ama (Shinano). His family became
extinct in 1638.

Sakuma, (fe !K B9 • Samurai family from Choshu, ennobled in

1895.—Now Viscount.

Sakuma Shozan, {£ A Fu] ill (1811-1864). Samurai of the

Matsushiro clan (Shinano) ; came to Edo in 1839 in order to finish his

studies and busied himself especially with the building of forts and ships.

Twice, he sent reports to the Bakufu on the necessity of coast defence,

but he was not listened to. When Commodore Perry arrived at Shi-
moda, some of Shozan’

s

adherents tried to board the American ship, but
were taken prisoners together with Shozan (1854). Liberated in 1862,
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he voted, esptrary to the popular opinion for the opening of the ports to
foreign and was assassinated in Kyoto by some fanatical partisans
of the conservative system.

Sakuma Togan, ft. [Ifl M. (1653-1736). Painter and writer
from Sendai, has left several works.

Sakura, f£ ^ . Small city (7,400 inh.) of Shimosa. Ancient castle

built by Chiba Suketane. In 1590, Hideyoshi gave it to Kund Muneyo-
shi. Under the Tokugawa, was successively the residence of the daimyd
Matsudaira (1602) ; Doi (1610), who rebuilt the castle

; Ishikawa
(1633), Matsudaira (1635), Hotta (1642), Ogyu (1661), Okubo (1678),
Toda (1688), Inaba (1701), Ogyu (1723), and lastly from 1745 to 1868,
Hotta (115,000 k.).

Sakura Sdgoro, ft ^ ^ fill Mayor
(
nanushi) of the village of

Kozu (Shimosa). Hotta Masamoii having died in 1651, his son and suc-
cessor, Masanobu, then 22 years of age, increased the taxes to such an
extent that great misery prevailed in his estates. As all representations
were of ho avail, 300 chiefs of villages joined and resolved to have their
complaints brought to Edo. Sdgoro was chosen as their deputy and
one day, as the Shogun letsuna was going to the temple Kwan-ei-ji of
TJeno, he handed in his petition. The Shogun ordered Masanobu to

4 sakura sGqoro presenting his* petition! to the shogun (by p*ishi).

appear before him
;
Masanobu obeyed, but irritated by this occurrence,

threatened the signers of the petition with his vengeance. These poor
men, being frightened, put the whole blame on Sdgoro, who was
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arrested with his whole family. Sogoro and his wife were crucified, not
however before they had witnessed the decapitation of their children (1655).

Some years later however, Masanobu’s tyranny received its punishment.

He was deprived of his domains and banished to Tokushima (Awa)
(1660). In the mean time, the memory of Sogoro rose in the minds of

his countrymen, who erected a temple (Sogo-jinja) to him in the village

of Kozu.

Sakurai, ® • In Settsu, famous as being the very place on which
Kusunoki Masashige, when going to fight and die at Minato-gawa,
parted from his son Masatsura, after having given him his last instruc-

tions (1336).

Sakurai, ® # . Branch of the Matsudaira family, descended from
Nobusada (-(- 1538), who, being governor of the castle Sakurai (Mika-

vxl), took tlxe name thereof. Under the Tokugawa, the family bore the

name of Matsudaira and after the Restoration, that of Sakurai.

Tadayori, & . Served Ieyasu, who, in 1590, gave him the

castle of Yawata-yama (Musashi), then in 1600, that of Kanayama
(Mino— 25,000 k.), and the following year, that of Hamamatsu (Toto

-

mi— 50,000 k.). — His descendants resided successively: in 1622, at

Sanuki (K&msa)

;

in 1634, at Tanaka (Suruga)

;

in 1635, at Kakegawa
(Totomi) ; ia 1638, at liiyama (Shinano) ; in 1706, again at Kakegawa ;

and from 1711 to 1868, at Amagasaki {Settsu— 40,000 k.).—Now
Viscount.

Sakurai, • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Michiiaka

(953-995).—Now Viscount.

Sakura-jima, ^ • Island (39 Km. circ.) in the bay of Kago-

shima, opposite the city of that name. Called also Muko-jima. Ac-

cording to tradition, it vyas produced by an upheavel of the earth’s crust

in 716. It is dependen|^Xhumi province.

Sakurajima-dake,
fijjjfc fife . Volcano (1100 m.) in the island of

Sakura-jima
(Osumi) AM> bailed OntaJce.

Sakuramachi-tenno, ® HI M H5th Emperor of Japan (1736-

1746). Akihito, eldest son of Nakamikado-tenm, succeeded his father at

the age of 15, and after a reign of 11 years, during which the power was

in the hands of the Shogun Yoshimune, he abdicated in favor of his son

Momozono, then only 7 years old. He died 5 years later at the age of

31.

Sakushu, ft ‘>H . Chinese name of Mimasalca province.

Sakwansho, *6( ^ • Formerly a title of two officials inferior to

the Bajokwan ;
kind of apparitors.

Sama, ^ jg • Fort of Suwo province (now Mitajiri) ;
the emperor

Keilco sojourned in that place during the first part of his expedition against

the Kumaso (82-83).

Sambfi, H B Name given to three renowned literary men of the

11th century, of whose name the characterfusa was a constituent (Chin.

bo) : Oe Tadafusa, Fujiwara Korefusa and Fujiwara Nagafusa.

Sammaibashi-jo, tfc IS tok Old name of the castle built at

Numazu (
Suruga

)

by Takeda Katsuyori (1579). — See Numazu.
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Sammon, UJ P'J • Principal branch of the Tendai-shu sect, establish-
ed in 805 by Saiclio (Dengyo-Daishi)

.

It formerly had its principal
seat in the Enryaku-ji temple of the Hiei-zan.

Sammonto, H FJ VP • Name given to three branches, Senshuji,
Choseiji and Josliaji of the Jodo-shinshu sect, founded in Ecliizen by the
bonze Jodo (1253-1340) and his disciples.

Sampitsu, H • The three famous calligraphists of the 9th
century : the emperor Saga, Tachibana Ilayanari and the bonze
Kukai.

Samurai, Jr . Till the Restoration, military man, warrior, man of
arms. This word comes from the verb samurau, or better saburau,
which signifies : to be on one’s guard, to guard ; it applied especially to
the soldiers who were on guard at the Imperial Palace.— The samurai
received a pension from their daimyo, and had the privilege of wearing
two swords. They intermarried in their own caste and the privilege of
samurai was transmitted to all the children, although the heir alone re-
ceived a pension.— In 1878, the corresponding Chinese term shizoku
was substituted for the term samurai.

Samurai-dokoro, f# PJ( Under the Kamakura Shogun, a bureau
that attended to all affairs concerning the military classy Guard of the
Shogun's Palace, nomination of officials, military tribunals, etc. In
1220, some of its functions were incumbent on the Ko^ammai-dokoro,
bus .retained the most important ones. — It wasnci abolished at the
time of the shogunate of Muromachi. .

fcsurai-dokoro betto, f# ffr JgiJ $ . Title of the chief of the
Samurai-dokoro. Wada Yoshimori was the first who bore that title

(1180). His influence always increased, so much so, that even the
Shikken had to submit to his will. In 1213, Yoshimori revolted against
the Hojo, but was defeated and put to death with all the members of his
family. Since that time, the Shikken reserved the title and the functions
of Betto for himself.

Samurai-dokoro shoshi, f# pJr ffi frj . Under the Kamakura
Shogun, a title given to 4 officials who divided the functions of the
Samurai-dokoro among themselves, when the Shikken had reserved the
title of Betto for himself (1213). The 4 first were Nikaido Yukimura,
Miura Yosliimura, Oe Yoshinori and Iga Mitsuie.— Under the
shogunate of Muromachi, YamanaTokiuji and hnagawa Sadayo enjoyed
the same privileges.

Samurai-dokoro yoriudo, f# pJi & A • Secretaries to the Sa-
murai-dokoro. They were also called Uhitsu.

Samurai-odori, it $$ • (Lit. : warrior’s dance). Formerly a diver-
sion of the military class, consisting in a sort of a quadrille executed in war
costumes.

Sanada, M- IB • Daimyo family, coming from Shinano and descend-
ed from the Sehca-Genji.
— Yukitaka, PJ? . Son of Unno Munetsuna, castellan

(Shinano), settled at Sanada and took the name of the place 0
beginning of the 16th century.
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rrTT Masayuki, g $ (1544-1608). Son of Yukitaka, served 6m*Takeda Slnngen, who entrusted the castle of Ueda to his care After
k? “feed his services to IegZV to

In 1586, the latter came to besiege Ueda, but Masa-
yula through the good intervention of Hideyoshi, ob-
tain^ peace During the Sekigahara war (1600), he
sided with hhida Kazushige and sent his eldest son
Nobuyuki to follow the party of Ieyasu. After the
mmpaign, he was condemned to death, but his son

: £ died

" C°mmUtati0n and he Was banished to Kvdorjavm (Kti), where

~— Nobuyuki, ft (1566-1658). Eldest son of Masauuki was

S/lr ThTktter
to Ha

l
mma^u

,
uP°n his facer’s submission toieyasu. I he lattei gave him the daughter of Honda Tadakata/ inmamage whom he had educated. In 1600, he sided with Ieyasu and

revenue of65 000 k
an

?
Numata

(Kdzuk^> with a

- iSn ir i

1
,

1622
> he '!as transferred to Matsushiro

(Shinano10t ,000 k v where his descendants remained till 1868. — To-davCount. — After the Restoration, a branch received the title of Baron.
y

.

Yukimura, ^: fsj- (.1570-1615). 2nd son of Masayuki married
0 0tT served Hideyoshi. CicOO teinduced his father to sida .mslv hixs against Ieyasu, and after the campaign, was exiled to When Ieyasu turned against

< eyori he recalled hir^fexdi YuMmira declined to come and went to

T)nt

k
M

Th<5l'e
’
he

,
the defence of the place, defeatedDate Masamune at Hiram, then, seeing that all resistance was useless

battlefield^

^ r°°PS °f Tadat°mo and found his death on the

~
-

The three 8Leafc models of fidelity to the Emperor :Taira Slngeimn^hujiwara Fuji/usa and Kusunoki Masashige.
The 3 daimyd chosen by Hideyoshi sometime before his death (1598) to assist the 5 Tairo in the government dur-mgthe mmonty of his son Hideyori : Horio Yoshiharu, Nakamura

Kazuuji and Ikoma Ghikamasa.
Sanda, H HJ • In Settsu. Belonged to the Akamatsu of Harirna

and later to the Anma (branch of the Akamatsu). When these were
tiansferred to Chikugo, the castle of Sanda passed into the hands of the
Matsudawg (1620) Lastly, from 1634 to 1868, it was the residence of
the Kuh, daimyd (36,000 k.).

.
San daibutsu, 5 jc®. Formerly the 3 largest statues of Buddha,

(Owi)

temp es °f To'daiil (Yamato)> Taihei-ji
(Kawachi), and Kwan-ji

San daijin-ke, H A S The 3 branches of the Fujiwara fami-
ly, whose members could become Daijin (civil title), but not Taisho
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(military title) thus differing from the Go-sekke, who could obtain both
dignities. These were the following families :

(a) — Ogimachi-Sanjo, IE IW Wf H fl£ . descended from Sanjo
Sanefusa (1146-1224).

(&)— Sanjo-Nishi, H ^ ffi ,
descended from the above.

(c) — Naka-juo-in, ^ ik »
descended from Kuga Masazanc.

San daika, .ri fwT Formerly the 3 largest rivers : Kiso-gawa,
Tone-gaiva and Shinano-gawa.

San dai-kyakushiki, = jz & The 3 great collections of laws,
customs, ceremonies etc. : Kbnin-kyakushiki, Jdgioan-kyakushiki and
Engi-kyakushiJci.— See Ritsuryo-kyakushiki.

San daikyo, H • The 3 large bridges of Seta, Uji and
Yamazaki.

San daishu, H X M • Formerly the 3 large collections of poems.
Kokin-shu (published in 905) Gosen-shu (950) and Shiii-shu (986).

Sando, M lit; • In the old University
(Daigaku-ryo), 'the section

corresponding to the Scientific department. In it, Chinese, classics and
mathematics were taught.

Sangi, Formerly high officials, counsellors of the Dajo-kwan.
They took part in the deliberations but could not vote, this privilege
being reserved to the ministers only. — This title was suppressed in
1885.

Sangu, = g . Under this title the 3 Empresses, archdowager,
dowager and the reigning empress are known. They were also called

Chiigu ; but from the 10th century, this name was applied only to the
reigning empress

;
later it was reserved to the favourite wife of the Em-

peror, even though she had not the title of Empress (kogd)

.

San gyokushu, HI! 3 collections of poetry : Haku-gyokushu,
by the emperor Go-Kashiwabara ; Heki-gyokushu, by Reizei Masatame ;

Setsu-gyokushu, by Sanjo-nishi Sanetaka.
San-in-do, ill 1*^ • (Lit. : land in the shade of the mountains).

One of the great divisions of Japan, S. W. of Hondo. Comprises 8 pro-
vinces : Tamba, Tango, Tajima, Inaba, Hoki, Izumo, Iwami, and Oki ;

forming, with tlie Sanyd-dd, the country that was called Chugoku.
San-ji-kyo, rr. 9$ fk- (Lit. : 3 periods of teaching). According to

the doctrine of the Hosso-shu sect, the preaching of Shaka was divided
into 3 periods. In the first period the real existence of the ego is taught:
it is the U-kyd contained in the sutras called Agon ; in the 2nd period
the nothingness of all things is taught, it is the Kukyo, expressed in the
Hannya-kyo, etc

; in the 3rd, he adopted the middle way, neither ex-
istence, nor nothingness, it is the Chudokyo, taught in the Kegon-kyo, the
Shimmitsu-kyo, etc. Now, of these three teachings, the last only con-
tomed the true doctrine, (shinjitsu-rydgi) but as on account of its depth,
it is accessible only to a few, the second divison was destined for those of
medium intellects and the first division for the benefit of inferior
minds.

Sanjo, H • Kuge family d^Mpd from Fujiwara Kinzane
(1053-1107).
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Saneyuki, jif (1083-1162) . Son of Rinzane, is the first who
took the name of Sanyo, from the district of Kyoto where he resided. He
was Udaijin and Dajd-daijin.

Kinnori, & ffc (1103-1160). Son of Saneyuki, was Naidaijin

(H57).
. „

Sanefusa, M (1146-1224). The son of Kinnori, had two

sons ; the elder, Kin/usa, was his heir ; the other, Kimiuji, took the name
of Ogimachi-sanjo and was the ancestor of the family of that name.

Kimiyori, & (1495-1551). Descendant of Sanefusa, was

Sadaijin. Not to be implicated in the broils that disturbed the city of

Kyoto, he took refuge in the castle of Ouchi Yoshitaka at Yaviaguchi, and

died when Sue Hagukata seized the castle of his lord.

Sanetomi, Jf (1837-1891). Was one of the

principal kuge leaders in the movement that brought about

the Restoration. His influence at Court caused him to

be suspected by the Bakufu, who in 1863 obtained his

degradation and that of 6 other counsellors. All retired

to Choshu, under the protection of the daimyo Mori, the

leader of the party opposed to the Shogun. Recalled to

Court and reinstated in all his titles in 1867, Sanetomi was named Gitei,

then Udaijin (1868), Dajd-daijin (1874), Duke and Naidaijiin (1885),

President of the Council (1889), etc.— His family lias the title of Duke.
— The 3rd son of Sanetomi founded a branch that bears the title of

Baron.

Sanjo-nishi, H ® • Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara
(Ogimachi-Sanjo) Kimitoki. It is at present called Nishi-Sanjo.— Now
Count.

Sanjo-tenno, H ® • 67th Emperor of Japan (1012-1016).

Okisada, 2nd son of, Jtteizei-tenno, at the age of 37 succeeded his cousin

Ichijo. After a reign of 5 years he became blind, abdicated and died the

following year.

San-ju-roku kasen, H + Sffc (ill • The 36 most renowned poets

who lived before the 11th century :

1. Kakinomoto no Hilomaro ( + 729).

3. Ochikochi no Mitsune (10th century).

5. Olomo no Yakamochi ( + 785).
7. Ariwava no Narihira (825-880).
9. Sosei {Yoshimine Ilarutoshi) (9th cent.).

11. Ki no 1’omonori (10th century).
13. Fujiwara Kaneauke (877-933).
15. Fujiwara Amtada ( + 964).
17. Minamoto Kiutada (10th century).

19. Saigu ( Yoahi-ko Jo-o) (929-985).
21. Fujiwara Toahiyuki (881-907).
23. Muiamoto Muneyuki (+ 940).
25. Fujiuxira Kiyotada (10th century).
27. Fujiwara Okikaze (10th century).
29. Sakanoe Korenori ( „ ).

31. Ukou (dau’r of Fujiw. Suezumi) (10 cent’).

33. Unakatomi Yoshinobu (922-991).
05, fV&t Kanenwri ( + 990).

2. Ki no Tsurayuki (883-946).

4. lae (favorite of Uda-ten.no) (9th century).

6. Yamabe no Akahilo (8th century).

8. Henjo ( Yoshimine JUunesada (816-890).

10. Sarumaru-dayu (8th century).
12. Ono no Komachi (834-880).

14. Fujiwara AtauUula (906-943).

16. Fujiwara Takamilsu (+ 994).

18. Mibu Tadamine (10th century).

20. Onakatomi Yorimoto (10th century).

22. Minamoto Shigeyuki (+ 1000).

24. Minamoto Fobuaki (10th century).
26. Minamoto tihttuyuu (,911-983).

28. Kiyowara Motosuke (908-990).

30. Fujiwara Motnyoshi (10th century).

32. Fujiwara Fakabumi (10th century).

34. Mibu Tadami (10th century).

36. Fakahnikasa (dau’r of lae, 4) (10th century)
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This list was compiled by Fujiwara Kinto at the beginning of the
lltli century. Later, 36 other poets were chosen who formed the Chu-
ko no 36 kasen. These are :

1. Iznmi Shikibu (11th century).
3. Ekei Ilbshi.

5.

Ko-in Ilbshi ( Taehibana Kagnyasu).

7.

Sone Yoshitada.

9.

Fujiwara Sanekata.
11. Taira Sadabumi (+ 901).

13.

Oe Yoshiloki.

15.

Fujiwara Michimasa.

17. Ariwara Motokata.

19. Fujiuxira Kinto (966-1041).
21. Fujiuxira Takato.

23. Fujiuxira Yoshitaka ( + 974).
25. The mother of Fujiwara Michitsuna.
27. Fujiwara Sadayori (995-1045)
29. Kane-

0

(grandson of Kimmyb-tennb).

31.

Fumiya Yasuhide.

33. Sugatoara Sukemasa.
35. Ambo Hoshi (Minamoto Shilagau).

2. Sagami.
4. Akazonie Emon.

6.

Ise no Osuke.

8.

Domyo Ajari.

10.

Fujiwara Michinobu.

12.

Kiyowara Fukayabu.

14.

Minamoto Michinari.

16.

Soki Hoshi.

18. Oe Chisato.

20. Onakatomi Sulxckika (954-1038).
22. Lima no Kaishi (sister of Akazome Emon).
24. Murasaki Shikibu ( + 992).

26.

Fujiwara Kagayoshi.
28. Jodo Mon-in no ChTijb.

30. Ariwara MunaliarL

32.

Fujiwara 2’ada/usa.

34. Ue Masahim (962-1012).
36. Sei Shonagoiu

San-ju-san sho, n + zn Bf 33 temples of Kyoto and of the

J,
b°ri

fg Provmces ’
a11 consecrated to the goddess Kwannon. In the

Middle Ages, it was commonly believed that whosoever had gone to
these temples, would be preserved from hell.

1. Kyoirin-ji, at Kochi ( Kii).

3. Kokawa-dera, at Kokavxi
( Kii).

5. Fujii-dera, at Nakano
( KamuJii).

7.

Byukai-ji, at Okadera
( Yamato).

9.

Kan-en-db, at Kara.

11.

Kami no Daigo-dera, at UjijYamashiro).

13.

Ishiyama-dera, at Ishiyama (Omi).

15.

Shin- Kumano-dera, at Kyoto.

17.

Rokuhara-Miisw-ji, at Kyoto.
19. Oyokwan-ji or Koto, at Kyoto.
21. Bodai-ji, at A no (Tambaj.
23. Kachio-dera, at Toyokawa

(Settsu ).

25. Shin- Kiyomizu., at Kamogawa (Hariina).

27.

Kyoirm-do, at Shosha-zan
(Harima).

29. Matsu-no-o-dera (Wakasa).
31. Chomei-ji, in the Island Oku-shima (Omi).

33.

Kegon-ji, at Tanigumi (Mino).

2. Kongoho-ji, at Kimiidera (Kii).
4. Sefuku-ji, at Maki-no-o

(Izumi ).

6. Minam i-Hokke-ji, at Tsubosaka (Yamato).

8.

Hase-dera, at Hose ( Yamato).

10.

Mimurodo-deixi, at Uji
( Yamashiro).

12.

Shohb-ji, at Iwama (Omi).

14.

Mii-dera (Onjb-ji), at Otsu(Omi).
10. Kiyomizu-dera, at Kyoto.

18.

JRokkaku-db, at Kyoto.
29. Yoshimine-dera, at Kyoto.
22. Sozen-ji

(Settsu).

24. Nakayama-dera, at Kobe (SeltsuX
26. llokke-ji (Harima).

'

28.

Seisb-ji, on Kariai-yama (Ta^go).
30. Chikubu-ji, in the Island CMtsS* ((]ia i).

32. Kwannon-ji, at Ashi-ura0mfy

San kagami, _ • 3 famous historical works :

—

1. Mizu-kagami, y* & : 3 vol., from 660 B.C. to 850 A.D., by Naka-yama TadachiJca
;

" JfS
’ 3

2. 0 -kagami, * M * :?ol., from 851 to 1036, by Fujiwara
jL (XVflCKGLlTl

j

FuyufosU
ka9<lmi

' ^ ® : 10 VGl '’ fl'°m 1184 P by Ichijo

,,
San kaidan, zi ij'L

_

Formerly the 3 temples in whose enclosure
the platform (kaidan), required for the ceremony of the imposition of the
10 precepts

(kai

)

of the liisshti sect, was erected : the Td-daiji, (Nava) •
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the Yakushi-ji (Shimotsuke) and the Kwannon-ji (Chikuzen).—See Kai-

ritsu-shu.

San kan, H • Three kingdoms that were formerly in the southern

part of Korea : Bakan or Shiragi, Benkan or Kudara, Shinkan or

Koma.
San-kan seibatsu, H flE t£ • The expedition led by the em-

press Jingo for the purpose of subjugating Korea (200).—See Jingo-kogo.

—The Korean annals do not mention the fact.

San-ke, H 1st • The 3 branches of the Tolcugaica family descended

from the 3 last sons of Ieyasu : Yoshinao, who became daimyo of Nagoya

(Owari) ; Yorinobu, daimyo of Wakayapig(Kii), and Yori/usa, daimyo

of Mito (Hitachi). They were usually:tfpSd the families of Owari, Kii

and Mito When a Shogun died wit&SjS an heir, his successor could be

chosen from these families only. Thin© times the Kii branch and once

the Mito branch benefitted by this privilege.

San kei, H tk •— See Nihon san-kei.

Sankin-kodai, ^ Wi 3c ft • Law enacted by the Tokugawa

Shogun which obliged all the daimyo to reside alternately in their

domains and in Edo, and to leave their wife and children as hostages in

that city. The time of residence was not strictly determined but most of

the daimyo remained one year at Edo and one year in their domains.

Those of the Kwanto province changed their residence every 6 months.

This law enacted in 1034 by the Shogun Ietnitsu, was abrogated in

1862.

San kisha, H §§ M • The 3 great sports of the samurai in the

Middle Ages, being at the same time exerci^*’'!, ^hooting and. of horse-

manship. — They were the yabusame, the ke0&$0e and the iriiU'eu-mono.

San ko, H • Formerly, the 3 principal*/palters : the B&jc-da ijin

,

the Sadaijin and the Udaijin.

San kokushi, H 6S the 15th and the 16th centuries, the 3

great daimyo, governors of the provinces Hatakeyama in Mutsu, Kita-

batake in Ise and Amenokoji in Hida.

San kwan, H iH • Formerly the 3 great barriers placed at some

distance from Kyoto where travellers were inspected : Fuwa (Mino),

Arachi (Omi

)

and Suzuka (Ise).

San kyo, H M. The 3 great religions of Japan : Shintoism (Dokyo),

Buddhism (Bukkyo) and Confucianism (Jukyo).

San kyo, H HP • The 3 branches of the Tokugawa family : Tayasu,

Hitotsubashi and Shimizu. The first was established by Munetake

(-(-1769), son of the Shogun Yoshimune ; the 2nd, by Munetada (1721-

1764), brother of the above ;
the 3rd, by Shigeyoshi (1745-1795), son of

the Shogun Ieshige.— They did not possess castles, but resided at Edo

and had their domains superintended by a daikwan.

Sanno, lU 3E • Another name of the Shintoist god Okuninushi. —
See Hiyoshi.

Sannohe, H P • In Mutsu. Was from 1189 to 1597 the residence

of the daimyo Nambu, who later settled in Morioka.

Sannomiya, EE. ^ • Family ennobled in 1895.— Kow Baron.
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San Nyorai, H #U • The 3 largeeiati^-ef Amida-Nyorai in the

temple Zenko-ji, of Shaka-Nyorai ansi of Yakushi-Nyorai in

the Inaba-dd temple.

Sano, ^ ¥f In Shimotsuke. Old castle built, it is said, by
Fujiwara Hidesato in the 10th century. Later it became the possession

of the Sano, who kept it to 1614. It then became the residence of the

Naild daimyo (1626) and finally from 1684 to 1698 and from 1812 to

1868, that of the Hotta daimyo (18,000 k.).

Sano, ^ Sf • In Izumi. During the siege of Osaka (1615), the

besieged army was defeated by the troops of Asano Nayaakira, then

daimyo of Wakayama (Kii).

Sano, Hi Sp • Ancient family of daimyo, who, during the 12th

century, resided at Sano (Shimotsuke). In 1614, Masatsuna, having

been implicated in the Okubo plot, was dispossessed and banished to

Shinano.

Sano, & Sp • Samurai family of the Saga clan (Hizen), ennobled

after the Restoration. — Now Count.

Sanron-shu, Buddhist sect so called because its doctrine

is taken from the 3 siitras Ghii-ron, Hyaku-ron and Ju-ni-mon-ron. As
it is supposed to propagate all the teachings of Shaka, it is also called

Ichi-dai-kyd-shii. It was introduced into Japan in 625, by the bonze

Ekwan from Korea. Later, it was divided into two branches Gwankoji-ha

and Taianji-ha ; neither of which exist at present.

Sanryo-bugyo, Ul Use ^ It • Under the Tokugawa, an official

charged with the care and repair of the Imperial tombstones
(
sanryo or

misasagi). In 1703, the Shogun Tsnnayosiii had a hedge placed around

the Imperial tombs which had been neglected during the civil wars of the

15th and the 16th centuries. Yoshimune protected the tombs by a ditch.

At the beginning of the 19th century, researches were made to discover

the neglected tombs. In 1862, Toda Wasaburo was named Sanryo-

bugyo and ennobled in 1866. The Restoration completed the work then

in progress.

Sansai, M ^ • Privations imposed upon officials, in preparation for

certain Shintoist feasts : The duration was a whole month (ara-imi

)

before the great feasts (taishi) and 3 days (
ma-imi)

before the secondary

feasts (cliushi). During that time, they were forbidden to enter a house

containing a dead man, to visit the sick, to eat meat, to kill any living be-

ing, to punish criminals, to play on musical instruments, etc.

San sechie, H • 3 feasts celebrated by a banquet at the Im-
perial Palace : the 1st day of the year, the Ao-uma no sechie and the Toyo-

akari no sechie.

San seki, H IS • Tlie 3 famous calligraphists of the 10th century :

Ono Michikaze ( Yaseki), Fujiwara Yukinari (Gonseki

)

and Fujiwara

Sari (Saseki). — Some substitute prince Kane-akira-shinno for

Michikaze.

San senjin, K $Jt # The 3 gods of war : Marishiten, Daikokuten

and liishamonten. They are represented under the form of a man hav-

ing 3 heads and 0 anus, and mounted on a wild boar.
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San sha, H th • The 3 most renowned Shintoist temples in the

environs of Kyoto : Ise, lwasliimizu and Kasuga.

San shin, H W • Formerly the 3 ports: Bo-no-tsu (Satsuma),

Hakata no tsa (Chiltuzen

)

and MoUu (Tse).

Sanshu, # iH-1 • Chinese fiihSS of Mikawa province.

Sanshu, lift *jii . Chinese name of Sanuki province.

Sanshu ju-roku ke, ^ ^ • The 16 families, all related

to the Tokugawa, who, during the 16th century, divided the Mikawa
province among themselvss t Tokugawa, Matsifdama, Takeya, Katahara,

Okazaki, Go-no-i, Okusa., Wuhimiso, Nor>d, Ogyu, Takiwaki, Sakurai,

Oshigamo, Fujii, Fukamfr and

Sanshu ju-roku sh3, M 18 + rs M The 16 generals of Ieyasu,

who like himself natives of'Mikawa, took part in his campaigns and

most of whom became greatdamtfao t. Sak&Tadatsugu, Ishikawa Kazu-
masa, Osuka Yasutaka. , E Naoma&a, Hmda Tadakatsu, Hiraiwa Chika-

yoshi, SakaJdbara Yammxsa, Ishikmm Imati, Matsudaira Nobu-

kazu, Matsudaira I&ada, Mmm&Oiirii Ymmthika, Okubo Tadayo,

Honda Yasutaka, Hond,a Tadatsugp, Tortt Mototada and Uemura
Iemasa.

San shu no shinki, = I1!* & THe 3 Imperial emblems. — See

Mi-kusa no kan-dakara.

San son, H • (Lit. : the three venerable men). A Buddha and his

two assistants. The term is especially applied to Amida having Kwannon
and Seishi at his side.

Santo Kyoden, ill ^ .— See Kyoden.

Sanuk 5
, M JR One of the 6 provinces of the Nanlcai-do, in the island

of Shikoku. Comprises 7 districts that fbgm the Kagawa-ken.— Chinese

name: Sanshu. -’W
Sanuki, {£ K . Small city of Kazusa. Contains an old castle built

in 1555 by Satomi Yoshihiro. His son Yoshiyasu was transferred to

Tateyama (Awa) in 1590 and was replaced by Naito lenaga. Under the

Tokugawa, it was the residence of the daimyo Sakurai (1622), Matsu-
daira (1639), Yanagisawa (1690), and from 1710 to 1868, Abe (16,000

k).

San-yo-do, lU Wi it (Lit. : exposed region of the mountains) . One
of the groat divisions of Japan, S. W. of Hondo. Comprises 8 provinces :

Harima, M.imasaka, Bizen, Bitchu, Bingo, Aki, Suwo and Nagato.—
Together with the San-in-dd, formed the Ghugoku.

San zenjo, H /E • Name given to the 3 high mountains

:

Fuji-san, Halcu-san, and Tate-yama, because, like immovable beings

raising their heads towards heaven, they seem to .be in deep contem-

plation.

San-zo. H M • (Lit. : three collections) (Sanscr. Tripitaka, three

baskets). The Buddhist law which comprises : doctrine (Kei
,
sutras),

disciplpe (ftisu vinayas), and controversy (ron f&, abhid-hamas) ;

all tofuAkm, they form 1662 works.
"

Sao-hiko, IS S .1 Children of Hiko-imasu no ntikoio and grand-

Sao-hime, i/kW. ./children of the emperor Kaikica. Sao-hime,
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also called Saivaji-hime, married Suinin-tenno and was mother of
Homutsu-wake. In the year 26 B.C., Sao-hiko determined to rebel and
provided his sister with a weapon with which she was to assassinate the
Emperor. Sao-hime at first refused but being further urged, she finally
consented. However when the moment came to commit the crime, she
was seized with sudden fear and revealed the whole plot to her husband.
Suinin sent Kamitsukenu no Yatsunada to the residence of Sao-hiko in
order to surround it. Sao-hime, reproaching herself with having betrayed
her brother, fled to his house and died with him.

Sapporo, JL 'K • Chief town (55,600 inh.) of the Isliikari province
{Hokkaido). Started in 1870, this city, till 1881, was the seat of the
Kaitakushi (Bureau of colonization)

; even to the present time, it

possesses a school of agriculture.

Sarashi, . Under the Tokugawa, a punishment reserved to certain
criminals. — See Tokugawa-keiho.

Sarugaku, Ja .
A popular representation, not unlike the kyugen.

Some believe it to have originated from the dance executed by Uzume no
mikoto at the grotto where Amateram had hidden herself.

Sarugaku shi-za, | I H i . The 4 families who practically had
the monopoly of the composition and execution of the No and Sarugaku :

Kwanze, Komparu, Hosho and Kongo.— See No.
Saruma-numa, la fu] (©] • Lake (about 79 Km. circuit.) in Kitami

(Hokkaido).

Sarumaru-dayu, la Famous poet of the 9th century, one
of the 36 kasen. Some authors believe him to be the son of mince
Yamashiro no Oe.

Saruta-hiko, Ja HI ^ . A Shintoist god, also called Sadabiko,
Otsuchi no kami, Led the van-guard of the escort of Ninigi no mikoto,
when he descended to earth. Because his name begins with the character
saru (monkey), his feast is celebrated on the day of the Monkey.— See
Kozhin.

Sasa Narimasa, & J& 3>C (1539-1588). Bom of a family vassal
to the Oda, he served Nobunaga and defeated the Asai and the Asakura
in Echizen. He received the fief of Fuchu (Etchu— 100,000 k.), and
after having pacified the province, he settled at Toyama (1581). At the
time of the troubles between Oda Nobuo and Hideyoshi, he sided with the
former, hut was defeated by Maeda Toshiie and reduced to submission.
In 1587, Hideyoshi transferred him to Kumamoto (Higo), but he caused
troubles in that place and in the following year, he was requested to kill
himself.

Sasaki, {4i & /fi Daimyo family, descended from Minamoto
Masanobu

(Vda-Genji), grandson of the emperor Uda.
Nariyori, j£ 11 . Great-grandson of Masanobu is the first who

took the name of Sasaki from his domain in Omi.
Hideyoshi, $§ (1112-1184). Descendant of Nariyori, was

adopted by Minamoto Tameyoshi when 13 years old. During the
Hogen war (1156), he fought under the command of Yoshitomo, and
besieged the palace of Shirakawa. At the time of the Heiji war (1159),
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he helped Yoshihira and thus enabled him to withstand Taira Shige-

mori ; but after the defeat of Yoshitomo, he fled. He intended to

ask Fujiwara Hidehira to give him shelter in Mutsu, but he stopped on
his way thither at Shibtiy i (Sagami) and Taira Shigekuni gave him his

daughter in marriage. She was the mother of Yoshikiyo. Hideyoshi
remained at that place for 20 years, and when Yoritomo rose in revolt

against the Taira, he with his 4 sons sided with him (1180). He was
killed at Ohara (Omi)

in a battle fought against Hif®t& Ietsugu, one of

the Taira's partisans.
'*

Yasutsuna- Yoritsnna -Tokinobu Vtgpyijii ( Rokkaku

)

Mitsunobu -Munetnitsn-Munenobu (Kuroda)

Ujswsbs? - fTakaaki

Munetsuna-Takaiiji - -Takahide
I h°isa^

|(-4niaA-o)

Yoshikiyo-Yasukiyo - Yorikiyo - Yasmiobu -Kimikiyo -Yoshitsuna {'Jo)

Sadat.una -Nobutsuna

Tsunetaka
Moritsuna
Takatsuna

Sadatsuna, ff®,
. Son of Hideyoshi, entered the field with

Yoritomo and under the orders of Hbjo Tokimasa, attacked the governor

of Izu, Taira Kanetaka, and defeated him. After the battle of Ishibashi-

yama (1181), he asked shelter from Taira Shigekuni, at Shibuya
(Sagami), where he lived a long time with his father. When Yoritomo

attacked Satake Hideyoshi, Sadatsuna joined him and came to besiege

the castle of Kanasa (Hitachi). As reward, he was reinstated in the fief

of Sasaki (Omi), of which his father had been deprived, and obtained in

addition the government of the whole province, which his descendants

kept for more than 3 centuries. In consequence of a quarrel in refer-

ence to the Hie-jinja, he was banished to Satsuma, and recalled after 4

years of exile.— Sadatsuna is the ancestor of the families Rokkaku,

Kuroda, Kyogoku and Amako.
• Moritsuna, . Son of Hideyoshi, sided with Yoritomo

against the Taira (1180), then accompanied Noriyori in his expedition to

the West. When the Minamoto army arrived at Fujito, it found Taira

Yukimori entrenched in the peninsula of Kojima (Bizen). Moritsuna

found a ford, spurred his horse into it, and, inducing his samurai to fol-

low his example, decided the success of the battle (1184). In reward, he

received the district of Kojima in fief, and the

title of Iyo no shugo. After the death of Yori-

tomo (1199), he shaved his head and took the

name of Sainen. In 1201, he defeated Jo
Sukemori in Kozuke.

Takatsuna, S3 - Son of Hideyoshi,

took a prominent part in Noriyori’

s

campaign
against Yoshinaka (1184). He was named
governor of Bizen and of Aid. Some time

after, he shaved his head, took the name of

Ryoclxi and retired to Koya-san.

Nobutsuna, fff $Sj (+• 1242). Son of Sadatsuna, fought on
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ft?

/

:

&Pe am the Shokyu war (1221), and was
Kebiishi, He retired to Koya-san.
Yasutsuna, 'M $}•

—

Bee Bokkaku.
Ujiyori, ft H . — See Bokkaku.
Takauji, ft ft (1306-1373). Great-grandson of Nobutsuna,

served Hgjo Takatoki, then Asliikaga Takauji. He assisted at the battle
of Shijo-nawate against Kusunoki Masatsura (1348), at the investment
of Mt. Yoshino hy Asliikaga Yoshiakira (1356) and at all the campaigns
against the Southern dynasty. — Takauji is the ancestor of the

'

and the Amako. '
1.-;

'
:

Mitsutaka, ft
Takayori, ft jg
Sadayori, — See Bokkaku.
Yoshikata, St K
Yoshisuke, ^

Sasaki, ££ b ;fc. Samurai family of the Kochi clan
(Tosa ),

ennobled after the Restoration — Now Count.

Sasayama, ^ ill • In Tamba. Was the residence of the daimyo
Matsudaira (1608), then, from 1748 to 1868, of Aoyama (60,000 k.).

Sasebo, fjje • Port (52,500 inh.) of Hizen province and of
Nagasalii-ken

;

seat of & maritime prefecture (Vhinjufu).

Sashiki, ffe • la Higtk Old castle that successively belonged to
the daimyo Nairn (1335), Kikucki (towards 1400), Sashiki (16th cen-
tury). In 1562, it v/vwi taken by the Shir/t/izu of Satsuma. Hideyoshi
gave it to Sasa Narinmm (1587), then to Koto Kiyomasa (1588). It
was abandoned by the 'Hosok&iosi (1632).

Sashima, M & Ik Shinma. It was is this district, near the actual
village of Twai, that Taira MaeaYido isose ra revolt, took the title of
Hei-shin-o and erected a psla.ee for himself (930).

Sashoben, tc. Formerly the #seE8f»ry of the Dajd-kwan,
inferior to the Sadaibm s©3 the Samdhn-.
Sashu, ft jffl

• Chinese name of 8ado province.

Sasshu, |$i *jii . Chinese name of Satsuma province.

Satake, {£ Yl Daimyo family descended from Minamoto Yoshi-
mitsu, brother of Yoshiie (Seiwa-Genji ).

Yoshinari, ft . Son of Yoshimitsu, was the first to take
the name of Satake.

Hideyoshi, St (1151-1228). Great-
grandson of Yoshinari, inherited the domain of
Satake (Hitachi). When Yoritomo raised troops
against the Taira, he refu-ed to follow him and
entrenched himself in his castle of Kanasa, where
he was besieged by Shimokobe Yukihira (1180) : he
resisted for a long time and was successful in so far
as to obtain peace whilst keeping his domains.

Yoshinori, St fz (1395-1462). Descendant of Hideyoshi. He
supported the Kivanryo of Kamakura, Ashikaga Mochiuji, against the
Uesugi (1416). After the death of Mochiuji (1439), the Kwanto appears
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to have been divided among 7 families, at whose head were the Satakc.

Yoshinori is known as a great painter and writer as well as a famous
warrior.

YoaMaM, is| 98 • Defeated a coalition of neighboring daimyo
in 1569 ; he enlarged fife domains at their expense.

YosimMge. $ (1547-1612). Took the field against Ashina
Moriuji (1576) ; hat Sbttia Moritane and hhikaioa Akimitsu reestablished

peace. In 1581, he helped the Saiw of Shimotsuke to defeat Hojo
Ujimasa by whom he was attacked. A large nmiaber of petty daimyo
now placed themselves under the protection of Ymhishige. They were
the daimyo of Mibu, Kasama, Utsunomiya, Tagaya, etc. Thus Yoshi-

shige soon was master of the Hitachi, Kazusa anu Shimosa provinces. In

1585, he made war against Ilojo Ujinao, and then against Date Masa-
mune. Yoshisliige stormed the castles of Ohira, Mito, Ota, he established

himself in that of Ota, and his son Yoshinobu in that of Mito (1590).

Yoshinobu, ^ x\ (1570-1633). Inherited the immense do-

mains of his father in 1590. The ' same year, he took part in the

expedition of Hideyoshi against the Hojo of Oclawara and was confirmed

in the government of Hitachi province. Installed at Mito, he pos-

sessed an income of 800,000 k. In 1600, without an open rupture

with leyam. he lived on good terms with Uesugi Kagekatsu and Ishida

K&z-ushige. It was due to his father’s influence that he was not dis-

possessed : he was however transferred to Akita (Dewa— 205,000 k

)

where bis descendants remained till the Restoration.— Now Marquis. —
After the Restoration, 3 branches of this family received the title of Baron.
—- One branch, settled at the end of the 17th century at Iwasaki (Deiva
-- 20,000 k.), has at present the title of Viscount.— After the Restoration,

a branch of tha latter received the title of Baron.

Bata no mimki, B1 tup Cape S. W . of Iyo.

Sate HO rnisftM, # III!? • Cape S. of Osumi : it is tne most

southern point of Kyushu.

Sat-clid-to, ® ±. • The 3 clans of Satsuma, Choshu (Nagato)

and Tosa ; they had taken the most prominent part in the Imperial Res-

toration and, on that account, occupy important positions, both civil and
military.

Sato, H M - Daimyo family, descended from Fujiwara Hidesato,

possessing the fief of Shinobu (Matsu) since the 11th century.—Besides

Saigyo-Hoslii, the best known members of the fafasSy the two
brothers Tsuginoibu (1158-1185) and Tadanobu ( 1 165-1 185)., sons of

Motoharu. They both belonged to the 4 Ixxly guards (ihi-Umo) of Mi-

namoto Yoshitsune, and died in his cause.

Sato Gosai, (1650-1719). Confuciaidst, diseySfe of Ya-

mazaki Ansai.

Sato Issai, p -* # (1772-1859). Born at Edo, ho followed the

teaching of Nakai Chikuzen, Mincgawa Kien, Hayashi Kanjun, and
became a distinguished Confucianist. In 1805, he was director of the

flourishing school kept by the Hayashi (Shohei-ho) and had as many as

3,000 disciples upon whom he exercised a great influence.
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Sato Norikiyo, ££ M ff!r
. — See Saigyo-Hoshi.

Sato-dairi, M ft X • Name given to the houses temporarily oc-
cupied by the emperors in addition to the Kyoto Palace. Among
them are the Horikawa-in, which was the residence of Kwazan-tennd,
the Ichijo-in, of Sanjo-temw, the Nijo-Takakura, of Gd-Uda-tenm’,
etc.

Satomi, J? M Daimyo family descended from Nitta Yoshishiqe
(+ 1202) (Seiwa-Genji).

Yoshitoshi, ££ . Son of Yoshishige, was the first to take
the name of Satomi, from his domain in Kozuke.

Yoshizane, fj (1417-1488). Descendant of Yoshitoshi. He
went from Kozuke to Awa and built a castle at Shirahama.

Yoshitaka, ^ (1512-1574). Succeeded his father Sauc-
taka who had been assassinated by his nephew Yoshitoyo (1533). He
marched against the murderer, besieged him in the castle of Inamura,
put him to death and ruled over the province of Awa. Defeated together
with Ashikaga Yoshiaki at Konodai by Hojo Ujitsuna, he saw a great
number of his vassals abandon him (1538). Some time after however,
he was able to storm the castle of Shiizu belonging to Takeda Nobumasa.
Rallying his troops, he resumed the campaign against the Hojo, defeated
them in several engagements and soon found himself again surrounded
by a great number of samurai coming from Musashi, Sagami, Kazusa,
and Shimosa. He built a castle at mmiri and lived in it, leaving his
son Yoshihiro at the castle of Tatey<mt,a.

Yoshihiro, $6 §£ (+ 157$), Was defeated in 1564 at Koiw-
dai by ^^Jjiyasu and fled to Kazusa, but, in 1567, he in turn de-
feated tH 3 ?\'o army, that had come to besiege Kururi.
— ^ilxyori, (1555-1586). Continued the war against the

Hojo, who, in 1581, had entered Kazusa and Awa.
Yoshiyasu, ^ M (1573-1603). Took part in the campaign of

Hideyoshi against Odawara, but lost Kazusa and Shimosa

;

his pos-
sessions were reduced to the province of Awa (92,000 k.). In 1600, he
sided with leyasu and his seventies rose to 120,000 k.

Tadayoshi, & (4- 1622). Befog implicated in the Okubo
plot, he was dispossessed in 1614, bet at the petition of his samurai, he
received a revenue of 40,000 k. at Kurayoehi {Hold). He died without
leaving an heir and his family became extffidi,

Satsugu-shoto, ti . The Mauds dependent on the Satsu-
ma and Osumi provinces, and consisting of the Kamage, Gomu, Kawabe
and the Oshiuia groups.

i

Satsuma^ ^ 1$ - Oas of the 12 provinces of Saikai-do —
Comprises 7 districts, wteeb depend on &igoshima-ken. — Chinese
name : Sasshii. — Satsutrui is derived from Sachi-liama or from Satsu-
shima.

Satsuma-Fuji, js£ ^ ± .— See Kaimon-dake.
Satta-yama, ^ 1® Uj In Suruga, nmx Okitsu. In 1352, Ashi-

kaga Takauji at this place fought against His brother Tadayoshi.—
Also called Iwaki-yama. -

' '" i

_
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Sa-u-daijin, & jc & The two ministers; gf ’she Mb and the

right, below the Dajo-daijm (1 si minister) . They were formerly called 01-

machi-gimi, Oi-ma-uchi^gi-mi,

Sawa, pp • Kuge family diSi>5Sfoded from Kiyowara Natsuno .—Now
Count.—A junior branch Isas ierjss$5 the title of Baron.

Sawada, P£ EH • FureiiSv, tvfaick, by hereditary right, was attached

to the Daijin-gu (/sc) Baron.

Sawami, pjl $f . In Echigo. From 1634 to 1687, was the residence

of a branch of the Mizoguchi family (14,000 k.).

Sawara-shinno, (757-785). 5th son of the emperor
Konin. At the accession of his brother Kwammu to the throne, he was
named heir presumptive (782). Having planned the murder of the Chu-
nagon Fujlwara Tanetsugu, he was exiled to Awaji but starved himself

to death whilst on the way.

Sawayama, f4 ?II ill • In Omi, N. W. of Hikone. Old castle belong-

ing, during the 16th century, to the Isono family, vassal to the Kyogoku.
Oda Nobunaga gave it to Niwa Nagahide (1573), who was replaced by
Hori Hidemasa (1583), then by Ishida Kazusliige (1590). After the

battle of Sekigahara (1600), Ii Naomasa besieged the castle in which the

whole family of Kazusliige committed suicide. It became a domain of

the Ii family but was abandoned for the castle of Hikone.

Sawa-zaki, p£ Cape S. of Sado island.

Sayama, $5 lU • In Kawachi. When Rideyoshi had overcome the

Hojo of Odaivara (1590), Ujinao and his uncle Ujinori were confined to

the Koya-san and a revenue of 10,000 k. was allotted to them at Sayama.
After the death of TJjinori, the property passed to his son Ujimori, whose
descendants remained there till the Kestoration.

Sayo, • In Harima. Old castle which, from the 12th to the

16th century, belonged to the Akamatsu. Passed into the possession of

Ukita Naoie. In 1577, Hideyoshi took it.

Sechi-e, |j5 fl Formerly renowned feasts that took place at the

Palace and terminated with a banquet for all the nobles and officials of

high rank.

Segawa, Ji| • In Settsu, where Ashikaga Takauji was defeated by
Nitta Yoshisada (1336). There also, or near that place, Ko Moronao
and Moroyasu were defeated and killed by Ashikaga Tadayoshi (1351).

Sei, m* In the genealogical tables we find that the emperor Go-

Daigo is of the 48th sei and of the 96th dai. Sei means the genera-

tions from father to son ; dai, the rank of succession. Thus, Go-Daigo is

the 96th emperor of Japan, and he descends from Jimmu-tenno in the 48tli

generation. Likewise the 4 brothers Myosho, Go-Komyd, Go-Saiin and
lieigen, who followed each other on the throne, are the 109, 110, 111

and 112th dai, but all belong to the 61st sei. Mutsu-hito is the 122nd
emperor (dal) of Japan and descends from Jimmu in the 68th generation

(sei).

Se?bi"kwat$v §$ H . School established in 1863 at Nagasaki

;

French, Kpgiih, Bussian, Dutch and Chinese languages were taught in

t according to methods proper to each of these countries.
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Seido, ® ^ . Temple built in 1690 at Edo {Hongo) in honor of
Confucius. At the time of the Restoration it was transformed into an
educational Museum.

Sei-i-shi, fjE • (Lit. : sent against the Barbarians). The general
staff of an army sent to fight the Ebisu ; it was composed of a Taishd-
gun, a Fuku-shogun, a gunkan, gunso, etc. In 720, Tajihi no Agatamori
received the title of Jisetsu-sei-i-shogun ; Abe no Surugamaro, that of
JisetsH-chinteki-shogun and was ordered to repulse the Ebisu of the
Bast and those of the North This is the first time we find the term sci-i
mentioned in Japanese history. Later on

, we read Jisctsu-taishbgun,
Scitb-taishogun, Jisetsu- seitb-shogun, Seitb-taishi, etc. all temporary titles

which were used only during the expedition. The emperor Kioammu gave
the title of Sei-i-taishbgun to Qtomo Otomaro (701) and to Salcanoe no
Tamuramaro (797). This same title was bestowed 'by the emperor Go-
Toba on Minamoto Yoritonw, but it was for life and hereditary. — Sei-i-
taishbgun (commander-in-chief against the Barbarians) or, by abbrevia-
tion, Shogun (general), such was the title under which the Minamoto
(1192-1219), the Fujiwara (1220-1244), some Imperial princes
(1245-1834), the Ashikaga (1336-1573), and lastly the Tokugawa
(1603-1868), exercised unlimited power to which the emperors themselves
were obliged to yield. This state of affairs caused Europeans for a long
time to believe that Japan was governed by two emperors, one retired in
his palace of Kyoto, the descendant of the gods, busied only with
religious matters

; the other, the acting sovereign, governing and adminis-
tering as he pleased. This 'notion though false was a correct estimate
of the situation. The investiture of the Shogun was at all times received
from the emperor, who seems never to have had either the desire or
the power to refuse it. From the time of Yoritomo, the title of Shogun
was reserved for the descendants of the Minamoto

(Seiiva-Gcnji), and for
this reason, Nobunaga, descendant of the Taira, and Hidcyoshi who
was of low extraction, never bore that title.

v

Sei-i-taishogun, H jc .
— See Sei-i-shi.

Seiji-sosai-shoku, In 1862, the power of the
shogunate was in the hands of lemochi, then only 16 years old, anti issues
unable to cope with the ever increasing difficulties of the situation. The
emjperor Kbmci commanded him to give the title of Seiji-sbsai to Mttim-
daira Yoshinaga (1828-1890) of Echizm, and to entrust him with the
direction of affaire, keeping however in the mean time Hitotsubashi Keiki,
the future Shogun, as counsellor

(hosa). The following year, Yoshinaga
was replaced by Matsudaira Naokatsu, Yamato no kami. The title was
suppressed in 1864.

Seikanji, fg HU ^ . Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Yoshi-
kado. — Now Count.

Seiko, foj Nengo : 854-856.
Seikwa, fil 0 . Kuge families, whose members could become XJdai-

jtn, Sadaijin and Dajo-daijin, but not Sessho nor Kwampaku. They
W’ere also called Kuiazoku. They are

:

1. Sanyo, descended from Fujiwara Sanesue (1.038-1162)

;
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2. Saionji, descended from Fnjiwara Michisuc (109&-3J28>;
3. Tokudaiji „ „ „ SaneyosM (1066-1151')

;

4. Kwazan-in, „ „ „ Ietada (1062-1130) ;

5. Oimikado, „ „ „ Tsunezane brother to Ietada

;

6. Ruga, „ „ Minamoto Moro/usa (Murakami-Genji) ;

7. Tmadegavn, „ „ Saionji Kanesue (14th century).

These 7 families were for a long time called Shichi-Seikwa ; later the

foltoypl^g families were added to them :

$»' Mirohata, descended from the emperor Ogimachi ;

0. liaigo, descended from Ichijo Kaneka (1692-1751), and thus we
have the Ku-SeiJtwa.

Seikwan-in, % frc, (+ 1877). Daughter of the emperor Ninko ;

her true name was Cltika-ko, Kazu no miya. In 1860, difficulties

having arisen between the Emperor and the Shogun, the Taira

li Nansuke proposed to betroth Kazu no miya to the young Shogun
lemochi, then 14 yearn old. The emperor consented and they

were married in the beginning of 1862. lemochi died in .1866 ; in

1869, the princess, returned to Kyoto and took up her residence in the

Seigo-in. She came back to Tokyo in 1874 and died at Tonosawa
(Sagami).

Seimu-tenno, fiSt ^ ^ ^ • 13th Emperor of Japan (131-191).

Waka-taraxhi-hiko, son of Keiko-tcnnd, succeeded his father at the age

of 47. He fixed limits to the provinces (kuni) and the districts (agata),

and had them governed by some Tsukasa no osa : kuni no miyatsuko,

agata-nushi, wake, inagi, etc. He died at the age of 107, after a

reign of 60 years.

Seinei-ten.no, fit i$£ ^ • 22nd Emperor of Japan (480-484) . Shi-

ragatake-hirokuni-oshiwaka-yamato-neko, son of Yuryaku-tenno, suc-

ceeded his father at the age of 36 and died after a reign of 5 years. It

was he who ordered the Niiname-matsun to be celebrated for the first

time (481).

Seiryo-den, fit W IS • Building of the Kyoto Palace in which the

emperor ordinarily lived; it is also called Chii -tim*. Its dimensions were

20m. (N.-S.) by 16m. (E.-W.) and was situ&id? H. W. of the Shishin-

den.

Seisen-tanizaku-shiki, fft 5S M it 5^ • Ceremony that took place

every year at the Imperial Palace on the 5th day of the 5tli month and at

which the nobles of high rank presented a piece of poetry to the Emperor,

written on a tanizaku (a long and narrow strip of paper on which poetry

was usually written).

Seishi, ® m — See Daiseishi.

Seisho-ko, fit JE S • Name by which Kato Kiyomasa is known
and honored in the Nichiren sect, of whose tenets he was a fervent

adherent and a generous protector. (Seisho is the Chinese reading of the

Japanese name Kiyomasa).
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Sei Shonagon, fit a • Daughter of Kitysmm MotosuJce and
lady of honor to the empress at the Court of IcliijMmnb (10th century).
In literature and poetry, she was the rival of
Murasaki Shikibu. Her most renowned
work is the Makura no Soshi.

Seishu, 3$ . Chinese name of Ise

province.

Seitaka-Doji, $1] ft' ife m ¥ One of
the two followers of the god Fudb ; the other
was Kongara-Dqji.

Seitoku-kwan, fr-M# . School of me-
dicine established at Nagasaki in 1861 by
Matsumoto Rijojun, the professor’s of which
were foreigners.

Seiwa-Genji, fUf ifll ft . Patronymic
of the families descended from Sadazumi-
shinno (874-916), son of the emperor Seiwa, and which received the name
of Minamoto. The table placed below indicates the principal ones.

SEI SMGNAOON.

(

MitsunaKa < ™
lYorinobu -Yoriyoalii

| Yoshimitsn

Mitsuuaka I

Yorimitsu-Yorikuni JYoritsuna
1 Kunifusa

(a)

W
(c)

(*U

(Mitsuyoslii- Mitsuknni-Tamemitsu Tamekimi (e)

(«) — Yoritsuna-Nakamasa-Yorimasa-Nakalsuna Ota

(6) — Kunifusa - Mitsukuni - Mitsunobu - Mitsumoto I AUchi
\Asano

(c) — Yoahiie- -

fYoshichika- Tameyoslii

Yosliishige -

Yoshikuni -t

{
{

[Shogun)
Hat’mda
Shishido

Yosbikata Kiso
Yoshikane Nitta
Yoshinori Yamana
Yoshitoshi Satomi

{

Tokugaua
Matsudaira
Sakai
Nikki

Yoshikiyo Hosokawa
Sakakibara

.... i
Ashikaga

Yoshiyasu Halaktyama
Momonoi
Kira

Yoshikane Imagaica
Shiba
Shibukauu
Ishido

Isshiki
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(Yoshinari

(<l)— Yosliim i tsu Yoshikiyo

Masanari - Takayoshi

(Nobuyoslh

Kiyomitsn

! , it.

f
iNagamitsa

IMoriyoshi * %?#$tsnobn - Tomomasa

(e)—Tamekinii - Tamezane - Sanenobn - Nobuynki.

Satake
'Takeda
Malsumae
Aoki

i
Yanngisava

r Ogasmmm
Namlm

{ Miyoshi
Hiraga

r Yoda
Ttzuka

LSutaa

Seiwa-tenno, fpj ftl Ji • 50th Emperor of Japan (859-870).

Korehito, son of Montoku-tenno, ascended the throne at the death of his

father. He was but 9 years old and he is the first child-emperor of

whom Japanese history makes mention. His maternal grandfather

Fujiwara Yoshifusa governed with the title of Sessho and that of

Kwampaku (804). When the emperor was 18 years old, he married him
to one of his daughters, who was at the same time the aunt and wife

of Seiwa, whilst he himself was his grandfather and father-in-law.

It was during his reign (804) that an eruption of Fuji-san and Asama-
yama claimed a great number of victims, and that, in 871, the Jogwan-
kyakushiki (collection of laws) was promulgated. At the age of 27,

Seiwa abdicated in favour of his son Yozei, shaved his head and died 4

years later. His tomb is in the hamlet of Mi-no-o (Yamashiro)
and for

this reason, he is called Mi-no-o no mikado.

Seizan, ® ill • In Hitachi, near the small city of Ota. The daimyo
of Mito, Mitsukuni, retired to that place after having transferred the ad-

ministration of his domains to his son Tsunaeda. He died there in 1700.

Seizan, ® tlj . Branch of the Jodo-shu sect founded during the 12th

century by the bonze Sholcu. 4 of his disciples established 4 subdivisions

of this branch :

1. Nishidani-ryu, (?j ^ ftfc • Founded by Jo-on in the temple

Komyd-ji (Yamashiro)

;

2. Fukakusa-ryu, Founded by Ryushin in the temple

Shinsd-in (Yamashiro)

;

3. Higashi-yama-ryu, ]f£ fij . Fs^fed by Kwansho in the temple

Amida-in (Yamashiro)

;

4. Saga-ryu, l|^ 1® oft • Founded by Dokwan in the temple Kongo-
in (Yamashiro)

;

Seki, PI . Formerly a gate where the passports (fuda , wari/u) were

examined. The place where it was erected was called sekisho, and the

post that guarded it, sekimori.

Seki, PI . In Hitachi (now, Kawachi-mura). Old castle of the Seki

daimyo. Munesuke therein offered hospitality to Kitahatake Chika/usa

and died there when the castle was besieged by Ko Moro/uyu (1343).

Seki, P] . Daimyo family descended from Fujiwara Ilona. Besid-

ed, from 1698 to 1868, at Niimi (Bitchii— 18,000 k.). — After the Re-
storation, Viscount

;
degraded in 1903.
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Sekigahara, |#] • Village of Mint), thus called, because it was
situated in the plain near the ancient gate (seki) of Fuica. It was also
'^^Fmca-no, Aonohara. At that place, Oct. 21 , 1600, leyanu gained a

victory over Hideyon’s party, which was commanded by Ishida
K&ffidthige. This battle, which raised the Tokugawa to supreme

is the most important event of Japanese history. Jeyasu was
head of 80,000 men

; his opponents had 130,000 and left 30,000
•dead on the battlefield.

Seki-gawa, $] Jl| • — See Ara-kaioa.

Sekishu, <>H • Chinese name of lwami province.

Sekiyado, $1 Tti In Shimosa. Under the Ashikaga, a castle be-
longing to the Yanada family. In 1556, Hojo Ujiyasu occupied it and
gave it to his son-in-law Ashikaga Haruuji. TJesugi Kemliin stormed it

in 1561. Under the Tokugawa, it was the residence of the daimyn
Hisamatsu (1590), Matsudaira (1617) Ogasawara (1619), Hrjd (1637),
Maleim (1644), Itakura (1656), Kuze. (1669), Makino (1682) and from’
1705 to 1868 that of Kuze (48,000 k.).

Sekke, ^ ^ . — See Go-sekke.

Sekku, tfj is) — See Go-Sckku.

Sekkwan-seiji, $] $£ iff (Lit.
:
government of the Sessho and

the Kwampaku). At the accession of the emperor Seiwa, (859) then only
9 years old, his grandfather Fujiwara Yoshifusa was named Sessho
(regent) and governed in his stead. Under the reign of Ydzei (877),
Mototsnne exercised the regency. Koko, who ascended the throne at the
age of 55 (885), dispensed with a regent, but he created the title of
Kwampaku for Mototsnne, which remained henceforth in the Fujiwara
family. When the Emperor was a minor, a Sessho was named, who at
the ceremony of the genibuku, changed his title to that of Kwampaku and
continued to rale. These two titles could be bestowed only on the 5
branches of the Fujiwara family that were called Go-Sekke : Rcnoc,
Kujo, Nijo, Ichijo, and Takatsukasa. During 3 centuries, the Fujiwara
possessed an immense influence; but gradually, the authority passed
into the hands of the military families. The first of these was the Taira,
followed by the Minanwto, and the titles of Sessho and Kwampaku l>e’

came only honor-ary : their authority, if they possessed any, being limited
to the interior of the Court at Kyoto. These titles however, remained in
the same families till the Eestoration. One single exception had been
made in favor of Hideyoshi (1585).

Semimaru, 4$ % . Servant
(zoshiki) of prince Atsuzane-sliinno (897-

966), son of the emperor Uda. He was blind, but excelled in poetry and
music

(biwa). He retired to Osaka (Yamashiro
) and lived in retirement.— See Minamoto Hiromasa.

Semmyo, $r In olden times, proclamations that were made to
the people, of the most important events, such as : accession of a new
emperor, choice of an empress, nomination of the successor, erection of a
great temple or an Imperial sepulchre, etc.

Sen, . Under the Tokugawa, name of several families, whose
members in different provinces were professors of the ceremony of the



chanoyu, Those ©£ Wakayama (Kii) all took the h&sdfi of Sen Sosa

:

thoss. of SsssW® (gaga), the name of Sen Soshiitu

:

those of Taka -

taatm (SmuM), Sm Sdshti, etc. — See Sen Rilcyu.

Sea&ai, ^ <jj|
- Chief town (93,500 inli.) of Mtyagi-ft&n and

litfaizen pHjykuse. In 1600, Date Masamune, who had bom transferred
from Yora&tavsa (Deisd), built a castle there and called it Aoluzjo. Ite
principal gate wm taken from the palace which Hideymlii had hr Nagoya
(Rizen) when he started for his Korean expedition (159*2).' The descend-
ants of Masamune, the most powerful daimyo of the North, lived there till

the Restoration (020,000 k.).

Sendai-gawa, jl] ft )l| . River (180 Km.) of Satsuma, rises at the
Shiraga - take, passes through Miyanojo and enters the Ocean N. of
Hashima-saki.

Sendanno, • Village of Etchu, formerly called Hannyano.
In 1183, Taira Koremori was defeated there by Imai Kanehira and
obliged to escape into Kaga. When Nagao Tamekage had resolved
to conquer Etchu, he stopped at that place with his army, but he was
defeated by the small daimyo of the provinces, Kamio, Shiina, Enami,
etc. (1545). His son Kagetora

(Kensliin ) revenged the death of his father
by offering to his spirit, 10 heads of the enemy, killed with his own hand
(1563).

Sengaku, {|I| . Bonze of the Shaka-dd temple at Kamakura
(13th century). Is famous as a poet, and left a commentary of the Man-
yo-sliu.

Senge, T ^ Family descended Srom Ame-no-oi no miknto and by
right of inheritance, superior of the large Shintoist temple

(
O-yashird

)

of
Izumo .—Now Baron.

Sengen, $ Rfl iLi . — See Ko-no-liana-sakuya-liime.

Sengoku, -fill i£j . Daimyo family coming from Minn and descended
from the Told (Seiwa-Genji).—— Hidehisa, ^ jK (1551-1614). Son of Hisamori, served Hide-
yoshi. He subdued the island of Awaji and stormed the castle of Su-
moto (1581), but was defeated in Shikoku by Chdsokabe Motochika
(1583), and in Bungo by Shimazu Yoshihisa (1580). After the ruin of
the Hojo of Odawara (1590), he veceived the fief of Komoro (Shinctno -

50,000 k.).

Tadamasa, JS& Son of Hidehisa, was transferred in

to Ueda (Shinano— 60,000 k.).— In 1706, the family moved to Izushi
(Tajima— 30,000 k.) and remained there till the Restoration.—Now
Viscount.

Sengoku-jidai, 12 fH I# ft • Period from 1490 to 1600, during
which Japan was completely involved in civil war.
Sengoku shichi-yu, 12 m Aa £§ • Tbe 7 most renowned warriors

of the civil wars of the 16th century : Oda Nobunaga, Imagawa Yoshi-
moto, Taheda Shingen, Mori Motonaii, Uesugi Kenshin, Hojo Ujiyasn
and Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

Senji, 1[ n Mode of promulgating the Imperial decrees
(mikotonori). The orders, when transmitted by a minister to the
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benkwan, who drew them up and published them, were called dai-senji

;

those addressed only to the chiefs of the different sections of the Palace'
were called sho-senji

;

those transmitted by a special envoy
(taishi

)

to the
provinces, were called kuni-senji, etc.—The nobles and ladies of the Palace
who had to transmit the orders of the Emperor were also called senji.

Senji-masu, a M W- Measures of capacity, fixed and imposed on
the people by the emperor Go-Sanjo in the year 1072. That year being
the 4th of the Enkyu era, they were called Erikyu-senji-masu. One sho
of that, time was worth only 0,81 of the present sho (l litre 80.).

T' ^ 3C (Lit.: book of the 1,000 characters). Classic
Chinese book composed of 1,000 characters, none of them appearing twice,
they aie disposed in such a way that each series of 8 forms a complete
sentence. It is said to have been brought to Japan, at the same time as
the Rongo, by the Korean Ajiki in 284, but the Chinese annals tell us that
it was composed in 525, by order of the emperor Outi (Butei— 502-549),
founder of the Leang (Ryo) dynasty.

Senjo-dake, T vfc • Mountain (2970 m.) on the borders of
1 Kai

and Shinano.

Senkwa-tenno, it 3c S • 28th Emperor of Japan (536-539).
Takeo-hiro-oshi-tachi, 3rd son of Keitai-tenno, succeeded his brother An-
kcm at the age of 69. He sent Otomo Sadehiko to fight Shiragi (Korea)
and died after a reign of 4 years.

Sennin, jjlj A. (Lit. : mountain men). Superior beings having
human form, but were subject neither to old age nor to death. A sort
of genii of the mountains, they were venerated as demi-gods. The im-
agination of artists has had free scope in representing them. One

(Koka -

ku-sennin) is carried through the air by a crane
; an other

(Koi-sennin)
travels, mounted on a carp ; a third Tsugen-sennin draws a gigantic
horse out of a diminutive calabash, etc.

Se-no-o Kaneyasu, M % M M Possessor of the domain of gc-
n°-o (Bitchu), was made prisoner at the battle of Ataka {Kagaj;
naka did not kill him but confided him to Kuramitsu Nariuji (1183).
Se-no-o gained the latter’s confidence and having intoxicated him, put
him to death, massacred the officers and the guard of the governor of Bizen.
He then intrenched himself in Sasako, where, being attacked by Imai
Kaneliira, he was defeated and killed, together with his son Muneya.su.
Sen Rikyu, T M ftc (1520-1591). Also called Soeki £= He

was born a NaJcada Yoshird
y at Sakai (Izumi) and became famous in the

art of the arrangement of flowers, and in the solemn preparation of the
tea ceremony (cha-m-yu), which he brought to such perfexjtkso that his
regulations are 'sap to the present day. He first served Mabzs^aga and
was called to t&g; teazle of Azuchi. He then entered the isitsk?® of Hide-
yoshi whose favorlfe he became and, in 1588, was even allowed to appear
in the presence of the emperor Go-Yozei. Rikyu had a daughter of
exquisite beauty and one day she was met by Hideyoshi, who asked her
hand from her father

;
the latter however resisted all the entreaties of the

powerful Taiko. The following year, he was accused of bribery and
invited to commit harakiri.
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Senshu, & M • <Jhinese name of Izmni province.

Senshu-ji, 4f. \fjz • Temple, built in the 13th century at Takata
{Shimotsuke) by the bonze Shimbutsu. It was, till 1465, the prin-

cipal seat of the Takata branch of the Jodo-sliinshu sect, which was
transferred at that date to a temple of the same name Isshinden

(Ise).

Senso, if$ Sfc • Accession to the Imperial throne. When the vacancy

was created by the abdication of the actual emperor, it was called’ Jd-i.

In olden times, there was only one ceremony. Since the 9tli century,

we have first the ceremony of the Juzen, made at the Shishin-den, during

which the emperor-elect was acknowledged rightful heir and received

the 3 emblems of the Imperial dignity ;
then that of the Soku-i, celebrat-

ed at the Daigoku-den, which consisted in the proclarning the enthrone

ment of the new emperor.

Sentd, fill ?IfiJ . Name given fc Mie palace inhabited by an emperor

after his abdication. Also cafe? Joko. An order written by an ex-

emperor is called Inzen. Immediately after his abdication, the emperor

took the title of Shin-in, and should his predecessor be yet living, the

latter changed his name into that of Hon-in. The empress who followed

him in his retreat was called Jo-in.

Sen-yu-ji, & Mi tF • Temple founded by Kukai (Kobo-Daishi) S.E.

of Kyoto. Since Shijo-tenno (+ 1242), it became the burial place of the

emperors. In its treasury is kept a tooth, said to be one of Shaka’s

which the famous Tankai {Fujiwara Fuhito) is supposed to have

brought from China.

Seppuku, Ij] fUt • — See Harakiri.

Serata, Efl • Village of Kozuke, in which Minamoto (Nitta)

Yoshishige (4- 1202) settled towards the end of the 12th century and
where his descendants continued to reside. In 1332, the Hojo, in order to

defray the expenses incurred by their war against the emperor Go-Dai-

go, sent men everywhere to collect the required amount. The collector

sent to Serata showed himself so exacting, that Nitta Yoshisada had him
put to death, levied an army against the Hojo, and, the following year,

occupied Kamakura. The Nitta or Serata family were the ancestors of

the Tokugawa, who therefore endowed the temple Ghoraku-ji, where
Yoshishige'

s

mausoleum can be seen.

Sesonji-ryu, lit & tF Sfc • School of calligraphy founded in the

temple Seson-ji, during the rule of Kamakura, by YuJciyoshi and Tsune-

tomo, descendants of Fujiwara Yvkinari.

Sessho, Jic • Regent of the empire. At the death of Chii-ai

(200), Jingo-kogo for 69 years acted as regent instead of his son Ojin : it

was the first time that this happened in Japan. Later on, Umayado-
Oji (Shotoku-Taishi) was regent during the reign of the empress Suiko

(593-621). At the death of Montoku (858), his successor Seiwa was
only 9 years old, and his grandfather Fujiwara Yoshifusa was named
Sessho during the minority of the emperor, a custom that was followed

afterwards.— Shissei, Setsuroku, are synonyms of Sessho. — See the

following article.
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Sestrh^^g^s^ku, fit gS: P 0 • From during
tne mig^ifi^jg' Jtp-emperor, a minister acted

; when
the ern^mi*mfner-hf age, the ex-regent contirftiedlhe administration
(azulcari mosu—kwampaku

)
hut under the authority of the sovereign.

Later on, these two terms, sessho and kwampaku, became two distinct
titles, and were the most honorable in the Court, more so even than that
of Dajd-daijin. When there was a sessho, them was no kwampaku,
and vice versa. The kwampaku, on account of his high position, was also
called kr.Jii no za, Jrhi no Into. — See Sekkwan-seiji.

Sesshu, gf <j+j . Chinese name of Settsu province.

Sesshu, f* ilj* (1420-1506). Born at Akahama (Bitchu) he was
by birth Ocla Togo

;
at the age of 13, he became bonze in the temple Ho-

fuku-ji. From his youth, he showed great
aptitude for painting, and having become a
disciple of the bonze Kbtolcu-Zenji of the Sb-
koku-ji, he went to Kamakura, where he
applied himself to the study of the works of
Josetsu and Shubtin. In 1463, he went to
China, where, he painted several Japanese
scenes for the emperor, which were very much
appreciated. After 6 years, he returned to
his country, and settled at the Unkoku-ji
temple in Yaumguchi (Suwiii), then at the
Taiki-an

(Twami). Sesshu is considered one.
of the greatest paintei-s of the Chinese school,
whose traditions he followed whilst adding
to them a strong personal character

; this latter trait has plk«a him even
above his masters Shubun and Josetsu.

Sesson, fc]* (1450-1506). Satake Heizo. Born at Tonofaku {Hi-
tachi). His father having disinherited him in favor of an illegitimate son,
he became a bonze in the Jodo-shu sect and gave his time to painting,
following Shubun’s and Sesshu’s traditions

; afterwards he painted accord-
ing to the principles of the old Chinese masters of the So (960-1279)
and Gen (1279-1368) dynasties. He ranks next to Sesshu.

Seta, $8 HI • Village of Omi, S. of lake Biwa on the Seta-gawa. A
bridge across the river has given the place great importance

;
it was the

scene of numerous encounters. Here in 672, Murakuni Oyori, Temmu’s
general, defeated Cliison, Kobuns partisan. Later on, Kusakabe Komoro
burned the bridge in order to cut off the retreat of Emi Oshikatsu, who
was defeated and killed. (736). Kiso Yoshinaga was defeated hereby
Noriyori (1184). Here Nobunaga put up his tents, when he ordered the
burning of the Hieizan temples (1571). After the assassination of Nobu-
naga, Akechi Mitsuhide summoned the castellan of Seta, Kagetaka

;

but
the latter instead of obeying, burned the bridge, Stg^'all the boats and
thus prevented the escape of the murderer. .V

SetSi.t ffl In Iyo. Old castle belonging daimyo. In
1335, Otate Ujiaki occupied it, but later on it was taken from him by
Hosokawa Yoriharu (1340).
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Sola-gR'Sfa, M i Jij • ltiver flowing out of lake Biua (Omi). It

sans 1§ Km. south, aiatl enters Yamashiro, where it takes the name of

Ujl-gauM.

SetcliS'fea, $T MM- School of Confucianism whose principal mem-
jbeta were : Kakajsishi Tan-en (1709-1752), Itvoue Ratulai (1705-1701),

Uno Meiha (I098-1T45), Inoue Kinga (1733-i?S4>, Katayaina Kenzan
(1700-1782), ofce

Seto, j&l P Small city (8000 inh.), famous for- its porcelain factories

{seto-mono), established towards 1230 by Katu Shirozaemon.

Seto-nai-kai, ftfi J3 fi'M- \ The Inland Sea, or the Japanese

Seto-no-uchi, ${ JS . J
Mediterranean, lies between the Sgrost

islands of Hondo, Shikoku and Kyushu, and is closed on the E. fef Ife
Awaji island ; it is joined to the Ocean on the E. by the Akashi and ihe

Naruto straits, on the W- by the straits of Bunyo and Shimonoseki. Jt. is

'

divided into 5 large basins (
uada), which are (from E. to W.) Harima-

nada, Bingo-nada, Mishima-nada, Iyo-nada and Suwo-nada. The
Seto-nai-kai, studded with nearly 300 islands, is famous all the world

over for the beauty of its scenery.

Seto-zaki, j'$ JS fl# . Cape S. of KU

;

also called Kanayama-saki.

Setsii-zan, ili (Lit.. : snowy mountain). Name given by the

Japanese, after the annexation of Formosa, to mount Sylvia (3854 m.),

in the N. of this land.

Settei-ryu, S Biuuafc. of the school of painting called Unku-
ku-ryu. Established by TsnMofta S$ttei (1760-1836), it has produced

such men as : Okada GijgMmh IskiSa Gyokuzan, Nakai Ranko, etc.

Settsu, j'Jt . One of the 5 provinces of Kinai. Comprises 7 dis-

tricts, 4 of which belong to the Osaka-fu and 3 to the Hyogo-kcn .

—

Chinese name: Sesshu — Formerly called Naniwa, Tsu no kuni.—In
683, was governed by a special administration (Scttsu-shiki) having a

taifu at its head ;
then in 793, the shiki was suppressed and Settsu was

ruled like the other provinces.

Seyaku-in, R£ Formerly a medical service at the Imperial

Palace. The chief, at first called In no hetto, received the title of Seyaku-
in-shi in 825 : he had under his orders the Hankwan, Sliuten, doctors,

etc

Shaka, f? jjS • S'dkya-Muni, the founder of Budddism. Also called

Gautama and by the Europeans, Buddha. According to Chinese
authors, he was born in the year 1027 before the Christian era, but Euro-
pean critics bring the date down to the year 653, and even to 557
B. C.

—

Shaka is the name of a dynasty that reigned over the kingdom
of Kabilavastu (Kabirae), in central India

;
Muni signifies anchorite.

—

Shaka's father was king Suddhodana (Jobon-dai-6

)

and his mother
Maya (Maya-bunin). At the age of 7, he thoroughly knew Astronomy,
Geography, Mathematics and Military science. At 1 5 years of age, he
was named heir apparent to the throne

;
hence the name Shitta-Taishi,

given him by the Japanese. At 17 (according to some at 27) he married
Yasodhara (Yashudara), and from that time, he resolved to quit a
world, that appeared to him only a. succession of pain and suffering,
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through birth, sickness, old age, and death. The nijSSilwiiig the birth
of his son Rahoula, he left Ins family and retired to i&feltude of Ouro-
uwela in order to meditate on tbi to perfection : there at the age of 35
sitting under the tree bodhi

.

— ficus religiosa), he received the
perfect knowledge of all thirpffl^l became Buddha. He began to
preach and his first teachings form the Kegon-kyo. He soon had! greatnumber of disciples among whom 1250 of the best disposed receive! the
title of Arakan. After 5 years, Shaka came back to Kabilavastu, where
he received a spendid reception and where he preached with great
success. At the age of 9, Rahoula became a disciple of his father. Soon
alter one of his aunts embraced the perfect way and was the first Bikuni

°J,

A
l
na - aS® of 80

>
after 45 years of uninterrupted preaching,Mate entered the Nirvana {nehan).—See BukJcyd, San-ji-kyo.

Shake-bugyo, St ^ . Under the Ashikaga Shogun, an
official whose duty it was to watch over all the Shintoist temples. To
create this office, some functions were separated from the Jisha-bugyo.

.
Shaku-i, . Formerly the rank which the governors of pro-

vinces gave to the Shintoist temples under their jurisdiction. Later, the
sanction oi the Jumperor was required.

Sbaku-i shi-ju-hachi kai, & ft H + A Pg The 48 degrees of
the hierarchy ofthe nobles and cMsals created in 685 by the emperorTemmu.—The two ranks of myf-i $ ft and the 4 of jo-i f* , havingeach 2 degrees, thus making ijl aS 12 degrees were reserved for the
princes.— Below them were the

;

Sho-i,

Jiki-i,

Gon-i,

Mu-i,

Zu-i,

Eft
Dtft
lift
&ft
i&ft

Shin-i, it ft

;

Shakuten, ff
his 10 prinsip&l

4 ranks with s each (tai, sho), in all 8 degrees’!

8
8
8
8
8

,

Formerly a ceremony in honor of Confucius and
.v yv * s

Uu-tetsu). It was performed twice a year at
the Datga&fyVb-fa&tyaffi, and the 8th months.
Shamu, kingdom of Siam.
Sbarai, M;. former times, a ceremony that took place at the

Palace on fna day of the 1st month and which consisted in a sort of
rl

p
0 ® now-snooting

;
the nobles and the princes took part in it

i ^ i
# » ft • Man

8

(about 53 Km long by15 to 23 broad) of the Chtshima Archipelago (Kurile).
Title of nobility corresponding to that of Viscount

n 9,
ne^ *he 15 disfcricts of Tokyo, S. W. of the city, remark-abie^^large Buddhist temples which guard the tombs of 6 Tokugawa

KAof&ji. fees 2nd, Hvdstada
(+ 1632); the 6th, Ienobu (+ 1713) •

; the 9th « tehige (+1761) ; the 12th, leyoshi
(

+

1853) : and fee 14th, lemochi (+ 1866) .

y

SMb% Damyo family descended from Minamoto Yasuuji
{SmWrGenni}. Aim cabled Bue

, from the district of Kyoto where
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the family resided. — During the Ashikaga shogunate, it was one of three

families (san-kwah

)

from which the Kwanryo of Kyoto could be chosen.

Ieuji, m ft Son of Yasuuji, is the first who, at the end of the

13th century, adopted the name of Shiba.

Takatsune, iff £& ( + 1367). Great-grandson of Ieuji, joined

the party of Ashikaga Takauji, aided in the defeat of the Imperial army
at Takemshita (Suruga), and entered Kyoto (1335). The following year,

he defeated Wakiya Yoshisuke and Nitta Yoshiaki at Uryu (Settsu) ,

then he occupied the castles of Kanagasaki {Echizen) where Nitta Yoshi-

sada had intrenched himself (1337), and of Takanosu, defended by Hata
Tokiyoshi who was slain there (1338). After these victories, the

Southern party had no longer any partisans in Echizen and the sur-

rounding country. But Takatsune, after his quarrels with Takauji,

supported Tadafuyu, who having been defeated, took refuge in Echizen

(1354) . However after the death of Takauji, Takatsune became reconciled

with the Shogun Yoshiakira, and his son Yoshimasa was named Shitsuji

(minister) (1362). The peace did not last long : Takatsune quarrelled

with Sasaki Takauji and Akamatsu Norisuke. Yashiakira sent against

him Sasaki Ujiyori and HaJakeyama Yoshito, who besieged him in his

castle of Somayama {Echizen}. ffe held out for more than one year, but

finally died of sickness during; If&^sege.

Yoshimasa, H Uf (+l4l0). Son of Tukatsune, received the

title of Shitsuji in 1362 ;
Yoshimitsu having become Shdgun (1367),

changed it into that of Kwanryo. Favorite of the new Shogun, Yoshi-

masa received the government of Echizen, Etchu, Noto, Shinano, Sado,

and Wakasa. He is also known as a poet.

Yoshitake, SI &! (+ 1452). Died without an heir, and his

succession was disputed by Yoshikado and Yoshitoshi.

Yoshikado, SI H ( + towards 1480). Was son of Shibukawa

Yoshino. At the death of Yoshitake, his cousin was appointed to succeed

him, but the great vassals of Shiba, the Kai, the Asakura, the Oda re-

fused to sanction this choice and named Yoshikado. War ensued between

the two rivals and their partisans. In 1459, the Shdgun Yoshimasa

approved the nomination of Yoshikado and gave orders that all the

domains of Shiba should be restored to him: Yoshitoshi, without

relinquishing his claims, fled to Suwo. His cause came before the Court

of Kyoto, and, in 1466, the Shogun, repealing his first decision, recognised

Yoshitoshi as the legitimate heir to Yoshitake. Yoshikado refused to sub-

mit and appealed to his father-in-law Yamana Sozen; Yoshimasa alarmed,

again abandoned Yoshitoshi and named Yoshikado Kwanryo. The
following year, civil war (Onin no ran) broke out : Yoshikado was natural-

ly on the side of Sozen. After peace was restored (1477), he retired to

the castle of Kiyosu {Owari).

Yoshitoshi, n §£ (1430-1490). Hon of Ono Yoshikane. He
had been adopted by Shiba Mochitane, uncle to Yoshitake. At the death

of the latter (1452), the family named Yoshitoshi as his successor ;
but

the great vassals refused to acknowledge him and began tod&yi$e the large

domains of their lords among themselves ;
the Oda Sock Owari, the
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Asakura,^c^ge^i j^ Kai, Totomi, etc. Yoshitoshi appealed te ^9
Shogun Ydfnmiam tbwhom the rebel vassals deputed Ise Sadachika to
explain their conduct, based, they said, on the incapacity of Yoshitoshi.
The Shogun admitted their reasons and accepted their candidate Yoshi-
kado. Yoshitoshi now went to Suwo to ask help of Ouchi Norihiro. At
that tune, the sister of Yoshitoshi's wife married Ise Sadachika and the
latter returned to the Shogun to plead the cause of his new ally •

Yoshitoshi’s rights were admitted (1466). Yoshikado, helped by his
father-in-law Yamana Sozen levied an army and marched against Kyoto :
Yoshitoshi fled to the North and when the civil war broke out, he was
naturally on the side of Hosokawa Katsumoto, Sozen’

s

adversary (1467).
In 147o, he retired to Oicari, but the Oda had already occupied the
greater portion of the province of which they had been shugo-dai for
several generations, and, Yoshitoshi, finding himself powerless to regain
Ins lost domains, fled to Echizen where he died.— Yoshisato, ii ( + 1521). Grandson of Yoshikado. He tried
in vam to regain authority over his vassals

; three had gradually become
independent in the domains which had been confided to them.

Yoshimune, if£ %jt ( -f 1554). Son of Yoshisato, was defeated
by Oda Nobutomo and subsequently lolled himself.

uTT Yoshikane
« SI ( + 1572). Son of Yoshimune. He asked

the help of Nobunaga against Nobutomo, whom he besieged at Kiyosu,
and whom he defeated and killed. Yoshikane now resided at Kiyosu.
He soon after tried to shake off the authority of Nobunaga, but had to
leave Oicai i, passed into Ise, and afterwards into Kawachi, where he
died, almost in misery. — With him, the family which, for over two
centuries, had been so powerful, disappears from history.

Shiba Kokan, n) l?y in (1747-1818). Painter, was a scholar of
Suzuki- Harunobu, then of Tani Buncho. He went to Nagasaki and
learned from the Dutch the principles of perspective, until then unkown to
the Japanese. Here he also acquired a knowledge of copper-engraving,
oil-painting, etc. He likewise learned Astronomy, History, Geography'
and wrote several works.

’

Shibamura, ^ In Yamato. Was from 1615 to 1868, the
residence of a branch of the Oda family, descended from Nagamasu
brother of Nobunaga (10,000 k ).

Shiba-no-koji, /p $1 Family descended from Fujiwara Tame-
taka and attached to the temple Kofuku-ji at Nam.— Now Baron.
Shibano Ritsuzan, Sf M lb (1748-1821). Born at Takamatsu

{Sanuki), he studied at Edo and afterwards at Kyoto. Named in 1788
professor at the Shohei-kd, his lectures 011 Japanese antiquities drew
great crowds of hearers.

Shibata, $r 3£FU • City (11,500 inh.) of Ecliigo. In the 1 6th century,
domain of a family of the same name. Uesugi Kagekatsu occupied it in
1587 and when he was transferred to Aizu (1597), Hideyoshi gave it to
the Mizoguchi daimyd, who occupied it until the Restoration (50,000 k.).

Shibata, % fH . Daiinyo family from Owari and descended from
the Minamoto (Seiica-Gcnji) Was vassal of the Oda.
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Katsuie, ffl- (1530-1583). Joined in the plot formed by
Hayashi Michikatsu to replace Nobunaga by his brother Nobuyuki
(1557) ; Ikeda Nobuteru, having been sent against them, defeated them
and Katsuie submitted. In 1570, Nobunaga entrusted him with the

keeping of the castle of Chbkbji (Omi), taken from the Sasaki: Yoshi-

suke laid siege to the castle but was repulsed. After the campaign against

the Asai and the Asakura, Katsuie received the Echizen and Kaya pro-

vinces in fief(1570) and established himself in the

castle of Kita-no-shb (now, Fukui). In 1582,

he invaded Note, but the 3 daimyb of the pro-

vince, Yuza, Miyake and Nukui, appealed to

Uesugi Kagekatsu. Katsuie had made pre-

parations to fight the powerful daimyb of

Echigo, when he heard of the death of Nobu-
naga. He at once marched against Akechi

Mitsuhide, but arrived only after the defeat of

the latter. He took part in the conferences that

ended in the election of Sambbshi (Hidenobu)

as successor of Nobunaga. Very soon after, be-

ing jealous of the ever growing influence of

Hideyoshi, he resolved to get rid of him, and
when some dispute occurred between Nobutaka and the future Taikb, he

sided with the latter. War ensued : the army of Katsuie was defeated at

Sliizu-ga-take (Omi) owing to the imprudence of Sakunia Morimasa.

and Hideyoshi laid siege to Kita-no-shb. Not being able to resist such a

powerful foe, Katsuie set fire to the castle and killed himself together with

his wife and some 30 servants.— Katsuie'

s

wife was the sister of Nobu-
naga. After having been married for some time, she left Katsuie, married

Asai Nagamasa (1568), and had 3 daughters. At the death of Nagamasa
(1573) s

she returned to her first husband. When Kita-no-shb was besieged,

Katsuie begged her to escape with her children, but she refused and after

having entrusted her 3 daughters to a faithful servant who led them
to a place of safety, she met death with her husband- She was 37 years

old.— Of her 3 daughters, lodo-gimi, the eldest married Hideyoshi

;

the 2nd, Kyogoku Takatsugu

;

the 3rd, the future Shogun Hidetada.

Katsutoyo, )J# ^ (4-1583). Sob of Shibukawa Hachizaemon,

was adopted by Katsuie and. entrusted with the keeping of the castle of

Nagaliama (Omi) (1582) : he wae forced fo surrender to Hideyoshi and
died at Kyoto, the same year,

Katsumasa, (1557-1582). Brother of Sakuma Mori-

masa, adopted by Katsuie, was Skizu-gadake.

Katsuhisa, ££ !K Katmie's nephew and adopted

by him, fought at Shizu-ga-take ‘&M*’8ttbeaz the defeat, fled into the moun-
tains where he was pursued and killed.

Shiba Tatto, p] ill ^ • Japanese name of the Chinese Sumatah,
who, having come to Japan in 522, settled in Yamato and tried to spread

Buddhism, but the people refused to accept foreign gods. Later on, his 3

daughters were the first ama (Buddhist nuns)

.
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Shibata Zeshin, HJ & M (1807-1891). Born at Edo, he studied
painting under Suzuki Nanrei, later at Kyoto under Okamoto Toyo-
hiko, and according to the testimony of the most competent critics, he be-
came the most skilful artist in lacquer work that Japan has ever produced.

Shibatei, . Family descended from Fujiwara (Saionji) Saneo
(1217-1273) and attached to the Kofukti-ji temple

(Nara). — Now
Baron.

Shibavama, ^ ill

fusa.— Now Viscount.

Shibukawa, iS |l| •

Yasuuji (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Yoshiaki, % $.
the 13th century took the name of Shibukawa.

Yoshiyuki, H ff • Descendant of

Yoshiaki, was governor of Musashi and built

Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Tame-

Daimyo family descended from Ash ikaga

Son of Yasuuji in

the castle of Warabi.

Mitsuyori, r® M (- 1446) . Son of

Yoshiyuki, was named Kyushu-tandai tore-

place Imagaiva Sadayo (1395). Later on, he
shaved his head and took the name of Dochin.

Yoshikane, || • Son of Mitsuyori,
named Kyushu-tandai in 1457, defeated Ashi-
kaga Shigeuji and secured the office of kwan-
ryo to the TJesugi. He continued to govern
the Musashi province of which his descend-
ants were deprived by the Hojo of Odawara.

Shi bukwan, The 4 titles, kami,
suke, jo and sakwan, created by the emperor
Mommu (701). were the same for

the 8 ministerial dep^sie'+sts but were written
with different charaoays,

‘

Shibuya, Family descended from
Fujiwara Tadamichi (1097-1164) and, by
right of inheritance, at the head of the Bukko-ji
temple (Kyoto) and of the branch of the Shin-
shii sect bearing the same name.— Now Baron.

Shibuzawa, M • Family coming from
Musashi and ennobled in 1900.—

Shichi Fukujin, ^$»rj
seven

gods of good luck : Ebisu, Daikd&i. Wmiten,
Fukurokuju, Bishamon, Jurojin and Hotei.

The origin of this group, partly Japanese,
partly Chinese, partly Indian, is very obscure.

On leyasu’s request, the famous bonze Tenkai
(Jigen-Daishi) defined their respective attributes

and made each of them personify one of what
he believed to be the 7 sources of happiness in this world : longevity
wealth, probity, contentment, popularity, wisdom and strength. But

THE 7 GODS OF GOOD HOCK.

Daikoku
Fukurokuju Bishamon

Benlen
Jurojin Ebisu

Hotei.
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this division of their attributes has remained very uncertain and the people

often mistake their respective powers.

Shichi-hon yari, -b it . (Lit. : the 7 spears). Under this name,
those 7 warriors were known who most distinguished themselves in the

battles of the time.— Thus the 7 hon yari of the Azuki-saka battle

(Mikawa) (1542) are : Tsada Nobumitsu, Oda Nobu/usa, Okada Naotiori,

Sasa Kaisurnichi, Sasa Katsushige, Nakano Sochi and Shimogata
Masanori.— Those of Shizu-ga-take (Chni) (1583) are : Fushitna Masa-
nori, Kato Kiyomasa, Hiram Nagayasu, Kato Yoshiaki, Wakizaka
Yasuharu, Katagiri Katsumoto and Kasuya Takemri.— Those of

Kanizaka (Oivari) (1584) are : Okubo Tadatoshi, Okubo Junshiro, Okubo
Tadayo, Okubo Tadasuke, Abe Tadamasa, Sugiura Shigezane and
Sugiura Chin-ei,— etc.

Shichijo, -b 1(15 . Huge descended from Fiijitoara Michitaka

(953-995). — Now Viscount. .

.

Shichi seikwa, -b fit Seikwa.

Shichi-to, -b . — See Izu ho shichi-to.

Shi Daishi, pg frfi
• The 4 most renowned bonzes honored with

the title of Daishi : Dengyd-Daishi (Saicho), Kobo Daishi (Kukai),

Jikaku-Daishi (Ennin)
and Chisho-Daishi (Enchin).

Shi daitenno, H ^ 3E • (Lit. : the 4 great Kings of heaven).

The 4 gods who protect the world from the attacks of demons, each

guarding one of the 4 cardinal points : Jikoku, the East
; Zocho, the

South ;
Komoku, the West ; Tamon, the North.

Shido, Jjc • In Sanuki. Taira Munermri there defeated the

army of the Minamoto whilst on his way to Yashima with the emperor
Antolcu (1185).

Shi-d5, H it • The 4 branches of learning in the old University

{.Daigaku). — See Daigakuryo no shi-do.

Shi-do Shogun, P9 it % The 4 generals nair&S by the em-
peror Sujin (88 B. C.) to repress the incursions of the Ebish K&Mko in the

North, Takenunakaioa-ivake in the East, Kibitsu-hiko in the West and
Michinushi in Tarnba.

Shiga, m n In Omi, (now, Otsu). Was the Imperial residence

during the reigns of Tenchi and Kobun from 668 to 672.

Shiga-ken, Department formed by the Omi province.

—

Pop. : 740,000 inh.—Chief town : Otsu (34,500 inh ).—Pr. cities : Hi-
kone (16,700 inh.), Nagahama (10,300 inh.), etc.

Shigeno, Sf • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwd

)

ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Shigeno Sadanushi, i (785-852). Minister of the em-
perors Junwa and Nimmyo ; distinguished legist and writer. Left many
books.

• Shigenoi, 5? # • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara (San -

jo) Kinnori (1103-1160).— Now Viscount.

Shigi-san, « * ill • Mountain (500 m.) between Kawachi and
Yamato. Tradition tells us that here Soya TJmako defeated Momnobe
Moriya (587). A temple

(
Kivanki-in Sonshi-ji

)
is erected at the top, in
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honor of the god of war Bishamon. In 1333, the prince Morinaga-
shinno fortified himself here against the Hojo army. Later on (1560),
Matsunaga Hisahide constructed a castle at the same place, in which,
being besieged by Nobunaga, he killed himself (1577).

Shiho-hai, PH If . Ceremony celebrated at the Falace on the 1st

day of the year at the hour of the Tigre (3 to 5 a.m.) and during which
the emperor turns towards the 4 cardinal points, venerates the tombs of
the ancestors and prays for the prosperity of his reign and for preservation
from all calamities during the year.

Shiho-sho, 17) . Ministry of Justice created in 1885.

Shii,
,f> it In Echizen (now Shiidani). In 1232, the lwnzo

Dogen built the temple Eihei-ji there, which bey.ia.w She seat of the Sodo-
shu sect. During the Middle Ages, it was thg rssfc&ance of the Hatano
daimyo, governors of the province.

Shiinetsu-hiko, lit ^ • Called also Chin-^^^i^amishiritsu-
hiko. Submitted to Jimnu-tmnd when he made hfe ^wdition to the
East and served him as pilot. In return for that o was named
Yamato no kuni no miyatsuko.

Shiiya, § In Echigo. Here it was that Nagao Tamekage de-
feated Uesugi Akisada (1510). Was from 1698 to 1868, the residence
of a branch of the Hori family (10,000 k).

Shijo, H . Kuge family issued from Fujiwara Uona (721-783).
—— Takasuke, ^ ^ 1352). Son of Takazane, served Go-

Daigo. Named Kebiishi-betto, he endeavored to induce all the bonzes
of the Hiei-zan to join the party of the emperor, whom he
accompanied in his flight to Kasagi. When Go-Daigo
was taken prisoner, he shaved his head ; later, having
again returned to active life at the downfall of the Hojo
(1333), he fought against Asliikaga Takauji, was defeat-
ed at Otoko-yama (1336) and at Shijo-naicate (1348).
He was killed in a battle against the troops of the North.

Takatoshi, Pt (+ 1373). Son of Takasuke, continued the
war against the Ashikaga. In 1353, he defeated the governor of Kii,
then, with Yamana Tokiuji, he laid siege to Kyoto and obliged the
Shogun Yoshiakira to seek refuge in Mino ; the latter soon returned and
the party of the South was forced to retreat. In 1355, Takatoshi again
attacked the army of the Shogun, but was repulsed. He however con-
tinued the war, was successful iu several encounters but was at last slain
in battle.—His descendants at present bear the title of Marquis, and a
parallel branch, that of Baron.

Shijo-ha, El M. School of painting founded in the 18th century
at Kyoto by Matsumura Gekkei. It is also called Shijo-ryu. It produced
such men as Matsumura Keibun, Okamoto Toyohiko, Oda Kaisen, Saku-

Soen, etc.

Hhijo-nawate, PH 9£Si In Kawaclii, where Kusunoki Masa-
imtu was defeated and killed by Ko Moronao (1348). A temple (Shijo-
na wate jinja) has been erected in his honor on the neighboring mountain
of Iimori.
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Shijo-tenno, 0 fs£ 5c .§! 87th Emperor of Japan (1233-1242).

MitsuhUo, son of Go-Horikawa-tenno, was raised to the throne at the

abdication of his father, when only two years old. Fujiwara Norizane,

whose brother was Shogun at Kamakura, was named Sessho ; he died

two years later and was replaced by his father Michiie, who exercised

authority in the Palace whilst the Shikken Hdjo Yasutoki administered

the empire at his pleasure. Shijo died at the age of 12.

Shi-ju-shichi gishi, P9 -f* -fc: H ± • (Lit. : the 47 faithful samu-
rai). The 47 ronin of the Alcd (Harima) clan, who revenged the death

of their master Asano Nagatwri, by killing Kira Yoshinaka, who had
insulted him.—See Oishi Yosliio.

Shika-dai-ji, K tF • Formerly the 4 largest Buddhist temples :

Td-daiji, Kofuku-ji, Enryaku-ji, and Onjo-ji.

Shikazono, j$L §1 • Family descendant of Fujiwara (Sanjo) Sane-

fitsa (1146-1224) and attached to the temple Kofuku-ji (Nava). — Now
Baron.

Shikibunden, [11 • Or Shikiden. Formerly rice-fields allotted

to the holders of certain offices. Thus the Dajd-daijin received 40 did

(about 100 acres) ; the Sadaijin and the Udaijiti, 30 cho

;

the Dainagon,
20 did

;

the Dazai-sotsu, 10 did; the Dazai-dai-ni, 6 cho; Dazai-sho-ni

4 did

;

a governor of province, 2 cho 6, etc.

Shikibu-shd,^ W • Or Nori no tsukasa. Ministry of Ceremonies,

created in 649 and suppressed after the ^Restoration. Its functions were
to examine into the merits of the officials in reference to their advance-

ment, to fix the rewards, to superintend the University, etc. The ipini-

ster had the title of Shikibu-kyd ; subject to him were, 1 tayu, 1 shdyii,

2 taijo 2 shdjo, etc.

Shikifu, $$ it . Formerly domains allotted to officials according to

the importance of their functions.

Shiki -hyojoshu, If % jfe. Honorary members of the Council,

under the Kamakura Shogun. The title was given to military officers who
could not hold with then- own office that of Hikitsukeshfi, Mandokoro,

Monchujo, etc., but who, in the ceremonies, were connected with the

members of these administrations.

Shiki-ke, ^ % One of the 4 branches of the Fujiwara family,

founded by the 4 sons of Fuhito. The Shiki-ke comes down from TJma-

kai (694-734), Shikibu-kyd, whence the name given to his lineage This

branch was at its highest point of prosperity at the time of Momokawa
(722-779). It became extinct during the revolt of Kusuri-ko and Naka-
nari (810).

Shi-Kinai, K & ft . In 646, the emperor Kotoku gave the name
of Kinai to the country round about the capital. Later on, this region

was divided into 4 provinces ; Yamato, Kawachi, Naniwa and Yama-
shiro, which also received the name of shi (4) Kinai. In 716, Izumi was
added to them, thus forming the go (5) Kinai.

Shikine-jima, jS; #1 H • One of the 7 islands of Izu.

Shiki no Oji, M (+ 716). 4th son of the emperor Tenchi.

Had great influence during the reigns of Jito and Mommu. More than
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50 years after his death, when his son Shirakabe jg? ^ Sf&xtiMZte
the throne (769), Shiki received the posthumous titlB dr
Kasuga-no-miya no tenno. * Z“~ r*-u Z,

1

Shikitei Samba, ^ H $1 (1757-1822). of
-Edo. His best work is the Ukiyo-furo. [— -*

^2
”

Shikken, • First minister of the Sh6gu)T5f

'

i^jjg
title had its equivalent in theSessho and the KvMmpcSea ah£ykfc .

.

Yoriie having handed over the shogunate to his brother, then only 1

1

years old, their maternal grandfather Hojo Tokimasa took upon himself
the direction of affairs and received the title of Shikken, which he trans-
mitted two years later to his son Yoshitoki. In 1213, after the defeat ofWada Yosliimori, Yoshitoki assumed the title of Samurai-dokoro-betto,
and, as lie was already Mandokoro-betto, he then held both the civil (bun)
and the military

(
bu) authority, which, W& tfe$86»&nts inherited and ex-

ercised till 1333.

Shikoku, 0 m One of the 5 ktge #w*3s of Japan, so called,
because it comprised 4 provinces : Awn, SatitM, Xyo and Tom. Its area
is 18,210 Km.2 and its coast measures Km. The population num-
bers 3,015,000 inh. The 4 provinces that composed it have formed 4
departments : Tokushima, ICagawa, Ehime and Kochi, comprising 36
districts (kon), 5 large cities (ski) and 817 boroughs or villages (machi
and mura). 75 small islands are dependent upon Shikoku. It is the
most densely populated of the 5 large islands of Japan, (165 inh. to

Km.a
).

Shima, M • One of the 15 provinces of Tokaido. Comprises
1 district, which is dependent on the Mie-ken. It is the smallest in all

Japan.—Chinese name : Shishu.

flj ^fjibara, . Peninsula, S. of Hizen. Was included until

16t% iix the domains of the Arima daimyo, then passed to Matsukura
St00^a. The latter died in 1630, and his son Shigeharu began a
reign of unendurable tyranny. It happened that the inhabitants of the
island of Amakusa had then also grievances against their daimyo Terazawa
Kataiaka. In 1637, more than 30,000 men of the two clans united and
under the leadership of several veteran samurai of Konishi Yukinaga,
intrenched themselves behind the walls of the abandoned castle of Hara or
Arima and prepared for the struggle. Itakura Shigemasa who was sent
against them with 30,000 soldiers was killed whilst leading the attack
upon the fortress. Matsudaira (Okochi) Nobutsuna succeeded him and
at the head of 100,000 men, besieged Hara for 2 months before he
could take it. On April 14th 1638, he stormed the castle and all of the
37,000 men whom sword and famine had spared were put to death to
a man. — The Japanese historians are nearly unanimous in saying that
the Shimabara insurrection was a revolt of the persecuted Christians, but
although a great number of the insurgents were indeed Christians,

religion itself was in no way connected with the affair. The cause must
be sought solely in the unrelenting cruelty of the local daimyo.
Shima-kubd, Name given to the Shogun Ashikaga Yo-

sldtane, who died in exile in the island of Aicaji (1523).
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Shimane-ken, & m Department formed by the^molw*
and Ola provinces.—Pop. : 743,000 mb.—Chief town : Matsu e. (34,700

inh.)—Pr. city : Hamada (10,400 inh.).

Shimazu, fh •
Daimyo family governing Satsu-

ma since the end of the 12th century—Mmamoto Yon-

torno having had relations with the sister of Hiki Yoslu-

kazu, she was found with child and the jealousy of Masa-

ko forced her to seek refuge in Kyushu, where she

brought forth a child, which received the name of Tada-

liisa and was the ancestor of the Shimazu.

Tndahisa 3’ K Married the daughter of

Korcmune Hironobu

,

whose name he at first took. In 1186, he received

the domain oiShioda (JShinano), and then was named governor of batsu-

ma. He sent Honda Sadachika to take possession of the province in

his name and accompanied Yoritomo in his expedition to Mutsu (1181)).

He went to Satsuma in 1196, subdued Hyuga and Osumi and built a

castle in the domain of Shimazu (Hyuga), which name he also adopted.

Tadaliisa

Tadayoshi

ST\
Kjp

Yoshihisa

Tadayasn Hisatoki
i

i ..

Hisatsune Tadatsune Hisauji

Tadamune
1

Tadauji

Tadanao
(Izumi)

i

Tadaimtsu
(Saia)

Sadahisa Sukehisa

' ( Kabayama)

Ujinisa

Hisatoyo

Tadakuni
i

Suketada
(Hokugo)

1

Tomohisa
1

, .

Tatsulusa

Tadayuki Tadamasa
i

1

Tadayoshi Tadaharu Katsutiisa

Takahisa
1

Tadamasa

1

Yoshihiro
i.

Iehisa Mamahisa

Iehisa Toyohisa Tadaoki

Mitsuhisa Hisao

Tsunamis Tadataka

(Bi-sncli of Kagoshima

)

(Branch of Sadowara)

Tnkahisa H IK (1514-1571). Descendant of Tadaliisa, go-

verned the 3 provincS of Satsuma, Osumi and Hyuga. The Europeans

upon their first arrival landed in his domains at Tane-ga-shima, and from

them he learned the use of fire arms. In 1549, he received saint Prancis-

Xavier in his castle of Kagoshima.

Yoshihisa. H K (1533-1611). Eldest son of Takahisa, in

1573, defeated ltd kuketaka who came to ask the help of Otomo -Sonn.
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ihe latter came with a large army to attack the Shimazu, but was also
defeated (1578). In 1583 Yoshihisa sent his brother Iehisa to assist
Arima Yoshizumi who had been attacked by Ryuzoji Takanobu, and
the latter was defeated. Otomo Sorin appealed to Hideyoshi who
ordered Yoshihisa to return all the land which he had occupied,
with the exception of Satsuma and Osumi. Yoshihisa refused to
obey (1586), and Hideyoshi then in person directed an expedition
against the powerful daimyo, who, after some success, was defeated and
obliged to submit. The conditions of the victor were lenient : the
Shimazu retained Satsuma, Osumi and a part of Hyuga, but Yoshihisa
had to cede his domains to his brother Yoshihiro, which he did in 1587.
At his death, 30 samurai in order not to survive him, killed them-
selves.

I
- Yoshihiro, #£ (1535-1619). Brother to Yoshihisa, in 1573

defeated ltd Suketaka in Hyuga. During Hideyoshi'

s

expedition, he re-
pulsed the vanguard of the latter, commanded by Sengoku Hidehisa and
Chosokabe Motochika

;

but he was afterwards defeated and submitted
(1587). He succeeded Yoshihisa and took part in the Korean expedition.
In 1600, he fought against Ieyasu and, after the defeat of his party at
Sekigahara, returned in all haste to Satsuma. At his arrival, Yoshihisa
had him imprisoned at Sakura-jima and through the mediation of
Fukushima Masanori, obtained his pardon from Ieyasu, who gave it on
condition that he would shave his head and give over his domains to
Tadatsune.

Iehisa, ^ (+ 1587). Brother of the two preceding, in 1583
was sent against Ryuzoji Takanobu, who had invaded the domains of
Arima Yoshizumi; Tadanobu was defeated and killed, and Iehisa
took the provinces of Chikuzen, Chikugo, Hizen and Buzen. In 1586,
lie assisted Akizuki Tanezane and defeated Takahashi Shigetane, whom
he put to death. During Hideyoshi

1

s campaign in Kyfishii, he defeated
Chosokabe Motochika and Otomo Yoshimune

, and made Funai (Oita) his
stronghold. Being attacked by Hashiba Hidenaga, he was forced to
retire, into Hyuga, and finally to submit, but on the day he surrendered
to Hidenaga, he died from the effects of poison.

.
Tadatsune, J5R fa (1576-1638). Son of Yoshihiro, succeeded

his father in 1602, and the following year came to Fushimi to pay homage
to Ieyasu, who authorised him to take the name of Matsudaira and also
gave him one character of his own name. Tadatsune then changed his
name to that of Iehisa (not to be mistaken for his uncle cited above). In
1609, having to complain about the inhabitants of the Ryukyu island,
he sent Niiro Kazuuji to obtain satisfaction

; whereupon the son of the
king and 10 of his servants were taken prisoners to Kagoshima and the
Islanders had to pay an annual tribute to the daimyo of Satsuma. His
revenues thus rose to 770,000 k. In 1617, he was named Chunagon,
then Satsuma no karni and Osumi no kami.

-ion,
^ar

?
akira

> (1809-1858). Descended from the above, he

lu
*or ™ie time, saw the Shogun Ienari, who gave him one of

the characters of his name. In 1851, he personally administered the
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domains of the family. Two yearn later, fire having destroyed the Im-
perial Palace, he sent a large sum of money to aid in its reconstruction.

He busied himself very actively in forming a good army in his clan and
manifested a great attachment to the Imperial cause that was already be-

ginning to agitate men’s minds.

Hisamitsu, fA. it (1820-1887). Was brother to Nariakira,

and succeeded him. He is also called Saburo. In 1862, whilst at Kyoto
,

the Emperor asked him to escort Ohara Shigenori his envoy (chokushi

)

to the Shogun lemochi to Edo. Hisamitsu accepted and the mission

being fulfilled, the envoy’s train returning to Kyoto met some English

tourists at Namamugi, near the actual town of Yokohama. These men
made way, but the samurai of the escort wanted to force them to alight

from their horses. This they refused to do and were attacked, one of them
Richardson being killed and two others wounded. The following year,

the English government demanded satisfaction but the Shogun giving

an evasive answer, admiral Kuper with 7 vessels appeared before Kago-

shima and bombarded the city. Some time later, Hisamitsu was charged

with the defence of Kyoto, which had been taken away from the troops

of Choshu ; but owing to the tact of Saigo Talcamori, the misunderstand-

ing did not last long and the two clans united their efforts in favor of- ib-s

Imperial Restoration. Hisamitsu was then named S&ngi
, Sadaffifk

Duke, etc.

Tadayoshi, H (1840-1897). Son of Hisamtsu,
the line of conduct adopted by his father and showed himself a

supporter of the Imperial Restoration, which procured for him
decorations, etc.— At present the Shimazu family numbers 2 dukes : the

one, heir of the senior line, by Tadayoshi, adopted son of Nariafd ; the

other, heir to Hisamitsu ;— 1 count, descended from a collateral branch
which from 1603 resided at Sadowara (Hyuga— 27,000 k ) ;

— and 8
barons, created after the Restoration.

Shimazu shichi-to, & ££ -t: The 7 families, having the

largest estates and being vassals to the Shimazu of Satsuma : Niiro,

Hokugo, Jjuin, Machida, Kawalcami, Ata and Kajiki.

Shimban, $r § • Under the Tokugawa Shogun, the body guard of

the Shogun. Created in 1643, they were divided into 4 and later on into

8 sections.

Shimbetsu, JglJ . At the time of the emperor Saga, there was a

good deal of confusion about family names ; to obviate it somewhat, the

people were divided into 3 classes : Shimbetsu, descendants of the gods
;

Kobetsu, descendants from the emperors
;
Hambetsu, born in the different

fiefs. The Fujiwara, for instance, were of the first class
;
the Tachibana,

of the second.

Shimbutsu, H \% Descendant of Taira Kunika and son of

Kuniharu, governor of Shimotsulce, whom he succeeded. Having great

admiration for the noble virtues of Shinran, he transmitted his domains
to hia brother Kunitsuna and became a disciple of the renowned bonze

(ISIS),, In 1232, he was made chief of the Kosho-ji temple (Kyoto)

.

He
is KSinder of the two branches Takada and Bukkoji of the Shin-shu sect.
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Shimizu, fjf ?K • Branch of the Tokugawa family issued from

Shigeyoshi (1745-1795), son of the Shogun Ieshige. It possessed a re-

venue of 100,000 k. and formed one of the San-kyd. — See Tokugatca

Shimizu, in ?Jt . Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suioo),

ennobled after the Restoration.— Now cfeson.

Shimizu Hamaomi, ffi * St 15 (1776-1824). At first a doctor, he

cultivated Japanese literature, received lessons from Murata Harumi, and

later on, opened a school at Edo. He had great success in teaching.

Shimizutani, in & KurJe fami'y deacended from FuJvwara

(Saionji) Michisue (1090-1128).— Now Count.
,

Shimmotsu-ban, it ® $ • Under the Tokugawa, an official whose

duty it was to accept the presents offered to the Shogun by the daimyo

and hatamoto, and to distribute the gifts sent by the Shogun.

Shimmotsu-hugyo, £ ft *4f • Under the Kamakura Shogun,

an official whose duty it was to attend to the presents received or sent by

the Shogun. . _

Shimoda, T ffi
• Port S.E. of Izu peninsula. In 18o4, #

visited by Commodore Perry and opened to American commegce f tae

U.S. Minister, Townsend Harris, resided there till the port of Kanaijawa

was opened to international commerce (1859).

Shimoda-bugyo, T ffl & *T • — 8“ Uraga-bugyo.
.

Shimodate, T f® • In Hitachi. Was the residence of thedaimyo

Mizutani (1590), Matsudaira (1638), Masuyama (1663), Kuroda (l/u.i),

then from 1732 to 1868, Ishikawa (20,000 k.).
..

Shimokobe, f MU- Ancient family descended from Fujiwara

Hidesato.
. . , , . .

Yukiyoshi, • Son of Yukimitsu, received the domain ot

Shimokobe {Shimosa) in the 12th century, and took the name of that

p^
Yukihira, It ^ • Son of Yukiyoshi. He at first served the

Taira, then sided with Yoritomo. He took part in the Western cam-

paign of Noriyori (1184) and with Chiba Tsunetane defeated and rove

out the robbers that infested the environs of Kyoto ;
he then accom-

panied Yoritomo in his expedition to Mutsu (1189). He taught the art of

using the bow to the Shogun Yoriie.
c

Shimokobs »,5ryu, T « » ft 0.024-1686). Natoe ol

Yamato, was m$M)zaki Tomohira. Studied Japanese antiquities and

opened a scho<i-^&saka. Mino Mitsukuni invited him to his castle, but

Choryu declined iffie offer. He was the friend of Keichu, who published

his posthumous books. Choryu, also called Nagaru, is known as the

founder of the School which revived the study of ancient literature and

poetry.

Shimo-kvo. T • Formerly the southern half of Kyoto.

Shimomura, HF fcfr
• dn Hoashiro. From 1787 to 1823, residence

of the Tanuma daimyo (10,000 k.). . . ,

Shimonoseki, TP* Uort (42,800 mh.) at the SW. pom o

Nagato. Also called Akamagaseki, Bakican.— It was there that the
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daimyo of Choshu, Moti in June and July 1863, ordered his peo-

ple to fire on the American, Dutch and French vessels that passed through

the channel. As a consequence of this act of hostility, Shimonoseki was
bombarded, at first by the French admiral Jaures (July 1863), then by

the English and the interested powers (Sept. 1864) .— It was at Shinw-

noseki that the negotiations of peace took place after the Chinese war
(1895). The Japanese plenipotentiaries were : Count ltd Hirobumi and

Viscount Mutsu Munemitsu

;

the Chinese envoy was Li-hung-tchang

(Rikosho) who arrived there on March the 19th. On the 24tli of the

same month, when Li-hung tcliang was leaving the house of the con-

ference with the Japanese ministers, a certain Koyama Toyotaro, 26

years old, shot at him with a revolver and wounded him below the left

eye. An armistice was agreed upon and on April 17 a treaty of peace

followed, the ratification of which was signed at Chefu, May 8.

Shimdsa, T . One of the 15 provinces of the Tdkaido. Com-
prises 9 districts, 6 of which depend upon the Gliiba-ken and 3 upon the

Ibaraki-ken.— Chinese name : Soshu (with Kazusa)

.

— In ancient

times, Shimdsa with Kazusa formed only one province called Fusa no

huni

:

this province was later on divided into two, Kami-tsu-fusa and

Shimo-tsu-fusa, names which were contracted into Kazusa and Shimdsa.

Shimo-shima, T 15 • The largest island (532 Km. circuit) of the

Tsushima group.

Shimo-shima, T dll • The largest island (276 Km. circuit) of the

Amakusa (Higo
)
group-.

Shimotedo, T ^ M ln Lcashiro. From 1805 to 1868, residence

of the Tacliibana daimyo (10,000 k.).

Shimotsuke, T IF • One of the 13 proving' of the Tosandd.

Comprises 8 districts, which depend upon the Tcidhup.-ken. — Chinese

name : Yashii.— United to the Kozuke, it formed in ancient times, the

Kenu no kuni which was divided into the Kami-tsu-kenu and the Shimo-

tsu-kenu, whence the names Kozuke and Shimotsuke.

Shimotsukenu Komaro, T ^ 5? £ B (+710). Descendant of

prince Toyo-shiro-iri-hiko, son of the emperor Sujin. He greatly

aided in compiling the Code
(
ritsuryd

)

of Taiho (701), and received

orders to explain it to the princes and officials. Was Shikibu-kyo (708).

Shimotsuma, T . In Hitachi. Old castle built towards 1455, by

Tagaya Ujiie. In 1590, Hideyoshi made it a dependency of the do-

mains of Yuki (Shimdsa)

.

Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to the fief

of Mito, and from 1712 to 1868, became the residence of the limit

daimyo (10,000 k.).

Shimpo-bugyd, ffif' Sjf ifs- -fl • Under the KairuyJciira Shogun, &n

official providing necessaries, required at certains ShiihioifSt i

Shimpo-gata, # • Under the Tokugawa, an official whose duty

it was to provide necessaries at the temples placed over the tombs at Nikko,

etc. In 1746, this office was united to that of the Abura-urushi-bugyd.

Shimpu-jo, M • In Kai, to day, Tanaka-mura. Castle built

by Takeda Katsuyori after his defeat at Nagashino (1581) ;
the fol-

lowing year it was stormed by Nobunaga.
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Shimushu-jima, di 15 The most northern island of the
Kurile (Chishima), 12 Km. from cape Lopatka (Kamtchatka). Mea-

sures 60 Km. from N. to S. and 40 from E. to W.— It is this island,
that Kdd'i Gwiji tried to colonize in 1892 and which he intended to
make an out-post against the Russians.

Shina, % 2$ . China.

Shinagawa, jl| . A suburban town (92,000 inh.), lying 8. W of
Tokyo, on the seashore. —In 1854, Mito Nariaki, officially commissioned
to construct defenses against foreigners, ordered 7 forts to' be built in the
Tokyo bay, to protect the capital of the Shogun. At the end of 1868,
Pnomoto Takeaki with his men of war sailed from thence for Hakodate.
Shinagawa, m\ Jl| Samurai family of the Yatnaguchi clan (Suits>)

ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.
Shi-nagon, K $} M • 4 famous poets of the 11th century, all of

whom had the title of Nagoii : Minanwto Tsunenobu
,
Pujiwava Kintd,

Minamoto Toshikata and Fujmara Yukinari.
Shinai-numa, hi # ffl Lake (39 Km. circ.) in Ttikuzm

;
its

outlet is the Naruse-gawa.

Shina-kai, % 1$ . Chinese sea.

Shinano, fg ig One of the 13 provinces of the Tosandv Comprises
16 districts that formed the Nagano-ken.— Chinese name : Shinshn.
Shinano-gawa, fg ig Jl| . River (392 Km.) formed by the junction

of the Chikuma-gawa and the Sai^gawa, near Nagano. It passes
through Jri/araa and enters EcJiigo, passing Nagaoka, Sanjo and flows
into the Japan Sea at Niigata. — Also called Hassen-Jiassui-gawa.
Shinano no Fuji, fH in ^ :t . Name given to Mt. Ariake-yama

(2,450 m.) in Shinano.

Shinatsu-hiko, $5 it Jt i&l Hon and daughter of Jzanagi and
Shinatsu-hime, 2$ jfc -tc,]lzanami, honored as gods of tbe

wind (Shinto).

Shindo, jjiip js, • Formerly, families of low extraction that lived on
the domains of certain Shintoist temples The temple of Kaslnma
(Hitachi

) sheltered a great number of them.
Shinga, (801-879). Renowned bonze of the Shingon sect.

Was much in favor during the Seiwa-tenno reign. Has received the
posthumous title of Hoko-Daishi.

Shingaku-dowa, ifr ^ IS • Treatise of Confucianist morals, com-
posed, at the end of the 18th century, by Isliida Kampei, Tejima Toan,
Nakajima Ddni, etc. It contained a great number of illustrations and
was always in great demand.

Shingi, m Branch of the Shingon-s.hu sect, founded in tbe
12th century by the bonze Kakuhan (Kokyo-Daishi).

Shingo-keiun, H Nengd ; 767-769.
Shingon-in, s* KS • Temple in the precincts of tbe Imperial

Palace, where the bonzes gathered at appointed times to pray for tbe
peace of the country, a good harvest, etc.

Shingon-shu, h ^ • Buddhist sect founded in 806 by tbe
famous bonze Kiikai (Kobo-Daishi). — This sect, whose doctrine is con-
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tained in the sutras Dainichi-kyo and Kongocho-kyo, is based on the

{njd-bu): Kongo-kai (world of diamond), wisdom, and Taizo-kai (world of

the bosom), reason, which are destined to help man to find out the origin

of his soul and body, in order to purify all his actions and thus arri ve at

virtue and happiness without limit in Ihe illumination of Buddha. — In
Japan the Shingon-shii possesses no less than, 12,900 temples, more than

7,000 chief bonzes and 3,715,000 adherents.

Shingon-shu ni-ha, If t W - I • The two branches, Kogi and
Shingi of the Shing&n sect: the first was established by Kukai, the

second, by Kakuhan. In fact, it was 140 years after the death of the

latter, towards 1280, that the Ixrnze Iiaiyu erected Negoro-dera (Kii) as

the head of a new branch ;
but as Kakulian had founded Negoro-dera,

and his tomb being in that place, he is considered as the founder of the

Shingi sect.

Shingu, $r 'gf • City (14,000 inh.) S. E. of the Kii province, at the

mouth of the Kumano-gawa. It is said Jimmu-tenno landed here when
he made his incursion into Yamato. Ancient castle built towards 1180
by Minamoto Yulciie. In the middle of the 10th century, it belonged to

the Horiuchi daimyo. Under the Tokugawa, it was annexed to the

domains of the Wakayama and was entrusted to the cam of a jodai of

the Mizuno family. — Shingu is known especially on account of its

Shintoist temple bearing the same name.— See Kumano-jinja.

Shingun, # Sfr Formerly great tracts of land set apart for the

support of the principal Shintoist temples : Ise, lzumo, Kashima, Katori,

etc.

Shinji-ko, & it Lake (51 Km. circutu.) in lzumo. Also called

Shishiji-ko, Matsue no ko.

Shinjo, ff • In Yamalo. From 1680 to 1868, the residence of

the Nagai daimyo (10,000 k.).

Shinjo, U: • In Uzen. Old castle at first belonging to the Moga-
mi family, but from 1622 to 1868 residence of the Tozawa daimyo
(68,000 k.).

Shinjo, M Bzanch of the Tendai-shu sect founded in the 15th

century by the boos* Shinjo

Shinjo, ^ JfcSfc
(1442-1495). Bonze, founder of the Shinjo branch of

the Tendai-shu sect, lteceived the posthumous name of Jisetsu-Daishi.

Shinjo, ®f & Daimyo family descended from Fujiwara Uoiia.

Naoyori, si (1538-1612). Served Hideyoshi, who entrusted

him with the keeping of. the Yamasaki castle and styled him Suruga
no kami. In 1600, he sided against leyasu and was banished to Aizu ;

when pardoned, he received the fief of Aso (.Hitachi — 10,000 k.) (1604),

where his descendants remained till the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Shinjo-sai, jpijt # & •— See Kanname-matsuri.

Shiiyo-sai, ,%r # ft — See Niiname-matsuri.

Shinken, iUr • Name given to the new survey of land, which work
was done under the Tokugawa from 1680 to 1700. It was called

Shingen (new survey) to distinguish it from the one made by order of

Hideyoshi 100 years before.
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Shinkyu-shi, 8K In fife • Formerly messenger sent by the emperor
to the provinces that had suffered from storms, floods, etc. He brought
help to the victims and dispensed them from taxes. — See Fukan-den-
fusui-shi.

Shinnin, iff it . — See Kwan-to.
Shin no Jofuku, ^ IS

:
— See Jofuku.

Shinno, M ;£ • Title of princes of the Imperial family. They were
also called Take no sono (bamboo garden), Teiyo (imperial leaves),
Tenshi (celestial branches), Ryushu (dragon’s den), etc. — The pi-incesses
bore the title of Nai-shinno.— See Mi-Jco.

Shinnyo-Shonin, Jflt in _b A • — See Kdgaku-shinnd.

Shinno no ningoku, ^ 3E it IS1 • The 3 provinces Kazusa, Hita-
chi and Kozuke, which, in memory of Yamatotakeru, were governed only
by a prince of the Imperial family having the title of Tai-shu. The em-
peror Jumva made this law in 826. When the prince could not reside
in the province, he had a Sake to replace him.
Shinowara, ffl . In Omi. It was there that Yosliitsune, acting

by command of Yoritomo ordered Tachibana Kiminaga Taira Mune-
mori to put his son Kiyomune to death, as well as all prisoners of war
taken at the battle of Fan no ura (1185).

Shinozuka Iga no kami, 1% M fP . Descended from Hata-
keyama Shigetada. Served Nitta Yoshisada and fought in his company
against the Hbjo and the Ashikaga. After the death of Yoshisada, he
followed Otafe XJjiaki into Iyo

;

besieged in the castle of Seta by Ho-
sokawa Yoriharu and on the point of being made prisoner, he fled to the
Oki islands (1341). — His daughter, Iga no Tsubone, married Kusunoki
Masanori.

Shinra, H • Another name of the old kingdom of Shiragi (Korea)
f; v a n-Shonin, M ^ Jh A (1174-1268).

Fa.:s*^'faxnze, founder of the Shinshii sect. —
Soii CitihA kuge Hino Arinori, he was born at

Kyoto. At the age of 9, he left his parents to

become a disciple of Jichin, who initiated him
into the doctrine of the Tendai-shu sect

;
later

he followed Genku (1203) who taught him the
Jodo-shii doctrine, but he was satisfied with
neither of these systems. The question of celibacy

and abstinence imposed upon the bonzes, made
him reflect for a long time. One day, the goddess
Kwannon appeared to him in the temple of Rok-
kaku-do, and delivered him from all his doubts, for

we see him very soon after, marrying the daughter of Fujiwara Kanenori
and forming a new sect, the Jodo-shin-shu (the true sect of Jodo), also
called Monto-shu and Ikko-shu (1224). His preaching and his attacks on
the other sects, brought upoix him the animosity of the bonzes

; being
accused at Kamakura, he was banished to Echigo and was pardoned
only after 5 years of exile. In 1272, the principal temple of his sect
received the name of Hongwan-ji (Kyoto). — Since the Imperial Restora-
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the title of Kenshin-Daishi.— See Jodo-

ko-shu, etc.

. One of the 10 actual Shintoist sects
; it was

ago by Sano Tsunehiko.

^ SJfc -fill
. 6 famous poets of the 12th and the 13th

(Fujiwarn Yoshitsune, + 1206), the bonze Jien

Tadamichi), Shunzei (Fujiwara Toshinan,
Sadaie, — 1171-1241, son of the above),

Karyu (Fujiivara Ietaka, 1158-1237) and the bonze Saigyd Hoshi

(1125-1198).

Shinsai, 1ft (798-858). Kenowned bonze, disciple of Kobo-Daishi.

Born of the Ki family, he was initiated by Kukai into the secrets of the

Shingon-shu and became Ajari. In 836, whilst going to China, his boat

was shipwrecked : Shinsai was able to hold on to a floating plank and

after 23 days was .tescued by some foreign fishermen. The emperor

Montoku named him Sojo ; but Shinsai declined to accept this title be-

cause his master KvMi had never received it. The emperor gave then

Kobo-Daishi the posthumous title of Sojo whereupon Shinsai wasinduced

to accept the goffered title.

Shinshiru-jima, $r £tl itfj • Island (110 Km. long from N. E. to S.

W.) of the Chishima (Kurile) archipelago.

Shinsho-ji, Famous temple of Narita (Shimosa), dedicat-

THE TEMPLE SHINSHoJI AT NARITA.
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cd to Fudd. It belongs to the Shingon sect. The statue of Fudd which
is venerated there was, according to some, sculptured by Kobd-Daishi,
according to others, brought by him from China. At the time of the
revolt of Taira Masakado, it was transferred to that place from the
temple Takao-zan by the bonze Kwancho, and it was due to the intercession
of Fudd that the defeat of the rebel was attributed (940). When the civil

ware were terminated, Kioancho intended to return the statue to Takao,
but all efforts to lift it proved ineffectual and, in a dream, the god declared
his intenfesla yif^tayiug at Narita in order to protect and to civilize the
eastern prc?$£Sss. The emperor Shujaku then ordered a large temple to
be oonstranlS^Kiid endowed it with great revenues. The present build-
ing dates from 1701. In the treasury of the temple a sword is found
presented by Shujaku to Fudd to thank him for his protection, arrd the
touch alone of this sword is said to cure insanity and deliver from the
possession of the fox.

Shinshu, ft . Chinese name of Shinano province.

Shin-shu, & if? . Buddhist sect. — See Jodo-shin-shu.
Shinto, it • '• ways of the spirits.) Shintoism, national reli-

gion of Japan. — Properly speakitrg, Shintoism is rrot a religion : it has no
dogma, rro moral code nor sacred book, and really consists in a somewhat
confused mixture of the veneration of ancestors arrd nature worship. The
absence of a code of morals, is accounted for by the innate perfection of the
.Japanese people, who descending from the gods

(kami), have rro evil in-
clinations to overcome like the Chinese and the Western nations, and
whose manners arrd customs never need reform. — The Shinto mythology
mentions a first god Aine-no-minakanushi (lord of the middle of heaven)
who remained motionless itr the centre of the universe at the time of the
creation, or who, according to others, was the first born at Takama-ga-hara
(plain of heaven) . After him, come Takamimusubi, Kamimusubi, Umashi-
ashikabi-hiko, ICunitokotachi, ICunisatsuchi, Togokunnu

;

then Uichini
arrd Suichini, Tsunukui arrd Ikukui, Otonochi and Otomabe, Omotaru and
Kashikonc, arrd finally Izanagi and Izanami, the two that created Japan
and an infinite number of gods. Of them were bomAmaterasu-6-mikami,
Tsukiyomi no mikoto and Susa7io-o no mikoto. Amaterasu sent her
grandson Ninigi no mikoto to rale over Japan. He is the great-grand-
father of Jimmu-tennd, first Emperor.— Shintoism has personified all

the forces and all the phenomena of nature, and sought to render
them propitious

; whence, the gods of the wind, of the sea, of the
mountains, of epidemics, etc., it even added to them the gods of food, of
the kitchen, of the hearth, etc. In the beginning, there was no other-

temple but the Imperial Palace, a very rudimentary construction, not
differing from the common huts of the people ©xcapt in size. The cere-
monies consisted especially in purifications arrd ablutions. The temple of
Ise was the first erected outside of the Palace, and an Imperial princess
had to wateh over the 3 treasures, the mirror, the sword and the jewel,
transmitted by Amaterasu to her descendants. Shintoism, as a national
and religious ceremonial, remained in this state of simplicity till the intro-

duction of Buddhism (552). It was soon, supplanted by the new religion,
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which brought more profound metaphysics and a higher moral code as

also a moie solemn ritual. Some conservatives tiled to uphold the ancient

institutions, but they had to give way to the bonzes when they establish-

ed the Ryobu-shinto, and from that moment, if we except a few ceremonies
peculiar to the Palace and the great temples of Ise and Jzumo, the two
cults were merged into one. This state of affairs continued to the 18th
century, when the works of Kamo Mabuchi, Motoori Norinaya, Hirata
Atsutane, etc. brought about a reaction in favor of the national religion

and against Buddhism and Confucianism which were of foreign origin.

The Bestoration completed the work, and since 1868, Shintoism is the
only State religion, which means that the State is without religion. — At
present, Shintoism counts 163,861 temples served by 16,093 kannushi. It

is divided into 10 sects or banches, which differ only in a few details of

ceremony, their universal moral being comprised in this only precept

:

“ Follow the impulse of your nature and obey your Emperor.” These
10 branches are : 1 Shinto-honkyoku (to it are attached the Tenri-

kyokwai, Kinlco-kyokwai, Maruyama-kyokwai, etc.); 2 O-yashiro-ha
{Jzumo ) ; Taisei-kyokwai (to which belongs the Remmon-kyokwai

;
4

Ontake-kyo

;

5 Kannarai-kyo

;

6 Shusei-sha

;

7 Kurozumi-ha

;

8 Fusd-kyd

;

9 Shinri-kyo ; 10 Misogi-kyo (formerly called Tokami-kyo).
— In 1900, the Jingu-kyo was officially declared not to be a religious

sect. In a population of 47,400,000 inhabitants, statistics show
18,800,000 to be Shintoists.

Shinto-honkyoku, S'i' • One of the 10 existing Shintoist

sects. Its principal temple is that of Ise.

Shinto-kata, itt Jj Under the Tokugawa, an official subject to

the Jisha-bugyo and especially charged with the care of the Shintoist tem-

ples and ceremonies. This title was hereditary in the Yoshikawa family.

Shiojiri-toge, Ejji fib • Mountain pass (1060 m.) in Shinano, N.
of lake Smea. Takeda Shiftmen gained a victory there over the Hojo of

Odawara (1545).

Shionoritsu-hiko, S ^ M Warrior who led the first ex-

pedition sent to Korea by the emperor Suinin (29 years B. C.) in order

to help Mimana against Shiragi.

Shionoya-jo, Old castle built at the end of the 12th

century by Shionoya Tomoyoshi in the district of Shio-no-ya in Shimo-

tsake (village of Kawasaki, Horie-yama) and which his descendants kept

for several generations.

Shioyaki-O, H jtg I (+ 764). Grandson of the emperor Temmu
and son of Niitabe-shmno. The rebel Fujiwara Nakamaro chose him as

successor to Junnin-tenno ; but after the defeat of his party, he was put to

death.

ShirabySshi, 0 ^ . Ancient dances established by Shima no

Chitose and Waka no Mae (1115). Dressed in a white suifcan, wearing

an eboshi and carrying a large sword, girls performed dances that became
fashionable and which, because of the i were also called otoko-mai

(boys’ dances). Later on, the eboshi arid sword were dispensed with.
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; ;
The name shirabyd$i'£$0\ieA equally to the dance and to those who

performed it.
t

„
*

Shiragi, Ig • One of the ancient kingdoms of Korea. Also called

Shinra, and habitually the enemy of Japan, which was frequently obliged
to send expeditions thither to repel attacks upon Mimana and its other
vassals or allied states. The Shiragi kingdom, established in the year 57
B. C

,
enlarged itself at the expense of its neighbors but was at last

destroyed in the year 934.

Shirahata, 0 ffi In Harima. (Akamatsu-mura)

.

Old castle

built towards 1110 by Minamoto Suefusa, who from that time assumed
the name of Akamatsu. His descendants resided in it for more than 3
centuries. When Mitsusuke had assassinated the. Shogun Yoshinori. he
sought shelter in that place, but being attacked by Yamana Mochiloyo,
he killed himself and the castle was destroyed. (1441).

Shirai, & # • In Kozuke (Nagao-mura). Under the Asliikaga,
domain of the Uesugi, who left its administration to the Nagao family.
Uesugi Norizane went there at the time of his difficulties with Ashikaga
Mochiuji (1438), and from there, governed the two provinces of Kozuke
and Echigo. Seized by Takeda Katsuyori in 1571, the castle was re-

taken by Uesugi Kenshin, from whom it was again captured fefie
Hojo of Odawara. In 1590, Teyasu gave it to Honda Hirotaka.
abandoned in 1623. |w%8v
Shirakami-misaki, £ fif* itf . Cape S. oiOshima {Hokkaidfir™
Shirakawa, (A M • Town (14,000 inh.) of the lwaki province. —

In 1189, Yoritomo, after having defeated Fujiicara Yasuhira, divided
his domains among his officers : Yuki Tomomitsu received the district of
Shirakawa ; his grandson Sukehiro built a castle there (1289) where his
descendants resided and remained the faithful partisans of the Southern
dynasty. They were dispossessed by Hideyoshi in 1590. Under the
Tokugawa, the castle belonged successively to the daimyo Gamo (1590),
Niwa (1627), Sakakibara (1643), Honda (1649), Olcudaira (1681)
Matsudaira (1692), Hisamatsu (1741) ; and lastly from 1823 to 1868
Abe (100,000 k.).

Shirakawa, 0 Jl| • Kuge family descended from Kiyohito-shinno,
son of the emperor Kwazan (985-986).— Now Viscount.

Shira-kawa, 0 Jl| • Small liver that rises in the Nyoi-dake, E.
of Kyoto, passes through the village of Shirakawa, around the Higashi-
ya?na and ent rs the Kamo-gawa. It has given its name to the whole
region it traverses E. of the Kamo-gawa : thus we have the Shirakawa-
den, the Shirakauia-kitadono, etc.

Shirakawa-den, fi M ® • At first a villa of Fujiwara Yoshifusa,
near Kyoto, became afterwards the retreat of the emperor Shirakawa.
After his death (1129) it was transformed into a temple with the name
Hosho-ji, and in its precincts were gradually constructed the Sonsho-ji,
the Saisho-ji, the Ensho-ji the Seishd-ji, and the Ensho-ji which were
called the Rokusho-ji. They were nearly all destroyed during the Shokyu
war (1221), and the Hosho-ji, during the Onin war (1467).
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Shirakawa-kita-dono, & }6J At Mi • PaUweif^itf where
the emperor Sutoku resided, and which was burned 'M(riOfiioto Yo-

sliitomo during the Hogen war (1156).

Shirakawa-tenn5, 0 72nd Emperor of Japan (1073-

1086) . Sadahito, at the age of 10, succeeded his father Go-Sanjo. His
reign was filled with the wars undertaken against the bonzes of Hieizan
(Enryaku-ji

)

and of Mii-dera. At the age of 33, he abdicated in favor of

his son Horikawa, then 9 years old
;
but, continuing to govern, he organized

his own court, chose a minister to his liking, (in-betto), guards (hokumen no
bushi), etc. In 1096, he had his head shaved by the bonze Ryonin and
took the name Yukaku with the title of Ho-6. A fervent Buddhist, he
spent considerable sums of money in building temples, and, in order to

get the money, he sold the governorship of provinces, etc. The term of

office was at first to last only 4 years, then 6, then for life, and finally

became hereditary, thus establishing the feudal system in the country
which gradually supplanted the nobility of the Court and substituted the
rule of the Shogun for the Imperial authority.— Shirakaica died in 1 129,
after a reign of more than 50 years.

Shirane, 0 • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan
(Sum),

made noble after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Shirane-zan, 0 0 . A group of mountains on the boundaries of

Kai and Sldnano ; the principal summits are the Nodori-zan (3000 m.),

the At no take (3100 m.), the Kaiga^-Mr. (3150 ra.).

Shirane-zan, 0 Ui • Volcano (2*340 m.) on the boundaries of

Kozuke and Sldnano. Also called Am~yama.
Shirane-zan, 0 0 . Volcano (2560 m.) between Shimotmke

and Kozuke. Was in eruption in 1889.

Shiretoko-saki, £n J5|5 tf# • Cape S.E. of Kitami (Hokkaido).

Shiribeshi, ^ . One of the 11 provinces of Hokkaido. Com-
prises 17 districts (kori). — Chief city : Otaru (57,000 inh.). — Formerly
called Shirebitsu.

Shiribeshi-gawa, & sS Jll. River (135 Km.) rising in Iburi, passes

through Shiribeshi and enters the Japan Sea at Isoya.

Shiribs^i'yaina, lU- Mountain (2400 m.) on the bound-
aries of fsMrvhiishi and Ibun. Also called Ezo-Fuji.

Shiriy%-feki, jffij ^ itef . Cape, N. E. of Mutsu. Also called Fujiishi-

saki.

Shiro, i# Castle, redoubt, Comprising a certain number of buildings

protected by a wall and surrounded by large ditches. To erect a shiro,

the daimyo needed special authorization from the Shogun -in default of

which, they could only possess a jin-ya (kind of intrenclnnent)

.

Shiro, ft In olden times, measure for surfaces. 1 foot (Koma-shaku)
square formed 1 bu (4m.2

55), and 5 bu 1 shiro (22m.2
75).

Shiroishi, 0 ifj . In Iwaki. Ancient castle belonging to the
TJesugi. Date Masamune besieged it and occupied it in 1600, uniting it

to the domains of his family. Date, Uesugi, and all the dmmjfS of the
North, met together in council in that place, in 1868, and decided to help

the Aizu clan against the Imperial army.
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Shishibito-be, 5*? A bK • Formerly servants whose duty it was to
prepare the meats of the royal table. Their chief bore the title of Shi-
shibito-ason.

Shishin-den, * JR ® . Or better, Shishii-den. Building of the
Imperial Palace of Kyoto, which contained the throne hall. It measured
20 m. from E. to W. and 15 m. from N. to S. The sages of China were
represented on the movable partitions. This hall was decorated by the
most skilful painters of the time. It served for solemn receptions : corona-
tions, New Year’s receptions, etc

Shi-shinno-ke, IB & £ ^ The 4 families of royal princes :

Fushimi no miya, descended from Einin-shinno (1356-1416), son of the
emperor Suko ; — Arisugawa no miya, descended from prince Yukihito
(1654-1699), son of the emperor Go-Sai-in

;

— Katsura no miya,
descended from prince Masahito (1552-1586), son of Ogimaclii-tenno ;— Kan-in no miya, descended from Naohito-shinno (1701-1752), son of
the emperor Higashi-yama. — See Miko.

Shi-sho-kaidan, IB - The 4 temples where a kaidan
was erected for the purpose of imposing the Buddhist precepts (Am) :

Todaiji, Yakushi-dera, Kwannon-ji and Enryaku-ji.— See Kairitsu-
shii.

Sbi-shoku, IB S5t • — See Muromachi shi-shoku.

Shishu, • Chinese name of the Shima province.

Shita san-bugyo, T H % ff • Under the Tokugawa, the people
called the Fushin-bugyo, J£obu$hin-bugyd and Sakuji-bugyo by that
name.

Shi-ten, 0 3c . This name was formerly given to 4 faithful samurai
who formed the body-guard of their suzerain, fought for him and frequent-
ly, died with him. The best known are

;

(«) — the shi-ten of Minamoto Yorimitsu (944-1021) : Watanabe no
Tsuna, Sakata no Kinioki, Usui no Sadmnichi and Urabe no Suetake.

(6) — the shi-ten of Kiso Yoshmaka (1154-1184) : Imai Kanchira,
Higuchi Kanemitsu, Tate Chikatada and Nenoi Yukichika.

(c) — the shi-ten of Minamoto Yoshitunc (1159-1189) : the 2 brothel's
Kamada, Morimasa and Mitsumasa, and the 2 brothers Sato, Tsuginobu
and Tadanobu.

(d) — the shi-ten of Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582): Shibata Katsuie,
Takigawa Kazumasu, Niwa Nagahide and Akechi Mitsuhide.— Some
families likewise had their shi-ten, i.e. their 4 principal vassals. Thus the
shi-ten of the Yiiki family were : Tagaya, Mizutani, Yamakatva and
Iwakami ;— those of the Ashina were : Hirata, Matsumoto, Sase and
Tomita.

Sbi-tenno, IB 3^ 3E • — See Shi-daitenno.

Shitoku, S • Nengo of the Northern dynasty : 1384-1386.
Shitsubushi, ® ^ • Formerly, bureau of tfrj Minister of Finance

whose duty it was to watch over the manufacture otla&itrerware.
Shitsuji, & i£ . Under the shogunate of K(&ne$itvra, vice-presi-

dent of the Mandokoro. The president had the title of Betto, reserved to
the Shikken Hojo. The sldtsuji acted as first minister of the Sliikken. —
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Under the Aghsk&ffc,' ^akauji named 2 shitsuji at Kyoto, Ko Ifbrmm
and Uesugi Tomosada. In 1362, the title of shitsuji, then borne by
Shiba Yoshimasa was changed to kwanryo. — At Kamakura, the son of
Takauji, Yoshialcira, having assumed the title of Kwanto-kwanryd,
Uesugi Noriaki received that of shitsuji, which was however changed to
kwanryo, when the Ashikaga of Kamakura were designated, as well as
those of Kyoto, by the title of Kubd. — The vice-president, of the
Monchujo also had the title of shitsuji, which, under the Kamakura and
the Kyoto Shogun, was hereditary in the Ota and the Machino families.

Shizai, JE IP • Capital punishment inflicted upon great criminals.—
In the Taiho code, there were only two ways of executing criminals :

strangulation
(
kozai)

and decapitation (zanzai). Under the Tokugawa,
5 ways were introduced :

(a) — Zanzai

:

simple decapitation.

(ft) — Hi-aburi

:

punishment by fire (reserved to incendiaries).

(c) — Sarashi-kubi

:

decapitation followed by the exposure of the
cru$£jpp'$ head

Haritsuke : the criminal was attached to a post (later on
ar«I pfereed with a lance. ?' •

(e) — NoJcogiri-biki

:

reserved for the foulest crimes. This punishment
consisted in making wounds on the two shoulders of the guilty person, and
besmearing a saw with blood from the wound, as if to indicate that the

torture had been performed with that instrument. After two days expo-
sure along the road side, the condemned was led through the streets and
crucified.— These punishments were administered only to the lower
classes. The samurai had the privilege of committing harakiri. — See

Tokugavoa-keiho.

Shizoku, ‘i Wi • Name given to the former class of samurai
(military caste) since 1878. — Among a population of 46,601,688 inb.,

Japan, in 1899, numbered 2,104,698 shizoku, i.e. 4 \°/o.

ShizU"f^trJk«, & • Hill in Omi,
between me of Kagu and Yogo.

Shibata t-«my, commanded by
Sakutna was defeated in that

place by Mfchtj&gki -(1583).

Shizuka - W ftI • llancing

girl of Kyoto, who became the mistress of

Minamoto Yoshitsune. "When Yoritomo

intended to assassinate his brother through

the agency of the bonze Tosabo Shoshun
(1185), Shizuka gave notice of it to her

lover, who thus had time to save bitns If

and kill his assailants. Forced to take

flight, Yoshitsune sent Shizuka back to

Kyoto, from where Yoritomo brought her

to Kamakura and vainly sought to make
her reveal the hiding place of his brother.

Masako, knowing her great skill, asked her to dance before her,
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Shizuka obstinately refused. Yoritomo however forced her to dance,

accompanied with the music of cymbals by Hatakeyama Shigetada
whilst Kudo Sukelsune played the tambourine. During the dance she

improvised a doleful love song to the illustrious exile. Yoritomo, much
displeased ordered her child which was born soon after, to be killed by
Adachi Kiyotsune, and sent her back to Kyoto.

Shizuki-yama, 4b j] ill • Hill near Ilagi (Nagato), the possession

of the Mori daimyd who had a castle erected on its summit.

Shizuoka, IS] • Chief town (42,200 inh.) of the Shizuoka-ken
and Suruga province ; formerly called Sumpu, Funai, Fuchu. Under
the Ashikaga, this city was the residence of the Imagaiva daimyd, the

governor's of Suruga. Takeda Sliingen occupied it in 1569. After the

ruin of the Takeda (1582), Tokugawa Ieyasu, receiving the 2 provinces

of Suruga and Totomi in fief, left Hamamatsu for Sumpu, where he
'"SAicted a castle. Transferred to Edo in 1590, he was replaced by Naka-
A$$fyra Kazuuji. After Sekigahara (1600), he placed Naitd Nobunari
'there, then in 1606, his own son Yorinobu, and after having transmitted

the administration of the shogunate to Hidetada, he retired thither him-
self and died at that place (1616). In 1625, Tadanaga, son of Hidetada
was transferred thither from Kdfu (Kai

)

and when he was dispossessed,

(1632), Sumpu remained the property of the Shogun. — See Sumpu-
kaban, Sumpu-jodai. — At the time of the Restoration, the Imperial

army on its march to Edo, entered Sumpu, March the 5th 1868. At the

end of the civil war, Sumpu became, from 1869 to 1897, the place of re-

tirement of the last Shogun, Keiki. The name was changed to Shizuoka.

Shizuoka-ken, $$ (23 If® . Department formed by the provinces of

Totomi, Suruga and lzu (exc3pt the islands that belong to the last pro-

vince). — Pop. : 1,295,000 inh. — Chief town : Shizuoka (42,200 inh.).

Pr. cities : Hamamatsu (19,600 inh.), Numazu (12,000 inh.), Nagata
(11,200 inh.), Shimada (11,000 inh.).

Sho, 1*4 • Family of the ancient lungs of the Ryukyu archipelago. —
Now Marquis.

Tai, M (1843-1901). Was dispossessed in 1879, and in com-
pensation, was received into the Japanese nobility.

Sho-an, • Nengo : 1171-1174.

Sho-an, iE • Nengo

:

1299-1301.

Shobanshu, 40 # M Officials of high rank who, under the Ashi-

kaga Shogun, accompanied the Shogun in his travels. In 1421, Yoshi-

mitsu, being invited to visit Ise Sadatsune, for the first time gave this

title to Hatakeyama Mitsuie. The members of the Shiba, Hosokaioa

and Hatakeyama families, before being named kxoanryo, and also the

daimyd skilful in military exercises, were chosen as shobanshu.

Shdbikdchin, jtg % ^ ^ • Formerly a banquet given by a noble

or an official upon the occasion of his promotion to a higher rank. This

custom, having brought about many abuses, was suppressed by Fujiwara
Tokihira at the beginning of the 10th century.

Sh5bo, ^ “ft (832-909). Famous bonze of the Sliingen sect. Son
of a prince of the Imperial family, at the age of 16 he placed himself
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under the She famous Shinga, became Ajari, Sojo, etc., and
received Sjc-; title of Rigen-Daishi.
Shobutsu, ^ • Bonze of the Hiei-zan ; having lost his sight, he

became a player on the biwa
(biwa-hoshi

)

and is the first who borrowed
his long recitals from the Heike-monogatan, etc.

Sbochfi, IE H • Nengo : 1427.

Shochu, IE 4* • Nengo : 1324-1325.
Shoden, ^ • God of wisdom (Buddh.) especially invoked to

remove obstacles from an undertaking. Also called Kwangi-ten.
Shodo-shima, /J' a Ws} • Island (120 Km. circum.) of the Inland Sea,

in the Harima-nada. Belongs to the Sanuki province.

Shodo-Shonin, B M _h A • Bonze (735-817) who, in 767, built
the first tempie of Nikko (then Niko-zan or Futara-yama)

; and called
it Shihonryii-ji. He rebuilt it on a larger scale in 808 and named it

Honryu-ji. — See Nikko.

Sho-en, $£ ® • Formerly, domains with which the emperor
rewarded princes or high officials. The possessors of sho-en, called shoji,
at first had only the produce of these lands, the land itself remain-
ing imperial property

;
but they were exempt from taxes and not subject

to the provincial government. Their number gradually increased

;

some lords, on tlieir own authority, gave the name of sho-en to their
domains, dispensed justice, levied heavy taxes, etc. In the 11th century,
half of the country was thus converted into sho-en domains. Vainly
did some emperors enact laws against this state of affairs. Yoritomo,
however succeeded in notably diminishing their number and imposed on
all an annual taxation of 5 sho (9 litres) of rice per tan (lO sctea). — The
shoji were often absent from their domains and had
by a jito. "

Shoen-hoshinno, '14 fflj & H 3E (1292-1347). 4'm ism of the em-
peror Go-Uda. At the age of 15, he became bonze- tbs Ddikaku-ji
and obtained for this temple great donations from his feltes. Received
the posthumous name of Nanchi-in.
Shogaku-in, . School established at Kyoto in 881 by

Ariwara Yukihira for the youth of noble families. The director, who
bore the title of Betto, was the highest kuge of the Minamoto clan.
Lnder the reign of Toba tenno (1108-1123), this office became hereditary
in the Kuga family. In 1383, Go-Komatsu gave this title to the Shogun
Yoshimitsu, he being the chief of the Minamoto (Genji no choja), and
from that time, it became but an honorary title added to those of the
Shogun. The Tokugawa bore it also.

Shogen, ic % • Nengo : 1207-1210.
Shogen, IE tc . Nengo : 1259.

Shogun, W- — See Sei-i-shi.

Shogun-zuka, 5(£ Ifc . When the emperor Kivammu had chosen
Kyoto as his capital (794), he ordered a statue of clay, 8 feet high, to be
made, covered it with armor, put into its hands a bow and arrows,
and had it buried on a hill (Kwacho-zan), E. of the city. This was to
be the god protecting the city and expected to keep away all evil minded
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men or spirits. The eminence covering this tomb is called Shogun-zuka
(tomb of the Slwgun) The popular belief is that the famous Shogun
Sakanoe no Tamuramaro (+ 811) is buried there and that when some
danger threatens, the city, a noise comes from the tomb.
Shohan-gakko, It ^ ^ $5C (Lit. : schools of the different clans). In

the first 100 years that followed the accession of the Tokugmoa to the
sliogunate, the instruction of the young samurai had been very much
neglected. If we except the Shohei-kd of Edo, there was no public
school, and it was in order to obviate this inconvenience that in the 18tli
century the daimyo of the large estates established schools in their re-
sidence to which the most distinguished professors were invited. The
rules and curriculum were similar to those of the Shohei-ko of Edo. At
first, only Chinese literature and military art were taught, but later, the
study of Japanese antiquities and the little of European sciences that had
been able to gain admission into the country through Nagasaki, were in-
troduced. There were boarders and day scholars, entering at the age of 7
or 8, and leaving at 20. Instruction was given free of charge; all ex-
penses connected with the maintenance of the school being met by the
daimyo. The principal schools of this kind were :

(a) — At Nagoya, the Meinn-do, £ £ established in 1749, by
Tokugawa

(Owari) Munechika

:

its curricatam embraced Japanese,
Chinese, mathematics, writing, ceremonies, and bow-shooting.W— At Mito, the Kodo-kwan

|jg gg founded in 1838 by Tokugaica
Nanaki, with the help of Fujita Toko, eta. Tbfe school was divided into
two sections one

(bunkwan) for literary sfesdb?., and the other (buktoan),
for military arts.

(c)— At Kanazawa (Kaga), the Meinn-do Hj] fj£ ^ (1792). (Japan-
ese, Chinese, medicine, mathematics, writing, politeness, astronomy) and
the Kyobu-ktvan, and Sbyu-hvan Hi; M (military arts).

(d) — At Wakayama
(Kii), the Gakushil-kivan, f* flfj (1713),

which, to the ordinary studies, added the Dutch language.
(e) — At Kagoshima {Satsuma), the Zoslii-kwan, ig ± (1773)

and the Embu-hcan, (school of medecine).

GO— At Kumamoto (Higo), the Jishu-kwan, B# ^ (1752), for
literary studies, and the Tozai-ryosha, ^ ^ ^ for military arts.

(g)
— At Hagi (Choshu), the Meirin-kwan PJj (1 718), and the

Denshu-do * « % for the European sciences.
(h)— At Kochi (Tosa ), the Kyoju-kwan, founded in 1760

and replaced in 1860 by the Chido-kwan, -g .

(*) At Sendai, the Yoken-dd ^ 'jg' (1736), where music and the
-tiussian and Dutch languages were taught.

CD— At Wakamatsu (Aizu), the Nisshin-kwan, (1 (1788).
(A;)— At Yonezawa (Dewa), the Kojo-kwan, & ft- tt (1797), Was

especially a school of Confucianism
; the Embu-kd, arid Kosei-

do, /£ ^ for medecine and military arts.

W — At Okayama (.Bizen), the Kankolm-gakkp (1669),
founded by Ikeda Mitsumasa with Kumazawa Ry&kst. In the Okaya-
ma clan, learning was held in highest esteem.
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(in) — At Kyoto, the Horikawa-gakko, #fj M ^ founded by ltd
Jinsai.

.

— Osaka, the KwaUokusho-in, ^ fg ^ |g (1720), established
by Nakai Shuan.
Shohata, In Owari. Old castle of the Shiba daimyd,

governors of the province, who entrusted its administration (as well as
that of Inuyama, Kiyosu, etc.) to the Oda family. Nobuhide, profiting
by the dissensions that were weakening his lords, occupied the castle of
Nagoya in 1532, where he established himself after having abandoned
the one of Shohata.

Shohei, j£ ^ . Nengo : 1346-1369. — Or Shohyo.
Shohei-ko, n fee • School founded by the Shogun Iemitsu (1630),

at 8hinobu-ga-oka (Edo). It was but a library, at first called Kobun-in, in
which Hayashi Kazan gave his lectures on iiterature. Later on, Tokn-
gawa Yoshinao built a temple there where Confucius was venerated, and
Japanese literature and history were taught. Transferred in 1690, to
Yushima-dai under the name of Seido, it received the name of Gakumon-
jo in 1797, and was very prosperous till the middle of the 19th century.

Sh5ho, IE • Nengo : 1644-1647.
Shohyo, JE ^ • Nengo : 1316-1369.— Or Shohei.
Sho-in-ban, itf § . Under the Tokugawa Shogun, samurai

guarding the interior of the Palace of Edo ; they accompanied the Shogun
in his outings and attended him in the ceremonies.

Shoji, IE ia Nengo : 1199-1200.

3E T*} • Formerly a title given to the possessors of the sho-en.
Sitepi-ko, if! • Or Shojin no ko. Lake (9 Km. in circura.) in

W. of Mount Fuji. Called also Ishise no mizu-umi.
, ^ Son of the Kwampaku Fujiwara Mototada, became
«5Wi«

;

ar)d rose to the highest dignities, Dai-scjo, Todaiji-betto, Daigozasu,
efeL 1331, he helped Go-Daigo to escape to Mt. Kasagi ; made
prisons!* at the same time as the emperor, he was banished to Shimosa,
then returned to the To-daiji after the ruin of the Hbjo (1333).

Sh5jo, 21 * . Fantastic beings having the body of a monkey, with
long red hair falling on the shoulders

;
they were believed to be especially

fond of sake (rice-wine).

Sho-jo, /J' ip; .
(Lit. ; small vehicle). Shaka classed men according to

the knowledge they had of his doctrine, 1st the simple
(shomon), 2nd the

enlightened
(engaku

)

and 3rd the truly wise (bosatsu)

.

To these 3 classes
there are three corresponding periods or rather 3 degrees in the teaching of
his doctrine. (See san-ji-kyo). The first, called small vehicle, (shojo or
Hinayana) and especially spread at Siam and at Ceylon, is known under
the name of Buddhism of the South; the 2nd, great vehicle (daijo or
Mahayana) propagated at first in China then in Korea and Japan, is

known as the Buddhism of the North.
Shoka, IE Nengo: 1 257-1258.
Shokei, _t • Formerly high officials of the Kiroku-jo. — Also

Daijm or Nagon exercising a temporary office at the Palace, such as that
of Naiben, etc.
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Shokoku, *0 ® - TJndsr the Ashikaga Shogun, title borrowed from
China and designating the Dcxjs-daijin.

Sh5kon-sha, t&tik Temples erected in several cities to the
manes of the soldiers who died for the Imperial erase. — The best known
is that of Tokyo {Yasukum-jmja) bailfe on the heights of Kudan

(Koji

-

machi).

Shoko-tenno, ??> jt % M 101st Emperor of Japan (1413-1428).
Mi,Into succeeded his father Go-Komatsu at the age of 12. He was
raised to the throne by the Shogun Yoshimochi contrary to the treaty of
1392, by which the sovereign had to be chosen alternatively from the
two branches of the Imperial family

; no wonder then, that this election
caused several revolts among the ancient partisans of the Southern
dynasty. This reign, besides, is filled with the civil wars occasioned by
the rivalry of the great families to obtain the title of Kwanryo, either of
Kyoto or of the Kwanto. Shoko died at the age of 27, leaving no heir.

Shokyu, 7% X • Nengo : 1219-1221.

Shokyu no ran, 7ktK%\, The civil war of the Shokyu era.—
After the death of Sanetomo, last of the Minamoto Shogun (1219), Fuji-
wara Yoshitsune, then 2 years old, was chosen by the 116jo to succeed
’Sim, $**£ YmkUtfii osatinued to govern. A little later (1221), the em-
peny in favor of his son. There then were 3 ex-

$chi-in), Tsuchimikado
(Chu-in), and Juntoku

.

s and Juntoku resolved to get rid of the Hojo, and an
kf provinces to levy troops and march against

0& testing &Is, Hojo Yoshitoki, after taking the advice of his
astet Oe Hiromoto, sent a large army against Kyoto under

4 OE3mrciftRd,o£,hj6 amis Yasutoki and Tomotoki and his brother Toki-
• S'h^sfevesai 'thousands of samurai who had answered the call of

•'fie p&parc^
: f«c| defeated at Uji and at Seta: the Kamakura army

j&§6to, and Yoshitoki took his revenge. The young
ffleposed, his father Juntoku exiled to Sado and

Go-Toba to Oki. Although Tsuchimikado bad kept himself secluded, he
was notwithstanding exiled to Shikoku. Thus ended the Shokyu
war. The Hojo were thus to remain all powerful during one more
century.

Shomu-tenno, M 3S ^ 451k Emperor of Japan (724-748).
Ame-shirushi-kimi-oshiharuki-toyo-sakwrOhMko, son of Mommu-tenno, at
the age of 25, succeeded his aunt Gensho. During his reign, lived the
famous bonzes Gyogi, Dosen, Rydben, etc. It was a period of prosperity
for Buddhism : the Hase-dera, the Td-daiji, the Daibutsu of Nara, etc.
date from that period. A public drugstore

(Shiyaku-in) was likewise
established, bridges were built, a survey of all the provinces made, the
houses began to be covered with tiles, examinations were prescribed for
admission to public offices, etc. After a reign of 25 years, Shomu abdicated
in favor of his daughter Koken. He had his head shaved by Gyogi, and
took the name of Shoman. He lived 8 more years.

Sh5mvo, /J' Formerly,—especially under, the Ashikaga, — lord
of a small domain, as opposed to daimyb. — See Daimyo, Mydden.
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Shdnagon, '}/ M Officials of the Dajd-kwan, whose duties were
equivalent to that of a 2nd class secretary. Their number, fixed at first

to 3, was afterwards increased. They were formerly called Sunaimono-
mdshi or Sunaivumo-mdsu-tsukasa, because they transacted business of

small importance.

Shonai, i£ ft . — See Tsurugaoka.

Sho-naiki, /J> ft 12 .— See Dai-naiki, Uchi no shirusu-tzukasa.

Sho-ni, /J' Jit • Formerly an official of the Dazaifu, inferior to the

Gon no sotsu and the Dai-ni. In case a Dazaifu existed, no Dai-ni was
nominated

;
hence, the title of Sho-ni was equivalent to that of sub-

governor of the Dazaifu. This title was given by Yoritomo to Fujiwara

(Muto) Sukeyori, and became a family name.

Shoni, /]' . Ancientdaimyo fan lily descendant of Fujiwara Hidesato.

Sukeyori, % $8 Descendant of Hidesato in the 9th genera-

tion, received the title of Dazai Sho-ni (1189) from Yontomo

;

he settled

at Dazaifu and took the name of Shoni.

Kagesuke, ,f(;
• Was ou duty, at the time of the Mongols’

expedition against Kyushu. He organized the defence, fought gallantly,

and when the tempest had dispersed the invaders’ fleet, pursued them as

far as the Takashima island and massacred all those who had sought

shelter there (1281).

Sadatsune, it Sided at first with Go-Daigo ; but, hearing

of the success of the Ashikaga, he went over to their side and fought for the

Northern dynasty. In 1334, he defeated and killed Kikuchi Taketoki

;

hut was in turn defeated and killed by Taketoshi son of Taketoki.

Yorihisa, $8 Ini . Son of Sadatsune, who after having defeated

Taketoshi, led 2,000 men to the help of Takauji and fought in the battles

of Minato-gawa (1336) and Amida-ga-mine, where the Southern army
was defeated. Having returned to Kyushu, he fought against Kikuchi

Takemitsu, but was defeated on the Chikugo-gaica.

Fuyusuke, (+ 1375). Son of Yorihisa, at first served

Imagawa Sadayo, was nominated tandai of Kyushu ; then, after some
contention with him, turned against him, but was defeated and killed.

Yorizumi, 10, . Fuyusuke'

s

brother, whom he succeeded.

He served princ M^f^-naga-shinno and was named Kyushu tandai and
Echigo no kami by M®.

MasaSv'-fevJIC 3? • Descendant of the above, was killed whilst

fighting against Ouchi Yoshioki, who came to despoil him of his

domains (1506).

Sukemoto, Jt (1497-1532). Son of Masasuke, tried to

regain the inheritance of the family. He married the daughter of Otomo
Masachika ; the latter gave him help, and in 1529, he defeated the army
of the Ouchi.

Tokinao, 8$ fAj • Son of Sukemoto, had to fight his vassal Byii-

zdji Takanobu, and was defeated by him in 1554. Having taken refuge

in Ghikugo, he levied a second army and again took the field, but being

defeated a second time, he killed himself (1556). With him ended his

family.— The Nabeshima daimyo descend from the Shoni.
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Sh5nin, _t A • (Lit. : superior man). Title placed afk* name of

certain bonzes famous for their virtue. Corresponds to Xfis StEraence,
or His Lordship.”

Sho-5, JE m Nengo : 1288-1292.

Sho-0 Daishi, Ilicfii.-See Rydnin.

Shoren-in, W 31 BS • Temple of Kyoto. Was the residence of

Shinran-Shonin but after his death (1263), was changed into a temple'

the superior of which was a prince of the Imperial family.

Shoryaku, IE M Nengo : 990-994.

Shoryaku, ^ Nengo

:

1077-1080.

Shoryo-shi, f§ fi) • Formerly an officer subject to the Jibusho
and whose functions were to prepare the funerals, to take zms of the

[mperial tombs, to watch over the Ryoko, etc.

Shoryuji-jo, 8S nl tF J$ In Yamashiro, S. W. of Ef&fct. Old
castle built in 1339 by Hosokawa Yoriharu. In the next century, it

passed into the hands of the Hatakeyama. Hosokawa Fujitaka rebuilt

if in 1573. Akechi Mitsuhide confided it to the care of his vassal Miyake,

who, after the defeat of Yamazaki (1582), killed himself. The castle

was then abandoned.

Shosha-zan, ^ ill • Hill (400 m.) in Harima, on which the

bonze Shokii, at to end of the 10th century, built the temple Enkyo-ji

;

this temple became famous and even received a visit from the emperors
Kwazan and Go-Sliirakawa. Go-Daigo passed there, when returning

from Hold to Kyoto (1333). In 1351, it was the scene of a battle lie-

tween Ashikaga Takauji and Ishidd Yorifusa.

Sho-shi, /J> jfili
. According to the Jingi-kwan, the small feasts or less

solemn ceremonies ul 'sg® Shintoist religion were so called. The principal

among them were *1 no matsuri, Kaze-no-kami no matsuri, Hana-
shizume no matsuri\ S^igusa no matsuri, Tama-shizume no matsuri,

Ho-shizume no matsuri, Michi-ae no matsuri, Sonokarakami no matsuri,

Matsuo no matsuri, Hirano no matsuri, Kasuga no matsuri, Oharano no

matsuri, Ume-no-miya no matsuri, Jingojiki no matsuri, Yaso-slima no

matsuri, etc.— See Saislii.

Shoshidai, ft . — See Kyoto-shoshidai.

Shosho, SI Formerly Imperial decrees on important subjects.

(Those referring to less important things were called CJmknsho). The
Shosho began with the following formula : Akitsu-mikami to Ame-no-
shita shiroshimesu Yamato no Sumera-mikoto no 0-mikoto (Decree of

the Emperor who commands under heaven ), and terminated with

the solemn sentence : Kotogotokn kike (listen all). The Shosho carried,

besides the Imperial seal, those of the Nakatsukasa-kyo, tayu and shoyu,

of the Dajd-daijin, Sadaijin, Udaijin and Dainagon.

Shoso-in, JE M • Store house
(
kura

)

built in 756 in the precincts

of the temple Td-daiji, at Nara, in which many objects were kept pertain-

ing to the times of Shomu and Kdken, i.e. of the most prosperous times

of the Nara era (724-748). Tt was happily preserved from fire for more
than 1,000 years. It could not lie opened without a special permission

of the Emperor, and Yoritomo, Michiie, Yoshimitsu, and Ieyasu even,
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had to submit to that formality. Thanks to the care which was lavished

upon it, it has reached the present day unimpaired, and is actually an
archaeological museum of inestimable value.

Skotai, rj M Nengo

:

898-900.

Shotetsu, IF. Wl (1380-1458). By birth, Ki Seigen, bonze of the To-

fuku-ji temple. Is the author of a great number of poems. He compiled

20,000 of them in a collection
(Sokonshu), the preface of which was writ-

ten by Ichijo Kaneyoshi. Owing to certain criticisms which he inserted

in his verses, he was banished for some time to Yamashina, then pardoned.

Shotoku, IE • Nengo : 1711-1715.

Shotoku-taishi, ® ^ T (572-621). 2nd son of the emperor
Yomei. He was sur-

named Umayado,
because his mother,
whilstwalking in the

Palace, was sudden-
ly seized with the

pangs of child-birth

and brought forth

herchild in theImpe -

rial stables
(
umaya).

At the accession of

his aunt Suiko (593),

he was named heir

to the throne
(
taishi)

and exercised a real

regency (sessho)

.

The following year,

he gave great sup-

port to Buddhism of

which he was a fer-

vent disciple. He
fixed 12 court ranks,

distinguished by the

colour of their head-

gear (kammuri)

(603)
;
promulgated

a Code of laws in 17
chapters, borrowed
from China (604) ;

with the help of SHGTOKU-TAI8UI AND HIS TWO SONS..

Soga no Umako, he
published two historical w'orks, the Tenno-ki and the Koku-ki (620). He
died the following year, at the age of 49, leaving 8 sons and 6 daughters.— Shotoku-taishi is one of the great figures of Japanese history, especially

on account of his activity in the propagation of Buddhism. He follow-

ed the teaching of Eji, bonze of Koma (Korea'. As soon as he came to

power, he selected the 3 sutras of the Mahaydna doctrine (dai-jo

)

and
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ordered them to be taught everywhere
;
he built the temples of Shi-

tennv-ji, Horyu-ji, Chukyu-ji, Hoko-ji, etc. and at the time of his death,

Buddhism numbered already 46 tera, 820 bonzes and 560 ama (nuns) in

Japan. It was Shotoku-taislii who for the first time sent an embassy to

China (607) and who adopted the Chinese calendar (604).

Shotoku-tenno, .1L • Empress (48) of Japan (765-769).

Abe Nai-shinno, Shdniu-tenno’s daughter, who had been empress (749-758)

under the name of Koken

,

but ascended the throne a second time at the

age of 48, on the advice of the bonze Dokyo. Because of this second

term, she received the posthumousmms of Shotoku-tenno.— During the

reign of Junnin, who occupied the throne after her first resignation, the ex-

empress Koken, who had taken the name of Tahmo-tenno, allowed her-

self to be completely guided by the ambitious bonze Dokyo, on whom she

bestowed many favors and dignities. This preference excited the jealousy

of the nobles, and Emi no Oshikatsu {Fujiwara Nttkamaro) rose in revolt

but he was defeated and the ex-empress profited by the occasion to re-

sume the reins of government. She exiled Junnin to Aipaji, then
nominated Dokyo Dajd-daijin-zenshi and Ho-o (this last title had till then
been reserved for the emperors who had become bonzes after their abdica-

tion). Yet Dokyo was not satisfied for he aspired to nothing less than the

throne and would have probably succeeded in persuading Shotoku to ab-

dicate in his favor, but the empress, before placing a throne that had been
held for 14 centuries by the same lineage, into the hands of a usurper resolved

to consult the god Hachiman of the temple of Usa. She deputed the faith-

ful Wake no Kiyomaro, who brought an answer from the god, stating that

never should a subject become emperor. On the strength of this oracle,

the empress kept the throne, but she died the following year. During her
reign (767) Shodd-Shonin built the first temple

(Shilionryu-ji)
of Nikko.

Shows, .IE jfil • Nengo : 1312-1316. WMM
Shoya, ir. M — See Nanushi.

Shoy6-'S>EisM, PJJ fS|i . Posthumous naift^Mjiae bonze Doyen
Son of the Naidaijin Kuga Michichika, he lost his mother

years old, and entered the Hiei-zan, where he studied the doc-

••J^^.^-the Tendai sect under the direction of Eisai. In 1223, he went
remained there 5 years and on his return, settled at the
temple and began to preach the Sodo sect. Later on, he
Eihei-ji (Echizen), which became j;he principal temple of his

sect (1244). Dogen was a famous p^- j umous title of Shoyo-
Daishi was given him in 1880.

Shoyo-sha, Bg — See

Shozai, 1# jg In Kazusa. ‘1 868, residence of the
Hayashi daimyd (10,000 k.).

Shozukano Baba, H ik M ^ssl&jSss who steals children’s

clothes when they pass the river of hell
(Sozu-kawa).

Shu, m • Religion, sect.

—

Hasshu, the 8 oldest Buddhist sects.

—

Tendai-shii, the Tendai sect. — Kirishitan-shu, the Christian religion.

Shubun, ^ • Famous painter of the 14th and the 15th centuries.

Towards 1375, he went to Echizen and married into the Soga family,
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whose name he took ;
in order to distinguish him from the following, he

is often named Soga Shubun. He lived in the Hida province and paint-

ed according to the Chinese school : for this reason, lie is also called To
(China) no Shubun.

Shubun, Jij ~x. • Painter of the 15th century. Born in Omi, he came
to Kyoto and was the chief of the Sokoku-ji temple. In painting, he was
the scholar of Josetsu. He is often called Ekkei Shubun.

Shucho, 9k Mi • Nengo : 086-689.

Shugen-d5, Hi Buddhist associations formed by the Shingon
and Tendai sects. That of Shingon, the foundation of wdiich is ascribes

to En no Shokaku, has its origin traced to the bonze Shobo (834-909) of the

Daigo-ji temple
;
that of Tendai, to Zoyo (1090) of the Shogo-in. Under

the Tokugawa, the Shugen-do of the Shingon-shu was named Tozan-ha,

and that of the Tendai-shu, Honzan-ha. Every year, member's of the

two branches met on Mount Omine in order to pray and to perform dif-

ferent works of devotion : this meeting was called Nyoho. The adherents

of the Shugen-do are named Shugenja, and commonly Yamabushi.

Shugo, Tp ftfl • \ In 1185, on the advice of Oe Hiromoto,

Shugo-shoku, tP gH j
Yoritomo created an official in the prov-

inces fonnerly belonging to the Taira, and not depending directly on him,

to assist the kokushi (governor) : he named him shugo or shugo-shoku.

In the sho-en, they were called jit6. At the head of the Kwantb
provinces, which depended directly upon him he placed kuni-

bugyd. — The shoku, who at first were called sotsuibushi, had
to secure the payment of the taxes, render justice, levy troops in case of

war, etc. Gradually they extended their power over the sho-en, and the

jito were reduced to a secondary position. Under the Ashikaga, the

shugo became still more powerful, some governing several provinces, for

in 1440, the Yamana lorded it over 11 provinces. After the Onin war
(1469), they began to replace the kokushi and formed the class of dai-

myd, whilst the jito and the gokenin were called shomyd.

Shugo-bugyo, tP SI • Under the Ashikaga, official whose
duty it was to watch over the conduct of the shugo, to attend to their

changes etc. This title was suppressed the following century.

Shugo-dai, Vk ft • 1 Official who replaced the Shu-

Shugo-daikwan, Tp f£ ft *g . J
go, when absent from his fief. As

the case occurred very frequently, the Shugo-dai increased in importance

and at times even over-threw the Shugo.

Shugc-funyu-chi, ^ gi ^ A fill • (Lit. : lands where the Shugo
entered not) . Under the Kamakura Shogun, the temples were more
than once despoiled of their valuables by the Shugo or the Jito ; on that

account, the Hojo and the Ashikaga revived the old laws that exempted the

temples from all local jurisdiction : it was even forbidden any samurai
to enter the temples armed, were it even to arrest a criminal. Whence
it came that the domains of the temples were called Shugo-funyu-chi.

Shugoku, IS • Under the Tokugawa, keeper of the Kodemma-
cho prison (Edo) : he was usually known by the name of Rdya-bugyo.

The Machi-bugyo, the Jisha-bugyo, the Kanjo-bugyo, sent him their
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criminals. He had 50 doshin and 30 genan subject tef him. This office

was hereditary in the Izushi family.

Shugo-shi, II • Formerly an official sent by the Shugo to

examine the state of the rice-fields before the harvest and to fis sceordingly

the amount of taxes on the farmers.

Shuhosha, H 5* §? • Room in the Palace where the Emperor re-

tired during thunderstorms. In order to charm away the thunderbolt,

besides the preventive measures taken to protect the Emperor (See kami-
nari no jin) the meigen was performed. It consisted in sounding a

bowstring to expel the evil spirits. This room was also called kami-
nari no tsubo.

Shu-in-bune, f|J US • — See Go-shuin-bune.

Shu-in-chi, £[] fill • — See Go-shum-chi.

Shujaku-tenno, /ji % X ^ • 61st Emperor of Japan (931-946).

Yuta-akira, son of Daigo-tenno, succeeded his father at the age of 7.

Fujiwara Tadahira was Sessho. During this reign occurred the revolts

of Taira Masakado in Kwanto and of Fujiwara Sumitomo in Irjo (939).

At the age of 24, he abdicated in favor of his brother Murakami and
lived 6 more years.

Shukei-ryo, =£ H* • Formerly a bureau under the MimbushO
charged to receive and verify imposts and taxes, etc., sent from the pro-

vinces. It was composed of 1 kami (its head), 1 suke, etc. Also called

Kazue-ryo.

Shuki-korei-sai, & M It Feast celebrated in the Palace,

at the autumnal equinox (Sept. 23rd), in honor of the spirits of the

Emperors.

Shukuji-kwasho-bugyo, >ft H fr • In the time of the

Kamakura and the Kyoto Shogun, an official who obtained and distri-

buted passports. The Shikken and the Rensho placed their seal thereon.

Shukushin, M tR • Japanese name of an old Chinese tribe that,

according to some, inhabited Manchuria, but most probably lived in the

region of the actual Kiangsou province. During the 6th and the 7th

centuries, pirates repeatedly made incursions on the coasts of Sado, Dewa,
Echigo, etc., and the empress Saimei had to send an expedition against

them under the leadership of Abe no Hirafu (658).

Shumei, *)N =£ • Chinese name of the Japanese provinces. This

name was formed by taking one of the two characters—generally the

first,—from the name of the province and adding the character shu to it.

Thus Soshu for Sagami, Bishu for Owari, etc. The provinces that later

on were into several, distinguished by the word zen, chu, go, had
only one ; thus Esshu comprises Echizen, Etchu and Echigo.

Some of &i^-0ium-ei are more in use than their corresponding Japanese

expressions
;
for inst. : Koshu{Kai), Shinshu (Sfiitsm^. (Awa),

Joshu (Kozuke), etc.

Shumon-aratame, ^ fife • Legal forinality^fefeb obliged every

man to declare at the time of the census, to which sect he be-

longed. Established to secure the extinction of the Cfhristkm religion,

this custom dates from 1641, or some time after the Shiffizfe&ra insur-
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rection. The better to attain their end, they added to it the practice of

trampling on Christian images (e-fumi). The two officials who presided

at this formality were called Shumon-aratame-yaku or Kirishitan-yaku ;

one of them was given by the O-metsuke, the other, by the Zoku-bugyo ;

they had 6 yoriki and 30 doshin subject to them.

Shunj6, {$ (l 167-1228). Bonze of the Shingon-shu sect. Went

to China in 1199; where he studied during 12 years and on his return,

settled at the Senyu-ji temple {Kyoto) where he preached the Ritsu sect.

He received the posthumous name of Getsurin-Daishi.

Shunkei, # . — See Kato Shunkei.

Shunki-kdrei-sai, Feast celebrated m $p.. Palace

at the spring equinox (March 20th), in honor of the spmWCff^e hm-
perors, , ,

Shvmkwan, % (1142-11781. Chief bonze of the Hoslio-ji temple.

Born of the Minamoto family, he with Fujiwara Narichika plotted to

destroy the Taira, but his plans were discovered and. ,he was banished to

Kikai-ga-shima (1177). The following year, his a*s#Sffces were par-

doned, but he as instigator of the plot was put to des&W?4

Shuri, # S. • P°rt (25,000 inli.) of the OkinamW&d. Formerly

the capital of the Ryukyu and residence of the Icings of the archipelago.

Shuri-shiki, ^ Jfi ® • At one time called Osame-tsukuru-tsukasa.

Formerly bureau whose office was to tend to the buildings and repairs in

the Imperial Palace. At its head were 1 kavii, 1 silks, 2 jo, 4 sakwau,

6tc

Shusei-sha, {g $ . One of the 10 Shintoist ^Wished in

1873, by Nitta Kunimitsu, which purposes to conc3M^;’0?sdq|jlKni with

the national religion. •. k . . _

Shusen-shi, F>5^m% bureau having ehsj^6:afall that

pertained to boats, their rigging, texture, etc. :

Shu-Shunsui. # * (TO-&B82). A Chinee man com-

ing from the Tchekiang province. After the ruih Of
"

"the Ming

dynasty, came to Nagasaki (1659). He was living in extreme poverty

when Ando Shoan ,
professor of Yanagawa (Chikugo

)

took him as his

master and made him share half of the pension received from the daimyo.

In 1665, Mito Mitsukuni called him near his person and treated him

with great honor. He was one of principal authors of the Dai-Nihon-shi.

Shusse-hyojoshu, ft ifc if % & • Under the Asliikaga Shogun,

this name was given to some officials of the Kira, Yamana ,
lshibashi ,

Isshiki, etc. families, who were ranked by special privilege (shiisse) among

the Hyojoshu without having passed through the grade of Hikitsukeshu,

(shusse). They were suppressed towards 1560.

Shuyo-shi, Formerly bureau having the care of the

falcons and dogs employed in the hunting expeditions at which sue

Emperor assisted. Also called Taka-kai-be.
,

Shuzei-ryo, ± • Formerly bureau under the direction ;®»e

Mimbu-sho, charged to receive the taxes in kind that were levied in the

provinces. Also called Chikara-ryo. It had at its head 1 kami, 1 suke,

2 jo, 4 sakwan, etc.
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Shuzenji, || village of Izu, thus called on account of a
ternpie built there by Kukai in the 9th century. To this place MinamotoNonyori (1193), Yorae (1203), Hojo Tokimasa (1205), etc. werebanished. In 1360, Hatakeyama Kunikiyo intrenched himself there to
resist the attacks of Ashikaga Motouji. Passed later on into the hands
oi the Hojo of Odawara.

Sidotti, (John Baptist) (1668-1715).— Born at Palermo and ordain-
ed priest m Rome, he embarked from Genoa with Mgr. de Tournon
legate of the Holy See to China (1703). After some years spent atPondichery and m the Philippine Islands, he left for Japan, which heintended to evangelize. He landed at Yaku-shima (island S. of Osumi)on Oct. 13, 1708. Arrested at once, he was taken to Nagasaki, then toBrfo where he arrived in Dec. 1709 and was confined in the Kirishitan-
yashiki. He there converted two old persons, a man and a woman whowere his servants and who had already been instructed in the Christian
re lgion by Rev. F. Chiara

(+ 1685). He had the consolation of baptiz-nig them (1714), but in punishment, he was enclosed in a pit 5 feet deep
at the top of which a small hole was left open to prevent him from being
asphyxiated and through which food was passed to him. He lived thusone full year and died there on Dec. 15, 1715. In his Seiyd-kibun

tuVected
kUSekt’ rc ateS the examination to which Abbe Sidotti was

descended from Taira Tomomori, and sincethe 13th century, chief of the Tsushima islands.

~
,

Tomomune, 3rd son of Taira Tomomori, repressed the
tioubles in Tsushima in 1245, and was named governor of the place~~ Sukekuni. &j m (+ 1274).^Son of Tomomune, was killed atAsaji no ura whilst fighting the Mongols.

Sadamori,!& ^ (1385-1452). Had constant relations withKoiea and agreed to send thither every year 50 junks laden with Japan-
ese producls. These junks were expected to return with Korean andChinese merchandise.

,

—-Yoshitomo, ^ (1568-1615)/% Went to Hakozaki
(Chikuzen

)

at the time of Hideyoshi s expedition in Kyushu (1587), was presented tohim and was confirmed m his jxissession of Tsushima.
In 1590, he was sent on a mission to Korea, to oblige
the king of that country to resume the periodical em-
bassies, that seemed to have fallen into neglect. He
was successful, but this did not prevent.the war which
the Taiko had already resolved upon. 'Yoshitomo took
part m it under the command of his father Konishi
Yukinaga. In 1600, he sided with Ieyasu, but re-
mained in Tsushima and was not present at the battle of Sekigahara.

e same year, he was again sent to Korea to conclude peace, and onhis return, Ins revenues were increased to 100,000 k.—Yoshitomo had^n baphsed in J591 but the fear of displeasing Ieyasu

im n
d
on\

h
w? ^'T?

n
f

d
!f
Cenda“*6 remained at Fuchu

(Tsushima -100,000 k.) till the Restoration. — Now Count.



S5ami, m N ^ • Painter, poet and professor of the tea ceremony,

was much esteemed by the Shogun Yoshimasa (15th century).

Soba-shu, {HI) ^ • Under the ToJcugaioa, samurai on duty at the

Palace of Edo.—Among them, some had to read the reports of the Rojii

to the Shogun, and to write down the observations he made ; they were

called Goyo-o-iontsugi. They settled in advance the days of audience

of the daimyo and the hatamoto. After a period judged sufficiently long,

the Sobashii were usually raised to the rank of Waka-doshiyori. The

custom for each Shogun to raise one Soba-shii to the rank of a daimyo,

began at the commencement of the 18th century.

Sobo-ga-take, 1$ $ • Mountain (1750 m.) on the boundaries of

Bungo, Higo and Hyuga ; it is the highest mountain of Kyushu. Also

called Uba-ga-take.
.

S5do-shu, fin) • Branch of the Zen-sliu sect, brought from China

in 1228 bv the bonze Dogen (Shbyo-Daishi)

.

Its principal temple was

the Eihei-ji temple (Echizen) and at present it numbers in Japan 13,700

temples, 11,000 bonzes and chiefs of temples, and 5,350,000 adherents.

Soejima, fil] • Samurai family descended from Takeshiuchi no

Sukune, and through him from the emperor Kbgen (275-198 B.C.).

Iname, @ (+ 570). Was minister under the emperors

Senkwa and Kimmei. In 552, the king of;#|^-a had sent some Bud-

dhist statues as a present to the emperor ,. •ksked the advice of his

ministers on the subject. Iname answereorei^KThese gods are honored

in all the Western countries ;
how could Japan afford to refuse to venerate

them ? ” But the other ministers, Moiwiwbe Ogoshi and Nakatomi Ka-

mako, were of different opinion. The emperor then gave the presents

received from Korea to Inabe, and the latter erected the first Buddhist

temple in his house which was called Kogen-ji.

Umako, (4- 626). Son of Iname, was minister under the

reigns of Bidatsu, Yomei, Sushun and Suiko. In 584, more objects of

the Buddhist cult having been sent from Korea, they were given to Uma-

ko who built a temple for them not in his house but in the village of Ishi-

kawa. Before dying, Yomei resolved to become a Buddhist Mono-

nobe Moriya did all in his power to make the emperor change his mind,

but the counsels of Umako prevailed. Yomei died a Buddhist, and im-

mediately after his death, the two parties, each presenting its own candi-

date to the throne, came to blows. Under cover of religion, two rival

families disputed the preeminence. A battle took place on mount Shigi-

sen and the Mononobe were completely defeated, Buddhism triumph-

ed with the Soga. The following year (588), Uviako built the Hoko-ji,

and the new religion was on a fair way to prosperity. The emperor Su-

shun, however, strongly resented the independence with which his minister

was acting and resolved to get rid of him, wherefore he gathered troops in

his palace : Umako, having been apprised of the fact assassinated the

emperor and replaced him by his sister Suiko (592), under whose reign

he ruled together with prince Shotoku-taishi.

Emishi, jg (+ 645). Son of Umako, was minister under

the reigns of Jomei and Kogyoku. At the death of Suiko, he rejected
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prin®^ son of Shotoku-taishi, and raised Tamura no Oil
(Jonmyte msWmne. His influence was predominant during that reign
Having become ill, he transferred his office to his son. Both were after-
wards assassinated.

.
645). Son of Emishi, after having in con-

junction with his father secured the throne to the widow of Jomei (641)
chose as her successor

'

prince Furuhito no
Oe, relative of the
Soga. But prince

Yamashiro was an
obstacle to this plan :

Iruka therefore had
him assassinated (643).

This crime brought
matters to a climax for

the Soga were univer-
sally hated. Prince
Naka no Oe (later

on Tenchi-tenno) and
Nakatomi Kamatari
resolved to get rid of
the Soga, and chosing
a certain reception

day when the Korean
ambaasadOESWiar®pre-
sented to the Em-
press, some c€ con-
spirators entered the
Daigoka - den. and
under the eyes of the
Empress, despatched
Iruka, whilst others
went to murder Emi-
shi in his own house.—This was the end
of the Soga’

s

power

;

they had governed
the land during a
century : The Fujiwara soon after replaced them.

MURDER OF SOGA IRUKA.

Ioame - Umako |

Emishi • Iruka

'Kuraraaro-fAkae
(Kurayamada

waTmdCTed^n I
' Grandaon of Umako and son of Kurarmro,

ing to the ffimne
58
w v£!

eSS
?eJevolt

,

of Prince Arima > who was aspir-ing to the throne. He besieged him m his house and put him to death
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Later, he was Sadaijin (671), but was banished by Temmu-tenno because

he had sided with Kobun (672).

Kurayamada Ishikawa-maro, ^ |li H JH (S • Brother

to Akae, joined Nakatomi Karnatai'i against Einishi and Iruka
,
and was

named Udaijin (645). He was the first to bear that title which had

just been created. lie took a leading part in the Taikwa reform ,
but

being calumniated to the emperor Kotoku, he was put to death with all

the members of his family. Afterwards his innocence was proved.

Soga, ft 3% Samurai family of the Yanagawa clan (
Chikugo

)

made noble after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Soga Sukenari, & ft fa & • (1^2-1193) 1 Grandsons of Ito Su-

Sofa Tokimune, IT ft «F & (1174-1193) jkechika Their father

Sukeyasu was murdered by his relative Kudo Suketsune (117 1) and their

mother then married Soga Sukenobu, who adopted the 2 children and

gave them his name. While still young they had determined to avenge

their father. But Suketsune was the favorite of Yoritorm, who, was

much displeased with Sukechika for not having embraced his cause. He

sent Kagesue to Soga Kajiwara with orders to bring the two children

to Kamakura. He intended to put them to death but on the entreaties of

Kagesue, Hatakeyama Shigetada and Wada Yoshimori, he agreed to

spare their lives and sent them back to their mother. Tokimune became a

disciple of the bonze Gyojitsu of Hakone ; but at the age of 16, he secietly

fled from the temple and joined his brother, and together, they sought

protection from Hojo Tokimasa. One day, ioritomo being on a hunting

expedition at the foot of Mount Fuji, they penetrated into his camp and

and came to the tent of Suketsune. He was absent, but Honda Ghika-

tsune, a lierai of the Hatakeyama, told them where he was, ana at once

they fell upon him and put him to death. Sukenari was killed on the

spot by Nitta Tadatsune, but Tokimune was arrested by a certain Goro-

maru
,
and led before Yoritomo, who, admiring his boldness, would have

pardoned him, but Inu/usamaru, son of Suketsune, interfered ana he

was put to death.—Such is, briefly, the story of the Soga brothers

vengeance (
Sukenari or Jiiro and Tokimune or Goto)

to commemorate

which, poetry, romance, and even the theatre vie with one another.

Sogen jffl % (1226-1286). Bonze, founder of the Engahi-ji temple

(Kamakura), subdivision of the Rinzai branch of the Zenshu sect. Invit-

ed by Hojo Tokimune, he came from China in 1279, and, 3 years after,

was chief of this large temple, which Tokimune had just erected. He

has received the posthumous title of Bukko-Zenji.
.

Sogo -h fnj . In Sanuki. Old castle, in the 16th century occupied,

by a family of the same name, descended from the Miyoshi. Was

abandoned in 1586. „ ,

Sogo, fit
The 3 highest dignities of the Buddhist hierarchy .

Sojo, Sozu and Risshi.—See Sd-kwan.
,

, ,, . .

S6-go-shoku, (f $ It • The 5 principal offices of a Buddhist

monastery : Jimu, Kengyo, Betto, Zasu and Ghoja.

Sohei fit ^ Formerly, mercenaries maintained by large temples to

protect their domains and to fight rival sects. The Hieizan (Ennjaku-
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6f them"anW,° *° reI>rCSS the a“rfere occasioned

So-i, fjf ft • — See So-kwan.
So-jito, M M §0 . — See Soryd-jito.

Sojo, {ft E • — See So-ktcan.

Sojo Henjo, ftf iE IS B8 .— See Yoshimune Munesada.

x. ^ ;
0l’ Shokoku-ji. Temple founded in 1383 bv

n \Z
l°gU

\I0St”fSU ln order to receive the regains of the Asliikaqa
*5® head<

3?
arters of tbe 10 branches of the Rinzai sect The

wSrJ°r
u Vera centimes possessed great influence and his advicewas often sought concerning governmental affairs.

Sokue, . Formerly a state requiring purification. Deathfuneral pregnancy, child birth, etc. were its principal causes. Those who
ha

?
purified by abstinence and ablutions. During

this state it was forbidden to enter the Palace or even to have intercourse
lth anybody. This practice was abolished at the Kestoration.
DOKU-l, I|J (2 . Announcement ceremony made to the people at the

accession of a new emperor. At first the enthronement and the pro-clamation were made at the same time. From the 9th century, therewere two distinct ceremonies, the sense (See this word) and the soku-i.

,

is last was very solemn, and took place at the Daigoku-den. Former-ly soothsayers (on-yo-shi) selected a propitious day, officials were named
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to partake in the cerem&gr, were offered at the Shintoist and

Buddhist shrine3 . SpeciftiegiVOfsiW^e sent to announce it at the lse

temple, as also at the tombs of the emperors and of some important

personages. On the day of the soku-i, the Emperor gave his predecessor

and the dowager empress an honorary name (
songo

)
Later on the cere-

mony was preformed at the Shishin-den.

S6-kwan, fit *g . Dignities in the Buddhist hierarchy. The most

exalted is that of the Sojo, which comprises 3 degrees : Dai-sojo (creat-

ed in 745 for Gydgi), Sojo (created in 624 for Kwanrolcu) and Gon-sojo.

The Dai-sojo had the rank of Dainagon

;

the Sojo, that of Chunagon ;

the Gonsojo, that of Sangi.— The second grade is that of Sozu, which

comprises 4 degrees : Daisozu (created in 673 for Dosho), Gon-dai-sozu,

Sho-sozu (created in 673 for Gisei) and Gon-shd-sozu — The third

grade is that of RissJii, also created in 673 and later on divided

into 3 degrees : Dai-risshi, Chu-risshi, and Gon-risshi.— The other

titles (So-i) in use among the bonzes were those of Hokyo (bridge of

the law), Ro-in (seal of the law), Hogen (eye of the the law), Ajari

(spiritual master), Zasu (master of the seat), Shuza (principal seat),

etc. The titles Hoshi, Kokushi and Daishi were only given after

death.

Soma, 40 . In Sliimosa. Was the residence of the Toki daimyo

(1600-1616), then of the Honda (1616-1723).

Soma, 40 • Daimyo family descended from Taira Masakado.

From 1590 to 1868, it resided at Nakamura (Mutsu— 60,000 k.). — Now
Viscount.

Somayama, 4ll| ill • Ancient castle of Echizen, wherein Nitta

Yoshisada sought shelter after the capture of Kanasaki (1337) : from

there, he set out to fight Sliiba Takatsune at Fujishima, where he met

his death.

Soncho-hoshinno, ft ® & IS £ •— See Muncnaga-Shinno.

Sone, It 1ft • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwo) made

noble in 1902.— Now Baron.

Son-en-hoshinno, ft BI & & £ (1298-1356). 6th son of the em-

peror Fushimi. Was called Morihiko. Became bonze and chief (zasu)

of the t and was the 17 th abbot of the Seiren-in temple. He
had taken, iha&ha in writing from Fujiwara Yukifusa in the Seson-ji

temple, ami aome time later, establish®! a school which was called On-

ke-ryu.

Sonin, ft — See Kwan-to.

Sonno-joi, ft EE H •
“ Respect the emperor and out with the

Barbarians :
” the rallying cry of the Shogun’s opponents at the time of

the Restoration.

Sono, ® • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Yorimune (993-

1055).— Now Count.

Sonobe, ® . In Tamba. Was from 1619 to 1868, the residence

of the Koide daimyo (30,000 k.).

Sonoda, EH EH Samurai family of Kagoshima (Satsuma )
made

noble in 1897.— Now Baron.
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Sotori-hime, ^ Or Ofy&lms. '^ounger sister of the
empress Osaka no Onakatsu-hime, vr^M^wky&imiio (412-453). She
was remarkable for her beauty

; lor this reason,

Inky

6

gave her the Fujiwara Palace
(Yamato),

and created a special bodyguard for her, called

Fujiwara-be, which was recruited from all the
provinces.

Sotsuibushi, »t* • In 1185,
Yoritomo sent to all the provinces, high officials

who replaced the governors. These officials

were called sotsuibushi (later on they were called

shugo), and Yoritomo himself was known by the
title of Nihon-sotsuibushi or 66 koku no sotsui-

bushi.

Soya, n? Q . Small city of Hokkaido, chief

town of Kitami province.

Soya-kaikyo, n? # $£ ll$ • Strait which separates Hokkaido from
Karafuto (Saghalien island). Also called Strait of La Perouse by
Europeans.

Soya-misaki, ^ ^ imp • Cape N. of Kitami

;

it is the most
northern point of Hokkaido.

So-yo-cho, ffl M P5 • The 3 kinds of taxes formerly levied on the
fanners. The 1st was the tax on rice, which at ttmee rose as high as 4 per
cent, of the harvest : it was called so or denso. Tjxe second was levied on
silk, cotton, vegetables, fish, etc. : it was the cho. foastly, each adult was
obliged annually to perform 10 days of statute-labor, which were called
sai-eki. In case of failure to do the work, a fine of about 9 m. of cotton
cloth was imposed : this tax was called the yd. Two youths or 4
children had to pay the same impost as an adult.

Sozu, ft U • _
Buddhist dignity.—See So-kwan.

Sozu-gawa, — ife Jl| . Or Sanzu-gawa, or Mitsuse-gawa. River
of the Buddhist hell. On its shores the old Shozuka is stealing the
clothes of little children.

Sue Harukata, Iff (+ 1555). Vassal of Ouchi Yoshitaka,
daimyd of Yamaguchi (Suivd). This daimyd, having received into his
castle many kuge, who had been expelled from the capital, devoted his
time to literature and amusements in vogue at Court, but neglected
military exercises and the administration of his provinces. His principal
kerai, Mori, Sue, Sugi, Naito, complained to him about it, but in vain.
In 1550, Harukata left Yamaguchi returning to his domains

;
he gathered

some troops in his castles of Tomita and Wakayama, and prepared to
rise against his lord. The following year, he even attacked Yoshitaka
and stormed Yamaguchi : Yoshitaka fled to Fukawa (Nagato), where he
was soon after besieged by the rebel and killed himself. Harukata then
chose a successor in the person of the brother of Otomo Sorin, who took
the name of Ouchi Yoshinaga and allowed his protector to rule as he
pleased. Some vassals leagued against him but Harukata at once
besieged Sagara Taketo in his castle of Hanao and having taken him

SOToRI-MIME.
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prisoner, put him to death, but being in turn attacked by Mori Motonari,

he was defeated and killed at Itsukushima (1555).

Suematsu, • Family of the Fukuoka clan
(Chikuzen

)

made
noble in 1895.— Now Baron.

Suemori, j5h • In Owari. Old castle of the Oda daimyb. After

Nobuhide's death (1549), it passed into the hands of Nobuyuki, who was
besieged there and killed by his brother Nobunaga in 1557.

Suemori, jjjjj
. In Noto, near the present village of Kashiwazaki.

Old castle of the Toki daimyb. Yuza Tsugumitsu who occupied it in

1550, was deprived of it by Shibata Katsuie (1580). Passed then to the

Maeda of Kaga (1584) and was abandoned.

Suga, M M In Izumo. Susano-o no mikoto retired there.

Suganuma, is Ancient daimyb family coming from Mikaiva
and descended from Fujiwara.

SadamHm. M §£ (1542-1604). Served the Imagawa, then

the Tokugawa and in 1601, received the fief of Nagashima (Ise—
20,000 k.).

Sadayoshi, 'S-* • Son of Sadamitsu, in 1619 was transferred

to Zeze (Omi), then in 1634, to Kameyama (Tamba— 40,000 k.).—The
family became extinct in 1647.

Sugawara, fjf • Family of unknown extraction (some historians

claim it to have descended from Nomi no Sukune) whose members,
through their talents and merits, attained the highest dignities,

Kiyogimi, fpl & (770-842). At first attached to the Imperial

prince, passed several years in China and, on his return, was named
Oivari no suke. He applied to this province the mode of governing
which he had found used by the To (China) and suppressed corporal

punishments. Named Daigaku no kami, he reformed the University

regulations and endeavored to introduce Chinese customs in the adminis-

tration, ceremonies, etc.

Koreyoshi, ^ ^ (812-880). Son of Kiyogimi, who like his

father, was preceptor of the Imperial Prince, professor of literature (bunsho-

liakase) and rector of the University.

Michizane, (845-903). Son of Koreyoshi, exercised

great influence upon the emperor Uda. He endeavored with all his

might to diminish the power of the Fujiivara and to reestablish the Im-
perial authority. Named Dainagcm, (897) and Ukon-e-taisho, he advised

Uda to abdicate in favor of his son Daigo. He then became Udaijin
and governed together with the Sadaijin Fujiwara Tokihira. But the

favor shown to him by the two emperors, soon gave umbrage to the other

ministers, who leagued against him. The Fujiwara, Tokihira, Sadakuni
and Sugane, united with Minamoto Hikanc accused Michizane of plotting

to dethrone the emperor and of attempting to elevate his own son-in-law,

prince Tokiyo-shinnb, brother to Daigo. The emperor gave credence to

these calumnies, and Michizane was disgraced and sent to Tsukushi
with the title of Dazai no gon-no-sotsu (901). On hearing the news, the

ex-emperor Uda, hastened to the Palace to beg his son to reconsider his

decision, but upon his arrival he found all doors closed and could not gain
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admission. Michizane survived his exile only two years. His greatest
consolation was to ascend Mount Tempai-zan, and there, with his face

turned towards Kyoto, to venerate the master who had
disgraced him. People honor him under the names
of Kan Shojo, Tenjin, Temmangu, etc. 20 years
after his death, he was reestablished in all his

dignities and received the title of Sadaijin, then of

the Dajd-daijin. At Kyoto, the temple of Kitano
is consecrated to his honor. During his ministry,

Michizane was able to suppress the embassies pe-

riodically sent to China (894). — Michizane is the

ancestor of the huge families Gojo and Takatsvji,
and of the daimyo Maeda of Kaga.
Sugeno Mamichi, if ^

Descendant
of the prince of Kudara Shinson-0, who settled in

Japan. Was preceptor of the Imperial Prince and
one of the principal editor's of the Shoku-Nihon-ki (797). Received the
titles of Mimbu-kyo, Okura-kyo, Omi no kami, etc. Died at the age of 74.

Sugi, ^ . Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan {Suicb) made
noble in 1887.— Now Viscount.

Sugihara, & W. • Ancient daimyo family descended from Taira
Sadamori. In 1601, it obtained the fief of Toyo-oka (Tajima — 85,000
k.), and became extinct in 1653.

Sugita Gempaku, (1733-1817). Famous doctor. To-
gether with Maeno Kyotaku, he translated some Dutch books on medecine
and surgery, and instructed a great number of scholars.

Sugitani, • Family descended from Fujiwara Uona and by
right of inheritance belonging to the Kofuku-ji temple

(Nara). — Now
Baron.

Suguri, i . In olden times, chief of a village chosen among the
most prominent inhabitants.

Suijin, tK 1$ God of the water, springs, wells, etc.
(
Shinto).

Suiko-tenno, fit ^ H • Empress (33) of Japan (593-628). Toyo-
mike-kashikiya-hime, 3rd daughter of Kimmei-tenno, succeeded her brother
Sushun, when she was 39 years old. In £76, she married the emperor
Bidatsu, her brother from her father’s side. Bidatsu was succeeded by his

two brothers Yomei and Sushun. At the death of the latter, Suiko ascend-
ed the throne. It was the first time that an empress as such ruled in
Japan (Jingo-kogo did not reign, but acted as regent for her son Ojin)

.

She placed the administration in the hands of her nephew, and encourag-
ed him in all his efforts to implant Buddhism in the country. On her
mother’s side she descended from the Soga, who during her reign enjoyed
unlimited influence. Suiko died at the age of 75.

Suikoto, Hi $ fit • Formerly a custom very much in use and con-
sisting in borrowing grains or other objects for a certain time and in

returning them with interest. According to the Taiho code (702), a
farmer who had borrowed seeds in spring, was obliged to return double
the amount after the harvest.
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Suinin-tenno, III \Z. ^ M. 11th Emperor of Japan (29 B. C.— 70

A. D.). Ikume-iri-hiko-isachi, 3rd son of Sujin-tenm, sucxneded him at

the age of 40. He repressed the revolt of his brother-in-law Sao-hiko,

who tried to seize the throne (25 B. C ), built the first temple of Ise

(5 B. C.) and substituted earthen statues for the human victims which it

was customary to immolate on the tombs of emperors and high perso-

nages. Suinin, according to tradition, died at the age of 1 39, after a

reign of over 100 years.

Suisei-tenno, 2nd Emperor of Japan (581-549 B. C.).

Kamu-nuna-kawa-mimi or Takenu-kawa-mimi, 3rd son of Jimmu-tenno,

succeeded his father at the age of 51. During the interregnum of 3 years

consecrated to mourning that followed Jimmu’s death, a son, Tagishi-

viimi, born of a first wife, tried to seize the throne but was defeated

and killed by Kamu-ya-i-mimi, a brother of Suisei. History does not

give any particulars about his reign of 33 years.

Suitengu, 5c HZ • Temples erected in several places to the gods of

the sea. These gods are difficult to identify : there are the Yedic god

Varuna, the Shintoist gods of Sumiyoshi (Settsu), the young emperor An-

toku and those who perished with him in the billows of Dan-no-ura, etc.

Sujin-tenno, J§J 10th Emperor of Japan (97-30 B. C.).

Mimaki-iri-hiko-inie, 2nd son of Kaikwa-tenno whom he succeeded when
52 years old. In 92 B. C. he built a temple dedicated to Amaterasu-o-

mikami, at Kasanui (Yamato

)

into which were conveyed the 3 sacred em-
blems or Imperial treasures, till then kept at the Palace itself his

daughter Toyosuki-iri-hime became the first priestess (saigu) of the place.

He created 4 Shogun to repel the Ebisu (88). His reign, the first about

which history gives any details, was a period of organization. Taxes were

fixed, lakes and canals dug, boats built, the census of the population taken,

etc. During his reign the first embassy from Mimana (Korea) (87)

came to Japan. Sujin is said to have died at the age of 119 years.

Suke, ft Formerly a title signifying substitute, taking the place of

;

and corresponding to the word “ vice ” before a noun : for inst. : Hitachi

no suke— vice-governor of Hitachi, etc. There were two degrees, dai

and slid or oi and sunai.

Sukehito-shinno, 3E (1733-1794). Bon of prince Kanin

Naohito and grandson of the emperor Higashi-yama. Go-Momozono

having died without an heir, Kan-ehito, son of Sukehito was raised to the

throne (Kokaku-tenno). At the death of the latter, his son wished to

give him the title of Dajo-tenno, but the Shogun opposed it, and it is only

since 1884, that he received it together with the name of Kyoko-tenno.

Sukiya-gashira, M %r M © • Under the Tokugawa, title given to

3 officials who attended to the arrangements of the tea ceremony at the

Palace of the Shogun. Subject to them were the fukuro-shi, haritsuke-

shi, furo-shi, kama-shi, ki-n'ono-shi, hyogu-shi, etc.

Suko-tenno, & • Emperor of the Northern dynasty (1349-

1352).— Okihito, son of Kogan succeeded his uncle Komyo at the age

of 15. His short reign was koxsKed by the war between the two dyA

nasties. In 1352 by a daring the generals of the South, Kitabatah.?
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Akiyoshi and Kusunoki Masanori penetrated into Kyoto and took Sake
and his two predecessors prisoners. The Shogun Yoshiakira then chose
Go-Kogon, brother of Suko, to succeed him. Suko was liberated 5 years
after (1357) and died in the year 1398, at the age of 65.

Sukuna-bikona, '}? & . Shinto god. Son of Takamimusubi no
kami. He helped Okuninushi to establish his authority over the country
of Izumo, before Nimigi no mikoto descended from heaven to rule Japan.
He taught man sorcery and the use of medicines.

Sukune, . One of the 8 classes
(hassei) of nobles and officials

created by the emperor Temmu (682). The title signifies noble, gentle-
man, and was added to the family name : Nomi no Sukune, Takeshiuchi
no Sukune, etc.

Sukuri, # M . Ancient name for the port of Shari (Okinawa).
Suma, JR Village in Settsu, on Akashi strait. Often praised in

poetry on account of the beauty of its scenery.

Sumera, ^ . Sumeragi, Suberagi, Subera, Sube

:

all equivalent
terms signifying “ He who rules under the heavens ” and was applied to
Shintoist gods and to emperors. Arguing from a similarity of sound, some
authors have thought the name Sumera was a corruption of Semiramis,
in which case the goddess Amaterasu would be none other than the
great queen of Babylon, and the invaders of Japan of the 7th century
before our era were the Assyrians, who left their country willingly or by
force. This is of course only a supposition, and as it includes so many
unknown quantities, it admits of no early solution.

Sumida-gawa, ffl Jl| . River (290 Km.) which rises at the foot of
Kobuslii-yama, on the boundaries of Musashi, Kai, Shinano and Kozuke.
Is first called Nakatsu-kawa, then Ara-kawa and lastly Sumida-gawa.
Passes Kumagai, Urawa and enters the bay of Tokyo after passing
through the E. part of the capital. Also called O-kawa, Asakusa-gawa,
Miyato-gawa.

Suminoe, fa il • Or Sumiyoshi. In Settsu, between Osaka and Sa-
kai. This famous Shintoist temple was first built by Jingo-kogd . in Ghiku-
zen in honor of the gods of the sea, who had aided him in his expedition
against Korea. It was removed present site by the emperor Nintoku
in the 4th century. It receive! domains, and the Tsumori family
in whose keeping it was, enjoy©I,g|?kt influence. During more than 10
years (1360-1372), it served as an isylum for Go-Murakami the em-
peror of the South. From there, Shimazu Yoshihiro, who had been de-
feated at Sekigahara (1600), took ship in order to return to Hyuga.
There also Ieyasu remained during the 1st siege of Osaka (1614).
Suminoe no Xakatsu-Oji, fa fa fa M ^ (+400). Son of the

emperor Nititoku, who, after the death of his father, tried to seize the
throne. He was defeated and killed by his brother Mizuha-wake (later
on Hansho-tennb).

Suminokura Ryoi, (1554-1614). Son of Yoshida
Sokei, physician of Saga ( Yamashiro). He became an engineer., In
1603, by order of Ieyasu he built a large ship for trade with Annam.
Later he converted the river Oi-gawa into a canal, cleared the rapids of
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Hozu and opened the river to navigation
; when the Daibutsu temple was

built (1608), all the material was conveyed to Kyoto by this water way.
He likewise opened the Kamo-gawa to navigation (1611). In 1614, he
received the order to convert the Fuji-kawa into a canal, but he fell sick

and his son Genshi replaced him. Navigation on that river dates from
that time. Ryoi died in the same year at the age of 61.

Sumitsu-in, Privy Council of the Emperor, created in

1888. In 1904, its members numbered 24.

Sumiyoshi, Q. ^ .
— See Suminoe.

Sumiyoshi, a School of painting derived from that of Tosa.

It is represented by : Hiromichi (1599-1670) Hirozumi (1631-1705),
Hironatsu (1644-1735), Hiroyasu (1666-1750), Hiromori (1705-1777),
Hiroynki (1754-1811), Hironao (1781-1828), Hirotsura (1793-1863).

Sumo-bugy5, 4li • During the Kamakura shogunate,
officials whose duty it was to organize and to preside over wrestling-

matches {sumo) which took place at the Palace of the Shogun or in the
enclosure of the Hachiman temple {Tsuru-ga-oka.)

.

Sumo-shiki, 40 Si • Wrestling matches which took place at the
Imperial Palace on the 7th and 8th days of the 7th month. The origin of

these contests is due to Nomi no Sukune, and his descendants, the Suga-
warn, had the supervision thereof.

Sumo-zukasa, 40 P] • Formerly officials charged to organize
wrestling contests in the Imperial Palace. As there were two sets of
wrestlers, so there was a Sa-sumo-zukasa and a U-sumd-zukasa.

Sumoto, $t| if. . Principal city (8750 inh.) of Awaji island. Old
castle, was the residence of the Wakizaka daimyo during the 16th century.
Under the Tokugaica, it belonged to the Ikeda (1613) and the Hachi-
suka (1615-1868).

Sumpu, . Old name of the town of Shizuoka {Suruga)

.

Sumpu-jodai, fift Jff » ft . Under the Tokugawa Shogun, official

who guarded the castle of Sumpu, attended to its repairs, admini-
stered the domains that b&tes^gp?! to it, etc. As he was generally
chosen from among the Obcstsrggsjkira, he lived in the castle with his

family and every 5 or 6 years dsg&se to Edo, to give an account of his

administration to the Shogun. ' '

Sumpu-kaban, I|§ fft HJD § • Title created in 1633 and given to 2
officials who assisted the Sumpu-jodai. They were changed every year
in the 6th month.
Sunomata, vf| IJ2 • In Mino. During his expedition against Saito

Tatsuoki, Nobunaga built a castle there (1562) which he entrusted to the
care of Kinoshita Tokichiro (later Hideyoshi). Tatsuoki besieged the
castle without success. Later it belonged to Ikeda Nobuteru, and was
finally abandoned.

Sunshu, ^ • Chinese name of Suruga province.

Suri-age-hara, &_}:.$. Plain in Iwashiro, in which Masamune
defeated Ashina Yoshihiro (1589).

Suribari-toge, Jg Mountain road N. E. of Omi, at the top
of which is the village of Bamba. In 1333, Hbjo Nakatoki and Tokimasu
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the two governors of Kyoto, making their escape to Kamakura,
were arrested there and killed themselves. Bokkaku Sadayori there
defeated Asai Sukemasa (1526). In 1600, Kobayakaiva Hideaki and
li Naomasa from this place besieged the castle of Satvayama, which
belonged to Ishida Kazushige.

Suruga, M . One of the 15 provinces of Tokaido. Comprises 5
districts. — Chinese name : Sunshu. — Now belongs to Shizuoka-ken.
Suruga-Dainagon, ^ If — See Tokugau-a Tadanaga.
Suruga-wan,

&ulf be-

tween the coasts of

Suruga and the Izu
peninsula.

Susaka, ^ .

In Shirumo. An-
cient castle in the

16th century belong-
ing to the Taka-
nashi family. Was
from 1615 to 1868,
the residence of the
Hori daimyo (now,
Okuda) (10,000 k.).

Susaka no oji,

* £ * » • for-
merly a large street

running from N. to

S. and dividing Kyo-
to into two parts

;

it began at the south-

ern gate
(Susaka

-mon) of the Im-
perial Palace and
ended at the south-
ern exterior gate

(Rakujo-mori) of the

city.— The same
existed formerly at

Nara.

Susano-o,

H • Shinto god.

Born from the nose
ofIzanagi. Prom his

youth he had a vio-

lent character (this

being the significa-
. . ° * , . °

„
SUSAN0-0*8 ARRIVAL IN IZUVO

tion of his name)

;

or was at least very eccentric, for he rooted up trees, put forests on fire, etc.
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His father sent him to a country called Ne no Jcuni (Izumo ?) : he asked

and obtained permission to visit his sister Amaterasu before leaving.

Having arrived at the TakamQ-g4 -jiara, he committed great extrava-

gances, sowing cockle in the destroying the harvests, going so far

as to outrage his sister who retired into a cave, leaving the world in

darkness. For all these misdeeds, Susano-o was exiled and went to

Izumo, where having triumphed over the dreadful Yamata no orochi

(serpent with •§ heads), he married Kushi-Inada-hime, daughter of

Ashinazuchi and Tenazuchi, and settled in Suga. His descendants

governed the region of Izumo and very likely enlarged their domains,

since Amaterasu was obliged to send her grandchild Ninigi to recover

her inheritance.—Susano-o is honored by some as a god of the sea by
others as the god of the moon. He is also venerated by the name of

Gozu-tenno (the emperor with the ox head). His temples are called Gion
in the Ryobu-shmto and Yasaka in the pure Shintoism.

Sushun-tenno,
32nd

Emperor of Japan
(588-592). Hatsuse-
be-wakasazalci, 12th
son of Kimmei-tenno,
succeeded his brother

Yomei at the age of

(58. At the death of

the latter, Mononobe
Moriga and Naka-
tomi Katsumi pro-

posed prince Anaho,
who like themselves

wasanenemy to Bud -

dhism but the Soga
supported Hatsusebe,

their relative. Victory

favored the Soga.

Soga Umako soon

after showed such

arrogance that Su-
sliun resolved to get

rid of him, but the

powerful minister

was informed of the

plot and had the em-
peror assassinated —
Itwasduringhis reign

that scales or balan-

ces were imported

from China to Japan,
and that for the first time, tiles were used to? roofing the temple Hoko-ji.
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Sutoku*iea4lSj jlMSl 5c Is • 75th Emperor of Japan (1124-1141).

Akikito, f^goba-tentw succeeded his father at the age of 5.

His great-gsfesii'htkmr&hirakawa, and later his father, in company,
with Taira Tadamori their favorite acted as regents. In 1136, Toba
had a son by his favorite wife, Bifuku-mon-in (Fujiwara Toku-ko), and 6

months later, had him named heir presumptive ; he then obliged Sutoku to

resign in favor of his yomiga? brother (Konoe-tenno) who, crowned when
2 years of age, died at 17. Tiba now raised another of his sons Go-Shira-

kawa to the throne but Sutoku, aided by Fujiwara Yorinaga, tried to seize

the crown. The great daimyo divided into two factions, and soon the

Hogen civil w ar began (1156) . The partisans of Sutoku were defeated and
he was banished to Sanuki, where he died in 1164. He was 46 years old.

Suwa, Ht tijf • In Shinano.— See Takashima.

Suwa, W, W Daimyo family coming from Shinano and descended

from Minamoto Mitsumasa, brother to Mitsunaka (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Morishige, ® 3( . Descended from Mitsumasa in the 9th gene-

ration, was the first to take the name of Suwa, from the district of Shinano
where he settled and where his family texttri'oed for several centuries.

Yorishige, (+ 1542). .for a long time fought Takeda
Shingen, who coveted his domains. making peace, he went to

Kofu, was treacherously arrested by Itagafci Nobukata and killed himself.

Yoritada, $8 & (1536-1606). Served Ieyasu, who in 1592,

gave him the fief of Sosha (Kozuke — 15,000 k.). In 1601, he returned

to Suwa, where his descendants remained till the Restoration (30,000 k.).

— Now Viscount.

8UWA-KO.

Suwa-ko, M M • Lake (18 Km. circum.) in Shinano. Its outlet,

is the Tenryu-gawa. Also called Ga-ko.
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Suwo, JS] W Or Sud. One of the 8 provinces of San-yo-do.
Comprises 6 districts. — Chinese name : Boshii.— At present belongs to
Yamaguchi-ken.

Suwo-nada, JSJ B jfg . Western basin of the Inland Sea, S. of the
Suwo province.

Suzuka-O, J&L BE (+ 745). Son of prince Takechi no Oji and
grandson of emperor Temmu. Was minister under the reigns of
Gemmei, Gensho and Seimu ; received the titles of Okura-ki/o, Sanai.
Shikibu-kyo, etc.

Suzuka-yama, In llj • Group of mountains on the borders of
Ise, Iga and Omi. In 702, a harrier was placed there : it became thus
one of the 3 gates (See SanJeatm) that protected the capital. After the
ruin of the Taira (1185), th?. remnant of their clan apparently sought
shelter in the recesses of that district, and for several centuries, committed
robbery with impunity.

Suzuki, /fc , Daimyd family which in the 16th century, lived at
Asuke (Mikawa). Dispossessed in 1571 by Takeda Shingen.

Suzuki, ft, . Name of several celebrated painters who lived during
the 18th and the 19th centuries. The best known are : jHarunobu
(1718-1770), Fuyo (1749-1816), Nanrei (1776-1845), Shoren (1778-
1803), Gako (1816-1870), etc.
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T
Tabe, E9 §15 • Formerly, families who cultivated ricefields belonging

to the crown. They were under the jurisdiction of the Ta-zukasa or

Miia no isukasa.

Tabu HO mine, P sS & . — See Tamu no mine.

T&ebibate, . In Chikuzen. Old castle, bruit during the 16th

century by the Taehibana family, vassal of the Oiortux Was captured

in 1569 by Mori Moionari, and recaptured the following year by Otomo

Harm. Li 1588s it passed into the hands of Kobayakawa Takakage

;

then

became a part of the domain of the Kuroda (1600) and was abandoned.

Taehibana, |j| . Ancient noble family descended from prince Nani-

wa-G, son of Bhdtokzi-Taishi.
~~— Koroe, %, (684-757). At first called Katsuragi. He re-

ceived the family name of Tachibana from the emperor Shomu. Fie

was Udaijin (738), Sadaijin (751), etc.

and composed the anthology called

Man-yo-mu.
Naramaro, $£ & M

.

Son
Moroe, was Daigaku no kami, Mi?nbu-

bsuke, Sangi, Sadaiben. At the death

of his father, jealous of the ever in-

creasing influence of Fitjiwara Naka-
maro, he, together with prince Funado,
Ono Azumabito and others, plotted the

ruin of the powerful minister, but their

plans were discovered and the conspira-

tors put to death (757).

Kiyotomo, jpj IJL (757-789). tacmbani ho moroe.

Son of Naramaro, was Uchitoneri.

Kachi-ko, M ^ (787-851). Kiyotomo'

s

daughter, married

the emperor Saga (815) and was the mother of Nimmyd. When the latter

fell sick, she shaved her head and became an ama in order to obtain his

cure, but it was in vain, and, the following year, she followed her son to

the grave. A zealous Buddhist, she erected the temple Banrin-ji

;

whence the name of Banrin-kpg®* under which she is known. With the

help of her brother Ujikimk shfe founded the Gakkwan-in, a school

established especially for the of the Tachibana family.

Hayanari, . Grandson of Naramaro, is famous as a

calligraphist, especially in the kind of writing called reisho (square

letters) . He went to China, where he remained several years and return-

ed with Kukai (806). In 842, he was implicated in a conspiracy to raise

prince Tsunesada-shinno to the throne
;
for this reason, he was banished

to Izu but died on the way.
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Yoshimoto, & (623-885). Descended from Moroe. He
was named Shinano no kami (859), favored agriculture, diminished the
taxes and proved himself a remarkable statesman.

Nagayasu, fa • Descendant of the above, was a distinguish-
ed poet.

.

He is better known by the name No-in Hoshi.
Tachibana, M. , Daimyd family, descended from Otomo Sada-

mune and through him, from the Seiwa-Genji.—- Muneshige, ^ ft (1567-1642). Son of Takahashi Shigetane,
was adopted by Tachibana Shigetsura and inherited Tachibana'

s

castle
(Chikugo) In 1586, he defeated the Shimazu, and Hideyoshi gave him
Yanagawa (Chikugo— 120,000 k.) in fief. He took part in the
expedition to Korea and with Kobayakawa Takakage
gained a victory over the Chinese army. Later, he res-
cued Kato Kiyomasa, who was besieged in Uru-san
( Ulsan), and enabled him to rout his assailants. In
1600, he sided against Ieyasu and was dispossessed

;

sometime after he was again taken into favor, and in
1611, received the fief of Tanakura (Matsu — 20,000 k.)
and in 1620, was re-established in Yanagawa. He helped to repress
the Shimabara revolt (1637-38). — His descendants remained atYanagawa

(Chikugo— 119,000 k.) till the time of the Restoration.
At present. Count. — A junior branch descended from Naotsuqu

In
J
1621 resided Miike (Chikugo) ; then, from’

1805 to 1868, at Shimotedo (Mutsu— 10,000 k.).— Now Viscount
Tachibana Morikuni, ft ^ M (1679-1748). Bora at Osaka, he

received lessons from Tsuruzawa Tanzan and was one of the most skilful
draughtsmen and engravers of,his time.

Tachiiri Munetsugu, 4 Official of the Imperial Court,who seeing the desolation reigning in Kyoto because of the protracted
civil wars, induced the Chunagon Fujiwara Korefusa to advise the
emperor to request Oda Nobunaga to restore order in the city. The Em-
peror Ogimachi listened to the advice, and, in 1562, Munetsugu was in-
trusted with a letter to Nobunaga requesting the latter to repress the
disorders. In 1567, he received a similar commission.—In reward for the
service rendered the Imperial cause, Munetsugu in 1898, 300 years after
his death, was raised to the 2nd degree of the 2nd rank in the Court
(ju-m-i).

Tachikawa, aC fnj . In Musashi. During the 15th and the 16th

f \
he T^chikawa family. In 1504, Uesugi Akisadawas defeated at that place by Imagawa Ujichika and Hojo Soun.

3^ ffl Settsu. Old Shintoist temple
(Tada-jinja ) built bv

the emperor Sujin m memory of Tatataneko, son of Onwno-nushi no
mikoto. Was the domain of Minamoto Mitsunaka, who is for this
reason often called Tada Manju ; his descendants resided there during
several centuries.— Tada^also possesses hot springs called Hirano-onsen.
Tada Manju, % H3 $6 It .— See Minamoto Mitsunaka.
Tadami-gawa, R % Jl| . Liver (141 Km.) of Iwashiro, tributary of

of the Agano-gawa. J
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Tada Yukitsuna, 0 E9 ft IB • Descended from Minamoto Mitsu-
nalea ; also called Tada Kurando. In 1177, he with Fujiwara Nariclii-
lca plotted against the Taira, but changing his mind, he revealed all to
Kiyomori, who put the conspirators to death. Later he served Yori-
tomo, fought against Yoshitsune at Kawajiri (Settsu), but was defeated
and killed (1184).

Tadotsu, £ 8! . Town (7800 inh.) of Sanuki. In the 16th
century, the residence of the Kagaina family, who ruled 3 districts.

Amagiri-jo was the name of the castle ; it was captured by Chosokabe
Motochika. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to the Kyogoku of Maru-
game, who there established a junior branch of their family (10,000 k.)

in 1694. tv\ |
Taga, 0 In Rikuzeti. Ancient stronghold built in 724 to stop

the raids oiW&'Mbisu : Oho Azumabito who built it, established in it the
administration (Cliinjufu

)

of the government of Mutsu. In 802,
Sakanoe no Tamuramaro transferred it to Izawa. Izawa Iekage was
placed in Taga by Yoritomo, with the title of Rusu-shoku (1190). Dur-
ing the civil wars of the 14th century, the governor

(Chinju/u-taishogun)

Kitabatake Akiie entertained prince Yoshinaga-shinno in it and with
him fought bravely against the Ashikaga. Captured by Ishido Yoshi-
fusa in 1337, recaptured by the Imperial army in 1351, it definitely passed
to the Northern dynasty in 1352, and was very soon after abandoned.
Tagaya, 0 ^ Daimyd family that in the 16th century, possessed

the Snimotsuma castle
(Hitachi— 60,000 k.). Dispossessed in 1600.

Tagishi-mimi no mikoto, T- m 5 ffr • Son of Jimmu-tenno and
of Ahiratsu-hime. At the death of his father, he attempted to seize the
throne, but was defeated and killed by his brother Kamu-ya-i-mimi no
mikoto (583 B. C.).

Taga no ura, B9 fjf Bay and village of Suruga, famous for its

picturesque scenery.

Taguchi Shigeyoshi, IQ P gg . Nobleman of theAwa province
(Shikoku) . He at first sided with the Taira and built a palace for the
emperor Antoka at Yashima (Sanuki

) (1184). He fought the Mina-
moto in San-yd-do, then after the battle of Dan-no-ura (1185), he joined
their party.

Taguchi TJkichi, H P #P {1855-1905). Historian and renown-
ed professor. Wrote a great nurpltQE'of books.

Taho, ffl ® Buddhist god, one of the Go-chi-nyorai.

Taichu-ken, M • Department in the center of Taiwan,
(Formosa).— Pop. : 820,500 inh.— Chief town : Taichu (4,000 inh.).

Tai-ei, 0 •
Nengo : 1521-1527.

Taihei-ji, tF • Buddhist temple in the village of Higashi-mizu-
hiki (Satsuma). Hideyoshi made this temple his headquarters during his

campaign against Satsuma, and it was at the same place that he signed
a treaty of peace with Shimazu Yoshihisa (1587).

Taihei-ki, i; ^ . Historical work in 41 volumes, attributed to

the bonze Kojima (-f- 1374) of the Hiei-zan. It covers one of the most
troubled epochs of Japanese history, from 1318 to 1368.
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Taiho, jz • Nengo

:

701-703.

Taiho no chiho-kwansei, jz ^ $ij • An administration
created during the Taiho era. The capital was divided into two parts,
Sakyd and Ukyd, each having a governor assisted by a Ichi no tsukasa.
Settsu province enjoyed a special government (Settsu-shoku ). Kyushu,
lki and Tsushima were governed by the Dazai-fu. The other provinces
according to their importance were ranked among the dai-koku, jo-koku,
chu-koku and ge-koku, and received a uniform administration (See
Kokushi).

Taiho-rydritsu, jz ^ ft # . Code of laws promulgated in the
1st year of the Taiho era (701).—The emperor Tenchi had already in
his time charged a commission with the work of collecting the laws then
in force : the work was finished in 670, and as the capital was then at
Shiga, in Omi, it was called Omi-nyo : it consisted of 22 vol. — Complet-
ed under the reign of Temmu (682), it was promulgated by the empress
Jito (689). The emperor Mommu gave orders to the princes Osakabe-
shinno, Fujiwara Fuhito, and others, to collect all anterior work into a
complete code of laws. The work was finished in 701, and the same
year, several doctors of Chinese law, (myoho-hakase) were sent to all the
provinces to promulgate and explain it. The empress Gensho had it

revised during the YSrri ara (718), and this new edition was called Shin-
ryo or Yoro-ryori&m. Excepting a few slight modifications, the Taiho
code of laws remained in force to the time of the Restoration.—See Ri-
tsuryd-hyakushiki.

Taihoku-ken, ^ :|fc $£ . Department in the North of Taiwan
(Formosa). — Pop. 756,200 ir.h. — Chief town : Taihoku (Taipeh

) (6,000
inh.).

Taiji, ^z ia Nengo: 1126-1130.

Taiken-mon-m, Tr F^j Sec k ujiicava Tama-ko.
Taiko, . Mythological period, from the creation to the acces-

sion of Jimmu-tenno.

Taiko, • Title taken by a Kioampaku, when he was succeeded
in office by his son : if he transmitted it to another, he had no claim to
that title. If, when being succeeded by his son, he shaved his head, and
became bonze, he was called Zenko. Although this title occurs several
times in history, it is especially given to Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who took it

(1592
°^Ce Nwampaku passed to his adopted son Hidetsugu

Taiko-taigo, ± M ± Is Grandmother of the Emperor or
archdowager Empress.

Taikun, 3z % Title taken by the Shogun in his dealings with
foreigners from 1854 to 1867.

Taikwa, , Nengo

:

645-649. It was the first nengo of Japan.
^ itm* klsit-; jz it M Reform of the Taikwa era.

BR.6 gwsaa te |he modifications introduced into the administra-
Ikte "fekai if®. Ta&fam. era till the promulgation of the Taiho code, a

<f{ 56 years (6%.^7Dl). At his accession to the throne, the em-
Kotokii the titles 0-omi and O-muraji and created those

- -T - - J
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of Sadaijin, Udaijin and Naijin (or Uchi no Omi); the first to posses these

titles were : Abe Kzirahashi-maro, Soga Kurayamada Ishikawa-maro

and Nakatomi Kamatari, who with some advisers (
komon)

assisted in

the government. The first year of his reign was the first year of the

Taikwa era ;
thus the nengo was introduced. Wishing to reform the

abuses and to introduce the administrative system then in use in China

(To) ; he ordered all the governors of provinces or of districts to become

acquainted with the wants of the people. He had a box placed at the

door of the Palace, wherein the people could place a statement of their

grievances against officials. He fixed the limits of the provinces (kzini)

and districts (kori), ordered the census to be taken and established the

Handen-shuju-ho. (See that word). In short the entire administration

was revised and new offices created.

Tainan-ken, % T© |S - Department, S. of Taiwan (Formosa isl.).

Pop.: 1,050,000 inh. ™ Chief town: Tainan (47,300 inh.) : formerly

called Taiwan-fu, w&s capital of the island. Is situated 4 miles

inland ; its port is Amps*.

Taira, ^ •— See Iwaki-daira.

Taira . Family descended from prince Katsurabara-shinnd (786-

853), sen of the emperor Kwammu. It exercised great power during

the 11th and 12th centuries. Its protracted struggle with the rival

family Minamoto covers some of the most interesting pages of Japanese

history.

Katsurabara-
shinnd

Takamune-Korenori - Tokimasa

Ijakami -Takamochi

Knnika

Sanemoto - Chikanobu -Ynkivoshi

{

Korernasa
Koretoki (Hojo)

Korehira -Mas!Masanori

. (Kanetada
Shigemon-^

Kore|noch ; (J
,-

}

Yoshikane- Kimio
Masamochi
Masakado- Masakuni (Soma)

Masayori
Masahira
Masabumi
Masatake
.Masatarne

[Tameraichi [Miura)

Yoshimasa?

Yoshihiro

Yosliibumi {

[^damichi

iKagemura (Oba)AW9U1VUIHI m

(
Muraoka) l Tadayot|

JHaiakeyama)

Takamune, jft (804-867). Eldest- tessi^tif Waisurabara-

shinno, in 825 he received, for himself and his the family

name of Taira. He was Dainagon.
,

.i
,:V !

'V-, •:

Takamochi, of Takami-Q of Katsu-

rabara-shinnd, in 889 received from the emperor uda, the name of

Kunika, M W (+ 935). Eldest son of Takamochi, was Chm-

jufu-shogun and governor of Hitachi

:

he was put to death by his rebel

nephew Masakado.
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—- Sadamori, jK ^ . Also called Joheida, heard the news of his

father’s death, whilst he was at Kyoto

:

he left the city at once and
together with his uncle, Yoshikane, Shimosa no nuke, fought Masakado,
but they were defeated. He returned to Kyoto, levied new troops, and
with the help of Fujiwara Hidesato, again offered battle to the rebel,

who was now defeated and killed (940). Sadamori was then named
Chinju/u-shogun, and later Mutsu no kami.

Masakado, $f (+ 940). Son of Yoshimasa, received the
name of Soma Shgjiro. He served the Sesshd Fujiwara Tadalwr&. ®d
demanded the office of Kebiishi, but was refused. In revenge he
Kwanto, settled in the
district of Toyoda
(Shimosa) and began
a guerrilla warfare in

the surrounding coun-
try. He attacked his

uncle Kunika, gover-

nor of Hitachi, and
put him to death

(935). The following

year, Yoshikane, bro-

ther of Kunika, with
Sadamori attacked

him, but were defeated

and forced to take

refuge in Kyoto. After

Yoshikane’s death

(939), Masakado oc-

cupied Shimosa, Shi-

motsuke and Kozuke.
He then assumed the

title of Heishin-6 (new
emperor Taira), esta-

blished his Court at

Ishii (Shimosa), nam-
ed ministers and offi-

cials, etc. • In the

mean time, Fujiwara
Sumitomo, to whom
Masakado had pro-

mised the Kwampaku
dignity, revolted in

Sakaido. In 940,

Fujiwara Tadabumi who had received the title of Seito-taishogun, mar-
ched against Masakado with a large army. He came too late however,
for Sadamori, with the help of Fujiwara Hidesato, and Oryoshi from
Shimotsuke, had already attacked the rebel, defeated and pursued him
for 13 days, finally overtaking him at Kcjima (Shimosa). In the last

DEATU OF TAIRA MASAKADO.
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efJRMSstei Javing been wounded by an arrow, fell from his
•beam feaped. to the ground, killed the wounded man and sent
-iBStnasd tQ.dlgc%<t><—This revolt is known in history by the name of
Tenhsim ran.

ifft-it? • Son of Sadamori, became famous in military
.*** Tonnes With Miyamoto Yorimbu, Taira Muneyori and Fujiwara
\ 7_ \w forcss £h&_I$ushd shi-teii (4 great warriors) of his epoch
He' governed Sha of Matsu, Dewa, Ini, Shimotsuke, Sado,
etc.; then after some openly made war against Muneyori
and was exiled to the Awaji. As he spent most of the
time in Ise, his descend®vty #ere called Ise-Heishi (Taira of the he
province)

.

.

~~ Koremochi, #t . Educated by his uncle Sadamori, settled
in Mutsu, had some dispute with Fujiwara Morotane, whom he
defeated and killed. This made him famous throughout all Kwanto. He
was Dewa no suke and Chinju/u-shogun. He died at the age of 80.

Tadatsune, & ?f? . Was grandson of Yoshibumi, who lived at
Muraoka (Musashi), and is known by the name of Muraoka Goro He
settled in Kazusa and received the titles of Kazusa no suke and of Orydshi
(inspector) of Musashi. In 1 013.8. be became lord of Awa province by
killing its governor. Taira NaoMm0(as sent against him, but met with
defeat. Mmamoto Yonnobu had success and forced him to retreat
(1031). Tadatsune is the ancestoi^ffhe Chiba daimyo.

Sadasue - Norisne - lesada

Snehira
{

Morimitsn (/«)
Morikuni

Sadahira

Masahira- Masamori

Tadamori

'

Tadamasa

Sadayoslii

Kiyomori

Tsunemori

Norimori

Yorimori

Tadanori

Shigemori

Motomori

Munemori

Tomomori

Shigebira
Tomonori
Kiyofusa
Koretoshi
Kiyosada
Kiyokuni
Yoshihira
Toku-ko
(Tsunemasa
< Tsuuetoshi
vAtsumori

{

Micbimori
Noritsune
Narimori

{

Naomori
Tamemori
Mitsumori

'Kpremori- Rokmlai

Sukemori (Moritanna
(Lnikazanc

(OUn)
Kiyotsune
Arimori
Moromori
Tadafusa

/Kiyomnne
\Yoshimune
Tomoakira
Tomotada
Shigenao (3E)
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Iesada, M M. Served Tadamori and Kiyomori. During the
Heiji war, (1159), he fought against Hyuga Miehinaga, whom he defeat-
ed and killed in Ecliizen.

-— Sadayoshi, 4 ^ .

Son of Iesada, was governor of Higo and
Chikugo. In 1180, Ki/cuchi Takanao levied troops in Kyushu, and sided
with Yoritomo ; Sadayoshi marched against and defeated him Return-
ing to Kyoto, he met Munemori, who was retreating in Saikaido with
the emperor Antoku. He vainly attempted to induce them to return to the
the capital. After his arrival at Kyoto, he had the remains of Shigemori
brought to the Koya-san. He then again joined Munemori and served
under him. After the ruin of the Taira, his life was spared owing to the
intercession of Utsunomiya Tomotsuna. He shaved his head and in re-

tirement was known by the name of Higo-Nyudd.

Tadamori, ® (1096-1153). Served the emperors Shira-
kawa, Horikawa and Toba ; governed the provinces of Karima, Ise and
Bizen, and was named Kebiishi. In 1129, he was ordered to repress the
high-sea pirates, who infested the coasts of San-yo-do and Nankai-do.
The ex-emperor Toba ordered him to build the San-ju-san-gen-do, and
in reward he received the governorship of Tajima (1132). The credit he
enjoyed created enemies who tried to kill him, but he escaped their

snares.

Kiyomori, fpf ^ (1118-1181). The most renowned of the
Taira, was, if tradition can be trusted, a son of the ex-emperor Shira-
kawa. Tadamori, having, one day, shown courage in presence of his

master, this latter, presented him with one of his favorite concubines, who
soon after, brought forth a son, who was called Kiyomori. In 1146, he was
made governor of the province of Aki. During the Hagen war (1150),
Kiyomori with Minamoto Yoshitomo aided the ex-emperor Go-Sliirakawa,
whilst his uncle Tadamasa with Minamoto Tameyosld supported Sutoku.
They were defeated and Kiyomori’

s

influence continually increased.
He received the titles of Harima no kami and of Dazai-daini. A
quarrel arose between Kiijomori and Yontomo and the latter fesaytl

iffap
with Fujiwara Nobuyori devised a means of destroying the
Whilst Kiyomori was at Kumano (Kii), they overpowered •

kawa, burned his palace, and put his favorite Michinori and
’’

death. Kiyomori returned in haste to Kyoto, and sent his son
'

against the rebels. By stratagem Shigemori succeeded in

emperor and Nijo. He then attacked the conspirators and defeated them
Nobuyori was killed in battle, and Yoshitomo was massacred during his

flight (1159). Thus ended the Heiji war, after which, Kiyomori was all

powerfi#?.%fl|| spared the life of Yoshitomo'

s

children : the oldest 13
years exiled to Izu, the 3 others had to enter a monastery and
become Soon after, Hyuga Miehinaga revolted in Hizen
and Kiyomori sent his relative Iesada who repressed the rebellion. After
the emperor Nijo’s death (1165), his son Bokujo, then 2 years old,

ascended the throne, but 3 years later, Go-Shirakawa deposed him and
replaced him by his own son Takakura As Takakura’s mother wa
Kiyomori’s sister-in-law it was no wonder that Kiyomori wa
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named Naidaijin, then Dajo-daijin : it was the first time that a mem-
ber of the military class was raised to that dignity. In 1168, he became
ill, shaved his head and took the name of Jokai, whilst the people called

him Dajo-nyudo. Whilst living in the spendid

palace he had built at Fukuhara, near Hyogo
(Settsu), he governed the country as he pleased

;
60

members of his family possessed the highest offices of

the land and were at the head of more than 30
provinces He had 300 yetiiJg pages at his command
who informed him of all they c&w and heard . In 1 1 7 1

,

his daughter Toku-ko, Sftii years old, married the

emperor Takakura her junior by 4 years. His two sons
(Shigemori and

Munemori) were named Sakon-e-taisho and Ukon-e-taishu (1177) re-

spectively. The Fujiwara, Narichika and Moromitsu, however a second
time plotted the ruin of the Taira, but Tada Yukitsuna, their accom-
plice, revealed the whole design to Kiyomori, and his revenge was fright-

ful. The principal leaders were executed, and many others were exiled ;

he had even made up his mind to imprison Go-Shirakawa, who had given

his approval to the plan, but on the advice of Shigemori, he pardoned him.
The folllowing year (1179), a son was born to the emperor Takakura,
and Kiyomori had him at once declared heir to the throne. Soon after,

Shigemori died, at the age of 43 (1179). Deprived of the wise

counsels and of the firm remonstrances of his son, Kiyomori gave full

vent to his tyranny : he imprisoned Go-Shirakawa in the palace of

Toba, exiled the Kwampaku and the Dajo-daijin, deposed 39 officials,

and obliged his son-in-law Takakura to abdicate in favor of his grandson
Antoku, then 2 years old. All these measures exasperated the nobles to

such a pitch that a new plot was formed, headed by the prince Mochihito-

shinno, son of Go-Shirakawa. A call to arms was sent to the warriors

throughout all the provinces and the first to answer was Minamoto
Yonmasa, who, notwithstanding his 75 years, fought bravely, but was
overwhelmed by superior numbers at Uji-bashi

(1180). Prince Mochihito was killed at Nara
and the bonzes who had given help to Yorimasa
saw their temples burned. To prevent a coup-

de-main, Kiyomori took the emperor with the

whole Court to his palace of Fukuhara. Mean-
while, the Minamoto assembled their troops in

Kivanto

;

defeated by Oba Kagechika, at I-

shibashi-yama, Yoritomo, far from being discour-

aged assembled a second army, and was able to

rout the troops of Koremori. At this news
Kiyomori fell sick and died after 8 days. He
made his sons and grandsons promise however,

to bring Yoritomo'

s

head to his tomb, which desire was not to be fulfilled.

Norimori, ffc (1129-1185). Brother to Kiyomori, fought

against Fujiwara Nobuyori during the Heiji war (1159) and was named
Etchu no kami. In 1161, he in concert with Taira Tokitada tried to
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depose the emperor Nijo and to replace him by his brother Norihito shinnO,
on which account he was deprived of all his offices. Norihito, having be-
come Takakura-tenno (1169), named Norimori Kurando, Sangi, etc.

In 1183, he accompanied the emperor Antoku to Saikai-do, defeated Mi-
namoto Yukiie at Muroyama (Harima), and killed himself at Dan-no-
ura.

Yorimori, & (1132-1186). Brother to Kiyomori, assisted

Norimori, when he besieged Fujiwara Nobuyori in the temple Ninna-ji
( 1 1 59). He was named Owari no kami, then Dainagon, and as he
usually lived at Ike, he was sumamed Ike-Dainagon. His wife, Ike no
Gozen, pleaded for and obtained the pardon of Yoritomo, who always

himself very grateful. Yorimori then having nothing to fear,

i^ssfeSd in Kyoto when the Taira all fled to the West (1183). The
Mfowtteg year, Yoritomo called him together with Munekiyo to Kama-
kura. The latter refused to go, hut Yorimori was well treated and
returned to Kyoto where he died.

Tadanori, JS& Kt (1144-1184). Brother of Kiyomori, was
brought up at Kumano, received lessons (am Fujiwara Toshinari, and
became a distinguished poet. Later ass, he was Satsuma no kami. He
was killed by Okabe Tadazumi at the Little of Ichi-no-tani, where he
had shown wonderful courage.—— Yasuyori, M IS • In 1177, took part in the plot of Fujiwara
Narichika and of the bonze Shunkwan against Kiyomori, for which he
was exiled to Kikai ga shima, but was pardoned the following year.— Moritoshi, (+ 1184). Son of Morikuni, was Etchu no
kami. He aided Shigemori and enabled him successfully to fight Mina-
moto Yoshihira at the Rokuhara (1159). In 1181, he defeated Yukiie
and Yoshinaka, but died at Ichi-no-tani. His father, Morikuni, having
been taken prisoner at Dan-no-ura, was brought to Kamakura where
he starved himself to death in captivity.

Tokitada, [i$ (1130-1189). Descendant of Takamune and
son of Tokinobu, served the emperors Konoe, Go-Shirakawa, Nijo.
Banished to Izumo in 1162, he was recalled 5 years after and named
CJiunagon, hut having been involved in a plot against Kiyomori, he was
again exiled to Izumo (1177). Pardoned the following year, he defeated
the troops of the Hiei-zan that had caused disorder in the capital. In
1183, he followed Munemori into Saikai-do; he then surrendered to
Yoshitsune and was banished to Noto, where he died.

Tomoyasu, 141 Son of Tomochika, was Kebiishi. In
1183, the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa ordered him to check the advance
of Yoshinaka’s army which was threatening the capital, but frightened
at the great number of his enemies, he fled without offering battle. He
then went to Kamakura and submitted to Yoritomo.

Hirotsune, . Son of Tsunetaka, Kazusa no suke, fought
under Minamoto Yoshitomo during the Hogen (1156) and Heiji (1159)
wars and showed great valor. He then served Yoritomo, but in conse-
quence of quarrels with some other generals, he was besieged and put to
death by Kajiivara Kagetoki.
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Munekiyo, fpf . Won of Suemune, served Yorimori, who
created him mokudai of the Owari province, of which he was the gover-

nor. In 1160, Minamoto Yoshitomo having been killed, his son Yori-

tomo fled but was arrested by Munekiyo, who was on his way from
Owari to Kyoto. According to Kiyomori’s orders, he was kept prisoner

at Munekiyo'

s

house. The latter however had pity on a prisoner 14
years old and spoke in his behalf to Yorimori’

s

wife, Ike no Gozen, who, be-

ing a daughter of Fujiioara Munekane, was Kiyomori’s mother-in-law

:

moved by her entreaties, Kiyomori spared Yoritomo’s life, but exiled him
to lzu. When the Taira fled to Saikai-do (1183), Munekiyo remained
at Kyoto with Yorimori. Yoritomo called them both to Kamakura, with
the intention of rewarding them for the favor he had received 20 years

before, but Munekiyo refused to accept the invitation and rejoined Mune-
mori in the South. It is not known what became of him after the ruin

of his family.

Kagekiyo, fk fpf • Son of Fujiwara Tadakiyo, was adopted
by the Taira and showed great valor. He fought Yoshinaka at Yukiie.

Made prisoner at Dan-no-ura (1185), he was brought to Kamakura but
starved himself to death. Legends have embellished his life: they re-

present him taking the disguise of a bonze to assassinate Yoritomo during
some ceremony, or again, plucking out his own eyes, not to see the

triumph of the enemies of his family.

Shigemori, M & (1138-1179). Eldest son of Kiyomori, took
a prominent part in the suppression of the Hbgen (1156) and Heiji (1159)
troubles, that bad been caused by the tyranny of his father. He endeav-
ored to moderate the impetuous character of Kiyomori, and at the time
of the revolt of Fujiwara Narichika (1177), he prevented the imprison-
ment of Go-Shirakawa. Shigemon remains, to the present day, one of

the most accomplished models of fidelity and respect due to one’s sove-

reign. Unhappily he died before his father, and thus could not
prevent the excesses that occurred in the latter days of his father’s life.

Munemori, #§- (1147-1185). Son of Kiyomon, became his

heir at Shigemon’

s

death. Instead of moderating the excesses of his

father, he became the executer of his evil designs, and, besieging Go-Shi-
rakawa in his palace, imprisoned him at Toha-in (1179). When Yoshi-
naka marched upon Kyoto, Munemori sent his brother Tadanori and his

nephew Koremori against him, but they were defeated. He then
summoned the tesises of Hici-zan to help him, but they refused.

MeanwiSile, Yamato and Yukitsuna in Settsu were getting

ready te Kyoto. Munemori now assembled the members
of his m’A the princi^ s§£gers, and told them his intention of

retiringly All ogffisiafi his project but he, taking the young
emperog-^tJftf^t 'jb®-lnother .^pifi-mon-in, his brother Morisada and
others with him, started on his way South, all his vassals being obliged

to follow. They had scarcely left Kyoto, when the ex-emperor Go-Shira-
kam- recovering power, deposed more than 200 officials of the Taira
clan and raised Go-Toba, the 4th son of Takalcura, then 3 years old, gjs

the throne. Munemon had scarcely landed at Dazaifu, when he wj§§
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attacked by Fujiwara Yoritsune, Ogata Koreyoslii, etc. He retired then
to Hakozaki (Chikuzen), then to Sanulci where he built a temporary
palace for the emperor at a place called Yashima. As the Minamoto
were divided into two factions, he profited of their disunion to return into
San-jf&tU, went as far as SeLtsu and built a fort at Ichi-no-tani. Mean-
while, Noriyori and Yoshitsune after having defeated Yoshinaka, marched
against the Taira. Simultaneously attacked on both sides Munemori
was defeated but escaped by sea to Yashima, leaving the following
among the dead

;
his uncle Tadamri, his brothel's Kiyosada and Kiyo-

fusa, his cousins Tsunemasa, Tsunetoshi, Atsu?nori, Michimori, Nari-
mori, his nephews Moromori, Tomoakira, etc. (1184). Leaving Yashima,
Munemori went to Shido (Sanuki), then to Hikishima, and returned to
Hakozaki where he met Noriyori ready to attack him. He took to sea
again and sailed for Dan-no-ura bay, near the present city of Shimono-
seki (Nagato). Yoshitsune followed him and a desperate battle ensued,
in which the advantage soon was on the side of the Minamoto.
When doubt as to the issue of the battle could no longer be
SSS^ained, Tomomori approached the boat that boas the Imperial

and declared that all hope of success was over, Kiyomori’

s

Nii-no arm, then gathered all her children a&d 1

grandchildren
about her and told them that Munemori was neither her son nor
Kiyomori s. Having only one son, Shigemori, Kiyomori was be-
coming very anxious when hopes were entertained for an heir.A girl was bom, who was secretly exchanged for a son that
had just been born to an umbrella merchant of Kitazaka, near
Kiyomizu-dera. “This son of an umbrella merchant,” she added
vehem.p%j “is no other than Munemori

:

it is then not astonishing
that «ts> not find the intelligence or the courage of the Taira in
him! '* Saying this, she seized her grandson Antoku and leaped with
him into the sea. A.t this moment the battle was changed into a rout and
Tomomori, Norimori, Tsunemori, Sukemori, Yukimon, Arimori etc
were killed. The empress Kenrei-mon-in, daughter of Kiyomori and
mother of Antoku was saved. Munemori and bis son Kiyomune, were
made prisoners and taken to Kyoto and then to Kamakura, but
were put to death on the way, at a place called Shinowara
(Omi).

• Tomomori, $U & (1152-1185). Son of Kiyomori, defeated
Mm&moto Yorimasa at Uji-Bashi ; Yamamoto Yoshitsune at Mii-dera
(liyf/;

; and Yukiie at Sakakura (Mino) (1181). In 1183, he fought
agajsst Yoshinaka in Omi, but was defeated and retreated to Kyoto
Munemori then resolved to go South and Tomomori, who had vehe-
mently opposed this plan had to follow him to Yashima. Defeated
at no tani (H84), he escaped death by flight and built a fort at
Hikishima (Nagato

)

against the Minamoto. He fought bravely at the
battle of Dan-no-ura, went to Nii no ama to announce her that defeat
was imminent

; then, hearing that Munemori had not the courage to kill
himself but had been made prisoner, he wept from very shame:
nnaliy, he, with his uncle Norimori committed suicide.
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Shigehira, jjf (1158-1185). Son of Iiiyomori, took part in

the battle of Uji-bashi against prince Michihito and Yorimasa (1180).

From there, he went to Nara and burned the Td-daiji and Kofuku-ji
temples that had given help to the Minamoto. He theu fought against

Yukiie. When the Taira went South, (1183) Yoshinaka entrusted their

pursuit to Takanashi, Takanobu, Ashikaga Yoshikiyo, Nishina Moriie,

etc. A battle took place at Mizushima (Bitchzi). The Taira, com-
manded by Shigehira, Michimori and Norimori were victorious and
Takanobu and Yoshikiyo met death in battle. Made prisoner at Ichi-no-

iani, Shigehira was taken to Kamakura and the following year, by re-

quest of the bonzes whose temples he had burned, was beheaded near Nara.
Toku-ko, Hi -p (1155-1213). Daughter of Kiyomori, in 1171

married the emperor Takakura and in 1178, gave birth to the future

Antoku-tenno. In 1181, at the death of Takakura, she took the name
of Kenrei-mon-in. Having escaped death at Dan-no-ura, she was led

to Kyoto and died in that city.

Atsumori, ffc ffifc
(1169-1184). Son of Tsunemori, fought

bravely at Ichi-no-tani. When the defeated Taira were obliged to take

to flight, Atsumori was left behind and to gain the boats was obliged to

spur his horse into the sea
; Kumagaya Naozane having seen this, invited

him to single combat, which challenge Atsumori accepted. He, however,
was unhorsed and Naozane cut his head off.— This episode has often

been sung in poetry, and acted on the stage.

Noritsune, tfc IS (1160-1185). Son of Norimori, was Noto no
kami. He took part in the battles of Mizushima, Ichi-no-tani and Dan-
no-ura. In this last battle, seeing defeat inevitable, he sought out Yoshi-

tsune’s boat to slay him but the soldiers came to the rescue of their chief.

Noritsune kicked a soldier into the sea, then seizing one with each hand,
he leaped into the sea.

• Koremori, K£ ® . Son of Shigemori, was sent to fight Yori-

torrw

;

he went as far as Fuji-kawa, when his army, hearing of the great

f the enemy, refused to advance, thus obliging him to return

to|||p!ll80). Iu 1183, he defeated Yoshinaka at Hiuchi (Echizen).

H#.#i^:iJ)llowed Munemori to Yashima

;

soon after however, he left

took to sea and landed in Kii. He caused the news to be

he was drowned, but in reality went to the Koya-san, and
bonze. He was then 25 years old. To escape all search, he

remained hidden at Fujinawa (Kii).— Koremori had a son, called

Ttokudai, who, after the battle of Dan-7io-ura, was spared through the

intercession of Mongaku-shonin, whose disciple he became, but when
Mongaku was exiled to Omi, Bokudai was arrested and beheaded at

Tagoe (Sagami) at the age of 26 years (1199).

Taira no miyako, 3F* M • Name given by the emperor Kwam-
mu to the capital (Kyoto) which he built in 794. It was only later on
known by the name of Heian-kyd (the Chinese reading of the same
characters).

Tairo, Jz jg Under the Tokugaiva, the first minister of the Shogun.
He was also called Genro or 0-toshiyori. The first to receive this title
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were Doi Toshikatsu and Sakai Tadakatsu (1638). Later on, the office

was given to one official usually chosen from the Sakai, Ii and Hotta
families. A tozama-daimyo was never raised to the dignity of Tairo.
From the time of Ienobu (1709) till that of Ieshigc (1760), this office was
vacant. One of the best known Tairo is the famous Ii Kamon no kami,
signer of the first treaty with the foreign powers. He was assassinated
in 1860.

Tairo, pg — See Go-Tairo.

Tairo, Formerly, food (rice, salt, shoyu, etc.) distributed
monthly to the Imperial guard.

Taisei-kyokwai, ik # • One of the 10 present sects of
Shintoism. The Remmon-kyokwai is one of its branches.

Taisha, $C • General pardon formerly granted on some important
occasions, such as at the crowning of an Emperor, etc.

Taishaku, rff pi • The god Indra of Brahmanism
;
one of the Roku-

buten.

Taishi, dF •_
Imperial prince, proclaimed heir presumptive to the

throne. If the prince was a brother of the ruling emperor, he was called

Taitei. These titles subsequently were changed into those of Kotaishi
and Kotaitei.

Taisho, ^ • Title created in the 9th century and applied to the
commanders of the two divisions of the Imperial bodyguards : Sakon-e-
taisho and Ukon-e-taishd. Afterwards it denoted thegeneral in chiefof an
army.— To-day it is the intermediary grade between the general of a
division

(chiijo) and a marshal
(
gensui) and corresponds to field-marshal.

Taishu, . Title created in 826, and applied to the provincial
governors of Hitachi, Kazusa and Kozuke. These 3 provinces, in
memory of the sojourn of Yamatotakeru in them, were always governed
by a prince of the royal family, and this latter, who generally resided at

Kyoto, was represented in the provinces by a Suke.
Taishu, Chinese name of the Tsushima province.

Taiso, ;Ac H • In ancient times, solemn funerals of an emperor or a
high dignitary. An official with the title of Hinkyu-tayu presided over
the ceremony and the Yubu no tami accompanied the procession. The
Tailio code entrusted the organisation of the funerals to the Jibu-sho. In
701, the ex-empress Jit

6

was cremated (kwaso ), and in 756, the emperor
Sho-rmi was buried according to the Buddhist ritual

;
hence the ancient

ceremonies were abandoned. In the middle of the 17th century, a certain

Sakanaya Hachibei protested to the emperor against cremation and, at
the death of Go-Komyo (1654), the old customs were revived and have
since then been in constant use.

Taitotei, ;Ac S • Japanese name of the city of Tivatutia (31,600
inh.), on the Eastern coast of Formosa. Also called Shingai.

Taiwan, ^ . Island of Formosa (1180 Km. circ., 34,745 Km'2
,

of surface). — Pop. : 2,830,000 inh., of which 42,000 are Japanese.—
Originally called Pokkan or Pekiande, the island was named Taiwan by
the Chinese, Takasago by the Japanese, Formosa (beautiful) by the
Portuguese. In 1624, the Dutch occupied the Western coast and estab-
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lished 3 garrisoned forts near Amping. Two years later the Spaniards

founded a colony near Kelung, but were driven away by the Dutch in

1624 who built a new fort at Tansui. In 1660, Kokusen-ya (Koxinga),

driven from Nanking by the Mandchous, landed in Formosa with 25,000

men and, in a few months, occupied the whole island. His son, Teikei

and his grandson TeUsokuzo ruled the island, but the latter surrendered to

a Tartar general and &e island became a Chinese possession (1683). In
1722, a revolt of the aborigines was quelled with very great difficulty and
a part of the island was devastated. In 1771, Count Benyowsky, a

Hungarian who with a hundred other prisoners had escaped from
Kamtschatka, tried to settle in that island, and with the help of some
savage tribes, defeated the Chinese troops, but not trusting to the fidelity

of the islanders he abandoned bis former plan and took to sea to try a

similar experiment in the island of Madagascar. A new revolt which

lasted 30 years (1794-1833), left the whole island a heap of ruins. In
1874, Japan sent an expedition thither under the command of Saigo

Tsugumichi to punish the islanders who had massacred some fishermen,

shipwrecked on their coasts. Finally after the Chinese-Japanese

war, Formosa became a Japanese possessiorr (1895), and was divided into

3 departments : Taihoku-ken, Taichu ken, Tainan-ken, and into 3 pre-

fectures of the se^sTid order : Girancho Taito-cho, Hoko-cho.— The
islands Sho-Ryukyw (fyimbay isl., 13 Km. circ.), Koto (

Botel-tobago id.,

47 Km. circ.), K&ilmi (Samasama isl.), etc., are dependent upon
Formosa.

Taiwan-kaikyo, g 'M M • Strait of Formosa.

Tajihi no Agatamori, £ fn it M (668-737). Son of Sadaijin

Shima, was ambassador to China (717), then Musashi no kami and
inspector (azechi) of Sagami, Shimotsuke and Kozuke provinces (719).

The following year he repressed a revolt of the Ebisu, and in reward,

was named Nakatsukasa-kyo.

Tajikara-o no mikoto, ^ • Shintoist god. Son of

Ame no Sokotachi no kami. He took away the stone that closed the ent-

rance of the grotto into which Amaterasu-6-mikami had taken refuge.

Tajima, f(3 JR* • One of the 8 provinces of San-in-do. Comprises

5 districts, all belonging to the Hyogo-ken. — Chinese name : Tanshii

(with Tamba and Tango).

Tajima-Fuji, fS ± Name given to Mi-hiraki-yama

{Tajima), because of its resemblance to the great mountain of Suruga.

Tajima Mori, B0 iil • He was of Korean origin, descended

from Ame no Hiboko. In the year 61, he was sent to China to seek the

fruit of perpetual scent
(
tokijiku no kagu nokonomi). After 10 years, he

returned to Japan to find Suinin dead and replaced by his son Keiko.

He went to the tomb of the late emperor placed the fruits he had brought

with him on it and killed himself. This fruit received the name of

tachibana (orange).

Taiimi Kuninaga, ^ ip JE 19 & — See Toki Yorikane.

Tajiri, fH Ft Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan (Satsuma),

made noble in 1896.— Now Baron.
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Takachiho, itS T- S • Family descended from Go-Fushimi-tcnnb
and attached to the Shintoist temple of mount Hiko-san

(Bungo).

Now Baron. >

Takachiho no mine, f• $| ilt£ . — See Higashi-KIrish ima-yama

.

Takada-ha, 35 03 M. • '.‘JB^fech of the Jodo-shin-shu, Buddhist sect,

founded by the bonze Shimbutsu in 1226 at Takada (Shimotsuke ). In
1465, Shiti-c, superior of the sect, transferred its headquarters to Isshinden
(Re).

Takadate, jitj $6 • 111 Rikuchii (Hira-izumi mura). Yoshitsimc
was received there as a guest by Fujiwara Hidehira, but being attacked
by Yasuhira, under orders from Yoritovio, he put his wife and children
to death and committed suicide (1189).

Takadaya Kahei, ig? 10 (1769-1827). Born in Owari,
he went to Hyogo, built a large ship which he filled with merchandise
and sailed for Matsumae and Etoru-jima, where he transacted business
with the islanders. In 1812, whilst returning from Etoru, he was made
prisoner by the Russians and taken to Kamichatka, where he learned the
Russian language. At his request, the Shogun consented to make an ex-
change of prisoners : Kahei and his companions being set free whilst the
Shogun liberated the crew of the Diana, commanded by Goloivnin. This
ship had been taken by the Japanese at Rebunjiri-shima, in the preceding
year. Having returned to his country, he was re-established in his
offices and rewarded.

Takagi, iui Me . Daimyb family descended from Minamoto Yorichika
(Seiwa-Genji). From 1623 to 1868, it resided at Tannan (Kawachi—
10,000 k.).— Now Baron.

Takagi, iSi Me • Family of the Satsuma clan, made noble in 1905.
—r Now Baron.

Takahama, . In Wakasa. Hideyoshi in 1593, placed his
relative Kinoshita Tosliifusa (3000 k.) there. He was dispossessed by
leyasu (1600).

lakahara-gawa, Su Jll • Name of the Jinzu-gatoa, ill its upper
course, before entering Etchu.

Takahara-yama, iU M ill • Mountain (1800 m.) N. of Shimotsuke.
Also called Keicho-zan.

Takahashi, ^tj ^ • City (6100 inh.) of Bitchu. Before the Res-
toration, it was called Matsuyama. (See that name).
Takahashi, iff $£ • Ancient daimyo family of Kyushu ; during the

15th and the 16th centuries, vassal of the Otomo of Bungo.
Shigetane, Is| £§ (1544-1585). Governed the districtof Mikasa

(Bungo) and resided at Iwaya castle. He shaved his head and took the
name of Shogun (1567). Besieged in his castle by Shimazu Yoshihisa,
he bravely resisted but in the end killed himself.

Mototane,%M • Adopted child of the above, in 1587, received
the Miyazaki (Hyuga— 50,000 k.) fief from Hideyoshi. He took part
in the Korean expedition under Kuroda Nagamasa. In 1600, he fought
against Ieyasu and protected the Ogaki castle. Owing to the influence of
Mizuno Katsushigc, he was allowed to retain his domain, but having
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teen implicated in the plot of Tomila Motoiwbu, he was dispossessed and
fj&nished to Tanakura (Mutsu), where he died.

Takahashi, ^ ^ • A family which possessed many learned men
during the 18th and 19th centuries.

Sakuzaemon, 2c F'J (17(54-1804). Better known by the

name of Toko, was the son of Motosuke, one of the samurai guarding the

castle of Osaka. He studied astronony under Asada Goritsu and re-

formed the calendar in use at that time. His reform, accepted by the

government of the Shogun, was published in 1795, and the new calendar

was called Kwansei-reki (calendar of the Kwansei era).

Sakuzaemon, tc. $5 H (1783-1828). Son of the above was
Shomotsu-bugyd, Temmongata-kentai. He learned the Dutch, the

Mandchou and the Russian languages, and translated several works. In
1826, the chief of the Dutch factory of Deshima came to Edo, accom-
panied by Siebold. Sakuzaemon entered into communication with the

latter, and in exchange for some Dutch books, gave him the map of

Japan made by Ino Tadayoshi. The&at became known, Sakuzaemon
was imprisoned and died during the

Takahoko-numa, !#> iS • Lsfe^SSKm. circum.) E. of Mutsu.

Takajo, IE
: .

Under the Tokugaica, an official whose duty it was
to supervise the raising and maintenance of the falcons and dogs employ-
ed in the Shogun’s hunting expeditions.

Takakura, ifrj ^ • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Nagayo-
shi (800-854) — blow Viscount.

Takakura no miya, jlj ^ ^ . Palace in Kyoto, former residence

of prince Mochihito (1150-1180), son of Go-Shirakawa. The prince

himself was at times called by that name.

Takakura-tenno, t§> # ^ Jl 80th Em-
peror of Japan (1169-1180). Norihito, 7th

son of Go-Shirakawa, at the age of 8 years,

succeeded his nephew Bokujo. When 11 years

old, he married Taira Toku-ko, KiyomoH's
daughter, and a boy was bom to him in 1178.

Two years later, Kiyomori obliged his son-in-

law to abdicate in favor of his grandson

Antoku. Takakura died the following year,

at the age of 21. His reign marks the

period of the Taira's greatest power.

Takama-ga-hara, itj M • (Lit. : the plain of the high sky).

Country inhabited by Izanagi and Izanami whence they came to create

Japan. They transmitted their former abode to Amaterasu-6-mikami.
Commentators have not as yet been able to identify Takama-ga-hara.
It most probably designates the place of residence of the ancestors of

Ninigi no Mikoto. They are said to have established themselves in

Izumo, when they arrived from the South, and later on settled in Ise,

from whence Ninigi repaired to Mount Takachilio
(Hyuga)

.

Takamatsu, jiff fA Chief town (34,500 inh.) of Kagawa-ken
and of Sanuki province. — Ancient castle built in 1335 by Yorishige,
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governor of the province. Hideyoshi in 1585, placed Sengoku Hidcliisa
there, who, in 1587, was transferred and replaced by Ihoma Chikamasa.
In 1640, Roma Takatoshi was dispossessed, and from 1642 to 1868,
Takamatsu was the residence of the Matsudaira daimyo (120,000 k.).

Takamatsu, iU . In Bitchu. Ancient castle belonging to the
Mori daimyo. In 1582, Hideyoshi there besieged Shimizu MuneJiaru
and compelled him to surrender by changing the course of the river and
submerging the surroundings of the castle : this was called Takamatsu-jo
no mizu-zemc.

Takamatsu, & fe . Huge family descended from Fujiwara (San id)
Kinnori (1103-1160). — Now Viscount.

Taka-mikura, M '{$ hi Throne constructed for the Emperor at the
time of the ceremony of the crowning. It was surrounded with mirrors
and purple drapery and surmounted by the symbolical bird called ho-o.
Takamimusubi no kami, i&i H ft £ # . Shintoist god. To-

gether with Ame-no-minuka-nushi and Kammimusubi, he is, according
to mythology, one of the creator’s of the world. He protected Amatcrasu
and helped her to rule Takama-ga-hara.
Takamuku Kuromaro. fa £ gg (+ 654). Descendant of

Takeshiuchi no Sukune, he accompanied the first embassy sent to China
(607), and stayed there for 33 years. Having returned to Japan, he
received the title of Doctor

(Kuni-hakase)
and shared in the work of

bringing about the Taikwa reform (645). Sent to restore peace in
Shiragi (Korea), he returned with the son of the king as hostage. Ap-
pointed chief of the embassy to China, (654) he died in that country after
a sojourn of 5 or 6 months.

Takanabe, j^i $$ . City (5,800 inh.) of Hyuga. Ancient castle
belonging to the ltd daimyo. The Shimazu occupied it in 1578, Hide-
yoshi gave it as fief to Akizuki Tanenaga, and his descendants kept it

till the Restoration (27,000 k.).

Takanaga-shinnS, till (1311-1337). 2nd son of the em-
peror Go-Daigo. When Ashikaga Takauji revolted, he was named
Kivanryd of the Eastern provinces and marched against the rebel.
Besieged in the castle cf Kanagasaki (Echizen) he killed himself.

Takanawa-san, flu fl til . Mountain N. of Iyo, on which during the
13th and the 14th centuries, the castle of the Kono daimyo was situated.
Takano, iSi if • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Yorimune

(993-1065).— Now Viscount.

r

Tak&ao Chdei, ig if g ^ (1804-1850). Born in Mutsu, of the
Goto -kmiiy, he was adopted by his uncle Takano Gensai. He studied the
Dutch language, came to Edo and took lessons in medicine from Yoshida
Choshuku. In 1824, he went to Nagasaki and became Siebold’s scholar.
Having returned,to Edo, his fame as a doctor grew daily and disciples came
from all parts. In 1838, the arrival of an English ship (Capt. Morrison)
at Uraga produced a great commotion. The Bakitfu prepared to repel
any attack by force of arms. Chdei at this same time was publishing a
book (Yume-monogatari

:

stories of dreams) in which whilst depicting the
civilization of Europe, he criticized steps taken by the government, for
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which he was condemned to prison for life. Three years later, he escaped,

owing to a fire that destroyed part of the buildings where he was con-

fined, and went to Uwajima (Iijo), where he was employed by the daimyo
as translator. Having returned to Edo, (1844), he lived in disguise under

the name of Takayanagi Ryunosuke and continued to translate books

especially such as treated of military science. The Baku/u having dis-

covered the place of his retreat and ascertained his identity, sent soldiers

to arrest him. Choei defended himself, killed two of his assailants, then

killed himself. In 1898, he was raised to the 4th rank \sh6-shi-i)

.

Takao-jo, ft £f£ 1$ • In Kaga (Togashi-mura)

.

Ancient castle of

the Togashi daimyo. Was captured in 1488 by the troops in the service

of the Hongicanji (
Ikko-shii). Also called Togashi-jo.

Takaoka, ft (Kj . In Shimosa. Was from 1640 to 1868, the resi-

dence of the Inoue daimyo (14,000 k.).

Takaoka, ft [S] • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Kosemaro.
— Now Viscount.

Takaoka-jo, ft [SI . Ancient castle of the Tsugaru daimyo, near

the present town of Hirosaki (Mutsu).

Takaoka-shinno, ft & 3E • — See Kogaku-shinno.

Takasago, ft % Harbor (6,200 inh.J in Hanma, at the mouth of

the Kako-gawa river, famous for its picturesque scenery, which has often

been celebrated in poetry.

Takasago, ft Name given, towards the 16th century, to For-

mosa, on account of the similarily of its scenery to that of the shores of

the Takasago (Harima).

Takasaki, ft [Ifclj- • Town (31,000 inli.) of Kozuke.— Ancient castle

built in the 15th century by the Wada daimyo and for this reason called

Wada-jo. Passed then into the possession of the Uesugi, and later into that

of :s|^ Takeda. In 1582, Takigawa Kazumasa, having been named by

Nofajf&Uja, Kwanryo of the Kwanto, established himself at Umayabashi,

ar*.=l Txittasaki became part of his domains. After Nobunaga’s death,

the Hojo of Odaioara occupied it. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged

successively to the daimyo Ii (1590), Sakai (1604), Toda (1616), Matsu-

daira (1617), Ando (1619), Okochi (1695), Manabe (1710), and finally

to Okochi (Matsudaira) from 1717 to 1868, (82,000 k.).

Takasaki, jfS iWf • Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan (Satsu-

ma), made noble after ther Kestoration.— Now Baron

.

Takashima, ® ft • In Shinano (Shimo-Suwa-mura). Ancient

castle of the Silica daimyo. Takeda Shingen occupied it in 1553 and
entrusted it to Itagaki Nobukata. Burnt in 1582, by Nobunaga’s troops

it was rebuilt by Hineno Takayoshi (1590). In 1601, Ieyasu reinstated

Suwa Yoritada, whose descendants remained in the castle till the Kesto-

ration (30,000 k )

.

Takashima, ft' ft • Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan

(Satsuma) made noble in 1884. — Now Viscount.

Taka-shima, ft ft • Island (40 Km. circum.) of Hizen, near the en-

trance of Nagasaki harbor. Center of an important mining district, its

annual production amounts to over 800,000 tons of coal. — In 1282,
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30,000 shipwrecked Mongols took refuge on this island, but, attacked
by Shoni Kagesuke, they were defeated and all massacred.

Takasu, jSj . Small city (4800 iuh.) of Mino. — Ancient castle
built in 1574 by Ohashi Shigekazu. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged
to the daimyo Tokunaga (1600) Ogasawam (1640) and Matsudaira
from 1700 to 1868, (30,000 k.),

Takasugi Shinsaku, rfj # H (1839-1867). Samurai of the
Clioshu clan, who during the troubled times that preceded the Restoration
distinguished himself by his fidelity to his lord, his opposition to the
slrogunate, his hatred to foreigners and his military talents.

Takata, Bu B3 • City (20,400 inh.) of Echigo.— In 1610, it became
the fief of Tadateru, 6th son of Ieyasu (600,000 k.). Later belonged to
the daimyo Sakai (1616), Matsudaira (1623), Inaba (1685), Toda (1701),
Hisamatsu (1710), then from 1741 to 1868, to Sakakibara (150,000 k.).

Takata, H5 1H - lu Bungo (Shibazaki-mura)

.

Ancient castle built

in the 13th century by Takata Shigesaka, vassal of the Otomo, Hide-
yoshi gave it to Takenaka Shigetada in 1593, and when the latter

went to Funai (Oita), Takata was abandoned (1600). Matsudaira
Shigenao who received it in 1632, repaired it, but his son Hidechilca
settled at Kizuki, and Takata was finally abandoned (1645).

Takata Motokiyo, EB M fit (1783-1847). Disciple of Murata
Harumi. He published more than 50 works on literature and history.

Takatenjin, HU JR jp? In Totomi. Ancient castle built towards
1425 by Imaga^r Mrritada, In 1569, it passed into the hands of the
Takeda and wag ^at^ed by Ieyasu in 1581.

Takat5, j® . Small city (4500 inh.) of Shinano. - Towads 1340,
it was given in fief by Ashikaga Takauji to Kiso Iemura, whose descend-
ants were dispossessed of it by Takeda Shingen (1549). The latter built

a castle there and installed his son Katsuyori (1562). After the ruin of
the Takeda, Nobunaga entrusted it to Hosliina Masanao (1582), whom
Hideyoshi replaced by Kyogoku Takatomo (1592). Under the Tokugawa,
it belonged, to the daimyo Hoshina (1600) , Torii (1636),, and, fesn 1691
to 1868, Haiid (SB,000 k.).

Takatemi M rM ' In Mino. From 1706 to 1868;, "ihfe 'residence of
the HmjS Saimyo (10,000 k.). '

,

Takatorf, * In Yamato. Ancient caetl^ wl4eh;
.
iff the 14th

century belonged to the Ochi family, faithful adherejj^i iof the Southern
dynasty. In 1585, it was a part of the domains of Hashiba Hidenaga.
Under the Tokugaiva, it became the residence of the daimyo Honda
(1600), and from 1640 to 1868, that of Uemura (25,000 k.).

Takatsuji, it- Kuge family descended from Sugawara Michizane
(847-903). — Now Viscount.

Takatsukasa, frj . Kuge family descended from
Fujiwara Iezane (1179-1242).

Kanehira, # 3* (1228-1294). 6th son of
Iezane, was the first to take the name of Takatsukasa.
This family was one of the 5 principal branches of the
Fvjhvara family.— Now Duke.
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Takataukasa, $£ is) — See Matsudaira (Taketsukasa).

Takatsuki, jtj $1 In Settsu. Ancient castle which during the

16th century belonged to the Takayama daimyd, who were dispossessed

in 1579. Under the Tokugawa, was the residence of the families Told

(1617), Matsudaira (1619), Okabe (1635), Matsudaira (1640), and from

1649 to 1868, of the Nagai (36,000 k.).

Takatsuma-yama, $5 (lj . Mountain (2425 m.) on the borders

of Shinano and Echigo.

Takaya, j M • I*1 Kawachi (Furuichi-mura). Ancient castle

built towards the end of the 14th century by Hatakeyama Yoshito. His

descendants were dispossessed of it by Miyoshi Yosliitsugu (1560), and
the latter in turn by Nobunaga (1568).

Takayama, jSj ill • Principal city (14,700 inh.) of Hida pro-

vince. Ancient castle and residence of the daimyd Anenokoji (1400 to

about 1587), Kanamori (1587-1697). It became a part of the Shogun’s

domain who had it governed by a daikwan.

Takayama, f9j lU • Ancient family of daimyo from Settsu.

Hida no kami, JR (+1596). Was governor of the castle

of Takatsuki and became a vassal of Araki Murasliige when the latter-

received the provmce of Settsu from Nobunaga (1573). When Murasliige

revolted (1579), he sided with him, was besieged in his castle and banish-

ed to Kitanoshd (Echizen), where he died in 1564. He was baptised

Darie, and was always a fervent Christian.

Nagafusa, (1553-1615). Son of the above had the title

of Ukon-tayu. He was baptised at the age of 11, at the same time as his

father, and received the name of Juste ; for this reason he is mentioned

in the writings of the old missionaries under the name of Juste Ukon-

dono. The Japanese called him Takayama Ukon. He joined the cam-

paign against the Hongwan-ji temple of Osaka. When his suzerain

Araki Murasliige revolted in 1579, he submitted to Nobunaga, who gave

him the castle of Akutagawa (Settsu). When informed of the assassina-

tion of Nobunaga, he left in haste with Ikeda Nobuteru and helped to

defeat Akeclii Mitsuhide at Yamasaki (1582). During the campaign of

of Shizu-ga-take (1583), having to defend the position of Yanase, he was
attacked and defeated by Sakuma Morimasa. He took part in the ex-

pedition against the bonzes of the Negoro-dera- (1585) and in the Kyushu
campaign against the Shimazu (1587). Having fallen into disgrace on
account of being a Christian, he was banished to Kaga. It is believed

that Maeda Toshiie took him to the siege of Odawara (1590), in the hope
that his valor would obtain the favor of Hideyoshi for him, but in vain ;

he was obliged to return to his place of exile. He remained there to 1614.

At that time, an edict of leyasu banished all the missionaries from
Japan, as well as the most prominent Christians. Ukon was among
them. He left Kanazawa to go to Nagasaki, and from there he

sailed for Manila with his whole family. The junk in which he embarked
carried also some 30 missionaries, John Naito and his family, and several

Christian women among whom was a daughter of Otomo Sorin. Sailing

from Nagasaki on the 8th of November 1614, the exiles arrived at
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Manila on the 28th of the same month and wrere rcceived with great
honor. But two months afterwards, TJkon died, having been ill for only
a short time (Feb. 3, 1615). He was buried in the church fe Jesuits
where his tomb can be seen to the present day.

Takayama Masayuki, i$ tU iE ;£ (1747-1793). Also called
Hikokuro. Born at Hosoya

(Kozuke ), he came to Kyoto at the age of 18
and had a powerful protector in the person of the Dainagon Nakayama
He devoted his time principally to the study of history and was astonished
to see that, unlike the political condition during the Middle Ages, the
Shogun had usurped the power which the Emperor should have exer-
cised. He traveled over different provinces to revive the prestige of the
Impei ial dynasty in the minds of the people. At Kyoto, he stationed him-
self at the Sanjo bridge, and them, turning towards the Palace, fell on
his knees and venerated the Emperor from afar. Finally at the end of
his peregrinations, he arrived at Kurume

(Chikugo) where broken hearted
at the sight of the poor state of the country, he offered himself as a victim
to the Imperial cause and committed liaraldri.— Masayuki to the present
day, has remained a model of the fidelity due to a sovereign. With Gamo
Kumpei, and Hayashi Shihei, he forms what is called the Sankijin.
Takayoshi-O, # #£ 3* (+ 1444). Son of prince Ogura no Oji and

grandson of the emperor Go-Kameyama He was bonze at the Manju-
ji temple, when Fujiwara (Him) Arimitsu plotted to elevate him in
place of the reigning emperor, Go-Hanazom, descendant of the Northern
dynasty. They levied troops in Yamato, Katoachi and Kii, and one
night, entering the Palace, they sought to take the Emperor in person.
The latter succeeded in making his escape to the residence of the f{g£dfa
jin Fusatsugu, but the 3 Imperial emblems fell into the hands ef lbe
conspirators. The Shogun sent an army against them under tb^sor*^
mand of Hatakeyama Mochikuni. The rebels having intrenched

,

selves on mount Hiei-zan, were defeated and the prince killed hirnsnlf
:

Take, £ M. In Ise. Ancient castle of the Kitabatake
governors of the province. Built in 1335 by Akinobu, it was captured bv
Nobunaga (1569).

Takechi no Oji, rfJ M =? (+ 696). 2nd son of the emperor
Temmu ; he helped his father to obtain the Imperial power and fought in
Omi against the troops of Kobun-tenno (672). In 690, he was named
Dajo-daijm. He is the father of the princes Nagaya-0, Suzuka-0 etc.
Takeda, YS E9 • City (6100 inh.) of Bungo. Formerly called Oka

from the name of the castle (Oka-jo) of its lords. Was from 1593 to
1868, the residence of the Nakagawa family (70,000 lc.).

Takeda, B1 . Daimyd family descended from Minamoto Yoshi-

mitsu (1056-1127), brother of Yoshiie
(Seiwa-Genji).

- Yoshikiyo, ^ (+ 1163). Son of Yoshimitsu, was the first
to take the name of Takeda .

Nobuyoshi, ft gg (1138-1186). Grandson of Yoshikiyo, sided
withYonfowo and levied troops for his support in Kai and Shinano
(1180), then accompanied Noriyori in his campaign against the Taira
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—— Ifobmnitsu, ft jt (1162-1248). Son of Nobuyoshi, assisted at

the tmrop&ig'ra agafagt Kiso Yoshinaka and against the Taira. Being a
favorite of foritomo, he obtained the Suruga province in fief. He re-

pressed She revolt of Wada Yoshimori (1213). At the time of the

ShSkyu WK (1221), he did -not even reply to the offers made him by Go-
Tdbc, hut helped ths Mojo and entered Kyoto. In reward, he was made
governor of Ahi. Soon after, he shaved his head and took the name of

MSrea, Nbimmam was famous for his skill in horsemanship and arrow
shooting.

Nobumitsu, ft il (4- 1417). Descendant of Nobuyoshi in the
9tli generation, inherited the Kai and Aid provinces. Defeated at Tolcu-
sa (Kat) whilst fighting against Uesugi Norimune, he killed himself.

Nobushige, ft jfC (+ 1450). Son of Nobumitsu, became a
bonze at the K&ya-san at the death of his father, but when his uncle
Nobumoto, governor of Kai died, he returned to succeed him.

Yoshikiyo

Kiyomitso

Nobumitsu
{harm)

Nobuyoshi Mitsunaga Hiromitsu
i

Ariyoshi
(Hemi)

Kanenobu
1

Mitsuiorao Nagakiyo Mitsuyuki
(Akili&mt) {Ogasavxira) ( Nambu)

Nobutada Nobumasa Nobunaga Nobuo
( Yukatoa)

Nobutoki

Nobutsuna

1

Nobumunc

Nobulake
i

Nobutsune

Tokinobu
(Aoki)

(Imrnki)

1

Nobunari Nobuyori Ujinobu
i (Oi)

Nobuharu
i

Nobuari
i

Nobumitsu
i

Nobumoto Nobumori Nobushige Not

Yoshito
(Atari)

Nobunaga Nobushige

Nobumori

Nobumasa

Nobusuke
(Anayama)

i

Kuninobu
i

Nobukata Nobutsugu

Nobutora
j

Nobuckika

Motonobu
(IPafeisa)

Nobuhiro
(Malsumar.)

Harunobu Nobuyoshi

Yoshinobu Katsuyorilyo
1

;
1 .

Nobumori Yoshihisa

Nobukatsu Katsuyuki
(Mshirui) (Kadoyama)

Nobushige Nobutsuna

Nobuzumi

Nobumasa, ft H • Grandson of Nobmhigo, Ha repressed
the revolt of one of his most powerful vassals, Atom whose aim



was nothing less than to become master of the whole province of Kai.
He attacked Atobe Kageie at Ishizawa where he defeated and killed him
and his son Kagetsugu (1465). Nobumasa was then but 19 years old.

Nobutora, fg fit (1493-1573). Grandson of Nobumasa, built
the castle of Kofu and in 1519 established his authority over the
whole province. In 1536, he attacked Hiraga Genshiti at Uminokuchi,
but had to retreat

;
his son Harunobu then came to his rescue and defeat-

ed Genshin. Some time after Nobutora resolved to disinherit Harunobu
in favor of his second son Nobushige, whom he loved most particularly.
Harunobu irritated, expelled his father from the province and delivered
him to Imagawa Yoshimoto, daimyo of Suruga. Nobutora had to shave
his head and was confined at Sumpu (1540;. At the death of Yoshitomo
(1560), he was allowed to retire to Kyoto and after the murder of the
Shogun Yoshiteru (1565) he returned into his old province, where Haru-
nobu had him under surveillance at Ina (Shinano), till he died.

Harunobu, fff fg (Shingen) (1521-1573;. Eldest son of Nobu-
tora. His father having planned to disinherit him in favor of a younger
brother Nobuyoshi, Harunobu revolted and placed his father in custody
with his father-in-law Imagaiua Yoshimoto (1540), and assumed the go-
vernment of the province oi Kai. In 1547, he

Ik

attacked and defeated Murakami Yoshikkfo,
who then obtained help from Uesugi K&rtskm,
A war began between the two powerful
daimyo which lasted for 20 years, and in
which both distinguished themselves by skil-

ful strategy. Their principal battlefield was
the district of Kawanakajima, N. E. of Shi-
nano where they fought many battles, the
most important of which took place in 1553,
1554, 1555, 1556, and 1563, neither party
however, gaining a decisive victory. Whilst hkbdx habohobu.

engaged in this war, Harunobu occupied Shinano, Hida and a part of
Kozuke. In 1551, he shaved his head and took the name of Shingen
(fit ~&)< by which he is generally known. In 1568, he became m&ster <>f
Suruga. Hojo Ujimasa attacked him but victory remained uncertain.
The following year, he was in trouble with Ieyasu and made peace with
the Hojo. Then, joining the Asai, the Asakura and
the bonzes of Hiei-zan, he answered the sammons ,

- “•--'X
of the Shogun Yoshiaki who tried to rid himself of
Nobunaga (1571). Having gathered a large army,

'

Y( V
he offered battle to Ieyasu at Mikata-ga-hara ; if WK ^

then continuing hfe march to Kyoto, he passed U .

into Mikawa and J&fc! siege to the castle of Noda: \ &
during the siege, he was struck by a bullet, fell '})
from his horse and died a few days after. His last
request was to keep his death secret as long as pos-

^
sible. And indeed, he was buried only three years

"K1L °?™. 8“
afterwards, in the temple of Eirin-ji at Matsuzato (Kai).

SEAL OF TAKEDA 8HINOEN
(1578).
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Katsuyori, (1546-1582). 3rd son of Harunobu, was
adopted by tbe Ina family and resided at the castle of Takato. He
succeeded his father, but soon made enemies of Shingen’s companions

in arms, by refusing to take their advice in important matters and by
deciding ail affairs according to his own pleasure. In 1574, he entered

upon a campaign against Ieyasu, but was defeated at Takatenjin (Totomi),

and the following year, at Nagashino (Mikawa). From that time the

glory of the Takeda began to decline rapidly. In 1578, he gave help to

Uesugi Kagekatsu against his rival Kagetora, but the latter belonged to

the Hojo family, who all took up arms to defend their relative. Thus
Katsuyori found himself at war with Nobunaga, Ieyasu and the Hojo at

the same time. The issue of such a war could not be doubtful. After

having taken the castle of Numata (Kozuke ), he built forts at Numazu,
and at Saminaibaslii (Suruga), but was defeated at Takatenjin (1581).

The following year, learning that Kiso Yoshimasa had made an alliance

with Nobunaga, he marched against him, but Nobutada and Ieyasu

joined forces, and after several battles, the army of Katsuyori was com-

pletely routed at the Temmoku-zan (Kai) : Katsuyori and his son Nobu-

katsu killed themselves. — Under the Tokugawa,two lateral branches of

the Takeda family figure among the Koke.

Takeda Izumo no Jo, Yf B3 Hi M (1646-1726). Born in Awa
(Shikoku), he came to Edo, settled at Asakusa, where he gave theat-

rical shows with puppets, and had great success. At Kyoto, he was asked

to give a performance at the Palace. In 1662, he settled at Osaka and

opened a theatre, for which he composed pieces. Next to Chikamatsu
Monzaemon, he was the greatest dramatist of his time. His most

famous piece represents the vengeance of the 47 ronin of Ako. The title of

Izumo no Jo was given him in 1685. His descendants kept it for several

generations and maintained the reputation of their theatre at Osaka.

Takeda Kounsai, ffl ft H W (1804-1865).
_

Samurai of the

Mito clan, enjoyed the confidence of his daimyo Nariaki. Two parties

were then in. power s tbe Seito, which extolled the Imperial restoration

and the expafebn' of foreigners, and the Kanto, which desired to

maintain the ShogniAte and open the country to the world. Kounsai

was strongly iacHoed in favor of the first party and exercised great in-

fluence over his master in their behalf. After Nariaki s death (1860), he

was called to Kyoto by Keiki and the Emperor honored him with the

5th rank at Court (ju-go-i-ge)

,

but in 1864, the power of the Shogun
seemed to be in the ascendency and Kounsai lost favor. He then

joined the Mito samurai who had intrenched themselves on the Tsukuba-

san where he was defeated with them. He fled to Haibara (Echizen)

and asked pardon in vain : he was executed with a great number of his

adherents.

Takehana, Yl £%. • In Mino. Ancient castle belonging to Oda
Nobuo and occupied by Hideyoshi in 1584.

Take-mikazuchi no kami, $t ® 1? jpf • Shintoist god, sent to

earth with Futsunushi to obtain the submission of Okuninushi and thus

to prepare the way for the coming of Ninigi no mikoto. Also called
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TaJcefutsu or Toyofuisu. A temple is dedicated to him at Kashima
{Hitachi).

„,?'akf:
,
?
inak

,

ata no kami > Son of Okuninnslii.
When butsunushi and Take-mikazuchi came to Izumo to have the
sovereignty of Ninigi no mikoto recognized, he refused to obey and fought
against the heavenly envoys. Defeated, he fled to Suioa (Shinano),
where he is honored under the name of Suwa-mydjin
Takemoto Gidayu, Ys m ± ife (1651-1714). Famous dramatist

was a follower of Inoiie H&rivnd ?io Jo, and later established his own
school oijoruri. In 1685, he opened a theatre in which he made it a
specialty to sing the pieces of the famous Chikamatsu Monzaemon. The
name gidayu is given to the kind of performances he established.

„ Takenaka, Yf 4* • Daimyo family, descended from the Minamoto.
Resided at Takata (Bungo) in 1593; then in 1600 at Funai (Bunc/o—
20,000 k.),

J— SMgeteuka* JR # (+ 1634). In 1632, he was made Naga-
saki-bugyc., bat was accused of debauchery and extortions and condemned
to kill himself, His domains returned to the Shogun.

ifM • Family descended from Sasaki Nobutsuna
(+ 1242) (Uda-Genji) and vassal of the Uesugi.

~T7« ^asan°l)u) IE i$ Served Ieyasu. When very young, he lost
Ins i&tesg? Masatoki

;

his mother, now a widow, bore Ieyasu a son who
was the sounder of the Oicav

i

branch. Masanobu followed the destinies
of Yoshinao and in 1619, received a revenue of 30,000 k. at Imao (Mino),
where his descendants remained to the .Restoration. — Now Baron.
Takenoshita, Ys T In Suruga (Ashigara-mura). Walciya Yo-

shisuke was defeated there by Ashikaga Takauji (1336).
Takenouchi, Ys ft • Kuge family descended from Minamoto Yo-

shimitsu (1056-1127) (Seiica-Gcnji)

.

— Now Viscount.
Takenouchi Shikibu, Ys ft ^ $$ (1716-1771). Bom in Echigo,

he was a disciple of Tamaki Isai, a renovator of Shintoism
; he went to

Kyoto and opened a school where he expounded the doctrines of the
Chinese philosopher Shushi

(Tchou-hi

:

1 130-1200) . His lectures attract-
ed great crowds of students especially from among the huge. Having
been impeached for teaching his pupils military sciences, he was -im-
prisoned by order of the Shogun, and 17 huge were disgraced at the
same time (1758). Exiled from Kyoto the following year, he went to Ise.
-- uen Yamagata Daini and Fujii TJmon were decapitated for favoring
MX Imperial restoration, (1767), Shikibu was arrested with them, impri-
jassed, and condemned to be exiled to Hachijo-jima. He died on the
boat that was taking him thither.

Takenukawa-wake, Jl| Jgi] , Bon of Ohiko and grandson of
the emperor Kogen. In 88 B.C., he wm named Shogun of Tokaido and
commissioned to repress the Ebisu of that region. His mission finished,
he returned to his father, the Shogun ofHokurokudo, and the name Aizu
(meeting) was given to the place where they met.
Takeshiki, -ft It •. Harbor of Tsushima island. It is within the

bay called Takeshifil fta uva or Take no ura. Naval station.
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Takeshi-uchi no Sukune, ft ffl Descendant of the em-
peror Kogen in the 5th generation. He was born on the same day as the
future emperor Seimu (85) and when the latter was declared heir to the
throne, he received the title of Ovii (minister). At
the time of Seinin’

s

accession, (131), he became 0-omi
(first minister). He accompanied Chuai-tenno in his

campaign against the Kumaso of Tsuhtshi (199), and
supported the opinion of the empress Jingo in refer-

ence to an expedition to Korea. When the emperor
died, he followed the empress, helped her to subjugate
the San-kan, and after her return to Tsukushi, Jingo-
kogo gave birth to Ojin (201). The following year,

two other sons of Chiiai, Kagosaka and Oshikinna,
attempted to succeed their father, and revolted. Su-
kune being sent against them, defeated and put them
to death. In 278, he was commissioned to make a
tour of inspection in Tsukushi. During his absence, TAKESUl-UCBI MO SUKUNK.

his brother Umashi-uchi accused him ofhaving levied

troops under the pretence of sending them to Korea, but in reality to revolt.

Sukune returned to Court, and justified himself by the ordeal of boiling

water. His innocence having been admitted, he again became minister.

He died, according to some in 367, at the age of 283, according to others,

in 390, at the age 306.—It is presumed that under his name, the prin-

cipal events of several generations of his family were collectively known.

Takeshiuclii no Sukune

Hata no Yashiro
Ki no Tsunu
Isliikawa-maro-Machi-Ifarako-Koma

(Soga

)

Kose no Ogara
Heguri no Tsuku-Matori-Shibi (Heguri)

Katsnragi no Sotsuliiko-Tamaia-Tsuliiira (Kalsumgt )

Takeshiuchi no Sukune is the ancestor of the Soga, Heguri, Katsu-
ragi and other families.

Takeda no miya, Yl B9 • A family of royal blood, raised to

be princes in 1906 in the person of Tsunehisa, the eldest son of prince
Kitashirakawa Yoshihisa (1847-1895), when he was betrothed to Masa-
ko, Tsune no miya, 6th daughter of the Emperor.
Taketori-monogatari, Yf M ^ ta (Dit. : story of a bamboo

gatherer). The oldest classical Japanese book. It i^^ jij^pry of a young
girl banished from the moon and sent to the earth a woodman,
whilst splitting a bamboo finds her, all sparklinp;?®SI!' light. Some
authors believe this book nothing but the translation of a Buddhist sutra.

The author and the date of its composition are unknown, but it is believed

to date back as far as the 2nd half of the ninth century.

Taketsunumi no mikotts,MW ' A native of the province of

Kii, who served as guide to when he went to Yamato (663
B.C.). He, in reward, received the naiae of Tsiia-garasu (crow with 8 feet)

.

Takeya, Yi S Kuge family deseenddl from FujUcara Manatsu
(771-830).— Now Viscouni
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Takezono, Ys [SI • Family descended from Fujiwara Sadakata
(868-932). and attached to the temple ofKdfuku-ji (Nam). — Now Baron.
Takibi no ma, >x Pu] Formerly a room in the Shogun’s palace,

at Kamakura, which served as a meeting hall for the ministers and
counsellors when they treated important matters. In order to obtain the
greatest secrecy possible, not a word was uttered and each expressed his
ideas by tracing characters in the ashes of the brazier (iron) which was
burning in the room.

Takigawa Kazumasu, jgg jl| — ^ . Vassal of Cda Nobunaga.
Took part in all his campaigns as commander of the van-guard and
distinguished himself by his bravery. In 1569, he received S districts of
Ise as fief. He afterwards suppressed the army of the Ikko-shft bonzes and
built a castle at Nagashima. He besieged Araki Murashige in Itami
(1579), then aided in the campaign against Takeda Katsuyori, at the end
of which, he received the province of Kozuke and 2 districts of Shinano
(1582), but when Nobunaga was murdered, he returned to Nagashima,
joined Shibata Katsuie and was defeated with him (1583). He then
shaved his head and retired to Echizen, where he died.

Takiwaki, $1 . Daimyd family, descended from Minanvoto
Yoshishige (+ 1202) (Sevwa-Genji). Resided at Sahara i (Kazusa—
10,000 k.),— Now Viscount.

Takiyama-jo, jftS Ui • In Musashi (Kasumi-mura). Ancient
castle built in the 15th century by Oishi Sadahisa, vassal of the Uesugi.
In 1546, it passed into the possession of the Hojd of Odawara, and in
1569 into that of the Takeda. Abandoned since 1590.
Tako, £ . Small city (5000 inh.) of Shimosa. From 1713 to

1868 was the residence of the Hisamatsu daimyd (12,000 k.).

Takuan, ^ (1573-1645). Member of the Miura family, became
bonze in the Jodo sect. At the age of 14, he entered the temple of Shd-
fuku-ji, where he became known for his virtues. He travelled through
the provinces, preaching and practising poverty and penance. Having
offended the Shogun, he was exiled to Dewa, but was paras&sd 4 years
after and returned to Kyoto. The ex-emperor Go-Yozei ai*Ni§w» Shogun
Hidetada gave him audience and favored him. In 1634, hafemded the
temple Tokai-ji at Shiti&g&zzxi (Musashi). Takuan found a manner
of seasoning turnips (daikevz)* which is named Takuanzuke, after him.
Takuma-ryu, ^ jff ifl i School of painting, following the princi-

ples of Kose Kanaoka, and founded at the end of the 10th century by
Takuma Tameuji, who was succeeded by Tamenari (towards 1030)
Tameto (towards 1150), Tamehisa (1180) Shoga(t. 1200), Choga (t. 1210)’
Ryoga (t. 1220), Tameyuki (t. 1230), Eiga (t. 1310), Rydson (1265-1327),
Shikibu-tayu (+1330), Joko (t. 1380), etc.

Takumi-ryo, ft [E • Bureau created in 728 and dependent upon
the Nakatsukasa-sho. It was supervised by a Kami who attended to
the preparation of festivals and to repairs in the Imperial Palace.
Tama-gawa, £ if Ji| , $ .»{ . River (139 Km.) that rises E.

°f Kai, passes through the pr-mpse of Musashi and enters the bay of
Tokyo at Haneda, near Kawa0k% It is also called Rokugo-gaica. In
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1653, an aqueduct was built which brought the water of this river to the

city of Edo.

Tamamatsu, 3£ . Huge family descendant from Fujiwara

(Saionji) Saneharu (1600-1673).— Now Baron.

Tamaritsume-shu, tfR to M • Under the Tokugawa, a high official

who assisted the Roju. He was so called because he exercised his office

in the Taniari no ma, a room of the shogunal Palace. This title was
created in 1675, and the first to it, was Hoshina Masayasu.

Tamaru, 03 % In Ise (Stefvto-mura). Ancient castle of a family

of that name, vassal to the Kii$M<$&. Oda Nabuo, having inherited it

from Kitabatake Tomonori, settled in that place in 1569. Hideyoshi

gave it to Ochi Michinao. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to Inaba

Michito (1600), then it became the property of the Tokugaiva branch,

Kii, and was ruled by a jodai of the Kano family.

Tamaru, 03 • Ancient vassal family of the Kitabatake, governors

of Ise. Since the 14th century, it resided at Tamaru (Ise). Nobunaga
transferred it to Miharu (Mutsu

)

and Hideyoshi to Twamura (Mino —
45,000 k ). Tomoyasu the last of this family was dispossessed by Ieyasu

and banished to Aizu (1600).

Tama-shizume no matsuri, Shintoist ceremony dating

from the time of Jimmu-tenno, during which prayers were said for the

emperor’s longevity and his peace of mind.

Tamatsukuri-gawa, 3£ M jll • Biver (98 Km.) rising on the

boundary of Uzen, passes through Rikuzen, and flows into the Kitakami-

gawa at Wabuchi. Also called Eai-gaiva.

Tamayori-hime, 3£ iH • Daughter of Wdtatsumi no lcami and

sister of Toyotama-hime. Mamed Ugaya-fuki-aezu no mikoto and was
the mother of Jimmu-tenno. Is honored under the name of Mi-oya no

kami.

Tamba, U • One of the 8 provinces of San-in-do. Comprises

7 districts, 5 of which at present depend upon the Kyoto-fu and 2 on

Hyogo-ken.— Chinese name : Tanshu (with Tango and Tajima).

Tamenaga Shunsui, Si 7k M • Famous
novel writer, author of the Iroha-bunko (story of the

47 ronin of Ako), etc Imprisoned by order of the

Shogun, in 1842, he died shortly after.

Tamichi, 03 . Warrior of the 4th century,

led an expedition to Korea in 365 to force Shiragi

to pay tribute. He returned bringing inhabitants of

4 districts as prisoners. Two years later, he died

during a campaign against th'e Ebisu. He is also

called Kamitsukenu Tamichi.

Tami no tsukasa, ft M W • Ancient name of

the Miuibu-shd.

Tamon, ^5 fjf] . — See Anan.

Tamon, ^ . — See Bishamon.

Tamon-jo, ^ P‘J • In Yamato. Ancient

castle built in 1567 by Matsunaga Hisahide on the Tamon-zan hill, near

tamichi.
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Nam. In the construction of this castle, Hisahide departed from the
customary rules and surrounded it with dependencies

(nagaya). This
inovation soon spread and is known under the name of tamon.
Tamu no mine, ^ ^ % • Or Tan-zan, ill . Mountain in

Yainato on which Fujiwara Joe in the 7th century constructed a temple
to the memory of his father Kamatari. The temple became very pros-
perous. In the 14th century, the troops in the pay of the bonzes

(sdhei

)

supported the S. dynasty and fought against Ko Moronao. — Tamu no
mine is also called Tabu no mine, To no mine.
Tamura, til • Ancient daimyd family of Mutsu descendant from

Sakanoe no Tamura-maro. Date Masamunc dispossessed it in 1598,
and some time after, chose his grandson Muneyoshi (whose mother was
a descendant of the Tamura), to perpetuate the name. In 1695, Take-
aki, son of Muneyoshi received the fief of Ichinoseki (Mutsu— 27,000 k.),
which his descendants kept till the Restoration. — Now Viscount.
Tamura, B • Family of Confucianists at the service of the Shogun

of Edo. The best known are Eansui (+ 1776) and Seiko (-f 1793).
Tanabata, , -fc

_

Popular feast celebrated on the 7th day of the
t th month. It owes its origin to a Chinese legend. The daughter of the
master of heaven (Tenteij lived E. of the Milky Way (Ama no kawa

)
and

passed her time in weaving cloth, whence the name of Shokujo (weaver),
which was given to her. Her father chose a husband for her in the person
of Kengyu (herdsman) who ruled on the other side of the Milky Way. But
their honey moon lasted so long that the young wife neglected work
altogether. Tentei condemned the couple to be separated. They were
allowed to see each other only once a year, on the 7th night of the 7th
month, and, when the time arrived, a raven extended its wings over the
Milky Way to enable them to meet. This feast is especially kept by young
girls who ask the Shokujo star to make them as skilful as she was in the
art of sewing and perhaps also, one day to be united to a husband as faith-
ful as Kengyu. According to popular belief, the petitions made on this
day are sure to be fulfilled in less than a space of 3 years. This feast is
also called Kikoten, and was celebrated for the first time in the Imperial
Palace in the year 755, whence it gradually spread over the whole
country. It is one of the go-sekku.

Tanabe, D1 • In Tango. Isshiki Mitsunori, made governor of
the province, settled there at the end of the 14th century. His descendants
were dispossessed in 1584, by Hosokawa Tadaoki. Under the Toku-
gaiva, it was the residence of the Kyogoku daimyd (1604), and from
1668 to 1868, that of the Makino (35,000 k.). — At the time of the Resto-
ration the name was changed to that of Maizuru.— (See that name).
Tanabe, B if • City (7,600 inh.) of Kii. Was from 1619 to 1868,

the residence of the Ando daimyo (28,000 k.).

Tanaka, B • In Suruga (Nishi-Mashizu-mura). Ancient castle
which successively belonged to the daimyd Izshiki, Imagaica, and Take-
da. At the ruin of the latter (1582), it passed to Ieyasu. Under the
Tokugawa, it was the residence of the daimyd Sakai (1601), Tokugaica
(1625), Sakurai (1633), Mizuno (1635), Matsudaira (1642;, Rojo (16441
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'1.649), Sakai (1679), Tsuchiya (1681V (1687), Naito (1705),

Toki (1712), and from 1730 to 1868 that of Honda (40,000 k.).

Tanaka, H3 4* Ancient daimyd family descendant from the Tachi-

bana and installed at Tanaka (Omi)

.

Yoshimasa, iff (+- 1609). Served Nobunaga, then Hide-

yoshi, who in 1583 gave him a revenue of 30,000 k. at Yawata (Omi).

In 1590, he was transferred to Okazaki (Mikaiva— 100,000 k.). Named
counsellor of Hidetsugu, he revealed to the Taiko the ambitious designs

of his adopted son. After Sekigahara (1600), Ieyasu gave him the fief

of Kurume (Chikugo — 320,000 k.).

Tadamasa, $SC . Son of Yoshimasa, died in 1620 without

an heir, and his domains reverted to the Shogun.

Tanaka, HI 4* • Samurai family of the Nagoya clan (Owari), made
noble in 1887.— Now Viscount.

Tanaka, fH 4* • Samurai family of the Kochi clan (Tosa

)

made noble

in 1887 .— Now Viscount.

Tanakura, W £ • f>****«= -=-
,

Was the fIn Jwaki
residence of the daimyd
Tachibana (1610), Ni-

iva (1 622) ,
Naito

(1627), Ota (1705),

Matsudaira (1728),

Ogasawara (1746)

Inoue (1817 ), Matsui

(1836), Toda (1865),

and from I860 to 1868
j{

that of Abe (100,000 k ). ?

Tanasue no mi-
tsugi, ¥ * m- Or

)

Te-no-saki no mitsugi. fj

Formerly taxes in kind, j'

paid with linen, thread,

etc.— See SoyockS. (

Tandai, 'M-
'

Under the Kamafmra
|

fi&dgun, title given to
jj

Isilitary governors of
"

certain. provinces. —
j,

Se® Bhihken, Roku-
j

liam:4itndai, Nagato-
g

tandai, Kyushu-tan- I

dai, etc.

Tane-ga-shima,
fjg if- • Island (148

Km. circ.) dependent .

upon the Osumi pro- TaE '“w™®ta‘ ** f^*-®*-*1™* (lw2>-

vince. During the Middle Ages, it belonged to the Konoe, family, and
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later to the Hojo, a. branch of which took the name of Tanegashima. In
1362, Yoriioki sided with the Ashikaga and joined Shimazu ZJjihisa
against Kikuchi Takemitsu, hut he was defeated and killed. In 1542,
the Portuguese Fernand Mendez Pinto, landed on that island and was
the first European to set foot on the soil of Japan.
Tanegashima Tokitaka, H §§ • Was the governor of Tane-

ga-shima island when the first Europeans landed in 1542. He learned
from them the use and manufacture of firearms.

Tanehiko, M (1783-1842) Novelist. Author of the Inaka-Genji,
a satire which caused him to lose the rank of hatamoto. His family
name was Yokose, he is also called Ryutei.

Tango, ft ££ . One of the 8 provinces of San-in-do. Comprises
5 districts which at present depend upon the Kyoto-fu.— Chinese name

:

Tanshu (with Tarnba and Tajima).— In 713, it was separated from
Tamba and called Taniwa-no-michi no shirt.

Tango, ft-

.

One of the 5 popular feasts (go-sekku ), celebrated on
the 5th day of the 5th month. It is the festival for boys. Each family
raises a pole upon which flutter large carps made of paper or cloth, and
intended to signify that as that fish ascends the strongest rapids, so also
the child will surmount all obstacles in his path to fortune. This feast
is also called Ayame no sekku.

Tani, Q . Daivujo family descended from Sasaki Nobutsuna
(+ 1242) (

XJda-Genji). From 1600 to 1868, resided at Yamaqa (Tam-
ba— 13,000 k.).— Now' Viscount.

Tani, # . Samurai family of the Kochi clan
(Tosa

)

made noble in
1884.— Now Viscount.

Takeki, ft . Born in 1837. Became famous during the
Salsvma war, by his brilliant defence of Kumamoto castle against the
rebels (1877).

Tani Buncho, & % (1765-1842). Famous painter. Studied at
first the principles of the Kano school, and Chinese style, then established
a school of his own.— His adopted son Bun-ichi (1787-1818) was also
a celebrated artist. Tani Buncho’s disciples are : Asano Baido, Tahaliisa
Aigai, Watanabe Kxoazan, Satake Eikai, Haruki Nanko, etc.

TaniguchiBuson, Q P $£ . — See Buson.
Tani Jichu, # (1598-1649). Born in Tosa, was at first a

bonze, then studied the Chinese philosophy of Shushi. He established
a school which contributed very much to the spreading of instruction
among the sanmrai class of his district. He numbered among his pupils
such men as : Kanaka Kenzan, Yamazaki Ansai, etc.

Tanikawa Shisei, # ji| (1707-1776). Or Kotokiyo. Man
of letters and poet of Ise.

Taniwa, ft . Ancient name of the once united provinces of
Tamba, Tango and Tajima, separated in 713.

Tankai, jfij .— See Fujiwara Fuhito.

Tannan, ft rfj . In Kawachi. From 1623 to 1868 the residence of
the Takagi daimyo. (10,000 k ).
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Tanomura Chikuden, EH # Ys 0 (1777-1835). Confucianist

and painter. Born at Ofca (Bungo), he resided in Edo and died at

Osaka.

Tanshu, $ M • Chinese name of Awaji province.

Tanshu, -h #1 • Chinese name of the united provinces of Tamba,
Tango and Tajirna.

Tansui, $t • I*01*1 (6,000 inh.) N. of Formosa.

Tanuma, EH iS • Daimyd family descended from the Fujiwara.

Motoyuki, fj • As samurai of Kii he accompanied his lord

Yoshimune to Edo, when the latter was named Shogun (1716),

Mototsugu, (1719-1788). Son of Motoyuki, served the

Shogun Ieshige and Ieharu. In 1772, he was named Rojii and received

the fief of Sagara (Totdmi). His bad administration and ambitious

views caused him to be dispossessed (1787).

Mototomo, (+ 1784). Son of Mototsugu, was Wakado-
shiyori. His arrogant behavior caused a quarrel with Sana Masakoto,

who killed him in the palace of the Shogun.

Motokazu, • At the death of Mototsugu, he received a

revenue of 10,000 k. at Shinumura (Mutsu). In.1823, the family was
again transferred to Sagara Cleidrud— 100,000 k.), where it remained till

the Restoration.— Now YiUpciUit.

Tappi-zaki, Ut jft 1$ , H. of Maim.
Tammaft-yam a, |I) . Ydfea&oih Emri (Hokkaido). Its last

eruption in 1874. . !
j

Tashidaka, JE. itj • Undet the Ihkugauyi an increase of pension

given to officials who held & portion aupsriorAd their rank.

Tataki, afc Under & psupjhment, which consisted in

giving 50 or 100 strokes on, the Ifeek, will a tod called hokijiri.

Tatara-hama, & • Port ox Ghiws&, a little N. of Fuku-
oka. Ashikaga Takauji defeated KifassM Tamtoshi (1336) there, and
Kobayakawa Takakage gained a victory over the army of Otomo Sorin

(1569) at the same place.

Tatebayaahi, ££ • Town (9000 inh .) of Kozuke . Ancient castle be-

longing to the Uesugi. In 1562, Kenshin entrusted it to Nagao Akinaga,

and it then passed to the Hojo of Odawara (1582) . Under the Tokugawa,
it was the residence of the daimyd SakaJcibara (1 590) , Matsudaira (1645),

Tokugawa (1661), Matsudaira (1706), Ota (1728), Matsudaira (1746),

Inoue (1836), and finally from 1845 to 1868, that of Akimoto (63,000 k.).

Tatebe, uli . Daimyd family descended from Sasaki Yoritsuna

(Uda-Genji). From 1617 to 1868, it resided at Hayashida (Harima—
10,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Tate-eboshi-j5, B ilf ^ M • In lyo (Sakuragi-mura). Ancient

castle in which Akabashi Sldgetoki, a relative of the Hojo, was besieged

in 1333.

Tate-ishi-zaki, jfc ll# . Cape S. W. of Echizen.

Tatemasa-jo, §3 M • In Osumi (Mochida-mura). Ancient

castle which towards the middle of the 15th century, was the residence of

the Shimazu daimyd. Also called Goina-jo.
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Mountain (2530 in.) E. of Shinano,
Tateshina-yama, jfc ^ jlj

also called Iimori-yama.
Tatewaki, JJ . Formerly, bodyguard of the Imperial PrinceIhe commanding ofhcer had the title of Tatewaki-senjo (jt #)

J;Sakl'8enj0 Yoshikata
- W 71 % ft - SefMinamoto

; •

InAlva(Tokaido). Ancient castle built towardsSfonu Yoshiyon. Passed into the hands of the Tokuaawa

( 10,000 kf
fr°m 1785 10 1868

’ WaS the resideuce of the Tnaha daivujo

Tate-yama, Ol Mountain (2800 m.) E. of Etchu. At its summit
ln 7

°a
1 and dedicated to Oyama no kami.

1 a.tsmio, II If . In Kanma. Ancient castle built in 1334 by Nitta
It
o

S0
°f

a
-

fter f
TT

l

i
to the of the Akamatsu whooccupied it for 2 centuries. Under the Tokugawa, it was the residence ofWW), Ogasawara (1617), Kydgoku (1637). Des-troyed in 1658, it was rebuilt in 1672 by Walcizalca Yasumasa and hisdescendants lived there till the Restoration (55,000 k.).

i'
1 • Eiver in Yamat0

’ rises on Mount Ikoma-»" S
m

i

to the Y
f
mat°-da^a. Also called Ikoma-gawa, Kegu-

» i-gawa. Formerly was often the theme of poets.
J 3

Tatsuta no seki, II BO • Barrier established between Yamatoand Kawachi. Later on called Tatsuno-seki.
0

f
® •

_
In Mikaioa. Was in the 16th century, the residence

rz I?
6
n°Kom

Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to the familiesReda (1590),Toda (1600), and from 1664 to 1868, to Miyake (12,000 k.).
lawara, EH ffl. paimyo family which from the 13th to the 16th

at ('Bun3,°^’ kut was dispossessed towards 1550 by

Tawara Toda, EH IM M $:•— See Fujiwara Hidesato.
layasu, EH 3c • Branch of the Tokugawa family descended from

San-kyO
6

(+ 9) ^ °f the Sh6gUH - See Tokugawa,

rJega‘nUma
’ ^® ^ ' Lake

(28 Km - circ -) in Shimosa ; it feeds the
-L one-gawd.

Tei-ei, M. & . Nengo : 1232.
Teiji-in, Ancient palace in Kyoto, residence of the em-

- IJAn t2?.^ abdication (897). Later, was changed into a temple.
- Uda himself is often called Teiji-in. *

T,
Y®^kar

r^a’ ? 1 ,
writing used in some special kind of poetry.R was mtroduari in the 13th century by Fujiwara Teika

(Sadaie).

Teikyo, M ^ • Nengo

:

1684-1687.
Tei-o, >t J® . Nengo : 1222-1223.
Tei-seiko, % J& Jjj . — See Kokusen-ya.

4th dau§bter of the emperor Sanjo.Mamed Go-Shujaku-tenno and was the mother of Go-Sanjo She

t “ l
06

.

9 ’ and name of Yomei-JnZ It isunder this title that she is generally known.
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Teishin-sho, M fit W • Department having charge of the Postal

arrangements, telegraph, etc. ; created in 1885.

Teishu-ha, H ffc M • School of Confucianism established in the

beginning of the 17th century, by Fujiwara Seikwa, Hayashi Kazan,
etc. Their principal disciples were Naha Kwassho (1595-1648), Matsu-
naga Sekigo ('1592-1657), Miyake Kisai (1580-1649), Tshikawa Jdzan
(1583-1672), Tani Jichii (1598-1649), Yamazaki Ansai (1618-1682),

Nonaka Kenzan (1616-1664), Matsumoto Kunzan (1692-1783), Ttai

Shunsui (1746-1816), Koga Seiri (1750-1817), etc.

Teiwa, ifD • Nengo of the Northern dynasty : 1345-1349.

.
Tejd,^fi. Under the Tokugawa, a punishment which consisted

in enclosing the hands of the condemned in two iron rings joined together.

The duration of the punishment depended upon the gravity of the crime

committed and ranged from 30 to 50 and even to 100 days.

Tekoshi-ga-hara, ^ W JPR • Plain in Suruga, on the western

side of the river Abe-kaica. In 1335, Nitta Yoshisada defeated Ashi-

kaga Tadayoshi there.

Tembun, 5c Nengo

:

1532-1554.

Temma, • Formerly, horses at the service of the Imperial

messengers
;
each district kept 5 relay horses in readiness for the bearers

of a duly sealed commission (
dempu).

Temmangu, 5c fifi
•— See Sugawara Michizane.

Temman-zan, 5C SI lli • Dill in Omi, S. of the village of Sekiga-

liara. At the time of the famous battle fought here (1600), Hideyori’s

army established itself on this hill : Ukita Hideie and Shimazu Yoshi-

hiro, kept the centre ; Ishida Kazushige, Konishi YuJcinaga, the left

;

Otani Yoshitaka, the right. From these positions they attacked Ieyasu

who however gained a complete victory.

Temmei, 5^ Nengo : 1781-1788.

Temmoku-zan, 5c @ ill • Mountain in Iiai, E. of the village of

Tokusa. In 1582 Takeda Katsuyori being defeated in that place by Oda
Nobutada . killed himself together with his whole family.

Temmon-kata, 5c 3C 3i Under the Tokugawa, officials who made
astronomical observations, drew up the calendar, etc. They were divided

into 4 branches each charged with a special subject: astronomy

calendar (rekijutsu), land-surveying (sokuryo) and topography J$®fe§£).

They also translated European, especially Dutch, books, which treated

of these matters. The title, created in 1685 ,
was for the first time bestowed

on Yasui Santetsu, who later on took the name of Shibukawa Shunkai.

The number of those who bore this title was reduced to 4 or 5 aud were

chosen from among the Yoshida, ShilMkiiwa, Yamaji, etc. families.

Temmu-tenno, 5v 5c M 40& Emperor of Japan (673-686).

0-ama or Ama no nunahara-oki no mabito, 3rd son of Jomei-tenno, was
chosen heir to the throne in the 7th year (668) of the reign of his

brother Tenchi. When the latter fell ill, he shaved his head and retired

to the Yoshino-zan. But Otomo no Qji (Kobun-tennd}, Jvmhi’s so®,-

had scarcely ascended the throne when 0-ama. levied ffi. army an|t

revolted. This civil war (.Jinshin no ran) did not last loag; iite Imperial
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troops were defeated everywhere and Kobun killed himself. Q-ama then
ascended the throne, and during a reign of 14 years, proved himself a
skilful administrator. He continued the reforms that had been begun
during the Teikwa era (645-649), favored Buddhism, established rules for
ceremonies at Court, prescribed the form of dress, family names, and
fixed the limits of the provinces, etc. He died at the age of 65.

Tempai-zan, 'diff ill • Hill in Chikuzen, near Dazaifu. It is from the
top of this mountain that Sugawara Michizane, with his face turned towards
Kyoto, venerated the Emperor who exiled him to Kyushu. A temple (Tern
man-gu) has been erected in his honor on the summit of the mountain.
Tempo, 5c IS • Nengo : 1830-1 843.

Tempuku, JJZ ffl • Nengo : 1223.

Tempyo, ^ • Nengo

:

722-748.

Tempyo-hoji, 5c ^ • Nengo : 757-764.

Ternpyo-shingo, jZ I|>$ Wt Nengo: 765-766.

Tempyo-shoho, ^ ^ • Nengo

:

749-756.

Temujin, $£ fa Jflf • Japanese name of Gengliis-khan (Tiemoutsin :

1157-1226). They also call him Tetsubokushin.

Ten-an, ^ 52c • Nengo : 857-858.

Tenazuchi, ^ . Wife of Ashinazuchi and mother of Kushi-
inada-hime, who was saved by Susano-o and became his wife.

Tenchi-tenno, 5c ^ 5c Jl 38th Emperor of Japan (662-671).
Ame-mikoto-hirakasu-ioake, also called Katsuragi no Oji and Nalca no Oe,
2nd son of Jomei-tenno and of the empress Kogyoku, succeeded his

mother at the age of 36. In 645, he was actively engaged in the ruin of
the Soga. Named crown-prince at the accession of Kotoku, he took great
interest in the Taikwa reform. Wfcsa'. Staperor, he proved to be a dis-

tinguished administrator and in 670 pSfdished a Code of laws in 22
volumes, known by the name of Omi-njo. He gave his minister Naka-
torni Kamatari the name of Fujiwara (669). Under his reign the
Japanese, defeated by the combined forces of China and Shiragi, definitely

abandoned the Korean peninsula.

Tencho, 5c M >
Nengo

:

824-833.

Tendai-shu, 5c ^ nf • Buddhist sect, inftyduced from China in
806 by the bonze Saicho (Dengyo-Daishi)

.

the aim of this sect is to

encourage all men to attain perfection by the observance of the 3 precepts
(kai) : shun evil (shoritsugi-kai), do good works (shozenbo-kai) and be
kind to all existing beings (shoshujo-kai

)

— Having returned from China,
Saicho settled at the Hiei-zan temple, which became the centre of the
new sect. The Tendai-shu at present divided into 3 branches, numbers
in Japan, 4,600 temples 2,800 chief-bonzes and 917,600 adherents.

Tend5, ^Z m • In TJzen. Ancient castle built in 1360 by Shiba
Yorinao. In the 16th century, it fell into the possession of the Satomi.
From 1767 to 1868, it was the residence of the Oda daimyo (20,000 k.).

Ten-ei, ^ jjc • Nengo

:

1110-1112.

Ten-en, % • Nengo

:

973-975.

Tengen, % • Nengo

:

978-982.

Tengi, 5c ® Nengo

:

1053-1057.
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Tengu, X f6j Fabulous beings represented with wings and an ex-

tremely long nose. They are supposed to live in the woods and
mountains, and are the subjects of many marvellous stories.

Tenji, X fa Nengo

:

1124-1125.

Tenji, Jfe . Formerly ladies in attendance at Court. Under the

authority of the Naishi-tsukasa, their office was the same as that of the

Shoji. They had no direct communication with the emperor, but were
obliged fet transmit his orders. The Tenji numbered 4 persons.

Teujiku, 3^ . India.

Ttmjllt-.u. Tokubei, X=A&£< (1618-1686) . Born at Sendd
(
Ha -

rima), he, at the age of 15, sailed to India in a boat manned by Sumi-
nokura Mitsumasa. He remained 3 years, then returned to Nagasaki
(1636). The following year, he left for Macao and remained 2 years in

that place. Having returned to Japan, be wrote an account of his

travels, which however has been lost. Some time after, he shaved his

head and took the name of Soshin.

Tenjin, X $!• — See Sugawara Michizane.

Tenjin, X jf$ (Lit. : heavenly spirits). Title given to the ancestors of

the Imperial family before Ama-terasu-b-mikami.

Tenjin shichi-dai, X # -U ft • The 7 generations of heavenly

spirits before Ama-terasn-6-mikami. According the Nihon-shoki, they

are : 1° Kunitokotachi no mikoto

;

2° Kunisatsuchi no mikoto ;
3° Toyo-

kunnu no mikoto ;
4° Uijini no.mikoto and Suijini no mikoto ; 5° Otono-

ji no mikoto and Otomabe no mikoto

;

6° Omotaru no mikoto and Kashi

-

kone no milcoto ; 7° lzanagi no mikoto and lzanami no mikoto.

Tenjin-yama, X ipf ill • In Etchu (Nishi-fuse-mura). In 1582,

Uesugi Kagekatsu was defeated there by Nobunaga’s generals : Shibata

Katsuie, Sasa Narimasa, Maeda Toshiie, etc.

Tenjin-yama, X f'l' UlI In Harima (Shikata-mura). Ancient

castle built by Ahamatsu Ujinori, who, having espoused the cause of the

Southern dynasty, was besieged in it by Yamana TJjikiyo, fled to the

Shimizudera and there killed himself, together with 1 37 companions in

arms (1386).

Tenju, X - Nengo

:

1124-1125.

Tenkai, X $1 ( _+ 1643). Bom at Takata

(Bikuzen

)

of the Miura family. At the age of

11 he entered the Ben-yo-ji temple and made a

serious study of Buddhism. Takeda Shingen
suggested to him the idea of gathering 3,000

ixjnzes of the Tendai-shu sect, to discuss Bud-
dhist topics. Tenkai was president of the as-

MmHyimd his learning excited the admiration

of all. In 1599, Ieyasu named him chief of

the Nanko-in temple, then Sqjo. About this

time he settled at thp Bishamon-do. When Hideyoslii had erected the

To-ei-ji temple at IJeno (Edo), Tenkai was named its superior (1625).

Thus he at the same time directed the great temples of NikJco and XJeno
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and enjoyed the full confidence of the first Tokugawa Shogun. After his
death, he received the posthumous title of Jigen-DaiahL,
Tenkei, A i£ • Nengo : 936-948.

Tenkei no ran, 3c fft, The civil war, broa^t about by the
rebellion of Taira Masakado (See that name) duringWiTerikei era.
Tenna, A fD • Nengd : 1681-1683.— Or Tcnioa.
Tennin, A t • Nengd

:

1108-1109.

Tennin, A A • The angels of Buddhism. They are represented as
young maidens, dressed in long robes of many colors hovering in the air
and playing various musical instruments.

Tenn5, A M • The Emperor.—The most common honorary titles

given to the Emperor are : Tenno (lord of heaven) Tenshi (son of
heaven), Kotei (emperor), Heika, Ichdjin, Shi-
son, Shujo, Ue, Ue Sama, Kinjo, Todai,
Tokon, Sume-mima no mikoto, Sumera-mikoto,
Arahito-gami, Gosho, Dairi, Kinri, Oyake, Oki-
mi, Mikado, Hijiri no kind, Banjo no Shu,
ltten no Shu, Juzen no Shu, Seicho, Seijo, Sei-
shu, Seiko, Kokka, Chotei, Waga-kimi, Kugo
no Hijiri, Nammen no 0, efcs.

Tenno-ji, A 3E # • Or tetter SM-'Teii-
no-ji, 0 A 3E • Lasnge Buddhist imvpb
built near the present city of Omka {Selim} by
prince Shotoku-taishi (593), of materials taken
from the house of Moimwbs no Mbriya» From the 11th to the 16th
century, it was governed by a prince of'the Imperial household. Under
the Tokugatva, it was a dspeiideaoy of the Mnnd-ji,' Burned in 1802, it

was rebuilt 20 years after.—The Expceiripn of 1908 took place within its

precincts.

Tenno-ki, A M f£ • Ooftec&oJi of she biographies of various em-
perors, published in 612 by Bhdtoku-ts/kH and gaga no TJviako. Was
destroyed at the time of the Soga’s ruin (645).

Ten-5, A US Nengd : 781.

Tenri-kyo, A M ik. Iteligious sect established by Nakayama Miki,
usually called O Miki (1798-1887). Born near the village of Mishima
(Yamato), of the Maekaica family, 0 Miki at the age of 14 married a
certain Nakayama, and at the death of her husband, began to propagate
his doctrines. The teaching, as much as cosmogonical ideas are concern-
ed, is taken from Shintoism

; the ethics, from popular Confucianism of the
Kyud-dowa and of the Shingaku-ddwa, which mixture is intermingled
with the recital of many pseudo-miracles and gross superstitions. — The
Tenri-kyo is connected with the Shintoist branch called Shinto-honkyoku.
Tenroku, A • Nengo

:

970-972.

Tenryaku, A ® • Nengo : 947-956.
Tenryo, A • Formerly name given to the domains of the Shogun.
Tenryu-gawa, A ft! Jl| • River (220 Km ), rises in lake Suwa

(Shinano) passes through Tdtomi and enters the Ocean a few miles
E. of Hamamatsu. It is famous for its rapids.

IMPERIAL SEAL (703).
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Tenryu-ji, ^ f! # • Temple erected in the village of Saga, W. ot

Kyoto, by the bonze Soseki (Muso-Jcokushi)
in 1342, At first a villa of

the emperors Saga, Go-Saga and Kameyama, it was transformed into a
Buddhist temple by Ashikaga Takauji and consecrated to the memory
of Go-Daigo, whom he had dethroned. Soseki was its first superior.

—

Became the seat of the Tenryu-ji, a subdivision of the liinzai branch of

the Zen-shu sect.

Tenryuji-bune, ^ f! # M When Takauji was erecting the
temple Tenryu-ji, he sent the bonze Soseki to China to obtain the
necessary articles for ornamenting the temple. The boats that carried

these, were called Tenryuji-bune, and this name was later on applied to

all boats that were authorized to do commerce with China.

Tensho, Tpc Nengo : 1131.

Tensho, Ti IE • Nengo .- 1573-1591.

Tenshoko-Daijin, 88 ^ .

—

See Amaterasu-d-mikami.
Tensho no koku-naoshi, ^ IE 5 Bit •— See Bunroku no kenchi,

Kokudaka, etc.

Tenshu, Ji Square tower, several stories high, erected in the

precincts of castles to serve as watch tower. Matsunaga Hisahide was
the first to build such a structure in his castle of Tamon (1567). This
word, was at first written with the two characters Ti. (master of
heaven) the very same characters with which the Catholics designate
God. Because of this, and to repudiate all connection with the proscrib-

ed religion the second character was changed into that of ^ (keeper).—
Under the Tokugawa, the soldiers having the care of the tenshu were
called tenshu-ban, and their chief, tenshu-ban-gashira. — Tensu is also

used to designate it.

Tenso, Under the Tokugawa, officials at Court, serving as
intermediaries between the Imperial Palace and the Shogunate. When
the Shogun had to make a communication, a Iioju transmitted it to the
Shoshidai of Kyoto, the latter, to the Tenso, who with the Kwampaku.,
presented it to the Emperor. The answer was returned by the Giso.—
the Tenso were always two in number.
Tentoku, ^ . Nengo, 957-960.

Tenwa, % fll . Nengo : 1681-1683. — Or Tenna.

Ten-yaku-ryo, H |?§ ^ . Formerly a bureau subject to the

Kunaisho and charged to look after the personnel of the Court physici-

ans, their consultations, the medicines, and gardens containing medicinal
herbs, etc. The chief had the title of Ten-yaku.

Ten-y5, Ji 31 • Nengo

:

1144.

Teppodama-kusri-bugy5, 56 $ $! ^ Vt Title created in
1632 and given to the official who directed the manufacture of powder.

Teppo-gata, Under the Tokugawa, officials who directed

the manufacture of guns and canon, and who instructed others in the
use of these weapons. This title was hereditary in the Tatsuke family
for guns, and in the Inoue family for canon.

Tepp5 hyaku-nin-gumi, IS IT A &i • Under the Tokugawa,
25 squadrons of 100 men on horseback, armed with guns, and known as
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the Koga-gumi, Negoro-gumi, Iga-gumi, etc. Their chief officers 4 in
number, each had a pension of 3000 k.

Teppo-tansu-bugyo, 48 ® M % m ?T • Title created in 1660 and
given to 6 officers who had charge of the boxes where the guns to be
used by the Shogun's ?rmy, were kept.

Tenu^f. Buddhist temple. — The words ji (in writing), bukkalcu,
Ixmkyu, bonsetsu, etc. are also used.— The word tera does not designate
the temple only, but it includes in its signification all the dependences such
as, dwellings of the bonzes, reception halls, etc.

Tera-bugyo, ^ ^ ff . Under the Ashikaga Shogun, officials super-
vising the Buddhist bonzes and temples.

Tcra-hoshi, tF ?£ fSp • Name formerly given to the bonzes of the
Mn-dera temple

(Omi). — See Yama-hoshi.
Terajima, tF Mi • Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan

(Satsuma), made noble after the Restoration.— Now Count.
Terajima, # • Samurai family, of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwo)

made noble after the Restoration.— Now Baron.
Tera-koya, Since the time of the Kamakura Shogun,

public instruction declined gradually. Thp bonzes then opened small
schools in most of their temples, where, bays the ages of 10 to 15
were received and taught the most ordinary Chinese characters. The in-
struction consisted in reading and wrMng the Copies placed in the hands
of the children. These schools, calltsi tera-toya\ continued till the Re-
storation.

Terazawa, ^ j? . Daimyo famj descended from Ki no Haseo.
; Hirotaka, M du (i;W||'S33). Called also Masanari, served

Hideyoshi, who after the Km^campaign (1587), gave him Karatsu
(Hizen— 80,000 k.) in fief. governor of Nagasaki and took part
in the Korean expedition. In 1600, he fought on the side of Ieyasu and
received the Amalcusa islands in reward, which brought him a revenue
of 120,000 k. Hirotaka had been baptised in 1596, but when the edicts
of persecution were published, he apostatized and became a persecutor.

Katataka, iEj (1609-1647). Son of Hirotaka, who through
his exactions and tyranny, brought about the Shimabara insurrection
which being suppressed, he was dispossessed (1638). He became insane
and committed suicide in the temple of Asakusa (Edo). — He was the last
scion of the family.

Teruta-hime, JR 3= jfc . _ See Oguii Hangwan.
„T®®ki-ga-hara, W] ji M M • In Musashi

(Kami-muru). In
1*90, scene of battle between Hojo Ujinao and Takigawa Kazumasu.

1
.S M J5C • In Settsu

(Itami-machi) In
1336, Ashikaga Takauji was defeated there by the Southern generals
Nitta, Kitabatake, etc.

’

.Teshio, M • One of the 11 provinces of the Hokkaido. Com-
prises 6 districts.

Teshio-gawa, X If Jl| • River (255 Km.) rises at the Teshiotake,
passes through the province of the same name and enters the Japan sea
at the village of Teshio. Also called Nishi no Haha-gawa.
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Teshio-take, 5^ li Jsfc • The highest mountain (2,200 m.) of the

Teshio province.

Tesshu, SS . Bonze of the 14th century, also called Tokusai.

Disciple of Soseki (Muso-kokushi), he went to China and there received

the title of Entsii-Daishi. Having returned to Japan, he founded
the Ryukd-in temple at Saga (Yamashiro). Tesshu was one of the most
famous painters of his time.

Tetori-gawa, ^ JR Jl| . River (79 Km.) which rises at the Haku-
san mountain, passes through Kaga and enters the Japan sea at the

Mikawa village.

Tetsubokushin, MS M — See Temujin.

Tetsugen, Mi (1630-1682). Born in Higo, he became a bonze of

the Tkko-shu sect, which he left to join the Obaku when Ingen arrived in

Kyushu (1654). He distinguished himself at the time of a great famine.

His principal work was the translation of the Buddhist Canon in 6,771

volumes, which undertaking he finished in 1681.

To, SC • Daimyd family — See Endd.

Toba, M V • Principal city (5200 inh.) of the Shim-a province.

Ancient castle built towards 1570 by Kuki Yoshitaka Was the residence

of the daimyd Naitd (1634), Doi (1681), Matsudaira (Ogyu) (1691),

Itakura (1710), Toda (1717), and from 1725 to 1868 that of Inagaki

(30,000 k.).

Toba-e, Ms VMl - Popular drawings, caricatures, etc. introduced by
the bonze Toba-Sdjd.

Toba-Sojo, Ms V {ft EL (1053-1114). Son of Minamoto Takakuni,

became bonze of the Tendai sect under the name of Kakuyu and attained

the dignity of Sdjo. As he lived in Toba ( Yamashiro), he was given the

name Toba-Sojo. He cultivated painting and produced humorous
pictures, since then called toba-e.

Toba-tenno, Ms V M. 74th Emperor of Japan (1108-1123).

Munehito, eldest son of Horikaiva-tennd, succeeded his father at the

age of 5, his g-^pa&iher Shirakawa together with Fujiwara Tada-
zane being regenfe .‘Sis reign was disturbed by the continuous wars

between the bomsea of the great temples that surround Kyoto, Enryaku-ji,

(Hiei-zan), Onjo-ji {Mii-dera), Ko/iMt-jh Td~daiji, etc. At the age

of 21, he abdicated in favor of his youtjg son, Satoku, and at the death

of Shirakawa (1129), he again assumed power. In 1141, he shaved his

head and took the name of Kukaku and later, the title of Ho-o. The same
year he forced Sutoku to abdicate in favor of Konoe, a son of his favourite

concubine Toku-ko (Bifuku-mm-in), but as Konoe died at the age of

17, (1155), Toba raised another of his sons, Go-Shirakawa, to the throne.

He died the following year, at the age of 55 years. — During his admin*

ste&tion* Toba multiplied the sho-en to excess in favor of his creatures, so

tatfob so that the provincial governors had jurisdiction only over one

busdredth part of the territory they were supposed to administer. The
gEeafc aim now was to become independent of Imperial protection, and for

£hif purpose, the rich secured domains the names of which they assumed

and enrolled themselves under the banner of the Taira or Minamoto. The
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Imperial authority was steadily losing ground whilst t^sfe^f^Slns, on
the contrary, were daily gaining. War soon broke out^fea^S^SSwo, a
war which Toba had encouraged by his improvidence and his prodigality.

Tobi-no-su-yama, j$ji ill • Hill in Mikawa, near Nagashino.
Takeda Nobuzane was defeated there in 1573 by Sakai Tadatsugu.

Tochigi, #5 • City (22,400 inh.) of Shimotsuke, which gave its

name to the department (Tochigi-ken

)

to which it belongs. In the 16th
century, castle of the Minagawa daimyo.

Tochigi-ken, #5 • Department formed by the Shimotsuke
province. — Pop. : 859,000 inh. — Principal city : Utsunomiya (32,000
inh.) ; chief towns: Tochigi (22,400 inh.), Ashikaga (21,400 inh.),

Ashio (19,000 inh.), Kanuma (12,500 inh.), Tanuma (11,650 inli.), etc.

Toda, EB In Izumo (Hirose-machi). Ancient castle of the

Amako daimyo. Passed in 1566 to the Mom and was
the residence of the Kikkawa. Abandoned in 1600.

Toda, P 0 • Daimyo family from Mikawa and
descended from Fujiioara(Sanjo) Sanefusa (1146-1224).

Munemitsu, nS it • The first lord of Venn
(Mikawa), he constructed the castle of Tawara (Mikawa),

towards 1495, which his descendants kept for several

generations.

Muneriut,«B

JSorimiisu
A

Masamitsu
|

Ujikazu

Yasumitsu
1 .

Ujitern

Yoshimitsu
|

Mfeswtsla
1

Ujimitsu

Shigesada Kazuaki

Yasunaga
I

JRiscnnlm
.1

Ujikane

1

Yasunao
|

- (

Tafeafcmgu* 1

|

Oji.iohu Ujitslino

Mitsusliige

.1

Tadayoshi
1

Ujiaki
1

Ujitoshi
1

Mitsunnga Tadama«a Tadatoslii
1

Ujisada
1.

Ujishige

Mitsuliiro

(a)

Tadazane Tadazono
(b) (c)

Ujinaga

(<D

Ujifnsa

'(e)

(a) — Senior branch. Yasunaga, & (1562-1632). Served
Ieyasu, who allowed his family to assume the name of Matsudaira.
After Sekigahara (1600), he received the fief of Koga (Shimosa— 20,000
k.)

;

then in 1609 he was transferred to Minagawa (Shimotsuke) ; in

1612, to Kasama (Hitachi

)

in 1616, to Takasald (Kozuke)

;

in 1617, to

Matsumoto (Shinano— 60,000 k).— In 1633 his descendants lived at

Akashi (Harima) ; in 1639, at Kano (Mino) ; in 1711, at Yodo (Yama-
shiro) ; in 1717, at Toba (Shima) ; finally from 1725 to 1868, at Matsu-
moto (Shinano — 60,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

(ft) — Junior Branch. Tadatsugu, ft (1532-1598). Served
Ieyasu, and in 1590 received a revenue of 5,000 k. at Shimoda (Izu).
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ft (1565-1615). In 1601 received the fief of

Tamra 0,000 k.).

Tadamasa, & ^ (1632-1699). Was transferred m 1664, to

Tomioka (.Higo) ; in 1676, to Shimodate (Hitachi) ;
in 1682, to Iwatsuki

(Musashi) ;
in 1686, to Sakura (Shiinosa— 72,000 k.). He was also

Jisha-bugyo, Shoshidai of Kyoto, Roju, etc.

Tadazane, & M (1651-1729). Daimyo of Takata (
Eclmjo

)

(1701), then, in 1710, of TJtsunomiya (Shimotsuke).— His descendants,

transferred in 1749 to Shimabara (Hizen), returned to Utsiomniua in

1774 and resided in that place till the Restoration (77 ,000 k.).— Now vis-

count.— A branch of this family was made noble in 1866 and received a

revenue of 10,000 k. at Takatoku (
Shimotsuke).— Now Viscount.

(c)— Branch which from 1682 to 1868, resided at Ashikctga (Shimo-

tsuke — 10,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(d) — Branch descended from Ujikazu, 2nd son of Norimitsu.

Kazuaki, — j§ (1542-1604). Served ioys.su and in 1601

received the fief of Zeze (Omi— 30,000 k.).— His descendants at first

transferred to Amagasaki (Settsu) in 1617, resided at O&zfci (Mitto

100,000 k.) from 1634 to 1868.— Now Count.

(c)— Branch descended from the above, which from lo93 to loho,

resided at Nomura (Miuo— 13,000 k.) . — Now Viscount.
_

To-dai-ji, M Buddhist temple erected at Nam in 728 by

the bonze Byoben. It is the headquarters of the Kegon-shu sect. In

746, a large statue of Buddha (Daibutsu), was erected. This statue

which represents him, as is customary, seated on a lotus flower, measures

15.9m. high.— ^Endowed with rich revenues by the emperors, the To-

daiji became a great power and had a large body of men (sohei

)

in its

pay. As it sided against Kiyomori, he sent his. son Shigehira who

burnt it to the ground (1180). Yontomo rebuilt it in 1195. The temple

which shelters the Daibutsu, was burnt in 1567, during a battle between

Matsunaga Hisahide and the Miyoshi, and was rebuilt only at the end

of the 17th century by the Shogun Tsunayoshi.

TodaMosui, JS U1 $ (1629-1706). Famous poet of Asakusa

(Edo).

Todo, H ^ • Daimyo family descended from the huge Nakahara,

descendant of prince Toneri-shinno (676-735), son of Temmu-tenno.

Takatora, Jg (1556-1630). Served Nobunaga, then Hide-

yoshi, who placed him near his brother Hidenaga. At the death of the

latter (1591), Takatora shaved his head and retired to the Koya-san

but [Hideyoshi recalling him, made him counsellor of Hidetoshi, heir to

Hidenaga. At the time of the Korean expedition, he

commanded a part of the Japanese fleet. Hidetoshi

died in 1594, and Takatora returned to Koya-san.

Recalled again by Hideyoshi, he received the fief of Osu

(Tyo— 80,000 k.). After Sekigahara (1600), he was

transferred to Uwajima (Iyo— 200,000 k.), then, in

1608, to Tsu (Ise— 323,900 k.), where his descendants remained till the

Restoration.— Now Count.— A junior branch descended from Taka-
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michi, grandson of Takatora, from 1632 to 1868 resided at Hisai (Ise—
53,000 k.)„ -— Mow Viscount.

To-ei-ssffij. M ti ill • When the Shogun Iemitsu erected the great
temples of UsttO (Edo) (1625), he gave them, in distinction to the Hiei-
zanoi Kyoto, the name of To-ei-zan (Hiei-zan of the East). The prin-
cipal temple was called Kwan-ei-ji, from the name of the era during
which it was erected.

To-ei-zan mokudai, ^ tX Ul @ ft • Under the Tokugawa , of-

ficial entrusted with the administration of the property belonging to the
Ueno temples (Edo). This title was hereditary in the Tamura family.
The mokudai was set over 6 tedai and 20 doshin.

Tofuku-ji, • Buddhist temple, S. E. of Kyoto. It took
Kujo Michiie nearly 20 years (1236-1255) to build it, and its first

superior was the bonze Ben-en
(Shoitsu-kokushi). It became the head-

quarters of a subdivision of the Rinzai branch of the Zenshu sect.—The
Tofuku-ji, which was for a long time the most beautiful temple of the
capital, possessed a Daibutsu 15 in. iu height. It was burned with the
temple in 1881.

Togashi, JS? . Ancient daimyo family, descended from the Chin-
jufu - Shogun ''Wigwara Toshi^^.0)th century).

jfe-fg . G)MI>^indson of Toshihito, who in the
11th century, mom&d. the govem^mip of the Kaga province with the
title of K&ga rn

Itfesd* 1§ • Son of Tadayori, built the castle of Takao, at

Togaslii. He was also known under the title of Kaga no suke or Toga-
shi no suke, whidh he transmitted to his descendants.—— 'M |§£ «. Great-grandson of Iekuni, served Minamoto
YoritoTno.

T&k&k, Wz M • Lived in the 14th century, sided with Ashi-
kaga Takwuji .and, aided the Northern dynasty.

Mssadhlka, !& $?(+ 1488) Sided with Hosokawa Katsu-
moto at the time of the Onin war (1467). Later on, being besieged in
his castle of Togashi by tbe troops of the bonzes of Ikko-shu, he was
defeated, fled to Etchu and killed himself. — He was the last scion of
that family which bad governed the Kaga province during 4 centuries.

Togawa, F )\\ Ancient daimyo family of Bingo.
Hideyasu, ^ {+ 1598). Was vassal of the TJkita of Oka-

yama, who granted him a revenue of 25,000 lc.— Satoyasu, i£ % (1569-1627). Son of Hideyasu, in 1600
received the fief of Niwase (Bitchu— 30,000 k ). — The family became
extinct in 1674.

Togo Heihachiro, jfc $|S A gli Born in 1847 of a samurai
family of Satsmna, he studied in England (1871-1878), and was Com-
mander of the Nani-wa-kan during the Chinese war (1894), Bear-Admiral
in 1895, Vice-Admiral in 1900. He was in command of the fleet dur-
ing the Kusso-Japanese war and became Admiral in June 1904.
T5go no ike, $05 fife

• Lake (10 Km. circ-) in Inaba. Its outlet
is the Hashizu-gawa.
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SjC • Formerly a name given to the palace inhabited by the

..•Osm Prince. His Court was formed on the model of the Imperial

Court. Suppressed during the civil wars of the 14th century, it was
lately re-established.— See Kdtaishi.

To-in^K- Branch of the Saionji family, which in the 14th century,

became famous because of its attachment to the Southern emperors, at

whose Court it held important offices. The best known of its members are
;

Kinkata (1291-1360), Saneyo ,(1308-1358), Kinsada (1340-1399), etc.

Toi no zoku, 7J {ft M, Name given to pirates of the eastern pro-

vinces of China, who dur^sg iSss 11th century at various times devastated

the coast of Japan. The sotoiky of Toi was formerly named Shukushin
Makkatsu and later, was called Nyoshin. In 1019, more than 50 pirate

boats attacked Tsushima and Iki-shima. The following year, they

appeared off the coast of Chilcuzen, hut were repulsed by the chiefs of the

Dazaifu, Fujiwara Takaie, Okura Tanemoto, etc. leaving 1280 prisoners

and 380 horses or heads of cattle, in the hands of the victor.

Toi-saki, $15 # iKf • Cape, S. of Hyiiga.

Toishi-jo, iff ££ . In Shinano. Ancient castle N. E. of the pre-

sent city of Ueda. In the 16th century, it belonged to the Murakami
daimyo. In 1545, Takeda Sliingen stormed it and put the army of

Murakami Yoshikiyo to flight

Toji, 71 a Formerly, female servants in the Imperial Palace,

especially charged to look after the preparation of the meals.

To-ji, M . Buddhist temple of the Shingon-shu sect, 8. of Kyoto,

erected in 796 by Kobo-Daishi. Its real name is Kyd-6-gokoku-ji. It is

the only remaining temple of that epoch.

Toji-in, ^ • Temple of the Zen-shu sect, N. W. of Kyoto.

Was established towards 1360 by Ashikaga Takauji wherefore his tomb
is preserved in it. It was adorned with the statues of all the Ashikaga

Shogun, when, in 1863, some samurai of the Imperial party went to the

temple, mutilated these of Takauji, Yoshiakira and Yoshimitsu, and
carried their heads to the place where great criminals were exposed.

Tokachi, + ffl One of the 11 provinces of the Hokkaido. Com-
prises 7 districts.

Tokachi-gawa, -f* Jlj . River (196 Km.) in Tokachi.

Tokachi-take, + f|jf.
Mountain (2,100 m.) on the boarders of

Tokachi and Ishikari.

Toka-Ebisu, + H 1 Jt®. Feast celebrated on the 10th day of

the 1st month, in honor of Ebisu, god of wealth.

Tdkaidd, is. (Lit. '• region of the Eastern Ocean). One of

the large divisions of Japan. Comprises 15 provinces : Iga, Ise, Shima,
Owari, Mikawa, Totomi, Suruga, Jiai, Izu, Sagami, Musashi, Awa,
Kazusa, Sliimosa, and Hitachi. — The name Tdkaidd was also given to

the road extending from Kyoto to Tokyo, and passing through the pro-

vinces boardering the Pacific Ocean. — See Go-kaido.

Toka no sechie, -f- (1 tii ^ • Formerly a feast which took place

at the Palace at first in the Hogaku-den, then in the Shishin-den, and
during which the new year was celebrated by singing and dancing.
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Young men celebrated it on the 15th of the 1st month and young
girls on the following day. This feast which dates back as far as the
6th century, was called Arare-hashiri.

Tokei, & • Ancient pronunciation of the word Tokyo. — (See

that name).

Toki, . Daimyd family descended from Minamoto Yorimitsu
(944-1021) (Seiwa-Genji).

Mitsunobu, it ft • Descended from Yori-

mitsu in the 4th generation, settled at Toki (Mino) and
took the name of that place. He served the ex-emperor
Toba and was Eebiishi and Dewa no kami. *He in the
ancestor of the Toki, Asano, Akechi, etc. families.

Yorisada, S© . Descended from Mitsunobu
in the 6th generation and was on his mother’s side

grandson of Hojo Sadatoki, Shikken of Kamakura. He was renowned
for horsemanship, bow-shooting and poetry. He bore the title of Hoki no
kami. He sided with the Ashikaga and fought with Takauji against

the Southern dynasty.—— Yorito, fg . Son of Yorisada, served Ashikaga Todayoshi.
He distinguished himself at the battle of Tatara-liama (1336) and besieg-

ed Wakiya Yoshisuke in the castle of Somayama (Echizen), which he
occupied (1339). Some misunderstanding having arisen between him and
Tadayoshi, he was beheaded by him at Rokujo-ga-hara (Kyoto) (1342).

fKunitoki - Kunitsune- Sad ayori -

I
Yorikiyo -

Yoriyasu -

Yorio - -

Naouji - -

Yoritada -<

v .. „ f Narivori -Masafusa
.(Yorizumi

Yoritauie
-

j Moc&masu lYosluyon

Yasnvilki . f Yasumasa -Mochiyori (Seyam)
^ (Mitsuyasu-Mockiyasu

Noriyori - Yukil
Naonori - Yorin

tYoriinasu
[Yorikane (Osu)
' Yorisato (Tmixiia)

Yukihira -Masnyori ( Ibi )

Yorinao (Hiilase)

(Yasusada
Yorito - - Mitsuaki ( Toyama)

Yoritnoto - Y'orisliige- Yoriatsu
(Yorikane - Yorina- - Yoritaka

Yorishige- Yoriharu - Yorinatsu - (Funaki)

Mitsutoki - Mitsukiyo - Mitsuyoshi

- Kuniatso (AkecJii)

Yoriaki, $8 I])] ( + 1348). Brother of Yorito, whom he suc-

ceeded in the family domains of Mino. He was killed at the battle of

Shijo-nawate whilst fighting Kusunoki Masatsura.

Yorikane, ® ^ (+1324). Brother to the preceding, sided with

Go-Daigo when the latter resolved to destroy the Hojo. But the in-

mates of the Rokuhara becoming aware of the plot, Yorikane was put to

death together with his relative Tajimi Kuninaga.

Yoriyasu, (1318-1387). Son of Yorikiyo, became chief

of all the Toki clan in 1348, under the title of Mino no kami. He served

the Shogun Yoshiakira and fought the Southern dynasty. At the death

of Takauji (1358), he shaved his head and took the name of Zencliu
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. j|g ff . Nephew and adopted son of the above,

gGmutei the of Mino, Ise and Owari. When the Shogun had
SajaT to -take Quart province from him and give it to his relative

"Mttsvsaifcz, Yasuyuki refused to submit and during two
yesaa (1389-4891) fought Yorimasu. After the restoration of peace, he
fo®gM against the Farnana.

TadmeiWiSj- jfit ^ • Son of Yoritada, in 1399 he was ordered

‘to march against bin cousin Yasuyuki, whom he defeated. He then
became chief of ife clan and governor of the province.

NariyoiH,M $8 (+1497). Adopted son of Yoritame, succeed-

ed Mochimasu (1474). During the Onin war, he sided with Yamana
Sown* In 1487, he conquered the southern part of Omi. He shaved
his bead and took the name of Soan (1396), and died the following year.

Masafusa, Jfc ffs (1467-1519). Son of Nariyori, had to repress

some revolts in his province, Mino. He was successful owing to the help
of Asakura Takakage of Echizen (1518).

Yorizumi, $8 ( + 1548). Eldest son of Masafusa, who, like

his father, escaped into Echizen to ask the help of Asakura Yoshikage
against his vassals, who bad rebelled. With the same help he was able

to defeat Saito Hidetatsu (1546).

Yoshiyori, §& $8 (1502-1583). Brother of Yorizumi, built the
castle at Okuwa (Mino). In 1542, he was defeated by Saito Hidetatsu
and fled to Echizen, from whence he passed to Kazusa, where he lived in

great misery.

Sadamasa, (1551-1597 ). Descendant of Akechi Kuniatsu.
When only two years old he lost his father Sadaaki, who was killed during
the civil wars that desolated the Mino province (1552). Carried by his

mother to Mikaioa, he was adopted by Suganuma Sadamitsu. At the

age of 14, he served in Ieyasu’s army and took the name of Saito. In
1590, he received a revenue of 10,000 k. in the Soma district

(Shimosa

)

and revived the former glory of the Toki.

Sadayoshi, (1579-1618). Son of Sadamasa, served

Hidetada in his Shinano campaign (1600), then received charge
of the Mito castle (Hitachi). In 1617, he received the fief of Takatsuki
(Settsu— 30,000 k.). — His descendants successively resided : in 1619, at

Sonia (Shimosa)

;

in 1627 at Kami no yama (Dewa) ; in 1712, at Tanaka
(Suruga)

;
and from 1742 to 1868, at Numata (Kozuke— 35,000 k.).

Now Viscount.

Tokibe, $?’ bH • Formerly bureau of the Gyobu-sho whose duty it

was to establish and preserve the genealogies of families, etc.

Tokiwa Gozen, $1 Htr • At first a maid honour to the Empress,
wife of Konoe-tenno, she became the concubine of Minamoto Yoshitomo,

by whom she had 3 sons. When Yoshitomo perished in the Heiji war
(1160), she fled with her 3 children. The youngest child then only
a few months old, became the famous Yoshitsune. She lived a hidden
life in the village of Ryumon (Yamato). Kiyomori having made vain
efforts to discover her, arrested her mother. Hearing of this, Tokiwa at

once surrendered herself, whereupon her mother was set free, her children
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shaved their heads and she

whom she bore a daughter,

soon after married Fujiwara
Nagtm&ti, Okura-kyo.

Tokiwai, ft? Sf # •

E&mily descended from
fruit* Tokiwai no Miya, son

of the emperor Go-Kashiwa-
bara. He was named chief

of the Takada branch of the

Zen-shu sect when the head-
quarters of this sect were
transferred (1465) from
Takada (Shimotsuke) to Is-

shinden (Tse). Was by right

of inheritance at the head of

this temple (Senshu-ji).

—

Now Baron.

Tokiyo-shinnS, ik
JR dE

. ,

{
-f- 927) • Son of the

-It- and of Tachi-

I

Was Hyobu-
no taw/tw.

^raPer^a^ favor at
r. .’>»«aMi#^time as his father-

jawara Michizane,

the concubine of Kiyomori, to

union did not last long and she

TOKIWA OOZES.

and became a bonze in the Enjo-ji temple.

Tokoro-gawa, ft? ft Jl| • River (118 Km.) in Kitami (Hokkaido).

Tokoyo no kuni, ft? iii' [t0 • Region repeatedly mentioned in history
but difficult to identify. It is the place where Sukuna-bikona retired

after having helped Okunmushi to pacify Izumo. There also, Tajima
Mori found the orange tree (tachibana), etc. The most reliable author-
ities apply this name to the S. E. coasts of China (at present Fokien).
These coasts were colonized by the same invaders who, coming from the
South, also made their abode in Japan.
Tokudaiji, Tf Branch of the Fujiwara family descended

from Kinzane (1053-1107).

Saneyoshi, Jf fg (10§j|g£$$7). Son of Kin-
zane, was the first to bear the Tokudaiji. His
sister Tama-ko, married the |p|||||r Toba, and was
the mother of Sutoku and Gd-iz>Mrakawa ; on account
of this relationship, Saneyoshi enjoyed great favor. He
was Sadaijin and helped Toba in his struggle against the
Taira. — This family belonged to the Kwazan-in, the
Seikwa and the San-daijin-ke — Now Marquis.

Tokugawa, jl| . Hamlet in the Serata village, district of Nitta

(Kozuke). Yoshisue, 4th son of Nitta YoMM^Sk, lived there
13th century and took the WBt ' ' *’ 'beginning of the #>f that place. $

ms
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the 'Qi%& ~Tokugawa, Matsudaira, Sakai, etc. families. — In
1611, Sailt

2
$ioi Tosliikatsu to Nitta his native district to make

researches concerning his ancestry. He conceded special favors to the

inhabitants of the village of Serata.

Tokugawa, Jl| . Family descended from Nitta Yoshishige

(+1202), grandson of Minamoto Yoshiie (Seiwa-Genji ).

• Yoshisue, ^ 4th son of Yoshishige. In
the beginning of the 13th centnry he settled at Tokugawa
(.Kozuke) and took the name of that place. He is often

called Tokugaioa Shird.

Chikauji, |g . Son of Arichika and des-

cended from Yoshisue in the 8th generation. He
witnessed the ruin of the Nitta in their war against the

Ashikaga. Threatened with death, he fled disguised as a bonze to the

Mikawa province. Having arrived at the village of Sakai, he became a

domestic in the household of Gorozaemon, the chief of the village, who
obliged him to marry his daughter. He had a son (1367), Tadahiro,

who kept the name of Sakai and is the ancestor of the family of that

name. The following year, having lost his wife, Chikauji went to the

village of Matsudaira. There he married the daughter of Nobushige,

chief of the village, and again had a son Yasuchika, born in 1369, who
took the name of Matsudaira. Chikauji is believed to have died in

1407, but the documents of that epoch are not reliable and dates, as

far back as the 16th century, can be taken only approximately.

Yasuchika, # is (1369-1412). Was in charge of the castle of

Iwatsu, then of Okazaki (Mikawa), and governor of the province.

Nobumitsu, jt (1390-1465). Son of Yasuchika. He
strengthened the authority of his family in the province. He shaved
his head and received the name of Izumi-Nyudd.

Chikatada, IS JS& (1418-1480). Son of Nobumitsu, was Shuri
no suke. Some of his vassals, the Suzuki, the Miyake, the Nasu, the

Abe, and others, joined their forces and besieged him in his castle of

Iwatsu, but Chikatada completely defeated them. Soon after, he shaved
his head and took the name of Saichu.

Nagachika, fg (1442-1510). Son of Chikatada. He
fought Imagawa Ujichika, governor of Suruga, who attempted to

occupy Mikawa.
Nobutada, ffj j£. (1489-1531). Son of Nagachika, resided at

the castle ofAnjo (Mikawa), and in the midst of the civil wars which were
continuously waged about him, was able to retain all his hereditary

possessions.

Kiyoyasu, frj $£ (1511-1536). Son of Nobutada, was murder-
ed at the age of 25, by one of his vassals, Abe Masatoyo.

Hirotada, Hr (1526-1549). Son of Kiyoyasu, was under the

tutorship of Abe Sadayoshi. Taking advantage of his youth, his uncle

Serata Nobusada, sought to supplant him, but Sadayoshi took Hirotada
to Ise and interested Imagawa Yoshimoto in his cause, who re-established

him in his castle of Okazaki. In 1541, he married the daughter of
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Mizuno Tadamasa, lord of Kariya, and the following year he had a son,

who was Ieyasu. At the death of Tadamasa (1545), the latter’s son,

Nobumoto, made an alliance with the Oda of Owan, and Hirotada, re-

pudiating his wife, sent her back to her brother. War ensued between
Hirotada and Oda Nobuhide. He asked Imagawa Yoshimoto for help,

and sent his son Ieyasu to him as hostage (1547), but Nobuhide succeeded

in getting possession of the child and took him to Nagoya. Hirotada
marched against Nobuhide and defeated him, but he died soon after in his

castle of Okazaki.

Ieyasu, ^ /$ (1542-1616). First Tokugawa Shogun, ruled from
1603 to 1605.— Bom at the castle of Okazaki (Mikawa), he received the

name of Takechiyo. In 1547, his father having sought help from
Imagawa Yoshimoto against Oda Nobuhide, sent, as was customary,
Takechiyo with 50 other young samurai, as hostages to Suruga. Dur-
ing the journey, a certain Norimitsu, Hirotada’

s

vassal, stopped the train

and delivered Takechiyo into the hands of Nobuhide, who placed him in

custody in the Kato family of Atsuta
(Owari) . Nobuhide, then offered

peace to Hirotada hut on such hard conditions that the latter preferred

to continue the war, and Takechiyo was confined in the small temple
Tenno-bo, where he had to undergo many hardships, notwithstanding the
devotedness of 0 Cha no Tsubone. At the death of Hirotada (1549), the
prince of Mikawa was in great perplexity. Peace had been concluded
between the Imagawa and the Oda, but Takechiyo always remained a
hostage. At the age of 12 (1554), he for the first time put on a coat of

arms. Two years later, at the ceremony of the gembuku, he received the
name of Motonobu. In 1558, he married the daughter of Sekiguchi
Chikanaga, vassal of the Imagawa, and soon after received permission
to return to his own province, where he changed his name to that
of Motoyasu. He was scarcely at Okazaki, when he began to make pre-
parations for war against Nobunaga who was threatening to attack

Mikawa. Having regained possession of his two castles of Terabe and
Hirose, as well as the western portion of Mikawa province, he enter-

ed Suruga. At that very time, (1560), Imagawa Yoshimoto was attack-

ing Nobunaga, but was defeated and killed at Okehazama (Owari).
Motoyasu having forced his uncle Mizuno Nobumoto to submit, after

defeating him at Ishi-ga-se and at Kariya, returned to Okazaki to
settle the terms of peace with Nobunaga (1561). He then applied
himself to restore order in his province, established the Bugyo, then, in
order to free himself from the Imagawa and to assert his independence,
he put the name Motoyasu (a character of which had been given to him
by Yoshimoto) aside and took that of Ieyasu (1565), by which he was to
be henceforth known and under which he has become so renowned. In
1567, he received the title of Mikawa no kami, then obtained permission
from the emperor to keep the name of Tokugawa for his own family,
leaving that of Matsudaira to the lateral branch of the Nitta
and the Serata families. At that time, he became acquainted with
the famous Takeda Shingen and made an alliance with him against
Imagawa TJjizane. The latter attacked by his two foes was routed and
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dispossessed of his domains, Shingen taking Suruga, Ieyasu receiv-

ing Totomi. Leaving his son Nobuyasu at Qkazaki, Ieyasu went to

Hikuma, which name he changed to M and built a

castle there (1570).

His fame spread by
degrees and all the

former vassals of

the Imagawa offered

him their services.

At this time, he with

10,000 men aided

Nohunuga to tri-

umph over the Ashi-

kaga and Ami at

Anegawa (Omi).

Meanwhile, Takeda
Shingen was fight-

ing the H&jo of Oda-
vmra, who were try-

ing to take the pro-

vince of Suruga
from him. He asked

Ieyasu for help but

was refused and
war soon began. In
1571, Shingen entered Totomi and besieged the castles of Takatenjin,

Yoshida, Nire, etc. Uesugi Kenshin attacked Shinano, and Shingen had

to face this new enemy ;
but the following year, war recommenced

between the two rivals, and Ieyasu found himself besieged in Hamama-
tsu. He sent to Nobunaga for help, and the latter sent him a great

body of men under the command of Sakuma Morinobu. In the begin-

ning of 1572, Shingen with 40,000 men was camping at Mikata-ga-hara

and burned all the surroundings of the castle of Hamamatsu, but Ieyasu

held his position. To induce him to accept battle, Shingen retired to Ii-

dani and Ieyasu left his castle and camped at Mikata-ga-hara. He was

at once attacked and defeated. Morinobu fled and Ieyasu was preparing

for death, when one of his vassals, Natsume Masayoshi, whom he had

left at Hamamatsu, arrived in haste, and obliged his lord to the

castle. With a small body of faithful samurai he boldly met death, a sacri-

fice to his master’s welfare. Having returned to Ho-mamadis, Jkyasu, on

the following night, made a sortie with 400 men, anil >.ffeeked the enemy

at daybreak. The vanquished of the preceding da£ q»r;,e to his rescue,

and defeat was soon changed into a decided victorjf.;*FWar was resumed

the following year, but was interrupted for some time by Shingen s death

(1573). Katsuyori, his son, renewed the struggle and invaded Totomi.

This time also, Ieyasu with Oda Nobunaga’s help, defeated his enemy at

Nagashino (1574). A truce followed which lasted for several years,

during which time, both parties prepared for a final effort. In 15 79, the
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eldest son of Ieyasu, Nobuyasu, was accused of having friendly relations
with the Takeda, whereupon his father called him to Hamamatsu, and
after an investigation, invited him to commit harakin. War began in
1581, and Ieyasu took the castle of Takatenjin from Katsuyori. The
following year, an expedition conducted by Nobunaga and Ieyasu was
directed against Katsuyori. It ended with the ruin of the Takeda at
Temmoku-zan (Kai ), and Ieyasu received the Suruga province. He
then paid a visit to Nobunaga in his castle of Azuclii, and Akechi Mitsu-
hide was chosen to receive so high a dignitary. From here, he went to
Kyoto and thence to Osaka, in which latter city he heard of the murder
of Nobunaga. Not having enough troops with hjffi ^oppose Mitsuhide,
he hastened to Mikaw i, gathered a small army' marched towards
Kyoto, but at Atsuta, he heard of the defeat and $83$ts/of Mitsuhide. He
returned to Okazaki and did not take part in the campaign of Shizu-ga-
take (1583). The following year, he accepted the advances made by
Oda Nobuo and joined him to fight Hideyoshi. The army of the latter,

was defeated at Komaki-yama (Owari), but soon after, Ieyasu, deserted
his ally, and made peace with the future Tailed confirming it by his
marriage with Asahi no kata, Hideyoshi'

s

daughter. In the following
years, he busied himself with the administration of his domains. In
1590, he resumed his military life in a campaign against the Hdjo
of Odawara. In this expedition he gained the 8 provinces of Kwan-
to, but not those of Shimotsuke and Awa. He then had a revenue of
2,557,000 k., which enabled him freely to distribute domains among those
who for 30 years had been fighting in his interests. As his residence, he
chose the small port of Edo, in Musashi, and on the ruins of the
fortress built there in the 15th century by Ota Dokwan, he erected an
immense castle. He found a pretext for not taking part in the Korean
expedition. Hideyoshi, who had chosen him as one of the Go-Tairo,
called him near his person. When on the point of death, he ordered Ieyasu
to lead the army from Korea back, and most particularly entrusted to

him the guardianship of his son Hideyori (1598). After the Tailed'

s

death, Ieyasu installed himself in the castle of Fushimi and began to
rule as sole master. Troubles soon rose between him and the great dai-
myo who accused Ieyasu of usurping the power of his ward. The leaders
of this faction were Maeda Toshiie and Ishida Kazushige. Ieyasu through
much cunning was able to bring Toshiie to his side. But many daimyo
returned to their domains, plainly showing their dissatisfaction. Among
them were : Ukita Hideie, Mori Terumoto, Uesugi Kagekatsu, etc.

The last mentioned in particular, so openly refused to recognize the
authority of Ieyasu, that the latter soon opened a campaign against him.
He had scarcely left Fushimi, going north, when his enemies issued a
proclamation accusing him of 13 serious charges and calling to arms all

the vassals that remained faithful to the Tailed. Ieyasu’s adherents
however, were not idle and prepared for battle. Thus at very short
notice, Japan was divided into two camps. The war began in
August 1600. Hosokawa Fujitaka, Ieyasu’s vassal, was attacked in the
castle of Tanabe (Tango) and resisted heroically. Torii Mototada de-
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fended Fushimi well, but the assailants took the castle and Mototada

died in battle. Meanwhile, Fukushima Masanori and Ikeda Terumasa,
allied to the Tokugawa family, marched towards the East and occupied

the castles of Kiyosu and Gifu. There Nobunaga’s grandson, Hidenobu,

whom Ishida Kazushige had won to his party, was taken prisoner and
confined to the Koya-san. Ieyasu however had come to Oyama

(Shimo

-

tsuke), where he learned what had happened since his departure. He
hastened to retrace his steps and gathering an army of 80,000 men,
encountered Kazushige’s army in Mino, 130,000 strong. A battle

took place at Sekigahara where Ieyasu gained a complete victory

over his enemies and 40,000 heads of the enemy were the trophy of the

day (Oct. 21, 1600). This success gave Ieyasu undisputed authority,

which he used most arbitrarily. Of his former adversaries, the principal,

Ishida Kazushige, Konishi Yukinaga, Ankokuji Ekei, etc. were beheaded

at Kyoto ; Ukita Hideie, Oda Hidenobu, Chosokabe Morichika, Maeda
Toshimasa, Masuda Nagamori, Tachibana Muneshige, Niica Naga-
shige, and others were deprived of their domains ; others again, such as

Mori Terumoto, TJesugi Kagekalsu, Satake Yoshinobu, Akita Sanesue, etc.

who submitted to the victor, found their revenues considerably reduced. His

adherents, the Kobayakawa, Date, Kato, Mogami, Asa>io, Fukushima,
Gamo, Ikeda, Kuroda, Hosokawa, Todd, Tanaka, Yamanouclii, Oku-
daira, Ii, etc. received very large domains, and the distribution of fiefs was
made in such a manner that the last to submit to the new power

(
tozama

-

daimyo) always found themselves near one or several of the ancient vassals

(fudai-daimyo), who watched them so as to prevent even the possibility of

a rebellion. — Ieyasu now securely established in power showered greater

honors on the person of the Emperor than had thus far been accorded

to him, but reserved the executive power to himself. Installed in Fushi-

mi, he summoned the learned Fujiwara Seikwa and Hayashi Do-
shun to help him, with their sagacity, in the administration of affairs.

He ordered the maps of the provinces and districts to be revised : brought
the ancient books of the Ashikaga-gakko and Kanazawa-bunko, to Fu-
shimi or to Edo and had the most important and rarest rewritten. It

was he too, who revived the edicts against Christianity and increased their

severity. It was only in 1603, that he received from the Emperor Go-
Yozei, the title of Sei-i-tai shogun and those connected with it, such as

the titles of Genji no choja, Junwa-in and Shogaku-in no Betto. Two
years later, he abdicated in favor of his son Hidetada, then 26 years old,

his principle motive being to secure the succession of his high dignity to

his family. He retired to Sumpu (Shizuoka), and whilst taking an
active part in the government, he devoted his leisure to literature and
poetry. In 1611, he went to Kyoto and had an enterview with Hideyori
to whom he betrothed his granddaughter Sen-hime, daughter of the

Shogun Hidetada. Hideyori, having become of age was, notwithstanding

all the precautions taken by Ieyasu and the surveillance exercised over

him, taught by his surroundings and in particular by his mother Yodo-
gimi, to look upon Ieyasu as the usurper of bis power. Thus the re-

lations between him and the Tokugawa became steadily more strained and
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the latter only waited for an opportune moment to get rid of him. Ieyasu
induced Hideyori to rebuild the Hoko-ji temple at great expense. It had
been previously built by Ilideyoshi but was destroyed by an earthquake
in 1596, Ieyasu well knew that the money used in this pious
work, would not be employed in recruiting soldiers. When the
temple was finished, Hideyori ordered a large bell to he cast and invited
Ieyasu to the opening ceremony. Now, it happened that in the inscrip-

tion placed on the bell, the two characters of the name of Ieyasu were
employed, separated one from the other. (The inscription read as follows

:

m m $ m^okka-
anko, peace and TUE great ken of i6m century.

tranquillity of the

country, the 2nd and
the 4th of these

characters form the

name of Ieyasu).

s&Shogun af-

be insulted

afllipP imprecation

him, bring-

ing &%;n the curse

cfjplifrl. He stop-

ped" Coe proceedings

of the feast, asked an
explanation and even
wanted to force the

emperor to suppress

the ill-omened in-

scription. Hideyori
refused to submit to

such unreasonable-

ness, and, some time

after, Ieyasu and
Hidetaka, at the

head of 50,000 men
were camping under
the walls of Osaka.
The castle was well

fortified, and Hide-
yori’

s

generals Ono
Harunaga, Sanada
Yukimura, Goto Mo-
totsugu, etc. had as-

sembled 60,000 sa-

NOBUNAOA AND MIT3UHIDE PILE THE RICE. HIDEY08HI KNEADS THE
DOUOH, IEYASU EATS THE CAKE* (iftochi).

murai, mostly ritnin of ancient daimyo, dispossessed by Ieyasu. Every
man was determined to sell his life dearly. After some doul^^i (rife-

counters, Ieyasu sent 0 Cha no Tsubone to Yodo-gimi, and through
mediary

,
peace was restored, Hideyori agreeing to dismiss his troopssffi^i^.
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fill the moats of the castle of Osaka. Thus ended what is known in his-

tory as the winter campaign of Osaka (Osaka fuyu no eki), because it

took place in the last months of the year 1614. Ieyasu had scarcely

returned to Sumpu, when new difficulties arose. Hideyori consented to

the demolition of the exterior defences and to the filling up of the moats,

but he asked that his soldiers should be recog&i£X4 Ss regular troops

which request met with a flat refusal. He then pt^posed to exchange his

provinces of Settsu, Kawachi and Izumi for thos^ ofj ihiia, Sanuki and

Iyo, in Shikoku. Ieyasu offered him those of Shinwsa, Kazusa and Awa
(Tokaido), but to accept this proposition, would have been putting him-

self completely into the power of the former. Hideyori refused and the

two parties again prepared for war. In May 1615, Ieyasu gathered his

army and one month after, despite the bravery shown by the besieged gar-

rison, Osaka fell. Hideyori and Yodo-gimi perished in the conflagration

of.the castle. This second siege is called the summer campaign of Osaka

(Osaka mtsu no eki). The power of the Tokugawa was now supreme

and secure for a long period. Before returning to Suruga, Ieyasu pro-

mulgated Regulations far the samurai (Buke-hailo) in 13 chapters, taken

from the Joei-shikimoku and the Kembu-shtitimoku Codes. He likewise

established the Kuge Code (Kuge-hatto) in 17 chapters, after having con-

sulted the Kwampaku Nijo Akxzane on the matter. Soon after his return

to Sumpu in the beginning of 1616, Ieyasu fell ill. He received the

title of Dajd-daijin from the Emperor, but in the month of May, departed

this life, at the age of 74. Buried temporarily at the Kuno-zan
,

near Shizuoka, his body was carried with great solemnity, in the follow-

ing year, to Nikko, where a magnificent temple was erected in his honor

He received the posthumous name of Toshogu.

Ieyasu (1)

Hidetada (2)j Iemitgu

Kame-hime (married to Okudaira Kobumasa)
Nobnyasu
Hideyasu (Matsudaim of ICchizen)

Sen-hime (married to Toyotomi Hideyoshi)

Daughter (married to Maeda 1’oshinaga)

„ ( „ „ Matsudaira Tadanao

)

„ ( „ „ Kyoyobi Tadatalca)

letsuna (4)

(3) T-u^hig.^"W ' P>

Tsunayoshi (5)

Tadanaga
Daughter (married to the Emperor Go-Mi-no-o)

Masayuki (Hothina)

Tadayoshi
Nobuyoshi
Daughter (married to Hojo Vjinao)

„ ( „ „ Gamo Hideyuki, and then to Asano Nagaakira)
Tadatcru
Yoshinao (Owari)

Yoahinobu - Mitsusadaf^Mhunun*jM-See next Tabl«

Yorifusa (Mito)

Ieyasu was certainly a genius. He was a skilful warrior and » shrewd*

politician. He finished the work of pacifying the country, a wm'fe began,

by Nobunaga and Hideyoshi, and endowed it with a powerful
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tion, securing the power to his own family for two and a telf cs^sturies.
As regards. religion, he was under the influence of the bonzes’ and
Den Chord. Impartial history however, cannot hide his cruel persecution
of the Christians, and the edict which he published in 1614 will always be
a stain upon his memory.

J

~— Nobuyasu, ft $ (1559-1579). Eldest son of Ieyasu, was left
in the castle of Okazaki, when his father moved to Hamamatsu (1567).
At the age of 16, under the command of Ieyasu, he undertook his first
campaign against Takeda Katzuyori. He married a daughter of Nobu-

Having been accused of treason against his father and father-in-
law, for having entered into relations with their enemy Katsuyori, he was
called to Hamamatsu and invited to commit harakiri. He was then 21
years old. His wife retired to Kyoto with her two daughters

; the one
Iuxu-hvme, married Ogo.sawara Hidemasa, and the other, Kuni-hime
married Honda Tadamusa.
„ Kideyasu, M (1574-1607). 2nd son of Ieyasu. — See
Matmdabra, (Eehizen).

„
(1579-1632). 2nd Shogun of the Tokugawa

raimiy, from 1605 to 1622.— 3rd son of Ieyasu, was born at the castleof
Haviainatsu, and at the age of 10, was sent to Kyoto to stay with Hide-

yoshi. In 1600, he accompanied his father in the projected campaign
against Uesugi Kagekatsu and went as far as Utsu?io?niya but hearing that
Ishida Kazushige had risen in arms, he marched South through Tosando
but allowed himself to be delayed at the siege of Ueda (Shinano

) for 15’

days and arrived in Mino after the battle of Sekigahara. Ieyasu, in his
anger, refused to receive him, but at the intervention of Honda Masazumi
consented to give him audience. In 1605, Hidetada, was named Shogun.He aimed at maintaining and developing his father’s policy. He took part
with him m the two sieges of Osaka (1614-1615). In 1620, his daughter
Kazu-ko married the emperor Go-Mi-no-o. He continued to persecute the
Christians and under the most severe penalty forbade any Japanese
to go out of the country . it is he who stopped commercial relations
with all foreigners except the Dutch, Chinese and Koreans. In 1622,
Hidetada abdicated the shogunate in favor of his son Iemitsu and died 10
years later, at the age of 53 years. He was buried in the temple Zojo-ji
at Shtba (Edo) and.received the posthumous name of Taitoku-in.

'

~ Tadayoshi, it?, 15 (1580-1607). 4th son of Ieyasu, was at first
adopted by Matsudaira letada and was named Tadayasu. In 1592
he received the castle of Oshi (Musashi— 100,000 k.) as fief. He took part
in the battle of Sekigahara in which he opposed Shimazu Yoshihiro.
Alter the campaign, he was transfetfcJ to Kiyosu (Owari— 240,000 k.)
changed his name Tadayasu to th&5 cl Tadayoshi, and received the title
ot Satsuma no kami. He died atihe-age of 27, without an heir

Nobuyoshi, fg § (1583-1603). 5th son of Ieyasu, was chosen
to represent the Takeda family which became extinct in 1582 He re-
vived the fief of Sakura (Shimdsa— 40,000 k.) (1594) ; after Sekigahara
he was transferred to Mito (Hitachi— 240,000 k.), but being of a weak
constitution, he died at the age of 20.
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Tadateru, ,& M (1593-1683). 6th son of Ieyasu, was chosen

heir to Matsudaira (
Nagasawa) Yasutada (+ 1600), and received the

fief of Sakura (40,000 k.). In 1603, he was transferred to Kawanaka-

jima (Shinano— 180,000 k.), and in 1610, to Takata (Echigo —
620,000 k.). When Osaka was besieged in 1615, he at first refused to

lead his troops thither and came only towards the end of tire campaign.

The following year, being accused of wishing to overthrow his

brother, the Shogun Hidetada, and of badly administering his estates,

he was dispossessed, shaved his head and retired to a temple at Odaioara.

Later on, he went to Takayama (Hida), then in 1626, to Suwa
(Shinano), where he died at the age of 91 years.

Yoshinao, j% 7 th son of Ieyasu.— See Tokugawa (
Owari).

Yorinobu, @ a • 8th son of Ieyasu. — See Tokugawa (Kii).

Yorifusa, M ffs
9th 8011 of Ieyasu.— See Tokugawa (Mito).

Sen-hime, =f- fcg (1597-1666) Daughter of Hidetada, was

promised in marriage to Toyotomi Hideyori in 1603. After the death

of the latter (1615), she married Honda Tadatoki, daimyd of Himeji

(Harima). Again a widow in 1626, she came to Edo, to live near her

brother, the Shogun Iemitsu, and as her residence was near the Take-

bashi bridge, she was called Takebashi-Goten. She died at the age of

70, was buried in the temple Denzu-in and received the posthumous

name of Tenju-in.

Iemitsu, W, % (1603-1651). 3rd Tokugawa Shogun, from

1622 to 1651.— Eldest son of Hidetada, he was educated by Naitd

Tadashige. He became Shogun at the age of 19, when his father-

abdicated, and devoted all his time to the study and perfecting of the

government methods introduced by Ieyasu. He closed the country

entirely to all foreign commercial transactions
;

forbade the building of

ships which would permit of long voyages (1636) ; by a cruel massacre

suppressed the Shimabara insurrection (1638) ;
put to death the Macao

ambassadors who had come to ask for lilierty of commerce (1640) ; con-

fined the Dutch who were allowed to pursue commerce with the Japan-

ese to Deshima (Nagasaki); bore a blind and ferocious hatred to

Christianity and destroyed it by a fierce persecution ; made the law

(Sankin-kodai) which obliged the daimyd to reside alternately at Edo,

and in their domains, in which latter case they were obliged to leave

their wife and children as hostages at Edo. He was a protector of

Buddhism and Confucianism. For the former he built the

(1626) at Edo and the Eisho-ji (1634) at Kamakura. He erecMt &

temple in honor of Confucius and protected the learned Hayaslii

Nakae Toju, etc. His sister Kazu-ko, had been married m 162ft

emperor Go-Mi-no-o, and from this union was born a daughter (j^mhU-

tenno) wte/W^ raised to the throne at the age of 7. Thus, Iemitsu S

influence^;i^;&eat both at Kyoto and at Edo. To prevent any attempt

of iusubo&$Oittt:on on the part of the Imperial Court, he required that a

prince of ixiyaf blood should be always at the head of the Ueno (Edo) and

Nikko temples, whom he was ready to oppose to the legitimate sovereign

should he prove troublesome. By all these manoeuvres, Iemitsu brought
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the government of the Shogun to the highest degree of power. He died at
the age of 47 and was buried at Nikko where a magnificent temple was
erected to his memory. His posthumous name is Taiyu-in. At his
death, 10 of his most faithful subjects killed themselves

; among these
were : Hotta Masamon, daimyo of Sakura, Abe Shigetsugu, daimyo of
Iwatsuki, Uchida Masanobu, Saegusa Moriyoshi, Okuyama Yasu shige,
etc. At the same time, more than 3,700 maids of honour were dis-
missed from the Palace, and of this number, over 100 shaved their heads
and embraced religious life (ama)

.

Tadanaga, H (1605-1633). Son of Hidetada and brother
of Iemitsu. In 1617, he received the fief Komoro (Shinano), and the
following year was transferred to Fuchu (Kai— 240,000 k.). In 1624,
the provinces of Suruga and of Totomi were added to his domains and he
took up his residence in the castle of Sumpu (Suruga— 550,000 k.).

The same year, he received the title of Dainagoti, hence the name of
Suruga-Dainagon by which he is often known. He was accused of
maladministration and of plotting against his brother, the Shogun
Iemitsu, whereiore he was banished in 1332, to the domain of Ando
Shigenaga, daimyo of Takazaki (Kozuke), and, the following year, invited
to commit harakiri.

Kazu-ko, $J -f- (1607-1678). Daughter of Hidetada, who in
1620 married the Emperor Go-Mi-no-o and had 5 children

; the eldest
became the Empress Myosho-tenno. She is known by the name of
Tofuku-mon-in.

Masayuki, IE £, — See Hoshma Masayuki.
Ietsuna, ^ (1639-1680). 4th Tokugawa Shogun, from 1651

to 1680. Eldest son of Iemitsu, and succeeded his father at the age of 12.
In the year of his accession to the shogunate, he repressed the rebellion of
Yui Shosetsu and Marubashi Chuya. Ietsuna’s ministers were : Sakai
Tadakiyo, Matsudaira Nouutsuna, Ii Naozumi, etc. They continued
to govern according to the manner of Iemitsu. He forbade suicide
(junshi) at the death of a master and prohibited any translation of
European works and any writing concerning the government, Edo
morals, etc. We need not wonder therefore at the great number of
authors who were imprisoned or banished during his reign. Ietsuna died
at the age of 41, and as he had no children, his brother Tsunayoshi suc-
ceeded him. He was buried in the Kwan-ei-ji (JJeno) and received the
posthumous name of Gen-yu-in.

Tsunashige, $$ $ (1644-1678). 3rd son of Iemitsu, received
the fief of Fuchu (Kai— 250,000 k.) in 1661. He died at the age of
35. His son Tsunaioyo was Shogun under the name of Ienobu.

Tsunayoshi, HSj pf (1646-1709). 5th Tokugawa Shogun, from
1680 to 1709. 4th son of Iemitsu, he in 1661, received the fief of Tateba-
yashi (Kozuke— 350,000 k.), and was called to succeed his brother
Ietsuna who died without progeny.

, He was at that time 34 years old.
He was a patron of letters and s<fe$bs£, encouraged military studies,

worked at the reform of the calendar (atbded schools, protected artists,

etc. The finances being in a bad condition, he sought to improve
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affairs by altering the value of money ani W awarding land to the

hatamoto instead of giving them a pension Jit rice. The? e measures

wrought a notable increase in the prices oi all necessaries of life and
occasioned general dissatisfaction. Tsunayoshi had acted on the advice

of Yanagisawa Yoshiyasu, and on representations made by the Kanjo-

bugyo Ogiwara Shigehide. At that time, 30 million koku composed

the revenues of the whole Empire ; of which 23 million belonged to the

daimyo, 3 million to the temples and hatamoto, and the remaining 4

million to the shogunate. This last sum, from which 150,000 k. were

deducted, being the allowance made to the Court of Kyoto, could certain-

ly not suffice because of the prodigality of Tsunayoshi, who had to find

divers expedients to increase his finances. Owing to the influence of the

bonzes, he, under the strictest penalty, forbade the killing of any living

being, and had places of refuge erected for disabled or infirm horses and
dogs (See Inu-Kubo). Examples of the inhuman execution of this

law are not wanting ;
thus, a vassal of the daimyo Akita, having killed a

swallow was put to death and his children sent into exile (1686).— In

1704, Tsu?iayoshi having no children, adopted his nephew Tsuna-

toyo, son of Tsunashige, who took the name of Ienobu. The fief of Fuchu,

(Kai), which he possessed up to that time, passed to Yanagisawa
Yoshiyasu, who then was continually rising in favor. Abusing the in-

fluence he had acquired over the mind of the weak and aged Shogun,

Yoshiyasu asked that the province of Suruga be added to the fief which

his son Yoshisato was to inherit. Tsunayoshi consented, but before

placing his seal on the official document confirming the donation, his

wife, Mi-daidokoro, daughter of the ex-Kwampaku Takatsukasa Fu-
sasuke, exasperated that such an abnormal favor should be granted, stab-

bed the Shogun and killed herself. Tsunayoshi was then 63 years old.

He was buried at the Kwan-ei-ji (Ueno)
and received the posthumous

name of Joken-in.

Ienobu, ‘M. (1662-1712). 6th Tokugawa Shogun, from 1709

to 1712.— SQn of Tsunashige, he was daimyo of Fuchu (Kai — 350,000

k.) when his uncle Tsunayoshi, chose him as heir (1704). He then

changed his name Tsunatoyo to that of Ienobu, and 5 years later, re-

ceived the title of Shogun , at the age of 47 years. The first act of his

reign was to abrogate the severe laws enacted by his predecessors against

those who killed animals or caused them to suffer. On the petition of

Arai Hakuseki he suppressed the custom which obliged the greater number
of the princes of the Imperial family to become bonzes and the princeses

to become ama, and he allowed them to marry. He recoined the altered

pieces of money that Tsunayoshi had introduced and gave them their

former value. Ienobu took the famous and learned Arai Hakuseki, with

him from Kai, for he loved to follow his advice. He died at the age of

50, was buried in the Zojo-ji (Shiba ) and received the posthumous
name of Bunsho-in.

Kiyotake, fit
— See Matsudaira (

Ochi).

Ietsugu, %. $£ (1709-1716). 7th Tokugawa Shogun, from 1713
to 1716.— Son of Ienobu, succeeded him at the age of 4. It was in his
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name that a law was enacted, which obliged the daimi/o of Kyushu to
burn any European vessel that should land on their coasts and to kill the
crew. Ietsugu died when but 7 years old, was buried in the Zojo-ji
(Shiba) and received the posthumous name of Yusho-in.~ Yoshimune, ]§ ^ (1677-1751). 8th Tokugawa Shogun, from
17 1C to 1745. 3rd son of Tokugawa Mitsusada

,
of the Kii branch, hem 1797, received a revenue of 30,000 k. at Nibu (Ecliizen) and at the death

of his two elder brothers, he became daimyo of Wakayama and chief of
the Kii branch (1705). At the death of Ietsugu, he was chosen as his
successor, and though he refused the dignity of Shogun three times, he
was obliged to submit to the decision of the family (mip

j
tjzjp He was then

39 years old. When in power, his first endeavor w»i&y extirpate abuses
and to bring about the happiness of his people. He |p$|$§|d the affaire of
justice to the upright 0-oka Tadasuke ; made reseafCnes ' ifor the tombs of
the ancient emperors and had them repaired

; ordered boxes to be placedm the cities of Edo, Kyoto and Osaka, to receive the petitions and com-
plaints of the common people ; repressed luxury
and favored economy

; distributed a book on
popular medicine for the benefit of the poor

;

introduced the growing of sweet potatoes and the
making of sugar

; established a trade system for
the mutual benefit of the provinces

; etc. He was
also a protector of the learned, removed the prohi-
bition to read or translate European books, and
personally supervised the printing of a great
number of books, etc. In short, he so
popular by his wise administration the
people called him Kome-shogun of the rice). Yoshimune
however did not revoke the laws closing the country to strangers, nav he
redoubled the watchfulness and did much for the protection of

-

' the
coasts. In 1729, a certain Ten-ichi-bd, a native of Wakayama, pretend-
ing to be the son of Yoshimune came to Edo to assert his rights but was
arrested, convicted of falsehood and put to death. At the age of 68, Yoshi-

inane> abdicated^ in favor of his son Ieshige. He died 6 years later, was
buried at the Kwan-ei-ji (Ueiw) and received the posthumous name of
Yutoku-m.

Yoshimune (8)

"““‘S'
Munetaka

( Tayasu

)

Munetada-Harunari

(Kii)

flenari (ti)pyoshi (12) - Iesada (13)

l Nariatsu (Hitotsubashi)

tn&mm S
7
J?*

1761)
-

.

9th Tokugawa Shogun, froi^.©^
to .!*. „ .A;.—hi Idest gc® ?^ : Yoshimune, whom he succeeded at the ag#b^F. !

He was of a weak constitution, and left the administration of public
aflairs to his ministers. In 1758, the councilors of the Shogun, began
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to fear the fk&tjanes taught by Takenouchi Shikibu at Kyoto, wherefore

he was imprisoned and 17 huge, were degraded or exiled. Ieshige abdicated

at the age of 48, in favor of his son Ieharu, and died the following year.

He was buried in the Zojo-ji (Shiba), and received the posthumous name
of Junshin-in.

• Ieharu, in (1737-1786). 10th Tokugawa Shogun, from 1760

to 1786. — Eldest son of Ieshige
,
whom he succeeded at the age of 23, he

ordered Dutch books to be translated and encouraged letters and science.

During his administration, Yamagata Daitii and Fujii XJmon were be-

headed and Takenouchi Shikibu exiled, for having proclaimed the

authority of the Emperor to the prejudice of that of the Shogun (1767).

— Ieharu died at the age of 50 and his son Iemoto having died before

him, a successor was chosen in the Hitotsubashi branch. He was buried in

the Kwan-ei-ji (Ueno)
and received thepdS^umous name of Shimmei-in.

Shigeyoshi, ® -— See (
Shimizu)

.

Iemoto, iif (1763-1779),;$$$ of Ieharu. In 1766, was

nominated heir to the Shogun (taishi), but died at the age of 18. He
was buried in the Kwan-ei-ji (Ueno) and received the posthumous name
of Kokyo-in.

Ienari, (1773-1841). 11th Tokugawa Shogun, from 1786

to 1837.— Son of Hitotsubashi Harunari. In 1781 was chosen by the

Shogun Ieharu to be his heir, and was only 15 years old when he succeeded

him. In 1789, troubles occurred in the island of Ezo but won? repressed

by Matzumae Michihiro. This is the last revolt of the Elmn isentioned

in history. During the rule of Ienari, the foreign powers again renewed

their efforts to enter into communication with Japan: Russia, in 1792-1798-

1804-1811-1814; England, in 1797-1801-1803-1808-1810-1813-1818-

1824; America, in 1797-1806-1837; but all advances were met

with a refusal. The Shogun ordered the daimyd of the North, to

keep a good watch on the coasts and to defend them. Forts were con-

structed in different parts of the country, communications with Annam
and Luzon were interrupted, and the country was again secluded more

than ever from the outside world. The famous Matsudaira Sadanobu re-

formed the regulations of the army and marine, obliged the hatamoto to

pass examinations on military affairs, personally inspected the coasts, etc.

In 1827, Ienari received the title of Dajd-Daijin ; he is the only one who
bore that title whilst Shogun. In 1837, Oshio Heihachiro revolted

and attempted to occupy the castle of Osaka but was defeated by the

Jodai Doi Toshitsura, and killed himself. Soon after, Ienari resigned the

shogunate to his son Ieyoshi. He had ruled during 50 years. He died

4 years later, at the age of 69. He had 51 children, 31 of whom died in

their youth ; the others entering by adoption or by marriage into the

noblest families. Ienari received the posthumous name of Bunkyo-in

and was buried in the Kwan-ei-ji (Ueno).

Ieyoshi, Us (1792-1853). 12th Tokugawa Shogun, from

1837 to 1858.— Succeeded his father Ienari, at the age of 45. As

foreign vessels were more frequently sighted off Japan, orders

were given to fire at those which came near the coasts (1842). In
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the mean time the daimyd of Mito, Tokugawa Nariaki, ordered canon to
be cast guns and weapons to be made, drilled his troops, and all this in
view of a war with the Europeans, but the Edo government began to fear
that he had some other purpose in view, and confined Nariaki to his
domains of Komagome (Edo) together with his counsellor Fajita Toko

-
88,1X16 King William II. of Holland wrote a letter to

Shogun, requesting him to enter into commercial relations with the
different powers of Europe The Catholic missionaries, in spite of
long standing prohibitions, settled in the island of Okinawa, preparatory
to their entrance into Japan. In 1846, an American vessel, the Colum-
bus, entered the haven of Suruga (Sagami

)

and attempted in the name of
her government to open commercial relations with Japan, similar to that
earned on with China, but met with a polite refusal. However the French,
English and Eussian flags frequently appeared in Japanese waters. Ii
Naosuke then minister, set Nariaki free, and entrusted him with the de-
fence of the country (18.32). Nariaki constructed the forts of Shinaga-
wa, in order to protect Edo, presented the Bakufu with 72 canon
that had been cast in his domains, ordered guns to he made, etc. Mean-
while the Emperor
had prayers offered in
the Shintoist and Bud-
dhist temples. On
July the 8th, 1853,
an American fleet an-
chored in Suruga
bay, and the com-
mander, Commodore
Perry asked to pre-
sent a letter from Pre-
sident Fillmore to the
Shogun. At this news,
all that district was
greatly excited. The
Bugyo of Uraga in
all haste, informed
the Edo government,
which at once sent an
order to all the dai-
myd to prepare for

war. In the mean-
time, a temporary
building had been
erected on the sea

coast near Kurihama, and the Bugyo of JJraga received the American
envoy. On July 14, Perry landed with an escort of 300 armed sailors,
handed over the President’s letter and announced that he would
return the following year to get an answer from the Shogun, and after
having made several soundings in Kanagawa bay, he sailed away.
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On August the 20th, Poutiatine, a Russian, arrived at Nagasaki with a

similar mission from his government, but Ieyoshi had just died 5 days

before. He was buried in the Zojo-ji (Shiba)
and received the post-

humous name of Shintoku-in.

Iesada, <$£ (1824-1858). 13tb Tokugawa Shogun, from

1853 to 1858.— Adopted by bis brother, Ieyoshi, he succeeded him at

the age of 30 years, at a time, when the arrival of foreigners and their

petitions to enter into relation with Japan, was about to place the govern-

ment of the Shogun in a predicament. The Council of the Shogun
together with the principal daimyo, deliberated upon the answer to be

given to the United States of America, but could not agree as to how the

letter should be worded. In the mean time, the Russian envoy de-

manded the opening of diplomatic and commercial relations and the

settlement of the disputed boundaries in the island of Saghalien. He
was put off for another year. On February the 12th 1854, Commodore
Perry with 7 vessels arrived in the harbor of Braga Bay and asked for

the answer to his communication of the preceding year. Opinion differ-

ed. Nariaki urged a refusal and Hosokawa Narimori of Kumamoto asked

permission to fire upon the American vessels. But the Shogun, after

much vacillation, signed a temporary treaty which opened the two ports

of Shimoda and Hakodate to the American vessels with permission to

traffic there and get provisions (March 31 , 1854) . Soon after the port of

Nagasaki was added to the two others. The Baku/u however continued

its preparations for war. He sent Yatabori Kb and Katsu Rintard to

Nagasaki to obtain information from the Dutch about the construction

and handling of European ships. The same year (1855), in the month
of November, a meet violent earthquake was felt at Edo and occasioned

a big fire which destroyed several quarters of the city and killed 25,000

people. The following year, Mr. Harris arrived at Shimoda as Minister

plenipotentiary of the United States, and the Baku/u sent Hotta Masa-

atsu, Bitchu no kami and daimyo of Sakura to settle all questions in

reference to foreigners. Notwithstanding the opposition of his daimyo,

the Shogun gave audience to Mr. Harris and received a letter from him
in which 10 ports were asked to be opened to American commerce.

Iesada dared not take such responsibility upon himself and sent Hotta

Masaatsu to the Emperor to confer with him. The counsellors of the

Kyoto Court, through love for conservative traditions and also in opposition

to the authority of the Shogun were of opinion that every petition of the

strangers should be refused and even those that had already been grant-

ed should be revoked. Masaatsu returned to Edo with this answer and

the Shogun read it to the assembled daimyo in order to have their opinion

on the subject. At that time, Ii Naosuke, Kamon no kami and daimyo
of Hikone, was named first Minister of the Shogun (tairo) (1858), and

his energy was destined to hasten the solution of the pending difficulties.

Masaatsu at first tried to evade the formal answer which the American

envoy seemed to be expecting : Harris then spoke of addressing himself

directly to Kyoto. The Bakufu, in order to gain time, sent a tardy

answer to the Washington government. Harris however gave them to
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understand that France and England, who, of Canton,
had just concluded a treaty with China (Treaty^ Mss&kigr^- June, 27,
1858), would send their combined fleets to Japan; arid, if heed be, take
extreme measures to effect the opening of the country. In view of this
threat the Bakufu yielded, and on July 29th signed a treaty with the
United States. At this juncture Iesada fell dangerously ill and having
no children, the question of his succession brought about great difficul-
ties. Nariaki of Mito proposed his son Keiki, but the Taird Ii Naosake
was powerful enough to have this candidate set aside and secured the
majority of votes for lemoohi, a boy of 12 years and a member of the
Kii branch. This secured the continuation of his influence, and he at
once by it to confine Nariaki to his domains and forbade Keiki to
enter^^mlace of the Shogun. Iesada died, August the 15th, 1858, at
the agfe pf 85. He was interred at Ueno and received the posthumous
name ot Onkyd-in.

Iemochi, ^ (1846-1866) . 14 th Tokugaioa Shogun, from
1858 to 1866.— bon of Nariyuki

,

of the Kii branch, he was chosen heir
to Iesada, through the influence of the Taira Ii Naosuke, despite the
opposition of Mito NariaM, who proposed his own son Hitotsubashi
Keiki. Iemochi was then only 12 years old and the government remained
in the hands of Naosuke. It was he who signed the treaties with
Holland (Banker Curtius, Aug. 19, 1858) with Russia

(Poutiatine

,

Aug.
20), with England (Lord Elgin, Aug. 27) and with France (Baron Gras,
Oct. 9). This news caused great disturbance in Kyoto. The Emperor
secretly wrote to Nariaki, and asked him to bring the Bakufu to change
his line of conduct and to expel all foreigners. Naosuke, then sent the
lioju Manabe Norikatsu to Kyoto, who imprisoned 57 kuge and samurai
who were hostile to the shogunate while 40 or 50 others received the
same punishment at Edo. These measures calmed the people for some
time. At the beginning of 1859, Yokohama was opened to foreigners,
but the Japanese were strictly forbidden to dress in European style The
following year, the Shogun sent an embassy to the United States. In
the mean time, Ii Naosuke was assassinated by the ronin of Mito, but
bis successor, Ando Nobumasa, Tsushima no kami, followed the same
policy. Plenipotentiary ministers were sent to all the countries that had
signed treaties with Japan (1861). Public opinion however did not abate
in its resistance to the policy of opening the country, and foreigners were
frequently murdered. The Bakufu then resolved to send an extraor-
dinary embassy to the powers asking them to postpone the application
of the treaties. The envoys to Europe left Japan, Jan. 22, 1862, and
were received in audience by Napoleon III

, April 13. But neither at Paris
nor elsewhere did they find the government disposed to abandon the ad-
vantages promised in the treaties. The Emperor had meanwhile entrusted
the keeping of Kyoto to the daimyo of Tosa and of Satsuma, who were
hostile to the Bakufu, and sent the kuge Ohara Shigenori with a large
retinue commanded by Shimazu Hisamitsu to Edo. The Imperial envoy
was to order the Shogun to repair to Kyoto with the principal daimyo in
order to treat about the interior and exterior affairs of the country

; to
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oblige him to name 5 tairo as in the days of Hideyoshi, and to receive

Hitotsubashi Keiki and Matsudaira Yoshinaga (Ecliizen

)

as coun-

sellors. Moreover, amnesty was given to all condemned in 1858 and

the revenues of the Ii and the Ando families were diminished. It was on

his return to Kyoto, that Ohara’s retinue met some Englishmen at Nama-
mugi, near Yokohama. Richardson, one of the party was killed and two

others wounded by the Satsuma samurai. At this time, the Bakufu
abrogated the law (Sankin-kodai)

which obliged the daimyo to leave their

wifes and children in Edo, and on all sides troops were raised. Enomoto

Kamajird, Akamatsu Kosaburo and XJchida Tsunejiro were sent to Hol-

land to study the construction ofwar ships. The Shogun meanwhile had

sent Keiki and Yoshinaga to Kyoto whither he himself went in the begin-

ning of 1863. The samurai at once asked him to be their leader

and proceed to expel the barbarians, hut finding Iemochi loathe to

comply with their requests, they went to the Tdji-in temple, broke the

statues of three Ashikaga Shogun and exposed their heads at Shijo-ga-

hara. Disorder soon reigned supreme in the capital. The Emperor Komei
went to the temple Hachiman of Otoko-yama, where he intended to pre-

sent Iemochi with a sword, the emblem of authority to expel all foreigners.

The Shogun, feigning sickness, requested Keiki to replace him at the

ceremony, but Keiki likewise shunned this honor. This dissatisfied the

samurai still more and they asked the Emperor to place himself at their

head. Soon after, however, Iemochi went to the Imperial Palace and pro-

mised to enter upon the campaign before the lapse of another month. He
also manifested the desire to return to Edo, but was detained at Kyoto,

and replaced at his castle by Mito Yoshiatsu. At that time, England
insisted on having the indemnity settled which she demanded for the

murder of Richardson. Keiki was sent to settle the affair, and at the

same time, Ogasawara Nagayuki went to Yokohama to ask the repre-

sentatives of the powers to desist from entering into relation with

Japan. His request did not even receive <ss»deration, whereupon

Ikeda, Chikugo no Icami, was dispatched to Europe to treat directly

with the governments, but he dared not attempt to accomplish

his difficult mission, and on his return was degraded. Meanwhile, on

the day appointed by the Emperor, the 10th of the 5th month, Mori

Motonori, the Choshu daimyo, gave order to fire on the American

vessel, the Pembroke, which was passing Shimonoseki strait, and in a

few days, some French and Dutch ships experienced the same treatment.

Mori however received congratulations from Kyoto for this bold act. As
England could obtain no redress for the Namamugi affair, admiral

Kuper with 7 ships was sent to bombard Kagoshima. The Bakufu now
offered the Shimazu a loan of 70,000 ryo (350,000 frs.) to pay the claimed

indemnity. In September, 1863, the Shogun despite the opposition of

Mori, succeeded in having the custody of the city of Kyoto taken from

the Choshu troops and given to those of Satsuma and Aizu. Mori Moto-

zumi, Sanjo Sanetomi and 6 other huge fled to Nagato and were at once

degraded. The Bakufu thus recovered a little influence, a semblance of

calm set in, and the hostility against the foreigners quieted down some-
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what. In the beginning of 1864, the Shogun, after only a few months’
stay in Edo, returned to Kyoto, and, to his great astonishment, was
ordered by the Emperor to punish Mori and to postpone the campaign
against the foreigners. The samurai of Choshu, unable to obtain the
accomplishment of their wishes, openly rebelled and tried to overpower
the guard of Kyoto. They were repulsed, but in the fight, some stray
balls found their way into the Imperial Palace. Mori apologized but was
not heeded, and Keilci named Tokugawa Yoshikatsu (Owari) com-
mander-m-chief of the army that was to march against the Choshu
troops. At the same time, vms& Arisugawa Taruhito, lchijo Saneyoshi
and^70 other opponents of the Bakufu were imprisoned. In the month
of November, the Shogun's army arrived at Hiroshima ; Mori, find-
ing it impossible to resist, concluded peace and the troops returned to
Kyoto. Some time before, the powers made a call at Shimonoseki and
their combined fleet bombarded and destroyed the forts (September 5-8).— The year 1865 was passed in preparing for an expedition against Choshu
which the Shogun intended to lead in person. Tokugawa Yoshikatsu and
Katsu Yoshikum tried in vain to make him desist from his design. Mori
did not remain inactive, and, through the intervention of Saigo Taka-
mon, he made peace with Satsuma. War began in July 1866 and the
Shogun’s troops were defeated by those of Choshii. On September 19
lemochi died at Osaka at the age of 21. He received the posthumous
name of Shotoku-in

, and his body, taken back to Edo
y was buried in the

Z&jo-ji (Shiba).

TQrr 4.

^slliliobu or Keiki,Jg; If . 15th Tokugawa Shogun, from
to l868 - — Son of the prince of Mito, Nanaki. He was born in

1837 and was adopted by the Hitotsubashi family. At the death of the
Shogun lesada (1858), his father presented him as a candidate to the
shogunate, but was opposed by Ii Kamon no kami. In 1862, he was
made minister

(hosa) to lemochi and from that time was an important
factor in politics. At Iemochi’s death, he was chosen to succeed him.He took the name of Yoshinobu and received the title of Se-i-tai-shoqun
He was no sooner in office than he dispatched Katsu Yoshikuni to Hiro-
shima, to stop the war against Choshu. Soon after, the emperor Komei
died and his successor being only 15 years old, the influential huge and
daimyd, seeing they had nothing to fear from his personal initiative
openly expressed their intentions. Prince Arisugawa and the huge who

imprisoned were given freedom. In the middle of the year
loo7, the daimyd of Tosa, Yamanoachi Toyonobu, addressed a memoir
to the Shogun, inviting him to resign his power into the hands of the
Emperor. Keiki frightened at the difficulties of his position, accepted
the advice and on October 14, he sent in his resignation. The
Emperor reserved his answer till after the great assembly of daimyo and
huge, which had been summoned for the 15th of December. In this as-
sembly, Mori and his huge followers were reinstated in their dignities and
offices

; the guard of the city of Kyoto was taken from the troops of Aizu
and Kuwana and again confided to the troops of Satsuma, Choshu, AM,
Ecluzen, etc.

; the titles of Sessho, Kwampaku, Sei-i-tai-shogun, Gisd,
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Tenso, Shoshidai, were suppressed
; the offices of Sosai, Gitei,

and San-yo were created, etc. These measures were promulgated
Jan. 4th, 1868 : it was the end of the shogunate and the beginning of

a new era for Japan.— Keiki was ready to accept the decision of the

Emperor, and the princes of Owari and Echizen did all in their power
to keep him in these dispositions, but a large number of great daimyo,
protested against this forced resignation, and those of Aizu and Kuwana
considered it an insult to have been relieved of the guard of

Kyoto. Keiki however resolved to submit and left the castle of Osaka
to go to Kyoto and to obey the will of the Emperor. He was entering

the city, surrounded with a great retinue, when news arrived from Edo,
that some samurai from Satsuma had fired on the barracks of his troops,

and that the latter in turn attacked the residence of the Shitnazu and dis-

lodged its garrison. Keiki at once changed his mind for he had suspect-

ed that the suppression of the shogunate had been decided upon on the

suggestion of Satsuma and this incident confirmed him in his opinion.

Thereupon he ordered all his adherents to prepare to march against the

Shimazu. The Aizu and Kuwana troops were at hand ready to fight, but

were defeated by the Satsuma and the Choshu troops at Fushimi (Jan.

27), at Toba (Jan. 29), at Osaka (Feb. 5). Keiki then returned to Edo
hy sea. Guilty of having taken up arms against the Emperor, he was
degraded from all his dignities and titles. The daimyo of Aizu, of Ku-
wana and 27 others shared his punishment, whilst those of Tosa, Choshu
and Aki were ordered to suppress the rebellion. On Feb. 9th, prince Arisu-

gawa Taruliito was made commander-in-chief (tai-sotoku) of the Imperial

army, and on March the 5th, he entered Sumpu (Shizuoka). He was pre-

paring to march against Edo, when the ex-Shogun sent Okubo Tadahiro,
Katsu Yoshikuni, etc. to treat of peace with Saigo Takamori. The con-

ditions were submitted to the Emperor by Takamori himself, who had been
sent to Kyoto for that purpose, and on whose return, affairs were settled

thus : the Imperial army was to take possession of Edo, Keiki was to retire

to Mito, where a revenue of 700,000 k. was to be allotted to the'Tokugawa
family.—The Shogun’s adherents did not accept all these conditions, and
a certain number intrenched themselves in the Tbei-zan ( Fend) where
they were defeated (July 4). Otori Keisuke then retired to Shimotsuke,
but was routed at Utsunomiya and at Nikko. Meanwhile, Enomoto
Takeaki took 8 ships of the Shogun’s fleet with him to Ezo, and intended

to defend himself there. The Imperial army continued its march North-
ward and on Nov. 6, occupied the castle of Wakamatsu. This marked
the end of the war in Hondo. Matsudaira (Hoshina) Katamon, daimyo
of Aizu, was condemned to imprisonment, as were likewise the daimyo
of Sendai, Morioka and Tsurugaoka, who submitted after the reduction

of Wakamatsu. Finally, after a glorious defence, Enomoto capitulated

at Hakodate (June 27, 1869) and the civil war was ended making the

Imperial Restoration an accomplished fact. — Keiki, sites hsying passed

some time at Mito, retired to Shizuoka, and lived in .re&emeofckl* 1897,

when he came to Tokyo. - - At the time of the capiMsttos cS Mdo, he
had adopted lesato ^ j|| (born in 1863), son of Tagamt: YosMijori as
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heir. has received the title of Duke. This title was also con-
ceded in 1902.— In 1887, a grandson of Keiki received the
title of Baron.

Tokugawa (Owari).— Branch descended from Yoshinao, 7th son of
Ieyasu. It was one of the 3 families

(san-Jce

)

in which the Shogun could
be chosen, but none was ever chosen from it.

Yoshinao - Mitsutcroof£sunanobu
' Tsngitomo - Muneharu (a)

lYoshiyuki - Yosmtaka - Yoslnatsu (b)

(a)— Senior branch Yoshinao, gg Hi (1600-1650). 7th son
of Ieyasu, in 1603 received the fief of Fuchu (Kai— 250,000 k.), then
in 1607, that of Kiyosu (Owari— 550,000 k.). Ieyasu was then build-
ing the castle of Nagoya, wherein Yoshinao was established in 1610, and
which his descendants occupied till the Kestoration (619,500 k.). — Now,
Marquis. — After the Restoration, the 11th son of Yoshikatsu, last dai-
myo of Nagoya, was permitted to establish a separate branch with the
title of Baron.

(&)— Junior branch.— See Matsudaira (Owari).

Tokugawa (Kii), — Branch descended from Yorinobu, 8th son of
Ieyasu. It was one of the San-ke, and three Shogun (1716-1786-1858)
were chosen from among its members.

YnrinnKn /Mitsusjwla - - Yonmoto - Yoshimune (a)
lYoriiEiBi - YoriyossSu- Yoriyasw -Yorimura (b)

()— Senior branch—- Ytmnofeu, fg M (1602-1671). 8th son of
Ieyasu, in 1603 received she fief of Mtto {Hitachi— 250,000 k.), in 1606,
that of Fuchu (Surugn} ; and in 1619, he was transferred to Wakayama
(Kii— 555,000 k.), where bis descendants remained till the Restoration.— Now Marquis.

() — Junior branch.— See Matsudaira (Kii).

Tokugawa (Mito),— Branch issued from Yorifusa, 9th son of Ieya-
su. It was one of the San-ke. to which the last Shogun, Keiki, belonged
by right of birth.

Yorifusa

Mitsukuni
Yorisliige

Yorimoto
Yoritaka
lYorio -

- Tsunaeda - Yosliizane - Munetaka (a)
- Yoritsune - Yoritoyo - Yoritake (b)
- Yorisada - Yorihiro - Yoriaki (c)
- Yoriyuki - Yoriakira - Yorinaga (d)
- Yorimichi- Yorinori - Yorina (e)

(a) — Senior branch.— YorifuM«.M f§ £1603-1661). 9th son of
Ieyasu, m 1606 received the fief ofW&mmmzi (Hitachi— 100,000 k.)

;

in 1609, he was transferred to Milo 350,000 k.), where his
descendants remained till the Restoration

Mitsukuni, % ^ (1628-U0C|', JlktL son of Yorifusa, who,
because of his intelligence, was chc®B» iO S&Sesd his father. He culti-
vated letters and history, and with predilection studied Japanese antiquity,
gathering around him many learned men whom he made his co-laborers.
In 1657, he was engaged in the great historical work, the Dai-Nihon-shi.
At the death of his father, he prevented several kerai from committing
suicide (junshi), and at his request the Bakufu again forbade
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this barbarous custom. When he learned of the arrival of the great

Chinese Shu-Shunsui in Japan, he called him to his palace, modestly

became one of his scholars (1665), and made him one of his prin-

cipal co-laborers in the great work of the Dai-Nihon-shi. His re-

searches into national antiquity, made him counteract the infatuation for

things Chinese. He gave preference to Japanese literature over the

Chinese classics, protected and propagated Shintoism rather than

Buddhism which was of foreign origin, and was able to defend the

Imperial dynasty against the encroachments of the shogunate. He
thus gave rise to ideas different from those of his forefathers,

and prepared the work of the following century. He admitted

the legitimacy of the Southern dynasty during the schism in

the 14th century and recognized the rights of the Northern dynasty

only when, on the day of Go-Kameyama’s abdication, it was put into

possession of the three Imperial emblems (1392) . He sang the fidelity of

the Kusunoki, Masashige, and Masatsura, and caused them to become
the popular heroes we find them to be at the present day. In 1692!; he
ordered a monument to be erected in honor of Masashige on th§.

spot where he died (Hyogo). He destroyed a thousand Buddhist

that had been recently constructed in his domains, sparing only the

most ancient, and in their place, constructed Shintoist temples for each

village. It was only on the express order of his father and of the

Shogun Iemitsu, that he accepted the succession to the fief of Mito, to the

prejudice of his elder brother Yorishige, but, in order to repair what he

called an injustice, he chose Tsunaeda eldest son of Yorishige to be his

heir, and in 1675, resigned the government of his domains in his favor in

order to devote all his time to scientific and literary pursuits. Till then it

had been the custom among learned Confucianists and others to shave

their head and adopt a Buddhist name, but he abolished this custom,

commanded all his literati to let their hair grow and elevated them
to the rank of samurai. Mitsukuni’

s

great work, the Dai-Nihon-shi,

was completed only in 1715, but a great part of it was published in 1697.

It consists of 243 volumes, comprises the history of Japan from the time

of Jimmu-tenno, and to the present day has remained the best authority

on historical matters. Mitsukuni is also known by the names of Mito

Komon, Giko Seizan, etc.

Nariaki, ^ 53 (1800-1860). Descendant of Mitsukuni and
likewise, daimyo of Mito. He proved himself a staunch supporter of the

Imperial restoration. He caused his samurai to study military art, and
had war instruments made. The plausible cause of these prepara-

tions was the urgent necessity of repulsing the foreigners, whose ships

were then frequently entering Japanese waters. The Bakufu fearing

some disguised designs, became suspicious, and in 1844, Nariald and
his adviser Fujita Toko were confined to Komagome (Edo). They were
liberated only when Commodore Perry’s arrival had brought the anxiety

of the Shogun's government to a climax, and Nariaki was entrusted with

the preparations for the defence of the country (1853). He then ordered

the forte of Shinagawa to be erected, established arseirals in Edo and
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Osaka, etc., but found a fierce antagonist on questions relating to foreign-
ers in the person of Ii Naosuke

, Kamon no kami, minister of the
Shogun. This statesman believed that Japan would meet certain failure
in trying to oppose the powers and therefore favored a policy of concilia-

<X)XT£rff KNCK BETWEEN MITO KAIUAKI (1) AND II NAOSUKE (.) IN THE OKEAT HALL OF THE EDO PALACE

tion, which conviction he put in practice by signing treaties with the
United States, Holland, etc. These two men thus became the leaders of
two opposite parties : Nariaki working at the Imperial restoration and
the expulsion of foreigners ; Naosuke attempting to save the government
of the Shogun and to open Japan to external commerce. To attain his
ends, Nariaki proposed his son Keiki as successor to the Shogun Iesada
(1858), but at this time, Naosuke was the more influential and he obtain-
ed the election of Iemochi of the Kii branch, and Naiiaki was again
condemned to seclusion. The Emperor Komei however had secretly
written to Nariaki asking him to bring about a change ill the policy of
the Shogun and to expel the barbarians. This mark of confidence only
increased the hatred of the Mito clan against Naosuke, who was assassi-
nated whilst going to the Palace, March 1860. Nariaki’s triumph was
short : he died in September of the same year. He is often named Rekko,

& — The heir of the eldest branch of Mito has the title of Marquis.— After the Restoration, a branch received the title of Viscount.
(b) (c) (d) (e).— Junior branches. — See Matsudaira (Mito).

Tokugawa (Tayasu, HI 55:)- Branch founded by Munetake
rn (+ 1769), son of the Shogun Yoshimune. It was one of the
Sankyo, that had no castle and resided at Edo. Its revenues were
1 30,000 k.— Now Count.
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Tokugawa (Hitotsubashi, — $} ). Branch established in 1741 by
the Shogun Yoshimune, in favor of his son Munetada g: (1721-1764).
It was one of the San-kyo. Its revenues were 130,000 k.— Now Count.
Tokugawa (Shimizu, ?jO- Branch founded by Shigeyoslii

Iff (1745-1795), son of the Shogun Ieshige. It was one of the
San-kyo. Its revenues were 100,000 k.— Now Count.
Tokugawa-bakufu, mm Miff- Government of the Tokugawa

Shogun, from 1603 to 1868.

Tokugawa-bakufu gakko, f# JH U fff ^ Schools establish-
ed in the domains of the Shogun under the Tokugawa. The principal
of which were

:

Shohei-ko, ta • Founded at Edo in 1630.
Kiten-kwan, ^ J!t fj| • ,, Kofu towards 1795.
Meishin-kioan, ty] fg . „ Surnpu „ 1855.
Nikko-gakkanjo, U it ^ „ Nikko „ 1862.
Shukyd-kwan, fig M IhV • „ Sado „ 1820.
Meirin-do, flj] ^ . „ Nagasaki „ 1645.
Instruction was given according to Shohei-ko programs (See Shohei-

ko. To most of them a School of medicine was annexed. — See Sliohan-
gakko.

Tokugawa-bakufu shokusei, fj§ jl| M jf.f !($ $1] . Officials direct-
ly responsible for their administration to the Shogun. At first they were,
the Tairo, the 5 Roju and the 5 Waka-doshiyori, who formed the
Shogun’s Council and assembled in the apartment of the Palace at Edo,
called Go-yo-beya. Subject to them, were the Jisha-bugyo, the Machi-
bugyd and the Kanjd-bugyd, high officials called the San-bugyo, who
met at the Hyojd-sho, once a month, to consider the important affairs of
their department. Next in importance were the Oban-gashira, O-me-
tsulce, Kosho-gumi-ban-gashira, Gosho-in-ban-gashira, Fushin-bugyo,
Yari-buyyo, Hata-bugyo, etc., all of whom lived in Edo. — The prin-
cipal officials residing outside of Edo, were : the Shoshidai of Kxjdto ; the
Jodai, Joban and Kaban of the castles of Nijo, Osaka and Sumpu ; the
Machi-bugyo of Kyoto, Osaka, Nara, Fushimi and Sumpu

;

the Bugyd
of Nagasaki, Sado, Sakai,

(Izumi), Yamada
(Ise), Niigata

(
Echigo),

Nikko and Uraga (Sagami) ; and finally, the daikwan who managed the
domains of the Shogun.

Tokugawa-jidai, jl| ft • Period of the Tokugawa govern-
ment, between 1603 and 1868. It a Abo called Edo-jidai.
Tokugawa-jidai no keigaku-ka, M hi ft g£ ^ M • The

principal schools of Chinese literature and philosophy under the Toku-
gawa :

(«)— 1

Teishu H gaku-ha, established by Fujiwara Seikwa,
Hayashi Kazan, etc. Explaining the most ancient Confucianist books,
it claims that the road to wisdom lies in the development of human
nature, intellect, heart and instinct.

(&)—Yomei Wi fpl gaku-ha, school of Nakae Toju, Kumazawa
Byokai, etc. It extolled the cooperation of science and action, accord-
ing to the methods of Mdshi (Mencius, 372-289 B.C.).
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(c)—Fukko ® gaku-ha, established by ltd Jinsai, Ogiu Sorai,
etc. It was the opponent of the Teishu school, and claimed that the doc-
trines (riki no setsu) of that school were due to a false interpretation of

the words of Confucius. The road to wisdom, according to its tenets,

lies in the imitation of the ancients. After 80 years of controversy be-

tween the two schools, Inoue Kinga (1733-1784) took from the theories of

both what seemed best to him and founded another school.

(d)—Setchu Jff ~$L gaku-h% doctrine of the ancient Chinese sages, as
interpreted by the philosophers A (JLc Kan and To dynasties.

The curriculum of the keigalm « ru''-raced only a commentary of the
Chinese classics, the shi-sho an3^ VM go-kyo. —^.Theshi-sho were

:

1.

—Daigaku, ^ (Great study). Explanation of the teachings of

Confucius by his disciple Shashi.

2.

—Chuyo 0 (Central virtue). By Shishi, great-nephew of Con-
fucius.

3.

—Mdshi :
f- Philosopher (372-289 B.C.).

4.

—Kongo
fjjjf Uf speeches of Confucius transmitted by his disciples.

The go-kyo are

:

1.

—Ekilcyd (Book of mutations). Commentary on Confucius
according to ancient historical books.

2.

—Shokyo § fg . Annals from the year 2350 to about 620 B. C.

3.

—Shikyd, Moral instruction by examples.

4.

—Kaiki, m g£ . Collection of customs and ceremonies.

5.

—Shunju, fp . Annals of the time of Shunju by Confucius.

Tokugawa-jikki, jll Jt |£ • History of the Tokugatca till the
10th Shogun, by Narushima Shichoku (1778-1862).

Tokugawa-keiho, Jl| fflj • Punishments administered in the
times of the Tokugawa. The principal ones were

:

(a)—Tataki . Scourging of two degrees of severity;^ ,31) strokes

(
keiko) and 100 strokes (juko).

(ft)

—

Tsuiho ${; . Banishment.— See Tsuiho. ftA
(c)

—

Ento tfy| . Exile to an island in Izu, Satsuma, Hizen, Oki,

Sado or Iki.

(ri)—Sldzai, ffl . Capital punishment by decapitation (kubi-kiri),

by fire
(hi-aburi), by decapitation with exposure

(
sarashi-kubi), by

crucifixion (hari-tsuke), and by sawing
(nokogiri-biki).

For the samurai, the punishments inflicted were
:
fukusoku (surveil-

lance), heimon (imprisonment for 5,0 or 100 days), chikkyo (seclusion),

kaieki (degradation from, the rank of samurai), seppuku (suicide by hara-
kiri). For tbe bonzes : sarashi (exposition), tsui-in, (expulsion from the
temple), kamai expulsion and prohibition to preach.

For women
;
to have the head shaved and become servants.

Among the common classes ; censure (shikari), fine, seclusion, chaining
of the hands.

Tokuji, in • Nengo : 1306-1307.

Tokunaga, (ft • Ancient daimyo family, coming from Omi and
descended from the Fujiwara.
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Toshimasa, ^ (1549-1612). Seized Hideyoshi, who in

1590, gave him the fief of Matsunaga (Mino— 20,000 k). In 1600,
leyasu transferred him to Tdkasu (Mino— 60,000 k.).

Masashige, H Iff (1574-1642). Son of Toshimasa, was dis-

possessed in 1628, on account of his bad conduct, and exiled to Shinjo
(.Dewa)

where he died.

Tokuno Michitoki, Ifj fig W •
— See Doi Michiharu.

Toku no shima, fj§ . Island (12 Km. circ.) belongs to the Osuvii

province, S. E. of Oshima.

Tokusei, '&i (Lit.
:
good doing government). This term was

formerly applied to the reign of Nintoku, who, touched by the

misery of the people set them free from taxes for several years. — Under
the Ashikaga, the same name was given to a decree of the Shogun remit-

ting all debts contracted by his vassals. During the 15th century, most
of the noblemen and officials, not being able to meet the expenses of their

household because of the luxury prevailing at the time, borrowed money
or bought on credit from the Kyoto merchants, and, when the latter

became too exacting in the demand of their dues the former obtain-

ed, from the Shogun, remission of all their obligations. In order to gain

the favor of the great, Yoshimasa made use of this means as frequently

as 13 times. This naturally estranged all the merchants from him.—
Under the Tokugawa, this act was called ki-en.

Tokusen, %% is • Office of maid-servants employed at the Imperial

table. When chosen from among the Uneme they were called Tokusen-ko.

Tokushima, fiM lll§ • Chief-town (63,000 inh.) of the department
of the same name of the Awa province (Shikoku). Ancient castle

belonging to the Hosokawa. Chosokabe Motochika occupied it and
placed his vassal Yoshida Yasutoshi therein. In 1585, Hideyoshi gave it

and the whole province as fief, to Hachisuka Iemasa, whose descendants

kept it till the Restoration (258,000 k.).— The city was formerly called

Iyama or Inotsu, for it was only in 1678, that it received the name which
it has to-day.

Tokushima-ken, il& US • Department formed by the Awa pro-

vince (Shikoku).— Pop.: 730,000 inh. — Chief town; Tokushima
(63,000 inh.).— Principal cities: Muya (18,0,00 inh.) Komatsujima
(12,500 inh.), etc.

Tokushitsu, M & • This name was formerly given to a certain

class of persons exempted from taxes on account of infirmity such as the

blind, paralytics, idiots, etc.

Tokushi-yoron, IS ffc t*f • Historical book in 12 volumes by
Arai Hakuseki. Extends from the beginning of the world to the time

of Hideyoshi.

Tokuyama, llj • Town (12,300 inh.) of the Suwo province.

Was from 1634 to 1868, the residence of a branch of the Mori family

(30,000 k.).

Tokwa-sho, ftt| ?£ • Order of the Paulownia (kin).— See Kunsho.

Tokyo, M • Capital (1 ,819,000 inh.) of the Japanese Empire and
chief-town of the T6kyd-/u. Before the Imperial Restoration, it was
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called Edo (See that name) and was the residence of the Tokugawa Sho-
gun. The name of Edo was changed to that of Tokyo (capital of the

East) September 13th, 1868, and on March 26th, 1869, it became the

residence of the Emperor and the seat of government.— Tokyo is divided

into 15 districts (ku) : Kojimachi HJ (73,210 inh.), Kanda (jiijt fjj

THE NIHON-3ASH I BRIDGE, AT EDO,?A'r THE TIME OF THE TO&UOAWA.

(138,590 inh.), Nihonbashi 0 ^ (138,070 inh ), Kyobashi ^
(128,680 inh.), Shiba (127,740 inh.), Azabu jjft ^ (53,080 mh),
Akasaka jjjp ife (43,365 inh.), Yotsuya Jig Q (40,160 inh.), U-tfiift&ne

41 & (51,545 inh.), Koishifcawa /J* iff Jl| (54,570 inh.), HongS
(78,900 inh.), Shitaya f ^ (107,410 inh.), Asakusa $ ^ (140,725

inh.), Honjo ^ (130,090 inh.) and Fukagaica )I| (100,470 inh.).

Tokyo-fu, Kf • Department formed by 8 districts of the

Musashi province, the 7 islands of Izu -and the Ogasawara-jima group.
— Pop. : 2,219,000 inh. — Chief-town : Tokyo (1,819,000 inh.).— Prin-

cipal cities ; Hachioji (23,000 inh.), Shinagawa (18,300 inh.), Minami-
senju (12,700 inh.), Omori (11,100 inh.), Oji (10,670 inh.), etc.

Tokyo-wan, ^ 5ft • Tokyo bay. Its width from E., to W.,
varies between 15 and 30 Km., its length from N. to S., is about 80 Km.
Its entrance is protected by capes Kannon-saki (Sagami) and Futtsu-saki

(liazusa)
,
which are 9 Km. apart.

Tomiku, 'ml # • In Bungo. Ancient castle built by Takeda Shima
‘sjlio kdimi. Passed into the possession of the Tomiku, vassals of the Otomo.

itm 1587, HkUyoshi gave it to Kakimi Iezumi, who was dispossessed in

1600, and the castle was abandoned.

Tominokoji, /J' Kft Kuge family descended from Fujiwara

Tadamdchi (1097-1164).— Now Viscount.
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Tomioka, IS1 • In Awa (Shikoku). Ancient castle belonging to

the Hosokau'a. Chosokabs Mdt&kika stormed it in 1582 and entrusted

its keeping to his brother CMkayami. Three years later, the province

was under the authority of Bachisuka lemasa, who confided the

custody of Tomiku castle to the family.

Tomita 'Jjf tfl • Ancient darniyO Easily descended from the Mmamoto.

Nobuhiro, ft M. Served Bidcyoshi, who in 1586, gave him

tei^Tfief of Anotsu (Jse— 100,000 1c).
.

r/fM— Tomonobu, *D i$ • Son of Nobuhiro, bravely defended his

'

l of Anotsu against Mon Hidemoto,
Kikkawa Hiroie

,
etc. His wife,

daughter of Ukita Tadaie
,
likewise distinguished herself and fought at

his side. To reward him for his services, leyasu in 1608, transferred him

to Uw.ajima (Iyo— 120,000 k ). He was dispossessed in 1613 because

he tried to save his father, Sakazaki Samoa, guilty of murder, from the

vengeance of justice. He died at Iwakidaira (Mutsu) the place of his exile.

Tomobayashi Mitsuhira, 1864). Native of Settsu.

Was at first bonze, and studied literature and poetry. His con -

ferences which attracted many were looked upon with suspicion

by the government of the Shodftiti. He was arrested by the Bugyo of

Nara and beheaded.

Tomobe, tm ® • Formerly a general term used to designate all

officials of the Imperial palace. They were divided into several groups

having a chief at their head, and distinguished by a characteristic up, or

a kabane,
such as Omi, Muraji, Tomo no miyatsuko ,

etc. The whole

body of officials was called Yasotomo-no-o or Momo-yasobe and later Hyak-

kwan. The Omi and the Muraji remained in the capital and attended

to government affairs, whilst some of the Tovxo no miyatsuko lived at

Court, and others in their provinces.

Tomoe Gozen, m ffil H^l • Daughter of hakaham Kaneto

and sister of Imai Kanehira. She

married Kiso Yoshinaka and was re*

markable for her beauty and courage.

She followed her husband everywhere,

and fought in all his battles, herself lead-

ing a troop of men. When Yoshinaka

was defeated at Uji (1184), he had only

13 cavaliers around him, and Tomoe was

with them. A certain TJchida Ieyoshi, of

herculean strength, came to attack her,

but Tomoe defeated him and cut off his

head. After Yoshinaka’s death, she re-

tired to Tomosugi (Echigo ). She was

then 28 years old.— Another, rather

doubtful tradition says she was over-

powered by Wada Yoshimori, at the

battle of Awazu where Yoshinaka met

his death. She became the mistress of her victor and bore him a son

who was no other than the famous Asahina Saburd.

TOMOE GOZEN.
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Toaaohira-Shinno, £ i§ (963-1009). 9th son of the em-
pei^r Murakami. He was Nakatsukasa-kyo, and became famous as a
poet and literary man. He is also called Bokujo no Miya. He is the
ancestor of the Murakami-Genji.
Tomo no miyatsuko, # ig This word at first designated the

cdi6i of certain official sections, either at Court or in the provinces (See
Tomobe). — Later on, it was applied to the body of officials, as a synonym
of Yaso-tomo-no-o. The principal divisions ' were : Nakatomi, Imibe
(ceremonies of the Shintoist religion)

; Mononobe, Otomo, Saeki, (guard of
the Palace and war) : Fubitobe, Ekakibe, (secretaries)

; Yamabe, Tabe,
Umibe (rice-fields, waters and forests)

; Kashnvabe, Umakaibe, Torikaibe,
Takakaibe, Inukaibe, Yugebe, Yahagibe, Tatenuibe, Oribe, Hatori, Kinu-
nuibe, Moku, Ishizukuri, Kajibe, Urushibe, Hanishibe, etc.

Tomo-no-tsu, if: . Port in Bingo. Ashikaga Tadafuyu settled
there in 1349, when he was named Tandai of the Saikoku. The
Shogun Yoshiaki lived there in 1575.— To-day Tomo.

Ton-a, © M (1301-1384). By birth, Nikaidd Sadamune. He
became a bonze and studied at the Hiei-zan, then at the Kdya-san. He
was one of the most distinguished poets of his time and the emperor Kdqon
requested him to finish the Shui-shu collection which had been interrupted
by the death of Fujiwara Tameaki. Together with Kenko, Joben and
Keiun, he belonged, to the Wa-ka shi-tenno.

Tone-gawa, fii )l| • Biver (280 Km.) which rises in the Monju-san,
N. of Kozuke, passes through Numata, Maebashi, then forms the boundary
of the provinces Musashi and Shimosa, receives the tributary Watarase-
gawa near Kurihashi, then divides into two branches called the Gongendo-
gaiva and the Akahon-gawa, which join again at Sekiya-do. flow S. E.
and enter the Pacific Ocean near Choshi. It is also called Bandd-Taro.

Toneri, & A • Formerly guards of the Imperial Palace and of the
houses of princes and great lords. The Emperor Yuryaku created the
O-tonen ; Ninken divided them into Sa-toneri and U-toneri. The TJchi-
imeH carried a sword and accompanied the Emperor’s carriage See
O -krmn, etc.

r«&eri-Shinno, A IS 3E (676-735). 7th son of the
emperor Temmu and of the princess Niitabe, daughter of
Tmchi. He was entrusted with the composition of the
Mhbn-shoki, which was completed in 720. One of his
sons ascended the throne in 759 under the name of Junnin
and then bestowed upon his father the posthumous name
of Sudo-jinkyo-kotei.

Tone-zaka, 73 M • Hill near the village of Arachi,
(Echizen). In 1572, Nobunaga there defeated Asakura
Yoshikage.

Tonoi, 'ft? ig . Formerly soldiers who guarded the Em-
peror’s apartments during the night.

To no mine, -— See Tamu no mine.
Tonomori, J§ -> .iA'X'nerly a department of those domestics at

the Imperial Palace Lad charge of the heating, lighting, biths, etc.

TONERI-SHINNfl.
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These services were entrusted to women. Its chief officers
(Tonomori

-

zukasa)
were 1 Shodcn, 2 Tenden, and 6 Nyoju.

Tonomo-ryo, Bureau dependent upon the Kunai-sho and
which succeeded the Tonomori-zukasa. It had the same functions and
was directed by 1 Kami, 1 Suke, 1 Jo and 1 Sakwan.

Tori Busshi, H {& ftli-
— See Kuratsukuribe no Tori.

Torii, • Daimyo family descended from Fujiwara Moromasa
( -f 969) and coming from Mikawa.

Mototada, % J«& (1539-1600). Son of Tadayoshi ; in 1590 he

received the domain of Yahagi (Shimosa— 40,000 k.). When Ieyasu

entered on a campaign against XJesugi Kagekatsu, he requested Mototada

to defend the castle of Fushimi, where, being besieged by the troops of the

Shimazu and the Ukita,he died at the moment when the place was reduced.

MototadJTad?masa
’ Tadatsune - Tadaharu - Tadanori (a)

() — Senior branch. Tadamasa, (1567-1628). In 1603

received the fief of Iwakidaira (Mutsu — 100,000 lc.), then was trans-

ferred, in 1622, to Yamagata (Dewa— 260,000 k.).

Tadatsune, ,Sf. fa , Died in 1636 without an heir, and his

domains returned to the Shogun.

Tadaharu, & ^ (1608-1651). Brother of Tadatsune, was
chosen to perpetuate the name and in 1636, received the fief of Takatb

(Shinano— 30,000 k.).— His descendants afterwards resided : in 1689,

at Shimomura (Noto) ;
in 1695, at Minakuchi (Omi) ;

and from 1712

to 1868, at Mibu (Shimotsnke— 30,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

() — Junior branch. Naritsugu, ft In 1601 he received

the fief of Yamura (Kai— 35,000 k.), and was dispossessed in 1632 for

not having kept good watch over the Suruga-Dainagon Tadanaga, whose

counsellor he was. He was at the same time banished to Yamagata where

his nephew Tadatsune ruled.

Torii, M . Family of famous painters of the 18th century. The
best known among them are : Kiyonobu (1664-1730), Kiyomitsu (1735-

1785), Kiyonobu II, Kiyomasu (1706-1763), Kiyonaga (+ 1813) and

Kiyomine (1787-1868), Their school, was a branch of that of Hishika-

wa Moronobu, and attained fame among the schools of realistic painting.

Torimi, 15 M In Rikuchu. Minamoto Yoriyoshi was defeated at

that place by Abe Sadato in 1056.

Tori-no-umi-yama, M M lU •— See Chokai-zan.

Torio, Mi Mi Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwo) made
noble after the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

Tosa, i. • One of the 6 provinces of the Nankaidd. Comprises 7

districts.— Chinese name : Toshu.— Is now the department of Kochi.

Tosabd ShSshun, ± Pi H ^ • At first bonze at Nara, he ad-

hered to Yoritomo. When the latter became estranged from his brother

Yoshitsune, he sent Shoshun to Kyoto to murder him. Shoshun despite

treachery, failed in his attempt and fled to the .temple of Kurama-yama,
but the bonzes delivered him into the hands of Yoshitsune, who put

him to death (1185).
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Tosaka-jo, Ancient castle of the village of Sekigawa
(Echigo). It was there that in 1201, Jo Sukemori rose in revolt against
the Kamakura administration. The Shogun Yoriie sent Sasaki Mori-
tsuna against him. Jo Sukemori was defeated.

Tosando, IfUlj it (Lit. : region of the Eastern mountains). One of
the large divisions of Japan, including fed whole North of Hondo It
comprises 13 provinces : Omi, Mino, Hida, Shinano, Kozuke, Shimotsuke,
Iwaki, Iwashiro, Rikuzen, Rikuchu. Rikubhi or Mutsu, TJzen and
Ugo.

Tosa-nikki, ± .0 |2 • A classic, composed in 935, by Ki no Tsu-

rayuki in which he with great ingenuity relates his return from Tosa
where he had been governor.

Tosa no sampitsu, ± £ H . The 3 most famous painters of
the Tosa school : Kasuga Motomitsu, Tosa Mitsunobu and Tosa
Mitsuoki.

Tosa-ryu, ± ilR School of painting established, during the 13th
century, by Fujiwara Tsunetaka, and so called because Tsunetaka
had the title of Tosa Gon no kami. It is the principal branch of the
ancient Japanese school called Yamato-ryu or Kasuga-ryu.

Tsunetaka

Kunitaka
i

Nagataka

Yoshimitsu

Mitsuaki
I

Nagaiiaru Yukimitsu Jaknsai Takaraitsu

Mitsukuni Yukiliiro Tsunemitsu

Mitsushige

Mitsuhiro

Mitsuchika

Yukihide

Hirocliika

Mitsunobu (1434-1525)

Mitsushige

Mitsumoto (1530-1559)

Mitsuyoshi (1539-1613)

Mitsunori (1583-1638)

Mitsuoki (1617-1691)

Mitsunari (1646-1710)

Mitsusuke (1675-1710)

Mitsuyoshi (1700-1772)

Takasuke

Sukeyoshi Nagayuki

Mitsuhide Takakane

.1 I

Mitsuraasa Takamori

This school kept aloof from
Chinese influence and retain-
ed primitive traditions. It
made it a specialty to repre-
sent legendary scenes or such
as were drawn from national
history.

Mitsuatsu (1734-1764) Mitsusada (1738-1806)

Mitsutoki (1765-1819) Mjtsuzane (1782-1852)

Mitsutomi Mitsukiyo ( + 1862)

Mitsuljumi (1812-1879)
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Toshigoi no matsuri, jfifr ^ & • Feast celebrated at the Bajo-
Jcwan, on the 4th day of the 2nd month, and during which prayers were
said for preservation from scourges, storms, floods, etc. and also to obtain

a good harvest.

To-shima, f!l • Island (7 Km. cire.) dependent upon the lzu

province.

To-shima, ^ . Island (18 Km. circ.) S. W. of the Iyo province of

which it is a dependency.

To-shi no shi-ke, J£ P9 • The 4 branches of the Fujiwara
family descended from the 4 sons of Fuhito (Tankai

)

: the Nan-ke of

Muchimaro ; the Hoku-ke of FwtissaJd ; the Shiki-ke of Umakai

;

and
the Kyo-ke of Maro.

Toshiyori, ^ (Lit. : old rnsffi).— See Rojii and Waka doshiyori.

Toshd-dai-gongen, ^ M jz W. M Posthumous title given to

Tokugaiva leyasii.

Tosho-gu, 8?, g • The temple erected over the tomb of leyasu and
by extension applied to leyasu himself.

Toshu, ± • (Chinese name of the province of Tosa.

Totomi, if. • One of the 15 provinces of the Tokaidd. Com-
prises 6 distrcts, which belong to the Shizuoka-ken . — Chinese name:
Ensliu.— Formerly the lake Hamana-ko was called Totsu-umi (far

off sea), in distinction to lake Biwa which is closer to the capital.

Totomi, the name of the whole province is derived from the above
name.

Totoribe, IX I® • Formerly a corporation of men who made it a

business to catch and breed birds. Their chief had the title of Totoribe

no Muraji.

Totoribe no Yorozu, t'i oft $5 • Servant of Mononobe no Mori-
ya, who after the death of his master (587), fled to the mountains.

Pursued and surrounded by a large number of men, he killed 30 of his

enemies then, an arrow striking his knee, he killed himself. Legend
adds that Yorozu had a dog which, with its snout and paws, dug a hole for

its master, covered him with earth and then, lying down on the tomb,

starved itself to death.

Totsu-Asuka, iM fiS M •
— See Asuka.

Totsuka no tsurugi, -f- fg ^lj (Lit. : sword of 10 tsuka). The
sword which Susano-o exchanged for the Yasakanj 5#

.

^&^Mama of

Amaterasu. ; > - ^ r. '

}

Tottori, M IX • Chief-town (28,500 inh.) of tigs dep&rttoSSit 0f the

same mens of Inaba province. — Towards the fcfa&te of: the 16th

century, Immna Masamichi built a castle there Vriiob. b& jesairusted to

the keeping of Takeda Takanobu. It passed into i tfee of the

Mori, and later Hideyoshi bestowed it upon Miyabe Tsugumasu. In
1600, leyasu gave it to the Ikeda daimyd (320,000 k.), who kept it till the

Restoration.

Tottori-ken, & |X Department formed by the provinces of

Inaba and Hold. — Pop,: 439,000 inh,, Largest city: Tottori

(28,500 inh.). — Principal town : Yonago (16,000 inh.).
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Towada-numa, -f- HI rfl Lake (62 Km. circ.) N. of Bikuchu. It
is drained by the liokunohe-gawa and the Yoneshiro-gawa.
Toyama, ® |li . Chief-town (56,000 inh.) of the depart|«is|%f

the same name and of the Etcha province. In the 16th cefcfe&'a
certain Jimbo family had a castle there which in 1572 was occupied by
Uesugi Kensliin. Nobunaga gave it to Sasa Narimasa (1578), who was
dispossessed by Hideyoshi and replaced by Maeda Tosliiie (1585). In
1639, Toyama became the domain of one of the branches. the Maeda
(100,000 k.) which retained it till the Restoration.

Toyama, ill • Huge family descended from Fuji® Arinobu.— Now Viscount. :v
'

Toyama, ill . Daimyo family descended from Tujiwara Taka-
fusa. Since 1600, resided at Naeki (Mino

)

(10,000 k ). — Now
Viscount.

Toyama-ken, & ilj • Depat^^^-^M of the Etchu province.— Pop.: 815,000 inh. — Chief ci£^^|#>RS( (56,000 inh.).— Pr.
towns : Takaoka (31,500 inh.), ShbF^m^iipfeoo inh.), Uom (13,500
inh.), Himi (12,500 inh.), etc.

Toyama Masakazu, ill IE Samurai of the
Shizuoka clan, who studied in England and America, and was professor,
then principal of the University and Minister of Public Instruction
(1898).

Toyama Kagetomo, lU ^ 7C • Official of the Shogun govern-
ment. Was successively Metsuke, Kita-machi-bugyo (1840) and Saemon
no Jo. He greatly prornt^^.^^^-k of draining the city of Edo and of
embellishing it, and for his integrity. In 1852, he re-

signed his office and
Toyo-akitsu-shim^l^fe^^l . ) Names
Toyo-asW-hara-mi^ife^^^ni, 55 M 388 18 fSl • j

given to
Japan in mythological

Toyoda, 5S IH • Ih JtiKuctiu \Fujisato-mura) . In the 11th century,
it was the residence of the provincial governor, Fujiwara Kiyohira, who
in 1060 went to Hiraizumi.

Toyohashi, 51 . Town (22,000 inh.) of Mikaioa. Formerly
called Yoshida (See Yoshida).

Toyoki-iri-hiko no mikoto, SIAf Eldest son of the
emperor Sujin; was ordered to pacify the Eastern provinces (50
B.C.) . Yatsunada was his son.

Toyokuni no yashiro, n [ij # it: . Shintoist temple of Kyoto,
erected to the memory of Hideyoshi in 1599, who received the post-

humous title of Toijokuni-Daimyojin. Destroyed under the Tokugawa,
it was rebuilt only in the year 1873. Hideyoshi’

s

tomb is on the summit
of a small neighboring hill, called Amida-ga-mine.— The Toyokumi no
yashiro is also named Hdkoku-jmja (Chinese pronunciation of the same
characters).

Toyo no kuni, H ® . Ancient name of the Buzen and Bungo
provinces.
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Toyooka, H ISO • Town ((5,900 inh.) of Tajima. In the time of

Hideyoshi, it belonged to Miyabe Tsugumasu, then to Sugihara
Naga/usa. From 1 668 to 1868, it was a fief of the Kyogoku daimyo
(15,000 k.).

Tovooka. -SS- I® • Kuqe family descended from Fujiivara Tada-
michi (1097-1164).— Now Viscount.

Toyora, g Western district of the Nagato province in which

the Emperor Chuai resided from 193 to 199.

Toyora-dera, ^ fit # • Name given to the first Buddhist temple

erected in Japan by Soga no Iname in his domain of Asuka (Yamato) in

553. The real name of the temple was Kogen-ji or Katsuragi-dera. It

was destroyed at the time of the ruin of the Soga (645)

.

Toyo-shima, -U • Island (9 Kin. circ.) of the Inland Sea, S.E. of

the Aki province of which it is a dependency.

Toyotama-hime, H 3£ . Daughter of Watatsumi no kami ;

married Hiko-hohodemi no mikoto and was the grandmother of

Jimmu.
Toyotomi, H . Family-name which Hideyoshi received in 1586,

after he became Kicampaku, and by which he is known in history.

Hideyoshi, pf (1536-1598). He was the son of a certain

Nakamura Yanosulce, and was born in the village of Nakamura in Owari.

His father dying soon after, his mother married into the Cliikuami

family, by whom he was educated. In his childhoood, he was called

Hiyoshi. His parents destined him to become a bonze, so they placed

him in the Komyo-ji, a neighboring temple, but at the age of 15, he made
his escape and went to T&krmd-, where he entered the service of Matsu-

shita Yuhitsnna, castellan of Kuno. The latter, having learned one

day that Hideyoshi was ftom Owari
,
gave him 6 ryo to purchase a coat

of mail for his master, like the one Nobunaga wore. The young man took

the money, used it to procure clothes and weapons, but instead of return-

ing to his master, he changed his name to that of Kinoshita Tokichi, and

went to Nobunaga. The latter admitted him into his service and soon

noticed his brilliant intellect
;
in 1559, he made him marry a daughter

of Sugihara Yoshi/usa, brought up by Asano Nagakatsu, and changed

his name to that of Hideyoshi (1562). He distinguished himself in

several campaigns, especially in those against the Asai and the Asakura

and received the castle of Nagahama (
Omi ) in fief with a revenue of

220,000 k. and the title of Chikuzen no kami (1574). Borrowing a

character from the name of his two companions in arms, Niwa and

Shibata he formed the name of Hashiba and as he had no children, No-

bunaga appointed Hidekatsu one of his own sons, to be his heir. At that

time, Mori Terumoto had gradually joined 10 provinces in the San-yo-do

and the San-in-dd to his domains and now refused to submit to Nobu-

naga. The latter prepared for war against him, and meanwhile sent

Hideyoshi ahead, who, after having induced Ukita Naoie, daimyo of

Okayama (Bizen) to join him, successively besieged all the castles of the

Mori, and, in 5 years, succeeded in taking the provinces of Harima, Bizen

,

Mimasaka, Tajima, and Inaba. In 1580, during an armistice, he came
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to Azuchi to give an account of his exploits to Nobunaga by whom he
was received with great honor... Boon after, he exchanged his castle
of Nagahama for that of Hitfefi {Harima), and resumed the war by
laying siege to Takamatsu (Fti&hii). Mon’s troops resisted with great
energy and Terumoto himself canid to their aid at the head of a great
army. Hideyoshi asked Nobunaga for support and Akechi Mitsu-
hide received an order to reinforce him with 30,000 men. But Akechi,
instead of leading his forces to the seat of war, brought them to Kyoto,
besieged Nobunaga in the temple Honno-ji, killed him, and prepared
to succeed him (158*2). Hideyoshi, on hearing this, hastened to conclude
peace with Teru-
moto, condemning
the defender of

Takamatsu, Shi-
mizu Muneharu, to

kill himself and his

soldiers to disperse.

Going towards the
capital, Hideyoshi
met Nobutalca, No-
bunaga’s son, at

Amagasaki
(Settsu)

with whom he de-

cided at once to

march against the

traitor. The
guard of his assay,

commanded by
kayama U/con, Na-
kagaiva Kiyohide,
and Ikeda Nobu-
teru, overtook Mi-
tsuhide at Yumazaki, and defeated and killed him whilst he was trying
*° esca^jJ^deyoshi then went to the castle of Kiyosu (Owari),
and ato conferred with the great vassals of Oda, he nominated
Samboshk -rc-mdson of Nobunaga, heir and appointed Nobuo and
Nobutaka, two uncles of Samboshi, guardians till Sanibdshi should
attain majority. Hideyoshi expected to obtain Nobunaga’

s

power in the
government of the country, but in this he was opposed by the Oda who
could not bear to see an upstart occupy a position their father had so
much difficulty to obtain. Nobutaka was the first to revolt and calling
Shibata Katsuie to his help he declared war against the usurper. Hide-
yoshi sent Nobuo to besiege his brother in the castle of Gifu and Nobu-
taka being defeated, killed himself. Meanwhile, Hideyoshi with a large
army had gone to attack Katsuie, who, being defeated at Shizu-ga-take
(Omi), re-entered his castle of Kita-no-sho (Echizen

) and committed sui-
cide (1583).

_

Nobuo in his turn quarrelled with Hideyoshi and to he
able to fight him, asked help from Tokugawa leyasu. The latter accepted,

TOYOTOMI HIDEYOSHI.
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engaged Hideyoshi'

s

vanguard at Nagakute (Owari), and routed it

completely. The two armies camping at Komaki-yama for a long

time, faced each other, neither daring to begin the battle, when finally

Hideyoshi thought it prudent to negotiate. He first spoke to Nobuo,

whom he easily brought to an agreement and who then served as inter-

mediary between him and Ieyasu. To cement the peace, Hideyoshi gave
his sister Asahi no kata in marriage to Ieyasu and the latter left his son

Hideyasu as hostage (1584) . Hideyoshi then began to build the castle

of Osaka, which was to be his residence and which, in grandeur and
richness, surpassed all that was ever seen in Japan. He then repressed

the tumults occasioned by the bonzes of the temple Negoro-dera (Kii

)

and sent an expedition into Shikoku to reduce the Ghosokdbe to submission,

and to limit their domains to the sole province of Tosa (1585). After this

triumph, Hideyoshi’s power was no more contested, and he wished his

honor to be proportionate to his importance. He at first thought of the

shogunate, but this dignity could be given only to the descendants of the

Minamoto. The Udaijin Kikutei Harusue proposed the dignity ofKwam-
paku, and Hideyoshi having assented, Nijo Akizane was induced to re-

sign that office. He soon after received the family name of Toyotomi

(1586). His annual revenue at this time was 3,000,000 k. He created

5 bugyo to help him in the administration of the government : Maeda
Gen-i, Nagatsuka Masaie, Asano Nagamasa, Ishida Kazushige and Ma-
suda Nagamori. Then leading an army of 100,000 men towards the

North, he had his authority recognized everywhere, almost without

striking a blow : the Sasa in Etchu, the Uesugi in Echigo, the Anenokoji

in Hida, the Sanada in Shinano, all made their submission and con-

-sented to be his vassals. At that time, Shimazu Yoshihisa, daimyo of

Satsuma, waged war against his neighbors and threatened to subjugate

all Kyushu. The Otomo, the Ryuzoji, etc. called on Hideyoshi, who, by
letter, ordered Yoshihisa to recall his troops and upon the latter refusing

to obey, a large army was sent to the Saikoku, and in a few months the

whole region was pacified. Hideyoshi then proceeded to divide the fiefs

of Kyushu anew, so as to weaken the power of the Shimazu (1587).

After his return, he opened the palace (Jurakutei

)

which he had built at

Kyoto, and in the midst of splendid festivities received the visit of the

emperor Go-Yozei, the ex-emperor Ogimachi, and the

whole Imperial Court. In 1589, he distributed

365,000 ryo to the civil and military officials. The
following year, he invited all the daimyo to join in a

campaign against the Hojo of Odawara who after

a siege of 4 months surrendered, and Ieyasu re-

ceived all the provinces of the Kwanto in fief. Turn-
ing his attention to Korea, Hideyoshi sent So Yoshi-

tomo, the daimyo of Tsushima, to invite the king of

that country to become his vassal. The king refused and appealed

to his sole lord, the Emperor of China. Hideyoshi then called

upon all the daimyo and ordered them to prepare for an expedi-

tion into Korea, the following year. He resigned his title of Kwam-
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paku in favor of his adopted son MMetsugu and assumed that of Tailed.
He now built a residence at Nagoya (Hizen), and upon arriving at that
place, in April 1592, he found an army of 130,000 men assembled. The
fleet was commanded by Kuki Yoshitaka and Todd Takatora. The van-
guard left under the command of Konishi Yukinaga and Kato Ki-
yomasa. The main army soon followed, and in a short time, all Korea
was in the possession of the Japanese. The king had fled to China de-
manding help from the emperor. On hearing of the intervention of the
Chinese, Hideyoslii sent a reinforcement of 60,000 men in the month of
July, but the Japanese being obliged to retreat, now engaged in pre-
liminaries for peace. Hideyoslii presented 7 conditions, the principal
being the marriage of a daughter of the Chinese Emperor to the Emperor
of Japan, the continuation of former commercial relations between the
two countries, the cession of the 4 southern provinces of Korea to Japan,
etc. Naito Joan was
sent to present these

propositions to the

Chinese Emperor.
He had scarce-

ly $$$$ isa his mis-

sion* |pen Hide-
yos]%i informed
that his wife Yodo-
gimi had given birth

to a son (May 1593),

whereupon he placed

Maeda Toshiie in

charge of Nagoya
and hastened to re-

turn to Osaka. He
built a castle at Fu-
shim thither he
intesSsJ so retire in

his :®s^3. At this

time he had a quarrel

with his adopted son

Hidetsugu, for the lat-

ter although invested

with the office of

Kwampaku, thought
only of pleasure, and
the fear of being dis-

inherited in favor of

the son just bom to

Hideyoslii probably
Caused him to use hideyoshi and the CHINESE ambassador.

some offensive words
against his adopted father. Nevertheless, Hideyoslii accused him of
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having plotted against his life and he exiled him to mount Koya, where
he was invited to kill himself (1595) . At the beginning of the following

year, the answer of the Chinese Emperor arrived. Without mentioning

any of the conditions conveyed through Naito, three conditions were pro-

posed : the immediate recall of the Japanese troops yet in Fusan, the

resumption of commercial relations, and peace with Korea. If these

conditions proved acceptable, the Chinese envoy, in the name of his

master, was to confer the title of King of Japan upon Hideyoshi and
to give him the golden seal and crown, emblems of his new dignity. At
the reading of these propositions, Hideyoshi became furious, expelled the am-
bassador and decided to resume the war. In the following spring, 100,000

men, under the leadership of Kobayakaiva Hideaki, the Taiko’s nephew,

crossed the straits and commenced hostilities, but, his army fatigued by con-

tinued fighting, decimated by sickness and privation, had no success and the

expedition utterly failed. In May 1598, Hideyoshi fell sick and perceived

that death was nigh. He ordered Ieyasu to call back the remnants of the

army from Korea. Then, fearing for his son’s future, he took great pre-

cautions to assure the succession to him. To that end, he created 5 tairo,

who were to govern during the minority of his son. These were : Toku-

gawa Ieyasu, Maeda Toshiie, TJesugi Kagekalsu, Terumoto, and
Ukita Hideie, the 5 greatest daimyd of Hondo. to the tairo, 5

hugyo, created some 10 years before, had charge of Is® administration.

Three churd : Nakanmra Kazuuji, Horio Yoshiharii ana Ikoma Chika-

vuisa, were also chosen and ranked between the tairo and the hugyo.

They were to settle any differences that might arise among the daimyd.
Lastly, two most trustworthy men, Katagiri Katsumoto and Koide
Masahide, were charged to educate Hideyon. Hideyoshi made all

these dignitaries swear fealty to their young master, and having thus ar-

ranged all things, he died without concern for the future of his son, Sept.

15 1598, in his palace of Fushimi. He was then 62 years old.—
Hideijoshi is certainly one of the greatest figures in Japanese history. Of
low birth, he, by intelligence, rose to the first rank. A cunning politician

rather than a skilful warrior, he was able to impose his authority upon the

ambitious daimyd of these troubled times. He re-established order

and prosperity in a country which had been ruined by civil wars during

a century and a half. A dutiful servant of the Imperial dynasty,

he rebuilt the Kyoto Palace and secured sufficient revenues for the

Court to defray the necessary expenses, for which reason the Emperor
Go-Yosei, bestowed upon him the posthumous title of Toyokuni-Dai-

mydjin. To his discredit however history records the disastrous expedi-

tion to Korea, inspired either by pride or the desire to check the too

warlike military caste of Japan. Nor is it to be forgotten that Hide-
yoshi inaugurated religious persecution in Japan, believing to save the

country from great danger by crucifying the 28 first Martyrs at Naga-
saki (Feb. 5, 1597).

Hidetsugu, ff? (1568-1595). Was aon of Yoshifusa, Musashi
no kami and castellan of Oyama (Owari), who successively bore the

names of Kinosliita, Nagao and Miyoshi. His mother
(
Zuiryu-in) was
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a half-sister of Hideyoshi, who himself desired to educate his nephew. In
1583, he was ordered to fight Taldgawa Kazumasu in Ise^ and stormed
the castle of Mine. The following year, he was %tfj&yasu at
Nagakute. He took part in the campaign against-li^ltoh^ of Negoro
and m the expedition of Shikoku against the ChosSSsi^'pM^ When
Hideyoshi was named Kwampaku, Hidetsugu chaiy^l^j&^Mvyoslii
to that of Hashiba

, which Hideyoshi bore till tl^L; war
against the Hojo of Odawara, he besieged and castle
(Sagarni). After the campaign, he received 5 districts in Owari
and Ise (1590). At the end of the same year, he with Gamo
Ujisato, conducted an expedition against Kunohe Masazane who had
caused trouble in MuUu and had invaded the domains of Kimura Hide-
toshi. In 1591, Hideyoshi adopted him, gave him the name of Toyotomi
and made him Naidaijin. The following year, he created him Kwampaku,
and desired him to lead the expedition against Korea, but Hidetsugu
refused not daring to venture on such a distant and dangerous campaign.
This irritated Hideyoshi, who soon found other reasons to complain of the
conduct of his heir. The ex-emperor Ogimachi died in the beginning of
lo93, and before the official mourning was over, Hidetsugu organized a
hunting expedition. He also had taken the liberty to enter the monas-
teries of the Hiei-zan with his wife and daughters, an act altogether pro-
hibited to women. Gamo XJjisato and Kuroda Josui vainly tried to
make him understand the impropriety of such acts, he listened' to noth-
ing. At this juncture, Hideyori was born and Hideyoshi thought of
transmitting the succession, which he intended to withdraw from
Hidetsugu, to his own son. From that moment, their relations gradually
became strained. Ishida Kazushige and Masuda Nagamori, out of
hatred to Hidetsugu, accused him of plotting against the Tairo. The
latter, in a moment of fury, confined him to the temple of Seigan-ji on
Mt. Koya and Hidetsugu vainly tried to justify himself. In August,
1595, Fukushima Masanori and Fukuhara Naotaka with lO.OOOmen
came to invest the place and communicated to Hidetsugu the* order to
kill himself. At the request of Ishida Kazushige, his head was exposed
in Kyoto. The following month, his wife, daughters and ladies in wait-
ing, 34 in all, were decapitated..— Hideyori, ^ ffl. (1593-1615). Son of Hideyoshi and Yodo-
gimi, was born at the castle of Fushimi. At the age of 3, his father
presented him for the first time at the Imperial Palace, where he received
the title of Sakon-e-chiijo, and the following year, that of Cliunagon.
At the death of the Tailed he with his mother went to the castle of
Osaka, being then 5 years old. When his party was defeated at
Sekigahara (160Q), the Osaka castle was greatly alarmed, but Ieyasu,
dared not lay hands on a child he had promised to protect and allowed him
to retain his castle and the three provinces of Settsu, Kawachi, and Izumi
with a revenue of 650,000 k. In 1603, Hideyori was named Naidaijin,
and Ieyasu betrothed him to his granddaughter Senhime, then 6 years
old. In 1611, Ieyasu came to Kyoto and ducted to see Hideyori. The
trusted servants of the Toyotomi, fearing lest I$p%s-y entertained some evil
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design opposed the interview, hut the widow of Hideyoshi, Kodai-in,

was of a contrary opinion, and Kato Kiyomasa and Asano Nagamasa
vouched that nothing unpleasant would happen to the young man. Thus
Hideyori went to Kyoto, saw his dreaded protector and returned without

harm. The same year, he ordered the reconstruction of the temple

Hoko-ji (Kyoto), which his father had erected but which was destroyed

during the great earthquake of 1596. He added a large bell to it (4m.
‘20 high—2m. 74 diameter, and 33 cm. thick) on which there was an in-

scription, which served as a pretext to ruin the Toyotomi. For some time

already, Osaka had become the refuge of all those samurai who had been

reduced to misery by the rising power of the Tokugawa. Ieyasu, distrust-

fully looked upon this centre of dissatisfaction and opposition, and longed

for an occasion to destroy it. He thought he found it in the inscription

on the bell. There happened to be two characters on the bell, which
formed his name, but were separated by another character from each other.

He affected to see an insult in this and a curse upon his head. Vainly
did Hideyori send Katagiri Katsumoto to Sumpu to give explanations,

he would listen to nothing and war was resolved upon. Hideyori called

on all the friends and proteges of his father. None of the daimyo in

power, answered his appeal, but some ancient daimyo and a great

number of samurai came to increase his army which soon rose to 60,000
men. It was commanded by Ono Harunaga, Sanada Yukimura, Goto
Mototsugu, Chosokabe Morichika, Mori Katsunaga, Akashi Morishige, etc.

In November, 1614, Ieyasu with Hidetada and an army of 150,000 ap-

peared before Osaka, but after some fighting, peace was concluded on con-

dition that the walls of the castle should be destroyed and the moats filled in

(.Tan. 1615). When Ieyasu however sent Honda Masazumi to oversee the

work to be done, Hideyon protested. War ensued and this time, it was
to be decisive. After a month’s siege, the castle of Osaka was reduced to

ashes
;
Hideyori, Yodo-gimi and most of the surviving samurai perished

in the flames. Hideyon was survived by Kunimatsumaro, a son of 7 years,

and a daughter of 5, who, having been arrested in Kyoto, were beheaded
(June 1615). Thus ended the short lineage of the Toyotomi. — Such at

least is the version of the Tokugawa. But it seems more probable that, at

the capture of Osaka, Hideyori and his family, with Ieyasu’

s

consent, es-

caped on vessels put at their disposal by Hachisuka Iemasa and retired to

Satsuma, where under the name of Tanimura, they received rich presents

from the great daimyo, ancient vassals of the Taiko, and their descendants
have lived to be one of the richest families of the province. Moreover the

annals tell us that in 1645, a certain Tenshu, f§, daughter of Hideyori,

M^M.Mavmkura. She had been an ama of the Tokei-ji temple.

PH -omi go-bugyo, H E 3l 4* ft • Tbe 5 bugyo created by
HidffyosM in 1587 : Maeda Gen-i, Asano Nagamasa, Masuda Naga-
mori, hhida Kazushige, and Nagatsuka Masaie.

Toyotomi go-tairo, f| E 2L X HZ- The 5 tairo designated by
Hideyoshi to govern during the minority of his son Hideyori : Tokugawa
Ieyasu, Maeda Toshiie, Mori Terumoto, Uleita Hideie and Uesugi
Kagekatsu.
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Toyotcml S^V-cMiro, E — ^ • The 3 chard created by
Hideyoshi to settle disputes that might arise among the daimyo : Horie
Yoshiharu, Thoma Cinkamasa and Nakamura Kazuuji.

Toyo-uke-bime no kami, SIS jf'1
1 • Daughter of Izanagi and

Izanami. Goddess of cereals (Shinto), also called Uka no mitama,
Ukemochi no kami, Oketsu-hime. Many identify her with Wakamusubi
no kami. Is honored in the Geku. temple of Ise.

Toyoura, || ii .— See Toyora.

Tozama-daimyo, 9\-^ <8 • Formerly this term wa^a^sed to the
daimyo who were not vassals of the Shogun. Ieyasu gav^ fSal jiame to

the 86 daimyo who submitted to him only after the battle &tWldgahara,
(1600) whilst he called those who had sided wife Mm from the beginning
of the campaign, fudai- daimyo

:

these 176. — The most
powerful among (he, tozama-daimyo were : MmM(Kaga), Date (Sendai),
Shimazu (Saisuma) Mori (Ghoshu). They took rank immediately after

the go sm-ks ; West® fee guests of the Shogun when they came to Edo for
their annual visit, and were received by a special envoy (joslii) sent as far

as Shinagmoa ov Bmpi. — It was natural that the tozama-daimyo were
among tbe.forembst id contribute to the ruin of the shogunate and to the
Imperial Bestersiics,

.

Tozama-shfe rb-pH M • Under the Ashikaga Shogun, the most
powerful and rics>^ fimilies after the kunimochi-shu.

Tozawa, . Daimyo family descended from Taira Tadamasa.
Moriyasu, ® 5c (1566-1590). Was, like his ancestors, vassal of

the Nambu family and castellan of the Kaku-no-tate castle (Dewa).
Masamori, ££ (1585-1648). Son of the above, sd«d with

Ieyasu, received 2 districts of Hitachi in fief and resales?, Matsu-
oka (40,000 k.). In 1622, he was transferred to Sh%i^ai~Qewa—
68,000 k.), where his descendants remained till the Restoration. — Now
Viscount.

Tsu, m Chief-town (23,300 inh.) of the Mie-ken and the Ise pro-
vince— This town was formerly called Anotsu and was the residence of
a branch of the Taira family (Ise-Heishi). In 1575, Nobunaga gave it

to his son Nobuo. Hideyoshi established Tomita Tomonobu (1589) there.

Finally, from 1608 to 1868, it belonged to the Todd daimyo (320,000 k.).

Tsuboi, # • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwo),
made noble after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Tsubokiri no tsurugi, 3k tJ] |R} Sword which the Emperor pre-
sented to the prince chosen to be his heir (kotaisM), on the day of his

nomination. Daigo-tenno was the first to carry out this ceremony at the
election of his son Yasuakira-shinno (904), and from that time it became
a custom. The sword has often been injured by fire, but the blade, it

seems, is in good condition.

Tsuchi-gumo, ± $0 • (Lit
:
ground spider). A tribe of Abori-

gines of Yamato, thus called, because they inhabited caves dug in the
earth. They were subjugated by Jimmu-tenno.

Tsuchimikado, ± 0P P3 • Huge family descended from Abe no
Kurahashimaro—• Now Viscount.
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Tsuchimikado-tennd, ± $1 l

u
3 di SL • 83rd Emperor of Japan

(1199-1210). Tamehito, eldest son of Go-TohaAmno, who succeeded his

father at the age of 3 years, was put on the throne by Yoritomo. After

a reign of 12 years, during which time the authority was in the hands of

the Hojo, Tokimasa and Yoshitoki, he abdicated, on the advice of his

father, in favor of his brother Juntdku. He was then 15 yeais old.

During the Shokyu war (1221), he sided with his father against the Hojo

and was banished to Tosa and then transferred to Awa (1223), where he

died at the age of 36, in 1281.

Tsuchiura, ± Ml • Town (11,700 mb.) of Hitachi, — Tradition re-

fers to a castle which Taira Masakado is said to have built there in 939.

Hideyoshi gave it to Yuki Hideyasu, son of Jeyasu. Under the Toku-

gaiva, it successively waa the residence of the daimyo Matsudaira (1601),

Nisliio (1617), Kuchiki (1649), Tsuclmja (1681), Okoclii (1681) ; and

from 1688 to 1868, that of Tmchiya (95,000 k.}.

Tsuchiya,i M • Daimyo family descended from Minamoto Yasuuji

(Seiwa-Genji). Made noble in the person of Tadanao (1585-1612) in

1602, it resided successively at Kururi (Kazusa) ; in 1669, at Tsuchiura

(Hitachi) ;
in 1681 at Tanaka (Smuga) ; then from 1688 to 1686, again

at Tsuchiura (95,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Tsuda Kemmotsu, & E §£ % • Born at Ogura (Kii), he went to

Tane-ga-shima, where he studied mechanics and the use of fire arras,

introduced sometime before by the Portuguese (1542). After 10 yeais, he

returned and established a school (Tsuda-ryu) and a workshop a% Sd&ai

(Izumi) for the manufacture of guns. His son Jiyusai succeeded him.

Tsuda Sanzo, # E9 H M (1855-1891). Samurai of the Tsu clan

(lse), who as a policeman struck the Czarevitch (later on Nicolas II.) with

his sword at Otsu, near lake Bitva (May 11th, 1891). Condemned to

exportation to the Hokkaido, he drowned himself, some say, whilst going

thither.

Tsugaru, # $$ . District comprising the western part of the pre-

sent province of Mutsu or Rokuoku. In 1878, it was divided into 5

parts : Kita-Tsugaru, Higashi-Tsugaru, Naka-Tsugaru, Minami-

Tsugaru and Nishi-Tsugaru. — The na,me Tsugaru is also given to the

present city of Hirosaki, which was the chief-city of the district and the

residence of the daimyo of Tsugaru.

Tsugaru, t{t . Daimyo family descended from Fujiwara Tada-

michi (1097-1154). Was at first called Kuji, then Oura, and governed

the Tsugaru district.

Tamenobu, fn (4- 1608). Son of Oura

Morinobu, was obliged to defend his domains against

Nambu Nobunao, who attempted to give them to his

brother Masanobu. He demanded help from Akita

Sanesue (1589), and gained his cause. He then sub-

mitted to Hideyoshi, who confirmed him in the pos-

session of his fe£ grid gave him the name of Tsugaru

(1590). The s&ms year, he took part in the campaign against the Hojo

of Odaivara, and at the time of the Korean expedition, he accompanied
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'sSed with Ieyasu, who
lEdeyoshi to Nagoya

(Hizen). ^
increased his revenues to 47,000 k.

in T^r
Nol

J?
hira

’ (1586-1631). Son of Tamenobu, was baptized
159
£ ,

He succeeded his father and in 1610, built the castle ofHirosaki where he lived. At the time of the persecution of 1614, he re-

religfon

11*11^ Christians wljo had 1x2611 exiled, but later, he abandoned all

mi^to
TmU

000 k
a
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In 1808
» his revenues were raised to217,000 k. — The family continued to reside at Hirosaki till the Restora-

hT Couut-— A junior branch, descended from Nobuhira, in1814 settled at Kuroisla (Mutsu— 10,000 k.).— Now Viscount
Tsugaru-Fuji, W @ & ± . — See Iwald-yama.
Tsugaru-kaikyo, & H Strait which separates the Hok-kaido from Hondo.
Tsuibushi, • Title first conferred upon Ono Yoshifuru in

Tvf Y-f,

S

^nttorePress the revolt of Fujiwara Sumitomo inSlnkoku. The title became synonymous to that of governor of the pro-
vince. — See Sotsuibushi. r

Tsuiho,
fit

. Penalty of exile inflicted under the Tolcuqawa —
It comprised b degrees. The first

(tokoro-barai

)

consisted in being for-bidden to sojourn in one s native place. The second (Edo-barai), in be-m^ prohibited to sojourn in Edo. The third (Edo ju-ri-shiho-barai)
,
inbemg prohibited to approach within 10 leagues of Edo. The fourth

(kei-tsuiho), besides the above prohibiton, forbade the use of theloads to Nikko, the Tokaido road, and entry into the cities of Osaka
(chu-tsuihd), added to the preceding list the road

MtS0

Norl ^ 7 7

11Ce
?
n cities of Kyoto, Wakayama, Nagoya,

Mito, Na?a, Sakai, Fuslnmi and Nagasaki. The sixth (ju-tsuihd) for-

iSwr/jr
1

?/)
06

c
the Provinces and those of Yamashiro,

l°
wan’ Kii lhe «* •>»

Tsuina, Ceremony to chase away the devils; formerly ittook place on the last night of the year. The Palace guards (toneri) shotarrows into the air and screamed furiously to put the devils to flight.At present this ceremony is replaced by the selsubun os onHaml. duringwhich people spread peas throughout the house whilst M&v eood
fortune enter, and_all the devils depart (fuku wa uchlQ%^S. 8

Tsuison-tenno, 31. # 3? Name given to ti&<m whothough they did not ascend the throne during life, sites dsS mimved aposthumous title from the Emperor.— Thus Kusakabe-Oji, father ofMommu was named Nagaoka-tennd and Oka-no-miya-tenno ; Toneri-shmno, father of Junmn, received the title of Sudo-jinkyo-tenno ; Shiki-shimw, father of Kanin, those of Tawara-tenno, and Kasuga-no-miya-
tenno ; Masahito.father of Go-Yozei, that of Ybko-in, etc. It happened
also that princes dunng their lifetime received the title of In : Ko-Iclajd-in
(Atsuakira-shiniio), Go-Takakura -in (Morisada-shiniw)

,
etc.
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Tsuji, it • Samurai family of the Hiroshima clan (Aki), made
noble after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Tsuji-giri, it . Under the Tokugawa it sometimes happened that

a samurai, to test the quality c£ Ms sword, went out at night and sought

with one stroke to behead an Uiioffsnsive passer-by. This practice was
called tsuji-giri (decapitation in the street) or tameshi-giri (trial de-

capitation).

Tsuka, Formerly a measure of about 4 fingers. The Totsuka

no tsurugi was 10 times that length. Later on, the size of the arrows

was limited to 13 tsuka 3 buse (mitsubuse is a width of 3 fingers)

TsukaH;so'!c ® © ,
During the civil wars of the 16th century,

officials m^’pacung the camps, transmitting the commander’s orders, etc.

They were seat as tutors to the great daimyo who were yet too young to

govern their domains. They were changed every 11th day of the 1st

month.

Tsukasa-meshi, Jim&u.
Tsuki Ikina, PKl* ,'fe #8 • Descendant of a Korean who establish-

ed himself in Japan during the reign of Ojin-tennb. He was born at Na-
nixoa. In 562, being sent with Ki no Omaro to fight Shiragi, he was
made prisoner. Brought hefts® the king, he was asked to show con-

tempt to the King of Japan by woks and act. Ikina, not frightened in

the least, turned sharply around and shouted the insulting words in a

stentorian voice by applying them to the King of Shiragi. He had not

finished the sentence whsa. tbs ecMsbss killed him on the spot.

Tsukiyomi no kami, j'i M, Goddess of the moon. Came
from the right eye of Izanagi ; she was a sister to AmaterS^MX|d Susa-

no-o. She received the country of Unabara as her inheKS&i&ib, which
is believed to be Korea by some commentators, whilst otfe& ^iim it to

he the Ryukyu islands.

Tsukuba-san, #£ $£ ill . Mountain (960 m.) S. of Hitachi. It is

the place where Fujita Koshiro stopped and intrenched himself in 1864,

in order to fight the Shoguns army. — Also called Tsukuba-ne.

Tsukushi, • Ancient name of the Chikuzen and the Chikuqo
provinces. This name is also given to the whole Kyushu island.— A
district (kori) of Chikuzen also bears that name. The country of Tsuku-

shi, in olden times, formed a small kingdom whose chief, in close con-

nection with China, was considered a vassal of the Middle Empire, which
granted him a golden seal with the title of king of Yamato. In Japan,
he was known only as governor of the district of ltd. Queen Pimiho,

mao&ced in the Chinese and Korean annals, and whom some historians

wrongly identify with Jingo-Kogo, governed the whole North of Kyushu.
Tim eteiost independent sovereignty ended in the defeat of Iwai (528),

and to replace it, the Daz'aifu was created.

Tsukushi, Ancient daimyo family descended from Shoni

Sukeyori, who took his name from the village of Chikuzexi where he
resided.

Korekado, fit • Served the Shogun Yoshitane and the

Ouchi. Joining Akizuki Fumitane, he sided with Mori Motonari, but



was defeated by Ofgq<$Aparin, >$$$$_ JsnSV'Sad to seek refuge in
Yamaguchi. •>_ I*. ;

Hirokado, J5^-?f
; (j^8^Sli).r;s<s»<^iiie above, was defeated

Kv f)tr\vYir\ .Cam-u /I Vit tt* j . t • i» -»

. T J’ wx -*- oiuxitono, ctllU IK2

settled in the castle of . 7<z^4aMa.~fl5S75..'ipe'tc<)k part in the Korean
expedition. In 1600,'t1*s'4ftel^tet^ * was dispossessed and
shaved his head. Hirofcti&otesA fcden feafpfizeS'in 1593, as was also his
son Harukado, and both persevered till the end.

Tsukushi-gata, & 2% ffl

.

Another name of the Ariake no oki
(Hizen).

Tsukushi no Fuji, & ± . Name given to Mt. Uki-minc
(Chikuzen) and to Yu no mine (Bungo).

Tsukushi Saburo, given to the Chikuga-gawa.
Tsumago, ^ $6 In Shinano, During the 16th

century, residence of the Tsumago i|pfp Later on, Kiso Yoshimasa
built a castle there which he entrustedWIhe care of Yamamura Yoshi-
katsu. At the time of the Komaki-ydma war (1584), Yoshimasa sided
with Hideyoshi and was besieged in his castle by Suganuma Sadatoshi
acting under orders from Ieyasu, who however failed to take the place.
After Sekigahara, it was abandoned. — Tsumago was formerly one of
the relay stations of the Nakasendo.
Tsunsp^^s, Bo Under the Tokugawa, name given to certain

families m^^-daimyd, — about 40 in numbers. During the ceremonies
in the Palace, their places were in the Chrysanthemum hall
(kiku no ma). They were dispensed from being guards.
Tsumeshu, Bo M Under the Tokugawa, families of fudai-daimyo,

which on days of ceremonies, took their places in the room called Kari no
ma. They numbered about 25 and had a revenue inferior to the Tsu-
menami. Every day, 6 or 7 of them had to act as guards in the afore-
said hall.

Tsumori, jf . Family which was by right of Hiheritadss It fee
head of the Sumiyoshi temple

(Settsu ).— Now Baron, *
~

Tsunenaga-shinno, fa & fg rE (1324-1338) 8th ©n oi tbs em-
peror Go-Daigo, he was named heir to the throne m IBM, BA -was
guest of Nitta Yoshisada in the castle of Kana-ga-saU {Eckimt) $3S6),|
but the following year, when the castle was stormed, he flej
ura, was made prisoner by Shiba Takatsune, taken to KyMc> ftw»nnrl38|.

ed in the Kwazan-in. He became ill, and A&hikagcs. 'WdayeSt tfwftfflfa

to give him the assistance of a physician and thus he dfeu wb<m onk m
years of age. V

J
W J

Tsunesada-^^l, ft M |g £ (823-884). 2nd son ofthaeJLroJ
Junwa, was naass3 Bar to the throne at the accession of iVw»»j^PpS4) .

II

A plot was formed by Tachibana Hayanari to put him on the throne,
for which reason he was deposed and became bonze under the name
of Koseld. He distinguished himself as a literary man and continued to
direct the of public affairs. He had two sons who became
bonzes at the same Muse with him.
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Tsuneyo-shinno, fa iii: rE (+ 826). Son of Junwa-tenno. Was
Nakatsukasa-kyo.

Tsurezure-gusa, VL M Classical work, composed in the 14th

century by Yoshida Kenkb (1283-1350). It is a collection of essays and

anecdotes on all kinds of subjects, and both for the matter it treats as for

its style, it ranks high in Japanese literature. It contributed much to

the spreading of Buddhist doctrines and the theories of Confucius and

Mencius.

Tsurudono, J& .
' fernily descended from the Kvjo and establish-

ed after the Restoration by iekatsu, 5th son of Naotada. — Now Baron.

Tsuruga, S5t M 9^^(17,700 feh.) of Echizen. — A legend says

that in the year 33 B.C,||§pi|g the reign of Svjin, men with horns (tsuno

)

came there from Mimci'C^&x which reason the place received the name of

Tsunoga. The emperor Chuai resided there for some time (192). The

castle of Kana-ga-saki, defended by Nitta Yoshisada (1337), was built

on the site of the actual city. In the 16th century, the Ashikaga had a

castle there which was taken and destroyed by Nobunaga (1573).

From 1682 to 1868, it was the residence of a branch of the Sakai family

(15,000 k.). It is at Tsuruga, that Fajita Koshiro, Takeda Kounsai. etc.

were imprisoned in 1864. It is the most frequented port on the W
of Japan.

Tsurugaoka, [30 • Town (20,500 inh.) of Uzen. — Was $|$i||y
called Shonai. Under the Kamakura Shogun, Musashi Sukeyon built

a castle there which was in the possession of the family for 6 generations.

In the 16th century, it belonged to the Mogami family. From 1622 to

1868, it was the residence of the Sakai daimyo (145,000 k.).

Tsurugaoka Hachiman-gu, m 1$ A HI & • Famous temple at

Kamakura dedicated to the god of war.— In 1073, Minanwto Yonyoshi

had erected a temple on Yui-ga-hama, in honor of Hachiman, the titu-

lary god of his family. Yoritomo transported it (1193) to Kamakura,

erected it on the Tsuru-ga-oka hill, whareitcan be seen to the present day.

In 1219, the Shogun Sanetomo in gjjfesi-pomp went there to render thanks

for his nomination to the dignity of XJdFfjit}. After the ceremony^ on des-

cending the steps leading from the lefnpie, his nephew, Kugyo, assas-

sinated him. In 1526, Satomi Yoshihiro, the governor of the province

Awa, plundered the treasures of the temple, but Hojo Ujitsuna obliged

•hi®' 50-retreat .
— The temple of Tsurugaoka is one of the last remnants of

Jeur 0f Kamakura. Interesting souvenirs of the Middle Ages

- in it.

ji-saki, §lj (Kf • Cape S. E. of Sagami, at the entrance of

'®-&ay.

\-®Sg?ugi-san, glj llj . Mountain (2240 m.) W. of Awa (Shikoku). —
Also called Ken-zan.

Tsurumaki, % • In Kazusa. From 1827 to 1868, the re-

sidence of a branch of the Mizuno family (15,000 k.).

Tsurunaaru-jo, Mb jL bk • Ancient nsutfe the castle built at the

beginning of the 17th century at Kagoshiwz
|j

Satsuma)
by Shimazu

Iehisa. VJS
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Tsurumi-saki, $} ^ il$ . Cape E, of Bungo.
Tsurumi-yama, £| .i, ill • Volcano (1600 m.) of Bungo.
Tsurunuma-gawa, $6 fS Jl| • River (118 Km.) which rises in Iwa-

shiro, irrigates that province and by its union with the Hibashi-gawa
and the Tadami-gawa, forms the Agano-gawa.
Tsushima, f) S$ • Group of islands situated in the middle of the

strait that separates Japan from Korea. It forms one of the 12 provinces
of the Saikair-do. — Chinese name : Taishu.— The group comprises one
large island and 5 small ones. The large one (811 Km. circ.) is almost
entirely divided into two parts Kami-agata and Shimo-agata by the Asaji-
ura bay. The population of Tsushima is estimated at 35,000 inh.

; the
chief-town is Izu-no-haia (10,000 inh.). Since the 12th century, the
island was the fief of the So daimyd, who frequently had to defencf himself
against Korean and Chinese pirates. It was completely devastated by
the Mongols in 1274 and in 1281. In 1861 Russia tried to get a con-
cession on it, but the intervention of England caused her to renounce her
claim. — Tsushima at present belongs to Nagasaki-ken.

Tsutsui, # • Village in Yamato, where the Tsutsui daimyd bad
a castle in the 16th century. Junkei was besieged there in 1569, by Ma-
tsunaga Hisahide.

Tsutsui, 'm # . Ancient daimyd family descended from the Fuji-
wara. Vassal of the big temple oi Kbkoku-ji, it received the domains of
Tsutsui (Yamato) and took ifej name.

Junkei, I® (1549-1564). Was at first called Fujimasa or
Fujikatsu. When he entered into possession of his father’s estate, a
large number of samurai were enlisting in the army of the then
all powerful daimyd Matsunaga Hisahide. To oppose such an
adversary, Junkei placed himself under the protection of Nobunaga and
thus was not molested in his domains. When Hitiahidc revolted against
Nobunaga, Junkei was ordered to besiege him in his castle of Shigi-san.
He stormed the place and in reward received the Yamato province
(1577). At the death of Nobunaga, he sided with his relative
Mitsuhide, and brought his troops to Yamazaki, to take part in theM^ss;-
but remarking the great strength of Hideyoshi’

s

army, he kept
on the Hora-ga-take, to watch the issue of the fight and wheirryidtoxy
favored Hideyoshi, he joined him, thus contributing to defeat hia-S'k&^Ve
Mitsuhide. Hence the nickname he received, Hiyorimi-Junkei {>iPurdfzi

who observes how omens appear in the heavens) . Hideyosh i however was
not much inclined to acknowledge such a tardy assistance and reduced
his revenue to 70,000 k. (1582).

Sadatsugu, /£ (+ 1615). Was adopted in 1571 by Junkei,
his uncle. At the latter’s death, he received the castle of Ueno (Iga),

with a revenue of 120,000 k. in Yamashiro and Ise. In 1585, he joined
Hori Hidemasa in their fight against the bonzes of the Negoro-dera
( Kii), killed them all and burned their temple. In 1600, he sided with
Ieyasu, accompanied him in the expedition against Uesugi Kagekatsu, and
returned in time to assist at the battle of Sekigahara. Accused by his
kerai of maladministration, he was dispossessed, banished to Matsu-
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yama (Iyo , 1608), and invited to commit harakiri (1615). — Sadatsugu
was a Christian and had recdved^^m in 1592. This fact may have
been one of the causes of his disgffe;.¥.

Tsutsui Junkei san-ro, fgj HM ,$£ H The 3 principal kerai

of Tsutsui Junkei : Slrima Tomoyuki, Matsukura Katsushige, and Mori
Yoshiyuki.

Tsutsuji-ga-saki, ® ISj l&y • In Kai, Aikawa-mura. Ancient
castle built in 1538 by Takeda Nobutora and destroyed by Nobunaga
(1582).

Tsutsumi, ijl • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Tamefusa.— Now Viscount.

Tsuwamono no tsukasa, ^ ^ ig • Ancient name of the Hyobu-
slio.

Tsuwano, # jfO i? • Town (5300 inh.) of the Iwami province.

Was also called Sambommatsu. Ancient castle which, in the 16th
century, belonged successively to the Yoshimi, Ouchi, and Mori families.

Under the Tokugawa it was the residence of the Sakazaki daimyo (1600),
then from 1617 to 1868 that of the Kamei (43,000 k.).

Tsuyama, # lU • Town (12,350 inh.) of Mimasgka province.

Ancient castle built in 1442 by Yamana Norikiyo. the middle
of the 16th century, it passed to the ZJkita. Under th$ Tokugawa, it was
the residence of the daimyo Mori (1604), then from 1697 to 1868, it

belonged to Matsudaira (100,000 k.).

Tsuyama-gawa, ££ ill Jl| . Name given to the Higashi-okaiva,

whilst it passes through Mimasaka. It is also called Higashi-gawa,
In-no-sho-gaica, etc.
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U
Ubusuna no kami, M ± jjif — Bee Uji-gami.

Uchibito, ft A. . In ancient times, officials who resided at the great
temple of Ise and were entrusted with its management, offerings, etc.

Uchida, ft 13 • Daimyo family descended from ffujiwara Muchi-
maro. Made noble in 1639 in the person of Mfrsandbu (+ 1651), it

resided at first at Shikanuma (Shimotsuke)
,
then from 1724 to 1868, at

Omigawa (Shimosa— 10,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Uchide no bama, tl ?Si In Settsu. Nitta Yoshisada there de-

feated Ashikaga Todayoshi (1336).

Ucbi-ko Naishinno, # 4S lr ft M 3E (807-847). Daughter of the

Emperor Saga, she distinguished herself in literature and poetry. She
was the first who received the title of Sai-in in the temple of Kamo
(814).

Uchi-kura, ft • In olden times, a storehouse (kura) erected for

storing away the presents that were regularly brought by the messengers
of the San-kan (Korea). Eater on, it became the title of those who had
the keeping ofthem. This office belonged to the Shin and the Kan families.

As the presents increased, the Okura was erected and its superintendence

given to Shin Shuko. Shin then became a family name, and in 702
wras changed into that of Okura.

Uchino, ft Wf At Kyoto, the site of the ancient Imperial Palace
destroyed by fire and left uncultivated. It was the scene of several

battles, especially in 1391,.when, the Shogun Yoshimitsu defeated Yama-
na Ujikiyo there.

Uchi no kanimori-zukasa, ft for Vi • Official of she Kunai-
sho, having charge of the mats, seats, etc.— See Kanimori-mMsa.
Uchi no kashiwade no tsukasa, ft ill fjj .— See Naizen-shi.

Uchi no kura no trokasa, ft •— See Kura-ryo.

Uchi no kusuri no tsukasa, ft pi iij .— See Naigaku-shi.

Uchi no miyabito, ft A - Formerly name given to the em-
ployees of the Naiku temple of Ise. (The Japanese reading of Naikii is

Uchi no miya).

Uchi no miyake, ft % Sfc • Or Uckilsu-miyake, or Watari-tamu-
roke. Formerly Japanese military stations in Korea. Each kan had
a central establishment. The one of Mimma had the Mimana kogun-
gensui as its chief

;
the one of Kudara, the Kudara-sai ; the one of Shi-

ragi, the Shiragi-sai.

Uchi no o-omi, ft A f§ • — Bee Naidaijin.

Uchi no otodo, ft A . — See Naidaijin.

Uchi no shirusu-tsukasa, ft IE , Or Naiki. Officials of the Na-
katsukasa-sho entrusted with the making of the decrees

(mikotonori,

semmyo, etc.) that were to be promulgated in the name of the Emperor.
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There were the dai-naiki, secretaries of the first class, and the sho-naiki,

secretaries of the second class.

Uchi no somemono no tsukasa, ft Department under
the Kunai-sho which attended to the dyeing of the stuffs and clothes used

by the Emperor. Later on, was joined to the Nui-no tsukasa.

Uchi no takumi no tsukasa, ft E ^ • — See Takumi-ryo.

Uchi no toneri, ft & A . — See Toneri.

Uchuben, € Official of the Dajokwan, created by the Tai-

ho Code (702) to assist the Udaiben.— See Benkwan.

Uchujo, tf* J|ff Abbreviation of UJcon-e-chujd.

Uda, JppE, J6&- District of Yamato, through which Jimmu-tenno
passed when going from Kumano to Yoshino. The legendary crow
Yata-garasu guided him on his journey and a temple has been erected

there in honor of the crow.

Udagawa Genzui, E (1753-1795). Confucianist from
Tsuyama (Mimasaka) who knew the Dutch language perfectly.— His
son Shinsai (1769-1834) was also a distinguished savant and continued

to teach his father’s doctrines.

Uda-Genji, ^ & • Branch of the Minamoto descended from
the Emperor Uda, whose grandson, Masanobu (920-993), son of Atsu-

zane-shinno, received the name of Minamoto for himself and his descend-

ants. The following table indicates the principal families descended

from this stock.

Masanobu - Tokinaka

Naritnasa - Sukeniichi - Masanaga

Sasaki

Rokkaku
Kyogoku

Sukeyoshi- Noriyori - Akitsune ,

1 Kmvda
Enya
Amalco
To
Kamei

Tokiksta - Nakaymri - Nakaubika ... Itsetxiji

\rwtoumr Voma* * :

Uda-tenno, ^ 59th jfespeaxjr of Japan (889-897).

—

Sadayoshi, 3rd son of KokS-fonnd, succeeded .hirfather at the age of 21
years. He instituted the ceremonies of. the Bkiho-hai (1st day of the

year) and of the Nandkitsa w texyii (7th dwf of the Jst month). He
protected Sugawara Mictemmsraised faim.to the dignity of Dainagon,
and on his advice, stopped. secding amlBgsadxji-s to China, which had been
regularly done before (894), Aftosp & of 9 years, he abdicated in

favor of his son Daigo aad retired to the Skujahi-in, where he shaved

his head and thus became "the first Hd-oi Wherr he resigned the throne

to his son, he left him written instructions which were called Kwampyo-
go-ikai (Imperial precepts of the Ktvampyo era). In 901, he did all in

his power to prevent the disgrace of Michizane, but could not succeed.

He then more and more retired into solitude, faithfully practiced the Bud-
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dhist law, and died in 631 at the age of 65 years. He was cremated at

Ouchi-yama.

ODA H *>•£,

Udaiben, First secretary iat'ho Ministries of war (Hyobu),
Justice (Gyobu), Finance (Okura) andB^ao** {K^ki). He was superior
to the TJchuben and the Ushoben.— 8s?

Udaijin, (Lit.: minister From 645 to 1885,
the 3rd of the 3 principal ministers, inferior to the Sadaijin.— See
Dajo-kwan, Sadaijin, San-Jcd, etc.

Udo, 3= ± . Town (5,500 inh.) of Higo. Ancient castle of the Mura-
kami daimyd, who resided there from 1480 to 1587. In 1588, Hide-
yoshi gave it as fief to Konishi Yukinaga with half of the province.
After 1600, it belonged to the domains of the Kumamoto daimyd.
Ueda, _h H3 • Town (24,100 inh.) of Shinano. Ancient castle which

at first belonged to the Murakami. Under the Tokugawa, was the resi-
dence of the daimyd Sanada (1582), Sengoku (1622), then from 1706 to
1868, that of the Matsudaira (53,000 k.).

Ueda Akinari, Jt 01 J& (1732-1809). Writer of Kyoto. Left
several works.

Uematsu, • Kuge family descended from Minarmto Masazane
(Murakami-Genji)

.

— Now Viscount.

Uemura,® . Daimyd family descended from Minamoto Yoshi-
kuni (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Made noble in 1640 in the person of Iemasa (1589-
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1650), it resided from that time till the Restoration at Takatori (Ycunato

— 25,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Ueno, _L 5F • Chief-town (14,600 inh.) of the Iga province.

Towards 1570, Takigawa Katsutoshi, Kitabatake’s vassal, built a castle

there, which in 1593 passed to the Tstitsui. From 1608, it became part

of the domains of ths uiRxio daimyd of Tsu (Ise).

lljtUeno, Ji if . As ancient castle in Mikawa which in the 16th

century, belonged Matsudaira family, then to the Sakai and the

Naito. It was abandoned towards the end of the same century.

Ueno, _L • Park N. E. of Tokyo (
Shitaya-ku

)
famous for its

temples, which possess the tombs of several Tokugaioa Shogun (See

UEKO TEMPLE OK A FEAST DAY.

Toei-zan). Also famous for its museum, botanical garden, Daibutsu, etc.

— On July 4, 1868, a battle was fought at Ueno and the Shogun’s army

was defeated by the adherents of the Emperor. It brought about Keiki’s

submission. During the battle, the famous Kwanei-ji temple was burned.

Ueno, _L Sf Ancient daimyd family descended from Ashikaga

Yasuuji. Ceased to exist towards the end of the 14th century. It had

faithfully served the Ashikaga.

Ueno, _h f? • Noble family founded by Masao, 3rd son of prince

Kita-shirakawa Yoshihisa (+ 1895).— Now Count.

Ue no mitsubone, h Hr • Or Fujitsubo-no-ue no mitsubone.

Apartment reserved for Ladies of the Imperial Palace : Kisaki, Nydgo,

Koi, etc.

Uesugi, .h £2 • Famous daimyo family descended from Fujiwara

Yoshikado.
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Shigefusa, 1§f B • Decendant of Yoshikado in the 13th
generation. Towards the 13th century he received the domain of XJesugi
(Tango) and took its name. He had a daughter who married Ashikaga
Yoriuji and was the mother of Ietoki, grandfather of Takauji.— His
descendants formed the three branches of Inukake, Yamanouchi and
Ogigayatsu.

r“«-“{4SGS!.
-fTomofusa

f Norifusa<

( Yorislnge
gh . jj-fShigeto- - Yoshinori

fTomosada - Akisada (Ogigayatsu)

Kiyo-ko /Married to Ashikaga SadaujiA
\ mother of Takauji and Tadayoshil

Dauohter/ Marrie<1 t0 AshikaHa Yoriuji, \

UaU8ll ter
t mother of „ Ietoki )

Norito -
-j

Noriaki -j

Shigekane
/Shigeto- -

I Tomomune (Inukake) (a)

(Norikata (Yamanouchi) (b)

[Norihide (Echigo)

Yoshinori

Tomosada- Akisada (Ogigayatsu)

(a) — (Inukake, )
. Norifusa, M B • Grandson of

Shigefusa, served Ashikaga Takauji, whg^ complete confidence he
enjoyed. He was killed at Shijo-ga-har% Takauji again took
possession of Kyoto (1336).— His sisterip^&o married Ashikaga
Sadauji and was the mother of Takauji S^^Tadayoshi. Norifusa
was their uncle, hence the great influence he exercised over them.

Shigeyoshi, 3l fig (+1349). Adopted son of Norifusa, was
Izu no kami. He helped Takauji when the latter had been defeated by
Nitta Yoshisada, but he was himself defeated in Izumo and had to escape
to Kyushu. He then fought against Ko Moronao, was defeated and
banished to Ecliizen, where Moronao had him assassinated.

Shigeyoshi

Norifusa

Norito - -

Yoshinori - Noritaka
Akiyoshi

Tomofusa r Noriaki

{

Ujinori -< Norikata
iNoritomo

Ujitomo - Mochifusa - Norihide

Akiyoshi, © fig (+1351). Son of Shigeyoshi. In order to re-

venge the death of his father, he killed Ko Moronao and Moroyasu when
they were returning to Kyoto. Takauji irritated, condemned him to
death, but Tadayoshi, who was entrusted with the execution of the Im-
perial order, was content with banishing him.

Tomomune, (1339-1414). Succeeded his father Norito,
who had been killed during the wars with Takauji, and was Kazusa no
suke. In 1395, he was named Shitsuji (minister) of Ashikaga Ujimitsu.
At the death of Mitsukane (1409), he shaved his head, took the name of
Josho and retired to a temple.

Ujinori, J£ M (+1417). Was Shitsuji of t'^-pminryo of
Kamakura, Ashikaga Mochiuji. Having been dismissed, b^-viaved his
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head and took the name of Zenshu. Calling to him Yoshitsugu, brother

of the Shogun Yoshimochi, and Mitsutaka, brother of Mitsukane, he
revolted against Mochiuji, expelled him from Kamakura, and again took

the title of minister. But the Shogun ordered all the daimyo of the

country to support Mochiuji. At the beginning of the following year, the

rebels found themselves nearly deserted, and being defeated, retired to

the temple Hosho-in at Yuki-no-shita, and more than 40, committed
harakiri.

Mochifusa, • Son of Ujinori. In 1438 he sided with
his relative Uesugi Norizane, and by order of the Shogun Yoskmarig
marched against the Kwanryo Mochiuji, whom he defeated at Sa&sme
(1439).

Noritomo, ^ ( + 1461). Brother of the above. In 1*56..

he was Shitsuji of the Kwanryo Masatomo. He died during an epidemic
to which many fell victims all over Japan.— With him, the Inukake
branch disappears from history.

(6) — (Yamanouchi, ili pi ). Noriaki, 0 (1306-1368). Son
of Norifusa, served Takauji. In 1337, when KUabatake Akiie again

became master of Kamakura, Noriaki, who had joined Hosokawa
Tomouji, marched against and defeated him on the Tom^gmoa. He
likewise defeated Nitta Yosliioki. When Ashikaga MotOffljZ became
Kwanryo of Kamakura (1349), Noriaki was his Shitsuji with
Ko Morofuyu. At the ses?, time he received the titles of Echigo no
kami and Izu no kami. his brother Shigeyoshi was murdered by
Ko Moronao (1349), he was exasperated and with Ashikaga Tadayoshi
passed to the ranks of the Southern party. Defeated in Musashi, he fled

to Shinano, where he enlisted under the banner of prince Munenaga-
shinno, a protege of Nitta Yoshimune, but was again defeated at the

Fuefuki-take. Motouji, however lacking the good advice of Noriaki,

forgave him his defection and again gave him the title of Shitsuji, which
dignity he kept when Ujimitsu succeeded Motouji (1367).

Noriaki
i

Yoshinori
1

Noriharu
1

Norikata Norihide

Norisada
1

Fusakata
i

1

Norimoto Tomokata Kiyokata

Norizane
i

Fusatomo
i

Chikaakl Noritada Fusaaki Fusasada

Norifusa Akisada
i

Fusayoshi

Akizane Norifusa
i

Saciazane

Norihiro Norimasa
i

Norlkage Terutora Kiyokage

i i

Kagetora Kagekatsu

Sadakatsu

Shigekata
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5K (+1378). Son of NoriaJci, was adopted by his
unde g &M when the latter had been murdered by Ko Moronao
<lP>i Yoshinori resolved to take revenge. He with Ashikaga Tada-

passed to the Southern side, and with the help of Suwa Kataskige,
defeated and killed Moro/uyu, brother of Moronao. At the death of
Noriaki (1368), he succeeded him as Shitsuji.

Noriharu, 3R (4-1379). Son of Noriaki, was Shitsuji of
the Kwanryo Ujimitsu. This latte? -was ambitious to supplant the Shogun
Yoshimitsu and Noriharu v&mly’ sought to dissuade him from his project.
Seeing the futility of hh •'remoasfcESfeuces, he went home, wrote a last letter
to the Kwanryo, and W&d h&aseK.

. ;

Norikata, $83*5-1394). ^Repressed a revolt of the Toki
in Mino in 1378. At ih& da&ih of his brother Noriharu, he replaced himm the office of Shitsuji to the Kwanryo Ujimitsu. He settled in the
village of Yamanouchi, near Kamakura, hence the name given to the
branch of the Uesugi of which he is the ancestor. In 1382, he defeated
Oyama Yoshimasa, who had sided with the Southern dynasty. Sick-
ness forced him to resign the office of Shitsuji.

Norimoto, M ^ (1383-1418). Grandson of Norikata. He was
named Shitsuji when Ujinori was deprived of this title (1415). The
latter rose in revolt the following year, and Norimoto was defeated.
Whilst the Kwanryo Mochiuji escaped to Suruga, he sought refuge
in the temple Kokusei-ji, at Nirayama (Izu) . Pursued even to that place
by his enemies he went to Echigo. In the beginning of 1417, he levied
troops, re-entered Kamakura, defeated and again took up
his functions. -Vy

8 *

Norizane, US SJ (
4- 1455). Ohs^fii^ihoet illustrious men of the

Uesugi line, was Norizane, son of 1419, he was named
Shitsuji and Awa no kami, and secur*8, of Norimoto. Mochi-
uji, Kwanryo of Kamakura, seeing Yoshimochi had no
children, left no means untried to succeed him. When therefore Yoshinori
had been chosen heir to his brother (1428), Mochiuji was very much irritat-
ed and his relations with Norizane became strained, for the latter, hav-
ing tried to dissuade him from aspiring to so high a dignity, was
now accused of being the cause of his failure. In 1437, Mochiuji formed
a plot against the Shogun, and mistrusting Norizan^goijght to arrest him.
Norizane in time fled to one of his castles in ftg|||pbd called upon
all his vassals as also upon Yoshinori for help*. latter ordered
all the great daimyd of the East to march against Hi i Muji, who being
besieged in the temple Eian-ji, killed himself (1439) . Norizane was then
made Kwanryo, but giving the office to his brother Kiyokata, he shaved
his head and retired to the Kokusei-ji (Izu). The Shogun Yoshimasa
tried to induce him tQ. office, but he refused, and his son
Noritada was named ::$345), Norizane then travelled over
many provinces and — Norizane, a distinguished man
of letters, was the grea^-^aafe^:--# the famous Ashikaga school (Shimo

-

tsuke) which he re-org^^i: :

,
:

;^^ewi8e favored artiste.
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Kiyokata, J (+1442). 5th son of Fusakata, governor of
Echigo and was Shitsuji of the Kwanryo of Kamakura (1439). The fol-
lowing year, Yuki Ujitomo brought the two sons of Mochiuji, Haru-o and
Yasu-d, to his castle of Koga (Shimotsuke) and was their protector against
the Uesugi. Kiyokata besieged them and stormed the castle. Ujitomo
was killed during the battle, and his wards, then 12 and 10 years old
respectively, were put to death (1441). Some time after, Kiyokata went
to Kyoto to give an account of the campaign to the Shogun, and as he
returned from the city, he was assassinated.
~

;
Noritada, 3s /£, (1433-1454). Son of Norizane, was named

Shitsuji when Nagao Masakata reinstalled Ashikaga Shigeuji in the
office of Kwanryo (1445), but, as Noritada was only 12 years old, Masa-
kata acted in his stead. .Shitsuji had resolved to avenge the death of his
father and brothers. He sought a favorable occasion, and one day, he
sent Yuki Shigetomo and Satomi Yoshizane to invest the house of Nori-
tada, who died whilst defending himself.

Fusaaki, J?j 3d (1432-1466). Son of Norizane, was named
Kwanto-kwanryo by Nagao Masakata after the murder of his brother
Noritada (1454). He forced Shigeuji to seek refuge in Koga and then
took up his residence at Kamakura. He then asked the Shogun Yoshimasa
to appoint a successor to Shigeuji. Yoshimasa named his own brother
Masatomo, who had settled at Horikoshi (Izu

)

(1461) . Shigeuji however,
supported by the daimyo of Shimotsuke, took the field, and before the
war was over, Fusaaki fell sick and died in his camp at Ikago (Musashi)

,

—-Akisada, 39 % (1454-1510). Son of Fusasada. He was
brought from Echigo by Nagao Masakata to acquire the inheritance of
Fusaaki by marrying his only surviving child. Masakata declared him-
self the tutor of his protege, and asked the Shogun to give him the title
of of Kwantd (1470). At the death of Masakata, Akisada
dis;-J Sasisng Kageharu the son of the former, chose Nagao Tadakage
as assessor. Kageharu now passed to the other branch of the Uesugi,

y^%9aya^su
,
and, then began the rivalry between these two families

which was to cause the ruin of both. In 1477 Kageharu levied troops,
Akisada at Ikago. Akicada retired to Kozuke, where he

built the castle of Shirai, and from there governed the Kwantd- The
first period of the war finished in 1486. Akisada victorious over his
competitor Sadamasa (Ogigayatsu), ordered Ota Dokwan, the principal
kerai of Sadamasa to be put to death. The war was resumed in 1493 ;this

.

time, Sadamasa met with death but his successor Tomo-
yoshi continued the war. During these continual dissensions, a new
power had nsen. Hojo Soun had occupied the castle of Odawara (1494)
and gradually enlarged bis estates at the expense of his neighbors. After
having for a long time fought in the environs oiKawagoe (Musashi), the
two Uesugi factions were reconciled, and met their common foe (1505).
Akisada shaved his head and took the name of Kajun. The follow-
lng year, Nagao Tamekage rebelled in Echigo and put his lord Fusa-
yoshi, brother of Akisada, to death. The latter, marched against the
rebel and defeated him. But many of the samurai of Echigo, breaking
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their alliance with the Uesugi, enlisted in the army of Tamekage. Aki-
sada resumed the campaign, but was defeated and killed himself. He
had ruled over the Kwanto for 40 years.

Norifusa, i* 3 (1466-1524). Adopted son of AJchada. He
strengthened his castle of Hirai (Kozuke) and soon after had to oppose the
Nagao, Tamekage and Kageharu, and Hojo Soun. Nagao Kagenaga
came to his rescue and had him made Kwanryo of Rom&l&ira (1512).
In 1524, Uesugi Tomooki (Ogigayatsu) was defeated, at Kmsagoe by
Mojo UjUmm, who occupied the castle of Edo. Norifusa was prepar-
ing an expedition ©gainst Ujitsuna, when he fell sick and died.

Norimasa, £ fx (1522-1579). Son of Norifusa. He continu-
ed the war against .the Hojo of Odawara. In 1537, he united his forces

..'.jseith these of Ogig&yaisu Tomosada, but Hojo Ujiyasu was victorious in

A;&§ battle and occupied the castle of Kawagoe : Tomosada was killed and
Norimasa flea to He formed a second army and re-entered the
field but he was again defeated in 1540 and 1543. The whole Kwanto
now acknowledged the authority of the Hojo. Norimasa then possessed

only the castle of Hirai and in 1551, Ujiyasu occupied it. Norimasa
fed to Echigo and placed himself under the protection of his vassal Nagao
Kagetora. whom he adopted as his son and who afterwards took the name

! t&'lfefegi. i5b‘)be the famous Kenshin, and to support the glory

(Kenshin, m. (1530-1578). Was the

!
|

T^mfkage, vassal of the Uesugi. Born at Tochio
name of Sarumatsu-mam, then thatef

t
1 ,

father, his elder brother, Harukage, succeeded
* sfafl sickly, he showed little ability to govern. Kage-

ttMg& suffered to such an extent from this state of
1 jgi&jkBti .ilfeti i&s'jagifsd permission to become a bonze and took the
1 kate £!je travelled over several provinces and at the

I 'tfMJaatq ^iej. fij&i f*$zmi Sadayuki, who advised him to return to his
' hsfew jfemifcs.' iHe'Mlowed this advice, and in 1543, he returned to

Echigo, deposed his brother, and supported by SadayuM, assumed the
administration of the paternal domains. He began his career by forcing

his brother-in-law, Nagao Masakage, to sue for peace and submit to him.
At that time, Murakami Yoshikiyo was at war with Takeda Shingen.
Defeated, he called on Kagetora for help, and thus began a struggle be-
tween these two fearless opponents which was to endure for more than
1 0 years. In 1551. Uesugi Norimasa, defeated by Hojo Ujiyasu, sought
protection and vofoge at his powerful vassal’s castle, but the latter made
his conditions. JNomndsa was to invest him with the office of Kwanryo,
adopt him a® his give him the name of Uesugi and the title of Echigo
no kami. The following year, Kagetora shaved his head and took the
name of Kenshin, by which he is better known. He fixes want to Kyoto
and was ordered by the Shogun to fight the Hojo. Ha thus hsvd to combat
Takeda Shingen and the daimyo of Odawara at the gss&®

i

fiaa& The war
with Shingen was mostly fought in the Kawanaka-jvma N. of
Shinano. Here the two champions met every year S'.ud displayed their
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strategic skill, each campaign ending without decisive results. In 1558,
Kenshin declared war against the Hojo, and stormed the castles of
Numata and of Umayabashi (Kozuke). The Shogun Yoshiteru then
gave him the title of Kwanto-kwanryo, and allowed him to use one
of the characters of his own name, and the name Kagetora became
Terutora. Pursuing his exploits, he besieged Odawara, fought Takeda
Shingen at Kawanaka-jima, where Nobushige, Shingen’s brother,
was killed ; conquered Etchu, and achieved the conquest of Kozuke
province (1564). At this stage of the war, the Shogun offered to
arbitrate, and forced him to make peace with the
Hojo, one of the clauses of the treaty being that

Kenshin, who was a bonze since childhood
and had no heir, should adopt Ujiyasu’s son,

Saburo, to whom he was to giyfe name of

Kagetora. When peace was dgj±&%,'Kenshin
was able to give his undivided ; i^ntion to

Shingen who had just invaded Etchu, and
whom he pursued as far as Kaga and Noto.
Whilst thus waging war far from his own

iw esfetoi'-fsa heard that Nobunaga was besieging

> GSVSOU’.-of&is castles in Kwanto. He hastened
new foe and hesitated not to enter

with him who had become master of all Japan. He joined
sfisiitfon against Nobunaga formed by Takeda Katsuyori, son of Shin-

- ' -^#«-- B?#)re personally entering upon a campaign against this dreaded
foe, Nobunaga sent Shibata Katsuie, Maeda Toshiie, etc. against him.
After some months, Kenshin fell sick and died at the age of 48. Pie
received the Buddhist posthumous name of Shinko. The question of bis

succession brought about fresh troubles.

Kagetora, (1552-1579). 7th son of Hojo Ujiyasu, adopt-
ed by Kenshin. In 1564, he governed Noto and Sado. At the death
of Kenshin he received a part of his inheritance, but Kagekatsu, Ken-
shin’s nephew, claimed his rights. War followed and Kagetora was
defeated. Hojo Nagakuni was sent to help him, but Takeda Katsuyori
supported Kagekatsu. War was renewed and after a short space Naga-
kuni was killed in battle, and Kagetora was again defeated and killed

himself at Kitagawa.

Kagekatsu, jjc (1555-1623) Son of Nagao Masakage,
who married a sister of Kenshin. He was first called Kiheida and was
brought up by his uncle, whom he accompanied in all his campaigns, as
soon as he could carry arms. When Kenshin had adopted Kagetora, he
divided his immense domains in half to satisfy both his sons. But at the
death of Kenshin, Kagekatsu claimed the whole inheritance, and the
following year, Kagetora being defeated, killed himself. Being sole

master, Kagekatsu restored order in his provinces, reconquered Etchu and
Kaga, served Nobunaga and then Hideyoshi, who bestowed upon
him the title of Chunagon and chose him as one of the 5 Tairo who
were entrusted with the government of affairs during the minority of
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Hideyori. In the beginning of 1598, Kagekatsu exchanged his fief of
Echigo for that of Aizu with a revenue of 1,200,000 k. Some months
later Hideyoshi died and disunion quickly followed afiKfg the Tairo, all

of whom returned to their domains. Ieyasu soon 0$$!?
hearing that Kagekatsu was preparing for war, and iisitg

wishing to give him time to finish his preparatibni,®
at mm took the field against him. He had scarcely

reached Oyama (Shimotsuke), when he learned of the
coalition that had been formed against him by Ishida
Kazushige, and he hastened to retrace his steps. Naoe
Kanetsugu, who was leading the Aizu troops, intended
to attack him at this juncture hut Kagekatsu opposed this plan. After
Sekigahara (1600), when the daimijo were vying with each other in
their submission to the victor, Kagekatsu kept aloof. Ieyasu at last called
him to Kyoto and there exchanged his fief of Aizu for that of Yone-
zawa (Deioa— 300,000 k.). In 1615, Kagekatsu took his place among
the daimyo who were besieging Osaka, his submission being complete.

,
—;— Sadakatsu, (1603-1645). Son of Kagekatsu, susB#ailsd

him in the fief of Yonezawa, and proved himself a good administ;&?,;«?v h

; Tsunakatsu, 399 Ji£ (+ 1664). Son of Sadakatsu, f||i'2j$>
children, and adopted Tsunanori, son of Kira Yoshinaka ; but at his
death, the revenues of the fief were reduced to 150,000 k.

Harunori, in iHi (1751-1822). Son of Akizuki Tanemitsu, was
adopted by Uesugi Shigesada and succeeded him in the fief of Yonezawa.
In 1785, he entrusted the administration of his domains to his son and
devoted his time to literature. He established a school at Yonezawa,
called Kojo-kwan (1797).— The descendants of the family resided at
Yonezawa (Dewa), till the Restoration.— Now Count.— A side branch,
descended from Tsunanori and having a revenue of 10,000 k., now bears
the title of Viscount.

(?) (Ogigayatsu, M &)— Akisada, ® Grandson of
ShigeaJci, settled at Ogigayatsu (Sagami) and took the name of the place.

Shigeaki

Shigelo

r
Yoshinori Akisada

i

Tomosada

Ujisada

Mochisada

Mochitomo

Akizane

Tomoaki

I

Mitsutomo

Mitsusada

(Kagazume

)

Akif ûsa

Masazane

Sadamasa

Tomoyoshi

Tomooki

Tomosada

Takaaki
(Miura)

Tomomasa Sadamasa
!

1 1

Tomoatsii Tomonaga

Tomooki [Nanamvxi)
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Mochitomo, ^^-(f4M-l4£T)

.

tS&Sljmth his relative Nori-

zane during the Eikyo dvS ’war p.482), and?-
-

when Shigeuji had been

made Kwanryo (1449), -ha ak&vad b.i& frfr&ct, i^pk the name of Docho,

resigned his domains in ;&vorTstM&mn A^fessTaod retired to Iiawagoe

(Musashi). When AsBJtagci Uesugi (Yamano-

uchi) Noiitada (1454), MoSkfamo j<imit^M<maki, marched against

Shigeuji and obliged hiu.rfe^jsgek in Kog^T -In 1457, he built the

castle of Kawagoe, suppjiiaX^dsM^/gc^3i^s<.iiiomo against Shigeuji,

and maintained the struggle for several years. At that epoch, the

Yamanouchi branch of the Uesugi was in the height of its power and
Nagao Masakata, its principal herai, served it with intelligence and
energy, and maintained its authority in Echigo, Kozuke, Musashi, Izu.

In the mean time, Ota Dokwan, principal vassal of the Ogigayatsu, was
engaged in extending the influence of his own lord, and rivalry soon

became so intense between the two that war broke out. The
immediate occasion was found in art of the Shogun Yoshimasa
commanding his brother Masatomo and the JJesugi clan to begin another

campaign against Shigeuji (1462). Mochitomo, contrary to expectations

sided with Shigeuji. Masatomo, Yamanouchi Fusasada marched against

him and he died during the war.

Sadamasa, % JE (1442-1493). Son of Mochitomo, continued

the war in which his father had been engaged, and was especially aided

by Ota Dokwan. Two servants, jealous of the favor enjoyed by Ota, and
probably bribed by the Yamanouchi, calumniated him to his master and
he was put to death. Disorder having broken out in the domains of the

Ogigayatsu and Yamanouchi, Akisada took up arms to restore peace.

Sadamasa asked Ashikaga Shigeuji for help, who sent his son Masauji
with some troops and the Yamanouchi were defeated. The Shigeuji and
the Ogigayatsu party gained the ascendency for some time, especially

when Hojo Soun joined it. In a battle against Akisada, Sadamasa fell

from his horse and was killed.

Tomoyoshi, $)§ $_ (+1518). Son of Tomomasa, was chosen

heir by his uncle Sadamasa. When he heard that Hojo Soun had oc-

cupied Odawara, he levied troops and marched against him ; Soun,
fearing to begin war so soon, acknowledged, for the time being at least, the

suzerainty of the Uesugi (1494). Tomiyoshi then turned against Yama-
nouchi Akisada, but despite the support of Soun and Imagawa Ujichika,

he was defeated after having fought several battles in Musashi. He
retired to Kawagoe, where he was obliged to capitulate. He was trans-

ferred to the castle of Edo (1504).

Tomooki, ^ $! (1488-1537). Had attempted to relieve Miura
Yoshiatsu then besieged by Hojo Soun in his castle of Arai (Sagami), but

was defeated (1517). Aided by Hojo Ujitsuna, he later reconquered

Kawagoe. In 1530, in a war agrinst the Sjjgig he was defeated by
Ujiyasu. j ,V

Tomosada, %. (+1544). Son olTfmiOoki, erected the castle

of Kandaiji to resist the Hojo of Odawara. Ujiyasu then laid siege to

Kawagoe (1537), stormed it and Tomosada took refuge in Matsuyama
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(Musaski£? Xa. he joined Yamanouchi Norimasa and tried to re-
cover K&tf&gQifr- aeg® lastened a long time, and Tomosada was
killed. With him, the name of the Ogigayatsu disappears from
history.

Uesugi Echigo shi-ro, ± ^ M H ig The 4 principal vassal
families of the Uesugi in Echigo: Nagao, Ishikawa, Chisaka and
Saito.

Uesugi Kwanto shi-ro, ± teffl MW The 4 principal
vassal families of the Uesugi in Kwanto : Nagao

, Oishi, Kobata and
Shirokura.

Uga-no-mitama no kami, jnf . — See Toyo-uke-hime.
Ugayafuki-aezu no mikoto, fig 'U I?^ ft .

— See Hikonagi-
satake-ugayafuki-aezu no mikoto. v'k$&n-

.

Ugo, M & - One of the 13 pid*3*&Bkof the Tosando. Comprises 9
districts— Chinese name: Ushu (with Uzen).— At present it belongs
to the Akda-ken.— Formerly with Uzen, it formed the province of Deiva
which in 1869, was divided in two.

Uji, j£ . Family name, partronymic name. Nakatomi, Fujiwara,
Taira, Minamoto, are known as uji. In ancient books, the word kabane
(sei) is often used for uji (shi), but not vice versa. (See Kabane). Dis-
tinction was made between the o-uji (reserved to the senior family)
and the ko-uji (applied to the branches). The chief of the family had
the title of Uji no kami. The vassals were called Tomobe, Mirnbu,
etc.

UjiL*» > ^ jM • District of the Yamashiro province, to which the
city of Kyoto belongs. The tea of that place enjoys a great reputation,
and was formerly reserved for the Emperors and the Shogun. The bonze
Eisai was the first to cultivate it at Toga-no-o, from where it was carried
to Uji (15th century).

Uji, ?o • Small city (3500 inh.) of the Yamashiro province, and
the Kuze district, on the TJji-kawa river

;
also a village of the same pro-

vince, Uji district, on the opposite side of the river, spanned by the famous
bridge Uji-bashi.— Ojin-tenno had his palace there and Uji no Waki-
iratsuko was born in that place.

Uji-bashi, ^ in ^ . Bridge joining the two sides of the Uji-kawa
nver near the city of Uji (Yamashiro). Was constructed in 647 by the
bonze Docho. As it was on the road leading from Kyoto to Yamato,
Iga, etc. it became the scene of many encounters. — See Uji-kawa.

Uji-bito, R A • Name formerly given to all the members of
a family who honored the same Uji-gami. Uji-ko has the same
nasaning.

(ffifera,—’ & tF • Formerly, name given to the Buddhist temple
a family in honor of its Uji-gami. Thus the K6fuku-ji at

Kurd was the uji-dera of the Fujiwara.
Ujie, R %

.

Ancient daimyo family native of Shimotsuke and
descended from the Fujiwara.

Kinyori, ^ gj . At the end of the 12th century, settled at Ujie
(Shimotsuke) where he built a castle.
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fg£ jt (+1571). Had the title of Hitachi no stike.

He shaved bis head and took the name of Bakuzen. In 1559, he was in

command of the castle of Ogaki. He was killed during the war against

the troops of Ikko-shii of Nagashima.
Yukihiro, JM (+1615). Son of the above, became daimyd

of Kuwana (Ise— 25,000 k.), but in 1600, he sided against Ieyasu and
was dispossessed. He enlisted in the army of Hideyoshi, and at the fall

of Osaka, was ordered to commit harakiri.

Yukitsugu, . Shima no kami, brother of the above and
daimyd of Moriyama (Omi — 15,000 k.), was likewise dispossessed in

1600.

Uji-gami, fif • Titulary god of tbe hearth. In the Middle Ages,
every family had its own god and erected a temple to him (uji-dera),

where they gathered at stated times to venerate their ancestors and pray
for the prosperity of their descendants. This god was either the first

ancestor of the lineage or a god who was already honored by the family,

from time immemorial. The Uji-gami must then be distinguished from
the Ubusuna no kami : the first being a god protector of the family, the

second, the titulary god of the place of birth. All the members of one
clan, who venerated the same Uji-gami, were called ujibito or ujiko. It

is commonly known that the Uji-gami of the Minamoto was Hachiman,
god of war.

Uji-gawa, iu Ji| • Eiver, known as an outlet of lake Biwa (Omi)
by the name of Seta-gawa, flows through Xamashiro and skirts the Uji
district, whence its name, then passes 'j^Mmi, and joining the Katsura-
gawa, forms the Yodo-gawa. On its banks many battles were fought,

the most famous being the one of 1180, in which Minamoto Yorimasa,
after having performed prodigies of valor, being defeated by Taira
Tomomori, committed harakiri in a neighboring temple, Byodo-in.
Another was fought in 1184, when Kiso Yoshinaka met his death on its

banks.

Uji-monogatari, ^ $u % S& • (Lit. : recitals of Uji). Classical

book in 60 volumes, composed by Minamoto Takakuni ( + 1077), known
by the name of Uji-Damagon.

Uji no kami, K _h • Or Uji no Choja, j£ & , Title or Office

created to remedy the disorder introduced by the assumption of such
family names as uji, kabane, etc. From researches made in the I0ih
century, it appears that there existed more than 2,800 such titles. In the
principal families an Uji no kami was established, who verified the right

of those bearing such patronymic names. He was at the same time the
chief of the clan. Practically the title existed only in the Fujkoara ,

Tachibana, Taira and Minamoto families. One of the Tokugat&x
Shogun’s titles was Genji no choja or chief of the Minamoto clan.

Uji no Waki-iratsuko, iS ft fili -p (+312). Son of the Em-
peror Ojin and younger brother of Nintoku. His teacher was the famous
Korean Want. In 297 he received an order to punish the king of Koma
(Korea), who had written an insulting letter to Ojin. In 309, he was
chosen heir to the throne, but at the death of his father, he refused to
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succeed him to the detriment of his elder brother Nintoku. The latter,

however, in respect to the will of his father, refused to ascend the throne.

This contest of disinterestedness lasted for 3 years, after which lapse
of time, Waki-iratsuko, to force his brother to ascend the throne, fled to

Uji and there committed harakiri.

Ukemochi no kami, '{& Jit ## • — See Toyo-uke-hime.

Ukita, ^ |f £ • Ancient daimyo family descended from Kojima
Takanori, and therefore from Minamoto (Seiwa-Genji)

.

—— Yoshiie, % Was vassal of Urakami Muramune, daimyd
of Mimasaka. Munekage, son of Muramune, had him put to death.

Naoie, ill (1530-1582). Son of Yoshiie, at first served Mune-
kage, then to avenge the death of his father, revolted and obliged Mune-
kage to flee to Sanuki. He then rid himself of Nakayama Nobumasa
and of his brother-in-law Tanigawa Hisataka, and was sole master of the
Bitchu province. But he had to fight against the Mori and asked help
from Nobunaga, who confirmed him in the possession of his fief.

Hideie, ( + 1662). Being a child at the death of his

father, he was brought up by Hideyoshi. When the latter made peace
with the Mori, he added the Mimasaka province (1582) to the fief of the

Ukita. At the time of the Korean expedition, Hideie was made general

in chief (gensui). After Hideyoshi'

s

death, he opposed Ieyasu and
stormed the castle of Fushimi. When the armies met in Mino, Hideie
advised an night attack but Ishida Kazushige refused. After the

defeat; of his party at Sekigahara, Hideie fled to Satsuma and was
deprived of his fief of Okayama (Bizen— 475,000 k.), which comprised

3 provinces. In the beginning of 1603, Shima-m lehisa revealed the

retreat of Hideie to Ieyasu and the Shogun condemned him to death,

but commuted this penalty to perpetual exile to the island of Hachijo-
jima (Izu), whither he was transported with his son Hidekatsu. Upon
arrival at the place of his exile, he shaved his head and took the name of

Baifu. He died at an advanced age being more than 90 years old. — A
brother of Naoie, Tadaie, took the family name of Sakazaki. His son
Narimasa, served Hideie, then Maeda Gen-i, and later Ieyasu, who gave
him the' fief of Tsuicano (Iwami— 20,000 k.). He killed himself in 1616.

Ukiyo-e, flfc It . Style of painting inaugurated in the 17th
century by Iwasa Matabei. He endeavored to represent the scenes

of every day life exactly, for which reason it is called the vulgar or re-

alistic school. His works are more esteemed by foreigners than by
Japanese. The best painters the school has produced besides Matabei,
are : Hishikawa Moronobu, Hanabusa Itclio, Kitagawa Utamaro, Ho-
kusai, Miyagawa Ghoshun, etc.

Ukiyo Matabei, 7? iH: % #1 .— See Iwasa Matabei.

Ukon, U ill • — See Kon-e-efu.

Uku-shima, ^ IK Ml • Island (34 Km. circ.) N. of the Goto group

(Hizen)

.

Ukwansho, H If — See Sakwanshd.

Uma-azukari, J8| J|| • Under the Tokugawa, functionaries who
trained horses for the Shogun. This charge was hereditary in the
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Suwabe and Manalci families
;
they received an allowance of 200 k.

of rice.

Umashimate no mikoto, nf J| ^ . Son of Nigihayahi no
mikoto, resided in Yamato when 'Jimmn came to

conquer that land. His uncle Nagasune-hiko hav-

ing refused to submit, he killed him, wherefore he
was named chief of the interior guard of the Im-
perial Palace. He is the ancestor of the Mononobe.

Ancient name of the

(Kozuke)

.

JS J| .—See Shotoku-

TJmeda Umbin, *§ ® (1816-1859).

Confucianist of Kyoto and distinguished poet. He
promoted the cause of the Imperial Restoration by
word and writing, and was on that account arrested

by order of the Shogun. He died in prison.

Umedani, . Kuge family descended

from the Fujiwara.— Now Viscount.

Umenokoji, /J' . Kuge family descended from the Fujiwara.
— Now Viscount.

Umetsubo, • In Mikawa. Matsudaira Hirotada, father of

Ieyasu, defeated Miyake Yasusada, Nobunaga’s general, (1548) at that

place.

Umewaka, . Family descended from Tachibana Moroe, be-

came famous for composing and performing the no or sarugaku.

Kagehisa, jfl; (K (1466-1529). Left the Kwanze to establish a

special school and in 1481, received the name of Umewaka from the Em-
peror Go-Tsuchimikado. The best known after him, are : Iehisa, Hiro-

naga, Ujimori, Ujiyoshi, (1744-1818), Bokuro (1776-1854), etc.

Umezono, [SJ • Kuge family descended from the Fujiwara. —
Now Viscount.

Urnmei-den, ino. fill I® • Apartment in the Imperial Palace, reserved

for the ladies of the Court. Also called Naishi-dokoro.

Unabara, M M • Country which Izanagi left as an inheritance'to

Tsukiyomi, or according to others, to Susano-o. Some commentators

believe it to be a part of Korea, others, the Byukyu, islands
;
the first

opinion is the most generally admitted.

Unagaya, Ws ^ ^ or Yunagaya In Iwashiro. Was from 1670
to 1868, the residence of a branch of the Naito family (15,000 k.).

Unebi-yama, M iK lU • Hill between the villages of Shirakashi

and Masuge, in Yamato, near which Jimmu-tenno fixed his residence

(Kashiwabara no miya) (660 B.C.) and was buried (Unebi-yama no ushi-

tora no sumi).— In its vicinity are likewise found the tombs of the Em-
perors Annei ( Unebi-yama no hitsuji-saru no mi-hodoi no sumi), Itoku

(Unebi-yama no minami-masago-dani-no-ue no sumi).— Mount Unebi

is also called Jimyoji-zan. In 1889, a temple (Kashiwabara-jingu)
was

erected on its summit in honor of the first Emperor of Japan.

Umayabashi, /igc •

present city of Maebashi,

Umayado no Oji, M;
taishi.
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Uneme, ix Formerly female attendants of the Palace. The
daughters of the district governors were usually chosen for that office

(lcori-zukasa), giving preference to those who were remarkable for their
beauty;and poetical or musical talents. At their head was the Uneme-
zukasa.

Unjo, m -t Under the Tokugawa, taxes levied on merchants, arti-

sans, etc. Corresponds to what is known to-day as the eigyd-zei The
taxes on public pawn shops, inns, etc. were called myoga-kin.
Unkei, ig JM Famous sculptor of the 12th and the 13th centuries.

Son of Kokei and a descendant of Jocho, he at first resided at Kyoto, then
went to Kamakura and is the ancestor of many
sculptors of Buddhist statues (busshi) . He re-

ceived the title of Bitchu-hoin.—His son Tan-
kei and his grandson Koen were also great

sculptors.

Unkoku-ryu, ft Q . School of paint-

ing of Chinese style, founded by Sesshu
(1420-1507), bonze of the Unkoku-ji temple.

Its principal masters are: Shugetu, Shutoku,
Toselci, Tosatsu, Shicko, Sesson, Togan, etc.

The so called Settei-ryu and Hascgawa-ryu are

branches of this school.

Un-no-kuchi, $$ ff P . In Shinano, Mi-
nami-maki-mura. A castle had been built

there which belonged to the Murakami daimyo. In the 16th cen-
tury, it was entrusted to Hiraga Genshin who was besieged therein

by Takeda Nobutora. Later on, it was taken by Shingen, son of
Nobutora.

Unno Yukisuke, M H (1789-1858). Literary man. Dis-
ciple of Motoori Ghira, especially national antiquity.

Uno Shishin, ^ Ef X (1698-1745). Scholar of Kyoto, made a
special study of Chinese'nterature.

Unsen-ga-take, S. • Volcano (1250 ;m) in Shimabara (Hi-
zen) peninsula, in eruption in 1792.

Unshu, fj <H-1 . Chinese name for the Izumo province.

Unuma, $$ rg . In Mino. Ancient castle which was defended by
Osawa Jirdemon and stormed by Nobunaga (1564).

Uotsu, • In Etchu. Ancient castle which during the 14th
century belonged to the Shiina family and was taken by Nagoshi Tohi-
kane. At the end of the 16th century, Itaya Masahiro was besieged

there and defeated by Uesugi Kensliin. The latter in turn was expelled

by Shibata Katsuie.

Urabe, b nj> . Ancient family descended from Ame-no-koyane no
mikoto. Several of its members are distinguished literati and poets : Mu-
shimaro, Kotatsu, Hirokata (8th century), Hiramaro (9th century), etc.

Urabe Eenko, h M 3k & — See Yoshida Kenko.

Urabe Suntake, j> §15^^(950-1022). Warrior, and one of the
shi-tenno of Minwnoto Yorimitsu.
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Urado, j® P In Tosa. When Chosokabe Motochika had been
defeated by Hideyoshi and his domains were reduced to the single pro-

vince of Tosa, he left his castle of Asalcura, and built another at TJrado.

where he resided (1585). His son Morichika having been dispossessed

in 1600, the castle was abandoned.

Uraga, M M Town (14,000 inh.) of Sagami. Under the Tolai-

gawa, a bureau for inspecting all ships entering or leaving the port. In

1818, an English ship, the Gordon, visited it. In 1837, an American
man-of-war (Morrison’s expedition) entered it and was fired upon. The
Mercator (1845) and the Columbus (1846) visited it also. In July, Com-
modore Perry arrived and soon after Japan was opened to the outer

world.

Uraga-bugyo, J® 5S $ ff • Under the Tokugawa, the official who
supervised the port of Uraga. He had also judiciary powers over Saga-
mi province. He was at first stationed at Shimoda (Izu), but, in 1721,

was transferred to Uraga

.

Uraga-kaikyo, fill $5! #4 • Strait that separates Sagami from
Awa, and gives access to Tokyo bay.

Urakami, j[fj Jb • Ancient daimyo family descended from Ki no

Kosami.

Norimune, JWJ ^ • Was vassal cl the .Baring the

Onin civil war (1468), he sided with Yamana-Bfaw sa3 was defeated by
the Hosokawa. He then went to Kyoto where his.|osl JJsamci&u Masa-
nori, who was at the head of the Samurai-dokoro,i^KK\(^m Bhoshidai.

Masanori died in 1494 and was succeeded by his sea M&S&mura, who
was then only a child, and Norimune was administrator of his domains.

Muramune, £-!" (+1524). Grandson of Korimune. At the

time of the ruin of the Akamaku, fee received the provinces of Harima
and Mimasaka. Masamura vainly tried to regain possession of his do-

mains
;
he was defeated (1505) and later on, put to death by Muramune

(1522). Some former kerai of the Akamatsu attempted to revolt, but

were subjugated by Ukita Yoshiie (1523). The same year, HosobMt>&

Takakuni asked help from Muramune, who then besieged Ho&OR&tv®
Harumoto in the castle of Takamatsu. He took the castle and gave it to

Takakuni. The following year, Harumoto returned with a large army
and defeated Takakuni at Imamiya (Settsu), and Muramune was killed

in the battle.

Munekage, m JP: • Sou of Muramune, was dispossessed by his

vassal Ukita Naoie towards 1550, and the family disappears from

history.

Uramatsu, n fe . Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Toshi-

mitsu.— Now Viscount.

Urashima Taro, j® Hero of a very popular legend. A
fisherman living on the coasts of Yura (Tango), had gone out fishing (it

being the year 478, according to the legend) when a sea tortoise trans-

ported him to the sub-marine palaces of the goddess Oto-hime, where he

was detained for 200, according to others for 350 years. Longing to see

his family again, he asked to return to his village. The goddess after



having vainly tried to dissuade him from his request, presented him with
a casket containing the years of his life that had glided away without
his knowledge, but with the strict injunction, never to open it. The
imprudent man however could not overcome his curiosity, and scarce-
ly had he raised the lid when he noticed a light smoke issuing from the
box. He at once died of old age.

Uratsuji, ^ it • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Toshi-
mitsu.— Now Viscount.

Urawa, fff fD • Chief town (6,900 inh.) of the Saitama-ken
(Musashi).

Urin, 33 • In China, the name of the superior officers of the Im-
perial guard.

Urin-ke, 33 ^ • Formerly, families which acquired the offices

(chiijd, shosho) of Kon-e-fu and those of Nagon, Sangi. They were
thus named because in China the Kon-e-fu were called Urin. The
foremost of these families were: Ogimachi, Nakayama, Washio, Sono,
Aburanokoji, Matsuki, Anenokoji, Higashizono, Omiya, Nishioji, Niiva-
ta, Asukai, Reizei, Rokujo, etc.

Uriuno, dfe f? • In Settsu, Suminoe-mura. Kusunoki Masatsura
there defeated Yamana Tokiuji and Hosokawa Akiuji (1347).

Uruppu-jima, # IS ft! • Island (95 Km. in length and 24 Km. in
width) of the Chishima archipelago {Kurile).

Usa, (4 • District and city (3,800 inh.) of Buzen. Was formerly
called Usa no kuni. At the time of Jimmn, the ruler of the land came
to meet the conqueror, made his submission and acted as pilot to his
fleet. In the city, may be seen the famous temple Usa-Hachiman,
dedicated to Ojin-tenno and erected, according to some, in the year 570,
and according to others, in 712. It is the temple to which Wake no
Kiyomaro was sent to consult the god whether Shotoku should abdicate
in favor of the bonze Dokyo (768). During the 16th century, Otomo
Sorin, profiting by the civil wars, burned the temple and seized its

domains. His son Yoshimune rebuilt it.

Usami Sadayuki, 3= H ^ ff • Also called Yoshikatsu. Son
of Takatada and likewise vassal of the Uesugi, he supported Nagao Tame-
kage, then Terutora, who, accepting his counsels, again brought glory
to the Uesugi family and became the illustrious Kenshin. In 1564,
Nagao Yoshikage was calumniated to Kenshin, who ordered him to be put
to death. Sadayuki invited Yoshikage to go out boating with him and,
suddenly threw him overboard. After Kenshin’s death, Kagekatsu, his
successor and son of Yoshikage, resolved to avenge the death of his father
on Katsuyuki, the son of Sadayuki. The latter then left the Uesugi
clan and took service in Hideyoshi’s army.
Usami Sensui, ^ (1710-1776). Confucianist. Bom in

Kazusa, was a disciple of Ogiu Sorai, and entered the service of the
Matsudaira daimyo of Matsue (Izumo). Left several works.
Usa-yama, ^ ill • Hill in Omi, near the Shiga village. A tem-

ple was erected on its summit in honor of Hachiman, hence the name
given to it. In 1570, Nobunaga constructed a castle upon this hill, and
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entrusted it to Mori Yoshinari, who was besieged in it by Asai Naga-
masa and Asakura Yoshikage. Mori Yoshinari died during the siege.

Ushiku, * !K

.

In Hitachi. Ancient castle which during the 16th

century, belonged to a family bearing that name. Under the Toku-
gawa, it became the residence of the daimyo Yura, and from 1628 to

1868, that of the Yamaguchi (10,000 k ).

Ushikubo, • Small city (3,600 inh.) of Mikawa. Ancient

castle, defended by Makino Narisada, in tbe middle of the 16th century.

H& was a vassal of. the Imagawa, who surrendered it to the Tokugawa.
It was abandoned in 1590.

ir«ykn.wmiML 4* & f8 • Lake (24 Km. circ.) in Hitachi.

& M ffll- Under the Tokugawa, applied to the

kite of »: daring his minority. He was chosen, either by the

ShSgtm Mb® his death, or by the Emperor, and was always selected

fee®a the 8an-ke or the San-kyo. Thus Ietsugu’s tutor was Yoshimune

of KU, who became his successor (1716). Iemochi, elected at the age of

1.8 (1.868) vfn& diwseted by Tayasu Yoshiyori, then by Hitotsubashi

Eeifci.

UsM-mki, , Formerly a penalty inflicted upon great crimi-

ioate
:
qu&ffered by 4 oxen.

Usko, H • Chinese name of the Udaijin. Ufa was also used.

Ushoben, H d' #? Formerly an official of the Dajbkwan, who
assisted the Udaiben and TJchuben. — See Benkwan.

Ushosho, Abbreviation of Ukon-e-shosho.

Ushu, Vi ;Hi • Chinese name for the ancient province of Dewa, which
forms the actual provinces of Uzen and Ugo.

Usui, fd # . Western district of Kbzuke. The group of mountains

that separate Kbzuke from Shinano are called Usui-ryo, and the road

that joins the two provinces, Usui-saka. According to the Nihon-ki, it

was from the summit of the Usui (
Torii-toge) that Yamato-takeru, at

the thought of his wife Tachibana-hime, exclaimed “ Azuma wa ya ! ”

(The Kojiki relates the incident as having taken place in Sagami, on
Ashigara-yama, Usui-zaka). As the mountains are on the borders of

the Kioanto and the Tbsan-do, a barrier (selci) guarded by soldiers was
formerly placed there During the 16th century, this vicinity was the

scene of several battles between the Takeda and the Uesugi.

Usuki, £3 ^ • Town (10,500 inh.) of Bungo. Ancient castle built

in 1564 by Otomo Sorin

:

it was called Niujima-jb. In 1593, Hideyoshi

gave it to Fukuwara Naotaka, who entrusted it to Ota Masayuki.

Under the Tokugaxca it became the residence of the Inaba daimyo
(56,000 k.) from 1600 to 1868.

Usuki Kanren, E3 It $£ • Vassal of the Otomo of Bungo. He
Constantly urged Sorin to enlarge his domains. He was made governor

of Ghikuzen and settled in the castle of Tachibana, which name he took.

After his death the Otomo declined. — His adopted son was Tachibana

Muneshige (See that name)

.

Uta-dokoro, SDt pjf — See Waka-dokoro.

Utae-tadasu tsukasa, }PJ • Ancient name of the Gyobu-sho.
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Utagaki, S& ia . Ancient dance performed whilst singing, and dur-
ing which the young men chose the girl they wished to marry.
Uta^awa-ryu, SJfc Jl| • Realistic school of painting (ukiyo-e), thus

called from its founder Utagawa Toyoharu. The best known painters
are

:

Toyoharu
(1735-1814)

(

Toyokuni I

(1769-1825)'

Toyohiro
(1765-1829)

Toyohisa
Toyomaru

Kuninao (1793-1854)

Kuninobu
Kumfusa
Kuniie
Toyokuni II-Toyokuni III (1786-1864)-Toyokuni IV (1823-1880)
Kuniyoshi (179t-1861)
Kunishige (1777-1835)
Kuninaga
Kunimasa (1773-1810)
Kunimaru
Kunimitsu
Kuniyasu (1802-1836)
'Toyonobu
Toyoyoshi
Hiromaaa
Hiroshige I - Hiroshige II - Hiroshige III (jlnrfo)

. (1797-1858) (1842-1894)

Utoneri, ft & A • Originally, the body guard of the Emperor was
called toneri. In 701, 90 utoneri were appointed

;
this number reduced

to 40, was later on raised to 60, then to 100. The most intelligent young
men belonging to families of the 5th rank (go-i) and upwards were chosen
to form this guard.

utsumi, ft ft$ • In Owari. Minamoto Yoshitomo was put to death
in that place by Osada Tadamune (1160). There also, Oda Nobutaka
committed suicide after his defeat— (1583).

utsumine, ^ # lltfc . Mountain in Iwaki, upon which Kitabatake
Akinobu when made Chinju/u-Shogun, built a castle (1340) which was
called Utsmnine-jo or Hoshi-ga-shiro. He was expelled from it in 1352
by the troops of tfctjj jpjjra, Yuki, etc. of the Northern dynasty.

Utsunomiyft, g . Chief town (32,100 inh
) of the Tochigi-ken

and of the provlp^: 0, Shimotsuke. Ancient castle built in the Middle
Ages, by the Vtsunomiya family. Hideyoshi gave it to Asano Naga-
yosbi (1591), then to Gamo Hideyuki (1596). Under the Tokugawa it

was successively the residence of the daimyo Okudaira (1601), Honda
(1619). Okudaira (1622), Honda (1681), Okudaira (1685), Abe (1697),
Toda (1710), Matsudaira (1749), and from 1774 to 1868, that of the
Toda (70,000 k.).

Utsunomira, ^ • Ancient daimyo family descended from the
Kwampaku mijvs&ara Michikane (955-995). A great-grandson of Michi-
kane became bonse under the name of Soen and was placed at the head
of the temple of Futara (now, Nikko). His son Munetsuna built the
castle of XJtsunomiya and took his name from that place.

Kintsuna, & ffl (1302-1356). Son of Sadatsuna, was governor
of Bizen. Sent by Hojo Takatoki to defend the Bokuhara (Kyoto) in

1332, he joined the Imperial cause after the capture of Kamakura and
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fought under Nitta Yoshisada. Seeing his party defeated everywhere,
he returned to Utsunomiya. He re-entered the field in 1337 and defeated

Ashikaga Yoshiakira, Uesugi Noriaki, etc. When bis lord (Kitaba-

take Akiie) had suffered defeat, he returned to Utsunomiya, shaved his

head and took the name of Riven.

TJjitsuna, U; $| (+1370). Son of Kintsuna, continued the war
against the Ashikaga and defeated Tadayoslii and Momonoi Naoyoshi.
He afterwards surrendered to the Kwanryo Motouji.

Toshitsuna, v? $1 (1437-1477). Son of Mochitsuna, sided

with Shigeuji against the Uesugi, but was defeated, obliged to shave his

head and was confined to Shirakaica (Mutsu)

.

Tadatsuna, JS& si . His domains being invaded by Satake
Yoshiaki and Iwalci Shigekata, Yuki Masatomo came to his aid (1499).

Instead of being grateful for the favor received, Tadatsuna plotted against
his benefactor. Masatomo therefore returned, deposed him and replaced

him by his uncle Okitsuna.

Hisatsuna, fAj SI (1519-1546). Son of Okitsuna, was killed

at Saotome (Shimotsuke) in a war against his neighbor Nasu.
Hirotsuna, JjSJ SI (1544-1590). Reinstated in his domains by

Satake Yoshiaki (1557), he was again defeated by Nasu Takasuke, but
later on was victorious. He sided with the Uesugi, their with the
Hojo, and brought troops to Hideyoshi at the siege of Odaxvara.
Was confirmed in his fief, but died the same year and with him the

family disappears from history.

Uwajima, ^ fll ilj| . Town (13,400 inh.) in lyo. Ancient castle

built by Toda Katsutaka (1600) ;
passed into the possession of the

Tomita (1608), then from 1614 to 1868, was the residence of the Date
daimyo (100,000 k.).

Uzen, M tiff • One of the 13 provinces of the Tosan-do. Comprises
10 districts. — Chinese name : Ushu (with Ugo).—• At present belongs
to the Yamagata-ken.— Formerly Uzen and Ugo formed one province,

Dewa, which was divided in 1869 into two parts.

Uzumasa, -fc. M • Family descended from Fujiwara Kanetoshi and
attached to the Kofuku-ji temple

(Nara). — Now Baron.
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W
Wada, *1 IH • In Izumi, Kuze-mura. The Wada family, from

which the Kusunoki descended, had its castle in that place during the
14th century.

Wada, ?D H . In Mikawa, Kasumi-mura. Towards 1560, Okubo
Tadatoshi acting under the command of Ieyasu, defeated the troops of
Ikkoshu in that place. In 1570, Matsudaira Tadanori who resided at
Wada entered into negotiations with Nobunaga intending to join him,
wherefore he was put to death by Ieyasu.

Wada, H • In Omi, Aburahi-mura. The future Shogun
Yoshiaki, whilst in that place, heard of the murder of his brother
Yoshiteru (1565) and asked Wada Koremasa to give him shelter.
Sometime after, having conferred with Hosokawa Fujitaka, he sought
refuge in the temple Shorin-ji, in the village of Tamatsu.
Wada, $£ IH • Or Owada. Ancient name of the city of Hyogo

(Settsu).

.Wada, ?[I H] Family descended from Miura Yoshiaki and through
him, from the Taira. It was very powerful in the beginning of tlsfe

century.

Tsnnemori - Tomomori
Yoshiuji
Yoshihide (Asahina)
Yoshinao

Yoshimori Yoshishige
( Wada) Yoshinobu

Hiroyoshi
Yoshimune (Yoshikuni
(Sugimoto) Yoshishige

Munezane
Yoshiaki) Yoshitaue
(Miura) Yoshinaga- Tanenaga

Yosliizumi Yo8hinnirafTomomuraW!ura
)

iTaneyoshi lIemura

Yoshimori, m & (1147-1213). Grandson of Miura Yoshiaki
and son of Sugimoto Yoshwiune, he took the name of Wada from the
village where he lived. He joined Yorimoto as soon as the latter revolted
agamst the Taira, and after the triumph of the Minamoto, received the
title of lietto of the Samurai-dokoro. With Yoshitsune, he undertook the
^“Pa,8" againSt Kiso Yoshinaka

> assisted at the battles of Ichi no tani
(llo4:), Van no ura (1185), and in the expedition in Mutsu against
Fujiwara Yasuhira (1189). When Izumi Chikahira revolted against

^ ^ie so
.

n
?
°I Yoshimori, Yoshinao and Yoshishige,

and his nephew Tanenaga joined him and were arrested. Yoshimori,
then in Shimbsa, hastened to Kamakura and asked pardon for his
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two sons, which the Shogun Sanetomo granted. Emboldened by this suc-

cess he made a like request in favor of his nephew, but met with a refusal.

Believing this to be due to the influence of Hojo Yoshitoki, he conceived a

violent hatred against the latter, and levying troops, prepared to attack him.

Yoshitoki, forewarned, took refuge in the Shogun’s palace which Yoshi-

mori ventured to invest, but was repulsed and perished with his two sous.

Wada, fn ffl • Ancient daimyo family of Izumi, related to the

Kusunoki.

Masauji, IF. 5; (+1336). Junior brother of Kusunoki Masa-
shige, and with him fought for the Southern dynasty and died at Minato-

gawa.

Sukehide or Kenshu, 5® Son of Masauji, companion in

arms of Kusunoki Masatsura, his cousin.

Masatomo, IE (1352). Brother of

Sukehide, distinguished himself by his wars
against the Ko, Moronao and Morofuyu.

Masatake, IE K • Supported the cause

of Go-Murakami and fought against the Shogun
Yoshiakira (1360) and Sasaki Hideaki, whom
he defeated and killed. When Kusunoki Ma-
sanori joined the Northern dynasty (1369), he
fought against him, remaining faithful to the

Southern dynasty.

Masatada, IF. & • He with Kusunoki wadi masatomo.

Masanori and Hosokawa Akiuji, became master

of Kyoto (1352), and reinstalled Go-Murakami, but soon after, Ashikaga
Yoshiakira, returned with a large body of men whom he levied in Omi,
and attacked him on the Otoko-yama. Masatada died during the battle.

He was then only 17 years old.

Wada Koremasa, ft) HI 'iH ®SC (1536-1583). Vassal of the Sasaki
of Omi, he fixed his residence at Wada, and there gave shelter to the
future Shogun Yoshiaki, after the murder of his brother Yoshiteru (1565).
After the ruin of the Sasaki, he offered his services to Nobunaga, who
entrusted the Akutagaica castle

(Settsu) to him (1568). The following
year he defeated Miyoshi Yoshitsugu and was made governor of Kyoto.
When the Shogun resolved to rid himself of the yoke of Nobunaga,
Koremasa fortified his castle of Akutagawa. Attacked by Nakagawa
Kiyohide, he was defeated and put to death.

Wada no misaki, ft) B3 WP •

Cape in Settsu, S. of Kobe.

Wada-yama, ft] HI ilj • In
Omi, Kita-gokasho-mura. Ancient
castle of Rokkaku Takayori. Taken
by Nobunaga in

Wado, fD W$engd : 708-

714. — The first,- .pteeisk of copper-

money were struck during this era.

{Wado-kaichin).
WADO-KAICHIN.
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^^{^ku-jo, fII 0f • School of Japanese literature, established in
1793 by Hanawa Hokiichi. It was at first called Wagaku-kbdan-sho,
and placed under the supervision of the Hayashi. In i805, new build-
ings were erected, the name of the school was changed to that of
Wagaku-jo and the direction given to the Hanawa family.
Wakabayashi, ^ . In Kawachi, Ega-mura. In 1547, scene of

a battle between Miyoshi Norinaga and Hatakeyama Takamasa.
Waka-dokoro, fll Sft Department created in 951 in the Im-

perial Palace and entrusted with all that pertained to poetry. Funmxra
Koretada was its first Betto. By it the poetical works of Kcsen-waka-
shu, Shm-kokin-shu, etc. were compiled and published.
Waka-doshiyori, ig # . Under the Toleugawa, members of 'ths

Council of the Shogun, below the Roju. Their functions were to sapern&i*
officials and the hatamoto. In 1633, the Shogun lemitsu created the
following 6 : Matsudaira Nobutsuna, Miura Masatmgu, Abe Tadao&i,
Ota Sukemune, Hotta Masamori and Abe Shigetsugu , Xhis iiunib&sr was
always retained.

Wakae, £E • In K&w&c'hi. Ancient castle built in the 15th
century by the Yuza family, which, as vassal of the HaiaJeeyama,
governed the province in their stead. Towards 1550, Miyoshi Yoshinaga,
Shitsuji of the Shogun Yoshiteru, took up his residence at that
place, but he was killed by Matsunaga Hisahide and replaced by
Miyoshi Yoshitsugu (1561), who, in his turn was expelled by
Nobunaga. The Shogun Yoshiaki was confined there for some time
after his deposition (1573). In 1615, during the siege of Osaka, a battle
took place at Wakae between Kimura Shigenari, Hideyori’s general
and li Naotaka, the first being defeated and killed.

Wakamatsu, ^ fe • Town (29,200 inh.) of the Iwashiro province,
chief-town of the Aizu district Ancient castle which was called Kurokawa
(See that word). Gamb Ujkzm who was daimyo of that place in 1590,
changed its name to Wammaisu. At the death of Ujisato (1596), it
passed to the Uesugi. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged to the daimyo
Gamo (1601), Kato (1627), then from 1644 to 1868, to Matsudaira
(Hoshina

)

(280,000 k.). The Wakamatsu clan, at the time of the Be-
storation remained faithful to the Shogun, and the capture of the castle
(Nov. 6, 1868) closed the civil war in Hondo.
Wakamatsu-jima, 3g= fe A£ . Island (75 Km. die.) of the Goto group

(
Hizm). Also called Nishi-jima.

Waka ni-sei, ^[1 ^ H Mg .
.

ancient poets, Kakinomoto no
Hitomaro and Yamabe no Akahito, now considered as gods of poetry
Waka no shi-tenno, ?I7 Sffc H 5$ 3E • 4 bonzes considered to be

the most famous poets of the Ashikaga period : Rinko, Ton-a, Jdben and
Keiun.

Wakasa, ft - One of the 7 provinces of the Hokuroku-do. Com-
prises 3 districts.— Chinese name : Jakushu.—Depends on the Fukui-ken.
Waka shi-sho, fU 0 2r 4 famous poetical works regarded as

the 4 classics : Yamato-monogatari, Sumiyoshi-monogatari, Taketori-
monogatari and Utsubo-monogatari.
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being confirmed March 18, 1898. Kiyomaro is honored at the Takao-
zan, near Hachidji (Musashi).

7- Hiromushi, fff & (730-799). Eldest sister of Kiyomaro.
Married to Katsurai Konushi, she, later on, became one of the ladies in
waiting upon the Empress Koken, who was greatly attached to her.When Koken abdicated and shaved her head (758), Hiromushi did the
same and took the name of Hokin. At the time of the revolt of Fujiwara
Nakamaro (764), several hundreds of Fujiwara'

s

adherents were being
massacred together wish Iceir leader. Hokin, on hearing this, hastened to
the battle field and by.’im intercession saved the life of all who remained.
Some time after, wars, fes&i&e, and epidemics having made many orphans,
Hokin gathered some 83 whom she adopted. They were called Katsu-
ragi-obito. When her brother Kiyomaro was exiled, Hokin left her place
of retreat, resumed her first name and was banished to Bingo (769). She
returned to Court with her brother and shared the honors bestowed on him.

Hiroyo, ^ iU: • Son of Kiyomaro, studied medicine and is the
ancestor of the Wake who distinguished themselves in this science. He
was Ten-yaku no kami and Daigaku-betto, endowed the University and
transformed his own
house into a school,

called the Kobun-in,
in which he establish-

ed a rich library.

Wakebe, ft .

Daimyo family, de-

scended from Fujiwara
Tokinobu.

Mitsuyoshi,
jt B • In 1592 re-

ceived from Hideyoshi,
a revenue of 10,000 k.

in Ise.— His descend-
ants resided from 1619
to 1868 at Omizo

(
Omi— 20,000 k.) . — Now

Viscount.

Waki-iratsuko, ft
HR ~f~ — See Uji no
Waki-iratsuko.

Wakiya, ft M •

Branch of the Nitta
family, which, in the

14th century, distin-

guished itself by its

fidelity to the Southern
dynasty.

Yoshisuke,
$1 55 (+ 1340) . Brother of Nitta Yoshisada, fought by his side. In 1336,
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he helped to drive Takauji from Kyoto and Go-Daigo returned and

made him Musha-dokoro and governor of Suruga. The following

year, defeated by Takauji at Yamazaki, he fled to the Hiei-zan,

then returned to Kyoto. He afterwards accompanied Yoshisada to the

castle of Somayama, and later to Kana-ga-saki. After the death of his

brother he fled to Mino, then to Owari and finally went to the Yoshino,

thus living near the emperor Go-Murakami. In 1340, he was sent to

Iyo, which he nearly conquered, hut he fell sick and died soon after.

Yoshiharu, 3% Son of Yoshisuke.

He was taught the use of arms under his father’s

direction. At the age of 13, he assisted at the

battle of Takenoshita (Suruga) where his father

was defeated by Takauji (1337). He fought in

Echizen against Shiba Takatsune and after the

death of Yoshisuke, fixed his abode in Shi-

motsuke. In 1345, he joined Kojima Takanori

to be able to take the field again, but he was
defeated and fled to Shinano. With the help

of his cousins Yoshioki and Yoshimune, he

took Kamakura, but was soon after, expelled

from that place by Takauji (1352). He then

retired to Echigo. Being again defeated in 1368, he retired to Dewa,

and is from that time lost to 'history.

Wakizaka, IS Wi Daimyd family, descended from the Fuji-

warn.

Yasuharu, 3c iu (1554-1626). Served Akechi Mitsuhide, then

Hideyoshi. In 1585, he received the island of Awaji in fief and

established himself in the castle of Smnoto (30,000 k.). During the

Korean expedition, he commanded a part of the Japanese fleet. In i600,

he placed himself under the command of Kobayakawa Hideaki, whom he

followed when the latter in the midst of the batttle of Sekigahara passed

to the side of Ieyasu. He contributed to the defeat of Ishida Kazushige,

and then stormed the castle of Sawayama. In 1609, he was transferred

to Osu (lyo— 50,000 k.), and in 1617, to Iida (Shinano).

Yaaumoto, 3c 7C (1581-1654). Son of Yasuharu. He took

part in the siege of Osaka (1615), replacing his father, who refused to go

under the plea that he had been a kerai of Hideyoshi. He inherited the

fief of Iida. — In 1672, the family was transferred to Tatsum
(Harima — 55,000 k.), where it resided till the Bestoration. — Now
Viscount.

Wani, EE tl- Beamed man from Kudara (Korea), who came to

Japan in 285 and was the preceptor of prince Uji no Waki-iratsuko. He
brought 10 volumes of the Bongo and the Senji-mon with him.— History

relying upon Korean documents, places Wani’s arrival in the year

405, which would indicate a difference of 120 years in the dates furnished

by Japanese history for this period It is difficult however to admit that

Wani brought the Senji-mon to Japan in 285, or even in 405, it being

composed only about the year 525. — To Wani is attributed the con-

WAKIYA YOSHIHARU.
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structioit^/lfAS:^^- storehouse (uchi-kura) used for preserving the
presents ^aslSaja^ojrea and this during the reign of Richu (400-405),
which w^d-sifppfehim to have lived for at least 150 years.
Warabi, ££ . In Musashi. Shibukawa Yoshikane having been

made Kwantd-tandai by the Shogun Yoshinon, built a castle there (1457)
which was inhabited by his descendants during several generations. They
were dispossessed towards 1525, by the Hbjo of Odawara. Under the
Tokugawa, Warabi was one of the relay stations (cki) of the Nakasendd.
Warai-botoke, % . — See Fu-Daishi.
Warifu, jffi] . In former times, a small piece of wood on which a

seal was impressed. It was then divided into two parts, one being kept
by the officials and the other, used as a passport by the person entrusted
with a mission. The warifu had to be shown at every barrier (seki) and
to the provincial administration.

Waseda, p ffl • District of Tokyo (ward of Ushigome), in which
Count Okuma, chief of the progressive party, built a school (Waseda-
Semmon-gakko), which became very flourishing and, in 1902, obtained
the title of Free University

(Shiritsu Daigakko).
Washi no saki, |£ ilif . Cape in Tango.
Washio, M % Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara Ienari. —

Now Count. — A junior branch has received the title of Baron.
Wasbizu, It jt • In Owari, Otaka-machi. In 1558, Nobunaga

erected a castle there. Imagawa Yoshimoto took it in 1560, and entrusted
it to Tokugawa Ieyasu.

Washu, fD . Chinese name of the Yamato province.
^^tanabe, • Damm .filinily , descended from the Saga-Genji.

Made noble in 1661, ik^B^^mikata (Izumi— 13,000 k.), till the
Restoration.— Now Vfe^nbtAv

'

1

Watanabe, family of the Omura clan
(Hizen),made noble after the R^rat^.v^Now Viscount. — A lateral branch

has the title of Baron. .*'v '

Watanabe, iS ' oSa^^^£iV$hnily of the Suwa clan (Shinano);
noble after the .Restoration . — Now

Watanabe Kwazan, jg 0 0j (1793-1340).’ Also called Noboru.

uao a
0n

•

^oma*ns Miyake daim0 of Tawara (Mikawa), he
studied. sciences as taught in Europe and wrote several books in which
whilst insisting on coast defence, he supported the policy of opening the
country to foreign commerce. The Bakufu took offence at these
opinions and in 1839, Kwazan was arrested together with his friend and
fellow labotu er Takano Choei. Condemned to death, his penalty com-
muted to imprisonment, which he suffered in his own province. From his
prison he passed some letters to his friends, for which the Bakufu cen-
sured the Miyake daimyo. Kwazan hearing this, and wishing to avoid
all annoyance to his lord, committed suicide.

W Jl| . River (118 Km.) which rises at Mt.
mmn-^JSkiTiwtmh)

,

passes through Ashio, enters Kozuke, then
Jutoaotsufo, receives the Kiriu-gawa, and passes through Kona

ISft®stoMd) yssning the Tone-gawa.
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Watari-gawa, M Jll • River (80 Km.) rising in Tosa, irrigates

that province and enters the Pacific Ocean.

Watari-shima, $£ fli| . Ancient name of the island of Ezo and also

of Sado.

Watazumi, $£ M Sea god (Shinto). Hiko-hohodemi no mikoto,

son of Ninigi no mikoto, returned to his residence,— believed by some to

be the Ryukyu archipelago, — and married his daughter Toyotama-hime,

who became the mother of Ugaya-fuki-aezu no mikoto, the father of

Jimmu-tenno.
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Yaguchi no watari, Formerly a place, near the actual

village of Yaguchi (Musaslii), where the Bokugo-gawa could he forded.

It is the spot, where Ashikaga Motouji drowned Nitta Yoshioki in 1358.

A temple has been erected in honor of the latter (Nitta-myojin)

.

Yahagi-gawa, Yp. Jl] . River (92 Km.) which rises near the

borders of Mino and Shinano, passes Mikawa and enters the Owari gulf.

Also called Washizuka-gawa. — On its shores, in 1335, Nitta Yoshisada

defeated Ashikaga Tadayoshi.

Yahiro-dono, A M ® •
(Lit. : Palace of 8 fathoms). Nam« gfytta

to the palace built by lzanagi and Izanami at Onokoro-jima.

Ya-iro no kabane, A ^ • The 8 kabane created by Temmu-
tennd in 685. — See Kabane, Hassei.

Yaizu, # • In Suruga. According to legend, Yamatotakeru no

mikoto there escaped from the fire which surrounded him and which had

been kindled by the Ebisu. He is said to have succeeded in this by

mowing down the grass with his sword. — See Ame-no-mura-kumo no

tsurugi.

Yakami, A k • In Tarnba. Towards 1525, Hatano Tanemichi

built a castle them, and revolting against his lord Hosokawa Takakuni,

made himself governor of the province. Akechi Mitsuhide took the

castle of Yakami and the possessions of the Hatano. He fixed his resi-

dence at Kameyama. In 1582, Hideyoshi replaced him by Maeda

Gen-i. From 1608 to 1615, was the residence of the Matsudaira

daimyd (Matsui), and then was abandoned.

Yake-yama, iM lU • Mountain (2,400 m.) on the borders of Shinano

and Echigo.

Yaku-daka, Jti • Under the Tokugawa, the revenues were pro-

portionate to the offices held : this was called yaku-daka (1723).

Yakushiji, §?§ fSfl ^ . Village in Shimotsuke, thus called because of

an old temple dedicated to Yakushi-Nyorai. In 770, the intriguing

bonze Dohjo, banished from Court, was made Betto of that temple.

Yakushi-Nyorai, ^ (Sj) in # • One of the 5 gods of wisdom

(Buddh.).— See Go-chi-Nyorai.

Yakushin, H i$ (827-906). Famous bonze of the Shingon sect.

Was chief of the temple Ninna-ji. Received the posthumous title of

Hongaku-Daishi.

Yarnabe no Akahito, til ift # A • Famous poet of the 8th cen-

tury. He was protected by the emperor Shomu. Many of his poems

are cited by the Man-yo-shu. He is known as one of the gods of poetry.

Yamabushi, ill iK • Or Shugenja. Follower of the Shugendo sect.

Yamada, sJj ffl . Town (28,000 inh.) of the Ise province, famous

for its Shinto temples, Naiku, Geku, etc., the most ancient and venerated

temples of Japan. The real name of the city is Uji-Yamada. The

Tokugawa placed a Bugyo in it to supervise pilgrims and shrines.

Yamada, ill ffl • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwd),

made noble after the Restoration. — Now Count.

Akiyoshi, M (1844-1892). Born at Hagi (Nagato), took

an active part in the wars of the Restoration. Brigadier General
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in 1871, he studied the military organisation of foreign countries. He
afterwards helped to repress the Saga rebellion (1874) and the Satsuma
insurrection (1877). He was made General of a division, became Sangi
and Minister of Public Works (1879), of the Interior (1880), of Justice

(1883). In this latter position he had a leading part in compiling the
Code of Justice now in force. In 1884, he was made Count.

Yamada Nagamasa, llj tQ Jk (1578-1633). Famous .adven-
turer of the 17th century. Born in Suruga, he pretended to be the
grandson of Nobunaga. In 1615, he secretly sailed from Osaka in a
vessel boimd for Formosa. After having sojourned for some time in that

his

8HIP OF YAMADA NAOAMASA.

business prospered in a short time. During a revolt, Yamacla gave the
king good advice, wherefore he was given command of the troops and
succeeded in restoring order. The king then chose him as his minister
and gave him his daughter in marriage. Nagamasa made good use of
his position, encouraged commerce and thus caused many Japanese to
settle in Siam. The king becoming old, confided the whole administra-

.laap.40 him, but during a revolt brought about by the jealousy of a minister,

‘0$0masa was poisoned. His daughter, A-in sought to avenge the death
CS' Iit?*: father, but was defeated and killed.
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Yamaga, ill • In Tamba. From 1600. to 1868, residence of the

Tani daimyd (10,000 k.).

Yamaga Sokd, ill ffc xfe ff (1622-1685). Samurai of the Aizu
clan, also called Takasuke, Enzan. Was a disciple of Hayaslii Bazan
and of Hojo Ujinaga. In 1652, the daimyd of Ako (Harima), Asano
Naganao, invited him to instruct the young samurai of his clan. In
1660, he returned to Edo, where his lectures on the art of warfare attracted

many hearers. At the ,$ge; he had written

thus far and under the ^^ah^shed a resume of his

philosophy, in which he of Shushi highly

esteemed at that time. •' .Bmn/u and Soko was im-

prisoned at Ako (1666). confinement, he re-

turned to Edo. He is dle=|5fi^ife<|&gk: sebhol which retained his

name (Yamaga-ryu). H&.J& codified the rules of

the Bushido, which lie Oishi Yoshio, the

chief of the 47 ronin, w^¥ Ijig *'<!'•

Yamagata, ill M the department of

that name and of H^J^|H^W^.^ -3fe\t!®.ua'> fejnnerly was Mogavii.

In 1335, Ashikaga Tafa»j0 ^^«?,pr^ince to one of his re-

latives Shiba Kaneyori, whose descendants took the name of Mogami and
remained in that place till they were dispossessed in 1622. Yamagata was
afterwards the residence of the daimyd Torii (1622), Hosliina (1636),

Matsudaira (1644), Okudaira (1648), Hotta (1685), Matsudaira (1686),

Okudaira (1692), Hotta (1700), Ogyu (1745), Akimoto (1767), and from
1845 to 1868, that of Mizuno (50,000 k.),

Yamagata, ill • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan

(Suivo), made noble after the Restoration.

Aritomo, 4i 1111
• Born in 1838, he took a leading part in the

Restoration. Was successively Minister of Justice, President of the

Privy-Council, Commander of the 1st army during the Chinese war
(1894), Minister of War (1895)^etp,— How Marauis.

Yamagata Daini, ilj M Sa-
murai of Kai. He zealously tfe the

Imperial Restoration. He carhe to’ and
joined Fujii Umon, Takenouchi Shikj/i.. were
defending the same cause. The Bahjf-ci i'^-Ace at

the theories they were spreading broIS£®§f%y%0s€ and
pen. They were arrested, Daini and Umon being condemned to death.

Yamagata-ken, MM- Department formed by the Uzen pro-
vince and a district of Ugo.— Pop. : 899,000.—Chief city : Yamagata
(35,500 inh.). — Pr. towns : Yonezawa'(d0fi0Q inh.), Tsurugaoka (20,500
inh.), Shinjo (11,600 inh.), etc.

Yamagata Masaksp,^ ( + 1575). Vassal of Takeda
Shingen and castellan of l§^mga). At the time of the Nagakute
campaign, he remonsfe^^;:^^^bi8 lord, but seeing the futility of

his efforts, killed himseEg^~I\^- r :

Yamaguchi, ill P (17,500 inh.) of the department of

the same name and Towards 1350, Ouchi Hiroyo,
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made governor of the province, built a castle ther^Cmp^l^i; centuries
was inhabited by his descendants, and from where as many
as 7 provinces. In addition to their titles they added'tnat of Dazai-Shoni.
The city of Yanytguchi became very flourishing and a great number of

daiviyd to get rid of the incessant annoyances to which they were ex-
posed in Kyoto, sought the hospitality of the Ouchi, bringing with them
a love of the pleasures to which they were accustomed at Court. These
new diversions gradually replaced the sports in use among the warriors
and hastened the ruin of the powerful daiviyd. In 1551, Saint Francis
Xavier remained in that city for two months, and established a Christian
community which gave the brightest hopes. But soon after his departure
for Funai (Bungo), Sue Harukata rebelled against his lord Yoshilaka
and perished with his whole family. He was replaced by Yoshinaga,
brother of Otomo Soria, who was dispossessed by Mori Motonari in 1557.
From that time the castle of Yamagucld belonged to the Mori, who
however occupied it only during a short period, from 1863 to the
Restoration.

Yamaguchi, ill P • Daimyo family, descended from Mochimori,
2nd son of Ouchi Yoshihiro. From 1601 to 1868, resided at Ushiku
(Hitachi— 10,000 k.) . — Now Viscount.

Yamaguchi, lli P • Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan
(Stood), made noble after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Yamaguchi-ken, ill P . Department formed by the provinces
of Stood and Nagato.— Pop.: 1,033,000 inh. — Chief city: Yama-
guchi (17,500 inh.)— Pr. towns: Shimonoseki (41,500 inh.), Hagi (16,000
inh.), Tokuyama (12,500 inh ,),Mitajiri (11,700 inh.), Kamuro-nishigata
(10,500 inh.) etc.

Yamaguchi no Atae Okuchi, ill P Si P • Famous sculptor
of the 7th century.

Yama-hoshi, ill ?£ fkfi . In the Middle Ages, a name given to the
bonzes of Hiei-zan, to distinguish them from those of the Onjo-ji, called

Tera-hoshi.

Yamakami, ill _h • In Omi. From 1685 to 1868, residence of the
Inagaki daimyo (13,000 k.).

Yamamoto, ill ^ • In Omi. Ancient castle of the Asai daiviyd,
who resided in that place from 1516 to 1573. It then passed to the Abe,
and was abandoned in 1582.

Yamamoto, ll| . Huge family, descended from Fujitoara (Savjo)
Kinnori (1103-1160).— Now Viscount.

Yamamoto, |lj As Family of Satsuma, made noble in 1902 in the
person of Gombei, then Vice-Admiral and Minister of the Navy. — Now
Baron.

Yamamoto Hokuzan, lli 4b ill (1752-1812). Famous Confuci-
anist of Edo.

Yamamoto Yoshitsune, ill AS $2 • Descendant of Minamoto
Yoshimitsu. He was exiled by the Taira to Sado (1176). Pardoned
after 3 years, he fought under the banner of Yoritomo, intrenched himself
jn the temple Onjo-ji (Omi), but was defeated and fled to Kamakura.
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He then joined Yoshinaka and entered Kyoto with him (1181). His
teeth protruded very much (soppa)

, hence to distinguish him from
Minamoto Yoshitsune, whose name had a similar pronunciation, he was
called Soppa no Yoshitsune.

Yamana, iJj . Ancient daimyd family, descended from Minamoto
Yoshishige (+ 1202) (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Yoshinori, ^ . Son of Yoshishige. He was the first to
take the name of Yamana.

Tokiuji, (+ 1372). Descendant of Yoshinori in the 8th
generation. He sided with Ashikaga Takauji, assisted at the battle of
Takenoshita (Suruga) and in the campaign in Kyushu (1336). In
1340, he put Enya Takasada to death in Izumo, and was made Betto of
the Samurai-dokoro and governor of Inaba and Hoki at the same time.
Sent by Takauji to rescue Hosokawa Akiuji, defeated by Kusunoki
Masatsura, he was completely defeated at XJriuno (Settsu ) and received
7 wounds in the battle (1347). Later he sided with the Southern
dynasty (1352) and fought against the Ashikaga. In 1362, he con-
quered the provinces of Mimasaka, Bizen, Bitchu, Inaba, and Tamba.
He renewed his allegiance to the Northern dynasty and the Shogun
Yoshiakira allowed to retain these 5 provinces in fief. He then
shaved bis head aifcj Kevk the name of Dojo. He left 11 sons.

{

Ujiyuki- -Hiroyuki -Noriyuki
Mitsuyuki
Tokiyoshi-Tokihiro -Mochitoyo (<Sfee next table)

Yosliimasa - Yoshikivo-Norikivo -Masakivo
JJji&yc.

Mitsuuji

Tokiuji i

Ujlkiyv -

Tokiyosiu
YosMucii
Yoskhsosu
Uji&klgfj-

IVisyopibi
YsmIuIiww
Ujiyori

Ujiie - -Hirotaka

...—, .kfi ^ (+ 1376). Eldest son of Tokiuji. At the
age of 14 he took part in the campaigns of his father. The Shogun
Takauji promised him the Wakasa province, hut he died before
investing him officially. After the victory of Otolco-yama he renewed
his petition to the Shogun Yoshiakira but met with a refusal. Ex-
asperated, he returned to Hoki and induced his father to join the South-
ern dynasty (1352). The following year, he defeated Yoshiakira at
Kyoto, but was in turn defeated in 1355. After having conquered Mima-
saka, Bizen, etc., he returned to the party of Ashikaga and became Betto
of the Samurai-dokoro. He then shaved his head and took the name of
Boko.

- Yosliimasa, ^ H • Brother of Moroyoshi, he occupied lzumi
and Kii in the name of the Ashikaga. Then having quarrelled with the
Shogun Yoshimitsu, he ventured to attack him, but was defeated in a
battle where his brother Ujikiyo was slain. He submitted to the victors
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a»4 WBfe condemned to shave his head. He took the name of Soko
ana rsisred to Kokoku-ji.

Ujikiyo, .R fpj (1345-1392). 4th son of Tokiuji, was governor
of Tamba, then of Izumi. He opposed the Ashikaga, but was defeated
and killed by Isshiki Akinori.—— Ujiyuki, # Son olMoroyoslii, revolted in 1390 against the
Shogun Yoshimitsu but was defeated, made his submission and 2 years
later, at the partition of the domains of his family, he received the Hoki
province.

Mitsuyuki, ^ (+ 1395)) Brother of the above, he in 1384
was made governor of Izumo and Tamba. He, together with TJjikiijo,

was ordered to repress the rebellion of his brother Ujiyuki and his ne-
phew Tokihiro (1390). Some time after Ujiyuki resigned his possession to
him and thus he governed the provinces of Hoki and Oki in addition to
his own. At that time the Yamana family possessed 11 provinces, i.e.

J of the whole country, for which reason the people had called them
Roku bun no ichi dono (the lords of one sixth). The Shogun Yoshi-
mitsu became jealous of such power, and resolved to crush it. Mitsu-
yuki furnished a pretext when he dared to appropriate some domains in
Izumo that belonged to the ex-emperor. Yoshimitsu at once recalled
his exiled Minister Hosokawa Yoriyuki and with him prepared an ex-
pedition against the Yamana. Mitsuyuki did not wait to be attacked
and with his father-in-law, Ujikiyo, came to invest Kyoto. Yoshimitsu,
aided by Isshiki Akinori, of Hatakeyama Motokuni, etc. defeated them.
Ujikiyo was killed and Mitsuyuki escaped to Kyushu. Their large
estates were divided and the family was allowed to retain the two pro-
vinces of Tajima and Hoki, (1392). Three years later, Mitsuyuki was
assassinated.

—— Tokihiro, jig (4- 1435). Son of ToByoshi, in 1392, received
Tajima. The following year he rebelled, was despoiled of his domains
and ordered to shave his head.

Mochitoyo, JK (JSqzefi) (1404-1473). Son of Tokihiro, in-
herited the domains of the family in 1435, which at that time consisted
of the Tajima, Inaba, and Hoki provinces. In 1441, he assisted at the
siege of Shirahata castle, which completed the ruin of the Akamatsu,
and he in reward received the Harima province. He then shaved his
head and took the name of Sozen, by which name he is especially known.
Having offended the Shogun Yoshimasa, he retired to Tajima and sent
his son Noritoyo to replace him at Kyoto (1454). The following year,
Akamatsu Norinao entered the province of Harima, but Sozen marched
against him, defeated and put him to death. Continuing his march, he
went to Kyoto. At the time of the division of the Hosokawa clan, Sozen
sided with Yoshinari. He likewise supported the rights of Yoshihisa,
son of the Shogun, against Yoshimi. His rival Hosokawa Katsumoto sup-
ported Yoshimi, and all the great daimyo were divided into two factions.

A civil war, known as the Onin war (1467), broke out. It continued for 10
years, and before its end, Sozen ^ ^ died, two months before his rival
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Katsumoto. The result of the war was then yet undecided, so much
so that it was impossible to surmise the ultimate. Wjtor.

Mocliitoyo

{

Tosliitoyo

Naritoyo-Toyosada-Tovokunil ,,,°' olua*a
.

Akitoyo -Suketoyo
' IToyoyosh.

iToyoyasu
Koretoyo - Yoritada
Katsutoyo
Tokitoyo
Toyohisa
Daughter (married to Hosokawa Katsumoto)
Daughter (married to Shiba Yoshikado)

Koretoyo, ^ ^ . Son of Sozen, defeated Hosokawa Yosld-

nari at Kintaiji (Kawachi

)

(1462). During the Onin war, he left his

father and fought on the side of his brother-in-law, Hosokawa Katsumoto.

Masatoyo, ^ . Son of Noritoyo, took part in the campaign
of the Shogun Yoshihisa in Omi against Sasaki Takayori (1487).

Toyokuni, fjl (1548-1626). Great-grandson of Masatoyo,
was governor of Inaba and resided at the castle of Tottori. He refused

to acknowledge the authority of Hideyoshi for a long time, but at last,

had to yield (1580). The conqueror allotted to him two districts of the
province as his domain, but Toyokuni divided them among his servants
and preferred to wander about till his death.— During the shogunate of

the Tokugawa his descendants remained at Muraoka (Inaba) and after

the Bestoration received the title of Baron.

Yamanaka, ilj ^ • In Sagami.— See Ogino.

Yamanaka-jo, |1| »f» . In Izu, Nishikida-mura. Ancient castle

belonging to the Hojo of Odawara. Besieged in 1580 by Nakamura
Kazuuji, Tanaka Yoshimasa, etc. it was captured, and Matsuda Yasu-
naga who defended it lulled himself.

Yamanaka-jo, ll] 4* In Mikawa. Ancientcastle built in 1526,
by Matsudaira Kiyoyasu, who entrusted it to his vassal Shigehiro.
The Ikko-shu troops took this castle about the year 1560 and from it were
able to resist Ieyasu, but Ishikawa Ienari defeated them and reoccupied

the castle.

Yamanaka-ko, lU fSB • Lake (13 Km. circ.) in Kai, which is

drained by the Katsura-gawa river. Also called Gagyu-ko. It is one of

the 8 lakes that surround Mt. Fuji.

Yamanaka Tensui, llj 4* Ji. (1758-1790). Man of letters and
philosopher.

Yamanashi-ken, \\\ $& %& • Department formed by the Kai pro-

vince.— Pop. : 538,000 inh.— Chief-town : Kd/u (37,600 inh.).

Yamane, llj tii . Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (Suwd),
made noble after the Bestoration.— Now Baron.

Yamanoi, ill flj
1

. Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara JJjinari.—
Now Viscount.

Yamanouchi, ill . Hamlet of Kosaka village (Sagami). In
1349, when Uestigi Noriaki was named Shitsuji to the Kwanryo of
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Kamakura, he fixed his residence in that place and his family received
the name of Yamanouchi no Uesugi.

Yamanouchi, lit ft . Daimyo family, descended
from Fujiwara Hidesato.

.
Toshimichi, fi£ ii • Descended from Hidesato

in the 10th generation, was the first to take the name
of Yamanouchi.

Moritoyo, ® H • In the 16th century go-
verned the castles of Iivakum and Kuroda, in Oivari

Ka
f

zut?y°- ^ ^ C1546-1605). Son of Moritoyo. At the age

^ 3
e
?
ntered the semc« «f Jtfobunaga. Hideyoshi in 1582 save him

the
,
fi°f oiJakf“maL wqtm then in 1585, that of Nagahama

(Omi

)

“d
,.
the

.

tltle ° Transferred, in 1590, to Kakegawa
(Totomi ^— 50,000 k.), he later on sided with leyasu

, who in 1600
bestowed upon him the whole province of Tosa (242,000 k.) with a resi-
dence at Kochi. — His descendants remained there till the Resto-
ration.

~ ^^ (1827-1872). His real name was Toyonobu, £*-

p ;

He took a leading part in the Imperial Restoration. He was thl
first, who on the advice of Goto Shojiro, wrote to the Shogun asking him
to remit the government of the country to the Emperor. Later he was
councillor, senator, etc - Now Marquis. -Two junior branches of the
family have received the title of Viscount and one that of Baron
Yamanouchi-kwanryo, ill ft £ ® . Under the Ashikaga, theShogun resided at Kyoto and the Kwanto-kwanryo at Kamakura but

both had a first minister who represented them and who was called
Shitsup. Later the Shogun was called Kubo, and the Shitsuji be-
ca.me Kwanryo ; likewise at Kamakura the Kwanryo was called Kuboand the Shitsuji, Kwanryo. As the latter was generally chosen from the
Yamanouchi branch of the Uesugi, the Shitsuji was known by the name
oi larnanouchi-kivannyo.

r7m?^an0Ue 0kura
!

tJJ Jt DS & (660-733). Ambassador to China
(701), then governor ot Hoki (725), and Ghikuzen (725) ; is known as aman of letters and a poet.

Yamao, ill % . Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan iSmoo), made
noble after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.
Yamaoka, lU P5J . Samurai family of the Shizuoka clan {Surma).made noble after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

“

il

?

a
’ ^ m '

u
F
Tu

lyof princes of the r°yal blo°8; descended

n Prese^ chief is Prince Kikumaro to
in 1873) . He married (1902) the daughter of Duke Shimazu Tadamshi.The prince is an officer of the navy.

*

^amashina, ill Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara Ienari.— Now Count.

Yamashina no Miya, Oi ft ^ . Name by which prince Saneyasu-
shinno (+872), son of Nimmyo-tenno and brother of the emperors Mon-

noMko
K°k6

’ 18 kn°Wn ' He ‘S alS° Called Kitan°-shimid
’ Yamashina
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Yam&^j&£^Jj|~. One of the 5 provinces of Kinai. Chief-town :

Kyoto. Comprises 8 districts which depend upon the Kyoto-fu.— Chinese
name : Joshu. Formerly the name Yamashiro was written |]j ^ (yama-
ushiro, behind the mountains), on account of its stuation in reference to
Kara the capital. When Kwammu came to establish his residence at
that place, he changed the characters to ^L| (castle of the mountain).
Yamata no orochi, A Wl • Fabulous monster, having the

form of a serpent wtih 8 heads and 8 tails, is said to have ravaged the
Izumo district when Susano-o went to that place. Having heard of its

desire hi sake (wine made from rice), the hero was able to intoxicate and
kill it during its torpor. It was in its tail that he found the sword
Murakumo no tsurugi. — Some commentators believe the monster to have
been a swift river having 8 mouths

; others a notorious chief of robbers.
Yamato, • One of the 5 provinces of Kinai. Chief-town :

Kara. Comprises 10 districts, which form the Nara-ken. — Chinese
name : Wasliu. — Formerly the name of the province was written jz

; in 737, the characters were changed to -fc fit • Till the end of the
8th century, the capital was generally in that province. When it was
transferred to Kyoto (794), Nara became Nanto (capital of the South).
During the schism of the 14th century, tbs mountains of Yamato served
as a place of refuge for the legitimate dynasty, i.e. that of the South.
Under the Ashikaga, Yamato became the 5ef of the Hatakeyama fami-
ly. The Tokugawa divided it into 7 districts : Koriyama, Takaton,
Koizumi, Shibamura, Yagimoto, Yagiu and Kushira.
Yamato, Jfli 5 — See Yame.
Yamato-gawa, fu jl| . River (52 Km.) which rises in Yamato,

and in its upper course bears the name Hatsuse-gaiva. It separates the 2
provinces of Kawachi and Izumi and enters the Ocean near Sakai.—
Formerly it was^a tributary of the Yodo-gawa N. E. of Osaka ; towards
the end of the 17th century a direct way to the Ocean was opened to it.

Yamato-mai, jz Ml M Ancient dance performed for the first time
before the emperor Ojin by the villagers of Kuzu {Yamato). It was
afterwards introduced into certain ceremonies : Daijd-e, Chinkon-sai, etc.

Yamato no mikotomochi, 0 . For-
merly head-quarters of the Japanese envoy in Korea,
at the epoch of the San-kan. Its chief had the title

of Ikusa no kimi.

Yamato-ryu, • School of painting esta-
blished in the 11th century by Fujiwara Motomitsu,
and much favored at Court. From it came the Tosa
school.

Yamatotakeru no mikoto, H & M (81-

113). 3rd son of the emperor Keiko. Also called
Ousu and Yamato-ogena. At the age of 16, ha
was ordered to repress the rebellion of the Kwtmso
in Kyushu. Disguised as a lady, he was introduced
to the chief and killed him. This secured the submis-
sion of the rebels. Having returned to the capital after peace had been
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restored to Izumo, he left ii again to fight the Ebisu of the East. Follow-
ing the Tokaido, he went as far as Maim, and after having subdued the
barbarians, he returned by way of Kozuke, Shinano, Kai, Mino and
Omi. He was attacked on Mount IbuH by a malignant fever and died
at Nobo)io

[
Ise), being only 83 years old. Yamatotakeru is the most

famous hero of legendary times.

Yamazaki, lij . Village S. of Yatmshiro, where Akechi Mitsu-
shide, the murderer of Nobunaga, was defeated by Ilideyoshi (1582).
Yamazaki, ill llfif In Harima. Was the residence of the daimyd

Okabe (1602), lkeda (1615), then from 1639 to 1868, that of Honda
(10,000 k.).

Yamazaki Ansai, ill Kf f«i % (1618-1682). Born at Kyoto, he was
placed in the temple Myoshin-ji and destined to become a bonze. From
there he went to the Kyukd-ji (Tosa), where he received lessons from Tani
Jichu and Nonaka Kenzan, and studied Japanese antiquities, at the same
time devoting himself to Chinese sciences. He went to Edo, opened a
school for young samurai and was protected by Masayuhi, daimi/6 of Aizu
and son of the Shogun Hidetada. At the death of the latter (1672), he
returned to Kyoto where he died. He established a new sect, the Su’iga-
Shinto, and left very many works in which he applies the doctrines of the
Chinese philosophers of the So dynasty to Shintoism (960-1279).
Yamazawa, ill £?. . Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan {Satsu-

tna), made noble after the Restoration. — Now Baron.
Yame, A £ Or Yametsu-kuni. — Formerly a country in the North

of Kyushu, which nearly became independent and accepted the suzerainty
of OhiGft. Its governors, descendants of Watatsumi, resided at the port
o, Na-fso-tsw (at present Hakata) and had regular commercial transac-
trap with Korea and the continent. One of them received a golden seal
Witn the title of king from the Emperor Komu % . The Chinese re-
present the name of Yametsu with the characters % Jg| §( Yamato ; this
Yamato refers only to Yame and not to all Japan. The same region was
also called the district of Ito,

'|ft . The Chinese wrote it jri (Ito)
and gave the governor the title of king of the country of Ito

[$]
:£)’

The queen Pimiho, mentioned in the Chinese and Korean annals, was at

.

e °I that district. Kami-tsuma-gori and Shimo-tsuma-gdri, joined
in 1896, under the name of Yame-gbri.
Yametsu-hime, A ix, # She is a descendant of Watatsumi and

ruled the country of Yame, north of Kyushu, from 190 to 247. The
Chinese and Korean annals give her the name Pimiho fit .jjg pf. which
is a corruption of Hime-ko jjg flp . She conquered the savage tribes
of southern. Tsukushi and received from the Chinese Emperor Ming-ti
(88 'ffr > klei-tei) a golden seal with the title of king of the country of Wo
wi (238). At her death, over 100 of her servants buried themselves alive
around her tomb. Her successor was her daughter Iyo-hime, who suc-
ceeded her at the age of IS.

Yanagase, (${1 jffj . in \Jmi, Ka,iaok&-^wur&. Nobunaga there de-
feated Asakura Yoshikage (1872). In 1583, Shibata Katsuie was de-
feated by Hideyoshi at the same place and from there fled to his castle
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of Kita no sho (Ecliizen). The Tokugawa erected a barrier
(
seki

)

there
for inspecting travellers.

Yanagawa, #[J jl| . Town (7,500 inh.) of Chikugo. Ancient e&slle

built by Kamachi Shigenan in 1560, and which passed into thejbsa^SOf
the Ryuzoji and the Nabeshima. Hideyoshi gave it to Tachibarut Mune-
shige (1587). Under the Tokugawa, was the residence of the daimyd
Tanaka (1600), then from 1620 to 1868, that of Tachibana (119,000 k.).

Yanagiwara, . Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara Kane-
mitsu.— Now Count.

Yanagizawa, $P Daimyo family, descended from Takeda Nobu-
yoshi (Seiwa-Genji).

Yoshiyasu, (1658-1714). Son of a simple samurai who
had a revenue of 150 k., was the protege of the Sho-
gun Tsunayoshi who gave him the titles of Dewa no
kami, Mino no kami, Roju, then the fiefs of Sanuki
(Kazusa— 22,000 k.) (1690), Kawagoe (Musashi —
82 000 k.) (1694). When Tsunayoshi adopted
his nephew Tsunatoyo, the latter left his fief of

Kofu, which was given to Yoshiyasu (150,000 k

)

(1704).

I Yoshisato - Nobutoki - Yasumitsu - Yasuhiro (a)

YoshiyasiuTsunetaka- Sitozurai - Satoakira - Yasutaka (h)
fTokichika - Yasntsune - Nobuaki - Satoyuki (c)

() — Senior branch, descended from Yoshisato (1687-1745), which
in 1724, was transferred to Koriyama ( Yamato— 150,000 k.), where it

resided till the Restoration,— Now Count.

() — Junior Branch which from 1723 to 1868, resided at Kurokawa
(Echigo— 10,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

(c) — Junior Branch which from 1723 to 1868 resided at Mikkaichi
(Echigo— 10,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Yanagizawa Kien, ® (1576-1758). An erudite man of

the Koriyama clan (Yamato), who distinguished himself in all sciences of

his time.

Yao, A H • Small city (7,000 inh.) of Kawachi. Ancient castle

which in 1337 was besieged by the Southern army. In 1348, Hosokawa
Akiuji came to attack Kusunoki Masatsura, who feigning to retreat to

his castle, inflicted a bloody defeat on his adversary in the forest of Han-
da. The Southern army in its turn was defeated there by Hatakeyama
Doyo (1360). During the siege of Osaka (1615), Chdsokabe Monchika
there defeated Todd Tc^catora.

Yari-bugyo, fr • Under the Tokugawa, an official who fur-

nished the Shogun’s army with spears. He was chief of a body of 1,000
men at Hachioji (Musashi). This office was a sinecure for 250 years.

Yari-ga-take, It j.tf • Mountain (3.000 m.) on the borders of Hida,
Shinano and Etchu.

Yasaka-Hokwanji, A M ?£ SI # formerly one of the principal

Buddhist temples of Kyoto, constructed, it is said, by Shotoku-Taishi. At
the present time there remains only a pagoda, 5 stories high.
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Yasaka-jinja, A Vz # ffi • — See Gion no yaskirf^ -

Yasakani no magatama, A K lj| ft 3x • SkcMl jewel made by
Tai}%S»no-oya no mikoto, when Amatcrasu had hidden herself in the cave
Arm. iwato. Given to Ninigi no mikoto, when he descended from
heaven to rule Japan, it remained one of the 3 treasures or emblems
which the emperors transmitted to their progeny.
Yashiki-aratame, M M & • Title created in 1670 and given to 3

officials charged to survey the property of the daimijo at Edo, etc.

Yashima, H tfifj . In Sanuki, Katamoto-mura. In 1184, Taira
Munemori went there with the emperor Antoku, but besieged by Mina-
moto Yoshitsune, he escaped to Nagato.
Ya-shima, W* • Island (16 Km. circ.) S. of the Suivo province, to

which it belongs.

Ya-shima^ M Ml Another name for Noto-jima island
(Noto).

Yashiro, . Shintoist temple.— See Miya.
Yashiro, M ft • Daimyo family, descended from Murakami Tame-

kuni (Murakami-Genji)

.

Yorikuni, 13 p£) . Settled at Yashiro
(Shinano) whose name

he took.

Hidema«fe if lE (+ 1623). In 1600 received the fief of Hojo
(Awa — 10,000

J

— Tadame^,<Hi JE (1594-1662). Was dispossessed in 1632 and
banished to Takata (Ecliigo

)

for not having kept stricter watch on the
Suruga-Dainagon Tadanaga, whom he kept prisoner. Pardoned after
6 years, he regained his former domains.

Tadanori, & f4 . Was definitively dispossessed in 1712,
because of bad administration.

Yashiro Hirokata, M ft ?jL R (1758-1841). Also called Binchi.
Man of letters from Edo in attendance upon the Bakufu.
Yashu, Up tHf Chinese name of Shimotsuke province.
Yashu ry5-to, f? M li • In the Middle Ages, the two principal

clans of Shimotsuke, Ki and Kiyoivara.

Yaso-tomo-no-o, A • In ancient times, generic name
applied to an assemblage of officials. Hyaku kwan is at present used.—
See Tomohe.

Yasuba, £ j£ . Samurai family of Kumamoto
(Higo), made noble

after the Eestoration. — Now Baron.
Yasui Shunkai, ^ ip fi$ (1639-1715). Astronomer who reform-

ed the calendar (Semmei-reki) in use at that time, and in 1684, replaced it

by the more exact Teikyd-reki. (See Koyomi). — Shunkai at firsl;%m
the family name of Shibukawa, by which he is sometimes known. '

v.

Yasui Shokken, £ # (1799-1876). Born at Obi (fiSHK
he studied at the Shohei-kd, and became a distinguished professor. Left
several books.

Yasunaga-shinno, & & gg 3E (1326-1383). Son of the emperor
Go-Daigo. He was taken to Kyushu by Kikuchi Takeshige, a detender
of the Southern dynasty (1338), who succeeded in governing nearly all
Kyushu. With the help of Takemitsu

, son of Takeshige
,
he gained
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several victories over the troops of the North. He is also called Chinzei
no Miya, Higo no Miya.

Yatabe, S B3 SU • In Hitachi. From 1616 to 1868, residence of

the Hosokawa daimyd (16,000 k.).

Yata no kagami, A F& M Sacred mirror that was made by Ishi-

koridome no mikoto, when Amaterasu was hidden in the cave Ama no
iwato. It was given to Ninigi no mikoto when he left heaven to rule

Japan, and it remained one of the 3 treasures or emblems of the Imperial
dynasty. It was at first preserved in the Imperial Palace, but the em-
peror Snjin, fearing some profanation, entrusted it to his daughter Togo-

who became the high-priestess of the temple erected for its

pr6,Vitt'-4’on at Kasanui (Yamato) (92 B.C.). Under the reign of Suinin,

YcmM^ikime succeeded Toyo-suki-iri

;

the temple was taken to Ise

(5 B.C.) and is the famous Daijin-gu temple. A reproduction of the

mirror, made as exact as possible, was kept at the Palace in the Kashi-
ko-dokoro, but during the reign of Murakami-tenno (947-967), it was
often damaged, although not destroyed by fire.— Its diameter is about
25 cm., and the mirror is said to have the form of a flower with 8 petals.

Yata no karasu, A 115 H • The raven sent by Amaterasu to guide

Jimmu-tenno in his expedition to Yamato. — Some authors believe this to

h© a surname given to Taketsunumi no mikoto by Jimmu for having been
his guide

;
others see in it a metaphor signifying the compass used by the

conqueror (yata indicating the 8 directions marked on the instrument).

Yatsu-ga-take, A tr tffc- Group of Mountains on the borders of

Kai and Shinano.:, The principal peaks are : Amigasa-dake (2530 m.),

Gongen-ddke t&.i}, Nishi-dake (2420 m.) and Aka-dake (2930 m.).

YatsulsasM l&MigJO, A fx Artist of the 17th century, con-
sidered tbs sceafesp isf .modern Japanese music. He greatly improved the

koto (sort of ham with 13 cords), an instrument for which he composed
many piece®. Died atthe age of 71.

Yatsu-jorural BO djl, A ? I ? (Lit.
:

prince having eight ears).

Surname given ho Shnioku-taishi, because, it is said, he could listen to 8
persons at one iame and give each an appropriate answer.

Yatsuomo, A <Sj • In Omi, Kumaku-mura. In 1564, leyasu there

defeated Araka-wa Yorimochi, who had joined the Ikko-shu troops.

Yatsushh o, A ft • Town (10,500 inh.) of Higo. Prince Yasuna-
ga-shinno resided there during the civil wars of the 14th century.

Belonged to the Sagara family, then to the Shimazu. In 1588, was a

part of the domains of Konishi Yukinaga. Under the Tokugawa, it

belonged to the Kumamoto fief. The castle was defended by :*&;?;'$jsiyaoka,

vassals of the Hosokaiva daimyd.

Yatsushiro-kai, A ft M Inland Sea, between the m0"province
and the Amakusa islands.

Yawata, A • In Mino. — See Gujo.

Yawata-yama, A I® lU • other name for Mt. Otoko-yama, near
Kyoto. Thus called on account of the Hachiman temple erected on its

summit.
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Tedo, 01 p , — See Edo.

“Ytam, if*. X «— See Ezo.

§t v In Yamashiro. Ancient castle wbaoh, ill the Wgimmag of
thss 16th ceatoay, belonged to the Hosokawa, then p*£38& to fee’ Myoshi.
Eosokatoa F&fdaka occupied it in 1573. Towards 1690, BMeyosU had
it enlarged and si? wife, Asa j Nagamasa’s daughter, resided there, haa.ce its
name Yosa-gimi oar Yodo-dono. Under the Tokugmsa, the casQs being
reconstructed in 1623-1625, was successively the residence of tfe &&myd
Hisamatsu (1625), Nagai (1634), Ishikawa (1669), Toda (1 7.11). Mmi
(1717), and from 1723 to 1868, that of Inaba (115,000 k).— Xii 1868,
the Shogun’s army sought refuge there after its defeat at Fushimi.
Yodo-gawa, jjj? Jl| . Eiver (78 Km.) formed by the junction of the

Uji-gawa and the Katsura-gawa. It passes Osaka and flows into the sea
by many outlets.

Yodo-gawa-kwasho-bune, SUM Under the Tokugawa,
boats authorized to sail on the Yodo-gawa and carrying mail. Establish-
ed in 1603, this service was entrusted to the Suminokura and Kimura
families, who likewise inspected boats on the Oi-gawa and the Takase-
gawa, and levied a tax on every boat.

Yodo-gimi, %% (1569-1615). Daughter of Asai Nagamasa and of
Odam no kata, sister to Nobunaga. She was called Chacha, Being 4
years old at the death of her father, she as well as her two sisters were
taken care of by Shibata Katsuie. At the overthrow of the latter, Hide-
yoshi became their protector, and married the eldest one; he gave the secondm marriage to Kyogoku Takatsugu and the 3rd to the future Shogun
Hidetada. Chacha being the wife of Hideyoshi, received the castle of
Yodo (Yamashiro) ; hence her na,me Yodo-gimi or Yodo-dono. In the
Month of May 1593, she gave birth to Hideyori, which fact secured her
the Taiko’s favor. When a widow (1598), she retired with her son to the
castle of Osaka, and bore great hatred to Ieyasu, the usurper of Hide-
yon s rights. She prepared to revenge her wrongs, but as she had to
deal with a man of great ability, her efforts did not meet with success.
She penshed at the age of 46, during the great fire of Osaka which con-
summated the ruin of the Toyotomi.
Yogaku-jo, # ^ Pft School founded at Edo in 1855, to teach Eu-

ropean sciences. The following year, its name was changed to that of
Bansho-shirabe-dokoro (See that word). — At first the Dutch language
alone was taught, but in 1860, French, English, German and Russian
were added to the curriculum.

Yoita, |S • Small city (5700 inh.) of Echigo, formerly called
Otsu. Ancient castle, which, at the end of the 16th century, belonged to
the Naoe Kanetsugu, vassal of the Uesugi. In 1601, was a part of the
domains of the Makino daimyo, and from 1705 to 1868, was the re-
sidence of a branch of the Ii family (20,000 k.).

Y6j6-sh°, fe 4 PJf - Dispensary established at Edo, Koishikawa, in
1722, by order of the Shogun Yoshimune, in consequence of a petition of
Ogawa Shosen. Was suppressed in 1868. The botanical garden
(Shokubutsu-en) has been established on its premises.
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Yokohama, '{& . Chief-town of the Kanagawa-ken.—Population

396,700, of whom are 10,000 foreigners. The latter include 8,000

Chinese. Port opened to foreigners in 1859.

YOKOHAMA IN 185J.

Yokoi Shonan, /]> ^ (4- 1869). Samurai of the Kumamoto
clan

(Higo). At the time of the Restoration, was eminent for his liberal

views. "He was murdered by the opponents of the new regime.

Yokoi Yayu, liL (+ 1783). Samurai of Owari. Founded
a School for military science and became famous as a poet

(
haikai).

Yokosuka, Port (24,800 inh.) of Sagami

;

seat of a
maritime prefecture

(chinjufu). 'The Englishman, Will Adams lived

there from 1600 to 1 620. He was & pilot on a Dutch ship which was con-
fiscated by Ieyasu. He became ship builder for the Shogun and served as

intermediary between the Bakufu and the foreign merchants. His tomb
is in the village of Hemi.— An arsenal was established there in 1866 under
the direction of French engineers, at whose head were MM. Verny (1866-
1876), Dupont (1876-1877) and Thibaudier (1877-1878). At present it

is directed by the J apanese Navy. A French engineer however, M. Bertin
(1886-1890), made the plans of several Japanese men of war and
supervised their construction at Yokosuka.

Yokosuka, ^ ^ • In Totomi, Osuka-mura. Ancient castle built

in 1578 by Ieyasu, who entrusted it to Osuka Yasutaka. Hideyoshi gave
it to Arima Toyouji (1593). Under the Tokugawa, was successively the
residence of the daimxyo Osuka (1601), Matsudaira (1619), Inoue (1623),
Honda (1645), and from 1682 to 1868, that of Nishio (35,000 k.).

Yokota, [11 . In Shimotsuke, Yokokawa-mura. In the 13th
century, castle of the daimyd Utsunomiya.

Yokota-ga-hara, HI M ® In Shinano, Sakae-mura. Scene
of several battles

; between Kiso Yoshinaka and Jo Nagamochi (1181),
between Takeda Shingen and Uesugi Kenshin (1553-1561).

Yokota-gawa, $ U1 ji| River (60 Km.) in the Omi province.

Yokote, ^ . City (12,300 inh.) of Ugo. Before the 17th century
castle of the Onodera family.
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Yokote-yama, ^ jjj . Mountain (2,150 m.) between Shinano
and Kozuke.

Yokoyama-j5, llj M In Omi, Kita-gori-mura. Ancient castle
of the Asai daimyo. Nobunaga occupied it in 1570.

Yomei-ha, ^ 93 M . Under the Tokugaica, one of the 4 large
schools of Chinese classical literature, established by Nakae Toju (1608-
1648), Kumazaxoa Rydkai (1619-1691), etc. Their principal disciples
were: Nakae Josei (1666-1709), Nakagawa Giemon (1763-1830), etc.

—

See Tokugawa-jidai no keigaku-ha.

Yomei-mon-in, Wi fill I“J $c • — See Tei-shi.

Yomei-tenno, JO ^ M • 31st Emperor of Japan (586-587).
Tachibana no Toyohi, 4th son of Kimmei, succeeded his brother Bidatsu.
In the beginning of 587, he fell sick and on the advice of his son Sho-
toku-taishi, then 15 years old, he resolved to embrace Buddhism. Mono-
nobe no Moriya and Nakatomi no Katsumi vainly tried to impress upon
him that such an act would be most displeasing to the gods of the country
and provoke their anger, Yomei persisted in his intentions. He was
the first emperor converted to the doctrines of Buddha. He died soon
after, according to some at the age of 41, according to others at 48. — A
3rd opinion is that he lived 69 years, but in that case his father, Kimmei
of whom he was not the first child, would have been only 10 years old
when Yomei was born.

Yome-tori - bugyo, 5c $ ff • Title created in 1230 and given to
fficial charged to negotiate the marriage of the Shogun of Kamakura.

; omotsu-kami, ^ ^ jjty • God of hell {Shinto).

omyo, fy] ^ Or Osana-na Formerly name given to children
'"ffime ceremony of the genibuh%0

:̂
they received the eboshi-na or

kammei. Thus the yomyo of Yoshiie was Genda ; his eboshi-
na was Hachiman-Taro ; Yoshii-Y Yf.iyn is jitsiimyo or nanori.

Yonago, ^ . Town (16,100 urn.) of Hbki. Ancienfeigs^if
by Kikkaxoa Hiroie towards 1580. In 1600, it passed to
Kazuuji, then in 1610 to Kato Sadayasu. Since 1617,
the domains of Ikcda of Tottori

(Inaba). ;:
v

.

Yoneda, [fl . Samurai family of the Kumamoto '$$$$
made noble after the Restoration.— Now Baron. f '.j i

Yonekura, M £? Daimyo family, descended from Minamoto Yoshi-
mitsu {Seiwa-Genji). Made noble in 1696, it resided at Kanazawa till

the Restoration
(Musashi— 12,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Yoneyama, ^ til In Echigo. Nagao Kagetora (Kenshin) de-
feated Nagao Masakagc (1547) there.

Yonezawa, 2ft ^ . Town (30,750 inh.) of Uzen, formerly called

Maizuru. Ancient castle built in 1238 by the Nagai family. Passed to
the Endo, vassals of the Date. In 1590, was a part of the domains of
Gamo Ujisato. Under the Tokugawa, from 1601, was a fief of the
Uesugi (150,000 k.).

Yonezu, • Daimyo family, descended from Minamoto Yori-
pitsjt {Seiwa-Genji). Made noble in 1601, it resided at Nagatoro
’ — 1 ] ,000 k ) from 1698 to 1868.— Now Viscount.
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Yoriai-gumi, % . Under the TokugmM,
; mmurai without

office but having a revenue of 3,000 to 10,000 k. As they guarded the
castle of Edo or the houses of their daimyd during their absence, they
were called Rusui-gumi.

Yoriai-shu, iff & Under the Kamakura Shogun, high officials

who with the Shikken and the Hydjo-shu belonged to the Council of the
Shogun.

Yoriki-doshin, jj fh] >£> • Under the Tokugawa, minor officials

subject to a Bugyo. These offices were hereditary. The yoriki were
divided into two classes: Go-fudai-gumi and O-kakae-gumi. The
doshin belonged to the kakae-gumi.

Yoro, HI 3-5 • Nengo: 717-723.

Yoro no taki, %£ MM- Waterfall on Mount Tado-zan, in the
district of Yoro {Him) : height, 40 m

;
width, 2 m. 70. In 717, the

empress Gensho saw it, gave it this name and changed the name of
the era into that of Yoro.

Yoro-ryoritsu, jg 'rM£ . — See Taiho-ryo.

Yoroi-gata, fa 'M • Lake (8 Km. circ.) in Echigo. Also called

Hishi no ko.

Yosami no ike, fife fife
. Lake dug in the reign of Sujin (36 B.C.)

in Settsu. When a new bed was dug for the Yamato-gawa to lead the
stream to Sakai (Izumi), the water of the lake flowed into the new river

(1704).

Yoseba-bugyo, ^ $ ff . Title created in 1790 and given to the

official having charge of the penitentiary erected on the isle of Ishikawa-
jima, near the mouth of the Sumida river {Edo). Besides prisoners,

exiles and vagabonds were confined there. They were all dressed in

red. After-3 years they were liberated and a small sum of money was
given them, to make a new attempt in life. Subject to the Yoseba-bugyo
were : the Motojime-yaku (controller), Tewaza-gakari (superintendent
of manual labor), Kagi-ban-yaku (turnkey), Kakibai-seisho-gakari (kiln-

officer), Hatake-gakari (fieldwork-officer) Abura-shime-gata (officer

supervising the oil presses), etc.

Yoshida, rj tH • lb Mikawa, Toyohashi-machi. Ancient castle

built at tbe end of the century by Makino Naritoki. He fought
Toda Banjo, who recsvai help from Imagawa Ujichika and invested

Yoshida. Naritoki was killed and the castle passed to the possession of

the Imagawa (1506). Nobunari, son of Naritoki, retook it, but after-

wards was defeated and killed by Matsudaira Kiyoyasu (1532) who
settled in that place. back to the Imagaiva, it was stormed by
Ieyasu (1564) who plaea^; Tadatsugu there. Hideyoshi gave it to

Il(£da Terumasa (1590). €%der the Tokugaioa, was successively the

reassee-se of the daimyd Matsudaira (1601), Mizuno (1632), Ogasawara
(IMBj, Kuze (1697), Makino (1705), Okochi (1712), Honjo (1749) and
fi?0m 1749 to 1868, that of Okochi {Matsudaira) (73,000 k.) — At pre-

sent called Toyohashi.

Yoshida, "o tS • In dyo. From 1614 to 1868, residence of a branch
of the Bate family (30,000 k.).
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Yoshida, !§ EH • In Aki. Mori Tokichika fixed his residence in that
place towards 1335. Two centuries later his descendant Motonari became
master of the province. Besieged in Yoshida by Amako Hartihisa
(1540), he called on Ouchi Yoshitaka for help, defeated Haruhisa
and following up his conquests, he gradually gained possession of 10
provinces. His grandson Terumoto left Yoshida castle and came to
Hiroshima in 1592.

Yoshida, Hi EH Branch of the Urabe family, which under the
Ashikaga exercised great influence in things pertaining to Shintoism,
and under the Tokugawa obtained the office of Vice-Minister of Cults
(Jingi-kwan) with the right of inheritance. It gave new vigor to the old
religion by establishing the Yui-itsu-Shinto.— Now Viscount.

Kenko, 'M £F (1283-1350). Or Kaneyoshi. Also called Urabe
Kenko. He cultivated literatim At the death of the emperor Go-Uda,
his protector, he shaved his t*^ <*nd retired to the Shugaku-in (1324).
In 1340, accepting an invita&Atfrom Tachibana Naritada, he fixed his
abode at the foot of the Kunimi-yama

(Iga). Kenko is the author of the
Tsurezure-gusa.

Yoshida, Hi EH • Samurai family of the Kagoshima clan (Satsuma),
made noble after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Yoshida-Koyu, Hi EH it & (1598-1672). Famous te^fematician.
Yoshida Shorn, ^ EH & & (1831-1860). Also W^Torajiro.

Samurai of the Glioshu clan and a promoter of the Imperial cause
and the expulsion of foreigners. lii Bdo, he with Sakuma Shozan
studied things foreign and wishing to ads Europeans at home, they went
to Nagasaki, secretly to embark on a Russian ship, but at their arrival

found the ship had already left. The following year (1854), when Com-
modore Perry’s fleet returned to Shimoda, they asked to be taken to Ame-
rica, but wees refused. The Bakufu hearing of this put them in prison.

Once refesi® though confined in his house, Shoin continued to oppose
the foreigners: When ManabeNorikatsu was sent to Kyoto to obtain the
consent of the Court for the opening to the country to foreign commerce
(1859), Shoin sought to take his life, but was arrested and put to death.

Yoshii, Hi In Kozuke. Ancient castle, which in the 16th
century belonged to the Uesugi, then passed to the Hojo of Odawara.
Under the Tokugawa, residence of the daimyo Suganuma (1590), Hotta
(1682) ; then from 1709 to 1868, that of the Yoshii (Matsudaira
10,000 k.).

Yoshii, T§ $]- Daimyo family, descended from Fujiivara
(Takatsu

-

kasa) Kanehira (1228-1294).

Nobuhira, ffi ^ (1564-1657). Son of the Kwampaku Taka-
tsukasa Nobu/usa. He received the name of Matsudaira from the
Shogun Iemitsu because he had married the daughter of Tokugawa
Yorinobu (Kii), son of leyasu.

Nobukiyo, fU fpj . Grandson of Nobuhira, who in 1709,
settled at Yoshii (Kozuke— 10,000 k.), where his descendants remained
till the Restoration, at which time, the family took the name of Yoshii.—
Now Viscount.
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YosIi$?/sf 0* Samurai family of tha Kagoshima dan (Satsuma),
made t?oi& ifee Eestoration.— Now Count.

Yoshikawa, ri Jl| Samurai family of Tokushima (Awa), made
noble in 1896. — Now Viscount.

Yoshimine, Ancient family, descended from the emperor
Kwammu.

Yasuyo, lit (785-830). 14th son of Kwammu-tennd. In 802,
he received the family name of Yoshimine . He loved literature and with
others labored at several books edited in his time, such as : Nihon-koki

(819), Dairi-shiki (821), Keikoku-shu (827), etc. The erection of the

first waterwheels, or noria for the irrigation of rice-fields are attributed

to him.

Munesada, 7j? M (816-890). Son of Yasuyo, served the em-
peror Nimmyo at whose death (850) he became a bonze, took the name
of Henjo and placed himself under the guidance of the famous Ennin
(Jikaku-Daishi)

,

whom he succeeded in the dignity of Sojo. Hence the
name of Sojd Henjo, by which he is known. A renowned poet, he is

ranked among the Bokkasen. — He left two sons who also became
bonzes.

Yoshimizu S5jo, pf tK IE (1155-1225). Son of the Kwampaku
Fujiwara Tadamichi, became bonze, took the name of Jichin, was Sojd
and chief (zasu) of the Tenclai sect. He is known as a man of letters and
as a poet.

Yoshinaka no shi-tenno, is ft 0 5$ 3E • The 4 faithful body
guards of Minamoto (Kiso) Yoshinaka : Imai Kanehira, Higuchi Kane-
mitsu, Tate Chikatada and Nenoi Yukichika.

Yoshino, W Sf , 3* S? Mountainous district forming the southern
half of the Yamato province. Jimmu-tennd ascending the Kumano-
gawa, here fought Nagasune-hiko. The emperor Ojin had a villa con-
structed in that part of the country. Prince 0-ama (Temmu-tennd) also

retired here when he prepared to attack Kobun-tenno (672). At a very
remote time, a Shintoist temple called Kane-no mine-jinj

a

was erected in
that village which was affiliated to the Ryobu-shinto and was named Kongo-
zd-o-gongen or Kongobu-ji. The bonzes of this temple became very
powerful, being protected by the emperors who, frequently came to that
place, attracted by the beauty of the landscape. In 1185, Yoshitsune
pursued by the hatred of his brother Yoritomo, sought shelter at Yoshino.
Prince Morinaga-shinno transformed the temple into a fortress and thus
was able to oppose the attacks of Nikaido Doun, general of the Hojo (1333).
Three years later, the emperor Go-Daigo, expelled from Kyoto, sought re-

fuge in the temple and established bis Court at Yoshino. He died there
and was buried in the N. E. corner of the temple (1338). His son Go-
Murakami succeeded bum but beintpattacked by Eo Moronao in 1348, he
escaped to Kawachi, apt'lfef; the exiled sovereigns
was burned.— The aamStS'VBmB& Mg been the theme ofmany
poems.— The principal iffes -jgfcew, Saka-ga-take, 0-
mine, Inamura and SM&^rnmm.. sge height is from 1500
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Yoshino-gawa, pf Wf Jlj . River (161 Km.) which rises in the
Kame-ga-mori-yama

(Tosa), passes through Awa and enters the Pacific
Ocean at Tokushima . It is sumamed Shikoku-Saburd because it is con-
sidered the 3rd largest river of Japan.

,

Yoshi no hohei, it .^ ??? • Formerly official proclamation made in
the principal Shintoist temples on the accession of an emperor At first
it was made only in the Daijingii of he, but was extended to the temples
oi Kamo and Iwashimizu : it was then called San-sha-hdhci.
Yoshitsune no shi-tenno, The 4 faithful com-

panions in arms of Minamoto Yoshitsune : Kamada Morimasa and his
brother Mitsumasa, Sato Tsuginobu and his brother Tadanobu .

Yoshizaki, p? iKj . In Echizen. Rennyo-Shonin built a temple
( YosizaJa-dojo)

^

there m 1471, which became the headquarters of the
troops of Ikko-shu in the Hokuroku-do .

Yoshu, Chinese name of the lyo province.
Yowa, %£ fn • Nengo

:

1181.
Yozei-tenno, Wi J& H 57th Emperor of Japan (877-884). Sada-

odara, eldest son of Seiwa-tenno, succeeded his father at the age of 10.
Fujiwara Mototsune was regent

(Sessho), and when the emperor attained
his majority (882), he was the first to receive the title of Kwampaku.
boon after, believing that Yozei by his dangerous sports and eccentric
habito showed signs of mental weakness, he deposed him and replaced
him by his grand uncle Koko. Yozei was then only 18 years old and livedm retreat to the age of 82.

YuasaGentei, Jg $ jt M (1735-1781). Famous Confucianist ofOkayama (Bizeri).

^uba-don0
, % % IS . Formerly a pavilion in the Imperial Palace in

which the Emperor assisted at the competition of the kuge in such sports
as bow-shooting, etc. These exhibitions took place annually on the 5th
day of the 10th month. — See Nori-yumi.
Yubu-dake, & 4ft ^ . Volcano (1700 m.) in Bungo. Also called

Bungo no Fuji, Tsukushi no Fuji.
Yuchishi-den, iiil tH • Formerly rice-fields that were subiect

to taxes in kind {chishi).

Dokyo, ^ ftl] Sit H&tyo (Yuge is the ancient name
ot the Kawacm province from whidgl^ifo came).

Yuge-jima, to fl'l Island .to ifCsn. circ.) "N. of the lyo province
Yunazu no mitsugi, pJ 5H . (Lit. : taxes of the bow). In

ancient times taxes consisted of meat, skins of deer, boars, and other
gme. This custom was introduced at the time of the emperor Sujin (86

Yui-ga-hama, A it Sf • Sea coast near Kamakura
(Sagami).Wada Yoshimori was defeated there when he revolted against the Hojo

olox
There als° Nitta Yoshisada began his attack upon Kamakura

(loou).

Tni Shosetsu, it # ffi. g (+ 1651). Son of a dyer of the village
of Yui (Suruga) He resolved to rise to the r&aL 5jf a samurai and
tor that reason he came to Edo, studied military started a school
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which became very flourishing and which gave him a high reputation.

Implicated with Marubashi Chuya in a plot against the Shogun, he was
arrested and committed suicide.

Yui-itsu-Shinto, Pf£ — # • Reform of Shintoism introduced
during the 17th century by the Yoshida family, vice-minister of the
Jingi-kwan. Being a reaction against the Ryobu-shinto and pretend-
ing to re-establish the pure Shintoism of ancient times, this doctrine

is a medley of Buddhism, Confucianism and Chinese philosophy
(In-yo). The tendency to add a philosophical system to Shintoism,
is still more pronounced in the subsequent works of such men as

:

Watarai Enka, Yamasaki Ansai, Motoori Norinaga, Hirata Atsutane,
etc.

Yuima-e, $£ 0. ^ In 669, Nakatomi no Kamatari being danger-
ously ill, the Emperor sent for the ama Homyo-ni to recite the Yuima-kyo
(buddhist book) over him. This custom was adopted, and the ceremony
took place every year at the Kofuku-ji, from the 10th to the 16th of the
10th month, the last date being the anniversary of the death of Kama-
tari. The same ceremony took place at the Imperial Palace.

Yuki, ££ . Town (10,600 inh.) of Shimosa. — In 940, Fujiwara
Hidesato after the defeat of the rebel Taira Masakado, received the title

of Chinju/u-Shogun. He built a castle at Oyama where he fixed his re-

sidence, and another at Yuki, which he entrusted to one of his relatives.

Under the Kamakura Shogun, it belonged to the Oyama family which
later on changed its name to that of Yuki.— Demolished in 1611, the

castle was rebuilt in 1703 by Mizuno K&tsunaga whose descendants
remained there till the Restoration (18.(100 s.).

Yuki, ^ . Daimyo family, de^&&3 from Fujiwara Hidesato.

Tomomitsu, jt (1168-1254). Son of Oyama Masamitsu
and descendant of Hidesato in the 10th generation. He received the fief

of Yuki (Shimosa)
and took the name of the place. His mother had been

the nurse of Yoritomo and she advised her son to side with him against

the Taira. He entered upon a campaign against Fujiwara Yasuhira in

Midsu (1189). When Kajiwara Kagetoki revolted, he marched against

him aud defeated him in Suruga (1200). He later on received the title

of Kazusa no suke.

Tomohiro, UJ gf . Son of Tomomitsu. He had two sons

:

the elder one, Hirotsugu, kept the fief of Yuki and fesa&nitted it to his

descendants ; the other, Sukehiro, settled (1289) at :<$k%r%?;aioa (Mutsu),
where his family resided for several centuries.

JfgffisjMro, m gf • S°n of Sukehiro, was Kbzuke no suke. He
shaved hi® and took the name of Dochu. Castellan of Shirakawa
(Mutsu), fealiSsst served the Hojo and joined them in the fight against Go-
Daigo onMt. Kasagi(1331). When the emperor escaped from Oki and fled

to Funanoe-sen (Hoki), he called all his faithful servants round. Mune-
hiro then abandoned the Hojo party, joined Nitta Yoshisada and with
him entered Kamakura (1333). With prince Yoshinaga-shinno he went
to Mutsu and fought against Ashikaga Takauji. Defeated with Kitaba-
take Akiie at Nara, he took refuge at Yoshino (1338). Having returned
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to Mutsu he levied another army which he took to Anotsu (Ise) by sea,
but had scarcely landed, when he fell sick and died.

Tomomitsu

Tomohiro
i

Tomomura

Hirotsugu

Tokihiro

I

Sadahiro

1

Tomosuke

Naotomo Naomitsu

Motomitsu

Mitsuhiro

Ujitomo

Mochitomo

Sukehiro

Munehiro

Chikatomo Chikamitsu

Akitomo

I

Mitsutorao

Ujitomo

Naotomo

Masatomo

Akitomo

Tomotsune
(Omine)

Naritomo Yoshitsuna

Ujihiro Harutsuna

Masatomo Yoshiaki

Masakatsu

Harutomo

Yoshichika

Chikatomo, ^ (+ 1382). Eldest son of Munehiro, sided
with Go-Daigo against the Hojo and then against the Ashikaga, but
seeing his opponents successful everywhere, he finally submitted to the
Northern dynasty (1340).

.
Chikamitsu, % (+ 1336). Brother of Chikatomo. He

sided with Daibutsu Sadanao against Kusunoki Masashige whom he
besieged in his castle of Akasaka (Kaioachi), then defended the Roku-
hara (Kyoto) against the Imperial army (1333). Later he fought the
Ashikaga and defeated Takauji at Seta. When Go-Daigo fled to the
Hiei-zan, Chikamitsu remained in Kyoto, but being attacked by
superior forces, he asked to surrender. Takauji mistrusting his inten-
tions, sent Otomo Sadanori to negotiate with him. During the con-
ference Chika?nitsu attacked Sadanori and killed him with one stroke.
He then fell under the spears of the soldiers of the Ashikaga.

Akitomo, I® . Son of Chikatomo. He served the Ashikaga
and together with Hatakeyama Takakuni fought Kitabatake Chikafusa,
who was forced to escape to Yoshino. In 1350, when Ashikaga Tadayo-
shi joined the Southern dynasty, Akitomo intended to follow him, but
Takauji prevented him by threatening to confiscate all his domains. He
then joined him against Kitabatake Akinobu. In 1369, he transferred
his domains to his son Mitsutomo. — His descendants for 2 centuries kept
their fief of Shirakawa, the last, Yoshiaki, being dispossessed by Hideyo-
shi in 1590.
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Ujitomo, ft (1398-1441). Descendant of the senior Branch,
he inherited the fief of Yuki. In 1440, he sided with Haru-o and Yasu-
6, the two sons of the ex-kwanryo Ashikaga Mochiuji. Besieged in
his castle of Koga by XJesugi Kiyokata, he was defeated and killed and
his two wards to death.

Naritc^a jl; (1439-1462). Was only 2 years old when
Ujitomo died. Mi to Hitachi by a faithful servant, he was received
as a guest by Satake Yoshitoshi. In 1454, Ashikaga gave his domains
back to him. He was continually at war with the Uesugi.

Masatomo, Sfc (1477-1545). Grandson of Naritotno. He
was obliged to fight the Utsunomiya his neighbors, who sought to
despoil him of his domains but were defeated. In 1525, he gave his
domains to his son Masakatsu and shaved his head taking the name of
Koslio.

Masakatsu, g>C $£ (1504-1559). Son of Masatomo, was con-
tinually obh'gcd to wage war against his vassals Oda, Tagaya, and others,
who attsftv|^80s to become independent.

;lp|r omo, Rpf 3$ (1534-1614). Son of Oyama Takatomo, was
adopted by life uncle Masakatsu and succeeded him. He continued the
war against his neighbors. As he had no children, to retain the favor of
Hideyoshi, he asked him to chose an heir. Hideyoslii selected Hideyasu,
son of leyasu, who took the name of Yuki, and some time after, Haruto-
mo transferred the administration of his domains to him (1590). When
Hideyasu was transferred to Echizen, Harutomo accompanied him, re-

tired to Katakasu and died there.

Hideyasu, ^ $£ •— See Matsudaira (Echizen). — After his
transfer to Echizen, he gave the name of Yuki to his 4th son Naomoto,
but the family kept the name Matsudaira.
Yuki shi-ten, ^ The 4 great vassals of the Yuki family

:

Tagaya, Mizutani, Yamakawa and hoakami.
Yukihito-shinno, sfe fH T (1656-1699). 3rd son of the emperor

Go-Sai-in, was adopted by the princely family of Takamatsu no Miya,
whose name was changed to that of Arisugawa no Miya (1672). He is

known as a poet, a man of letters and a painter.

Yumi-ya san-ten,^ = The 3 divinities that protected
warriors : Marishi-ten, Benzai-ten and Daikoku-ten.
Yumi-ya-yari-bugyo, tfr ft • Title created in 1637 and

given to 2 officials who had charge of the bows, arrows and spears of the
Shogu7i’s army. In 1863, these offices were joined to those of the Gusoku-
hugyd under the title of Bugu-bugyo.

Yura, & & . Ancient family vassal of the Nitta. In the 16th
century it was established at Kanayama (Kozuke). Transferred after-
wards to Hitachi (10,000 k.) it died out in 1621.

Yura-gawa, & & Jl| . Diver (106 Km.) which rises in Tamba,
where it bears tbe name of Fukuchi-gawa, passes through Tango and
enters the sea of Japan at Yura. Also called Okaioa, Okumo-gawa.
Yura-kaikyo, & & M ^ • Strait between the island of Awaji and

the Kii peninsula. Also called Izumi-kaikyo, Kitan-kaikyo.
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Yurappu-gawa, a&;H Eiver (133 Km.) in Iburi (Hokkaido).
Yurappu-take, 0} Mountain (1230 m.) on the boundary of

Iburi, and Shmbg,%ki (Hokkaido). §|gf|gS*
Yuri, til p. Samurai family of the Fukui clan (Echizen), ffpfei

noble in 1887,— Nov/ discount.

Yuryaku-tonno, X • 21st Emperor of Japan (457-479)."”

O-hatsuse-imkatake no mikoto, 5th son of Inky6, succeeded his brother
Anko, when 29 years old. Anko had been murdered by Mayuwa-0.
Yuryaku before ascending the throne, avenged his death and at
the same time put his cousin and rival prince Ichinobe-oshiba to death.
During his reign, whilst continuing the Korean war, he applied himself
to the development of agriculture and commerce, planted mulberry trees,

and ordered potters, builders, weavers, etc. to come from Korea. He
added a second story to the Imperial Palace : this being the first two
story structure seen in Japan (468). Yuryaku died at the age of 62.
(The Koji-ki believes him to have been 124 years old, so that he would
have been born 20 years before his father).

Yuso-den, 10. B3 • Formerly rice-fields taxed by the Imperial
Court. They were of several kinds :

() — Kubun-den, P H . Rice-fields distributed in each village

according to the number of members in the family, at 2 tan (20 ares) per
man and 1^ tan (13 ares 33) per woman.
()— I-den, ££ H . Rice-fields allotted to princes and nobles of the

5th rank and above.

(c) — Shi-den, HM E9 Domains given by special decree of the
Emperor.

(d) — Ko-den, Jj) [fl . Rice-fields given as rewards for services
rendered to the Empire.

(e)— Kon-den, {fl . Concessions of uncultivated land to be tilled.

Yuzawa, ?£| jf; . Small city (8200 inh.) of the Ugo province. An-
cient castle of the Miharu family, vassal to the Onodera. Passed to the
Satake, and was abandoned in 1620.

Yuzuki-jo, •—'See Bx-g&r

Yuzuki no Kimi, *5 Jt §L-
* YmseMSSt ©f the Chinese Shin

dynasty (^, Tsin— 24f;-!v
'v

: bad. basesae a Korean prince
and who in 283, emigrated' ta s number of his country-
men. He is the ancestors’ll.. J-ffA ofte it was for a long
time, to spread the cultivates, iSflfal^&v^aahT * —
Yuzu-nembutsu-shurlfcji BaniMst sect established

towards the year 1100 byjhe dotuze .Myonm
(Skm-Daishi). At present

it possesses 350 temples and 200

I
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Z
Zaimoku-ishi-bugyd, # ^ . Title created in 1647 and

given to an official who was entrusted with buying, transporting and
using materials (wood, stones, etc) required for constructions on the Sho-
gun’s properties.

Zanshitsu, . Formerly infirm persons exempted from taxation.
They were the half-blind, persons having their thumb, two fingers or
three toes cut off, etc.

Zasu, Mi £ • Formerly title of the chief bonze of the Hiei-zan
temple and of all the temples of the Tendai sect.

Zatsumu-bugyo, $£[ ^ ff —See Kuni-bugyd.
Zen-bugyo, fs ^ ff • Under the Tokugawa, officials charged to

provide the Shogun’s table with victuals. At first called Oni-tori-yaku,
this office, at the end of the 17th century, had 8 titularies, which number
was afterwards reduced to 4. In 1861, they were joined to the Konando-
shu.

Zeniya Gohei, (1798-1855). Born at Miyakoshi-
ura (at present Kanaiwa) in Kaga and a descendant of a family of
money-changers, whence his name, Zeniya. In his early childhood,
he worked for a ship builder, named Kitani Toemon. One day,
borrowing 1,000 ryo from his master, he speculated but failed, and being
insolvent, he was imprisoned. Toemon himself asked for his pardon.
During a famine he built many ships, sent them to all the ports of the
Empire and by his commercial transactions, procured rice for his country-
men and enriched the province. He formed the project of filling up lake
Kahoku-gata and of transforming it into rice-fields. Having obtained
permission from bis lord, he set to work, but the expense was too great

;

moreover the fishermen about the lake, complained and Gohei was put
in prison where he died.

Zenji, $1 f&fl
. At first a name given to the bonzes who distinguished

themselves by their learning, became afterwards a title officially given to
those who were considered as being the most virtuous.

Zenko, !® . Title given to a Kwampaku who transmitted;:!^
office to his son, shaved his head and became a bonze. When
mained in public life after his resignation, he took the title of TaikS. V

Zenk6-ji, # • Famous Buddhist temple of the city of Nagano
(Shinano). Established in 670, it at first belonged to the Tendai sect,

then passed to the Shingon. Towards 1630, it returned to the Tendai-
shu and became a dependency of the great temple Toei-zan of Ueno
(.Edo). It is dedicated to Amida, Kwannon and Daiseishi, whose statues
according to legend have been miraculously carried there from Korea in
the 7th century.—The town of Nagano is often called Zenkoji, on
account of this temple.
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Zen-ku-nen no eki, tfj The war brought about by the
rebellion of Abe Yoritoki and his sons (1056-1064). It lasted 9 years,
whence the name by which it is often known. — See Abe Yoritoki.
Zenshin-ni, # M • Daughter of the Chinese Shibatatsu or Shiba

Datto, who emigrated to Japan in 522. At first called Shima, she was
confided to the bonze Eben and in 584 became the first ama or bikuni
(female-bonze). Having collected some companions, she was placed in a
house built by Soga Umako. Sent to Korea in 588, she returned after
two year’s absence, bringing statues, Buddhist books, etc. with her. She
died at the temple Sakurai-dera.

t

Zen-shu, ipp . Buddhist sect, which when first introduced from
China in the 7th century had no success in Japan (See Busshin-shft).
Later on, the bonze Eisai after having made two voyages to the Con-
tinent, returned to Japan in 1192, built the Sho/uku-ji temole Hakata
iChikuzen) and began to preach the doctrines of the sect. later,
the Shogun Yoriie having founded the Kennin-ji at KxjotSMzm Eisai
to be its first superior, and from that time, the sect spread rspiKy. This
sect which may be called the “ sect of contemplation ” is based upon the
principle that every one may arrive at the knowledge of the law and nature
of Buddha by meditating upon one’s self and this without being influenced
by other dissenting doctrines on this matter. These various explanations
seem to reach the great number of 84,000. The sect was introduced by
Daruma (520) from China. Two of his disciples were End and Jinshu

,

the first preached in the North, and the second in the South, hence the
two branches. The doctrines brought by Eisai conform to the Southern
branch which is called Binzai-shu. In 1227, Dosen founded the Sodd-
shii and Ingen, in 1661, the Obaku-shu : these are the three branches
of the Zen-shu sect.

Zeze, Bg . In Omi. Castle built in 1601 and successively occupied
by the daimyo Toda (1601), Honda (1617), Sugarmma (1619), Ishikatca
(1634) then from 1651 to 1868, by Honda (60,000 k.).

Zocho, iff 14 • One of the Buddhist gods who keep watch over the
4 cardinal points : he protects the West.

Zohei-shi, jgr ^ 1§J . Formerly officials who supervised the manu-
facture of arms and kept a record of patents filed by gunsmiths. In 896,
this office was joined to that of the Hyogo-ryo.

Zojo-ji, 1ft Great Buddhist temple at Shiba (Tokyo). Es-
tablished in 1393, it belonged to the Jodo-shu sect and was chosen by
leyasu to contain the funeral tablets of his family. In its precincts are
found the tombs of the Shogun Hidetada (+ 1632), Ienobu (+ 1713),
letsugu (+ 1716), Ieshige (+ 1761), Ieyoshi (+ 1853) and Iemochi
(4- 1866).

Zokwan, Bft *g . Honorary title conferred after death. This custom,
borrowed from China, was introduced into Japan at the death of the Dai-
nagon Otomo Miyuki, who then received the title of Udaijin (701). In
735, prince Toneri-shinno was honored with the posthumous dignity of
Dajd-daijin, and from that time forward the custom was established. It
exists to the present day.
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Zokwa no san-jin, it it =. W • The 3 Shintoist divinities who pre-

side over the motions of the stars, and produce all earthly beings. They

are : Ame no minakanushi, Takamimusubi and Kammimusubi.

ZokumyS, ^ . Name corresponding to the Christian name.

Also called tsusho. Genjiro, Konosuke, etc. are zokumyb.

Zo5-zan-jo, M 3* ill
•—See Nagaoka ( Echigo).

ZSshiki, & (Lit.: different colors). Formerly servants who had

no court rank (i). The possessors (
iho

)

of a court rank wore dresses of

a certain color as fixed by the ceremonial. The others dressed as they

chose : hence the generic name given to them.

Zuiho-sho, 3$i 55 $: • Order of the sacred Treasury.— See Kunsho.

Zui-jin, El # . Name given to the two statues placed one on each

side of the principal entrance of Shintoist temples. They are also called

Yadai-jin, Sadaijin, Kado no osa. They are supposed to guard the

higher divinities that are venerated in the temple.

Zuiryu-in-ni, H 1% Jg By birth, Chie-ko ; sister of Hideyoshi.

Married Miyoshi Yoshifusa and was the mother of Hidetsugu and of

Hidekatsu. Later she shaved her head and retired to the Zuiryu-in

temple whence her name.

Zuishin, # . Formerly bodyguard which accompanied high

personages when going out. There were two kinds : the hompu no

zuishin, attached to the Palace and guarding the Kmperor, and the

sho-zuishin, attendants upon high officers of the imperial guard. The

zuishin carried a bow, arrows and a sword. Their number was limited

to the rank of the persons guarded thus the Kwampaku were

: 10, the Daijin and Taisho 8, the Nagon and Sangi 6, the Chujo

4, fifcdsho 2.

laj^keryo, I§i
• Formerly bureau dependent upon the Naka-

£$tt&i%e'Xsho and charged to preserve books and manuscripts, to write

Mstorical annals, etc.

Zushu, _& *H) • Chinese name of the Izu province.



SUPPLEMENT.

PRINCIPAL FOREIGNERS

CONNECTED WITH JAPAN BEFORE THE RESTORATION.

(1542-1868).

• fAa,

mi (John-Mate^w). — Jesuit from Sicily. Arrived in Japan
in 1604, was exiled to Macizo m .1614, returned in 1624, and after labor-

**•f* •* ** -*• «•
Adam8 (Will) (+1520). Segl&b pilot on the Dutch ship “ Erasmus "

which stranded on the shores of Bungo in April 1600. Taken to Osaka

JfiS"
1 en^rview with Ieyasu the following month, and was engaged

^bJfVeral s™a11 ^booners, one of which, the San Bonaventila,made a voyage as far as Mexico (1610). He was likewise employed in
several commencal transactions with the Dutch and English concerning
their factories at Hirado. He was not permitted to return to his country
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des’gnate him by the name of Anjin (pilot)

:

his tomb is caUed Anjm-zuka and a street in Edo bears his name (Anjin-
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he came to the Ryukyu in 1846 and died atNaha after a two years vain effort to enter Japan.

,4&1Sre (Idartin d ’) or of the Ascension (1567-1597).— Spanish Friar

the
2^Franciscan order. Arrived in Japan in April 1596, and is one ofthe 2b Martyrs crucified at Nagasaki Feb. 5. 1597.

Alberto del Spirito Santo.— Belonged to the order of the Trinity

to

1 Captured by Turkish proafeas on his way
,

was
,

^en to Constantinople where * merchant boughthim and took him to Japan. He was martyred at Nagasaki in 1634
8

15^
b
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U
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q
H®JwT£hn V ~ Plsh°P of the In3ies. On Pentecost,

5 8
> baptized the three first Japanese Christians at Goa: Paul

Xavier
nd Anth°ny

’ who the folIowin£ year, accompanied St. Francis

Albuquerque (Dorn Mathias d’). — Viceroy of the Indies Sent a
letter with presents to the Taiko Hideyoshi, in 1596.
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Alcock (Sir Butherford).— Charge d’affaires of England (1864), he
assisted at the bombardment of ShimonoseJci. It was he who was
addressed by two young Japanese, ltd Shunsuke (later on, Marquis ltd

Hirobumi) and Incue Bunda (Count Inoue Kaoru) recently returned from
Europe. These young men promised to obtain from their daimyo Mori
Motonori the concessions demanded by the powers. They were given

12 days to make their negotiations successful, but having failed, Shimo-
noseki was bombarded (Sept, 5-9, 1864).— Sir Alcock has published a

book (The Capital of the Tycoon), a very interesting account of the events

that occurred in Edo from 1859 to 1862.

Almeyda (Louis) (1525-1583) .— Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japan
in 1556. He labored chiefly in Kyushu. At Nara he received a visit

from Miyoshi Yoshitsugu (1565). He baptized Arima Harunobu (1576),

and died at Amakusa at the age of 58.

Amorin (Juan de).— Spanish Augustinian who perished on the ship
“ Madre de Dios ” which was sunk in the harbor of Nagasaki by Arima
Harunobu (1610).

Angelis (Jerome de). (1568-1623) .— Jesuit from Sicily. Arrived in

Japan in 1602. He was the superior of the Fushimi house and establish-

ed a residence at Sumpu. In 1614, he remained hidden in Nagasaki.
Later on, he evangelized the N. of Hondo and even Yezo island. He,
with 50 Christains, was burned alive at Edo. Dec. 4, 1623.

Antonio de Saint-Bonaventure (1587-1628). — Spanish Francis-

can. Born at Valladolid, he arrived in Japan In 1618, was arrested Jan.

21, 1627 and burned alive at Nagasaki. Sept. 8, 1628.

Arroyo (Alonzo de) (1592-?). — Spanish Jesuit. Born at Malaga, he
came to Japan in 1643, was at once avregted with his companions and
enclosed in the Kirishitan-yashiki &i "Edo. The date of his death is

uncertain.

Baeza (Joan-Bapt. de) (1558-1626).— Spanish Jesuit. Born in Anda-
lusia, he came to Japan in 1590, was Vicar-General of Mgr de Cerqueira.

At the time of the expulsion of all the missionaries (1614) he remained
hidden.— Writing one day (1615) to Bev. Zola, he finished his letter

with these words : “ Ab illo benediearis in cujus honore cremaberis,” and,
in fact, Father Zola was burned alive the following year. — Father de
Baeza died worn out by fatigue at Nagasaki. It is said that no missionary
has ever converted so many infidels in Japan as did this zealous apostle.

Baldwin— English Major, who was assassinated at Kamakura, Nov.
24, 1864.

Beechey— Captain in the English navy, and commander of the
“ Blossom," which visited the Ryukyu islands and the Ogasawara archi-

petogS? in 1827 and gave a name to the principal islands.

ifcltean (Louis) (+1627). — Spanish Dominican Friar. Born at

B^sslsaa, he came to Japan in 1622 and was burned alive at Omura
after having been enclosed for a whole year in a small hut.

Benyowski (Maurice-August, Count of) (1741-1786).— Hungarian
adventurer, who being banished to Kamtchatka for having plotted
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against the Czar, escaped, touched at the Ryukyu islands, tried to settle
in Formosa (1771), then left for Madagascar. Has published a book of
“ Voyages et Memoires.”

Bettelheim—Protestant missionary sent to the Ryukyu islands in 1846,
by the Britannic-Mission Society. He remained for several years at Naha
and sent a Japanese translation of the New-Testament to London (1853.)
Biddle—American Commodore. Commander of the “Columbus,"

he came to Uraga in 1846 and asked to make a treaty with Japan
similar to that made with China, but his petition was rejected.
Bird—Lieutenant in the English army, assassinated at Kamakura,

November 24, 1864.

Black (J* B-).—One of the first residents of Japan after the country
had been opened to foreigners. His book “ Young Japan ”

is, so to say,
the diary of events that interested the European colony of Yokohama
between the years 1858 and 1879. He started the first newspaper
(Nisshin-shinji-shi) printed in Japan.
Blanco (Francesco) (1566-1597). Spanish Franciscan. Born in Gali-

cia, he came to J apan in 1596 and was one of the 26 Holy Martyrs of 1597.
Blumhoff (Sir Knight) .—Director of the Factory at Deshima in

1817, had brought his young wife with him, but the Japanese obliged
him at once to reembarlc her for home.
Borghes (Manoel) (1582-1633).—Portuguese Jesuit. Landed in

Japan in 1612, was exiled in 1614, returned in 1621 and after 12 years
of laborious ministry, was arrested and condemned to the torment of the
pit. He died on the third day.

Broeckhorst—Director of the Dutch Factory at Deshima, he had
an audience with the Shogun Iemitsu, in 1645.
Broek (Abraham Van,;£-$j^#»j~Envoy of the Dutch East India Com-

pany who, in 1609, was s^^Mv in audience by Ieyasu, and owing to a
letter supposed to be from.|^|;|'^:atholder Mauricius of Nassau, obtained
authorization to trade with Y&pah and to open factories at Hirado.
Brouwer (Hendrick)—Director of the Dutch Factory at Iiirado from

1613 to 1618.

Bulcher (Sir Ed.).—Officer of the English navy. He commanded
the “ Samarang, which, in 1845, landed at the Ryukyu island and at
Nagasaki.

ri.'

.
Cabral (Francisco) (1529-1609).—Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japanm 15.70 with the title of Vice-Provincial. He soon after baptized Omura

Sumitada and his whole family. At Kyoto he was received by the
Shogun Yoshiaki and at Azuchi by Nobunaga (1572). He baptized
Otomo Yoshimune and his brother-in-law Ichijo Kanesada (1575),

son» (157^
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Carnero (Melchior), S. J.—Titular Bishop of Nicea. Made Bishop of

Japan, he died at Macao whilst on his way to his mission (1567).

Caron (Francis).—Born in Holland of French parents, he came to

Japan whilst very young and by his intelligence, rose to the position of

Director of the Dutch Factory (1629-1641). In 1636, he was sent with
presents to the Shogun Iemitsu and obtained Nuyts’ freedom. In 1640,
he was obliged to destroy all the storehouses newly erected at Hirado
and all the houses wherjoficont- Christian era. More-
over, the Dutch were*fe3ti«3Siat fofbMtlen to celebrate Sunday,
to use the Christian to carry weapons,
etc. The following yeas? Gfesoo Max. Lemaire. He
hoped the Company woui& position, but was dis-

appointed. He then
, iu ‘hirance and obtained an

appointment from Coll$gsfc«)£ Ck ladc^ |aaig commissioned to try

to open communicatiob^gw| He -?$51 in 1665, but fell sick

and died at Lisbon. # & t ®
Carvalho (Diego fiiM Bs<£tfegUese Jesuit. Born at

Coimhre. He came Es$.e& cin 1614, he went to

Cochin-China, then worked much in the

North, in O-u and Yggz;?= Arrested at Sendai, he was plunged into the

icy waters of the river,.

Carvalho (Gonzal^^k^onteiro de) (1590-1640).—One of the 4 am-
bassadors from Macao put to death at Nagasaki, with all their attendants.

Carvalho (Miguel) (1578-1624).—Portuguese Jesuit. Born at Braga,

he came to Japan in 1616 and was burned alive at Nagasaki, Aug. 25,

1624.

Carvalho (Valentine) (+ 1631).—Portuguese Jesuit. He was for 6

years Provincial of Japan and became Superior of the mission at the

death of Mgr. de Cerqueira. Died at Goa.

Carvalho (Vincente) or de S. Antonio (-f- 1632).—Augustinian

brother. Born at Lisbon, came to Japan in 1622. Ten years later, he
was burned alive at Nagasaki after 7 months’ of torture.

Cassola (Francisco) .—Italian Jesuit. He came to Japan in 1643,

was at once arrested and imprisoned in the Kirishitan-yashiki. The
Japanese assert that he married a Japanese woman and lived for several

years in the house of the Kirisliitan-bugyo, Tnoue Masashige, Chikugo
no kami. The date of his death is uncertain.

Castellet (Domingos) (1592-1628).—Spanish Dominican. Born in

Catalonia, he came to Japan in 1621, and after 7 years’ of laborious

ministry, was burned alive at Nagasaki.

Castro (Gaspard de) (1561-1626).—Portuguese Jesuit. Born at Braga,

he came to Japan in 1596 and died of exhaustion after 30 years of toil

and fatigue.

Cecille (John-Bapt.).—French admiral. In 1847, he made a cruise to

the Ryukyu islands and to Nagasaki with the 3 ships, Gleopatre, Sabine

and Victorieuse.

Cerqueira (Luis de) (1552-1614).—Portuguese Jesuit. He was pro-

fessor in the college of Evora, when he was appointed Coadjutor to Mgr.
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P. Martinez (1591). Consecrated at Lisbon, he left for the Indies in
1594 and came to Nagasaki in 1596. He governed the Japanese mis-
sions for 18 years. In 1606, he was received in audience by Ieyasu at
Fushimi. Died at Nagasaki.

Cespedes (Gregorio de) (1552-1611).—Portuguese Jesuit. Came to
Japan in 1578, built a church at Akashi (Harima), had an audience
with Hideyoshi (1585), accompanied Konishi Yukinaga to Korea, and
died at Kokura (Buzen). T
Chanoine— French officer. Captain of the sm^rf^Ithe

first military mission to Edo, from 1866 to 1868.
division, Minister of War, etc. (Jl

" 4 M
Chiara (Giuseppe). — See Diet. art. Chiara. Jl H
Cocks (Capt. Eichard).— Chief of the English) Mradti m

the year of its establishment (1613). The factory
1

felthe year of its establishment (1613). The factory* fe
Dutch (1618), who were then at war with the

- £» ysSg
delivered by Japanese intervention. He retired|E
factory was suppressed. ff V T fl

Collado (Diego) (+ 1633). — Spanish Dominfea^lSsAm Esfe-j
madure, he came to Japan in 1619. Recalled by Ipj
written letters and memoirs against the Jesuits, he died when the
ship carrying him to Europe was wrecked. He published a Japanese
Grammar.

Correa (Duarte).— Captain of a Portuguese ship. Arrested in 1637,
he was burned alive at Omura (.Hizen

)
after two years of hard captivity.

He wrote an account of the Shimabara revolt.

Costa (Joan da) (1576-1633).— Portuguese Jesuit. Born near Lis-
bon, he came to Japan in 1609, was exiled to Macao (1614) and returned
via Manila. Arrested in Suwo, he was brought to Nagasaki and con-
firmed to the torture of the pit. He died three days after.

'lg|| ; CostanW) (Camilo) (1571-1622). — Jesuit from Naples. Came to
•V'’Vsapan in 1605, was exiled to Macao in 1614, returned in 1615 and

three years after, was burned alive at Hirado.
Couros (Matheus de) (1571-1633). — Portuguese Jesuit. Bom at

Lisbon, he came to Japan in 1603, was banished in 1614, returned soon
after, became Provincial of the Company and died worn out by labours
at Fushivii.

Courtet (William), in religion, Fr. Thomas de Santo-Domingo.

—

French Dominican. Born at Beziers, he landed in the Bijukyu islands
in 1636, was at once arrested, the following year brought to Kagoshima,
then to Nagasaki, where he was subjected to what is known as the “ water
torture.”

Critana (Antonio-Francisco) (1551-1614).— Spanish Jesuit. Born
near Toledo, he came to Japan in 1583, was banished in 1614 and died
when entering the harbor of Manila.

Cuello (Gaspard) (+ 1590). — Portuguese Jesuit. Vice-Provincial
in 1580, he was received several times in audience by Hideyoshi. In
1587, he received notification of the banishment of all the missionaries.
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Curtius (Donker).— Dutch commissary at Deshima, in the middle of

the 19th century. He was the first who signed a treaty with Japan. He
published a Japanese Grammar (1857).

Decker.— Dutch Captain assassinated at Yokohama, Feb. 1862.

Diego de Santa Catalina (4- 1686).— Franciscan Friar. Entrust-
ed by the Spanish king Philip III. with an embassy to the Shogun» he
arrived in Japan with two companions at the end of 1615. leyasu
already ill, refused to receive them, but Hidetada admitted them to his

presence, received them coldly and refused to accept their presents.

They returned by way of Mexico.

Doeff (Hendrik). — Came to Japan in 1798, was director of the
Deshima factory from 1805 to 1817. He defeated the attempt of the

English, then masters of Batavia, to take the Deshima factory in 1813.
He lived 19 years in Japan and 3 times went as ambassador to Edo : the

first time, he witnessed an immense fire (1806)

.

Duchesne de Bellecourt — Charge d’affaires and General-Consul of

France in Japan from 1859 to 1864.

Dury (Leo) ( + 1891). — At first officer in the navy on board the

Charles Martel, he was Vice-03Bi?r^tof France at Nagasaki from 1862 to

1870, then professor of Frenck&fe Nagasaki, Kyoto and Tokyo. Having
returned to France, he remained Honorary Consul of Japan at Marseil-

les until hifi.^th.

Elgin (Gecffge-Charles-Constantine Bruorv Count of).— Plenipoten-

tiary Minister of England, signed the first treaty with Japan in Edo
(Aug. 26, 1858).

Eloriaga (Dom Miguel de). — Portuguese Captain. He commanded
the ship which carried the Abbe Sidotti from Manila to Japan (1709).

Elserak (Johan Van).— Director of the Deshima factory from 1641
to 1646. He obtained the release of the officers of theship Breskens
arrested at Nambu and taken as prisoners to Edo (IMS).
Erauicia (Domingo de) (+ 1633). — Spanish D^&tcic&n/ Born at

St. Sebastian, he came to Japan in 1623, was Superfecf. si Ins. Order, and,

after 10 years of apostolic labors, endured the pit at

Nagasaki. :;v

Esquival (Jacinto de) (+ 1633). — Spanish Dominican. Born in

Biscaye. He passed several years in Formosa, then embarked on a

Chinese junk sailing for Japan but during the voyage, he was massacred

by the crew.

Fernandez (Ambrcsio) (1551-1620). — Portuguese Jesuit brother.

Born at Xisto, he went to the Indies at the age of 20. He had been a

merchant, then a soldier, and finally entered the Society, was sent to

Japan and died in the prison of Omura.
Fernandez (BenecEij (1380-1633). — Portuguese Jesuit. Came to

Japan in 1606, endured torture of the pit at Nagasaki, after having

labored for 27 years un&m 'k&st trying circumstances.
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Fernandez (John) (+ 1566). — Portuguese; dg&riiS. Came to Japan
with St. Francis Xavier (1549), labored especially ns Kyushu and died at
Bdrado.

Farrelra (Christopher). — Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japan in
IblO. Dssbngusshed for virtue and apostolic zeal, he was chosen Pro-
vincial of his Order after the death of Father de Couros. Arrested
at Nagasaki-, he was condemned to the torture of the pit (1633), but after
5 hours of torments, his courage failed him and he apostatized. He was
released and employed by the governors of Nagasaki as interpreter and
in that capacity often assisted at the examination and martyrdom of his
former companions. It is said that he originated the idea of obliging
Christians to trample on the cross and the holy images. After 20 years
of such a miserable existence, he retracted his apostacy which he expiated
by martyrdom.

Figueiredo (Melchior). — Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japan in
1564, worked at first at Omuva and in the Goto islands, then was
sent to Kyoto where he converted the famous doctor Manase Dosan
(1584).

Flores (Luis). — Flemish Dominican. Born at Gand, he for a long
time labored in Mexico, and left for Japan in 1620. In sight of For-
mosa, he was captured by the crew of the English ship Elisabeth and
delivered into the hands of the Dutch, who, after having kept him at
Hirado handed him over to the Japanese. He was condemned to be
burned alive (1622).

Fonseca (Joan da) (1569-1620).— Portuguese Jesuit. Bom at Lis-
bon, he was sent to Japan in 1604 and disci worn out by fatigue after 16
years of ministry. - ,

Forcade (Theodore-Augustin) (1818-1885).,—Priest of the Society of
the Foreign Missions of Paris. Born at Versailles, he was sent to the
Ryukyu Islands, where he lived two years (1844-1846). Named Bishop
of Samos and Vicav-Apostolic of Japan, he made his abode, for the time
being at Hongkong. Seeing the impossibility of entering Japan, he left

the Society (1852), and having returned to France, successively became
Bishop of Guadelupe (1853), of Nevers, then Archbishop of Aix.

Francisco de Gracia, (+ 1633) . — Portuguese religious of the Order
of St. Augustine. Came to Japan in 1632 and was arrested the follow-
ing year. Condemned to the fortune of the pit, he was bled at the fore-
head and temples to enable him to live longer : his sufferings lasted 30 h.

Francisco de Jesus or de San Fulgencio (+1631). — Spanish
Augustinian. Came to Japan in 1623, passed two years and a half in the
mountains of Nagasaki to study the language, then evangelized the Oshu
province. Named Provincial of his Order, he returned to Kyushu (1628),
was arrested the following year, and after a long and painful imprison-
ment, was plunged on 33 consecutive days into the sulphurous and
boiling waters of Mount Unsen

(Hizen).

Francisco de Santa Maria ( + 1627). — Spanish Franciscan Friar.
Came to Japan in 1623 and was burned alive at Nagasaki 4 years
later.
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Francisco (Domingo).— Ambassador of the Viceroy of the Philip-

pines, who asked that the Portuguese and the Spaniards sojourning in

Japan without the authorization of the king of Spain, be delivered to him
and taken to Manila : Ieyasu refused (1613).

Franco (Apollinarius) (+1622). — Spanish Franciscan Friar. Burned
alive at Omura (Hizen

)

after 5 years of impiisonment.

Francis-Xavier (Saint) (1506-1552). — Religious of the Company
of Jesus, Apostle of the Indies and of Japan. Came to Kagoshima (Sa -

tsuma
)
Aug. 15, 1549, went to Hirado Sept. 1550, then to Hakata

and to Yamaguchi, and arrived at Kyoto Feb. 1551. He remained there

only 15 days on account of the disturbances reigning in that city, and
returned to Yamaguchi, whence, on Sept. 15th, he departed for Fanai

(Bungo). Recalled by his Superiors, he sailed back to the Indies Nov.
20, 1551. He bad passed two years and 3 months in Japan. He died

Dec. 2nd of the following year in the island of Sancian.

Freitas (Lucia de) (+1622). — Japanese woman, born at Nagasaki
and married to Philip de Freitas, a Portuguese. Burned alive for the

faith at the age of 80.

Frisius — Ambassador sent by the governor of the Dutch Indies to

thank the Shogun for bis kindness hwF&rceihe j>ofeb (1650). He was
not received on account of Ieyasu s iite^;

Froez (Louis) (+ 1597) .— Portuguese to Japan in 1563
and was sent to Kyoto the following year. 'S^esfegr with Father Vilela he
was received in audience by the Shogun Y&;hkeru- and his mother (1565).

Received by Nobunaga at Kyoto (156^,’l^ ^btaiaed permission to settle in

the capital, his residence being called Eiroku-ji and Namban-ji . In 1 576,

he went to Bungo and took up his abode at Usuki. In 1592, he left

this latter place to return to Macao where he died 6 years later.

Gabriel de la Madeleine (+1632). — Spanish F'ranciscan brother.

Arrested in 1630, he was imprisoned for a long time in Omura, plunged
twice into the waters of Mt. Unsen, then burned alive at Nagasaki.

Gago (Balthazar).— Portuguese Jesuit. Was sent to Japan in 1552,

by Saint Francis Xavier, who gave him presents for Otomo Sorin. After

several years of ministry in Kyushu, he returned to Goa (1561).

Galves (Francisco) (1577-1623). — Spanish F’ranciscan. Came to

Japan in 1603 was banished in 1614, returned in 1618, evangelized the

northern provinces, then the city of Edo. Arrested at Kamakura, he
was burned alive at Edo.

Garcia (Gonzalo) (+1597). — Portuguese Franciscan brother. Edu-
cated by the Jesuits, he came to Japan with them at the age of 15 and
served them for 8 years. In 1588, he entered the Order of Saint-Francis

at Manila. Chosen as interpreter to the Rev. Pierre Baptiste, he accom-
panied him to Japan and was crucified with him at Nagasaki. He is one

of the 26 Martyrs canonized in 1862.

Gerritszoon (Dirck). — The first Dutchman who landed in Japan.

He came thither from Macao, in 1585-1586, on board the Portuguese
ship “ la Santa Cruz."
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Giannwie (Giacomo-Antonio)
(+ 1633). — Jesuit from Naples. Came

to Japan in 1609, and after 24 years of labor in Kyushu was plunged
into the waters of Mt. Unsen.

Giordano di S. Stephano (+1634). — Dominican of Sicily. Came
to Japan in 1632, was arrested two years later and after most frightful
torments suffered the torture of the pit for 8 days.

Girard (Prudence) (1820-1867). — Priest of the Society of the Foreign
Missions of Paris. Born at Bourges, he left France in 1847 and after
waiting for two years at Hongkong, labored at Wampu near Canton. In
the beginning of 1855 he went to the Ryukyu, then returned to Hong-
kong, Oct. 1858. Named Superior of the mission of .Ta.M^.k settled, is,,, .™.

Edo the following year, built the church at Yokohamd^^^D

,

wentMIPf
France, returned in July 1863 and died at the age of ife i*- < Dec oiSjyftSir

1867.
h mm, '

Gnecchi (Organtino) or Soldi (1530-1609).— Portuguese Jesuit.
Came to Japan in 1570, was sent to Kyoto and evangelized the neighbor-
ing provinces. Nobunaga gave him some Azuchi to erect
a school destined for young noblemen (1577)|^pwas also treated
well by Hideyoshi, hid himself at Osaka at the tiii|tpr£& edict of banish-
ment (1587), then was authorized to stay in Japltif^&e died at Naga-
saki at the age of 79. His infirmities obliged him. during his last

3 years to seek rest from the fatigues of his laborious ministry.
Golownine (Captain). — Officer of the Russian navy. Commanded

the ship “ Diana," on a voyage of exploration to the seas N. of Japan.
Having landed in the Kunashiri island he was arrested, led to Matsumae
and imprisoned. He escaped with some of his companions, but was re-
captured and released only 2 years afterwards, when Russia sent a formal
disavowel of the conduct of Chwostoff and Dawidoff (See Resanoff).
During his captivity, he gave lessons in astronomy and in the Russian
language to Takahashi Sakuzaemon.
Gomez (Luis) (+ 1634). — Portuguese Franciscan. At the age of 80,

suffered the torture of the pit, after having worked in Japan for 30 years.
Gomez (Pedro) (1535-1600). — Spanish Jesuit. Sent to Japan in

1582, he was Vice-Provincial in 1591. Many books on religion were
printed by his orders at Amakusa.
Gonzalez (Antonio)

( + 1637). — Spanish Dominican. Was arrested
upon landing - at Nagasaki, and 3 days later, was subjected to the
“ water torture.”

Gonzalvez (Alphonse) (1547-1601).— Portuguese Jesuit. Came to
Japan in 1577, aud labored especially in Higo. At the capture of Udo
by Kato Kiyomasa, he was imprisoned and died of exhaustion.
Gros (Baron J . B. Louis).— French plenipotentiary. Signed the first

treaty with Japan (Oct. 9th, 1858.) at Edo.
Guerin (Nicolas-Fran$ois).— Officer in the French navy. Com-

manded the sloop of war “ Sabine,” which put in at the Ryukyu Islands
in 1846, and the following year followed Admiral Cecille to Nagasaki. ,

When Vice-Admiral, he signed a treaty with the king of the Ryuk^0^
(1855) which was never ratified by the French government.
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Gutierrez (Bartholomew) (1580-1632). --- Aagustinian. Born in

Mexico of Spanish parents, he came to Japan in 1612. Banished in

1614, he returned in 1618. Arrested in November 1629, he was im-
prisoned at Omura, was twice plunged into the waters of Mt. Unsen
(Dec. 1631), and was burned alive September 3, 1632.

Harris (Towsend). — Plenipotentiary Minister and Consul of the U.
S. Came to Shinwda (Aug. 1856) and made a new treaty with Japan
at Kanagawa (Jul. 28, 1858).

Hemmy (Gysbert) (1747-1798). — Director of the Dutch factory of

Deshima. He died on a journey to Edo and was buried near Kake-
gawa (Totdmi), where his tomb can yet be seen.

Hernando de Ayala or. de S. Joseph (1575-1617). — Spanish
Augustinian. Came to Japan in 1605 and after 12 years of fruitful labor

in Kyushu, was arrested and beheaded.

Heusken (J-). — A Hollander. Secretary of the U. S. Legation, he
was murdered at Edo Jan. 14, 1861.

Jaures (Admiral).— Commander in the French navy, he arrived at

Yokohama in the month of April 1863 ; on July 15, he destroyed the

battery at Shimonoseki that had fired on his ships. The following year he
assisted the combined action of the powers against this same city (Sept.

5-9, 1864).

Jerome de Jesus (+1602). — Franciscan Friar. Born at Lisbon, he

came to Japan in 1594, was expelled in 1596, returned the following year
and built tbe first Catholic chapel in Edo.

Jorge (Domingos) ( + 1618). Portuguese who after having been
soldier in India, came to Japan and was put to death for having shel-

tered some proscribed religious. His wife and three children, arrested at

the same time, were also executed in 1621.

Joseph, &© S. Jaomthe (+1622).— Spanish Dominican. Came to

Japan in gaad built a church at Kyoto. Arrested in 1621, he was
imprisoned ei Omura, and after one year’s captivity, was burned alive at

Nagasaki. i/
:jr-

Juan or de los Angelos ( + 1626). — Spanish Domini-
can. in 1604, returned to Manila in 1619 where he had
some books printed in the Japanese language. He tried to re-enter Japan
by way of the Ryukyu islands and succeeded, but was arrested and con-

demned to death. He was thrown into the sea.

Juan de S. Domingo (+1619). — Spanish Dominfessn. Arrested

soon after his arrival in Japan, he was imprisoned at On0t& and died

of exhaustion after 4 months’ captivity.

Juan de Santa-Marta (+1618). Spanish Franciscan. Came to Japan
in 1605, was arrested at Omura in 1615, and was sent to Kyoto, where he
was imprisoned for 3 years, then beheaded and his body tom to pieces.

Kaempfer (Engelbert) (1651-1716). — Doctor attached to the Dutch
East India Company. He came to Japan in September 1690 and re-
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raained a little over two years. He two very interesting

books: “ Amoenitatum exoticaruni... .%0M^ciculi quinque" and
“ Histoire naturelle, civile and ecclesiastiqiieaeVEmpire du Japon."
Koeckebaecker, (Nicholas).— Director of the Dutch factory of

Deshima from 1633 to 1639. Having received orders from the Japan-
ese authorities to help in repressing the Shimabara insurrection, he went
there on board the “ de Hyp,” which ship, from Feb. 21, to March 12th,

1638, fired 425 guns against the Hara castle, in which the insurgents had
fortified themselves. One Dutchman was killed on the top of the mast,
and falling down, killed another. Koeckebaecker then left the fight,

leaving 6 pieces of ordnance to the assailing forces, in addition tp .t,he

battery they had already received at the beginning of the strife.f|§Sf^|
Kramer (Conrad). — Director of the Dutch factory of DeM&d, be

had an audience with the Shogun Iemitsu and the ex-Shogun mBffima
in 1626. On his return from Edo, he assisted at the feasts in Kyoto which
celebrated the official visit of Hidetada to the emperor Go-Mi-no-o, his

son-in-law. He has left a very interesting narrative of this journey.

Krusenstern. — Russian naval officer. He in 1804, commanded
the ship which brought Resanoff to Nagasaki. The following year he
explored the coasts of Ezo, Kurils, Saghalien, etc. His name was given to

the strait that separates Japan from Tsushima.

Kuper (Admiral). — Commander of an English fleet which came to

Yokohama, March 1863, bombarded Kagoshima the following August,
and aided in the attack upon Shimonoseki (Sept. 1864).

Landecho (Dom Mathias). — Commander of the Spanish galleon
“ San Felipe ” which stranded in the port of Urado (Tosa

)

1596, and was
confiscated by the daimyo Chosokabe Morichika.

La Perouse — French navigator. In 1787, he explored the coasts

of Ezo and the Kurils. Has given his name to the strait that separates

Ezo from Saghalien.

Laxman (Captain Adam).— Russian naval officer. In 1792, he
brought back to Matsumae some Japanese who had suffered shipwreck
on the coasts of Siberia. He profited by the occasion to propose to open
commercial relations between the two countries : he was told to go to

Nagasaki, but circumstances did not allow him to go there.

Layrle (Admiral). — Was chief of staff to Admiral Jaures at the time
of the* bombardment of Shimonoseki (July 19, 1863). He returned to

Japan as Commander-in-chief of the naval division in the Far East
(1887-1888), and has since published an interesting volume on “ la Res-
toration Imperials au Japon.”

Lemaire (Maximilian). — Director of the Dutch factory, he went to

Edo soon after his arrival in Japan (1641), but the Shogun Iemitsu re-

fused to receive him and through his ministers, ordered him to transfer

the factory then at Hirado to Deshima (Nagasaki)

.

It meant to ex-

change the kind protection of the Hirado daimyo for the tyrannical

supervision of the Governors of Nagasaki, but they were obliged to

obey, so on May 22, 1641, Hirado was abandoned and Deshima, for two
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centuries, became the place of confinement of the only Europeans allowed

to sojourn in Japan.

Liano (Lopez de). — Sent by the Governor of the Philippines, .1592,

with a letter to Hideyoshi asking him to favor Spaniards in preference

to Portuguese. He was received at Nagoya
(Hizen), but his mission

failed and on his return, he was lost in a storm at sea.

Linschooten (John-Hughes de).— Dutch navigator who explored the

coasts of Japan in 1584. His report excited the greed of the Dutch, who
from that time tried to supplant the Portuguese in their commercial
relations with Japan.

Lopez (Antonio) (1547-1598). Portuguese Jesuit, rector of the Naga-
saki house, where he died after having been in the mission for 22 years.

Lopez (Balthazar) (1585-1605).— Portuguese Jesuit who labored in

Japan for 37 years.

Lucas del Espiritu Santo (1594-1633). — Spanish Dominican.
Came to Japan in 1623, evangelized especially in the city of Edo.
Arrested at Osaka, he was conducted to Nagasaki and endured the torture

of the pit. . ... -

Machado (Joan-Bapt. de) (1581-1617). — Porfesgyese- Jesuit. Born
in the Azores, he came to Japan in 1609, ^mi^iiMt^yoto and
Fusliimi, hid himself at the time of the expvi|sfen <£ but was
arrested in the Goto islands and was beheaded.

Mahay (James). — Dutch Admiral, who with 5 ships received orders

to pass through Magellan strait to go to the Indies. Leaving Holland in

June 1598, he died at the beginning of the voyage and the fleet was dis-

persed by a storm ;
one of tbe vessels the “ Erasmus ” landed in April

1600 on the coasts of Bungo. Her pilot was the Scotch Will Adams.
Mansdale (Gaspard Van). — Was director of the Deshima factory in

1708 and served as interpreter during the first examination of Abbe
Sidotti at Nagasaki.

Marinas (Dorn Gomez Perez de).— Governor of the Philippines. In
1591, he received a letter from Hideyoshi inviting him to do him homage
as vassal and to pay him tribute. He answered through Lopez de Liano,
and in 1593, by the ambassador P. Pierre-Baptiste.

Marquez (Franci&») (161 1-1643). — Born at Nagasaki, of a Portu-
guese father and a Japanese mother descendant from Otomo Sorin. He
studied at Macao, enfeeed -She Company of Jesus, returned to Japan in

1642, was arrested and taken to Nagasaki, where after 7 months of

incredible tortures he suffered the torment of the pit.

Marquez (Pedro) (1575-1657). Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japan
in 1643, was at once arrested, taken to Edo and enclosed in the Kirishi-

tan-yashiki, where he lived 13 years.

Martin de S. Nicolas (1592-1632). Spanish Augustinian. Born at

Saragossa, he came to Japan in 1632, was arrested soon after and burned
alive at Nagasaki.

Martinez (Bartholomew). — Spanish Dominican. Built the first

Catholic Church in Formosa, near Kelung (1626).
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Martinez (Pedro) (+ 1598).— Portuguese Jesuit. Born at Coiinbre,
he was named Bishop of Japan (1591), consecrated at Goa (1595) and
came to Nagasaki in August 1596. He at once went to Kyoto to
offer the presents to Hideyoshi which he brought from the Viceroy
of the Indies, Bom Mathias d Albuquerque. The Taiko received
him with kindness. On his return to Nagasaki, he witnessed the
death of the 26 martyrs (Feb. 5, 1597). Towards the end of the

yfPistp for Goa to arrange different affairs concerning his
d l̂ p§p|put he died of a fever during the voyage and was buried at

Mwirilli (Marcello-Francisco) (1603-1637).— Jesuit from Naples.
Cured in 1633, by the intercession of St. Francis Xavier, from a serious
wound he had accidentally received, he resolved to devote himself to the
missions, and was sent to Japan, where he arrived in 1637. Arrested a
few days after his arrival in Satsuma, he was taken to Nagasaki and
put to death amidst horrible tortures, which his executioners prolonged
for the space of 12 days.

Mattos (Gabriel de) . — Portuguese Jesuit. He was rector of the house
of Kyoto when the edict of banishment was promulgated (1614) . Having
gone to Nagasaki, he was sent to Kome to give an account of the mission.
He was in Tonkin during the year 1632, and died at Macao the follow-
ing year.

Order sent to |). Arrested in 1619,
as burned alive at

Mecinski (Albert). — Polish Jesuit. Came to Japan in 1642 and
was immediately arrested. He was put to death at Nagasaki after being
daily tortured for 7 months.
Melchior de S. Augustin (1599-1632). Spanish Augustinian. He

came to Japan in 1632, was arrested soon after, imprisoned at Naqasaki
and burned ahvej£„

;

.

:

Mena, (Alonso' l»t- 1622).— Spanish Dominican. He was one of
the 5 first religiolfSffj

" ’ -

he endured a severe

Nagasaki.
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Moralez (Diego de)
•

• ~ ,
• v /- Jpanisn Jesuit. Came to Japan

in 1642, was arrested at once and after several months of suffering, endur-
ed the torture of the pit.

Moralez (Francisco de) (+ 1622). — Spanish Dominican. Bom at
Madrid, he came to Japan in 1602, was arrested in 1619 and after 3
years captivity at Omura, was burned alive at Nagasaki.
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Moralez (Sebastian de). Portuguese Jesuit. Bom at Funchal
(Madeira Is.), he was Provincial of his Order, when Pope Sixtus V. named
him Bishop of Japan in 1587. Consecrated at Lisbon, he sailed for his

mission but died in Mozambique.

Navarrete (Alonso) (+ 1617).— Spanish Dominican. Came to Japan
in 1611, and after 6 years of ministry was beheaded near Nagasaki.
Navarrete (Louis). — Ambassador of the governor of the Philippines

to the Taiko Hideyoshi in 1597.

Navarro (Pietro-Paolo) (1560-1622). — Jesuit from Naples. Came
to Japan in 1588, and after 38 years of apostolic work, was arrested,
imprisoned at Shimabara for 10 months and burned alive.

tlm-fle (Colonel).— The first Charge d’affaires of England to Japan,
from 1859 to 1863.

(Dom Alphonse de). — Viceroy of the Indies, who in 1554
received a letter and presents from Otomo Sotin. He ordered Fernandez
Mendez Pinto to carry the answer the following year.

Nuyts (Peter).— Hollander who being sent by the Dutch Company
of Batavia, presented himself as ambassador of the king of Holland
(1628). The imposture was discovered and the envoy dismissed without a
reply. The following year, he was made governor of the Dutch establish-
ments of Formosa and a chance offered itself to take revenge for the
affront he had received at Edo. Two Japanese boats, belonging to the
adventurer Haniada Yahei, touched at Formosa on their way to China.
Nuyts had the sails, artillery, etc. brought to him, and under some pre-
text or other, kept the boats in the harbor, so that they missed the
monsoon. After a year of vain expectation, the Japanese lost patience.
Yahei, his brother Kozaemon, his son Shinzo and several other deter-
mined men made their way into the house of Nuyts, took him prisoner
and released him only after having obtained the rigging of their vessel,
the permission to sail away and a large indemnity for the losses they had
sustained on his account. Having returned to their country, they lodged
a complaint before the Shogun. Iemitsu at once ordered the seizure of
9 Dutch ships that were in the Hirado harbor and demanded that the
guilty party he delivered to him. The Dutch did not dare to refuse. In
the month of July 1631, the unfortunate Nuyts was handed over to the
Shogun who had him at once put into the prison of Omura. He remained
there 5 years and left it only on the earnest entreaties of Caron (1636).
Nyenrode (Cornelis Van).— Succeeded Specx at the head of the

Hirado factory (1621).

Orfanel (Jacinthe) (+ 1622). — Spanish Dominican. Came to
Japan in 1607, labored in Kyushu, was arrested in 1621 and burned
alive the following year.

Organtin — See Gnecchi.

Orsucci (Angel) (1572-1622) . — Italian Dominican. Bom at Lucque3
he came to Japan in 1618, was arrested soon after and burned alive after
3 years’ captivity.
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Ortiz (Estacio). — Augustinian. Bora in Mexico, came to Japan in

1602, labored in Bungo and returned to Manila at the time of the decree
of expulsion of 1614.

Outrey (Maxime). — Plenipotentiary Minister and Consul General of
France to Japan from 1868 to 1871.

Ozaraza (Miguel de) (+ 1637).—Spanish Dominican. He landed in
the Ryukyu islands in 1636 but was arrested immediately

; he was im-
prisoned for one year, then taken to Kagoshima and from there to

Nagasaki, where after divers tortures he was subjected to the torment of
the pit.

Pacheco (Francisco) (1566-1626). — Portuguese Jesuit Came to
Japan in 1604 was the administrator of the diocese during the absence of
Mgr. de Cerqueira (1612), then Provincial of the Order (1622). Arrested
in 1625, he was imprisoned at Shimabara and the following year
burned alive at Nagasaki.

Pacheco (Luis Paez) (1572-1640). — Chief of the embassy sent from
Macao to the Shogun Iemitsu. Was beheaded with all his companions

:

3 co-ambassadors and 57 sailors or servants (12 Portuguese, 4 Spaniards,
17 Chinese, 6 Bengalese 18 Malayans). Thirteen sailors were
and sent back to Macao with the information that .“ henceforth any one
who would put his foot on Japanese soil, were he the king of Boriszgal,
were he even the God of the Christians, would be put to death !

”

Paez (Francisco) or Pasio. — Portuguese Jesuit. He assisted 2?
Martyrs of 1597, at their death, giving them consolations and ericdurag-
ing them. Made Vice-Provincial in 1600, he resumed the official visits

that had been interrupted for some years and was received in audience by
Ieyasu at Sumpu, by Hidetada at Edo, and by . Hideyori at Osaka
(1607). He returned to Macao in 1612.

Paiva (Francisco de) (1570-1609) — Portuguese Jesuit, Died at
Osaka after an apostolate of 9 years in that city.

Paiva (Simon Vaz de) (1587-1640). — Born at Lisbon and transact-
ing business at Macao, he commanded the commercial expedition of
1631. He was at Nagasaki at the time of the martyrdom of Rev. Barth.
Gutierrez and his companions, and be pledged himself to answer for their
perseverance. Was later on, one of the 4 ambassadors who were behead-
ed by order of the Shogun Iemitsu.

Paredes (Rodrigo Sanchez de) (1585-1640).— Senator of Macao, one
of the 4 ambassadors put to death at Nagasaki.

Parilla (Francesco de la) or de S. Miguel (1544-1597).— Lay-
brother of the Order of St. Francis, and one of the 26 Holy Martyrs of
Feb. 5, 1597.

Pedro de Avila (+ 1622). Spanish Franciscan. Came to Japan in
1619, was arrested the following year, suffered 2 years’ imprisonment at
Omura, then was burned alive at Nagasaki.
Pedro de la Asuncion (+ 1617). — Spanish Franciscan. Came to

Japan in 1609 and after 8 years’ work, was arrested and beheaded near
Nagasaki.
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Peixota (Antonio). — One of the 3 Portuguese who, whilst going to
China, were driven by a storm upon the coasts of Kyushu and landed at
Kagoshima in 1542. They maintained that they discovered Japan before
Mendez Pinto.

Pellew (Captain Fleetwood). — Officer of the English navy. Com-
mander of the “ Phaeton," he, in 1808, entered the bay of Nagasaki,
seized the two Dutchmen of the Deshima factory, who came on
board his ship to inspect as was their custom. After two days he re-

leased them and went away. The bugyd of Nagasaki, Matsudaira Ya-
suhide, and several of his subordinates committed harakiri for not
having besn able to prevent this violation of the laws of the Empire.

Pewsjbflft (William) (1537-1603). — Portuguese Jesuit. Was taken to

Jap&E* whilst a seminarist, and died after 40 years especially devoted
to the education of youth.

Perry (Commodore Matthew C.).— Officer of the American navy.
On the 8th of July 1853, he reached Uraga bay

(Sagami) with a fleet,

and was bearer of a message from President Millard Fillmore to the Shogun
Ieyoshi. 6 days later, he handed the letter to Toda Ujiaki, daimyo of
Ogaki (Mino), sent from Edo to interview him and after having made
soaie-sfettTsdings, he departed declaring that he would return the following
ye/*? hsf.-m answer to his letter. On Feb. 12th, 1854, he returned with
7 aSpSj and after more than a month’s parley, the Baku/u signed a pro-

yMosjtl treaty which opened the ports of Shimoda and Hakodate to

(Andrew). — Was Commander of the port of Macao in 1608.
A Japanese ship, chartered by Arima Harunobu passed the winter in the
port, and a quarrel ensued between the crew and the natives. Pessoa
showed himself severe in repressing the disturbance and obliged the
Japanese to sign a paper stating that they were guilty. But they
had scarcely returned to their country, when they sent a complaint to

leyasu at Sumpu. The following year, Pessoa arrived at Nagasaki
commanding the carack “ Madre de Dios." He at once sent explanations
that were accepted. But Harunobu and Hasegawa Fujihiro, bugyd of
Nagasaki, persuaded leyasu to revoke his decision and to sign an order
to seize the Portuguese vessel. They gathered 1200 men and a great
number of boats, and for 3 days, endeavored to set the ship on fire. Fi-
nally Pessoa despairing of saving himself, set fire to the casks of powder
and blew up his ship, causing the ruin of a great number of Japanese
junks. (Jan. 7th, 1610).

Petitjean (Bernard) (1829-1884).— Priest of the Society of the
Foreign Missions of Paris. Born at Blanzy (Saone et Loire), he left for

Japan in 1860 and remained 2 years at Naha (Ryukyu). In 1862, he
was at Yokohama, and the following year at Nagasaki. On March the
17th 1865, he discovered the descendants of the ancient Christians.

Made Bishop of Myriophyte and Vicar-Apostolic of Japan in 1866, he
remained at the head of the Southern Vicariate, when the Northern
Mission was formed (1876). He died at Nagasaki at the age of

55.
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Philippe de las Casas or de Jesus (+ 1597). — Portuguese Fran-
ciscan-brother and one of the 26 Holy Martyrs of Feb. 5, 1597.

Piano (Giulio) (1537-1605). Portuguese Jesuit. He labored in Japan
for 27 years.

Pierre-Baptiste (Saint) (1545-1597). —Spanish Franciscan. Bom
near Avila, he was Commissary of his Order in the Philippines, when
the governor Dom Gomez Perez de las Marinas, chose him as ambas-
sador to Hideyoshi (1593). After having fulfilled his mission, he re-

mained Kyoto, awaiting the ratification of the treaty with the Spanish
king, and in the meantime established a flourishing Christian community
in the capital. When the disposition of the Taiko changed, he was
arrested, taken to Nagasaki and crucified with 25 others, 19 of whom were
Japanese (Feb. 5, 1597). These 26 Martyrs were beatified in 1627 and
canonized on June the 8th, 1862.

Pierre-Baptiste (+ 1630). — Spanish Franciscan. Was Commis-
sary of his Order. Left Japan in 1624 to assist at the General Chapter
of the Order, then was charged to procure the beatification of the Martyrs
of 1597.

Pinto (Fernand Mendez).— Portuguese who is said to have been the
first to land in Japan, in 1542. Having boarded, the ship of a Chinese
corsair at Macao together with two other Portuguese, Diego Zeimoto and
Christopher Borrello, they could not land at the Kyukyu Islands and were
carried by a storm to Tane-ga-shima island, where they landed in the
port of Nishi-mura. The governor of the island, Tanegashima Tokitaka,
marvelling at the sight of the firearms brought by the strangers, sent
one of his officers Sasagawa Koshiro, to study their construction and
manipulation, whereupon he had some made. Otomo Yoshinori, daimyd
of Bungo, invited the Portuguese to Funai. On his return to the Indies,
Pinto loved to relate and probably to exaggerate the details of his

voyage. In 1554, he succeeded in having himself made ambassador of
the Viceroy, Dom Alphonsus de Norogna, to Otomo Sorin, and then
entered the Company of Jesus. When his embassy was finished he hail
himself released from his vows and returned to Portugal, where be
published an account of his voyage?.

Porro (John-Baptist). (1575-1639).— Jesuit from Milan. At first

labored in Kyushu, then went to Chugoku. In 1609, he attired as inter-

preter to the ancient governor of the Philippines, Dom Rodrigo de Vivero

y Velazco, in the diffesmt audiences he obtained from Hidetada at Edo,
and from Ieyasu at Siit&piu After 40 years of ministry in Japan, Father
Porro was burned with ail the inhabitants of a village he had con-
verted.

Poutiatine.— Russian Admiral.- He arrived at Nagasaki on Aug.
20, 1854 and handed to the governor the despatches of his government in
reference to treaties to be signed between the two countries. He returned
in the beginning of 1855 and signed a convention similar to that of the
U. S., and a supplementary treaty in 1858.

Puik (James).— Companion of Abraham Van den Broek in his

pseudo-embassy to the Shogun leijasu (1609).
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Quast (Matthew). — Dutch navigator who in 1639, explored the

Ogasawara Isl. the coasts of Mutsu, Formosa, etc. The man who was
first mate in this expedition, was Abel Jansz Tasman, who 3 years later

discovered the island which bears his name, Tasmania.
Quesada (Gines de).— Spanish Franciscan who arrived in Japan in

1632, was arrested the same year and burned alive at Nagasaki.

Raimondo (Pedro) (1550-1611). — Spanish Jesuit who died at

Nagasaki after 34 years of apostolic labor in Japan.

Resanoff (Count). — Russian diplomat sent to negotiate a treaty with
Japan. On board the ship commanded by Captain Krusenstern, he arrived

at Nagasaki Oct. 7, 1804, and communicated the object of his mission to

the governors. These referred the matter to Edo, and the first interview
with the envoy of the Shogun took place only on April 4, of the following

year. It was followed by others, and ended in a dismissal. Resanoff
irritated on account of the protracted stay and the humiliating treatment
he had undergone, swore to take revenge and in 1806, sent two of his

officers, Chwostoff and Dawidoff, to pillage several villages of Saghalien.

The daimyo of Matsumae was dispossessed for want of supervision, and
Yezo became a province of the Shogun with a governor named by the
Baku/u. The Japanese retaliated by keeping Captain Golownine (See

that name) and a part of his crew in prison for 2 years (1811-1813).

Ribadeneyra (Marcel de). — Spanish Franciscan. Came to Japan
in 1594 with a letter and presents from the governor of the Philippines
to Shogun Hideyoshi. He left for Spain 4 years later with docu-
ments plating to the Martyrs of 1597.

Richard de Sainte-Anne— Franciscan. Born in Flandpptijse
came to Japan in 1614, was exiled the same year, returned fc.

was arrested 2 years later, imprisoned at Omura and burned &t
Nagasaki (1622).

Richardson — Englishman murdered at Namamugi, near Yoko-
hama, by the samurai in the train of Ohara Shigenori, envoy of the
Emperor to the Shogun (1862). This escort was under the command of

Shimazu Sahuro Hisamitsu. As the indemnity asked for this murder
was not paid at the appointed time, the English fleet (Admiral Kuper)
bombarded Kagoshima (1863).

Roches (Leo). — Plenipotentiary Minister and Consul General of
France to Japan from 1864 to 1868,

Rodriguez (John) (1559-1633).— Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japan
in 1585, thoroughly studied the Japanese language and was chosen by
Hideyoshi and Ieyasu as interpreter for all business to be transacted with
the Portuguese. He was in special favor with the Tailed, so much so
that he was excepted from the edict of banishment enacted against the
religious in 1597. Ieyasu treated him with the same beneK>teace. He
died at Macao. He published a Dictionary and a Grammar (1604) of
the Japanese language.
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Rubino (Antonio) (1578-1643). — Jesuit from Savoy. Born at
Turin, he came to Japan in 1642, was at once apprehended and put to
death after 7 months of horrible tortures.

SarisJJohn). — Salesman of the English factory of Bantam, he came
to HirM$ h June 1613 and was well received by the daimyo, Matsuura
Shigem&i, p whom he remitted a letter from the king of England
Whilst at Rirado, he invited Will Adams then at Edo, to join him and
in his company left for Sumpu where he had an audience with Ieuasu
and presented him a letter from James I. He spent several days in
Edo, was received by the Shogun Hidetada and returned by way of
Sumpu where he received the answer of leyasu to the king of England
and a charter of privileges for his countrymen. The English thereby
received full liberty of commerce in all the ports of Japan, exemption
from custom taxes, authorization to establish factories, permission to
explore Yezo and the adjacent islands, etc. On his return to Hirado
(Nov. 1613), he built a factory, supervised by Richards Cocks: W.’
Adams (at £ 100 per year) with 6 other Englishmen was associated with
him. Saris returned taking with him

The E°e'ish

.

Sarmicnto de a Portuguese ship, he

J?
17, apply for some land

at Nagasaki to Brouwer, chief of the~ , 7*7 :

w Jwouwer, chief of the
Dutch factory at to this plan and the
request was not gran^fe^^g

CS —1 /TT ^

™~ — “r™- along tne coasts of
Yezo and the Kurils

ianded at Nambu
with 9 of his crew, he was taken prisoner, sent to Edo, and obtained his
freedom after having made the declaration that he had no mission-
aries on board, and that if some guns had been fired op his ship it was
because be did not know that such an act was fo

Sequeyra (Gonzalo de).— Portuguese noble^S^ ’ Bent as ambas-
sador to Japan by the new King John to annourfe&i the Shogun the
^cession of his master to the throne and the separation of the two king-
doms of Portugal and Spain, and also to ask for a renewal of former
commercial relations. Having arrived at Nagasaki in the beginning of
1647, he gave notice of the object of his embassy to the governors • these
referred the matter to Edo, but the answer was a decided refusal

Sidotti — See Diet., art. Sidotti.

Siebold (Philipp-Franz von) (1796-1866).— Came to Nagasaki in

i oor
St 1828, anC* as a oomPani°“ of Colonel Van Sturler went to Edo

(1826) and obtained permission to stay in order to give lessons in
medeeme and surgery. He was later on permitted to travel in the in-
tenor of the country, on condition that he would make no sketches.
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nor maps. He was however able to get the map of Japan drawn
by Ino Chukei from Takahashi Sakuzaemon, but was imprisoned for

doing so. He was released only in 1830, and then was forbidden ever
again to set foot on Japanese soil. Thirty years later he returned, sent

by his government on ^.^si-official mission which produced no results.

Siebold wrote a book which is a precious mine of useful

information on the Jap-. ; "“is time.

Sotelo (Luis) (1574-lM^j:' Spanish Franciscan. Born at Sevilla, he
came to Japan in 1606, built an oratory in the middle of a leprous

settlement at Asakusa (Edo) (1613), was arrested the same year and re-

leased at the request of the daimyd of Sendai, Date Masamune, who
asked him to join the embassy he was sending to Madrid and Borne under
the leadership of Hasekura Rokuemon Tsunenaga. In Borne, the Pope
named him 2nd Bishop of Japan, with jurisdiction in the Northern pro-

vinces (1615). On his return he was detained at Manila and arrived in

Japan only in 1622. He was immediately arrested, imprisoned at Omu-
ra and burned alive after two years of confinement.— Father Sotelo en-

deavored to open commercial relations between Japan and Mexico
and thus alienated the affections of his countrymen at Manila. The king

of Spain himself opposed his consecration as bishop. Under his signature

appeared a letter to the Holy Father full of calumnies against the

bishops of Japan and the Jesuit missionaries
;
but it has proved to be a

forgery.

Sotomayor (Nuno de).— Ambassador of the Viceroy of Mexico, was
received in audience by leyasu at Sumpu, by Hidetada at Edo and by
Hideyori at Osaka (1611), but did not attain his object, especially in re-

ference to the expulsion of the Dutch.

Souza (Antonio de) (1589-1633). — Portuguese Jesuit. Suffered the

torment of the pit at Nagasaki after having labored for 17 years in

Japan.

Souza (Pascal Correa de) (1605-1643). — Portuguese who at Manila,

joined the 5 Jesuits on their way to Japan in 1643 ; he was martyred

with them.

Spangberg (Martin) .— Bussian navigator who left Kamschatka in

1739 on an exploration tour to the Northern coasts of Japan.

Specx (James). — Dutch envoy who in 1609, went to the Court at

Sumpu and obtained a commercial charter from leyasu, which enabled

him to open a factory at Hirado. He was its first director. In 1620,

he delivered 2 religious to the Japanese authorities, who had been captured

at sea by an English vessel and transferred to a Dutch ship. These two
religious were martyred after a long captivity. Specx returned to Java
in 1621. Later on, he became Governor General of the Dutch Indies

and gave a strong impulse to commerce with Japan.

Spinola (Carlo) (1564-1622).— Italian Jesuit. Came to Japan in

1602, fulfilled the duties of his ministry at Kyoto (1605), where he establi-

shed a school of science, then went to Nagasaki (1612). At the time of

the edict of banishment he remained hidden, was arrested in 1618 and
burned alive after 4 years of hard imprisonment.
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Stewart (William-Robert). American navigator. Commander of
the Elfa,” he obtained entrance into the harbor of Nagasaki in 1797,
by hosting the Dutch flag. He returned the following year, but was ship-

wrecked on leaving the port. He came back on the “ Emperor ofJapan ”

in 1800 and in 1803.

Stirling (Admiral) . — English plenipotentiary. Signed the first treaty
with Japan at Nagasaki, Oct. 14, 1854. One of the clauses was that the
ports of Nagasaki and Hakodate were to be open to English commerce.

sturler (Colonel Van).— Director of the Deshima factory from 1824
to 1826. In 1826, he travelled to Edo in company with Siebold.

Tello (Dom Francisco).— Governor of the Philippines who in 1597,
sent an embassy to Hideyoshi, under the direction of Louis Navarrets to
complain about the seizure of the gallion “ San-Fep^u w and the execution
of the religious in the beginning of the same ye&>. 'The answer was that
commercial relations could be opened on condition ih&t no missionary he
introduced into Japan by ships coming from the Philippines.

Thunberg (P-). — Director of the Dutch factory at Deshima in 1775.
Titsingh (Isaac) (1740-1812). — Director of the Deshima factory

from 1779-1780, and from 1781 to 1784. Travelled twice to Edo, in

1780 and 1782. He left several works on Japan as well as a translation

of the Nihon-o-dai ichiran (Annals of the Dairi.).

Torrella (Juan). — Spanish Franciscan, who arrived in Japan in

1632, was arrested three months later and burned alive.

Torres (Baltasar de) (1563-1626). Spanish Jesuit. Born at Granada,
was sent to Japan in 1600, for a long time labored in Kyoto and Osaka,
then in Kaga and Noto. Arrested in 1626, he was burned alive at

Nagasaki.

Torrez (Come de). (1497-1570). — Portuguese Jesuit. He came to

Japan with St. Francis Xavier, established a Christian community at

Hirado, then had charge of the one in Yamaguchi. Superior of the
mission till his death.

Vftlegnani (Alexander) (1537-1606). — Visitor of the Company of

Jesus, resided in Japan at 3 different times, in 1577-82, 1590-92, and
1598-1601. He established numerous residences, colleges, churches,

confraternities, hospitals, seminaries, printing offices, etc. Nothing
escaped his vigilant eye ; he is for this reason considered as one of the
founders of the missions of Japan. He suggested the idea of an embassy
to Rome to the Christian daimyo of Kyushu. He sailed with the ambas-
sadors (1582), left them at Goa, then returned to Japan (1590) with them,
bearer of a message from the Viceroy of the Indies. He died at Macao.
Valena (PisgO).— Portuguese Jesuit. Named Bishop of Japan at

the death of Mg? <Se Cerqueyra (1614), he came to the Indies (1618) and
stopped at Macao, where he died.

Vasquez (Pedro) or de Sainte Catherine (+1624).— Spanish Dom-
inican. Came to Japan in 1621, was arrested two years after, imprisoned

at Omura and was burnt alive.
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Yeray— Fisech engineer. Pounder and director of the arsenal of
XofcaMk&, feari 3,855 to 1875.

Vfeyra (Aadnsvyjr5— Brother of the Company of Jesus. Japanese by
Mrth, lie cairio from Manila in 1643, was enclosed in the Kirishitan-
mshUd, feok fe name of Nampo there and died in 1678. He was
tested at ttte MuryS4n temple.

Vieym (febastiart) (1571-1634). — Eoman Jesuit. Visitor of his
Order, he was sent to Borne on business concerning the mission (1623).
Having returned to Japan in 1632, he was arrested the following year,
taken to Edo and burned alive.

Vilela (Gaspard) (+1570). — Portuguese Jesuit. Came to Japan
and labored especially in Kyoto and the surrounding districts. After 16
years of ministry, he returned to the Indies and died at Malacca.
Vincent de Saint-Joseph — Lay-brother of the Order of St. Francis.

Bom in Spain, he came to Japan in 1618, was arrested two years after,

imprisoned at Omura and burned alive in 1622.

Vivero y Velasco (Dom Rodrigo de). — Governor of the Philip-
pines in 1608-1609. When his term of office expired, he sailed for
Mexico, but was wrecked and stranded on the coasts of Kazusa, at
Iwawada. He was taken before the daimyo of Otaki, Honda Tada-
tomo, then to Edo where he was presented to the Shogun Hidetada. He
afterwards went to Sumpu where he obtained an audience from Ieyasu,
whom he asked to protect the Catholic missionaries, to confirm his alliance
with Spain and to expel the Dutch. The two first petitions only were
granted. Vivero left on a boat constructed by Will Adams and placed at
his disposal by Ieyasu (1610). On his return to Spain, he was given
the title of Count of Valle and then of Orizaba.

Vos. — Dutch Captain assassinated at Yokohama in Feb., 1862.
Vries (Martin Heritzoom de). — Dutch navigator. Commander of

the “ Castricoom," he in 1643, explored the coasts of Yezo and the Kurils
and Saghalien. He discovered the strait that separates the two islands
Etoru (Itorup) and TJruppu and gave it his name, which was likewise
given to Oshima island (Tzu) and its volcano, the Mihara.

Waardenaar (Willem). — Director of the Deshima factory from 1798
to 1805. He returned in 1813 as an envoy of England which country
being at war with Holfesrl .(tfagss annexed to France), had occupied
Batavia and intended to p&Mma, but was prevented by Doeff,
the director of the factory.- : J;-.--

.

Wagenaar (Fachar^.— of the Deshima factory in 1656.
The following year he ;^3(io-^^- where he distributed more than
14,000 florins as present* rgiSmed to that city in 1659.
Woddel (Lord). — English Admiral who in 1637, came to Nagasaki

with 4 vessels and tried to open commercial retations with Japan, but
met with a formal refusal.

Zeimoto (Diego)..— One of the companions of Mendez Pinto when
he landed at Tane-ga-shima (1542).
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Zola (John-Baptist) (1575-1626). — Italian Jesuit. Bom at Brescia,
he came to Japan in 1606 and labored in Kyushu. Arrested in 1625,
lie was burned alive the following year.

Zumarraga (Thomas de) or of the Holy Ghost (+1622). Spanish
Dominican. Came to Japan in 1606, labored in Kyushu, was arrested
in 1617, detained for 5 years at Omura and finally burned alive.

Zuniga (Peter de) (+ 1622).— Spanish Augustinian. Son of a
Viceroy of New Spain, he came to Japan in 1618, and returned to Manila,
at the urgent entreaties of the governor of Nagasaki. He returned to

Japan in 1620, with Father Flores, on a ship which was captured by an
English vessel. The two missionaries were handed over to the Dutch at

Hirado who delivered them to the Japanese. They were tormented
with water and finally were burned alive at Nagasaki.



APPENDIXES.
I—ALPHABETICAL INDEX

OF A NUMBER OF ENGLISH TERMS REFERRING TO ARTICLES IN THE
DICTIONARY WHERE THE MATTERS ARE FULLY TREATED.

Abdication. — See Jd-i, etc.

Abuse. — See Joko-junin, sho-en, etc,
Ainos. — See Ebisu. ;

•••

,
Amusements, Diversions, Sports. —4 See Mii.*&ii«®iono, jun no o-mari-

biigyo, kasagake, kyokusui no en, ne-aMii yabusame, etc.
Army, Imperial Guard.— See Efu, agifk, tfasokfu, gebu-kwan, go-e/u,

gundan, hashin-shu, hayato, hyobu-sho, hyogo-nyo, kon-efu, ko-saburai-
aokoro, mononobe, otoneri, roku-efu, sei-i-shi, shichi-hon-yari, taisho,
utonen, etc.

Barriers. See Fuwa no seki, Kiknta no seki, Nakoso no seki, etc.

at- l

-

nZeS
VT k60 Ama,bozu, daishi, dai-sojo, Docho, Hiei-zan, Kukai,

JSlichiren, Bennyo-Shonin, risshi, Rydnin, Saigyo-Hoshi, Shinran-Shd-
nm, so-kwan, etc.

Buddhism.— See Bukkyo, daijo, gongen, honchi-suijaku, Ryobu-
ishinto, san-ji-kyd, Shaka, shojo, sohei, etc.

Calendar.— See Genka-reki, hi-oki, Icoyomi, and Append. XVII.
Capital. See Edo, Heian-Jcyd, Heijo-kyo, Kamakura, Kyoto, Nanto,

Nara, Taira no miyako, Tokyo, etc.

Castes, Classes. — See Eta, hatamoto, heimin, hinin, kwazoku, samu-
rai, shimbetsu, shizoku, etc.

Castles, Forts. — See Shiro, tenshu, Tamon-jo, etc.— Civil. — See Choga, daijo-e, gemhi-sai, haraka no so,
iki-shiki ko-chohai, kokki, kosaku, tsuina, etc.

* ~®ee Daigm no ho, daishi, go-sai-e, kajo, kwambutsu-
- ft tama-shizume, etc.

-r* — See Bohan, chikura-okido, chokkwan, hei-
kaieki, kamae, kessho, roku-gi, shizai, tata-

thefts, tsuilio, yoseba-bugyo, etc.

^ — See Bushido, shi-ten, etc.

Kirishitan-shu, Namban-ji, shumon-ara-

— * SvS ••sr-litee Nimbetsu-cho.

~rr~ JSxtrkaviishimo, etc.

- i3o-shuin-bune. etc.

Kwansej-igdku, :no kin. Bongo, Shigaku-
dowa, Teishu-ha, Tokugawa-jidai, keigaku-ha, Ydmei-ha, etc.

Court Ladies.— See Fujin, gyogesha, higydsha, kokiden, Naishi no
tsukasa, nyo-in nyokwan, tenji, tokusen, Ummei-den, Uneme.

Customs, Usages.— See Bunshin, dembu, futomani, gembuku, haimu,
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hassaku, kugatachi, meyasu-bako, nanakusa no kayu, shdbi-kdchin, so-

kue, suikoto, sumo-shiki, taisha, tsuji-giri, warifu, etc.

Dances.— See Dengaku, go-sechie no mai, hayato-mai, kabuki, kagu-

ra, kume-mai, mi-ko, samurai-odori , shirabydshi, utagaki, Yamato-mai.
Decorations. — See Kunshd.
Departments.— See Ken and Append. Ill, IV.
Districts.— See Agata, Aizu, gun, kori, and Append. V.
Divinities. — Buddhist. — See Aizen-myd-d, Amida, Anan, Ashuku,

Binzuru, bosatsu, Dainichi, Daiseishi, Emma-0, Fu-Daishi, Fvdd,

Fugen, Go-chi-nyorai, Jizo, Kwannon, Marishi-ten, Ni-o, Roshana, etc.

Shintoist.— See Amaterasu-6-mikami, Ashinazuchi, Atago, Ben-

ten, Bishamon, Daikoku, Ebisu, Fukurokuju, Hachiman, Hotel, Ikazuchi,

Inari, Izanagi, Kasuga, Kojin, Shichi-fukujin, Susa-no-o, Ujigami, etc.

Domains. — See Han, jikifu, kantokoro, etc.

Embassies (to China). — See Kentd-shi, etc.

Emperor. — See Dajd-tenno, go-kd, Ho-o, Joko, Mikado, mi-yuki,

senso, soku-i, Sumera, tais<$00^mikura, Tenno, etc.

Empress. — See Gyokei, 1|0||§, kdtaifujin, kotaigo, nyo-in, nyo-tei,

sangu, taikotaigo, etc.
'

-/

Eras.— See Ichibu-ichigm, Mgm, nanchin, ncngo.

Escutcheon, Blazon.— See Bukan, mon.
Feasts.— Civil. — See Ghoyo, Ebisu-ko, go-sechi-e, go-sekku, jomi,

kigen-setsu, rekken, san-sechi-e, tanabata, toka no sechi-e, etc.

Religious. — See Bon, chushi, hana-shizume, kanname-matsuri,

koshin, niiname-matsun, shoshi, shuki-kdrei-sai, shunki-korei-sai, etc.

Feudal System.— See Daimyo, fudai, han,

Geographical Division, Regions.—See Do, hachi-do, Hok-

kaido, Hokurokudo, Hondo, Saikaidd, Sai-in^^^n-yo-do, Tokaido,

Tosando, etc.

Government. — See Bakufu, buke-seiji, Ghinjufu, Ghinzei, Dazai/u,

ekiba, gunken, insei, kaitakushi, Kamakura-bakufu-kwansei, Muro-
machi, Sekkwan-seiji, Taikwa no kaishin, tokusei, etc.

Granaries (Public).— See Kokuso-in, miyake, uchi-kura.

Headgear. — See Kammuri, etc.

Hierarchy, Ranks at Court.— See Ikai, iroku, ‘kun-i, kwan-i, kwanto,

shaku-i, etc.

History.— See Dai-Nihon-shi, Gempei-seisui-ki, Heiji-monogatari,

Honcho-tsugan, Junkoshoto-ki, Koji-ki, Kuji-Jci, Mizu-kagami, Nihon-

gwaishi, Nihon-ki, Nihon-seiki, Biku-kokushi, San-kagami, Tenno-ki, etc.

Hospitals.— See Hiden-in, Ycjd-sho, etc.

Japan. — See Dai-Nihon, Fusd-koku, etc. and Appendixes.

Justice.— See Danjodai, Gydbu-sho, hon-bugyo, Monchujo, etc.

Laws, Codes.— See Buke-keiho, buke-shohatto, chakudasei, Engishi-

ki, hatto-gaki, Joei-shikimoku, Kemmu-shikimoku, kempo 17 jo, kin-Au-

jomoku, kokwa-senjo, kuge-shohatto, Kwampyo go-ikai, mikoto, Omi-ryo,

ritsuryo-kyakushiki, Ryo no gige, Ryo no shuge, sankin-kodai, setifi,

shosho, Taiho-rydritsu, etc.

Library.— See Go-sho-dokoro, Kanazaica-bunko, etc.
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Literature. — See /Izuma-kaganii, Eigwa-mo7iogatari, Gmji-monoga-
tari, Gunsho-ruiju, Heiji-monogatciri, Heike-monogatari, Hogen-'/nono-
gatari, Hdjo-ki, Ise-monogatari, Makura no soshi, Senjimon, Taketori-
monogatari, Tosa-nikki, Tsurezure-gusa, Uji-nwnogatari, etc.

Measures. — See Cho, koku, Koma-shaku, ri, senji-masu, shiro, tsiika.

Medicine. — See Igaku-kwan, Ybjb-sho, etc.

Ministries, Bureaus of Administration. — See Daijin, Daizen-shiki,
Dajo-kwan, E-dokovo, Gagaku-ryd, Gemba-ryd, Go-yo-beya, Gwaimusho,
Gydbu-sho, Hyobu-sho, Hydjo-sho, Jibu-sho, Jingi-kwan, Kaigun-sho,
Kebiishi-cho, Kiroku-sho, Kumonjo, Kunai-sho, Kura-ryd, Kurddo-dokoro,
Mandokoro, Mimbu-sho, Naidaijin, Nakatsukasa-sho, Noshdmu-shd, Oi-
ryd, Okura-sho, On-yd->yd, Rikugan-shd, Saigu-ryo, Samurai-dokoro,
Shikibu-sho, Shuri-shiki, Shuzei-ryo, Sumitsu-m, Takumi-ryo, Teishin-
shd, Ten-yaku-ryo, Tonomori, Zusho-ryo, etc.

Money. — See Dairyo, hansatsu, kaiki-shoho, Wade, etc.

Morals.— See Bushido, otokodate, etc.

Mourning.— See Fukki, tc.

Names.— See Azana, tbo&hi-m, hassei, kabane, kaimyo,
myoji, nanori, okurina, no kami, ydmyo, zokumyd, etc.

Nobility. — See Daimyo, fudai-daimyo, gekkei-unkaku, go-sekke, kwa-
zoku, san-ke, san-kyo, seikwa, tozama-daimyd, urin-ke, etc.

Nomination. Promotion. — See Jimoku, nin, rinji, etc.

Painting, Drawing, Calligraphy.— See Kano, Kasuga-ryu, Kose-
ryu, Nanso-gwa, Nishiki-e, Sesshu, Sesson, Shijo-ha, Shiibun, Takuma-
ryu, Toba-e, Tosa-i-yu, Ukiyo-e, Yamato-ryu, etc.

Offices. — See Agata no miyatsuko, azechi, azukarimosu, benkwan,
betto, bugyd, Chinzei-bugyo, chunagon, daikwan, dainagon, dai-ni, dajo-
daijin, Dazai no gon-no-sotsu, denjo-bito, Fushimi-bugyo, gensui, giso,
gusoku-bugyo, han-chiji, hikitsukeshu, hyojo-shu, jisha-bugyd,jitd, jodai,
junsatsu-shi, kami, kanimon-zukasa, kanjo-bugyo, kashiwade, kebiishi-
cho, koke, Icokushi, komon, kubo, kurodo, kwanryo, Kyoto-shoshidai, ma-
chi-bugyo, metsuke, rnoitori, nairan, nanushi, oryoshi, osuke, renslio,
rbju, sadaijin, sangi, shikken, shitsuji, shonagon, sho-ni, shugo, sotsui-
bushi, suke, taikb, taird, tandai, tenso, tomobe, waka-doshiyori, etc., etc.

Palace.— Imperial. — See Dai-dairi, Daigoku-den, Daikyo, Dairi,
Futama, Go-sho, Higashi-Sanjo-dairi, In no cho, Kan-in-dairi, Kinri,
Miya, Miyasu-dokoro, Seiryd-den, Sento, Shishin-de7i, Shuhosha, etc.

-—— Shogunal. — See Fukuwara, hnadegawa 710 tei, Juraku-tei,
Nijo-jo, Oku, Itokuhara, takibi wo ma, etc.

Pensions, Revenues. — See Kirimai, kiroku, hoku-daka, kuge-ryo,
kwa7i-daka, tashi-daka, etc.

Periods (Historical), Data.— See Ashikaga-jidai, Bakufu-jidai, Buke-
jidai, GhuJco, Edo-jidai, Heian cho-jidai, Jindai, Joko, Kamakura-ji-
dai, Kemmu-chuko, Kinko, Kinsei, Muromachi-jidai, Namboku-cho-jidai,
Nara-jidai, Ocho-jidai, SeTigoku-jidai, Taiko, Tokugawa-jidai, etc.

Poetry.— See Chokusenka-shu, Hachi-daishu, Hyaku-nin-isshu, Iro-
ha-nta, KoJdn-shu, Kioaifuso, Man-ijo-shu, Nashitsubo 710 go-kase7i, Niju-
icld-daishu, Rokkasen, San-gyoku-shu, San-ju-rokkasen, Waka-dokoro.
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Porcelain.— See Hanibe, hanishi, lianiwa, Kutani, Kyotoshi.

Printing.— See Keicho no Kwatsuji-hon.

Princes. See Arisugawa, Fushimi, Hiko, Hime-miko, Ho-shinno,

Kan-in, Koiaishi, Kotaitei, Kuni, Kwacho, Miko, Miya, Miya-monzeki,
Nyudd-shinnd, Shinno, Shi-shinno-ke, Taishi, Togu, Tsuison-tenno.

Provinces. — See KoJcushi, kuni, shumei, and Appendix III.

Regency. — See Sessho, Sekkwan-seiji, etc.

Rice-Fields. — See Fukanden-so, fu-yuso-den, handen-shuju-ho, iden,

hoden, kioangaku-den, mitoshiro, myoden, yuso-dm, etc.

Roads. — See Go-kaidd, Hakone-ji, Nakasendo, Oshu-ksddo, Beiheuhi-
kaido, Tokaido, etc.

Religions Sects. —^m ^Bussfiin-sliu, Chinzei, ¥uju-juzes Fnke-skn,
Fuso, hasshu, Hongtigtife -Hosso-shfi, Ikko-shu, Jddo-zhmshU,
Jodo-shu, Jcjitsu-shufS&feitsu-shu, Ko-ha, Kushashfi, MisshU, Nwfai-
ren-shu, Obaku-shu, Bemmon-kyd, Rinzai-shii, J&asM, SaruWbtk^
Seizan, Shingon-sliu, Shugen-dd, Sodd-shii, Tendai^Jm, Tmn-kyo, 3'm&~
nembutsu-shu, Zm-shu, etc.

Schools (Education).— See Ashikaga-gakkd, BansTuwkirabe-do&oro,
Gakkwan-in, Qdkmion-jo, Gakushu-in, Keid-gijum, Kesbun^in, fifed*

gaku-in, shohan-gakko Shohei-ko, tera-koya, Toh<gai(&-bctj\tku-gakfro,

Wagaku-jo, Yogaku-jo.

Schools (Arts). — See Busshi-ryu, Enshu-ryu, Fukko-lia, Tokugaica-

jidai-keigaku-ha, Tosa-ryu, Yamato-ryu, etc.

Shintoism. — See Rydbu-Shinto, Shinto, Yui-itsu-Shinto, etc.

Shogun. — See Fuji-no maki-gari, Sei-i-shi, Sei-i-taishogun, etc.

Suicide. — See Harakin, junshi.

Survey. — See Bunroku no kenchi.

Taxes.— See Haishitsu, Jomen-dori, Kemmei-tori, Ko-mononari, Kuto-
ko, So-yo-cho, Tanasue no mitsugi, Yuhazu no mitsugi, Zanshitsu, etc.

Temples. — Buddhist.— See Bikuni-gosho, Enryaku-ji, garan, Go-
zan, Hongwan-ji, Honji-fure-gashira, Ishiyama-dera, Jingu-ji, Kiyo-
mizu-dera, Kofuku-ji, Kokawa, Kokubun-ji, Koya-san, Kurama-dera,
Mangwan-ji, Minobu, Naiddjo, Negoro-dera, Nikkd, Ninna-ji, Onjo-ji,

Shinshd-ji, tern, Zenko-ji, Zojd-ji, etc.

Shintoist.— See Daijingii, Gion no yashiro, Hirano-jinja,

Hiyoshi, Rcuta-jinja, Izumo no o-yashiro, Kamo, Kashima, Kasuga,
Katori, Kitano, Kotohira-jinja, Kumano-jinja, Matsuo, miya, Naiku,
Shingu, Shokon-sha, etc.

Theatres. — See Dengaku, kabuki, kyogen, no, sarugaku, etc.

Tombs. — See Misasagi, Nikkd, Sanryd-bugyo, Unebi-yama, etc.

Tutor.— See Koken.
University.— See Daigaku-ryo, Kiden-do, Mydkyo-dd, San-do, etc.

Vassals.— See Baishin, fudai, jikisan, etc.

Vengeance.— See Oishi Yoshio, Shi-ju-shichi gishi, Soga Tokimune.
Wars.— See Bzm-ei no eki, Eikyo no ran, Genkd no ran, Go-sannen

no eki, Heiji no run, Hogen no ran, lkko-to no ran, Jinshin no ran,

Kakitsu no hen, Nichiro-seTtso, Nishin-senso, Onin no ran, Sankan-
seibatstc, Shokyu no ran, Tenkei no ran, etc.
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II. — ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF THE FORENAMES.

KEFERRING TO THE FAMILY NAMES UNDER WHICH HEADING THE

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES ARE COLLECTED.

A

Agataraori See Tajihi
Akae — Soya
Akahito — Yamabe
Akikira — Fujiwara
Akiie — Kitabatake
Aki-ko — Fujiwara
Akimitsu — tr

Akinobu — Kitabatake
Akira — Minamoto
Akisada — IJesugi

Akisue — Fujiwara
Akitada — -

Akitomo — Yuki
Akiuji — Hosokawa
Akiyasu — Kitabatake

Akiyoshi n
Akiyoshi — Uesugi
Akiyoshi — Yamada
Ansai — Yamazaki
Avakabi — Mononobe
Arihira — Fujiwara
Arimaro — Karla
Arimitsu — Hina
Arinori — Mori
Asakari — Fujiwara

Asatsuna — Oe
Atsumori — Taira
Atsutada — Fujiwara
Atsutane — Hirata
Azumabito — Ono
Azumabito — Ono
Azumamaro — Kada

B
Baisetsu See Anayama— KyokuteiBakin
Bnnclio — Tani
Buntaro — Kishino

c

Chikafusa See Kitabatake
Chikahira — Izumi
Chikamasa — Ilcoma
Chikamitsu — Yuki
Chikatada — Tolcugawa
Chikatomo — Yuki
Chikauji — Tokugawc.

Chikayo — Otomo '

Chikayoshi — Hiraiwa

Chikayoshi See Hori
Chikayoshi — Marumo
Chikayoshi — Nakahara
Choei — Takano
Choisai — Iizasa

Chokei — Miyoshi'
Chomei — Kamo
Choryu — Shimokobe
Chuemon — Ashisuka
Chuya — Marubashi

. . i D
IHkii See Yamagata
Wkwan — Ota
D5san — Manase
Doshun — Hayashi

E
Ekei See Ankokuji
Ekiken — Kaibara
Emishi — Soga
Emon — Akazome

F
Fuliito See Fujiwara
Fujifusa *

»

y

Fujitaka — Hosokawa
Fujitsu na — Aoto
Fusaaki — Uesugi
Fusaie — Ichijo

Fusanori — Kiyowara
Fusasaki — Fujiwara
Fuyusuke — Shbni
Fuyutsugu — Fujiwara
Fuyuyoshi — Ichijo

G

Gekkei See Matsumura
Gennai — Hiraga
Gidayu — Takemoto
Goemon — Ishikawa
Gohei — Zeniya
Gongoro — Kamakura
Gonsai — Asaka
Gorodayu — Ise

H

|
|5iiatoko See Hei

f I'Akuseiki — Arai

Hamanari
Hamaomi
Hangwan
Haruhisa
Haruhisa
Harukata
Harukaze
Harumoto
Harunaga
Harunobu
Harunobu
Harusue
Harutomo
ITaseo

Hayanari
Heihachiro
Heishu
Hideaki
Hideharu
Hideharu
Hidehira
Hidehisa
Hideie

Hidekane
Hidekatsu
Hidemasa
Hidemasa
Hidemoto
Hidenaga
Hidenari
Hidenobu
Hideo
Hidesato
Hidetada
Hidetomo
Hidetoshi
Hidetoshi
Hidetsugu

Hideyasu
Hideyori
Hideyoshi
Hideyoshi
Hideyoshi

Hideyuki
Hikaru
Hikokuro
Hirafu
Hiroburai
Hiroie
Hirokado
Hiromasa

Hiromoto

See Fujiwara
— Shimizu
— Oguri— Amako
— Oda— Sue— Ono
— Hosokmm
— Ono— Arima— Takeda
— Kikutei— Yuki
— Ki
— Tachibana
— Oshio— Hosoi
— Kobayakawa— Halano
— Hori— Fujiwara
— Sengoku
— Ukita

— Mori— IIa8hiba
— Hori— Ogasawara— Mori
— Hashiba— Mori
— Oda

»»

— Fujiwara— l'olcugawa— Oyama— Hashiba— Kimura— Tayotomi
— Matsudaira— Tayotomi
— Sasaki— Satake
— Tayotomi

— Qamo— Minamoto— Takayama— Abe— ltd— Kikkawa— Teukushi— Minamoto
— Oe
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Hiromuahi See Wake
Hironari — Hineno
Hironari — Imvbe
Hirotada — Tokugawa
Hirotaka — Terazawa
Hiroteru — Minagawa
Hirotsugu — Fujiwara
Hirotauna — Utsunomiya
Hirotaune — Taira

Hiroyo — Ouchi
Hiroyo — Wake
Hirozumi — Ki
Hiaahide — Matsunaga
Hiaamasa — Asai
Hlaamitsu — Shimazu
Hisaoi — Arakida
Hitomaro — Kaleinomoto

Hoitsu — Sakai
Hokiichi — Hanawa
Hoshn — Amenomori

I

Ichi-o See Okubo
Ieharu — Tokugawa
Iehira — Kiyomra
Iehisa — Shimazu
Iekane
Iemasa

— Ryuzdji

Hachisuka
Iemitsu — Tokugawa
Iemochi —
Iemoto —
Ienari —
Ienobu —
Ienori — Matsudaira
Ieaada — Kinoshila
Iesada — Taira
Ieaada — Tokugawa
Ieahige —

V
Ietada — Matsudaira
Ietaka
Ietoki

— Fujiwara
Ashikaga

Ietangu — Sakai
Ietangu — Tokugawa
Ietsuna —

)}

Ieyaau —
II

Ieyoahi —
II

Iezane — Fujiwara
Iezane
Iezumi

— Saigo

Kakimi
Iklna — Tsuki
Ikku — Jippensha
Imakebito — Saeki
Imoko — Ono
Inarae — Soga
In-ei — Ilbzd-in

Irnka — Soga
I-8hi — Fujiwara
Iasai — Sato
Iasei — Maebara
Itcho — Hanabusa
Iwao — Oyama
Izu-ko — Fijiwara
Izumo no Jo — Takeda

Iwazumi

Jikkyu
Jingoro
Jinsai

Jozan
Jozen
Jun-an
Junkei

Junzo
Jussai

Kaclii-ko

Kagecbika
Kageharti
Kagekatsu
Kagekazu
Kageki
Kagekiyo
Kagemasa
Kagemori
Kagemoto
Kagesuke
Kagetoki
Kagetora
Kageyoshi
Kahei
Kamako
Kamatari

Kanamura
Kanaoka
Kanehira
Kanehira
Kaneie
Kanemichi
Kanemitsu
Kanemitsu
Kanesada
Kaneaue
Kaneaue
Kanetane
Kanetaugu
Kaneyasu
Kaneyoshi
Kanezane
Kanren
Katahide
Katana
Katataka
Katauhisa
Katsaie
Katsumi
Kataumoto
Katsunaga
Katsunobu
Katsushige
Katsushige
Katsnshige
Katsutoshi
Katsuyori

See Sakaibe

J

See Miyoshi— Hidari
— ltd

— Ishikawa
— Hosokawa
— Kinoshila
— Tsutsui

— Ohashi
— Hayanhi

K
See Tachibana

— Oba— Nayao
— Uesugi— Kato
— Kagawa
— Tatra
— Kamakura— Adachi— Toyama— Shoni
— Kajiwara— Uesugi

— Oba— Takadaya— Nakatomi— Fujiwara

— Olomo— Kosi— Fujiwara— Imai— Fujiwara

V— Higuch i

— Hino— Ichijb

— Fujiwara
— Kikutei
— Chiba
•— Naoe
— Se^no-o— Ichijo— Fujiwara
— Usuki
— Oairw
— Kamitsukenu
— lerazawa— Amako
— ShibaJa— Nakatomi
— Hosokawa
— Mori
~ it— Itakura
— Mizuno
— Nabeshima— Kinoshila— Takeda

Kawanari
Kaza-ko
Kazumasa
Kazumasu
Kazunori
Kazushige
Kazutoyo
Kazuoji
Keifuka
Keiki
Keisai

Keisuke
Kemmotsu
Kengyo
Kenko
Ken-shi
Kenshin
Kenzan
Kenzan
Kigin
Kimi-ko
Kimimaro
Kimmochi
Kimmune
Kinhira

See Kudara
— Tokugawa— Ikoma— Takiqawa— Aolci

— Ishida— Yamanouchi— Nakamura
— Kudara
— Tokugawa— Asami
— Otori— Tsuda— Yatsuhashi— Yoshida— Fujiwara— Uesugi
— Nonaka
— Ogata
— Kitamura— Fujiwara— Kuninaka— Saionji

>»

»

Kjnj5 — Ota
Kintaka — Koremune
Kinsue — Fujiwara
Kinto — „
Kintaugu — „
Kintaune — Saionji

Kintanne — Utsunomiya
Kinyori — Sanjo
Kinzane — Fujiwara
Kiyogimi — Sugawara
Kiyohide — Nakagawa
Kiyokata — Uesugi
Kiyokawa — Fujiwara
Kiyomaro — Wake
Kiyomasa — Kata
Kiyomori — Taira
Kiyoshige — Kasai
Kiyoauke — Fujitmra
Kiyotada — Bomon
Kiyotaugu — Kwanze
Kiyotaura — Miyoshi
Kiyouji — Hosokawa
Kiyoyasu — Tokugawa
Kiyozumi — Arima
Koet8u — Honnami
Kokan — Shiba
Komachi — Ono
Komaro — Shimotsukenu
Kon-yo — Aolci

Korechika — Fujiwara
Korehisa — Taira
Korekado — Tsukuhisa
Koretnaea «— Wada
Koremicb; hSijiwara

Koremitse Aso
KoremocH — Taira
KoremorL — „
Korenao — Aso
Korenari — Fujiwara
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Koretada See Fujiwara

Koretada — „
Koretoyo — Aso
Koretoyo
Koretsuna

— Yamana
— Anenokbji

Korezumi — Aso
Korin
Koaami

— Ogata

Koshiro — Fujita

Kounsai — Takeda
Kumpei — Oamo
Kunichika — Chosokabe

Kunihisa — Amako
Kunikiyo — Hatakeyama
Kuniraitsu — Hino
Kurajimaro — Fujiwara

Kuranosuke — Oishi

Kuromaro — Takamuku

Kuronushi — Olomo
Kusuri-ko
Kwazan

— Fujiwara
— Watanabe

Kyosai — Kawanabe
Kyuso — Muro

M
Mabuchi See Kamo
Makoto — Minamoto
Mamichi — Sugeno

Marise — Sakaibe

Maro — Fujixoara

Masachika — Togashi

Masahide — Koide

Masahiro
Masaie
Masaie
Masakado
Masakage
Masakatsu
Masakatsu
Masakatsu
Masakatsu
Masakazu
Masa-ko
Masamitsu
Masamitsu
Masamori

— Ouchi
— Nagatsuka
— Ryuzbji
— Taira
— Yamagata
— Hachtsuka
— Honda
— .Sttoo

— Yuki
— Kobori
— Fujiwara
— Hoshina
— Oyama
— Holla

Masamoto — Hosokawa
Masamune — Date
Masamune — Okazaki

Masamura — Hojo
Masamutsu — Holla

Masauaga — Hatakeyama
Masanaka — Hosokawa
Masanari — InaJba

Masauobu — Honda
Masanobu — Hotta

Masanori — Fukwshima
Masanori — Kusunoki
Masanori — Rokugo
Masasato — Kitabatake

Masasbige — Kusunoki
Masatada — TTada
Masstake n

Masatomo See Ashikaga
Masatomo — Bonda
Masatomo — Waite
Masatomo — Yuki
Masatora — Hotta

Masatoshi »»

Masatosbi — Jkoma
Masatoyo — Yamana
Masatsugu — Abe
Masatsugu — Heki

Masatsuna — Okbchi

Masatsura — Kusunoki
Masauji — Ashikaga

Masauji — Wada
Masayasu — Hotta

Masayori — Fukushima

Masayuki — Hoshina
Masayuki — Sanada
Masayuki — Takayama
Masazane — Minamoto
Masazumi — Honda

Masujiro — Omwra
Masu-ko — Fujiwara
Matabei] — Iwasa

Matarokurb — Kbsai
Matate — Fujiwara

Me — Mononobe
Michiari — Kbno

Michichika — Minamoto
Michifusa — Kurushima
Michiharu — Doi
Michihira — Nijo

Michiie — Fujiwara

Michikane M

Michikaze — Ono
Michimori — Kbno
Michinaga — Fujiwara

Michinao — Kbno
Micbinobu
Micbinori — Fujiwara

Michitaka II

Michitaka — Kbno
Michitsura — Nozu
Michizane — Sugawara

Mifune — Omi
Mikisaburo — Bat
Mitsuharu — Akechi

Mitsuhide *»

Mitsnie — Hatakeyama
Mitsukane — Ashikaga
Mitskuni — Tokugawa
Mitsumasa — Ikeda

Mitsumasa — Kitabatake

Mitsumoto — Hosokawa

Mitsumura — Miura
Mitsunaga — Matsudaira

Mitsunaka — Minamoto

Mitsunari — Ishida

Mitsusada — Kira
Mitsusue — Iga
Mitsusuke — Akamatsu
Mitsutaka — Bokkaku
Mitsnytiki — Yamana

Mitsazumi See Iwamatsu
Michifusa — Uesugi

Mochikuni — Hatakeyama
Mochimoto — Nijo
Mochimoto — Uesugi

Mochitoyo — Yamana
Mochiuji — Ashikaga

Mochiyo — Ouchi
Mochivuki — Hosokawa
Momokawa — Fujiwara
Mondo — Hara
Monzaemon — Chikamatsu
Morichika — Chosokabe

Morikiyo — Ashina
Morikuni — Tachibana
Morimasa — Ashina
Moriraasa — Salcuma
Morinaga — Adachi
Morishige — Akashi
Morishige — Ashina

Morishige — Kendo
Moritaka — Ashina
Moritaka — Kukl
Morlto — Endo
Morito — Mishina

Moriteki — Atxibashi

Moritoshi — Taira
Moritsuna — Sasaki

Moriuji — Ashina
Moriya — Mononobe
Moroe — Tachibana

Morofusa — Minamoto
Morofuyu — Kb
Morokata — Kwasan-in
Moromichi — Fujiwara

Mororoitsu — „
Moronaga — „
Moronao — Kb
Moronobu — Hishigawa
Morosuke — Fujiwara

Moroyasu — Kb
Moroyoshi — Yamana
Morozane — Fujiwara
Motochika — Chosokabe

Motochika — Kbsai
Motofusa — Fujiwara.

Motoharu — Kikkawa
Motokazn — Tanuma
Motokiyo — Mori
Motokuni — Hatakeyama
Motomichi — Fujiwara

Motonaga — Kikkawa
Motonari — Mori
Motonori — „
Mototada — Torii

Mototane — Takahashi

Mototomo — Tanuma
Mototoshi — Fujiwara

Mototsugu — Tanuma
Mototsuna — Kuchiki

Mototsnne — Fujiwara

Motouji — Ashikaga

Motoyasu — Mori
Motozane — Fujiuwa
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Muchimaro See Fujiwara
Munehiro — Yiiki

Munehisa — Maeda
Munekiyo — Taira
Munemori — „
Munesada — Yoshimine
Muneshige — Tachibana
Munesnke — Honjo
Muneto — Abe
Munetsugu — Tachiiri
Muramune — Urakami
Murashige — Araki

N
Nagaakira See Asano
Nagachika — Tokugawa
Nagafusa — Takayama
Nagaharu — Bessho
Nagahide — Fitca
Nagamasa — Asai
Nagamasa — Asano
Nagamasa — Kuroda
Nagamasa — Yamada
Nagamasn — Oda
Nagamoehi — Jo
Nagamori — Masada
Nagamori — Okabe
Nagamoto — Miyoshi
Naganori — Asano
Nagasliige — Nitrn
Nagate — Fujiwara
Nagateru — Miyoshi
Nagatoki — Hojb
Nagatoki — Ogasawara
Nagatomo — Akimoto
Nagatoshi — iVatoa

Nagatsune — Ikeda
Naganji — Hojo
Nagayasu — Okubo
Nagayoshi — Ikeda
Nagayoshi —* Mm,
Nagayuki —

;ffl&ii.
-

Nakahira
Nakamaro ^1#-.
Nakamaro — famta
Nakanari — M
Nainbo — Ota
Nankai — Oion
Naoie — Vkita
Naokatsu — Ii

Naomasa — „
Naomasa — Fagai
Naomitsu — „
Naonaga — „
Naonobu — Hatakeyama
Naoshlge — Nabeshima
Noasuke — Ii

Naotaka — „
Naotsugu — Ando
Naotsogu — Hanawa
Naotsune — Momonoi
Naoyori — Shinjo
Naozane — Kumagaya

Naozumi See Arima
Naramaro — Tachibana
Nariaki — Tokugawa
Nariakira — Shimazu
Narichika — Fujiwara
N'arihira — Ariwara
Narihiro — Mori
Narimasa — Sasa
Naritomo — Yaki
Naritsune — Fujiwara
Natsui — Ki
Natsuno — Kiyovxira
Nobuharu — Baba
Nobuhide — Oda
Nobuhira ~ Tsugaru
Nobuhiro — Konoe
Nobohiro — Matsumae
Nobuhiro — Oda
Nobukane — „
Nobukata — Itagaki
Nobukatsu — Baba
Nobukazu — Matsudaira
Nobumasa — Ando
Nobumasa — Asakura
Nobumasa — Okudaira
Nobumasa — Takeda
Nobumitsu — „
Nobumitsu — Tokugawa
Nobumori — Mishina
Nobumori — Sakuma
Nobumoto — Mizuno
Nobunaga — Oda
Nobunao — Nambu
Nobunari — Faito
Nobuo — Oda
Nobuoki — Kilabatake
Nobutada — Konoe
Nobutada — Oda
Nobutada — Tokugawa
Nobutaka — Oda
Nobuteru — Ikeda
Nobutomi — Matsudaira
Nobutora — Takeda
Nobutoshi — Kinoshita

Nobutsuna — CTkbchi

Nobutsuna — Sasaki
Nobutsura — Hasabe
Nobuyasu — Tokugawa
Nobuyori — Fujiwara
Nobuyoshi — Hosokawa
Nobuyoshi — Takeda
Nobuyoshi — Tokugawa
Nobuyuki — Oda
Nobuyuki — Sanada
Nobuzumi — Oda
Noriaki — Uesugi
Norifusa — Ichijo
Norifusa — Manabe
Norifusa — Uesugi
Noriharu — „
Norihiro — Ouchi
Norikage — Asakura
Norikata — Uesugi

Noiikatsu
Norikuni
Nonmasa — Imagawa
Norimasa — Uesugi
Nonmichi — F\iiiwava
Norimori - Taira
Norimoto — Uesugi
Norimune — Urakami
Norimura — Akamatsu
Norinawa — Motoori
Norisuke — Akamatsu
Nontada — Imagaica
Noritada — Uesugi
Noritomo — Kitabatake
Norit8une — Taira
Norjuji — Imagawa
Noriyori — Minamoto
Norizane — Kujo
Norizane — Uesugi

0
Oguroinaro See Fujiwara
Oiwa — Ki
Okimoto — Hosokawa
Okoshi — Mononobe
Okura — Yamanouchi
Okyo — Maruyama
Omaro — Ki
On-shi — Fujiwara
Otomaro — Otomo
Otondo — Oe
Otsugu — Fujiwara
Oyori — Murakuni
Oyumi — Ki

R
Kazan See Hayashi
Ren-ahi — Fujiwara
Rikyu — Sen
Rinzo — Mamiya
Ritsuzan — Shibano
Rokuemon — Hasekura
Ryoi

_
— Suminokura

Ryokai — Kumazawa
Ryoshun — Imagawa

s

Sadafuji See Fikaido
Sadafusa — Hisamatsu
Sadaie — F*ujiwara
Sadakata — Fitta
Sadakat.su — Hisamatsu
Sadakiyo — Ishikawa
Sada-ko *— Fujiwara
Sadamasa — Toki
Sadamasa — Uesugi
Sadamori — So
Sadamori — Taira
Sadamune — Ogasauara
Sadamune — Otomo
Sadanao — Osaragi
Sadanobu — Matsudaira
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Sadanushi
Sadataka
Sadatane
Sadato
Sadatoki
Sadatsugu
Sadatsuna
Sadatsuna
Sadatsune
Sadauji
Saday

o

Sadayori
Sadayori
Sadayoshi
Sadayoslii

Sadayuki

See Shigeno
— Iwaki
— Chiba
— Abe
— Hojo
— Tsuisui
— Malsudaira
— Sasaki
— Shbni
— Ashikaga
— Imagawa
— Fujiwara
— Rokkaku
— Tatra
— Toki
— XJsami

Sadeliiko — Otomo
Sake no kind — Hata
Sake no kimi — Kudara
Sakihisa — Konoe
Sakuzaemon — Takahashi

Samba
Sanefusa
Sanehira
Sanekuni
Sanemori
Sanesue
Sanetane
Sanetomi
Sanetomo
Saneyoshi
Saneyuki
San-yo
Sanzo
Saru
Sayo-hime
Seikwa
Seikwaku
Seimei
Seiri

Sen-hime
Senju-maru
Sensai

Sen-shi
Shigeharu
Shigehide
Shigehira
Shigehiro
Shigekata
Shigekatsu
Shigekatsu
Shigekore
Shigemasa
Shigemasa
Shigemasa
Shigemitsu
Shigemori
Shigemune
Shigenao
Shigenari
Shigenari

Shigenobu
Shigenobu

Shigenobu

— Sekiitei—
• Sanjo
— Doi
— Nikki
— <Sai(o— Akita
— Chiba
— Sanjo
— Minamoto
— l’okudaiji

— Sanjo
— Bat
— Tsuda
— Kose
— Matswura— Fujivxtra
— Ibara— Abe
— Koga— Tokugawa
— Minamoto
— Emwra
— Fujiwara— Matsukura
— Ogiwara
— Taira— Itakura
— Hosokawa— Fv.ru.la

— Onoki
— Kimura— Itakura
— Matsukura— Okamoto
— Kudo— Taira— Itakura
— Nabeshima
— Furuta
— Kimura
— Ando— Matsuura

— Okuma

Shigenori See Itakura

Shigetada — Halakeyama

Shigetane — Chiba

Shigetane — Itakura

Shigetane — Takahashi

Shigetoki — Hojo
Shigetoshi — Morikawa

Shigetsune — Furuta

Shigenji — Ashikaga

Shigeyoshi — Taguchi

Shigeyoshi — Uesugi

Shihei — Hayashi

Shikibu — Murasaki

Shikibu — Takenouchi

Shimpei — Etb

Shingen — Takeda
Shinsaku — Takasugi

Shinzaemon — Sorori

Shirozaemon — Kato
Shitagau — Minamoto
Shoan — Minabueki

Shoin — Yoshida

Shonagon — Sei

Shosetsu — Yui
Shoshun — Tosabb

Shozau — Sakuma
Shozui — Ise

Shunkai — Yasui

Shunkei — Kato
Shunsai — Hayashi

Shunsui — Shu
Shunsui — Tamenaga
Shuntai — Dazai

Sodan — Kamiya
Sogoro — Sahara

Soi — Mori
Soko — Yamaga
Sokun — Imai

Sorai — Ogiu

Sorin — Otomo
Sosen — Mori
Soun — Hojo
Sozen — Yamana
Suefusa — Akamaisu
Suehiro — Matsumae
Sugane — lujiwara
Sukeaki — Ilino

Sukechika — ltd

Sukekiyo

Sukekiyo — Ota
Sukemasa — .Asat

Sukemasa — Pujiwara
Sukemori — Jo
Sukemoto — Shbni

Sukemune — Ota

Sukena — Ilino

Sukenaga — Jo

Sukenaga — Ota.

Sukenari — Soga
_

Sokeshige — Oguri
Suketaka - m
Suketaka — Ota
Suketorao — Ilino

Suketsune See Kudo
Sukeyori — Shbni

Sukeyoshi — Itb

Sukezane — Kujo
Sukune — Nomi
Sukune — Takeshiuchi

Sumimoto — Hosokawa

Sumitada — Omura
Sumitomo — Fujiuura

Sumiyori — Omura
Sumiyuki — Hosokavxi

Surugamaro — Otomo

T

Tadaaki See Matsudaira

Tadabumi — Fujiuura

Tadachika — Nakayama
Tadaehika — Olaibo

Tadafusa — Ishikawa

Tadafusa - Oe
Tadafuyu — Ashikaga

Tadaharu — Horio
Tadahide — Homma
Tadahira — Fujivxtra

Tadahiro — Katb
Tadahiro — Matsudaira
Tadahisa — Shimazu
Tadakatsu — Honda
Tadakatsu — Sakai

Tadakiyo »>

Tadamasa — Honda
Tadamasa — Ina
Tadamasa — Matsudaira

Tadamasa — Mizuno

;

Tadamasa — Mori
: Tadamichi — Fujiwara

Tadamori — Taira

Tadacaoto — Okubo
Tadanaga — Tokugawa

\

Tadanao — Matsudaira
! Tadanobu — Fujiwara

Tadanori — Okubo

j

Tadanori — Taira

!
Tadao — Ikeda

Tadaoki — Hosokatoa

Tadasato — Gamo
Tadashige — Mizuno

Tadasuke — Okubo

I Tadasuke — O-oka

j

Tadataka — Honda
Tadataka — Kyogoku
Tadateru — Tokugawa

;

Tadatomo — Gamo

j

Tadatomo — Honda
Tadatoshi — Hosokawa
Tad«t(»bi — Matsudaira

Tadafcscgtt — Honda
Tadsist^n — Sxda
Tadstaega — Ina

;

Tadutsugn — &kai

j

Taiiatsaaa — Asmokbji
—

> X/tsunomiya
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Tadatsuna
Tadateune
Xadauji
Tadayoshi
Tadayoshi
Tadayoshi
Tadayoshi
Tadayoshi
Tadazane
Taiga
Takaaki
Takahira
Takahisa
Takahisa
Takaie
Takakage
Takakuni
Takakuni
Takaraasa
Takamasa
Takatnasa
Takamochi
Takamori
Takamoto
Takamune
Takamura
Takanobu
Takanori
Takasada
Takasuke
Takasuke
Takatane
Takatoki
Takatomo
Takatonio
Takatora
Takatoshi
Takatoshi
Takatsugu
Takatsuna
Takatsune
Takanji
Takauji
Takayori
Takayoshi
Takeaki
Takemasa
Takemitsu
Takeshige
Taketoki
Taketomo
Tama-ko
Tameaki
Tameie
Tamekage
Tamenari
Tamenobu
Tametaka
Taraetomo
Tkssyod

Thndkichi
T&mpiku
Tamnramaro

See Taira
— Shimazu— Horio
— Ashikaga
— Irw
— Satake
— Shimazu
— Tokugawa— Fujiwara— Ikeno
— Minamoto— Kyogoku— Amako
— Shimazu— Fujiwara— Kobayakawa— Hosokawa— Minamoto— Hatakeyama
— Kido— Mori— 2’atVa— Saigo
— Mori— Taira— Ono— Ryuzbji— Kojina— hnya— Nagasaki— Shijo— Chiba
— Hojo— Akimoto— Kyogohi

— Ikoma— Shijo— Kyogoku— Sasaki— Shiba— Ashikaga— Sasaki— Rokkahi— Hineno
Enomoto

— Kikuchi

Fujiwara

Nagao
Fujiuxira

Tsugaru
Fujiwara
Minamoto
Asawara
Minamoto
Kata
Asaka
Sakanoe

Tanemichi
Tanenaga
Tanenao
Taneo
Tanetsugu
Tanetsona
Taneyoshi
Tanezane
Taro
Tarozayemon
Tatsuoki
Tatsutaka
Tayakasn
Tensui
Terumasa
Terumoto
Teruoki
Terutora
Teruzumi
Toemon
Tofu
Togai
Togama
Togan
Torn
Tokage
Tokifusa
Tokihira
Tokihiro
Tokimasa
Tokimune
Tokimune
Tokinaga
Tokinao
Tokisada
Tokitada
Tokiuji -
Tokiuji —
Tokiyori —
Tokiyuki —
Toko —
Tokubei -
Toku-ko —
Toku-ko —
Tokusuke —
Tokijtako —
Tomohiro —
Tomoie —
Tomomasa —
Tomomasa —
Tomomi —
Tomomitsu —
Tomomori —
Tomomune —
Tomomune —
Tesnomune —
SSomoiags —
To.mor«otei —
Tensoaotl —
TosaoeM —
Tbmosadis —
Tomotoki —
Toraoyasu —

I Tomoyoshi —

See Akizuki

— Chiba— Akizuki— Fujiwara— Kuchiki— Miura
— Akizuki— Urashima— Fgaua— Saito

Hosokawa— Kose— Yamanaka— Ikeda— Mori— Ikeda— Uesugi— Ikeda
— Hayashi— Ono— Ito

— Kbno— Sakuma
— Nakae
— Amano— Hojo— Fujiwara— Yamana— Hojo

»>— Saga
— Hamuro— Shbji— Amakusa
— Tatra
— Hojo
— Yamana
— Hojo

»>

— Fujita
— Tenjiku
— F\ijiwara
— Taira
— Nakae
— Kose
— Yuki
— Ilatsuta
— Hiraga
— Oyama
— Iwakura
— Yuki
~ Taira
— Date
— So
— Uesugi
— Minamoto
— Tomita
— Kitabatake
— Uesugi

— Hojo
Taira

Uesugi

Tozssssda

ToeMaiii
Torfii/tssa

Toahiftm
Tosfciie

ToeMkase
Toshitaa
Toahskaisu
Toshikatsu
Tosliimasa
Toshimasa

Toshimichi
Toshimoto
Toshinaga
Toshinao
Toshinari
Toshistie

Toshitaka
Toshitsuna
Toshitsune
Toyoharu
Toyokuni
Toyokuni
Toyotiari
Toyouji
Tsubura
Tsugiroasu
Tsuginawa
Tsuku
Tsunaraune
Tsunashige
Tsunatsura
Tsunayoshi
Tsunehisa
Tsunemoto
Tsunenaga
Tsunetaka
Tsunetane
Tsunetoki
Tsunetsusfj
TsnoeWogtt
Tsusrayuki

See Maba— J&rmo— Mtsa&bs— Mintmedo— Mueda— Arnkmt— Mktumsto— .Dot— Hisamatsu— Kinoshita— Saito

— Okubo— Fujiuxira— Mazda— Nambu— Fujiuxira
— Akita
— Ikeda
— Utsunomiya— Maeda— Bessho— Utagawa— Yamana— Fujiwara— Arima— Katsuragi
— Miyabe— Fujiwara
— Heguri— Date

Tok
Hat
Tokugauxi

Amako
Minamoto
Hasekura
Iraki
Chiba

Hojo
Fwiwam
Iehdjb

Ki

Uchimaro
Uchiuiaaa
0chiza»s

U,paki
UjioMk*
Ujibaru
Tjji’airo

Ujikiyo
Ujfkiyo
VnUM»
Ujimitsu
TJjinao

Ujinori

Ujinori
Ujisato

Ujitsuna
Ujitsuna
Ujiyasu
Ujiyori

V
Ses Fujiwara
•— lehijp

— Itriagaim
— Ofofe

Imagawa— Hosokawa
— Mumehstta
— Otsh

— Hojo— Ashika— Hojo
ga

— Uesugi— Oamb— Hojo— Utsunomiya
— Hojo
— Rokkahi



Ujiyuki
Ukon

See Ymfl&t*.— Tafojem,;-
Umakai — Fujiwara

TJmako — Soga

Umbin — Umeda
Umon — Fujii

Uona — Fujiwara

w
Watamaro See Fumiya

Y

Yakamochi See Otomo
Yamakage — Fujiwara

Yasuchika — Matsudaira

Yasuharu — Wakixaka
Yasuhide — Fumiya
Yasuhira — Fujiwara

Yasukage — Amano
Yasu-ko —' Fujiwara

Yasumaro — Cno
Yasumasit Fhijiwara

Yasumasa — Salcakibara

Yasuinichi — Jshikawa

Yasumori — Adachi
Yasumoto — Hisamatsu
Yasumura — Miura
Yasunaga — Ishikauia

Yasunaga — Toda
Yasunobu — Miyoshi

Yasunori — Fujiwara
Yasushige — Honda
Yasushige — Matsudaira

Yasusuke — Ota
Yasutoki — Hojo
Yasutomo — Akimoto
Yasutoshi — Hisamatsu
Yasutoshi — Hondo
Yasutsugu — Sakuma
Yasutsuna — Rokkaku
Yasuyo — Yoshimine

Yasuyori — Toda
Yasuyuki — Toki

Yasuzumi — Otera

Yayu — Yokoi

Yodo — Yamanouchi
Yoriaki — Nikki
Yoriaki — Toki

Yorifusa — Ishidd

Yorifusa — Tokugawa
Yoriharu — Hosokawa
Yorihisa — Shbni
Yoriie — Minamoto
Yorikane — Toki

Yorikiyo — Murakami
Yorimasa — Minamoto
Yorimichi — Fujiwara
Yorimitsu — Minamoto
Yorimori — Toda
Yorimoto — Hosokawa
Yorinaga — Fujiwara

Appendixes.

Yorinari See Kiyowara
|

Yorinobu — Minamoto
Yorinobu — Satake

Yorinobu — Tokugawa
Yorisada — Toki

Yorishige — Suwa
Yoritada — Fujiwara

Yoritada — Suwa
Yorito — Toki

Yoritoki — Abe
Yoritomo — Minamoto
Yoritsugu — Fujiwara

Yoritsuna — Nagasaki

Yoritsune — Fujiwara

Yoriyasu — Toki

Yoriyoshi — Minamoto
Yoriyuld — Hosokawa
Yorizumi — Shbni

Yorizumi — Toki

Yorozn — Totoribe

Y5gai — Kikuchi

Yoshiaki — Ashikaga

Yoshiaki —
Yoshiaki — Kato
Yoshiaki — Miura
Yoshiaki — Mogami
Yoshiaki — Nitta

Yoshiaki — Omura
Yoshiakira — Ashikaga
Yoshiakira — Murakami
Yoshiatsu — Miura
Yoshichika — Minamoto
Yoshifuru — Ono
Yoshifusa — Fujiwara
Yoshifusa — Ishidd

Yosliiharu — Ashikaga

Yoshiharu — Horio
Yoshiharu — Wakiya
Yoshihide — Asahina
Yoshihide — Ashikaga

Yoshihide — Hatakeyama
Yoshihira — Minamoto
Yoshihiro — Matsumae

Yoshihiro — Ouchi
Yoshihiro — Satomi

Yoshihiro — Shimazu
Yoshihisa — Amako
Yoshihisa — Ashikaga

Yoshihisa — Shimazu
Yoshiie — Miitamoto

Yoshikado — Fujiwara
Yoshikado — Shiba

Yoshikage — Adachi

Yoshikage — Asakura
Yoshikane — Ashikaga
Yoshikane — Fujiwara
Yoshikane — Shiba

Yoshikane — Shibukawa
Yoshikata — Rokkaku
Yoshikatsu — Ashikaga

Yoshikazu — „
Yoshikazu — Hiki
Yoshikiyo — Murakami

799

Yoshi-ko See Fujiwara
Yoshikuni — Minamoto
Yoshimasa — Ashikaga
Yoshimasa — Oyama
Yoshimasa — Shiba
Yoshimasa — Tanaka

Yoshimasa — Yamana
Yoshimasu — Itb

Yoshimi — Ashikaga
Yoshimitsu — „
Yoshimitsu — Minamoto
Yoshimochi — Ashikaga

— IseYoshimori
Yoshimori
Yoshimoto
Yoshimoto
Yoshimune
Yoshimune
Yoshimune
Yoshimune
Yoshimura
Yoshinaga

Yoshinaga
Yoshinaka
Yoshinaka
Yoshinao
Yoshinao
Yoshinari
Yoshinobu
Yoshinori
Yoshinori

Yoshinori
Yoshinori
Yoshinori

Yoshio
Yoshioki

Yoshioki
Yoshisada
Yoshishige
Yoshishige
Yoshishige

Yoshishige
Yoshishige
Yoshisuke
Yoshisuke

Yoshisuke
Yoshisnke
Yoshitaka
Yoshitaka
Yoshitaka

Yoshitaka

Yoshitaka
Yoshitaka
Yoshitane
Yoshitatsu
Yoshiteru

Yoshiteru
I Yoshito

I

Yoshitoki

i
Yoshitomo
Yoshitomo
Yoshitomo

— Wada
— Imagawa
— Mo
— Hatakeyama
— Nitta

— Olomo
— Tokugawa
— Miura
— Nikki

— Ouchi— Kira
— Minamoto
— Otomo— Tok&gawa
— Hatakeyama
— Tokugawa— Akamatsu
— Ashikaga

— Otomo
— Satake
— Uesugi

— Oishi— Nitta

— Ouchi
— Nitta

— Hachisuka
— Kanamori
— Nitta

— Otomo
— Satake
— Fujiwara— ltd

— Rokkaku
— Wakiya— Hatakeyama
— Kuki— Kuroda
— Otani

— Ouchi
— Satomi
— Ashikaga
— Saitd
— Ashikaga

— Murakami
— Hatakeyama
— Hojo
— Hineno
— Minamoto
— S5
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Yosliitoslii

YoshitoshL
Yoshitoyo
Yosliitsugu
Yoskitsugu
Yoshitsuna
Yoshitsuna
Yoshitsune
Yoshitsune
Yoshitsune
Yoshitsura
Yoshitsura
Yo8liiuji

See Mogami— Shiba— Hatakeyama— Fujiwara— Miyoshi— Matsushita— Minamata— Fujiwara— Minamata— Yamamcto— Isshiki— Miura— Ashikaga

Yo8hiyasu
Yoshiyasu
Yoshiyasu
Yoshiyori
Yoshizsrie

I

Yoghizutni

|
YoshiKumi
YosbJausm
Ytyo
Yukihira
Yufcihira
Yukihiro
Yukiie

See Ashikaga— Salami— Yanatjiznua— Toki— Nijo— Ashikaga— Hatakeyama— Miura— Goto— Ariimra— Shimokobe— Ujie— Minamoto

Yukimasa
Yukimori
Yukimura
Yukinaga
Yukinaga
Yukinaga
Yukitsuna
Yukiyasu

Zen-au
ZWhfe

— Fikaidh

>>— Sanada— Asano— Konishi— Tada— Matsushita— Naito

z
See Asakarva— Shibata— Kawamwa
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III.— TABLE OF PROVINCES.

AND THEIR DEPARTMENTS.

Provinces
Chinese
NAME

Depart-
ments

Go-Kinai

1. Yamashiro Joshu Kyoto

2. Yamato Washu Nara

3. Kawaclii Kashu Osaka

4. Izumi Senshu

5. Settsu Sesshu „ ,
Hyogo

Tokaido

1. Iga Ishu Mie
2. Ise Seishu ii

3. Shima Shishu >J

4. Owari Bishu Aichi

5. Mikawa Sanshu

6. Totomi Bushy, Shizuoka

7. Suruga Sunshii, „
8. Kai Koshu Yamanashi
9. Izu Zushu Shizuoka

10. Sagami Soshu Kanagawa
11. Musashi Btishu Tokyo, Kana-

gawa, Saitama

12. Awa , Boshu Chiba

13. Kazusa
j

Soshu

14. Shimosa „ , Ibaraki

15. Hitachi Joshu Ibaraki

Provinces
Chinese I

Depart-
name

|

MENTS

Hokurokudo

5. Etchu
6. Echigo
7. Sado

Esshu
|

Toyama

„ |

Niigata

Sashu l „

Tosando

Omi Goshu
Mino Noshu
Hida Hishu
Shinano Shinshu

Kozuke Joshu

Shimotsuke Yashu

Iwasliiro

Rikuzen
Kikuchu
Mutsu
Uzen
Ugo

San-in-do

1. Tamba Kyoto, Hyogo

Nagano
Gumma
Tochigi
Fukushima,

Miyagi
1 ” +
Miyagi, iwsfcis"

Iwate, $
Aomori 1 j
Yamagata I

: Akita,

Yamagata I

Hokurokudo

1. Wakasa Jakushu Fukui
2. Kaga Kashu Ishikawa
3. Noto Noshu
4. Echizen Esshu

1

Fukui

Nankaido

1. Kii Kishu Wakayami
; ! .

i

2. Awaji i
Tanshu Hyogo

3. Awa A shit
|

Tokushim:

4. Sanuki
[

Sanshi
j

Kagawa
5. Iyo ! Yoshit Ehime
6. Tosa Toshu 1 Kochi

Saikaido

1. Chikuzen Chikushu Fukuoka
2. Chikugo „ » _
3. Buzen Hoshu _ „ ,

O
4. Bungo

[

„ Oita

5. Hizen ! Hishu Nagasaki,

6. Higo „ Kumamot
7. Hyuga Nluehii Miyazaki,

Kagosl

8. Osumi Gam
j

Kagoshirt

9. Satsuma
j

!

»

10. Iki
|

Mu • Nagasaki

11. Tsushima ! Taishu
\ „

12. Ryukyu Okinawa

Nagasaki

!
»>

Okinawa
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IV. _ TABLE OF THE DEPARTMENTS, (ken)

WITH THEIR AREA, POPULATION, ETC.

(December 31, 1903)

Do.
j

'
! Departments

GION. 1

Area

in Km’.

!

Popula-

tion

<

g
(2

>

» a
5 S
p S

'

a*
|

Chief-town
Popula-

tion

! Tokyo (fu) 1,940.28 1,668,198 859 Tokyo 1.518,655

Kanagawa 2,400.97 866,264 361 Yokohama 326,035

i

Saitama 4,102.50 1,248,596 304 Urawa 7,000

i
Chiba 5,030.37 1,329,350 264 Chiba 28,768

j

Ibaraki 5,940.82 1,205,207 203 Mito 36,928

Tochigi 6,350.94 858,862 135 Utsunomiya 35,953

Gumma 6.281.22 850,075 132 Maebash i 41,714

Nagano 13,167.97 1,321,564 100 Nagano 37,202

j

Yamanashi 4,470.50 537,934 120 Kofu 44.188

Shizuoka 7,770.67 1,294,904 162 Shizuoka 48,744

J

Aichi 4,824.16 1,692,744 350 Nagoya 288,639

Mie 5,684.33 1,051,052 185 Tsu 36,408

I Gifu 10,356.11 1,046,519 101 Gifu 40,168

Shiga 3,986.05 739,608 185 Otsu 39,595
i

. .

Fukui 4,201.36 655,711 156 Fukui 50,155

Tsliikawa 4,175.45 806,745 193 Kanazawa 99,657
j

Toyama 4,108.98 814,876 198 Toyama 56,27s|

% |

Niigata 12,718.06 1,882,559 148 Niigata 59,576

| j

Fukushima 13,049.36 1,145,582 87 Fukushima 27,233

® 1 Miyagi 8,340.87 898,513 108 Sendai 100,231

Yamagata 9,256.41 889,502 96 Yamagata 40,248

|

Akita 11,629 32 834,779 72 Akita 34,350

Iwate 13,868.66 761,281 55 Morioka 31,861

Aomori 9,362.53 663,284 71 Aomori 34,857

1

Kyoto (fu) 4,573.84 984,285 215 Kyoto 380,568

Osaka (fu) 1,784.81 1,432,881 802 Osaka 995,945

Nara 3,106.60 568,265 182 Nara 33,735

Wakayama 4,790.85 721,402 150 Wakayama 68,527

Hyogo 8,585,95 1,776,202 206 Kobe 285,002

Okayama 1,181,200 181 Okayama 81,025

Hiroshima %m25 1,517,164 188 Hiroshima 121,196

Yamaguchi 6,&lS.01 1,032,852 171 Yamaguchi 18,000

|

Shimane 6,721.87 742,834 110 Matsue 35,081

Tottori 3,457.33 439,199

|

127 Tottori 31,023
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Re-
gion

Departments Area
in Km*.

Popula-
tion

Popula-
tion

PER KM.*
Chief-town Popula-

tion

5 Tokushima 4,184.09 729,950 174 Tokushima 63,710
o Kagawa 1,750.57 730,944 417 Takamatsu 37^430

Ehime 5,262.03 1,056,047 200 Matsuyama 37^842
CO Kochi 7,013.37 650,754 92 KSchi 35^518

Nagasaki 3,626.83 878,662 242 Nagasaki 153,293
Saga 2.468.99 666,157 269 Saga 35,083

13 Fukuoka 4,901.74 1,476,485 301 Fukuoka 7lj)47

i3
Kumamoto 7.179.18 1.212,182 168 Kumamoto 591717
Oita 6,211.51 873,650 140 Oita 14^000W Miyazaki 7,516.49 490,269 65 Miyazaki 8',000
Kagoshima 9,289.73 1,194,226 128 Kagoshima 59,001
Okinawa 2,420.10 409,203 193 Naha 43;132

Region Area
in Ess*.

-

Popula-
tion

Popula-
tion

PER KM.*

Kwa-
ZOKU

Shizoku Heimin

Honshu 226,5?£U® 35,460,507 157 4,473 1,115,172 34,340,862
Shikoku 18,210.06 3,167,696 174 52 13i;981 3,035,663
Kyushu 43,614.57 7,260,834 166 502 860,578 0;399j854
Hokkaido 94,011.79 843,615 9 28 59,658 783,929
Taiwan 34,973.87 3,025,564 86 V 2,000 3,023’564

Japanese Empire 417,389.68 49,758,216 119 5,055 2,169,389 47,583,772

‘i&T? •jr.'if.v

DENSITY OF POPULATION.

ACCORDING TO FORMER CENSUSES.

Year Population
Popula-

tion
PER KM.*

Year Population
Popula-
tion

PER KM.*

1871 33,110,825 86 1895 44,620,620 107
1875 34,338,404 89 1896 45,158,264 108
1880 36,358,944 95 1897 45,778,863 109
1885 38,151,217 99 1898 46,410,815 111
1890 40,453,461 105 1899 47,019,152 112
1891 40,718,677 106 47,656,853 114
1892 41,089,940 107 48,362,096 115
1893 41,388,313 108 117
1894 41,813,215 109 1903 49,758,216 119
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V. — TABLE OF THE DISTRICTS (kori = gun)

BY PROVINCES

WITH THE DEPARTMENTS TO WHICH THEY BELONG.

Districts
Depart-
ments Districts

Yamashiro

1. Otokuni, ZjWH
2. Kadono, gff
d- Kn,

s. Dj4v#an.
6. Knar* A||
7. TsumK},

'

8. Soraku,

Yamato

1. So-no-Kanii, P&i-
2. Ikoma,
3. Yamabe, llJsft

4. Kita-Katsoragi, AtSiBe j

5. Minami-Katsuragi,

6. Uda,
7. Uchi, ^B
8. Takaichi, n"fj if

j

9. Yoshino, riff

10.

Shiki,

Kawachi

1. Minami-Kawachi,

2. Naka-Kawachi, tpJEJft

3. Kita-Kawachi,

1. Ano, $!*
2. Mie,
3. .Kuwana,
4. IimH JIP
5. Smugs, j'

8. JKswsge.

8. » ins.au,

9. Take,
10, Watai'a.!,

Shima

1. Shims,

Owari

1. Aiehi,
2. Nishi-Kasugai,

ra#a#
3. Chita,

4. KaitS,

5. Kaisai,

6. Higashi- Kasugai,

m^B#
7. Niwa,
8. Haguri, Jggt
9. Nakajima,

Mikawa

1. Sennan,
2. Semboku, &&

Settsu

1. Higashi-Nari,
2. Nishi-Nari, (HJjjg

3 Mishima,
Toyono,
Muko, gl,St
Kawabe, J||

Ariraa, AiSi

Ayama, Wllj
Naga, %%

1. Atsumi,
2. Yana, A*
3. Hoi, HIS
4. Nukada, §5®
5. Aomi,
6. Minarni-Shidara,

7. Kita-Shidara, tfcjglg
8. Hazu, »g
9. Higashi-Kamo, At tufts

10. Nishi-Kamo, ESIJnP
I

Totomi

1. Inasa, 3|fe
2. Hamana,
3. Iwata, [}i

4. Ogasa, />3£,
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Districts
Depart-
ments

Totomi

5. Suchi, ggfca

6. Haibara, Mil1?.
Shizuoka

a

Suruga

1. Sunto, jJi

2. Ibara, |f;2g
3. Abe, ISIffif

4. Shida, HSf.jk

5. Fuji,

Shizuoka

a

n

i»

n

Kai

1. Minami-Tsuru,
2. Kita-Tsuru, ft&gjsgj
3. Higashi-Yatsushiro,

JgAft
4. Nishi-Yatsusliiro,

katc
5. Higashi-Yamauashi,

„ XT . *Ull$!
6. N ishi-Yamanaslii,

Kill US!
7. Minarai-Koma,
8. Naka-Koiaa,
9. Kita-Koma, dbE^f

j

Yamanashi

»»

»

l

**

>•

it

n

ii

n

Ira

1. Tagata,
2. Kamo,

Shizuoka

ii

Sagami

1 Ashigara-Kami, Jpiffi±
2. Ashigara-Shimo,

„ -if-3. Miura,
4. Kamakura, »£-
5. Koza, igjg
6. Naka, t}>

7. Aik5, gip
8. Tsukui,

Kanacjawa

ii

a

ii

ii

n

ii

Musashi

1. Chichibu,
,

’

2. ICita-Adachi. dfclE|t
i

3. Duma, ATO
Hiki, Jt£

5. Kodama, ££3?
6. Osato, Am
7. Miuami-Saitama,

• Sailama

i
i«

ii

ii

ii

ii

Districts

Musashi

8. Kjta-Saitama, 4fcJg3£ i Saitama
S). Kita-Katsushika,

10. Kita-Toshiraa, dtSSi Tokyo

Jrt*
^^ara * „

12. Toyotama,
to. Minami-Katsushika, „

14. Nishi-Tama,
15. Minami-Tama,

”

16. Kita-Tama,
17. Minami-Adachi,

la „ , . t #iis* I

in' £Ur
1

ak,
> AHt*

j

Kanagauo
19. Tachibana, ffift

|

20. Tsuzuki,

1. Awa,

Kazusa

1. Sambu, Ujfft Chiba
2. Ichihara, TfiJ®
3. Isumi,

4. CliSsei,

5. Kimitsu, „

Shimosa

1. Higashi-Katsushika
j

Chiba

„ „ .

2. Katori, „
3. Sosa, „
4. Unagami, JgJt
5. Chiba, TSI

!

6. Imba, EPS
j „

7. Yuki,
:

Ibaraki
8. Kita-Soma, 4bt0;H „
9. Sashiraa, yts

Hitachi

1. Higashi-Ibaraki, Ibaraki

2. Nishi-Ibaraki,
I

3. Tsukuba,
4. Niiharu, Sffft
6. Kuji, A® I

6- Ijafbjki, *SSfc i

7. Makabe, ftlg
8. Naka, DliHJ

| ;;

9. Tags,
;;

10. Namekata, fjjj
11. ICashima, 88 .&
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Districts Depart-
ments Districts

j

Depart-
ments

Umi Kozuke

1- Shiga, &K
2. Koga, (pH
3. Higashi-Asai,
4. Takashima,
5. Yasu, gfiW
6. Ika, (p#
7. Kurita,
8. Gamo, 5^4.
9. Kanzaki, tjftlijf

10. Eichi,
11. Inukami,
12. Sakata, ;)£B

Shiga

ti

»
n
n
ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

it

1. Seta,

2. Gunma, fjjg
3. Tano,

t: Et
K
i
n

m
*m

6. Savra,
7. Usui, jrfgjfc

8. Azuma,
9. Toue, $}&

10. Yamada, til®
11. Nitta, ft®

Gumma
»

It

It

11

11

Mino
Shimotsuke

1. Inaba, JRJg
2. Ena, jggg
3. Toki, ±i&
4. Kani, pJ^,
5. Kamo, }(jj®
6. Hashima, 33&
7. Mugi,
8- Yoro, *ig
9. Kaizu,

10. Fowa,
11. Ibi, *)S
12. Ampachi, 3j/V
13. Gunjo, SK_t
14. Yamagata, lll$S
15. Motosu, |

Gifu

11

))

11

11

11

11

1*

11

»»

*»

11

11

”

It

1. Kawachi, JSfpg
2. Kami-Tsuga,
3. Shimo-Tauga, FfliK
4. A so,

5. Ashikaga, igfl]
6. Haga, 3g=J*
7. Shioya, gi®
8. Nasu,

Tochigi

it

ii

it

tt

tt

tt

ii

Iwaki

1. Higashi-Shirakawa,

u-eiy
2. Nishi-Shirakawa

„ _ .
raajsr

3. Iwaki,
4. Futaba, fgljl
5. Soma, tB J§
6. Ishikawa, 2JJ||
7. Tamura, ®
8. Watari, gig
9. Katta, »J®

10. Jgu,

Fukushima

it

ii

it

n
ii

ii

Miyagi

ii

ii

Hida

1. Masuda, SB ! Gifu
2. Ono, ASf ,,

3. Yoshiki,
(

„

Shinano

1. Minami-Saku,
2. KitaSaku, JtfeX
3. Chusagata, ^h-f®
4. Suwa, HUS
5. Kami-Ina, Jifp-JIS
6. Shimo-Ina, Tfpfi
7. Niski-Tsukuma,
8. Higashi-Taukuma,

yn$jf9i
9. MiDami-Azumi, i®**

10. Kita-Azumi,
11. Sarashina,
12. Hanishina,
13. Kami-Takai, !:£;#
14. Shimo-Takai, Tifc#
15. Kami-Minoehi, i

16. Shimo-Minochi,

Nagano
11

s$

"

*V . r-J

»£ :

&'

ii

ii

ii

ii

it

tt

Iwashiro

1. Asaka,
2. Iwase,
3. Adachi, f£iS
4. Date,
5. Shinobu, ft ft
6. Minami-Aizu,

[

7. Kita-Aizu,
8. Kawanuraa, JSfJg
9. Yama, MM

10. Onuma, ^}g

Fukushima

11

11

11

11

11

11

It

tt

It

Bikozen

tt

tt

it

1. Miyagi,
2. Natori, *

3. Shibata, *®
Miyagi

11

It
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Districts
Depart-
ments Districts

Depart-
ments

Rikuzen TJgo

4. Kurokawa, 5&J||
5. Shida, i$;ES

6. Tamatsukuri, 3EiS
7. Kami, inH
8. Kurihara, SB10
9. Oshika,

10. Motoyoslii,
11. Toyoma,
12. Toda, &PJ
13. Mono, V

Miyagi

”

•

»

1. Akumi, teflS
2. Kawabe, J||i§

3. Okachi,
4. Hiraga, ^PfiS

5. Sembobu,
6. Minami-Akita,
7. Kita-Akita, ifclkfU
8. Yamamoto, lli#
9. Yuri, lify

Yamagata
Akita

>»

II

ii

ii

ii

14. Kesen, &f|l[ Iwate Wakasa

Rikuchu 1. Onyu, jfilfc Fukui

1. Iwate,
2. Shibata, $££&

Iwate
2- Oi,

3. Mikata, 2%
it

ii

3. Shimo-Hei,
4. Kami-Hei, .hKH^

Echizen

5. Hienuki, $$St
6. Ezashi, jlSlil]

7. Kunohe, JlF
8. Waga, WK
9. Higaahi-Iwai, 4;33#

10. Nishi-Iwai, 08S;#
11. Izawa,
12. Kazuno,

99

it

it

it

Akita

1. Tsuruga,
2. Nanjo,
3. Niu,

4. Imadachi, {L

5. Asuha, J5L33

6. Ono, ;fcIF
7. Yoshida,
8. Sakai, i&K

Fukui

tl

ii

it

ii

Matsu
Kaga

1. Higashi-Tsugaru,

„ „ Stflifs
2. Nishi-Tsugaru,
3. Naka-Tsugaru,
4. Minami-Tsugaru,

Aomori

it

II

II

>•

1. Ishikawa, 35.N1

2. Kahoku, fSJ*
3. Nomi, Jit*
4. Enima, Jl®

Ithika’m

»
i

7

”

5. Kita-Tsugaru,
II Noto

7. Shimo-Kita, "F4b
8. Sannohe,
9. Ninohe, H'P

>1

1 JL

it

Iwate

1. Suzu, &M
2. Hakni,
3. Kashima, IIS&

hhikawa

a
a

jy
T. JC U^Colll)

|

1)

XiLvliU

o vf

'

2. Nishi-Murayaraa,

3. Minami-Murayama,

, ... ,, iSftfS
4. Kita-Murayama, 4fct}(li
5. Higashi-Tagawa.jfipdJl)
6. Nishi-Tagawa, HfflUl
7. Higashi-Oitama, JtBSSJ
8. Nishi-Oitama,
9. Minami-Oitama, F^fiSPl

10. Mogami, jgfcji

ii

-. 1 - a

it

i)

ii

a
a
it

a

1. Kami-Niikawa,

isuil
2. Naka-Niikawa,

3. Nei, SSH
4. Shimo-Niikawa,

TSrJi)
5. Imizu,
0. Himi, IL
7. Higashi-Tonami,

8. Nishi-Tonami,

Toyama

ii

ii

it

a
a
a

it
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Districts

1. Wake, fll®.
2. Oku, &X
3. Jodo, Jbit
4. Akaiwa, ^3}
5. Mitsu, 0$$:
6. Kojima,

Depart-
ments

Bitchu

1. Tsukubo, iSUg
2. Asakuchi, P
3. Kibi, *f|
4. Oda, 'hPI
5. Shitsuki, ytD
6. Jobo, JtB
7. Atetsu, IKJff

Okayama

yy

yy

yy

"

Bingo

!i|^«|^shina, MS,

* «era, ftSI
4. Mitsugi, tWSg
5. Fukavasu,
6. Konu, Ip

7. Futami, ^2
8. Numakuma, SgBJ
9. Hiba, ib®

Hiroshima

”
yy

”

yy

>•

»
i)

"

Aki

1- Asa,
2. Takata, jg®
3. Yamagata, UilS
4. Kamo, Rft
5. Aki, 5£J(
6. Saeki, fefg
7. Toyoda,

Hiroshima

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

Suwo

1. Oshima,
2. Yoshiki,
3. Saba, teSt
4. Tsuno, 3jS®
5. Kamage,
6. Kuka, f%81

Yamaguchi

yy

yy

yy

Nagato

1. Toyora,
2- Asa, flCffc
3. Otso,
4. Abu, RiR;
5- Mine, £M

Yamaguchi

yy

yy

yy

yy

Districts

—
Depart-
ments

Kii

1. Minami-Muro,
2. Kita-Muro,
3. Higashi-Muro,
4. Nishi-Muro, 0^3!
5. Hitaka, B i£i

6. Arita,

7. Ito,

8. Naka, 3ISR
9. Kaiso, mW

Mie

Wakayama

yy

yy

yy

„

Awaji

1. Teuna, $t45
2. Mihara,

Hyogo
yy

Awa

1. Myodo, ££
2- Katsuura,
3. Naka, S|JR
4- Oe, )»«
5. Kaibu, ifcuB

6. Myosai, ;80
7. Itano,

8. Awa, |5*il£

9. Mima, 31®
10. Miyoshi,

Tokushima

yy

yy

\

”
yy

yy

yy

”

Sanuki

1. Shozu, /1>2
2. Okawa, AJH
3. Kida,
4. Kagawa, #J||
5. Ayauta, 8SK
6. Naka-Tado,
7. Mitoyo, H&)

Kagawa

„

yy

Iyo

1. Uma, i£|*
2. Nii,

3. Shuso, /SSs
4. Ochi,
5. Onsen,
6. Kami-Ukena,
7- Iyo,

8. Kita,

9. Higashi-Uwa, ftiJsUl

10. Nishi-Uwa, 0^ffl
11. Minami-Uwa,
12. Kita-Uwa,

Ehime

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy
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Districts
1 Depart-

ments Districts Depart-
ments

Toga Hizen

1. Aki,
2. Kami,
3. Tosa,
4. Agawa, fjjl|
o. Nagaoka, g|J5J
6. Takaoka. jg;|S)

7. Hata,

Kochi

”

I

»»

it

1. Higashi-,Sonoki,

JRiStlF
2. Nishi-Sonoki, Mi&FF
3. Min.-Takaku, gfifejfc
4. Kita-Takaku, dfcjgjfc
5. Minami-Matsuura,

. T,. ,, rfiftiifi
o. Kita-Matsuura,

7 q
*«»

7. Saga, feK
8. Miyaki,
9. Karzaki,

10. Ogi, />«
11. Kinoshima,
12. Fujitsu, t

13. Higashi-Matsuura,

*«!>*
14. Nishi-Matsuura,

atom

I Nagasaki

ft

ft

it

”

Chikuzen

»

Saga

1. Kasuya,
2. Taukushi,
3. Sawara,
4. Asakura, ^JO-
S' Onga,
6. Kurate, 1$^

t H3C

Fukuoka

»»

»»

»

>»

»»

»»

if

•>

„

,,

„

Higo
Chikugo

1. Hotaku, §&§£
2. Tamana,
3. Kamoto, fig#
4. Kikuchi,
5. Yatsushiro, Aft
6. Kuraa,
7. Kami-Mashiki, JtSftfi
8. Shimo-Mashiki,

Tsas
9. Aso, HU

10. Udo,
11. Ashikita, JjEjfc

12. Amakusa, A?

Kumamoto
it

it

it

it

it

it

it

it

tt

tt

tt

1- Mii, B#
2. Yame, A*
3. Miike, Hi®,
4. Yarnato, iLl f'j

5. Mitsuma, HifS
6. Ukiha,

Fulcuoka

;
»»

it

»»

Bozen

1. Tagawa, 03J||
2. Chikujo, ggj-
3. Kiku,
4. Kyoto,
5. Shimoke,
6. Usa, Jft-gfe

Fukuoka

it

ii

— )J

Ote
»

Hyoga

1. Higashi-Usuki, JftQFF
2. Mishi-Usuki,
3. Koyu,
4. Miyazaki,
5. Minami-Naka,
6. Kita-Naka, *3|iK
7. Higashi-Morokata,

MRfl
8. Nishi-Morokata,

HIM*

Miyazaki

it

tt

a
a

•i

a

4)

Bongo

J. ChU,
2. Hayami, ®JL
3. Ono, ASF
4. Minami-Amabe,

5. KiU-An»b»,
6. Naon, sfA.
7. Kusu, $S.f&

8. Hida, g®
9. Higashi-UwM

ijESSIlSS

10. Nishi-KcsBfaaki,am

Otto

a
a

i)

»
>»

i)

»>

»»

Ugarni

1. Kimotsuki, fffffl

2. Soo,
3- Aira, J&K
4. Ushima, A Si
5. Kumage,

Kagoshima

a

tt

tt

9i
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Districts I
Depart-
ments

1

Oshima '

1. Kameda,
2. Kayabe,
3. Kami-Iso, belt
4. Matsumae,

«• S.‘y
a

.
,Da

> wtui
6. Nishi,

|

Hokkaido-cho

”

::

a
•*

Kushiro

1. Sapporo,
Kamikawa, Mil

3. Kabato,
* Uryu, ftfft
5. Sorachi,
6. Yubari, A, Jg
7. Ishikari, iftlf
8. Atsuta, Ji^gJ
9. Hamamashike,~

!

Hokkaido-chb

it

»*

it

it

a

a
a

it

Districts

Chishima

Total — 638 Districts.

A FTEB A BATTLE.
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V[.— GENERATIONS OF MYTHOLOGICAL TIMES

(JINDAI or TAIKO).

A. — The 7 generatiesg ©£ celestial Spirits (Tenjin shichi-dai).

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

— Kuni-toko-tachi no Mikoto— Kuni-satsuchi no Mikoto— Toyo-kunnu no Mikoto

_ fUijini no Mikoto
\Suijini no Mikoto

{

Otonochi no Mikoto
Otomabe no Mikoto

|
Omotaru no Mikoto

\Kashikone no Mikoto

_ |
Izanagi no Mikoto
llzanami no Mikoto

B. — The 5 generations of terrestrial Spirits (Chijin go-dai).

Izanagi Izanami

1.

Ariiaterasu-o-mikami Tsukiyomi no Mikoto Susano-o no Mikoto

2.

Masaya-akatsu-kachi- Ama-no-hoi Amatsu-hikone Ikntsu-hikone Kumano-knauhi
hayahi-anaa-no-oshiho-

miini no Mikoto

3.

Amatsu-hiko-hikoho-no-ninigi no Mikoto

Hosuseri no Mikoto 4. Hiko-hohodemi no Mikoto Ho-no-akari no Mikoto

5. Hiko-nagisatake-ngaya-fuki-aezu no Mikoto

Hiko-itsuse Inahi no Mike-irino Kanm-Yamato-Iwarehiko no Mikoto
no Mikoto Mikoto no Mikoto (Jimmu-lenno )



X
X
o

Posthumous name H
C5 iM
«

-«

B.C. B.C.
1. Jimiru 711 660
2. Suisei 632 581
3. Annei 567 548
4. Itoku 553? 510
5. Kosho 506 475
6. ICoan 427 392
7. Korei 342 290

273 214
9. Kuikwa

440 485
448 488

53. Junwa
54. Nimmyo
55. Montoku
56. Seiwa
57. Yozei
58. Koko

61. Shujaku
62. Murakami
63. Reizei

65. Kwazan

868 877 884

931 946

1298 1317
1301 1336

1309 1318



Posthumous name Birth Accession
j

Abdication Death

100. Go-Komatsu
a.d. A.D. A.D. A.D-

1392 1412 1433
101. Skoko 1401 1413 1428
102. Go-Hanazono 1419 1429 1464 1471
103. Go-Tsuchimikado 1442 1465 1500
104. Go-Kashiwabara 1464 1501 1526
105. Go-Nara 1497 1527 1557
106. Ogimachi 1517 1558 1586 1593
107. Go-Yozei 1571 1587 1611 1617
108. Go-Mi-no-o 1596 1612 1629 1680
109. Myosho (Eropr.) 1623 1630 1643 1696
110. Go-Komyo 1633 1644 1654
111. Go-Sa:in 1637 1655 1662 1685
112. Keigen 1654 1663 1686 1732
113. Higaski-yama 1675 1687 1709 1709
114. Nakamikado 1702 1710 1735 1737
115. Sakuraruacki 1720 1736 1746 1750
116. Momozono
117. Go-Sakuramacki

1741 1746 1762

(Empress) 1740 1763 1770 1813
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Posthumous name Birth Accession Abdication Death

A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D.
118. Go-Momozono 1758 1771 1779
110. Kokaku 1771 1780 1816 1840
120. Ninko 1800 1817 1846
121. Komei 1831 1847 1867
122. Mntsnhito 1852 1868

i i

Northern Dynasty.

(1) Kogon 1313 1331 1333 1364
(2) Komyo 1322 1336 1348 1380
(3) Suko 1334 1349 1352 1398
(4) Go-Kogon 1338 1353 1371 1374
(») Uo-En-yu 1359 1372 1381 1393
(ft) Uo-Komaisu 1377

1

1383 1302

Ihe 122nd Emperor Mutsuhito descends from Jimmu-tenno in the 68th generation
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VIII —GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE EMPERORS.

1. JlMMU

Takishi-mimi Kan-yai-mirni 2. StrisEi

3. Annei

Kishi-mimi Hiko-yai-mimi

Okishi-mimi Tokotsu-hiko-irone 4. Itoku Shikitsu-hiko

5. Kosho
i

Tagishi-hiko

Araa-tarashi-hiko-kuni-oshi-hiko 6. Koan

7. Korei
j

& Kogen Chiji

. L .

•

1

i-haya-hime Hiko-isosaseri-hiko
(O-kibitsu-hiko)

1

Hiko-sashima

Ohiko 9. Kaikwa Hiko-futa-oshi-makoto Take-haniyasu-hiko

1

Hiko-yumu-sum i 10. Sujin
|

Hiko-imasu Taketoyo-hatsnra-wake

f

Toyoki-iri-hiko 11. Ruinin
i

Yasaka-iri-hiko Iza-no-niawaka

Hoiniitsu-wake 12. Keiko
i

Yamato-hime

O-usu Yamato-takeru 13. Seimu Ihoki-iri-hiko Oshi-no-wake

Isayori-wake 14. Chuai
i

Waka-take Isome-hiko

Kagusaka Oshikuma Homuya-wake 15. Ojin
i

Oyainamori 16. Nintoku Uji no Waki-iratsuko Wakanuke-futamata
1

17. Richu
1

18. Hansho 19. Inkyo
r - 1

Okusaka Ohodo
1 1

Ichinobe no Oshiwa Kinashi-karu 20. Anko 21. Ycryaku Mayuwa Uhi
• ! . i i

24. Ninken 23. Kenso Osliinumi no Iitoyo-ao 22. Seinei Hiko-ushi-bito

25. Bcretsu 26. Keitai

27. Ankan

30. Bitatsu

Osaka no hiko-bito-oi-ne
i

r

28. Senkwa 29. Kimmei O-Iratsuko

31. Yomei
i

Toyodo-mimi (Shotoku-taishi)

33. Buiko AuaJys'ssi 32. Sdshun

34. Jomei Nakatsu

38. Tenchi

Kuwada
i

40. Temmu 135.

\37.

Chinu
L
i

55. Kooyoku 36. Kotoku

Saimei

i i
j i

41. Jito 43. Gemmei 39. Kobun Shiki

49. Kokin
i

Kusalcabe
I

I H

42. Mommu 44. Gensho

Toneri

I

47. JUNNIN
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49. Konin

T
50. Kwammh Sawara Osahc

i

—

'

1 1
i

51. Memo 52. Saga 53. Junwa Katsurabara
I (Taira)

42. Mommu
I

45. Shomu
I

46. K5ken

Shotoku

<46.

\48.

i

54. Nimmy5 Makoto Hiromu Sadamu Toni

55. Montoku Muneyasu 58. Koko

Koretaka 56 . Seiwa Yoshiari

57. Yozei Sadaznmi (Seiwa-Genji)

_1_

Koretada

60. t)AIGO
I

59. Uda
i

Kiyozane

Atsuyoshi Atsuzane ( Uda-Genj i)

61. Shujaku 62. Murakami Kaneakira

Hiroliira 63. Reizei Tamehira 64. En-yu Toraohira (Murakami- Genji)

65. Kwazan 67. Sanjo 66. Ichij5

Atsuakira (Ko-Ichijb) Atsuyasu 68. Go-Ichijo 69. Go-Shujaku

70. Go-reizei 71. Go-Sanjo

i

72. Shirakawa

i

Sanehito Sukehito

i

Atsubumi 73. Horikawa

74. Toba

75. Sstoku

i

, %S»1geMto

77. Go-Shirakawa 76. Konoe

78. Kjjo
i

79. Rokujo

Mochihito 80. Takakura

81. Antoku Morisada (Go-Takakura) 82. Go-Toba
i

86. Go-

H

orikawa 83. Tsuchimikado 84. Juntoku
i i <

87. Shijo 88. Go-Saga 85. Chokyo

Munetaka (Shogun)

I

Koreyasu (SKogun)

i

89. Go-Fckakosa

92. Fushimi
I

Hisaakira (Shogun)

90. Kameyama
I

91. Go-Uda
.

!

1
1 I I I

93. Go-Fcshimi 95. HANAZOEfe jsf*sikuDi (Shogun) 94. Go-Nijo 96. Go-Daigo
.

r
- L

1

(N. 1) Kogon (N. 2) Komyb

(N. 3) Sukb (N. 4) Go-Kdgon

(N. 5) Go-En-yu

Takanaga 97. Go-Murakami Morinaga

i

Einin

Sadafusa Go-Suko
i

(N. 6) 100. Go-Komatsu

102. Go-Hanazono
I

103. Go-Tsuchimikado
i

104. Go-Kashiwabara

Sadatsune 101. Shoko
(Fushimi)

i I

98. Chokei 99. Go-Kameyama
i

Ogura

Takayoshi

I

Takabide
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104.

Go-Kashiwababa

105. Go-'nABA

106. Ogimachi

Masahito (Yoko-in)

107. Go-Yozei Toraohito (Hachijo no Miya)

108. Go-mi-no-o Yosliihito (Takamatsu no Miya)

109.

Myosho 110. Go-Komyo 111. Go-Saiin 112. Reigen

Yukihito ({Arisugawa

)

113. Higashi-yama
i ,

1

114. Nakamikado Naohito (Kan-m)

115. Sakubamachj Sukehito

I

-J I

118. Go-Sakuramacui 116. Momozono Haruhito ( Kan-in

)

119. Kokaku
i

i

11/. Go-Momozono 120. Ninko
i

121 Komei

122 Mutsuhito

train os
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IX. — PKINCELY FAMILIES
(SHI-SHINNO-KE

.

Suko ...14 gen...Sadayoshi

T4F«aejaiito

Go-Yozm

Tomohito

Sadanori-Sadanarn
[ \klnori

Fushimi

Akihito (KoMATSo)-Yorihito Hioashi-Fushimi

Kuniie .

Hirotaune-Hiroatsu • Iliroyasu Kwacho
(Narihisa Taketa

Satonari-Yoshiliis i I Yoshi-
(Kitashirakawa)

j
yuki Count Falara

[Masao Count Ueno

Henon Count Kiyozumi
1 Akira-Kikuraaro-Takehiko Yamashina
1 Moriosa Morimasa Nashimoto
' Asahiko-Kunihiko Kuni Asaka

Go-MiKooREiaEN-Hi(i.-YAMA-Naohito.. Kah-in

Yoshihito-Go-SAUN-Yukihito -Masaliito. Arisugawa

{

Tomotada-Yasuhito-Osaliito -Toshihito... Katsura

Tadayuki-Toyotada Marquis HirohaUi

k PRINCESS.
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X. — CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THU SHOGUN.

Name
;

Birth
j

j

Death'

Minamoto ( Kamakura

)

1. Yoritomo 1147 1192
2. Yoriie 1182 1202

1

1203
3. Sanetomo 1192 1203

1199
1204
1219

Fujiwara (Kamakura)

1. Yoritsune
2. Yoritsugu

1218
1239

1226
1244

1244
1252

1256
1256

Imperial Princes (Kamakura

)

1. Munetaka
2. Koreyasu
3. Hisa-akira
4. Morikuni
5. Morinaga
6. Narinaga

1242
1264
1274
1302
1308
1325

1252
1266
1289
1308
1333
1334

1266
1289
1308

1334
1338

1274
1326
1328
1333
1335
1338

Ashikaga (Kyoto)

1. Takauji
2. Yoshiakira
3. Yoshimitsu
4. Yoshimochi
5. Yoshikaza
6. Yoshinori

1308
1330
1358
1386
1407
1394

1338
1358
1367
1395
1423
1428,

1367
1395
142-5

1358
1368
1408
1428
142&

13.

Name

7. Yoshikatsu
8. Yoshimasa
9. Yoshiliisa

10. Yoshitane (1)
11. Yoshizumi

Yoshitane (2)
12. Yoshiharu
13. Yoshiteru
14. Yoshihide
15. Yoshiaki

Ieyasu
Hidetada
Iemitsu
Ietsuna

Tsunayoshi
Ienobu
letsugu

Yoshimune
Ieshige
leharu
Icnari

Ieyoshi
lesada
Iemochi
Reiki

I

1 433

1

1441 1443?
1435 1449 W4 1420j
1465 1474 1489
1465 1490 1493
1478 1493 1508 1511

1508 1521 1522
1510 1521 1545 1550
1535 1545 1565
1564 1568 1568
1537 1568 1573 1597

jawa (Edo)

1542 1603 1605 1616
1579 1605 1623 1632
1604 1623 1651
1641 1651 1680
1646 1680 1709
1662 1709 1712
1709 1712 1716
1684 1716 1745 1751
1711 1745 1760 1761
1737 1760 1786
1773 1786 1837 1841
1793 1837 1853
1824 1853 1858
1846 1858 1866
1837 1866 1868
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XI. — CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF NENGO.

Taikwa
Hakuchi

Sujaku
HakuhS
ShuchS
Tai ho
Keiun
Wad 5
Heiki
YSrS
Shinki
TempyS
TetnpyS-shShS
Tempyo-hSji
TempyS-jingo
Jingo-keiun
HSki
Ten-S
Enryaku
DaiuS
Konin
TenchS
ShSwa
Kaslid
Ninju
Seiko
Ten-an
Jokwan
Genkei
Ninwa
KwampyS
ShStai
Engi
EnchS
ShShyS
Tenkei
Tenryaku
Tentoku
Owa
KShS
Anwa
Tenroku
Ten-en
Teigen
Tengen
Eikwan
Kwanwa
Eien
Eiso
ShSryaku
Chotoku
ChShS
KwankS
Chowa
Kwannin
Chian

"I
G45-650 Manju 1 1024-1028

|

650-055 Chogen
i
1028-1037

ChSryaku
j

1037-1040
072 Chokyu 1040-1044

07 3-liijli K wantok n 1044-1046
686-701 Eisho

|

1046-1053
701-704 Tenki

i

1053-1058
704-708 KShei 1 1058-1065
708-715 Chiryakn !

1065-1069
715-717 Enkyu 1066-1074
717-724 ShShS 1 074-1 C77
724-729 Shoryaku 1077-1081
729-749 Eiho 1081-1084

i

749-757 Otoku 1084-1087

|

757-765 Kwanii 1087-1094
765-707 Kaho 1094-1096
767-770 Eieho 1096-1097
770-781 Shotoku 1097-1099

!
781-782 Kowa 1099-1104
782-806 Choji 1104-1106
806-810 Kasho 1106-1108
810-824 Tennin 1108-1110
824-834 Ten-ei 1110-1113
834-848 Eikyu 1113-1118
848-851 Gwan-ei 1118-1120
851-854 Hoan 1120-1124
854-857 Tenji 1124-1126
857-859 Taiji 1126-1131
859-877 Tensho 1131-1132
877-885 Chosh.') 1132-1135
885-889 Hoen 11.35-1141

889-898 Eiii 1141-1142

89S-miWmi 1142-1144

901-m$&yo 1144-1145
923-9%' >, Si^an 1145-1151

93l-#8t{:S^spyr. 1151-1154

938-94^1 ^a!u 1154-1156

947-96:!,®:^en 1150-1159

957-ft5I:l'®^ji 1159-1160

96 1 -983 aku 1160-1161

964-968 Uho 1161-1163

968-970 Chokwan 1163-1165

970-973 Eiman 1165-1166

973-976 Nin-an 1160-1169

976-978 ICao 1169-1171

978-983 Shoan 1171-1175

983-985 Angen 1175-1177

985-987 Jisho
- 1177-1181

987-989 Yowa 1181-1182

989-990 Juei 1182-1184

990-995 Gwanryaku 1184-1185
995-999 Bunji 1185-1190

999-1004 Kenkyu 1190-1199
1004-1012 Shoji 1199-1201
1012-1017 Kennin 1201-1204

1017-1021 Genkyu 1204-1206
1021-1024 Ken-ei 1206-1207

Khogen 1207-1211
Kcnryakn 1211-1213
Kempo 1213-1219
Shokyo 1219-1222
Tei-o 1222-1224
Gennin 1224-1225
Karoku 1225-1227
Antei 1227-1229

Kwanki 1229-1232
Tei-ei 1232-1233

Tempuku 1233-1234
Bunryaku 1234-1235

Katei 1335-1238

Byaknnin 1238-1239
En-o 1239-1240

Ninji 1240-1243

Kwangen 1243-1247

Hoji 1247-1249

Kencho 1249-1256

Kogen 1256-1257

Siioka 1257-1259

Shogen 1259-1260

Bun-o 1260-1261

KochS 1261-1264

Bun-ei 1264-1275

Kenji 1275-1278

Koan 1278-1288

Shoo 1288-1293

Einin 1293-1299

Shoan 1299-1302

ICengen 1302-1303

Kagen 1303-1306

Tokuji 1306-1309

Enkei 1309-1311

Oclio 1311-1312

Showa 1312-1317

Burupo 1317-1319

Gen-S 1319-1321

Genkyo 1321-1324

Shochu 1324-1326

Kareki 1326-1329

Gentoku 1329-1331

Genko 1331-1334

Kemnm 1334-1336

Engen 1336-1340

Kokoku 1340-1346

Shohei 1346-1370

Kentoku 1370-1372

Buncho 1372-1375

Tenjn 1375-1381

KSwa 1381-1384

Genchu 1384-1393

Northern dynasty.

Ryaku-S 1338-1342
KSei 1342-1345
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Teiwa
[
1345-1350 Bunsho 1466-1467 Teikyo 1684-1688

Kwan-o 1
1350-1352 Onin 1467-1469 Genrokn 1688-1704

Bunwa 1352-1350 Bummei 1469-1487 Hoei 1704-1711
Erabun 1356-1361 Chokyo 1487-1489 Shotoku 1711-1716
Koan 1361-1362 Entoku 1489-1492 Koho 1716-1736
Joji 1362-1368 Meio 1492-1501 Gembun 1736-1741
Oan 1368-1375 Bunki 1501-1504 KwampO 1741-1744
Eiwa ! 1375-1379 Eisho 1504-1521 Eikyo 1744-1748
Koryaku 1379-1381 Tai-ei 1521-1528 Kwan-en 1748-1751
Eitoku 1381-1384 Kyoroku 1528-1532 Horeki 1751-1764
Shitoku 1384-1387 Tembun 1532-1555 Meiwa ' 1764-1772
Kakei 1387-1389 Koji 1555-1558 An-ei 1772-1781
Koo 1389-1390 Eiroku 1558-1570 Temmei 1 1781-1789
Meitoku 1390-1393 Genki 1570-1573 Kwansei 1789-1801

Tenslio 1573-1592 Kyowa 1801-1804

Meitoku
Bunroku 1592-1596 Bunkwa 1804-1818

1393-1394 Keiclio 1596-1615 Bunsei 1818-1830
O-ei 1394-1428 Genwa 1615-1624 Tempu 1830-1844
Shocho 1428-1429 Kwan-ei 1624-1644 Kokwa 1844-1848
Eikyo 1429-1441 Shoho 1644-1648 Kaei 1848-1854
Kakitsu 1441-1444 Keian 1648-1652 Ansei 1854-1860
Bun-an 1444-1449 Shoo 1652-1655 Man-en 1860-1861
Hotoku 1449-1452 Meireki 1655-1658 Bunkyu

Gwanji
1861-1864

Kyotoku 1452-1455 Manji 1658-1661 1864-1865
Kosho 1455-1457 Kwambun 1661-1673 Keio 1865-1868
Choroku 1457-1460 Empo 1673-1681 Meiji 1868
Kwausho 1400-1466 Tenwa 1681-1684
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XII—TABLE OF THE BUDDHIST SECTS.

Sects, Branches, etc.
j

Founder Central Seat Number of
temples.

Sanron Ekwan —625 ...

Jojitsu Ekwan —625
1

...

Ho.»3{K$",n
Chitsu —657
Cbihd —703

Genko-ji (Settsu)

Kofuku-ji (Yamato)
45

Kasha Chitsu —660

Kegon Dosen —735 To-daiji (Yamato) 21

Ritsu Kanshin —754 Tosho-daiji (Yamato)

tSammon
Tendai{ Jimon

'Sliinjo

Saiclio —805
Enchin •—858
Shinjo —1486

Enryaku_;ji (Omi)
Onjo-ji (Omi)
Saikyo-ji (Omi)

4,602

Shingon{fĥ
L Kukai —806

Kakulian —1.1130

To-ji (Yaniashiro)
Dempo-in (Musashi)

'

12,920

Yuzu nembutsu Ryonin —1123 Sumiyoshi (Settsu) 350

Jodo

Chinzei «

Seizan

Choraku-
Kuhon-jg
Ichinengi

Shirahata
Fujita
Nagoshi
Obata
Sanjo
Ichijo

Nishidani
Fukakusa
Higashi-yama
Saga
i

i

Jaku-ei —13 cent
Ji-a — „
Sonkwan — „
RyokQ — „
D5kd — n
Rei-a — „
Joon —
Enku — „
Kwansho— „
Dokwan — „
Ryukwan— „
Kakumyo— „
Jokaku — „

Komyo-ji (Yamashiro)
Muryo-ji
Zendo-ji (Kozuke)
Sonsho-ji (Yamashiro)
Goshin-ji (Mikawa)
Komyo-in (Yamashiro)
Komyo-ji „
Shins5-in „
Amida-in „
Kongo-ls „
Choratejl
Kuhon-js

8>8S0

Zen

Rinzai

Fuke

Sodo
Obaku

Kennin-ji
Tofuku-ji
Kencho-ji
Engaku-ji
Nanzen-ji
Eigen-ji

Daitoku-ji
Tenryu-ji

Myoshin-ji
Sh5koku-ji
Kinsen
Kwasso
Kichiku
Kogiku
Kozasa
Umeji

Eisai —1202
Ben-en —1255
Doryu —1249
Sogen —1282
Busshin —1293
Genko —1320
Myocho —1323
Soseki —1339
Egen —1337
Myoha —1383
Roan —1.1475

Dogen —1228
Ingen —1655

Ky5to (Yamashiro)
Fushimi „
Kamakura (Sagami)

» ft

Kyoto (Yamashiro)
Eigen-ji (Omi)
Omiya (Yamashiro)

fT
aga
Hanazono „
Kyoto „
Ichigetsu-ji (Shimosa)
Reih5-ji (Musashi)
Myoan-ji (Yamashiro)
Shinget8U-ji (Hitaclii)

Riko-ji (Kozuke)
Jijo-ji „
Eihei-ji (Echizen)
Mampuku-ji (Yamash.)

6,120

13,700

556
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Sects, Branches, etc. Founder

Honzan
Yuko
Ikko
Okudani
Taima
Shijo

Rokujo
Kaii
Heizan
Kokua
Ichiya
Tendo
Mikagedo

Ippen —».1275l

Chishiu —1261

Hongwan-ji

Otani
Jodo-_ Takada

Shinshu Bukko-ji
or Kosho-ji

Monto Kibe
or Sensh5-ji

Ikko Chosei-ji

Josho-ji

.Gosho-ji

Itchi

Shoretsu
Honsei-j i

.
(Hokke)

Myoman-ji {Kempon-
Hokke Hokke)

nr Hachihon (Hommon-
. .

Hokke)
Nichiren Honryii-ii (Hommvo-

Hokkej

Fuju-fuze
Fuju-fuze-komou
.Koraon (Hommon)

Shinran —

]

Koju —

]

Shimbutsu—

1

Ryogen —

1

Renkyii —
Shoshin —

1

Jodo —
Dosho —

1

Jogaku —
Shosen —

Nichiro —

1

Nichigetsn—

1

Nichi-in —

1

Nisshfi —

1

Nicliiryu —

1

Nissliin —

1

Nichio —

1

Nikko —

1

Nikko —

1

Kinrenji (Yamashiro)
Kwankiko-ji „

j

857
|

Shinzenko-ji (Hitaclii)
I

;
Shohoji (Yamashiro)

|

Sorin-ji „

[

Kinko-ji „
1 Bukko-ji (Dewa)
Shinzenko-ji (Yamash.)!

Nishi-Hongwan-ji
(Kyoto) i

Hig.-Hongwan-ji „
Senshu-ji (Ise)

Bukko-ji (Yamasliiro)
j

K5sho-ji _ „
Kinshoku-ji (Omi)

j

19,608
Sensho-ji (Echizen)
Chosei-ji „
Josho-ji „
Gosho-ji „ |

I

Ikegami (Musashi)
[

v
# » * r?

Honsei-ji (Ecliigo) j ;

Myoman-ji (Yamasht^:

'

Ikegami (Musashi) :
;

Hanazono (Higo) % it :

Myogaku-ji (Bizen)
"

Ikegami (Musashi)
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TABLE OF FIEFS (HAN) BY PROVINCES AT THE
TIME OF THE RESTORATION (1867).

Yamashiro

Yodo Inaba 115,000

Yamato

Kawachi

Hishiwada
Hakata

Amagasaki
Takatsuki
Sand a
Asad a

Tsu
Kambc
Kuwana
Kamevama
Nagashima
Hisai
Komono

Okabe
Watanabe

Owari

Tokugawa
Naruse

Residence Daimyo Revenues
IN kohu

Hikawa

Totomi

Hamamatsu
Kakegawa
Yokosuka
Sagara

Inoue
Ota
Nishio
Tanuma

60,000
50.000
35.000

10.000

suruga

I

Shizuoka
Tanaka
Numazu
Kojima

Tokugawa
Honda
Mizuno
Matsudaira

619,500

35,000

(Shug. dom.)

40.000
50.000

10.000

|
Sagami

OdstSfS®
- Ogiiso

Okubo
! Okubo

116,000

16,000

Musashi

Edo
it

it

ti

- Oshi
Kawagoe
Iwatsuki
Okabe
Kanazawa

Tokugawa
Tayasu
Hitotsubashi
Shimizu
Okudaira
Matsudaira
O-oka
Abe
Yonekura

5.000,000

130,000
130.000
100.000

100,000

95.000

23.000
20.000

13,000
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Residence

Otaki
Kururi
Sanuki
lino

Tsurumaki
Ichinomiya

Kaibuchi

Kazusa

[ Okochi
Kuroda
Abe
Hoshina
Mizuno
Kano

(Matsud.)

I

Hayashi

Shimosa

Yuki Mizuno 18,000
Sakura Hotta 115,000
Koga Doi 80,000
Omigawa Uchida 10,000
Sekiyado Kuze 48,000
Jakaoka Inoue 14,000
Oimi Morikawa 10,000
Tako Hisamatsu 12,000

Hitachi

Mito Tokugawa 350,000
Tsuchiura Tsuchiya 95,000
Kasama Makino 80,000
Ushiku Yamaguchi 10,000
Yatabe Hosokawa 16,000
Shimotsuma Inoue 10,000
Shimodate Ishikawa 22,000
Fuchu Matsudaira 20,000
Aso Shinjo 10,000

Hino

Hachiman
Iwanuma
Ogaki
Takasu
Naeki
KscsS
Bakataajf-

Aoyama
Ishikawa
Toda
Matsudaira
Toyama
Nagai
HonjS

50.000
30.000
100,000

30.000
10.000

33.000

10.000

s
Residence Daimyo Revenues

j

in kohi

Shinano

~ Matsumoto
Komoro
Ueda
Iiyama
Takato
Matsushiro
Takashima
Susaka
Iwamurata

- Iida

Toda
Makino
Matsudaira
Honda
Naito
Sanada
Suwa
Hori ( Olcuda)

Naito
Hori

60,000
15.000

53.000
20.000

33.000
100,000
30.000
10.000

15,000

15,000

|

Kozuke

Takasaki

Obata
Macbashi
Yoshii
Tatebayaslii

Numsta
Arsmk-i
laezaki

Nanakaichi

Okochi
(Matsud).

Okudaira
Matsudaira
Yoshii
Akimoto
Toki
Itakura
Sakai
Maeda

82,000

20,000
170,000

12,000
63.000
35.000

30.000
20.000

10,000

Suimotsuke

Asaikega
Sano
Karasuyama
Otawara
Kurobane
Kitsuregawa
Utsunomiya
Mibu
Fukiage

Toda
Hotta
Ukubo
Otawara
Oseki
Ashikaga
Toda
Torii

Arima

12,000

18,000

30.000
12.000

18,000

10,000
77.000

30.000

10.000

Hutsu

Omi

Minakuchi Kato 25,000
Zeze Honda 60,000
Hikone Ii 240,000
Omizo Wakebe 20,000
Nislii-Oji Ichibashi 18,000
Mikami Endo
Yamakami Inagaki
Miyagawa Hotta

|

Iw&ksiiaira

Wakamatsu

Morioka
Hachinohe
Hirosaki
Kuroishi
Tanakura
Shirakawa
Nakamura
Miharu
Nihommatsu
Fukushima
Sendai
Ichinoseki
Unagaya
Moriyama
Izumi
Shimotedo

Ando
Hoshina

(Matsud.)
Nambu
Nambu
Tsugaru
Tsugaru
Matsudaira
Abe
Soma
Akita
Niwa
Itakura
Date
Tamura (Date)

|

Naito

|

Matsudaira
Honda
Tachibana

50.000
280,000

200,000
20.000

217.000
10,000

95.000
100.000

00,000

50.000
100,000
30.000

620,000
30.000

15.000

20.000

20,000

10,000
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Residence Daimyo Revenues
IN koku

Dewa

Yamagata
Akita
Yonezawa
Kamiyama
Kameda
Shinjo
Tsurugaoka
Honjo
Matsumine
Nagatoro
Tendo

Mizuno 50,000
Satake

j
205,000

Uesugi 180,000
Matsudairs ! 30.0S0
Iwaki j.

Tozawa
Sakai

;

Rokugo tt&OSB*
Sakai
Yonezu
Oda

•'

Wakasa i

Obama Sakai 103,000
l

’

Kaga

Kanazawa
Daishoji

Maeda !

1.027,000
Maeda

;
100,000

Echizen

Fukui
Tsuruga
Maruoka
Ono
Sabae
Katsuyama

Matsudaira 320,000
Sakai 10,000
Arima 50,000
Doi 40,000
Manabe 40,000
Ogasawara 22,000

Etchu

Toyama Maeda 100,000

Echigo

Sbibata
Takata
Murakami
Nagaoka
Muramatsu
Shiiya
Itoigawa
Yoita
Mikkaichi
Kurokawa

Mizoguchi 50,000
Sakakibara

1 150,000
Naito

|

70,000
Makino

j
74,000

Hori ( Olcuda) 30,000
Hori {Okuda ) 10,000
Matsudaira 10,000
Ii

_
20,000

Yanagisawa 10,000
Yanagisawa 10,000 -

Tamba

Kameyama
Fukuchiyama
Sasayama
Yamaga
Sonobe
Ayabe
Kashiwabara

1

Matsudaira
|

50,000
Kuchiki 32,000 -

Aoyama 60,000
Tani 10,000
Koide 30,000
Kuki 20,000
Oda 20,000

in koku

Tottori

Matsue
Hirose

Tsuwano
Hamad a

Himeji
Yamazaki
Ako
Tatsuno
Ono
Akasbi
Hayashida
Ashi
Mikazuki
Miknsa

Katsuyama

Okayama

Tango

Honjo
(Matsud.)

Makino
Kyogoku

Tajima

Ssagwfea

X&aba

Iznmo

Matsudaira
Matsudaira
Matsudaira

Iwami

Ka.in(-i

Matsudaira
J

Harima

|

Sakai

(
Honda
Mori
Wakizaka
Hitotsuyanagi

! Matsudaira
I Taiebs

Mmasaka

[

Matsudaira
Miura

Ikeda
(Matsud.)

Bitchn

Itakura
Kinosliita

Ito

Seki
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Residence DaimyS Revenues
[

in koku

Hiroshima

Kikkawa
Mori

j

Tokugawa
Ando

j

Mizuno

Aw&

j

Hachh/vk*

Tosa

j

Yamajwncl i

8anukl

j

MatavSaDis
Kyogoku

!

Kyogoku

369,000

40,000

55,5,000

40,000

3

268,000

242,600

Hisamatsu
Hisamatsu
Date
Kato
Matgudaira
Hitotsuyanagi
Date
Kato

I

Chikuzen

! Kurod8
Kuroda

J

Chikugo

Arima
Tachibana

150^000

520,000

50,000

Residence >*»« ter
I

Buzen

Kokura
Nakatsn

Ogasawara 150,000

Okudaira
j

100,000

Bongo

Oita (Funai)
Usuki
Takeda
Hiji
Saeki
Mori
Kizuki

Matsudaira 21,000
Insba 66,000
Nakagawa 70,000

Kinoshita 25,000

Mori 20,000

Kurashima 12,000
Matsudaira 32,000

Hizen

Saga
Hirado
Karatsu
Shimabara
Bisoite
Ogi
Kashira*
Oroara
Fnkne {Ctelu)

Nabeshima 357,000
Matsuura 61,000
Ogasawara 60,000

Matsudaira 70,000
Nabeshima 62,000

Nabeshima 73,000

Nabeshima 20,000

Omura 28,000

Goto I 12,000

Higo

SkOiEsnsoto

Udo
Hiteyoshi

Hosokawa
!

540,000
Hosokawa 30,000

Sagara 22,000

Hyuga

Kobeoka
Sadowara
Obi
Takanabe

Naito 70,000

Shimazu 27,000

Ito 60,000

Akizuki 27,000

Satsnma

Eagoshima Shimazu 778,000

Iki

Katsumoto Matsuura i 10,000
1

Tsushima

Fuchu
, 85

|

100,000

£zo

Matsumae Matsumae
^

80,000

Total—258 Daimyo
Sankei 3 Kamon 18
Fudai 139 Tozarna 98
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XIV.—MINISTRIES SINCE 188&
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XV.— KOREA.

Korea forms a peninsula of about 1250 Km., long, and 500 Km., of
average width ; it has an area of 218,000Km 2

. Its population is estimated
at 15 million inhabitants, the density being 69 per Km 2

.

The name Korea is a corruption of Korie (ifj ,
Chiu. Kaoli, Jap.

Korai). Since the end of the 14th century, it was called Tchao-sien
(Jap. Chosen). Its official name in China, is Han-kouo [$] (Jap.

Kan-koku or Kara no kuni).

Korea is divided into 8 provinces (ig ,
too ; Jap. do), 5 of which, since

the Sino-Japanese war (1894-1895) have been divided into 2 prefectures.

In the table given below, the ancient capitals are in the first line, the
new prefectures below it.

PROVINCES PREFECTURES

Korean Name. Chinese.
Japan-
ese.

Korean Name Chinese Japan-
! E8E.

gt it, Ilamkyeng Hienkin Kankei Hainheting

jM, Kiltjyou
Hienliing
Kitcheou

Kanko
Kisliu

4s 3c> Hpyen-an Pingngan Heian Y- $S, Hpyeng-
yang

3c W, Antjyou

Ping-yimg

Nganfe&eoa

Heijo

Anshu

H $%, Hoang-hai Hoang-hai Kokai tit tti, Hai-tjyou Haitcheou Kaishu

it M, Kang-ouen Kiang-yuen Kogen © 0H, Ouen-tjyou Yuentcheou Genshu

g jft, Kyeng-
keuei

King-ki Ky5ki Iff., Syou-ouen
(Seoul)

Choei-yuen Suigen
(Keijo)

JR it. Tchyoung-
tchyeng

Tchoung-tsing Chusei JR 4ti, Tchyoung-
tjyou

& iHf, Kong-tjyou

Tchongtcheou

Kongtcheou

Chushu

Koshu

Rf9, Kieng-syang King-chang Keisho M •&, Taikou
9 iW, Tjin-tjyou

Taikong
Tsintcheou

Taiko
Shinshu

£ 8f, Tjyen-la Tsuien-la Zenra £ W, Tjyen-tjyou

H JH, La-tjyou
Tsiuentcheou
Latcheou

Zenshu
Rashu

The principal cities are : Seoul, or Syou-ouen, or Hang-yang-tcheng
M Wj 1$ (Jap.: Kan-yo-jd) (200,000 inh.h capital;— Tchemulpo or
Tjyei-moul-hpo gSf tijfy fjfj or Jen-tchoan £: Jlj (Jap. Jinsen) (20,000 inh.),

open port ;j— Fusan ig
jjj (Jap. Fusan) (48,000 inh.), open port

;
—

Yuenchan x lU (Jap. Gensan) (18,000 inh.) open port
;
— Kaisong or

Song-do ^ (Jap. Shoto) (60,000 inh.), was the capital from 910 to
1392

;
— Hpyeng-yang (Jap. Heij’6) (30,000 inh.), etc.
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The principal rivers are the Yalu IfJ ,
and the Tumen [gj P

1

] ,
which

form the boundary nearly all along the Northern border
; the Han-kiang,

$L iX which passes through Seoul, and the Tatong, IP] >
which flows

through Hpyeng-yang.
Many islands are along the S. and the W. coast

; the principal ones
are : Tsitclieou-tao (Quelpacrt Isl.), Kiuwen-tao g J g (Port
Hamilton), Kiutsi-tao g § opposite the Japanese island of Tsushima,
etc.
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XVI—CHINA.

(A).— Political Divisions.

1

Provinces Area in
km. 1

Population
(1902)

Pop.
PERKM .

2 Capital Popula-
tion

Tcheli 300,000 20,930,000

38,247,900
70 At Peking 700,000

lU * Changtong 145,000 264 2flf ih, Tsinan 100,000
m m Chansi 212,000 i2,mooa 57 Jc Iff,, Taiyuen 230,000

Honan 176,000 144 f!3 it, Kaifong 200,000
tti* Kiangsou 100,000 23,&$£SQ 239 (h Jt, Nanking 350,000

Nganhoei 142.000

180.000
167 $ Bf> Nganking 40,000

ft n Kiangsi 26,552,000 148 [(j fl, Nantchang 300,000
a jx Tchekiang 95,000 11,580,000 122 tit !W, Hangtcheou 300,000

ift Foukien 120,000 22,870,000 191 M ^H, Foutcheou 625,000
«n* Houpe 185,000 35,280,000 191 35 f”, Ouchang 500,000
m ^ Hounan 216,000 22,?mm S vd-', Tchangcha
irm Kansou 325,000 10,3^00$ SD W, Lancheou 505,i»>
IffcH Chensi 195,000 8,4&pa4

68,7mm \

'<&
: H ffZ, Singnan l.Ofc/j&s

ra ;n Setchoan 566,000 i'l' ,'3^; !& SIS, Tchengtou 65<;«S>
a? * Koangtong 259,000 oW< ? ' ® j£, Canton 900,000

m n Koangsi 200,000 a.tWM r ft Koeilin 80,000

m « Koeitcheou 174,000
fit Koeiyang 100,000

s ft!
Yunnan 380,000 12,?2!^J& * jg, Yunnan 45,000

The 18 Provinces 3,970,000 407,518,750 103

ffiSC Chengking
Kilin (Kirin)
Helongkiang

M 35, Mukden
§ ft;, Kirin

Tsitsikar

180,000

100,000

30,000

Mandchuria 942,000 8,500,000 9

Mongolia 3,543,000 2,580,000 0,7 fft, Ourga 40,000
n *& Thibet 1,200,000 6,430,000

1 200,000
5 «! m ,

Lhassa 10,000
m a Turkestan 1,426,000 0,8 ik Pft, Kachgar 65,000

Chinese Empire 11,081,000 426,228,750 38,5

(B). — The Chinese Dynasties.

After the 5 legendary sovereigns : Fotthi ^ ,
Chennong jjiij)

Jg ,

Hoangti ^ ,
Chaohao '}? gj| and Tchoan-hiu £({ ,

and the 3 great

Emperors : Yao
§|| (2357-2257 B.C.), Choen $$ and Yu ^ ,

China was
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governed by 22 dynasties, 9 of which were called the great dynasties, and
13, the fsjjap^r ones.i1irH 2205 B C.—1766 B.C. 17 Emperors
a fgf (Slid)

lln, m (/»)

1766
1401

—1401
—1122 [28 »»

3—Tcheou, ^ (Shu) 1122 — 249 38
4—Tsin, ^ (Shin) 249 — 206 4

s /Han, jjg (Kan) 206 — 25

J25
0

\Tong-Han (Td-Kan) . .

.

25 — 221 A.D. it

6—Chou, §§ (Shoku

)

321 A.D.— 165 2 it

7 /Tsin, ff (Shin) 265 — 317
}“(Tong-Tsin, ^ (To-Shin),. 317 — 420 ft

8—Song, (So) 420 — 479 8
it

9—Nan-Tsi, ^ (Nan-Sai) ... 479 — 502 5 it

10—Nan-Liang,
j$j (Nan-Ryo) 502 — 557 4 it

11—Nan-Tchen, [ft [jjfi
(Nan-Chin) 557 — 590 5 it

12—Soei, (End) 590 — 620 3 a
13—Tang, jg (To) 620 — 907 20 a
14—Heou-Liang, fa ijg: 907 — 923 2 a
15—Heou-Tang, fa 923 — 936 4 M
16—Heou-Tsin, fa ^ 936 — 947 2 it

17—Heou-Han, fa 947 — 951 2 it

18—Heou-Tcheou fa JS] 951 — 960 3

io /Song, (fc (So) 960 —1127
1
“

\Nan-Song, $j jfi (Nan-So) .. 1127 —1280 »*

20—Yuen % (Gen) 1280 —1368 10 ti

21—Ming, fp] (Min) 1368 — 1644 16
22—Tsing, fpj (Shin) 1644 — 11 ft

(The data given in this table are taken from the “Geographic de

l'Empire de Chine” by L. Richard, S. J. — Chang-hai).
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XIII.—ANCIENT COMPUTATION OF YEARS, MONTHS,
DAYSi BX5URS, ETC.

In the beginning of the 7th
:,

t»a8tiiy (604), Japan adopted the Chinese
calendar, which, if we except some small modifications was in use till the
year 1872.

It is a Luna-solar calendar, regulated according to the true movements
of Sun and Moon.—The month was strictly lunar, and the first lunar
month of the year was that in which the Sun enters the sign of the Fish

;

this placed the beginning of the yea? between Jan. the 20th and Feb.
the 19th.

The year ordinarily contained 12 ms&tbs, i.e. 354 or 355 days : this
was the common year Qiei-nen, 3* ^ ) ; but when the delay in the solar
year bad become such as not to bring the 13th lunation to the sign of the
Fish, a 13th month was added and called intercalar month

(uru-tsuki,

gj H )> and the year then had 383 or 384 days; it was the full year
(uru-doshi, jun-nen, Sf). The intercalar month was the one during
which the Sun remained in the same sign. Thus in 1903, the Sun had
entered Cancer on the 27th of the 5th month, remained in it during the
whole following lunation (intercalar), and entered the Lion on the 1st of
the 6th month. Thus, the feme sign always corresponded to each
lunation.

A.—Ysaes.
Besides the nengo and the era of limuu-tenno (560 B.C.), of which,

1906 is the 2,566 year, the Japanese used the sexagesimal cycle of
the Chinese, which is m its turn oompossd of the decimal cycle of the 10
trunks (jikkan , -f* and the duodecimal cycle of the 12 twigs ( ju-ni-

shi, — ;£)• By combining these two series, we come to 60 terms
which served in denominating the years.

The 10 trunks are formed of the 5 elements : wood, fire, earth, metal
and water, each one counted twice, once as senior

(e) and then as junior
(to) brothers.

1. ¥ • Ki-no-e Elder brother of the wood
2. Zi

• Ki-no-to Junior „
3. w . Hi-no-e Elder „ fire

4. T • Hi-no-to Junior „
5. iX Tsuchi-ito-e Elder „ earth
6. e, • Tsuchi-no-to Junior „
7. m • Ka-no-e Elder „ metal
8. ^ • Ka-no-to Junior „
9. i • Mizu-no-e Elder „ water

10. Mizu-no-to Junior „
The 12 twigs are

1. Ne Rat 5. Tatsu Dragon 9. Ip Sam Monkey
2. 3fc Ushi Ox 6. g. Mi Serpent 10. jP| Tori Cock
3. jg Tora Tiger 7. Uma Horse 11. fk Inu Dog
4. U Hare 8. ^ Hitsuji Goat 12. Boar
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The combinations of the two series are indicated in the table below,

with the corresponding years of the Christian era.

1
1
¥ ^ Ki-no-e Ne Year of the Rat 1864

2 Zj fi Ki-no-to Ushi Ox 1865

s W K Hi-no-e Tora Tiger 1866

4
1 T 9P Hi-no-to U Hare 1867

5
i

IS & Tsuchi-no-e Tatsu Dragon 1868
6 a e.

|

Tsuchi-no-to Mi Serpent 1869

7 ! .Ka-no-e Uma Hors® 1870
& : KJ-no-to Hitsnji 0(J8t

j

1871
9 1 % l Mizu-no-e Saru Monkey 1872
ir i m* »

^

Mizu-no-to Tori Cock .1873

T? i ¥' $ Kj-no-e Inu Bog !
Mi

12 & « 33-co-to I Boar
j

im
1 IS -KT % -Hi-no-e Ne Bat 1876

|
a- 7* 35:- Sii-no-to Ushi Ox 1877

I i ft If Tsuchi-no-e Tora Tiger 187«

a © ; Tteuchi-no-to U Hate
|

1879

4 W !
Xa-no-e Tatsu Dragon 1

1880

j J£i-no-to Mi Serpent 1881

i i? aSizu-no-e Uma Horae
;

1882

i S 1
Mizu-no-to Hitsuji Coat 1883

i St . i? a. . rS-no-e Saru Monkey 1384 |

.a® < ^ .* I X>-no-to Tori Cock 1833
23 W R Hi-no-e Inu Dog 1886
24 T £ Hi-no-to I Boar 1887
25 IS -

f- Tsuchi-no-e Ne Bat 1888
26 a a Tsuchi-no-to Ushi Ox 1889
27 * K Ka-no-e Tora Tiger 1890
28 $ up Ka-no-to U nare 1891
29 3; fil Mizu-no-e Tatsu Dragon 1892

2° * e Mizu-no-to Mi Serpent 1893
31 sp Ki-no-e Uma „ Horse 1894
32 Zi Ki-no-to Hitsuji Goat 1895
33 W * Hi-no-e Saru Monkey 1896
34 T @ Hi-no-to Tori Cock 1897
35 IS R Tsuchi-no-e Inn

If
Dog 1898

36 a ^ Tsuchi-no-to I „ Boar 1899
37 R * Ka-no-e Ne Bat 1900
38 $ fl- Ka-no-to Ushi Ox 1901
39 $ K Mizu-no-e Tora

If Tiger 1902
40 « 5P Mizu-no-to U „ Hare 1903
41 ¥ fi Ki-no-e Tatsu Dragon 1904
42 z, a Ki-no-to Mi Serpent 1905
43

i*J T Hi-no-e Uma Horse 1906
44 T ifc Hi-no-to Hitouji „ Goat 1907
45 IS R Tsuchi-no-e Saru Monkey 1908
46 a ® Tsuchi-no-to Tori Cock 1909
47 R R Ka-no-e Inu Dog 1910
48 ^ £ Ka-no-to I Boar 1911
49

1
3E * Mizu-no-c Ne Bat 1912

50 3? a Mizu-no-to Ushi Ox 1913
51

1 <F St Ki-no-e Tora Tiger 1914
52 z, «n Ki-no-to U Hare 1915
53 pj s Hi-no-e Tatsu Dragon 1916
54 T B Hi-ad-to Mi If Serpent 1917
55 R * TsaeM-ne-e Uma „ Horse 1918
56 a Ts!jeii:!--ao"to Hitsnji Goat 1919
57 r * Kv-tjC-B Saru Monkey 1920
58 * m Ka-no-to Tori Code 1921
59 S R Mizu-no-e Inu Dog 1922
60 £ £ Mizu-no-to I If Boar 1923
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B.

—

Months.
Each month was named by its number to which was added a special

name derived from the

I 1st Month Sho-gwalsu

8>rf 1«- „
San- „

4th Shi- „
fstfe Go- „
6th Rolca- „

7th » Shichi- „

8th )>
Hachi- „

9th V Ku- „

10th Ju- „
11th Ju-ichi- „
12th » Ju-ni- „

Mutsuki Month of good relations

Kisaragi ., when clothes are donble-liued

Yayoi „ of nature’s awakening

U-tsuki „ of the flowerU (Deutzia scabra)

Sa-tsuki „ of sowing
Mi-na-zuki without water
Fumi-zuki „ of letters

„ of leaves (that fall)

Tsuki-mi-zuki „ of viewing the moon
Naga-zuki „ long?

KVeu-zuki „ of the Chrysanthemum
Kami-na-zuki „ without gods

Shimo-tmki „ of the white frost

Shiwasu „ final

The months had 30 or 29 days : the

(great), the latter, sho no tsuki (small).

former were called

When a month was inserted, itWUV AVWVVW*, Vl.v -VV J
• *

took its name from the preceding one ;
for ex : Urii-ni-guatsu.

C.—Seasons and Subdivisions cm? the Seasons.

The equinoxes and the solstices which.?.&$$$£ the beginning of the

European seasons, marked the middle of tteCShihese seasons. Each sea-

son is divided into 6 nearly equal periods, according to the positions of

the Sun moving from 15 to 15 degrees of longitude. These 24 subdivi-

sions of the year axe called ki, setsu or sekki. They are given in the table

below with the corresponding dates of the European calendar.

Spring #

* #
S3

K *
# »
is m

Risshun
U-tui
Keichitsu

Shutnbun
Seimei

Koku-u

Beginning of spring

Rain water
Awakening of the insects

Equinox of spring

Pure lustre (clear weather)

Rain for the cereals

Feb. 5th

„ 19th
March 5th

„ 20th
April 5th

„ 20th

Summer..

* *
d> m
m fi

sc a
lit

Rikka
Shbman
Roshu
Geji

Shosho

Dciisho

Beginning of summer
Small plenitude
Work of sowing
Solstice of summer
Little heat
Great heat

May 5th

„ 21st

June 6th

„ 21st

July 7th

„ 23rd

Autumn...
II
p

Risshu
Shosho
Hakuro
Shubun
Kanro
Soko

Beginning of fall

End of heat
White dew
Equinox of autumn
Cold dew
Descent of the frost

Aug. 7th

„ 23rd
Sept. 8th

„ 23rd
Oct. 8th

« 23rd

Winter....^

4 *
<h *
* m
* m
* X

Ritlo

Shosettu

Daisetsu

Toji

Shokan
Daikon

Beginning of winter
Little snow
Great snow
Solstice of winter
Little cold

Great cold

Nov. 7th

,, 22nd
Dec. 7th

„ 22nd
Jan. 6th

„ 21st
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D.—Days.

The days of the month are known by their number. The first is also

called Tsuitachi (tsuki-tachi, beginning of the moon). The last day of

the month is called misoka (ancient form of the 30th day) and the last

day of the year, o-misoka (great 30th day). The 10th, 20th and 30th of

each month, that were formerly days of rest, were also called kami no
toka, naka no toka and shimo no tdka. The 10 first days of a month
form the jd-jun (superior decade), the 10 following, the chu-jun (middle

decade), and the last 10, the ge-jun (inferior decade).

The 60 signs of the sexagesimal cycle used for the years are also

employed for the days and recur in the same order every 60 days. Thus
the first, Jci-no-e ne occurred in 1905, on the 25th of January, the 26th of

March, the 25th of May, the 24th of July, the 23rd of September, the

22nd of November and so on.

E.—Hours.

The day was divided into 12 equal intervals {toki, B#), named according

to the 12 twigs of the duodecimal cycle : Ne no toki. Ushi no toki, etc.

These toki of two hours, were divided into two equal parts distinguished

by the prefixes sho (#j) and sei (jH) ;
each half comprised & hJcu (gij),

each koku 15 fun (^rjh), each fun 60 by

6

(fji).

Another manner of counting the hours was to give tfcesa a number ac-

cording to order, which decreased from 9 to 4 and yejsg mjmtied twice,

once for the hours of night and once for those of the day.

The table on the next page shows the relation that
1

exfate between

these two methods of reckoning.

V OLD CLOCK.
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Ne no toki—Hour of the Rat Kokonolsu no toki—9th hour it p.m.

Night ' Ushi Ox Yatm >1
—8th yy

i a.m.

Torn Tiger Nanatsu —7th 3 yy

u Hare Mutsu —6th 5
yy

Morning! Tatsu Dragon Itsutsu V —5th 7 yy

Serpent Yotsu >»
—4th „ 9

yy

Vma Horse Kokonolsu —9th » 11
yy

Day Hitsuj Goat Yatm » —8th
\

p.m.

[Sai-u Monkey Kanatrn yy
—7th 3

yy

il'ori Cock Mutsu —6th yy yy

Evening ,Inu Dog Itrntsu yy
—5th yy

l
yy

1/ »» » Boar Yotsu » —4th yy
9

yy

A third manner of reckoning the hours was to give them a different

number of holm according as the days and nights were on the decrease or

on the increase, in the different seasons of the year. For more details

consult an old Chinese Calendar.
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XVIII.—TABLE FOE COMPAEING JAPANESE WITH
FEENCH AND ENGLISH MEASUEES.

Measures Japakbse French English

Length

s
m si
w
m
3t

R
t
ft

Ri (league)

Ri (marine 1.)

CKo (60 fen)

Ken (6 feet)

Jo (10 feet)

Shaku (foot)

Sun (inch)

Bu (line)

3,927 m6t. 2727
1,851 „ 8181
109 „ 0910

1 „ 8181

3 „ 0303
0 „ 3030

0 „ 0303
0 „ 0030

2 miles 4403
1 mile 1507
5 chains 4230

1 yard 9884

3 yards 3140
11 inches 9305
1 inch 1930
1 line 4317

Area wr

Ji

*

Ri square
CHo (10 tan)

Tan (300 tsubo

)

Tsubo (1 fen 5
.)

15 kil. 5 4235
99 ares 1735
9 „ 9173
3 mSt 5 3058

5 sq. miles 9552
2 acres 4507

0 „ 2450
3 sq. yards 9538

Capacity ft
ft
*]

Koku (10 to)

To (i bush.)

Slid (pint)

Go
Seki

180 litres 3906
18 „ 0391
1 ., 8039
0 „ 1804
0 „ 0180

39 gall. 703—4 bush. 963

3 „ 970—1 peck 985

1 quart 588—0 „ 199

1 gill 271—0 „ 020

n Kuan 3,750 grammes 8 lb. 267 av. d. p.
Weight ft Kin (pound) 600 „ 1 „ 323 „

%. Momme 3 ,, 7o0 33 oz. 86 „

Money HI Yen 2 fr. 5832 2 s. 3d.
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